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Oral evidence

Taken before the Education and Skills Committee

on Wednesday 10 September 2003

Members present:

Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair

Valerie Davey Jonathan Shaw
JeV Ennis Mr Mark Simmonds
Mr Kerry Pollard Mr Andrew Turner

Memorandum submitted by Professor Anne West (SA 17)

Executive Summary

Two pieces of research on secondary school admissions in England have recently been conducted by the
Centre for Educational Research (CER) at the London School of Economics and Political Science in
conjunction with the Research and Information on State Education Trust (see West & Ingram, 2001; West
& Hind, 2003).

— West & Ingram (2001) investigated objections to school admissions made to the OYce of the
Schools Adjudicator during the first 13 months of its operation. In the main, objections related to
such issues as partial selection, interviews and whether employees/children of former pupils should
have priority for places. The majority of objections relating to partial selection were not upheld
by the schools adjudicator. Objections to priority being given to children of former pupils of the
school and to children with a parent employed at the school were upheld; adjudicators reasoned
that these could discriminate against certain groups of pupils.

— Analysis of secondary school admissions1 criteria carried out by West & Hind (2003)2 revealed
variation in the criteria used (see Annexes A and B). A number of these can be construed as being
broadly objective, clear and fair (eg distance, feeder schools and siblings).

— Community/voluntary-controlled schools were more likely than voluntary-aided/foundation
schools to include as oversubscription criteria pupils with medical/social needs and pupils with
special educational needs. Voluntary-aided/foundation secondary schools on the other hand were
more likely than others to use criteria that enable them to “select in” certain groups of pupils and
“select out” others (eg priority to children of employees, children of former pupils, children with
ability/aptitude in a subject area). One in 10 voluntary-aided schools interviewed parents and
slightly more interviewed pupils.

— Ongoing analysis suggests that one in five secondary schools used overtly selective criteria (eg
partial selection on the basis of ability/aptitude, primary school record) or potentially
discriminatory criteria (eg priority to children of school employees/former pupils/governors) or
subjective criteria/practices allowing for administrative discretion (eg interviews, compassionate/
pastoral factors). This means that certain schools can eVectively “choose” particular pupils and
not others (eg the less able and the more challenging). In short, certain parents are less likely to
have their “choice” realised than others.

— City Technology Colleges are intended to be representative of the full ability range of pupils in the
catchment area. However, the use of various selection criteria mean that in practice such schools
cannot be considered to be genuine “all ability schools”.

It is recommended that: (1) the OYce of the Schools Adjudicator should have a more pro-active role and
be able to undertake investigations of policy and practice of individual admission authorities; (2) admissions
policies should be audited by an outside body, such as the OYce of the Schools Adjudicator, OFSTED or
the Audit Commission; (3) the Department for Education and Skills (DfES) should provide comprehensive
guidance on acceptable criteria; one possibility would be to provide a “menu” of admissions criteria; (4) the
DfES should commission research to explore the characteristics of successful and unsuccessful applicants
for admission to secondary schools of diVerent types (community, voluntary-controlled, voluntary-aided,
foundation) in terms of such factors as key stage 2 results, known free school meals eligibility and ethnicity.

1 Excluding grammar schools.
2 See West A & Hind A 2003 Secondary School admissions in England: Exploring the extent of overt and covert selection,

London: Research and Information on State Education Trust. www.risetrust.org.uk/admissions.html
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1. Introduction

1.1 Research on secondary school admissions has recently been carried out by the Centre for Educational
Research (CER) at the London School of Economics and Political Science. This short submission provides
an introduction to policy in relation to school admissions and then describes two significant pieces of
research that have been carried out by the CER in conjunction with the Research and Information on State
Education Trust. The first of these explored objections made about school admissions to the OYce of the
Schools Adjudicator and the second examined admissions criteria used in English secondary schools. The
final section concludes the memorandum and presents a number of policy recommendations.

2. Policy Context

2.1 The 1998 School Standards and Framework Act and accompanying regulations set a new legal
framework for admissions. Associated with the legislation is a Code of Practice on School Admissions. The
first Code of Practice came into force on 1 April 1999 and applied to arrangements leading to admissions
from September 2000 onwards; a new Code of Practice came into force on 31 January 2003 (DfES, 2003).
Key aspects of the Code of Practice relate to the provision of information for parents and guidance
concerning the admissions process. Information on oversubscription criteria that admission authorities
(LEAs, voluntary-aided and foundation schools) should use is also provided: where more parents have
expressed a preference for a particular school in a given year than it has places available, the admission
authority must apply the oversubscription criteria in its published admission policy in deciding which
parents’ preferences it should meet.

2.2 Specific reference is made to partial selection, which is permitted in some circumstances but not
others. The first Code of Practice addressed the issue of interviews stating that schools or admission
authorities should not interview parents as any part of the application or admission process, although
church schools may do so, but only in order to establish a person’s religion, including religious
denomination or practice. It is significant that the revised Code of Practice (DfES, 2003) states that for the
admission round leading to September 2005 intakes and subsequently “no parents or children should be
interviewed as any part of the application or admission process, in any school except a boarding school”
(s 3.15).3

2.3 Turning specifically to oversubscription criteria, the Code of Practice (DfES, 2003) states that the
admission authority has a fairly wide discretion in deciding what these oversubscription criteria should be,
provided that the criteria are not unlawful; the admission authority has considered the factors which it
believes to be most important in ensuring that children receive an eYcient and suitable education and has
had regard to guidance in the Code; and the criteria are clear, fair and objective and are published (s A.51).

2.4 One of the mechanisms introduced by the Labour Government was the “schools adjudicator”,
designed to resolve local disputes in relation to, amongst other issues, school admissions. Objections can be
made to adjudicators by admission authorities and in the case of certain existing partially selective
arrangements, by parents (from 2003, community and voluntary-controlled schools can also object). The
Centre for Educational Research has carried out research on the objections made to the OYce of the Schools
Adjudicator.

3. Objections made to the Office of the Schools Adjudicator

3.1 West & Ingram (2001) investigated objections to school admissions made to the OYce of the Schools
Adjudicator during the first 13 months of its operation (July 1999 to the end of July 2000). During the period
in question, there were rulings on 57 objections relating to admissions. These related to admissions policies
in diVerent parts of the country, but the vast majority were in London and the South East of England. In
almost all cases they were in LEAs with a variety of school types co-existing—such as foundation schools,
voluntary-aided schools, fully selective schools and partially selective schools.

3.2 Objections to the OYce of the Schools Adjudicator related, in the main, to issues such as partial
selection by ability/aptitude, interviews, whether children of employees, former pupils should have priority
for places, concern about the testing procedures, and feeder schools to named secondary schools (West &
Ingram, 2001). The majority of objections relating to partial selection were not upheld by the schools
adjudicator; in some cases the objection was partially upheld (eg by partial selection being reduced) but in
only two cases was the objection upheld (in both these cases the partial selection by ability was deemed
unlawful, as it had been introduced after the 1997–98 school year).

3.3 Across all the examined adjudications, none of the objections to priority being given to children of
former pupils of the school provided evidence showing specific examples of adverse eVects, but each time
the adjudicator decided that such admissions criteria were unfair and objections were thus upheld. In several

3 However, the Code notes that “auditions which are part of objective testing for aptitude conducted by a school with a specialism
in a prescribed subject” may be carried out in accordance with its published admission arrangements.
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additional cases an admissions criterion referred to priority being given to children with a parent employed
at the school; this, it was also reasoned, could discriminate against traveller and refugee children who had
moved to the area and was thus contrary to the Race Relations Act 1976.

3.4 Our analysis of the “quasi-regulation” of school admissions (West & Ingram, 2001) revealed that the
new legislation and accompanying Code of Practice has had some impact on admissions to secondary
schools. Some inequitable admissions criteria have been removed for some schools. This is more apparent
with some criteria than others (eg children of employees having priority). In other cases, and particularly in
relation to partial selection by ability or aptitude, adjudicators reduced partial selection in some, but not
all cases.

4. Secondary Schools Admissions Criteria

4.1 Research on admissions criteria has also been carried out by the Centre for Educational Research. A
database of 95% of state-maintained secondary schools in England was created and oversubscription
criteria4 recorded on a school-by-school basis (see West & Hind, 2003). Key findings are presented below.5

4.2 Our analysis revealed that some admissions criteria can be construed as being broadly objective, clear,
fair and equitable (eg distance and siblings). However, in a significant minority of schools, notably those
that were their own admission authorities (voluntary-aided and foundation schools) a variety of criteria
were used which appeared to be designed to “select in” certain groups of pupils and “select out” others.
These “selective” criteria included giving priority to children of employees; to children of former pupils and
the use of partial selection by ability/aptitude in a subject or by general ability (see Annex A and Annex B).

4.3 We found that specialist schools were more likely than non-specialist schools to report selecting a
proportion of pupils on the basis of aptitude/ability in a particular subject area.6 However, voluntary-aided
and foundation schools were far more likely to select on this basis than community or voluntary-controlled
schools.7 The issue of partial selection by aptitude/ability is thus more a function of whether schools are in
control of their own admissions than of specialist school status.8

4.4 It is noteworthy that criteria giving priority to children with medical or social needs were given for
nearly three-quarters of schools; however, community/voluntary-controlled schools were far more likely to
include this as a criterion than voluntary-aided/foundation schools. Turning to special educational needs,
nearly two-fifths of schools mentioned this as an oversubscription criterion. Again, these were
predominantly community/voluntary-controlled schools as opposed to voluntary-aided/foundation schools
(see Annex A).

4.5 The practice of interviewing parents and/or pupils as part of the admission process will not be
permitted under the new Code of Practice; at the time of our study, 10% of voluntary-aided schools in our
sample reported interviewing parents and 16% reported interviewing pupils.9

4.6 Ongoing analysis suggests that one in five secondary schools used overtly selective criteria (eg partial
selection on the basis of ability/aptitude, primary school record) or potentially discriminatory criteria (eg
priority to children of school employees/former pupils/governors) or subjective criteria/practices allowing
for administrative discretion (eg interviews, compassionate/pastoral factors).10 This means that certain
schools can eVectively “choose” particular pupils and not others (eg the less able and the more challenging).
In short, certain parents are less likely to have their “choice” realised than others.

4.7 Some grammar schools, which are by definition academically selective, also used a range of practices
which make such schools even more “exclusive” than would otherwise be the case by using as
oversubscription criteria such factors as aptitude/ability in a subject area or giving priority to the children
of former pupils (see West & Hind, 2003).

4.8 City Technology Colleges are intended to be representative of the full ability range of pupils in the
catchment area. We found that whilst some attempt was made to obtain a balanced intake in terms of pupils’
cognitive ability, other selection criteria—including, for example, school reports, tests of “aptitude”, a
writing test to assess “motivation” to succeed, and questions relating to parents’ occupations—mean that
in practice such schools cannot be considered to be genuine “all ability schools”.

4 For admission in September 2001 in the majority of cases.
5 These findings, except where stated otherwise, refer to admissions to non-grammar schools.
6 5.9% of specialist schools versus 1.7% of non-specialist schools.
7 6.5% voluntary-aided schools, 11.2% foundation schools, 0.3% community schools and 0% voluntary-controlled schools.
8 The distinction between aptitude, ability and achievement is not clear. For example, one school selected up to 10% of pupils

on the basis of “proven aptitude in music”; children applying under this criterion needed to have “achieved at least Grade III
of the Associated Board . . . in an instrument or voice”. This can be construed as a measure of ability or aptitude or
achievement—or all three.

9 27 Roman Catholic schools, 11 Church of England schools and 4 schools of other religions or denominations reported
interviewing parents; the comparable figures for schools interviewing pupils were 45, 13 and 11 respectively.

10 This is likely to be an underestimate as some schools used idiosyncratic criteria (see examples in Annex B). It is important to
note that not all voluntary-aided and foundation schools provided their admissions criteria (see West & Hind, 2003).
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4.9 In short, for some types of schools, there are clear opportunities for schools to “select in” and “select
out” pupils; given the links between social background, prior attainment and later examination
performance, it seems likely that these practices enable some such schools to obtain higher positions in
examination “league tables” than others.11

5. Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

Conclusions

5.1 Despite attempts by the government to reform school admissions, the evidence reported in this
submission reveals that there is considerable room for improvement. Admissions criteria that are not
objective, clear or fair continue to be used. The situation should improve with the new Code of Practice
(DfES, 2003).

5.2 The new Code of Practice reiterates the concerns about oversubscription criteria that are potentially
discriminatory, but were nonetheless in operation at the time of our study (eg giving preference to children
whose parents or older siblings had previously attended the school, or to children with a parent employed
at the school).

5.3 One issue raised in the Code of Practice, but addressed by very few admission authorities relates to
children in public care, who are a particularly disadvantaged group. The Code recommends that “all
admission authorities give these children top priority in their oversubscription criteria”. Our analysis of
admissions criteria revealed that this was a criterion for only 2% of schools.12

5.4 Another issue that is mentioned in the Code of Practice relates to children with statements of special
educational needs; where a school is named in the statement, pupils are required to be admitted to that
school. This is an area where current practice could be improved. The admissions criteria and brochures we
analysed were not consistent in terms of what information was provided. It would be in the interests of
parents, especially those with children with special educational needs, to have information about this issue.

5.5 The majority of schools use admissions criteria that are not overtly or covertly selective. However, the
policies adopted by a minority of schools are likely to have a negative impact on the intake to other schools,
especially in certain parts of the country. It appears likely that more regulation is needed to prevent a
continuation of policies and practices that are inequitable and contrary to the principles of social justice.

5.6 The research reported here focused on admissions criteria; however, it is not known whether
admissions authorities adhere to their stated policies. This is an area that needs further investigation. A
related point is that parents may have to fill in application forms for schools that are their own admission
authority; it is important that application forms do not seek information (eg parents’ occupations, child’s
primary school record13) that would enable them to “select in” and “select out” certain groups of pupils.

Policy recommendations

5.7 The OYce of the Schools Adjudicator should have a more pro-active role and be able to undertake
investigations of individual admission authorities. Such investigations should include a detailed
examination of both policy and actual practice.

5.8 Admissions policies of individual admission authorities should be audited by an outside body, such
as the OYce of the Schools Adjudicator, OFSTED or the Audit Commission to ensure that they are in
accordance with DfES guidance.

5.9 The Department for Education and Skills should provide comprehensive guidance on acceptable
criteria, ideally with a “menu” of acceptable admissions criteria included in the Code of Practice.

5.10 The Department for Education and Skills should commission research to explore the characteristics
of successful and unsuccessful applicants for admission to secondary schools of diVerent types (community,
voluntary-controlled, voluntary-aided, foundation) in terms of such factors as key stage 2 results, known
free school meals eligibility and ethnicity.

11 An analysis of the percentage of pupils gaining five or more GCSEs at grades A* to C between 1997 and 2000 found an increase
of 3.6 percentage points across all types of maintained secondary schools in our database. However, this figure was only 2.8
for voluntary-controlled schools and 3.4 for community schools, whilst for voluntary-aided schools it was 4.3 and for
foundation schools 4.4 percentage points (both of these types of school are in control of their admissions).

12 Virtually all were community schools.
13 Our research found that the child’s school record/headteacher’s report was used by a small proportion (1%) of schools.
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Annex A

ADMISSIONS CRITERIA USED

Table A1

ENGLAND: SECONDARY SCHOOLS ADMISSIONS CRITERIA
(EXCLUDING GRAMMAR SCHOOLS)

Criterion England Community Voluntary- Voluntary- Foundation
secondary controlled aided

schools
N%2862 N%2023 N%81 N%401 N%357

Siblings 96% 98% 99% 85% 96%
Distance 86% 91% 93% 51% 93%
Medical/social need 73% 80% 80% 35% 70%
Catchment area 61% 67% 70% 41% 44%
First preference 41% 48% 40% 26% 18%
Special educational needs 39% 48% 44% 11% 20%
Feeder school 28% 26% 33% 37% 25%
Religion 13% 0% 16% 92% 0%
Children of employees 9% 5% 3% 13% 28%
DiYcult journey 6% 7% 9% 2% 6%
Children of former pupils 5% 3% 1% 10% 12%
Banding 3% 2% 4% 8% 2%
“Other faiths” 3% 0% 0% 23% 0%
Ability/aptitude in subject area 3% 0% 0% 7% 11%
Pupil interviews 2% 0% 1% 16% 1%
Strong family connection 2% 1% 1% 5% 3%
Parent interviews 2% 0% 0% 10% 0%

Note: This table does not provide an exhaustive listing of admissions criteria/practices used.

Annex B

EXAMPLES OF CRITERIA USED BY SCHOOLS

Voluntary-aided secondary school

Group A

1. Children of worshipping members of the Church of England including those worshipping at the
Cathedral (up to 58 places).

2. Cathedral day choristers (up to eight places).

3. Children of staV currently at the school at the time of application.

4. Brothers and sisters of children attending the school at the time of application.

5. Children of other worshipping members of other Christian denominations and faiths.

6. Children of any other applicants to the limit of the places available, according to proximity to the
school.
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Group B

Pupils selected by ability as measured by the school’s assessment procedures in merit order for a maximum
of 15 places.

1. Twelve of these places will be selected on overall academic ability.

2. Three of these places will be selected on musical ability.

Voluntary-aided secondary school

Category A1

(i) Children of families . . . actively involved in local RC communities (max 118 places).

(ii) Children of families . . . actively involved in Anglican Church Communities (min 40 places).

Should the numbers in any one sub-category exceed the number of places the following criteria will be
applied.

(a) evidence of significant involvement . . . in the church...

(b) evidence of some involvement . . .

(c) number of years the family has been involved . . .

Category A2

Children of families who are members, but not active members of the local RC and Anglican Church
communities . . . with reasons . . . which deserve priority.

Should the numbers in this category exceed the number of places the following criteria will be applied

(a) evidence of some involvement . . .

(b) number of years family involved . . .

(c) weight of reasons . . .

Category A3

Notwithstanding all of the above . . . special consideration . . . child with special educational needs,
medical problems, or exceptional domestic or social problems . . . with appropriate evidence.

Category A4

. . . applications from parents of other Christian denominations . . . supported in writing . . .

Tie break:

(i) brother or sister attending

(ii) greater number of years the siblings would be part of the same school

(iii) weight of reasons . . .

Voluntary-aided secondary school

The governors consider that it is reasonable to ensure that prospective pupils can demonstrate their clear
wish to be educated within an environment that has clear and strong emphasis on nautical activities and
seafaring traditions. The criteria to be applied in rank order are:

1. Demonstration of a clear commitment to [the school’s] nautical ethos, and a wish to pursue a
nautical career.

(The Governors would assess this through an interview in which prospective pupils are given the
opportunity to demonstrate their interests and ambitions with regard to the school, and express how they
would take full advantage of the specialist education oVered. The assessment criteria used for the interviews
will be available from the school.)

2. Sibling links.

3. Geographical distance.
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Foundation secondary school

1. Residents within [three named] parishes.

2. Children with a brother or sister attending the school.

3. Children who have benefited from a period of residence outside the UK leading to experience of a
language/culture other than English.

4. Children influenced by the culture/language of another country as a result of residence there of one or
more parents.

5. Children influenced by the culture/language of another country as a result of work/interests of one or
more parents.

6. Children with a proven interest in language/culture outside the UK.

7. Children whose parents work/interests are connected with other countries.

8. Proximity of home to school, those living closest being accorded higher priority.

Foundation secondary school

Allocation of places will follow the criteria in order as published:

— Siblings of pupils at present on roll at the School.

— 10% places for pupils by aptitude for Music by audition.

— 5% places for pupils by aptitude for Dance by audition.

— 10% places for pupils with Technological Aptitude.

— Pupils whose parent works at the School.

— Remaining places allocated by geographical proximity to the School.

Foundation secondary school

In applying for admission at [name of school] the governing body assumes that parents are seeking a
school which provides:

(a) an all-round education which has enhancements in science and technology and which stresses
enterprise skills.

(b) post-16 courses.

(c) an ethos which encourages learning and which insists upon the highest standards of behaviour,
commitment to work, attendance and dress.

These points, therefore, are explicitly stated on the admissions form.

Conscious that the school was specifically set up to provide enhanced opportunities for pupils throughout
the city and the surrounding area and that additional funding is provided to the school for this purpose, the
governing body has determined that admission to the school, in the first instance, must ensure that all
interested parents/pupils should have a reasonable expectation of admission. In consequence, therefore,
each primary school within the defined area will be allocated a number of places determined by size and
relative accessibility to the school and the absence of otherwise of a viable alternative.

In the event of oversubscription the following criteria are used, in order:

(i) the child with the lower level of unauthorised absence in year 5 having priority.

(ii) the child with the higher overall attendance in year 5 having priority.

September 2003

Memorandum submitted by Professor John Coldron (SA 2)

Summary

1. Some of the main concerns and issues around admission policies are parental satisfaction, equitability,
eVects on school intake and composition, whether they help or hinder collaboration, eYciency in the use of
resources, and eVects of travel on the urban environment.

2. While in England as a whole the great majority of parents receive oVers for a place in a school with
which they are satisfied more problems are experienced in urban areas and these can be very some in some
hot spots with London having particular problems.
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3. Polarisation of parental perception of schools is the main reason for the admission crisis in particular
hot-spots.

4. There are pressures towards segregation especially in areas where there is polarisation of perception.
The fact that these pressures have not resulted in significant segregation does not mean the pressures are
not there.

5. For parents who engage in the choice process the most important ingredient of choice (together with
practical considerations) is the intake of the school.

6. The majority of parents want their children to go to a good local school.

7. It is still true in most areas that where you live largely determines the school your child will attend.

8. Anxiety is generated when access to acceptable schools is unpredictable and the process is complex or
literally unmanageable.

9. Some schools use admission arrangements to manage their intake so as to increase their proportion of
easier to educate children.

10. Specialist school status in itself is not likely to lead to a change in the intake of a school relative to
others in an area but the unilateral use of the option to select, probably would.

11. School procedures for testing for aptitude reflect a high level of control and a low level of
accountability on the part of schools.

1. Some of the concerns and issues around admissions policies

1.1 Parental satisfaction: Parents and their children may experience high levels of anxiety about
admission procedures to secondary school through unpredictability and delay about final decisions. As to
outcomes, the majority of parents feel strongly about which school their children attend and may feel
desperate when their preferences are not met. Some of the more powerful reasons for choice are fear about
the quality of education and about the moral and physical safety of their children at particular schools;
sincere beliefs about the need for their child to be educated in accordance with religious or moral principles;
and practical issues of family organisation, like childcare, that if disrupted by school admission can cause
great personal diYculty.

1.2 Equitability: A major dilemma is whether an admissions policy should provide equality of
opportunity for parents to gain access to what are perceived to be unequal schools or whether instead it
should attempt to mitigate the unequal educational performance of schools consequent on the social
segregation of intake by balancing intakes or in some other way. An unavoidable problem is that choice for
some parents (eg to attend a school other than their nearest school) reduces the choice for others (eg those
who live close to the school).

1.3 School intake/composition: Admissions policies directly aVect the composition of the school intake
which in turn is closely associated with certain measures of school performance. Because of the nature of
their intake some schools have a relatively diYcult task in many ways (Thrupp 1999) including to educate
the same proportion of their pupils to similar attainment levels. This is most obviously true of grammar and
secondary modern schools whose admissions criteria, despite other concerns, are transparent, familiar and
well understood. Some admission arrangements may allow a less transparent form of selection of intake by
schools that results in segregation on the basis of socio-economic status or ethnicity or attainment. This has
currently focused on the partially selective procedures such as the selective option of Specialist schools but
schools can also exercise selection in other ways for example through catchment areas or religious criteria.
The way parents choose schools is also a significant pressure towards segregation of school intake.

1.4 Collaboration and competition: There is currently an emphasis on collaboration as a means of
spreading good practice and improving schools. Admission arrangements, and the kinds of relations they
encourage or discourage between schools, may hinder or help the growth of collaboration. Particularly
salient is the level of competition in relevant areas to attract easier to educate children.

1.5 EYciency: Admission arrangements can and do absorb a great deal of resource on the part of schools,
local authorities and central government. This includes spending on managing the preference system and
the school stock to accommodate all preferences and the level of appeals that result. Some systems may be
more cost eVective than others.

1.6 Concern for the urban environment: there is an issue of wider environmental concern. Some admission
arrangements may lead to greater travel within already congested urban areas. There is some responsibility
to try, wherever possible, to reduce rather than increase the problems caused by the “school run”.
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2. The management of admissions in England

2.1 In England the local management of admissions has led to a great variety of arrangements (Williams
et al 2001; White et al 2001). Although all publicly maintained schools (and this includes Foundation and
Voluntary Aided schools) are bound by a common code of practice determined by central government
(DfEE 1999; and, from 2004–5 DfEE 2003), the history, geography and politics of diVerent locations have
had a considerable eVect on the adoption of particular admission arrangements in an area.

2.2 There has been a sense of seasonal crisis concerning school admissions (O’Reilly and Ludlow 2002).
Some schools are inundated with applications while others cannot fill the places they oVer (Coldron et al
2002). Appeals for secondary school places are rising year on year (DfES 2001).

Table 1

ADMISSION APPEALS SECONDARY SCHOOLS: APPEALS LODGED AND HEARD AGAINST
NON-ADMISSION OF CHILDREN TO MAINTAINED PRIMARY SCHOOLS IN ENGLAND

1995–96—1999–2001

1995–96 1996–97 1997–98 1998–99 1999–2000 2000–01

Appeals lodged as a % of total 6.0 6.7 7.6 8.7 9.6 10.3
admissions
Appeals heard as a % of total 4.3 4.9 5.5 6.3 7.0 7.5
admissions

However looking at the figures for England as a whole, talk of crisis seems like an exaggeration. In a recent
project on which we worked with the OYce for National Statistics it was found that 92% of parents gained
a place in the secondary school for which they had expressed first preference (Flatley and Williams 2001).
Ninety six per cent of parents are oVered a place in a school for which they have expressed some preference.
A third of unsuccessful parents gain entry on appeal (DfEE 2002). In addition, the study found that once
their children had been at secondary school for nearly a year a third of these previously dissatisfied parents
said they were more satisfied. Therefore the evidence strongly suggests that somewhere between 3% and 4%
of parents each year are left lastingly dissatisfied with the outcome of the admission process. A greater
proportion is dissatisfied with the process (about 15%).

2.3 However the global picture glosses over the problem of local hot-spots. Problems of school
admissions are not evenly spread over the country. Taking appeals for secondary places as an indicator,
rural areas have relatively few problems with only 5% of appeals heard, while metropolitan areas have 9%
and London nearly 14% (see Table 2 for an estimate on 2001 figures). Discontent about admissions is much
more an urban phenomenon and the bigger and more dense the population the bigger the problem.

Table 2

APPEALS HEARD AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL ADMISSIONS 2000–01

Rural Metropolitan Metropolitan Inner Outer All
(inc. London) (exc. London) London London London

Primary 2.5 3.8 3.8 3.3 4.0 3.7
Secondary 5.0 10.5 9.1 16.2 13.5 14.3
Combined 3.9 7.1 6.6 8.5 8.7 8.6

2.4 There is indeed a crisis in school admissions not globally but in particular localities. There is a crisis
for those parents who are not successful in gaining a place at a school to which they believe they can safely
send their child but for whom the private sector is not an option. It is a crisis for the schools which are so
unpopular that their diYcult job is made much harder, and a (albeit less fateful) crisis for the schools which
are so popular that they spend a great deal of time and energy managing the process of admissions and
appeals. For LEA admissions managers in deeply polarised areas it presents extreme diYculties in achieving
coherent regional schools provision.

3. Admissions in urban areas

3.1 A relatively large proportion of parents in urban areas take the opportunity to apply for schools other
than those closest to home. The ONS survey (Flatley et al) found that four in 10 parents (40%) who lived
in London boroughs did not apply to their nearest state school compared with about two in ten (21%) of
parents who live in Shire authorities (see Table 3).
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Table 3

PARENTS NOT APPLYING FOR PLACE IN NEAREST STATE SECONDARY
SCHOOL BY PARENTAL LEA TYPE

% not applying to nearest state school % Base % N

All parents 28 2170
London borough 40 286
Metropolitan authority 31 535
Unitary authority 29 386
Shire authority 21 963

3.2 This, in addition to the greater incidence of appeals in urban areas is evidence of greater choice
activity and levels of dissatisfaction. Simple diversity of choice or the availability of transport are not enough
wholly to explain the greater activity and associated dissatisfaction observed in large urban areas.
Discontent as measured by numbers of appeals is highly localised and is often to be found at its most intense
in specific areas within boroughs. The real culprit is polarisation. I mean by polarisation the diverse
reputations of schools as perceived by the parents. The perception that some schools are, at best, not even
to be considered, and at worst, must be avoided at all costs, while others are highly desirable.

3.3 There has been considerable academic debate about the impact of marketisation of admission policies
on the segregation of school intakes. Gorard et al (2002) have shown that the predictions of some
commentators (eg Gewirtz et al 1995; Lauder et al 1999) that segregation would increase have not been
fulfilled but it does not follow that the latter’s analysis of how parents choose and the claim that there is
pressure towards social segregation was wrong. Market models do provide an added pressure for
segregation but it hasn’t happened to any statistically significant degree. Predictions in social contexts are,
unlike predictions in the physical sciences, hardly ever borne out because of the confounding eVects of
multiple factors in open systems and people’s responses (eg the counter-activity of LEAs in the interests of
the children in their areas).

3.4 It is important to make a distinction between segregation of intakes and the polarisation of parental
perception concerning schools in a particular area. It is perfectly possible to have segregation without
polarisation of perception and polarisation of perception without segregation. However, segregation has an
eVect on the performance and reputation of schools and where parents and schools have the means,
polarisation of perception is likely to lead to greater segregation (Lauder et al 1999). Although there is
measurably greater segregation between rural schools (Gorard 2002) in the absence of polarisation of
perception or the practical option of other schools (other than opting for private education) there is not the
same anxiety associated with school allocation. Indeed admission oYcers in rural areas have little diYculty
in managing admissions and consider it to be a problem mainly for metropolitan areas (Gorard et al 2002).

3.5 The existence of local occurrences of polarisation is beyond doubt. This is what parents, schools and
admission oYcers tell us consistently. What is more a number of distinguished academics (I am thinking
here of the work of Stephen Ball, Pierre Bourdieu, Hugh Lauder among others) have developed a
sophisticated model of parental choice that is consistent with these field accounts and provides strong
explanations for how parents make choices. In addition to the major concerns about its eVects on equity of
provision and outcomes for all children polarisation of perception creates an imbalance in the provision of
places in most preferred and least preferred schools, high levels of dissatisfaction and anxiety on the part of
parents and children, high levels of appeals, the vilification of some schools compared to others and a sense
of desperation on the part of some parents. Once a stampede mentality takes hold it is very diYcult for the
admissions authorities in an area to manage. Transaction costs are high and relations between all parties are
put under strain. This is a scenario repeated in many urban areas of the country not just London (Coldron et
al 2002).

4. The importance of intake to parents

4.1 School choice decisions are based on a complex mixture of reasons, but the evidence is overwhelming
that the driver for polarisation of perception is the diVerence in the social status of the intake of schools. For
parents who engage with the choice process the most important ingredient of choice (together with practical
considerations) is the intake of the school (Ball 2003 for an overview of the evidence; Lauder et al 1999).
Performance tables, the ethos of the school, fear of bullying, fear of a drugs culture, the quality of
discipline—all reasons cited by parents when asked about how they choose a school (Flatley et al 2001) are
either directly associated in parents minds or highly correlated with intake (Coldron 2002) and in this sense
are proxies for the kind of people with whom their child will spend their formative years.

4.2 There is an increased concern at the transition to secondary with the moral and educational careers
of their children, and this is articulated with their thinking about particular areas and their populations
(Gewirtz et al 1995; Coldron and Williams 2002). This is not just snobbery. Parents really are afraid (whether
justifiably or not) for their children’s moral, educational or physical welfare.
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4.3 Anxiety is generated when access to the most reassuring and therefore popular schools is
unpredictable and the admission process is complex and unmanageable. Open enrolment, the right of
parents to state a preference, and the existence of a number of admission authorities in an area increases
unpredictability. Prior to open enrolment, in non-selective areas, the catchment area principle meant
schools’ composition reflected the local community. In this sense the advantaged and disadvantaged nature
of diVerent communities was reproduced and thereby reinforced selection by mortgage. It is still true in most
areas that where you choose to live largely determines the school your child will go to and therefore the social
status of the peer group of your son or daughter (Williams et al 2001).

4.4 The desegregation found by Stephen Gorard and John Fitz may be considered marginal in that only
a minority benefit from it. Because of other considerations parents still want their children to go to the local
school. Nationally 28% opted for schools other than their nearest state school and 40% opted for schools
that were not the higher performing schools in the area (Flatley et al 2001). Without residential
desegregation socially unsegregated school intakes imply increased travel.

4.5 Having been encouraged to act as consumers those parents who are alert, skilled and with suYcient
resources (Willms and Echols 1992; Gewirtz et al 1995; Flatley et al 2001) will more frequently opt away
from their local school and will more frequently opt for the most popular schools with consequent
oversubscription, a greater risk of rejection and a higher level of anxiety.

4.6 The causes of polarisation are deeply rooted in our highly stratified society and the way in which
schools reflect and perpetuate that stratification. The question is whether the benefit to some children and
their parents of opting out of their residential communities oVsets the diYculties experienced by many others
in the schools with bad reputations.

5. The importance of intake to schools

5.1 Not only do parents choose largely on the basis of intake so do schools. There is considerable
evidence (Gewirtz, Ball, and Bowe 1995) (Glatter, Woods, and Bagley 1997; Coldron 2001) that some
schools use admission arrangements to manage their intake so as to increase the proportion from more
desirable social groups and decrease those from less desirable. To give two vivid illustrations of this from
our own work; one school oYcer on the edge of a large Northern city explained:

. . . We were trying to get rid of this group, because years and years ago the school when it first
formed had this bad reputation and up until about seven years ago, about 30%, 35% of our intake
was from [the city] and we felt that was part of the problem, that bringing sort of [city] pupils into
a school like this, to some extent they drag it down to their tone . . . they tend to drag it down rather
than us drag them up. The parents want to send them to a nice school, but they don’t want the
school rules to apply to their son or daughter. And we were committed with the siblings [the
interviewee means the sibling over-subscription criterion] to a vicious circle and quite
often . . .another terrible intake. A lot of working class families had large families and you were
committed to them sort of . . . And that’s one of the reasons why they decided to get rid of the
sibling link two years ago.

Another school, this time an oversubscribed Foundation in outer London, took 45 out of an intake of
300 (15%) on the basis of a general ability test, something it will still be allowed to do under the new Code
(DfES 2003). It also deliberately avoided taking harder to educate children:

What we do is always try and end up . . . with about 305, 306, 310 . . . What we don’t want to do
is to be falling below 300 because clearly then the local authority would ask us to take on pupils
and there are two categories that they might ask us to take. One would be children in trouble from
other schools, which would be a bad risk . . . Or they are going to be children who are refugees who
have significant learning and social problems.

Such attempts at intake management in particular contexts can contribute to greater polarisation of
perception even though as Gorard et al have shown it does not seem to have resulted in significantly greater
segregation on their measures.

6. Specialist schools procedures for assessing relative aptitude

6.1 We have already noted the motivation of some schools to manage their intake to maximise admission
of children from higher socio-economic status families. The selective element of the specialist programme
provides another instrument for such intake management. Specialist school status in itself does not lead to
a change in the intake of a school relative to other schools in an area. The unilateral use of the option to
select does. Where all the schools in an area are specialist this may work to mitigate the problem. A minority
of schools are presently using the option to select by aptitude. In general the admission criteria for specialist
schools which use the option to select 10% of their intake are diverse, largely unaccountable and sometimes
obscure. The selective places we looked at in this study (n%61) were by definition competitive and most were
in schools that were over-subscribed.
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6.2 We looked at the details of admission procedure to see how these schools tested for aptitude in the
particular subjects. In some there was a clear statement, in others a general statement about there being a
test and in the majority it simply referred parents to the school for details. In general what was revealed was
a great diversity in methods of testing which reflected the high level of control and low level of accountability
schools have for these procedures. These schools in 2000 were operating under the Code of Practice on
School Admissions (DfEE 1999) which set some general criteria for methods of assessment but left
admission authorities to find their own method of establishing relative aptitude. The new Code (DfES 2003)
has not changed this.
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Executive Summary

1. Admission policies can be characterised as a mosaic of practices. They represent local attempts to
balance the sovereignty of parental rights to choose with the statutory duty of LEAs to provide places for
all secondary students in their boundaries.

2. While the 1944 Education Act established the principle of parental choice, the 1988 Education Reform
Act and the subsequent Greenwich judgement eVectively meant that parents can express a preference for
any secondary school, regardless of LEA boundaries.

3. The creation of self-governing schools (GM schools, CTCs), alongside existing voluntary schools, all
with control over their own admission policies, expanded choice and diversity but also made school choice
more complex and more risky for parents. Some parents found they could no longer obtain places in their
local secondary schools.
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4. The School Standards and Framework Act 1998 attempted to ease the complex administration of
admission polices and address parental concerns about access to local schools, but has not entirely succeeded
in doing so. Indeed, some LEAs report it has made their task more diYcult.

5. LEA guidance to parents on local admissions policies “frame” and can also constrain parental choice
in a variety of ways. The high proportion of parents (about 90%) reportedly achieving their first preference
may therefore be misleading.

6. Appeals have risen dramatically. In the period 1993–99 the number of appeals more than doubled,
from 24,581 to 60,454. The largest number of appeals occurred in the London area.

7. The prevalence of admissions via catchment areas suggest they are attractive because they appear to
be fair and are relatively easy to administer. They also lead to, and consolidate, “selection by mortgage” and
thus they can sustain and reproduce the social stratification of secondary schools.

8. Extending diversity, via specialist schools, city academies and language colleges, also expands the
number of schools with control over their own admissions polices. However, schools that control their own
intakes tend to segregate away from adjacent maintained schools by recruiting more advantaged intakes.

9. Banding, where schools are allocated roughly equal shares of high, middle and low performing
students, is an eVective strategy for the reduction of the social stratification of schools. In LEAs where this
occurs, levels of segregation or about half of what would otherwise be expected.

10. Alternatives to current prevalent admissions polices include:

(a) Employing a single application form, and handling all responses on the same day nationally would
help prevent multiple place allocation and wasted spaces, and it would reduce bureaucracy.

(b) Given the limitation of residential segregation, and its interaction with school segregation,
incentives, such as council-tax exemption, could be provided for high-attaining primary pupils to
attend designated secondary schools in poorer areas (Schoon, 2001).

(c) Schools in diYcult areas could receive higher levels of preferential funding.

(d) Authorities might be encouraged to fund surplus places, allowing popular schools to grow past
their planned admissions numbers, rather than an increasing number of appeals, and rationalise
their school provision through closures where necessary, rather than having a larger number of
schools tied to rigidly defined residential areas.

(e) The arrangements for free travel should be the same across Local Education Authorities and
between diVerent school types.

(f) A return to all-school banding by ability in urban areas, whereby children are tested before entry
to secondary school and each school is then constrained to admit students proportionately across
the ability range, would help to further decrease socio-economic segregation.

1. Introduction

1.1 The current system for secondary school admissions is the product of nearly a century of schooling—
from the original conception of mass schooling to the comprehensive era and now to the current “quasi-
market” and the emphasis on “diversity” in education provision. Each phase of major reform to school
provision and organisation in the UK has brought about associated changes in the dominant form of school
admissions. However, there has never been a single system of school admissions that has operated in every
school, or even across an individual region or Local education authority) LEA. Instead, the history of school
admissions in England and Wales can be characterised as a complex mosaic of practice and local
interpretation. For example, while the comprehensive era is associated with the use catchment areas in the
allocation of pupils to schools according to Dore and Flowerdew (1978) 27% of LEAs during the 1970s
operated a system of “parental choice”. By the early 1990s, the era of supposed “parental choice”,
approximately 58% of English LEAs surveyed still allocated school places by catchment area (Morris 1993).
Furthermore, throughout both periods of reform many schools and LEAs operated a “feeder school”
system whereby the allocation of places to secondary schools was determined by the primary school a child
attended. Schools with powers to recruit their own intakes further frustrate the idea of parents freely
choosing schools. The remaining 160 or so grammar schools have retained the ability to select their intake
on academic aptitude since the origins of the tripartite education system, while more recently, CTCs,
technology and language schools and specialist academies are also able to select a proportion of their
students.

1.2 LEAs are pivotal in these discussions because they remain the arena within which the majority of
parents choose maintained secondary schools for their children and because they also frame the kind of
choices that parents can make via organisation of secondary schools in their boundaries and because they
have a statutory obligation to provide suYcient places for secondary pupils in their area. It is for that reason
that we begin our discussion with an overview of LEAs and their responsibilities under successive pieces of
legislation and how this relates to the development of admission policies. Drawing on our research which
has looked at the impact of school choice policies over a 14 year period (1989–2003 we will then discuss the
implications of some of the admissions policies found in operation (Fitz, Taylor and Gorard 2002; Fitz,
Gorard and Taylor, 2002; Taylor and Gorard 2002).
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1.3 There is insuYcient space here to describe the methods used in this study of the impact of choice in
England and Wales. It commenced with analysis of the annual school census returns for all secondary
schools from 1989 to 2001 (supplemented with figures from PISA). From these, around 80 Local Education
Authorities were selected for further consideration of their published and reported admissions policies.
From these, 23 LEAs were selected in three contiguous areas for further intensive study, including interviews
with LEA oYcials, and then schools within these. Representatives of all these bodies took part in taped
interviews. The datasets were analysed using spatial models, and a segregation index, based on family
poverty, ethnicity, first language, and special educational needs (Gorard, Taylor and Fitz, 2003).

2. School Admissions Policies and the LEAs

2.1 Since the 1944 Education Act parents have been able to express a preference for the school(s) they
wish their child(ren) to attend. That legislative right has been balanced by the LEAs’ statutory responsibility
to provide places for all children of compulsory school age, and to manage their resources eYciently.
Parents, historically, have been able to choose between state and private education, between LEA and
church schools, between single sex and co-educational schools, and, in some areas, between selective and
non-selective schools, and between LEA comprehensive and “specialist schools”, though not all parents
have had the same degree of choice. Nevertheless, some form of allocation of children to school places has
operated in LEAs in order for them to fulfil their statutory obligations. The allocation procedures have
always varied across LEAs and they have shifted modes over time. For example, from 1944 until the late
1960s tests at 11 plus distributed secondary school children between schools on the basis of ability. With the
development of all-ability comprehensive schools, which about 92% of all state secondary students in
England and approximately 99% in Scotland and 98% Wales presently attend (Benn and Chitty, 1996),
allocation has featured geographical proximity through school transport policies that generally encourage
families to use the nearest schools. While these allocative procedures are very diVerent in their educational
values and in their consequences for families and for students they can both be interpreted as ways of
balancing choice and the LEAs planning responsibilities. The balance between these modes has been shaped
to a considerable degree by the political aYliation of the elected members making up city, borough and
county councils, with Conservatives most closely associated with the retention of selective education.

Open enrolment

2.2 The 1988 Education Reform Act introduced the principle of more open enrolment which required
schools to admit students up to their Planned Admission Number, which in eVect meant up to their physical
capacity. LEAs were also required to inform parents that that they could express a preference for a school
and confirmed their right to appeal against LEA allocation decisions, a right first established in the 1980
Education Act. In addition, the legislation enabled schools to opt out of LEA control and become grant-
maintained (GM) schools. These initiatives were designed to increase parental choice between diverse kinds
of schools. Moreover, this legislation linked admissions to resources via an age weighted per capita funding
formula that determined school budgets. GM schools controlled their own admissions and could, and did,
ignore existing LEA admissions principles and procedures in pursuit of recruits (Fitz, Halpin and Power,
1993).

2.3 In some of our study areas, such as Brent, Gloucestershire, Essex and Hillingdon where the majority,
if not all, the secondary schools “opted out”, LEAs were in eVect left “minding the store” through the task
of monitoring, as they were still required to do, whether new intakes of children had acquired secondary
school places. As one oYcial told us, because of the large number of GM and voluntary schools in the area,
his LEA was composed of 192 admissions authorities. Not only did multiple admissions authorities diminish
LEA capacity to match students to places, the 1989 Greenwich judgement enabled parents to express a
preference for schools outside their own LEA and thereby made admissions policy more complex to
administer. Key beneficiaries of the judgement were the GM and voluntary aided schools, who were given
an unrestricted capacity to expand their catchments.

2.4 While most LEAs persisted with catchment areas as a primary means of allocation, there were visible
hot spots, notably in Bexley, Bromley, Barnet, and Hammersmith and Fulham (among others) where local
children were not obtaining entry into local schools as places were now going to out-of-borough families.
These cases occurred most frequently in the London area where the LEA size and population density meant
that boundary-crossing was relatively straightforward and cost eVective. They also occurred in areas which
still have selective schools and in areas where GM schools operated rigorous selection procedures, or both.
Our evidence suggests that the Funding Agency for School (FAS) did not concern itself with admissions but
only with the planning and provision of places.

School Standards and Framework Act 1998

2.5 This admission loophole was addressed in the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 (Sections
84 and 85) where an incoming Labour government determined that the problem was of such a scale that it
was prepared to devote a part of its flagship legislation in order to curtail GM schools autonomy in the
recruitment of students. We have discussed the Act in detail elsewhere (White et al 1999) but primarily it
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placed a duty on the Secretary of State to issue a Code of Practice on School Admissions. The subsequent
Codes published in England and Wales contained measures to design to ease the admissions confusion. We
deal with these briefly here as these have been discussed more fully in previous research reports (White et al
1999, White et al 2001).

2.6 The guidance contained in the Code sets out the duties and responsibilities of LEAs, the governing
bodies of grant-maintained schools and appeals panels. It made similar prescriptions for admissions
authorities (whether individual schools or LEAs) who must now publish their admissions arrangements for
the benefit of parents. In addition to the Code, the legislation introduced three new elements into the schools
admissions framework. Appeals Panels replaced appeals committees, LEAs were required to establish
Admissions Forums to oversee and advise on local admission arrangements and the legislation also
introduced ministerially-appointed Adjudicators with powers to consider and resolve admissions disputes
between parents and admission authorities.

2.7 In general, the legislation confirms the duty of the LEA and other admissions authorities (foundation
schools and church bodies) to publish details about the characteristics of their school(s) and their admissions
procedures. It also requires all admissions authorities within an LEA, and, in cases where students cross
borough boundaries, adjacent admission authorities, to consult with each other about their admissions
procedures.

2.8 In other papers we reported that legislation is ambiguous in a number of key areas (White et al 1999,
White et al 2001). First, we noted that there still remains in place the 1944 delicate balance between the
sovereignty of admissions authorities and the right for parents to express a preference, laid down in the 1944
Act (White et al 1999). It remains the case that admission authorities can exercise a good deal of control
over their admissions criteria, always provided these are published and available to parents and that they
do not overtly infringe equal opportunities legislation. Second, measures to end the remaining fully selective
systems of education are very muted. While parents may ballot for an end to grammar schools, the Code at
the same time promotes admissions criteria which include partial selection, based on specific aptitudes or
abilities. This is in line with Labour’s agenda of modernising the comprehensive ideal but may well also go
against the grain of other desirable outcomes such as balanced intakes. And on this last point, there is no
overall steer in that direction in the legislation or Code. Admissions authorities are permitted to work
directly against that principle in their admissions arrangements and in the “over-subscription” criteria.

Admission policies

2.9 One crucial aspect of admissions authorities—LEAs and individual schools—is the published
guidance they oVer to parents about their admissions arrangements and about their over-subscription
criteria because this relates directly questions about the proportion of parents who secure their first choice
school. While it may be the case that about 90% of parents nationally (but just over 70% in London) are
said to achieve their first preference, this has to be placed in the context where admissions authorities lay
down a variety of markers that indicate to parent where they are most likely to be successful in gaining entry
to a school. “First preference”, we argue may well not reflect parents “ideal choice” because first preference
is mediated by their assessment of the chances of getting into their version of a “good school”, based on
factors such as the LEAs admissions policy.

2.10 For example, it is not unusual for LEAs to indicate both the size of secondary school in their areas,
which were oversubscribed and the extent to which over subscription occurred. It is left to parent to assess
the risk. LEAs also use the proximity criteria to signal which school catchment area applied to what
household and then require parent to make a case in writing for an alternative to be considered. Some
parents are more able to do this than others, and there are special diYculties here for those families whose
first language is not English. It would be fair to conclude that many authorities published their intended
allocation of schools and waited for objections, with a null response treated as approval. In the case of over-
subscription in any school, a variety of discriminatory criteria were used (including medical and social
reasons).

2.11 LEAs have adopted a variety of application procedures for children transferring to secondary
school. Some use single form applications, others multiple form applications where parents are required to
make a separate application to each school they wish to be considered for. Some LEAs require parents to
state only one preferred school while others allow parents to nominate several schools and state their order
of preference. The overriding consideration here is that parents who state any kind of preference will be give
priority over those parents who may accept the “default” school but who do not state their preference. LEAs
also set out their over subscription criteria. The same criteria are broadly used by all LEAs (parent/sibling
connection, proximity, catchment area/feeder primary school, first choice, age, single sex or ethos, medical,
social or special educational need). The order in which these are applied, however, varies and has important
eVects. Parental/sibling connection, for example, constrains choice and can also ensure that high and low
performing schools retain their previous characters.

Can we gauge levels of parental satisfaction with these general arrangements by reference to the numbers
of those who appeal against the decision to allocate their child to a particular school?
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Appeals

2.12 Parents frustrated at not achieving entry to their preferred secondary can lodge an appeal to the
appeals panel associated with an admissions authority. Appeals over school places have risen dramatically
since they were first introduced. In the six years between 1993 and 1999 the number of appeals lodged by
parents for secondary school places has more than doubled, from 24,581 (4.2% of all admissions) to 60,454
(9.6% of all admissions). The numbers of successful appeals expressed again as a percentage of all admissions
has risen in the same period from 1.36% to 2.08%. Not surprisingly, the number of appeals varies by LEA
and by region, with London recording the largest number of appeals. It also provides an interesting
illustration of our point about geographical variation.

2.13 Within London there would appear to be two particular “hot-spots” for appeals and parental
dissatisfaction: Enfield and Westminster. In the case of Enfield over half of all admissions end up in appeal.
The most notable features of this authority are the presence of grammar and Foundation schools.
Westminster, on the other hand, contains a large number of Voluntary-Aided schools. It has been shown
elsewhere that the number of appeals is related to the combined eVect of a large proportion of parents
choosing an alternative to their nearest school and the number of schools that have autonomy in the
organisation and design of their admission arrangements (Taylor et al 2002). Even though the number of
appeals lodged have generally increased over this period several LEAs in London have actually seen a fall.
In particular, the number of appeals lodged has declined considerably in Newham and Islington. Inversely
the number of appeals lodged has increased in Hillingdon, Kensington and Chelsea, Camden, Barking and
Dagenham, and Redbridge.

2.14 It would also appear that parents in London are the least likely to get the decision overturned. In
particular, parents in Inner London are very unlikely to be successful in their appeal. Whether this is a failing
of the appeals process, a failure of the school admissions system or actually an indication that the original
decision was the “correct” one is unclear (see Taylor et al 2002). However, if the number of appeals upheld
in the parents’ favour is considered against the total number of admissions then London would be similar
to the rest of the country.

2.15 While the rate of appeals can be interpreted as an indicator of market awareness ie the growing
propensity of parents to act as consumers and thus attempt to “exit” the system via the appeals process—
they more likely reflect other underlying characteristics of the local educational system, namely
urbanisation, travel networks, population density and the presence or absence of surplus places. In urban
and metropolitan areas for example a larger numbers of schools, close together and with good transport
networks mean that parents can realistically think about alternative schools to those allocated by the LEA.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the rate of appeals is greater in these areas than in rural ones. There are
other factors that contribute to the rates of appeals. Those LEAs which operate a “first preference” system
appear to have higher rates than those which privilege catchment area allocation. The larger function of
appeals though is that they confirm and secure the parents’ rights to express preferences in a system which
can be interpreted as heavily bureaucratised.

An overview

2.16 Many of these earlier concerns that led to the introduction of the 1998 School Standards and
Framework Act and the Code of Practice for School Admissions were isolated to London, providing some
evidence that the situation in London may have been unique. Indeed, many rural local authorities outside
London believed that these legislative changes only applied to a number of London Boroughs. One LEA
oYcer explained “It does seem a lot of it is aimed at solving problems in London that don’t exist in other
parts of Britain” (Rural LEA OYcer). Another noted, “Just because there is a problem with four London
boroughs with diVerent types of schools why impose nationally a system to deal with that, and it has been
a total and utter waste of money” (Rural LEA OYcer).

2.17 However, reports of similar frustrations grew across many parts of England and Wales throughout
the 1990s, particularly in urban areas. It is also worth noting that the introduction of these new measures
coincided with the phasing in of new unitary (urban) authorities. Many such new local authorities took this
opportunity to alter their admission arrangements from their County counterparts with great momentum
(eg West Berkshire and City of Bristol LEAs). Even a number of long-established LEAs were quick to take
the opportunity to address issues of inequality and injustice in admissions with the Admissions Adjudicator
(eg Hertfordshire).

2.18 While the introduction of the 1998 Act and subsequent Code may have been an attempt to address
the frustrations and organisational diYculties in London they have certainly been of some benefit in other
areas of England and Wales. However, four years after the Government’s attempt to intervene many fears
and concerns still remain, particularly in London. Some Local authorities still have great diYculties in
ensuring that they find a school place for their children. One interviewee noted, “People who are living 0.6
or 0.7 [miles], above half way [of a mile], aren’t getting in . . . and consequently have to travel 2 or 3 miles
across the Borough to another school.” (Inner London LEA Admissions OYcer). In another LEA’ “there
are cases now you know where [school name] is full up in that year and we are phoning around other
authorities and trying to get them in elsewhere.” (Inner London Admissions OYcer).
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2.19 There is some indication that the interventions of the Labour Government have only added to the
problems that local authorities have in the admissions process, even in London. For example, when
discussing the introduction of admission forums, meant to alleviate tensions between the admission policies
of local authorities and schools, a typical response was “oh that, the bureaucracy of it all?” (Inner London
LEA Admissions OYcer). Many LEAs felt that they have always had good relationships with schools with
autonomy in their admissions, and had regularly met informally with neighbouring LEAs. The new
legislation simply increased the administrative workload of LEAs without easing any of the limitations and
problems of the open enrolment system.

3. Admission Policies: Problems and Prospects

3.1 In this section review briefly the admissions policies and examine their eVects. We also suggest
alternatives that might be considered. In devising admission policies LEAs, under a statutory duty to be
eYcient, have to address on number of value, demographic and school organisational issues in order to
decide what is appropriate in their situation. In our experience these include:

(a) achieving eYciency via reviews of the oversupply of school places and related issues such as the
consideration of closure or amalgamation of schools and, matching the distribution of secondary
school to the geographical distribution of the secondary school population;

(b) consideration of selective or non-selective education;

(c) achieving balanced intakes thereby evening out the social composition of schools and
consequently school performance across the borough;

(d) responding to demographic changes via the mix of religiously aYliated schools and in Wales
determining the balance between English and Welsh language schools;

(e) reviewing arrangements such as all-through 11–18 schools or 11–16 plus 6th form colleges,
encouraging specialist schools and the maintenance of single sex schools; and

(f) accommodating the existence of foundation schools in the area.

Against this background some of the policies LEAs can adopt include:

Catchment areas

3.2 Deciding allocation by the proximity of family residence to schools, so that each school has a
designated catchment area, is attractive because it is a transparent policy, seemingly equitable, oVers the
possibility of “local school for local children” and relatively straightforward to administer. These factors
probably account for its prevalence. However, this approach is not unproblematic. For example, catchment
areas, the most used form of allocating places in comprehensive schools during the 1970s can lead to a
reinforcement of residential segregation and diVerentiation. One eVect, for example, are cases where there
is the strong social segregation of schools on peripheral housing estates from other schools in the same LEA .
It also leads to what is known as “selection by mortgage”, the use of catchment areas in the allocation of
school places into popular schools has led to inflated house prices since demand for housing in these areas
increased. In a recent study in Coventry it was estimated that the “premium”’ for house prices in the
catchment areas of popular and high-performing schools ranged between 15% and 19% (Leech and Campos
2000). This is still relevant to the current admissions system since Coventry, for example, continues to use
designated areas in the allocation of oversubscribed schools (see Taylor and Gorard 2001 for further
discussion on this). Where the housing market and the educational market are, mutually reinforcing, LEAs
wishing to move, say, to balanced intakes in their schools will find it diYcult to achieve. Pre-conditions
would include political will and changes to, or investment in, low cost transport policies that would enable
students to travel more freely across the borough.

3.3 Catchment areas work in a number of ways, via nominated feeder primary school, where attendance
is automatically linked to priority access to a designated secondary school, but now more frequently via
measured distances from the family home to the nearest secondary schools. One overall eVect however, is
that LEAs that employed catchment areas have levels of school segregation (that is concentrations of socio-
economically disadvantaged students in particular schools) 20% higher than would be expected.

Guided parental preference

3.4 Hertfordshire typified admissions policies based on the invitation to parents to nominate their
preferred schools but at the same time oVers strong guidance on where they are likely to be successful. In
the case of community schools, families in Hertfordshire are required to complete the Secondary Transfer
Form (STF) and name three preferred schools. Published admissions criteria for all schools give parents
a clear indication of which schools they are most likely to gain admission. The LEA admission brochure
(Hertfordshire, 2000) provides parents with considerable information about the number of applicants to all
secondary schools, postcode data of successful applicants to schools, vignettes of families choosing schools,
and fairly straight forward advice on maximizing chances of obtaining a place at a preferred school. It
explicitly advises them to list their local school amongst their preferences.
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3.5 The current admissions rules, which apply to oversubscribed LEA community and voluntary schools,
prioritise children with statements of special educational needs, children with medical or social reasons for
attending a particular school, siblings in the school at the time of application, and geographical proximity,
determined by the shortest designated a route. In the case of single sex schools, priority for secondary
schools is determined by postcode and by what is called the “traditional area”, identified by proportions of
families who have in the past selected that school as their first choice.

3.6 Hertfordshire is distinctive in its proactive employment of the School Standards and Framework Act.
This arose from the legacy of the former grant maintained schools and voluntary schools creating their own
admissions policies, and recruiting out-of-county students. The result of this was that local families were
unable to obtain secondary school places in local schools. Ofsted noted in its inspection report, for example,
that in 1998 nearly 1,000 children had not secured a place by February for the coming academic year. As a
result of its new co-ordinated admissions arrangements this figure had fallen to just over 100 in the following
year, and most of these were in the south (Ofsted, 2000). Under the new arrangements, foundation schools
feed back to the LEA which applicants they have admitted to their schools and this then allows the LEA to
inform parents of unsuccessful applicants of alternative places. Hertfordshire has also vigorously challenged
foundation and voluntary schools admissions’ policies before the Schools Adjudicator. It has applied to the
Adjudicator on 26 occasions to seek changes to the admissions policies of foundation schools. It succeeded
in forcing them to add geographical proximity to their admissions criteria, and, in some selective schools,
force those schools to admit fewer children by academic selection than had previously been the case.

Diversity and selection

3.7 Although diversity has been achieved via policies that have promoted diVerent kinds of state
secondary schools since 1988 (inter alia, GM schools, CTCs, technology and language schools, specialist
colleges and city academies and through area based interventions such as Education Action Zones), in
policy terms it is a viable option for LEAs to consider. It may be answer, for example, to the seemingly
intractable social stratification of school within LEAs operating catchment areas. Our research however
suggests that this would displace the problem rather than solve it. The evidence is that where individual
schools have autonomy over their own admissions policies and this includes religiously aYliated foundation,
former GM foundation and specialist schools, the trend is to segregate away from, or, take fewer socio-
economically disadvantaged students than adjacent schools. In 2000, for example, 16.5% of the total school
intake was eligible for free school meals (FSM). For specialist schools the figure was 14.4%, though specialist
language schools it was 10.2%, and for selective schools it was 2.1%. Segregation is high and is increasing
in the great majority of LEAs that have persisted with selective education.

3.8 The implications of this, in the light of the current expansion of specialist and faith-based schools,
should be immediately apparent. Whatever merits these schemes have (and the evidence for these merits is
far from conclusive), they also present a real danger of creating greater socio-economic division in the
education system. However, the same argument applies to areas with relatively high proportions of
Foundation (opted out) schools (and to Welsh-medium schools in Wales), even where these schools are not
specialist, faith-based or selective. What all of these minority school types have in common is the ability to
act as their own admission authorities, and perhaps it is this, rather than their marketing identities, that is
the chief determinant of increased segregation in their local areas. The presence of fee-paying schools is also
related to increasingly segregated Local Education Authorities. This may be related to their admission
arrangements, such as the use of selection and the ability of some parents to express their commitment to
a particular religion. Diversity drives segregation by giving people a reason other than perceived quality,
rightly or wrongly, to use a school other than their nearest. That is, diversification of schooling can override
fairness in the distribution of school places.

3.9 If a policy of increased diversity is deemed desirable in the U.K., and that is present government policy
(Smithers 2001), then our analysis argues that it should be organised fairly. If advocates of diversity and
specialization are convinced that this is best route to raising standards then in all fairness, to test whether
their policy options are the right ones, specialist and the faith-based schools should not receive preferential
funding. Nor should they be allowed to select, or to use a diVerent admissions process to the schools with
which they are in competition. Then we will be able to see the strength of their advocates’ arguments. Two
Local Education Authorities in our sub-sample have specialist schools that are based on catchment areas
just like the remaining schools in the Local Education Authority (Gorard and Taylor 2001). These specialist
schools take approximately their fair share of disadvantaged students, and they do not have superior public
examination results.

Banding

3.10 Banding involves the allocation of students so that secondary schools each have a fair share of able
and less able students as measured by primary school assessments. In the former ILEA, for example, a large
LEA that adopted this policy over a considerable period of time, students were placed in three ability bands,
and theoretically, each secondary school admitted approximately equal number of students in each band.
We have no evidence of the extent to which an equal spread of abilities was actually achieved in that
authority. However, the policy has the merit of explicitly aiming at balanced intakes and thus aiming for
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some evenness in school performance. Our research suggests that LEAs which operate some form of
banding (eg Greenwich, Hackney, Lewisham and Tower Hamlets) have levels of segregation running at half
of that which would be predicted. On this evidence banding would appear to overcome the stratification of
the schooling system driven by residential segregation and catchment area policy.

4. Alternative Futures

4.1 Given that the “Choice” genie is out of the bottle, it is very likely that some measure of parental choice
of school will remain part of any future policy. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile giving consideration to
alternatives to the admission policies prevalent in the system. These include:

(a) Employing a single application form, and handling all responses on the same day nationally would
help prevent multiple place allocation and wasted spaces, and it would reduce bureaucracy.

(b) Given the limitation of residential segregation, and its interaction with school segregation,
incentives, such as council-tax exemption, could be provided for high-attaining primary pupils to
attend designated secondary schools in poorer areas (Schoon, 2001).

(c) Alternatively, schools in diYcult areas could receive higher levels of preferential funding.

(d) Authorities might be encouraged to fund surplus places, allowing popular schools to grow past
their planned admissions numbers, rather than an increasing number of appeals, and rationalise
their school provision through closures where necessary, rather than having a larger number of
schools tied to rigidly defined residential areas.

(e) The arrangements for free travel should be the same across Local Education Authorities and
between diVerent school types.

(f) A return to all-school banding by ability in urban areas, whereby children are tested before entry
to secondary school and each school is then constrained to admit students proportionately across
the ability range, would help to further decrease socio-economic segregation.
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Witnesses: Professor Anne West, Professor of Education Policy, London School of Economics;
Professor John Fitz, School of Social Sciences, CardiV University; and Professor John Coldron, Professor
of Education, SheYeld Hallam University, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Good morning. I do not know what The government has gone some way and has made a
lot of progress in terms of trying to rectify theyou call a triumvirate of professors but can I
system, but my own view is that more can be donewelcome Professor Fitz, Professor Coldron and
which will make for a fairer system. I think that isProfessor West to our deliberations. It is a great
probably the best way of putting it.pleasure. I notice that John Coldron’s first teaching

appointment was in Huddersfield so that makes him
particularly welcome, of course, and Professor West Q2 Chairman: There is a sub theme in your paper,
from the London School of Economics knows of my Professor Fitz, that seemed to be coming out that
interest in that establishment and John Fitz will suggested that, although there is this figure of 90%,
know of my past in south Wales. This is now the last that really was not an accurate representation. There
session of our look at secondary education. We have are some paragraphs which seem to suggest that the
already this morning discovered that there is no 90% may look good but there were far more
doubt this is going to be the most controversial part discontented parents underneath that in reality.
of our five-part inquiry, and I must thank you for Professor Fitz: I can present our reasoning on that—
your written submissions, particularly the CardiV and it may well be that Anne has the hard data—
team, who have presented us with quite an in-depth which is that when you look at LEA admissions
analysis. It is not necessary for every witness to documents they frame choice, so what they say is,
answer every question but I will not stop you coming “This is your default school; this is the school you
in if you think there is an important point to be are allocated to unless you can make a case to go to
made. Just looking at school admissions at the another school”. Now, parents have to assess the
moment, they are pretty all right, are they not? Most risk whether they will get into the school of their first
people, a very high%—90%—get their first choice? choice, and in the end our argument is they choose
The admissions system is as good as it can get, is it the default school. Now, choice can be framed in a
not? number of ways. One is the catchment area which is
Professor Fitz: Broadly, nationally, I think you are the most prevalent, so that if your local school is X
probably right. One is finding figures of, say, 90% of then that is the school that the Local Education
parents satisfied and obtaining first choice, but what Authority says you are allocated to. Some other
we are finding are particular hot spots where things LEAs say that you can choose one of three schools;
are diYcult, London being one and the south east you can make three strong choices. Others say that
the other. I think our shared view would be that you have a better chance of getting into schools if
nationally, therefore, things are working well but your brothers and sisters have been there and so on.
that there are local diYculties which are causing In a sense the idea of open choice is not quite what
concern. For parents, as I think we say in the paper, it seems, so I am not sure what we are seeing—
secondary school choice in some areas is a very whether it is 90% of parents choosing their ideal
risky business. school or they are choosing the one they think they
Professor Coldron: I would agree that it is the hot have probably got greatest chance of getting into,
spots that are the problem. Additionally, in one which is very diVerent. That is why that sub theme
sense admissions are working okay in terms of appears in text. There is other research by Stephen
parental satisfaction and so on, but there may be Ball and his colleagues which shows that, at a micro
other things one wants to do with admissions that level, those are the processes that take place.
oVer themselves. The other thing is that in selective
areas they are not working terribly well because Q3 Chairman: But is there evidence to suggest that
there are high areas of segregation and so on, so in middle class professional parents know how to work
selective areas you get higher appeals and higher the system and how to appeal the system, and that it
dissatisfaction and higher segregation. That is one disadvantages those with less skills?
element. So there are aspects of the admissions Professor Fitz: That is an argument that we have not
procedures that should be looked at but the most put forward because we do not have hard data on
diYcult thing is the anxiety, in London particularly that. Other researchers certainly have claimed that,
and other urban areas. It is urban areas where the so that is where my position would stay. What Local
diYculties are. Education Authority oYcers have said to us is that
Professor West: I would agree with that overall. in relation to appeals for example, where people
London and the south east are particularly were not successful in getting their first choice and
problematic but there are problems elsewhere as went to appeal, they said 10 years ago that those who
well, particularly where there are a lot of schools that appealed would have been largely middle class, but
are their own admission authorities—voluntary that is not the case, they would say, today. I have no
aided schools and foundation schools—and there hard data on that, but Anne and John may have.
are some practices that are problematic in relation to Professor West: We do not have hard data on the
parents being able to predict the outcome of their extent to which middle classes are better able to
applications. In some cases, too, quite clearly the work the system than others. Our focus was on the
choice appears to be not that of the parent but more criteria that are published. It was not even on the
that of the school in question. That is a school practices or Local Education Authority
generalisation and not universal but I think there are practices—it was on published admissions criteria—

and on the basis of some of those criteria it is likelysome specific issues there that could be addressed.
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10 September 2003 Professor Anne West, Professor John Fitz and Professor John Coldron

that some parents are more likely to be successful the very least, and not likely to discriminate or be
biased towards certain groups of children thanwith their applications for particular school places

than are others. others.
Professor Coldron: We did have some hard data on
the number of parents who said that they did not

Q5 Mr Turner: I would like to come back to youapply for their favourite school, their favourite
perhaps later on some of those points, if there isschool being the state school they would have put
time. Could I ask about the risk that parents take indown as their first preference. 85% of parents put
selecting their first preference school? Is it the casetheir favourite school as their first preference and
that that risk is largely created because most92% of those got their first preference, so there is, as
admission authorities give a higher priority toJohn says, a number of parents who are not getting parents who have put a school at first preference inwhat they call their favourite state school because selecting pupils for places at that school than they do

they are making a strategic decision that that one for parents who have put a school at second or lower
would not be one they could get into. In terms of preference?
appeals, the OYce of National Statistics in the Professor Coldron: Yes, in some places, but, again,
national survey found that the background of you cannot talk globally. The risk for parents does
parents who appealed did not vary according to class not come from just the arrangements for admission:
or any other background characteristics. In other it comes from the state of the schools, the way
words, they could not find any evidence for any schools are perceived—we have called it
significant diVerences in the kinds of parents who “polarisation of perception” in our memorandum, it
were appealing. In our later work on appeals, on is about location, the way other parents perceive
another research project we did for the DfES, we schools, and it is about the admission arrangements
did find that our respondents, the parents we and about the organisation of admission authorities
were talking to in terms of appellants, were within the area. John and Anne’s work, and our
overwhelmingly middle class as it were, and I use own, completely emphasised the importance of the
that as shorthand, but because they were self- local situation so the risk, I think, comes from that
responding it does not necessarily mean that that is polarisation; from the uncertainty that there are
indicative of the diVerence there. So the only diVerent sets of admission authorities within an area
evidence I know of is from the ONS survey which is with diVerent criteria; that some schools are the ones
that there was no diVerence in the background of that parents will absolutely not want to go to and
appellants. they are looking to escape from them, but then lots

of other parents are looking so they are
oversubscribed—that is where the risk comes from

Q4 Mr Turner: Professor West, what do you mean and yes, sometimes, the admission arrangements are
by “make it a fairer system”? that first preference adding to that risk.
Professor West: The problem at the moment is that Professor Fitz: I think John is broadly right there.
some children stand a greater chance of getting into Put yourself in a situation, which is not uncommon,
some schools because of the admissions criteria that where the most prevalent criteria of admission really
are in place so, for example, if interviews are used, is the catchment area, with Local Education
that is where certain children are likely to perform Authorities using it as an oversubscription criteria
better. Now the ability of the admission authorities but more often in their policy documents or their
to interview pupils will go, so that will be removed admissions documents saying, “Well, this is your
which, in my view, is a positive step towards a fairer local school”. You have a choice then, “Do I go to
system. There are other criteria: for example, using my local school and have certainty”, or “Do I try
partial selection or basic ability or aptitude, where and choose what I think is a better school up the
certain young people are likely to be more successful road?” You are then into what are the other
at getting places through those channels. There is oversubscription criteria and in the end you think,
enormous diYculty separating ability from aptitude “If I do not get it do I go to appeal?”, but only 25%
and the Committee has discussed this previously, of appeals I think are successful, so it is that kind of
but some of the criteria that we found when we were thing that bears down upon parents. “If I do not take
looking at the criteria could have been a measure of my default school, what are my chances of getting
ability, of aptitude, of attainment, for example, in into the other school?” That is the risk.
music. So it is likely on a priori grounds that some
people will have an advantage in getting places.
There are other incentives in place for schools to Q6 Mr Turner: But first, I think, what Professor

Coldron has pointed to is a failure of supply of goodhave easier-to-teach children, because they are more
likely to cause less trouble in school. If they also are schools. Professor Fitz, you only run the risk of

losing your default school if the admission authorityable to select those who are higher attainers at entry
to secondary school they are likely to do better in demotes you in priority for that school because you

have expressed a preference for another school. Aretheir GCSEs so they are likely to enhance the
school’s position, so there are incentives there as there any examples, that you know of, of admission

authorities that do not mark you down for schoolwell, and I think the system could be fairer if there
were a limited range of admissions criteria that could “A” because you have expressed a preference for

school B?be used that could be considered to be objective at
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Professor Coldron: Yes. In fact, in 1999–2000 when of admission authorities in an area it is diYcult to
manage and you get the kind of unfairness that wewe did our survey that was a minority but
have been talking about.nevertheless a substantial group. The new code of
Professor Fitz: The code of practice from ourpractice suggests that as a model of how authorities
respondents’ point of view was a two-way aVair,might operate and suggests not having a first
really. On the one hand some of our local authoritiespreference system and, if your point is that
found that it just bureaucratised the system and gotadmissions will be improved by not insisting on the
in the way of the usual traYc between localfirst preference but having a multi preference/equal
authorities and schools surrounding which they hadpreference system, I agree.
done on an informal basis. The other side of that wasMr Turner: That is all I want to ask at the moment.
that some Local Education Authorities, and I thinkThank you.
we quoted one in Hertfordshire, had used the
adjudicator something like 26 times to force schools
and their authorities to include proximity criteriaQ7 Chairman: What about a code of conduct? What
with their own subscription because local childrenis the point of a code of conduct if there is no muscle
were losing out and not getting places in localbehind it? Would you have a code of conduct that
schools. On the basis of an Ofsted report at onewas obligatory for people to uphold, or do you think
point, just before the school year was about to begin,that this sort of guidance element of the code is the
there were something like 1,000 children without abest way to handle it?
place, so they used it quite strategically to force otherProfessor West: My view is that it does need to have admissions authorities to change their criteria. That

more force. We are now on the second code of did solve the issue so the following year they only
practice in relation to school admissions and when had about 100 children who just before school
we did our work, and even on the more recent work started were without a school place. That, of course,
we have done, there are some criteria used by Local is where you want to be if you are a local authority,
Education Authorities and admission authorities so it can have that power to make things even; that
that are considered to be inappropriate like giving is one example of how it can be used.
priority to the children of teachers but, accepting
that is a situation in some LEAs when they act as Q8 Chairman: So do parents and students choose
admission authorities, on the whole the problems schools, or do the schools choose the pupils that they
arise in relation to schools that are their own want? Where is the balance?
admission authorities—not all of them, but there is Professor Fitz: The answer to that would be both.
a problem there. There is a question too about the They choose schools within a constrained
degree to which that is enforced or not. At the framework, especially where you have things like
moment you can see the code of practice as being a catchment areas operating, but about one third of
form of quasi regulation, and I think there is a case schools now have control of their own admissions
to be made for checking up on what is going on, just authorities. What Anne has been saying and what
so that there is confidence that the code is working, we have found and what our respondents have said
if nothing else. At the moment objections can be is that that is where diYculties do begin because they
made and the schools adjudicator will investigate then can apply admissions criteria that are at some
cases, but there is no option for auditing what is variance with the ones that apply in the local
going on in the way that there is in some other areas, authority. But Anne has got better data on that
and I think that, if there were to be just some sort of than me.
tightening up, the chances are it could improve the
system quite substantially. Q9 Mr Turner: Anne has given the example of the
Professor Coldron: I think the code of practice is London Nautical School—she has been very
quite good within the parameters that it has. I think selective—
it does have some muscle. I interpret it as a softly, Professor West: I have to say it is not London
softly approach which sets out quite strong guidance Nautical!
and encourages people groups and LEAs to use the
adjudicator to gain the muscle, and there is quite a Q10 Mr Turner: But there cannot be many schools
lot of evidence that that is happening. If you look at which have nautical activities as admissions criteria.
the adjudicator’s decisions, you get multiple For instance, cathedral choir schools.
objections from Local Education Authorities, for Professor West: That is true but there are quite a lot
example, which is clearly quite a strong way of trying that are rather quirky where we were not even able
to manage the situation within their areas. So it does to put in their criteria because they were so
have some muscle in a sense. I feel that there then idiosyncratic. I have to say they were selected as the

extreme. I wanted to demonstrate the variation thatneeds to be a slightly more radical approach, which
there can be, and I have not given you what are theis not going to come from a code of practice but from
more classic criteria used by the vast majority ofthings like reconsidering whether there should be
LEAs now.single admission authorities within areas and so on.

The code tries to make that happen softly, softly by
the admissions fora and getting people talking Q11 Mr Turner: Thank you very much—I am
together, which may be the right political answer— pleased to hear that—but what I was going to ask

was why does it matter that a school which wants toI am not qualified to say—but if you have a number
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develop a specialism in nautical activities is allowed parental choice, so they would have to put down the
school they most want and if they decide that is theto be its own admission authority, and another

school that has a particular ethos is allowed to be its one with the selective intake and the child does not
gain an adequate score on the test, they may well loseown admission authority? Surely it is not the

existence of the diVerent criteria that is the problem? out at their next most preferred choice. It is as simple
as that.Professor Fitz: It depends what your aims are in your

educational policy. We are working within quite a
strong framework which in 1944, but confirmed Q14 Jonathan Shaw: Why do you think schools are
again in 1988 and promoted again in 1996, doing that? Why do you think schools are saying to
prioritised parental choice—that is the thing. The parents, “If you want to send your child here then
other more recent thing is the move towards you have to put this as first preference and not put
diversity so parents can choose between diVerent your child into the 11-plus”? Why do you think they
schools, but the contradiction then arises that if are doing that?
schools are doing the choosing parents are not. That Professor West: I do not feel able to comment on
is the diYculty—that parents can express a that; it is not something we have specifically
preference but the schools say that it is not a system researched and it is not something I would feel able
of admissions any more; it is almost a system of to give an informed comment on.
inclusion and exclusion. That is the way we are
probably framing the argument around schools

Q15 Chairman: We are always quite relieved whenselecting students.
academics tell us that they cannot give an opinion
because they have done no research or do not know!

Q12 Mr Turner: But surely the problem arises It is always very refreshing!
because there are not enough schools of the kind that Professor Fitz: It is something we have not
parents want to go to? That is why schools are researched. I can give an opinion but if you want an
selecting parents. opinion you can ask somebody else. We do not have
Professor Fitz: Yes. I am not sure that quite follows the evidence on it, and that is the only fair answer,
from what I was saying, but it is certainly a view you I think.
could sustain. It is not one I would argue but you
could sustain that view.

Q16 Jonathan Shaw: Moving on to admissionsProfessor Coldron: But what follows from that? We
criteria that give preference to siblings, in Professorshould, therefore, make all schools ones that parents
West’s evidence citing the Race Relations Act—want to go to and we know that intake is one of the
Professor West: It is not preference to siblings. Themost important, if not the most important, reason,
issue of the Race Relations Act only comes into playor ingredient, in parents’ choice. It has an eVect on
when one is talking about admission authoritiesperformance of the school, academic performance
giving priority to the children of former pupils.of the school, the perception of parents in terms of

whether it is a rough school or one that their children
are going to be safe in, intake—all those—so in a Q17 Jonathan Shaw: Hereditary places then?
sense it does not matter at all that a school had Professor West: Yes, you could say that!
its own admission criteria if it were not an
oversubscribed school, which is your point I think,

Q18 Jonathan Shaw: Would the same not apply forand it matters a great deal if it is its own admission
adopted children or fostered children?authority and is an oversubscribed school because
Professor West: One of my colleagues queried thisthat then gives it the opportunity of choosing its
and asked, “If you cannot give priority to formerintake. The code of practice attempts to mitigate
siblings, should you give priority to currentthat to some extent, but there are ways of mitigating
siblings?”, and my own view was that theit even more which is to say that all schools should
adjudicator has never ruled on siblings being ahave the same admission criteria. Why not? But I
problematic criterion or adopted siblings or fosteragree that it is the fact that there are diVerences
siblings. In fact, some authorities make it verybetween schools and parents are wanting to go to
explicit that they are including adopted siblings andsome of them, and in places like London that is
foster siblings in that same criterion, and nobody hascatastrophic in terms of the kinds of anxiety that is
ever suggested that that could be or would bebeing caused for children, parents, schools,
considered to be contravening the Race Relationstransactional costs and so on.
Act. I suspect that other legislation would come into
play in relation to the sanctity of the role of the

Q13 Jonathan Shaw: Moving on to criteria, in Kent family.
the Secretary of State has I think upheld the
individual schools’ admission authorities being able

Q19 Jonathan Shaw: What about the admissionsto say to parents “You cannot put first preference if
criteria in terms of the social and geographicalyou put your child in for the 11-plus examination”.
distribution of pupils?What do you think the impact of that is going to be?
Professor West: What about it?Professor Coldron: It is going to cause diYculties for

parents, and it has done, even before that judgment.
This was my point earlier—that selection is Q20 Jonathan Shaw: What eVect do admissions

criteria have?incompatible with school choice in that respect, with
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Professor West: The distance catchment area is one in providing school places, so there was always that
balance and one of the ways of overcoming that is byarea that John Fitz would be happy to talk about

more. As far as I am concerned, it does mean that using catchment areas. In that sense, therefore, the
Greenwich judgment certainly promoted the ideachildren who live in a particular area are likely to go

to a school in that particular area and they do not that a parent in Huddersfield could express a
preference for a school in London—that is what itwant to travel for half an hour or two hours across

the authority to some other school, so I think there says basically. Their chances of realising that
preference, of course, is constrained by all kinds ofare other advantages of having a distance criterion

so that children are able to go to a school that is near things, including local oversubscription criteria and
local admissions policies.where they live. I would work on the assumption

that must have advantages for the purposes of social Professor Coldron: I think that question is the most
important one. That is the heart of the diYcultycohesion and minimising travel and environmental

consequences too, but one could debate that. about intakes and performance and of choice. One
item that perhaps has not been mentioned by eitherProfessor Fitz: From the Local Education Authority
Anne or John is that local schools increase parentalpoint of view there is much to be said for catchment
satisfaction to some extent. There are quite a lot ofareas and proximity criteria. For example, and the
pressures on parents to want local schools.Chairman would know this, CardiV goes along with
Security—they do not want their children to bethe idea of local schools for local children which is a
travelling too far. Cost. Wanting to be within theperfectly admirable line to pursue. From the Local
community in which they live, and that is not justEducation Authority point of view it does have the
middle class communities but also working classmerit of being very fair. If you are in the area you
communities—so there are quite a lot of pressures,have priority at that school but it is also relatively
not just about educational criteria, that makeeasy to administer. We now have geographical
parents want local schools. The problem, if youinformation systems which make it possible to
think of it as a problem, is it maintains segregation.measure either the walking distance or as the crow
My view is either you desegregate by having lots andflies, and it is transparent. So those are considerable
lots of travel subsidy and allowing people to movemerits in any system. The problem we are finding
around, or you say, “No, we go for local schools andwith catchment areas is they also then follow
somehow mitigate the issue of performance and lowhousing markets, and you get the education market
performance and low performing schools”. For melocking in with the housing market and locking
it is the latter.people into relatively poor or relatively high
Professor West: I just want to add to that andperforming schools, and it is very diYcult to get out
mention the fact that some Local Educationof that. To move away from that you then have to
Authorities at a Local Education Authority levelthink about other things like transport costs,
still use some form of banding to try and get anbanding and so on, but one of the big things we find
academically balanced intake. The situation iswith catchment areas is that it is producing
diVerent with schools that are their own admissionsegregated systems. CardiV is an interesting example
authorities, but I think it is worth looking at that asof that but there are others equally as segregated. By
a possible way to try and reduce the segregation andsegregation I mean the share the schools have of
I think that John Fitz has carried out some worksocially disadvantaged children or relatively
looking at the levels of segregation in areas wheredisadvantaged children compared with the other
there is banding, which I think he has written about.schools around them, and catchment areas certainly

both preserve segregation and in a sense extend it
into the future. You may have read last week, for Q22 Jonathan Shaw: That is what the Kent
example, that house prices in certain parts of secondary moderns would say that are their own
Reading have been boosted by £30,000 or so and in admissions authorities, I think, in order to try and
Coventry it is £15–20,000, so that is the problem, get a more mixed income—or should I say intake!
and what you get is segregation in education arising Professor Coldron: “Income” is perhaps the right
from segregation in the housing market with the two term, but can I say I do not think you need the same
being very closely linked. It is very diYcult to break criteria across the whole of the country. One needs
it down but if you have just invested an extra £20,000 to do something about London and I think there it
in a house within a catchment area you are clearly is going to have to be an intricate set of measures—
going to wish to preserve the status of that school banding, catchment areas, possibly federations of
and the idea of a catchment area, so that is where we schools, a single admission authority across the
stand on catchment areas. whole—all sorts of radical proposals, but an

intricate mix and interconnection of them. In
Cumbria you do not have to worry so much becauseQ21 Jonathan Shaw: So the Greenwich ruling has
segregation is going to occur and you will not changeexacerbated some of the problems in terms of
that by subsidising travel because subsidising 40parental choice, and is not necessarily the panacea
miles of travel is not worth it.that some people painted?

Professor Fitz: Under the legislation it has always
been the case. In 1944 and then 1988 supported by Q23 JeV Ennis: I wanted to respond to what
the Greenwich judgment parents have a right to Professor Coldron said in terms of how influential
express a preference, and that has to be set alongside the home to school transport policy of an Local

Education Authority can be, because we saw anthe Local Education Authority’s duty to be eYcient
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example in Birmingham last year which is the biggest Chairman: People never mention the environmental
costs of half the country churning roundLocal Education Authority in western Europe, and
Birmingham, Manchester and London.they have the biggest network of home-to-school

transport arrangements which allows the free
movement of pupils for quite long distances across Q25 Valerie Davey: As a sideline on that, we would
the city. Where you get Local Education Authorities not have to adjust the traYc problems in Bristol if we
that have very diVering admissions policies, would it had the situation in half-term always. In half-terms
not be true to say that a counterbalance to that could and the holidays the traYc flows in Bristol, but not
possibly be having a more extensive home-to-school in school termtime. It is a really important factor
transport policy to extend parental choice? and I think we have to recognise it. I wanted to draw
Professor Coldron: It certainly could be, and I think attention, however, to the elements in the code

which says that local admission arrangementsit could well be used in an integrated package whose
contribute to improving standards for all children.aim was to reduce the segregation between schools,
Who is holding the ring for that one? It must be theyes, as long as the aim of it was not simply parental
Local Education Authorities, and if it is going to bechoice for its own sake but was part of a much more
the Local Education Authorities, then where doesbroad aim of reducing segregation between schools.
that leave the Greenwich judgment? That is now 13/That would mean other things going on as well.
14 years old, and what research has been done on the
impact of Greenwich? Anything?
Professor Fitz: We have some data on theQ24 JeV Ennis: Is it something that Local
proportion of children going to out of boroughEducation Authorities should have more in the
schools, but again that varies locally. In London it isforefront of their thinking, because I think in the
going to be very high—I have not done the figures inpresent time it is very much a back number, as it
London—and elsewhere it is negligible. I do notwere?
have any absolutely clear figures to give you thisProfessor Coldron: I think they should have it as one
morning but we have done work on that and it isof the ingredients but they should have lots of other
going to vary locally, as I say.ideas going on at the same time.

Professor Fitz: I think John is right about that. I
Q26 Valerie Davey: Professor Coldron, you saidwould also like to see some more equity in the system
something about diVerent systems in diVerent areas.as well because diVerent rules apply to some sectors
Would you agree that Greenwich is useful in Londonin the schools and the Local Education Authority.
but not elsewhere in the country?The Local Education Authority has a three mile
Professor Coldron: Yes. As far as I understand fromlimit and so on, but if you are talking about a Welsh
the work I have seen, London is more or less amedium school where the language of instruction is
market area. SheYeld might be a market area inWelsh, you can travel further than that because that
itself, or south of SheYeld, but in London, becauseis your closest Welsh medium school, or if you have
of its transport arrangements, people coulda religiously aYliated school and your closest school theoretically go almost anywhere for a school. So the

is more than three miles away then you have best way of thinking about London is as a unitary
subsidised transport which does not apply to the rest market.
of the authority, so there is a case for making that
system more equal. Taking the point further I think

Q27 Valerie Davey: So somebody ought to beit is an interesting idea that you float about
looking at improving standards, or perhaps that issubsidised public transport to increase choice and
what David Puttnam is trying to do now, but who doencourage other things to happen, but then other
you estimate is looking at this particular criterionthings arise from that. London, for example, which
and keeping that to the fore, that all children arehas a very dense network of transport and dense considered when we are looking at the admissionsnetwork of schools because of population density, policy?

also has a large number of appeals because parents Professor Coldron: I think it is a very acute point that
then have a realistic choice between a much larger the only people who have all of the children in mind
range of secondary schools. You do not find that in within an area are the Local Education Authority or,
Camarthen, for example, where there are vast generalising it, a supra single admission authority
distances between schools—you have one local body, and in diVerent areas, if you were going to find
school—and the same would apply to Cumbria and the most appropriate supra individual admission
parts of Yorkshire and East Anglia and so on, and authority body, you would come up with diVerent
one would want to look at that. Then you might solutions. In Cumbria it would be county-wide, in
want to put that alongside the cost of appeals. If you SheYeld it would be borough-wide, in London I do
are in the system where there are large numbers of not know—it is far too complex—but it is not at the
appeals because parents are not getting the schools level of the admission authorities. We have to think
that they prefer, and that is the case in London, then a bit above that.
that is a cost. You are tying up a Local Education Professor West: Adding to the Greenwich judgment
Authority oYcer for probably weeks or months at a point, it comes to the fore when you have small
time and if you set that cost against more transport Local Education Authorities, or even larger Local
then it is an interesting discussion to have. I think Education Authorities, and you have a school on the

border and it is important from that point of view.transport is an interesting point.
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Otherwise you could increase travel time then, broadly speaking, performance rises. Now,
this is 1970s data so we are going back a bit. You canphenomenally and it would be considered

unreasonable for a child to have to travel three miles achieve that in a number of ways: one is banding but
then we have been talking about other things asin one direction when, 400 metres across the border,

there is a school they could apply to. Given that so well—things like improved transport costs so it
is cheaper for parents, especially in diYcultmuch government money raised centrally goes

through the revenue support grant to local circumstances financially, to make a realistic choice
of schools outside their catchment area. The thingauthorities it seems to be perfectly reasonable to me

that that should stay in place on financial grounds as that Anne has suggested is that you could make the
funding formula for schools diVerent so they getwell as on reasonableness grounds, and that those

children should not be disadvantaged because they more money if they take children on free school
meals than they would otherwise get under thehappen to live across the border.
present formula. You could have council tax
subsidies and so on—there are lots of ways youQ28 Valerie Davey: No, but nor should the local
could do it. Each of those are politically sensitive Ichildren be disadvantaged when the academic
am sure, and you would need immense political willparents, or whoever, can play the system—we are
to do it.coming back to other things. Nobody was

unreasonable prior to Greenwich in the situation you
Q31 Chairman: And the council tax subsidy woulddescribe; the diYculty came when it tipped the
do what?balance to parental preference as against overall
Professor Fitz: Well, maybe you could reduceplanning. It was another factor in the weighting of
council tax for people willing to move out of theirthe argument, and in certain circumstances it has
catchment area into another area. This is just an out-been to the detriment of not only the young people
of-the-box idea but you could do that, and there arebut the school, and we have to recognise that.
ways of encouraging people to use schools otherProfessor Fitz: Following that line, you would want
than the local school.to say that the Greenwich judgment has given rise to

the hot spots of London, and people moving
relatively freely across administrative boundaries Q32 Mr Simmonds: Coming on to selection, what
into local schools just across the border gives rise to do you think is the educational rationale behind
the problems we find, say, in south London. That selection, if there is any?
is true. Professor Coldron: I do not think there is much now.

The evidence that is available shows that there is
either a very small educational gain or none at all;Q29 Mr Simmonds: I was very intrigued by the
possibly large social losses; and that diVerentiatedanswer you gave to Jonathan Shaw earlier. Surely
systems by selection tend, as the Pisa study shows,selection is a way, whether by aptitude or academic
not to perform as well as less segregated systems, soability, of mixing up people from diVerent socio
I do not think there is any educational basis foreconomic backgrounds, but from what you were
selection although obviously there is a political basissaying before that is not a solution you would
for it. There is not an admissions basis either becauseconsider?
the present situation makes admissions very diYcultProfessor Fitz: No. On selective schools by and
within areas and causes a great deal morelarge, if you look at schools across the country in
segregation.England and Wales, the figures we have vary

enormously but the proportion of children on free
school meals is about 16% and if you go to a selective Q33 Chairman: Do Professor Fitz and Professor
school it is 2.3%. It is not mixed and you find the West share that view?
same kinds of things with specialist schools. Professor Fitz: You can account for much of the
Language colleges in our study have about 10% of variation between selective schools and non-
students on free school meals, and in other specialist selective schools by, again, looking at their intakes.
schools it is probably 2 or 3% below the national That probably accounts for about 85% of the
average, so those schools are not mixed. Socially variance between schools. It does not need much to
disadvantaged children do not appear in the same explain, by them being in a school where children of
numbers there as they appear in schools nationally. similar abilities are being educated together. If you

begin to do the analysis, the socio-economic
composition of the schools would explain most ofQ30 Mr Simmonds: So if you cannot do it by
the variation between selective schools and non-selection or whatever criteria you set down, how do
selective schools.you break the problem that you have of children

from socio economically deprived households going
to schools in those socio economically deprived Q34 Chairman: Professor West, you were rather

bucking the system then when you nodded. For theareas?
Professor Fitz: There are several solutions we record, were you concurring with John Coldron’s

point?propose. Banding has been an eVective way of doing
that. Here we are talking about the school mix, and Professor West: I was concurring. I would also like

to add something. The PISA results do seem to besome people attach a great deal of importance to the
school mix because it has been argued in the past very clear in terms of the disadvantages of having a

selective system, as in the tripartite system that usedthat, if you get a balanced intake within schools
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to be in place in this country with grammar schools, Whitty and Tony Edwards has followed those
children through, who are now about 25/30 and intechnical schools and secondary modern schools.

There is an equivalent system that operates in the workplace. That tracked quite a few of them
through from school to university to the jobs theyGermany and there has been a lot of concern in

Germany about the outcomes of the PISA now have. My reading of this is that there was a
slight advantage to those children who had beenassessment. I think you said you have discussed this

previously. There are problems there. I think there assisted place students but for a variety of reasons.
However, there were also some casualties fromare actually very fundamental social problems too

associated with selection—and I am talking not so that—these things are not as linear as one might
think. In terms of the degrees they obtained and themuch about selection in the non-grammar schools,

as in the extreme situations which arise where you do jobs they now occupy, there seemed to be some
advantage, but that has to be set against thehave selection across the whole of an LEA, where

you do get some very, very high performing schools casualties. That book needs to be read really, quite
thoroughly, I think. There is other work.alongside some very, very low performing schools. I

think there are social consequences there. The Professor Coldron: Yes, of earlier witnesses to this
Northern Irish evidence also supports that. Committee, Ian and Sandie Schagen. I will be
Professor Coldron: May I add one small thing. We corrected if I get it wrong, but their results were that
also have to consider selection and diVerentiation overall there was a very small—very small—element
within schools; that is, streaming, setting and so on. in favour of selective systems. It was very tiny:
That too is associated with lower educational statistically significant but not very significant in
attainment of the whole group of students. If you other ways. But for one group, the less able
reduce the intake segregation between schools, my children—not the highest fliers within the cohort but
prediction would be that you would get a pressure the less able—if they were in a comprehensive school
from middle-class parents for even greater in-school they would do less work than if they were in a
segregation, so there is no free way of going ahead grammar school. That was quite a significant
here. I think if we reduce intake segregation we diVerence. So there was one cohort where it actually
would have to watch the in-school segregation. benefited that particular group. I am trying to say

that these are small, quite small, eVects—very small
eVects—and of course that last one is probably—Q35 Mr Turner: I am intrigued, Chairman, by the
and Ian and Sandy I think suggest this—connectedanswers I am getting to these questions. Are you
with intake; in other words, the fact that these peoplesaying, all three of you, from the evidence you have
are in the company of other children of very highgiven today, that actually you believe selection in
ability and therefore that pulls them up.any shape or form is damaging to the education of
Chairman: I think you have given some verypupils, and, therefore, if you had your way, you
revealing answers to Andrew’s questions. Andrew,would abolish selection in any shape or form in
do you want to ask any more?totality?

Professor Fitz: Yes.
Professor Coldron: Yes. Q37 Mr Turner: The only other area I wanted to
Professor West: Yes. explore was the aptitude tests. Certain secondary
Mr Turner: That is hardly a balanced view, is it, schools are now being allowed to select 10% of their
Chairman? pupils by aptitude. What impact do you think this is
Valerie Davey: London, CardiV, SheYeld. going to make on the education of those pupils and
Mr Turner: Having established that, let me ask of the totality of pupils at those particular
you— secondary schools?
Chairman: I must interrupt. We have invited three Professor West: This is speculation: I would not
very distinguished professors from very diVerent have thought it would make a vast amount of
institutions. Whether we like or you like particular diVerence because those young people would have
answers, I do not think we should impugn the been selected on that basis. We do not know what
reputation of our witnesses. additional provision they may or may not have in
Mr Turner: I was not suggesting that, Chairman. If the schools concerned. As I understand it, the aim of
they thought that, I apologise. the policy was to give opportunities for young
Chairman: I know you were not. But I just wanted to people who would not necessarily have those
make that clear. opportunities to study that specialism in another

school. My concern really is: Who are those young
people who are being selected on the basis of ability/Q36 Mr Turner: May I ask then, one further
aptitude in the subject area? I do not think we knowquestion, after you have informed the committee of
the answer to that question yet, except on the basisthat: Has anybody of whom you are aware
of inference and deduction when looking at some ofconducted any research on the performance of those
the admission criteria which are used by somepupils who are actually successful in being selected?
schools, which really make reference to havingIs their performance enhanced by being together
achieved a certain level in music examinations andwith other pupils who have been selected?
so on. It has to be said that the schools’ adjudicatorProfessor Fitz: I can think of one study, of which I
has been very proactive in this area and it is likely todid the first round, on the assisted places schemes—
change—which as far as I am concerned is a goodI was a young researcher on that—back in the 1980s.

A subsequent book out by Sally Power, GeoV thing. It is likely to try to make sure that there is
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more equality of opportunity for young people if it range of strategies, from the hardest strategy that
Professor Coldron is advocating to a softer strategycan be determined that they have an aptitude for

some particular area. It will be somewhat fairer and that would be improving regulation, which could
actually try to ensure there is a more even playingmore children from diVerent social groups will

actually have an opportunity of getting places on field—I think that is the best way of putting it—
between controlled schools on the one hand andthat basis. That rather begs the question of whether

it is a good thing or not, but that is a diVerent schools that are foundation and voluntary aided on
the other.question.
Professor Fitz: If I could add one further point there.
I think Anne has made a very important distinctionQ38 Mr Turner: Presumably, in reference to your
between specialist schools which are their ownanswer to my earlier question, you are against
admissions authorities. It would be possible for anallowing some secondary schools to select by
LEA to have a specialist schools programme as wayaptitude up to 10%.
of overcoming social segregation between schools.Professor West: It is making it a school choice as
You could actually think that through as a way ofopposed to a parent choice. There are various
addressing some of the issues that I think we havereasons why I am not happy with it, but that is one
raised this morning.of them. It is a matter of who is actually being
Professor West: Diversity Pathfinders. I thinkselected as a result of the selective policies. If we
department oYcials would be able to say moreknow that it was children who had special
about that.educational needs, who had medical and social
Professor Coldron: In the new Code of Practice,needs, if we knew that they too were having an equal
selection for specialism is considered an over-opportunity of getting into some of these sought-
subscription criterion. That means that it only worksafter schools, then I think one could feel more
to equalise intakes if there are no schools that areconfident. The concern is that a lot of schools which
over-subscribed, because they are not selecting onhave their own admission authority appear not to be
that basis. But, of course, if you already have agiving that level of priority to some of these children
situation where there is segregation between schoolswho might be considered harder to teach. That is
and over-subscribed and under-subscribed schools,behind all of this. There is a social justice side to it.
then having every school a specialist school is not
going to help.

Q39 Mr Turner: The problem is the people being Chairman: We have to move on. Kerry Pollard has
selected, not the selection process itself. That is what been waiting patiently.
you just said.
Professor West: I think the two go hand in hand.

Q40 Mr Pollard: On this issue, Chairman, I am veryProfessor Fitz: The figures are fairly clear. The
interested in the catchment area concept. I like that.specialist schools are selecting a student population
In my own constituency, St Albans, we have 1,600which is diVerent from the schools around them. It is
secondary school places and 900 local kids.a more slightly advantaged population. The second
Therefore, all our kids ought, in that case, to bequestion, then, is: Do those students do better in
satisfied and they are not. About February/Marchspecialist schools than they do in the schools around
time my surgery is full of parents coming along andthem? The answer is yes and no. Generally, if you
belly-aching that they are having to taxi across totake into account the socio-economic composition
wherever it might be. We have two fee-payingof the specialist schools and the schools around
schools, three voluntary aided schools, one singlethem, you can probably account for any diVerences
sex boys, one single sex girls, and it makes theby a diVerence in the socio-economic composition.
concept of a catchment area really diYcult. WouldIn our study we found specialist schools that do
that fit in? Is that workable?better than the schools around them and we found
Professor Fitz: I am not sure how to answer that.specialist schools that do worse. That is where we

stand. Again, it is really down to the intake, to who
comes in. That explains a considerable amount of Q41 Mr Pollard: We have a good LEA as well.

There is no question about that.the variance. Other academic researchers find in fact
that there is a school eVect, but it is not one we have Professor Fitz: I think that raises this question of

parental risk again. How do you play that system iffound, I think. That is where we stand.
Professor West: There is something I would like to you are a parent confronted with that? What do you

do? Do you go for single sex schools because theiradd on that and that is that although specialist
schools do select about three times more than non- results are slightly better? Or is it because there is an

ethos and your religion demands you really shouldspecialist schools, the biggest eVect is whether
schools are their own admission authority or not. attend there? It comes back to the point I raised

earlier, really. That is the issue about parental risk. IThe schools that are their own admission authority
are 27 times more likely to select a proportion of do not know how you play that system.

Professor Coldron: That is just an example of thepupils on the basis of ability and aptitude in a subject
area than are schools that are not their own unmanageability of admissions, I think. The

managers of the LEA, well all the admissionadmission authority. I do not think I have made it as
clear as I should have done. My big concern is authorities, do a fantastic job really to get anybody

placed in that situation. The softly-softly answerhaving so many schools that are responsible for
admission to their school. I think there is a whole would be that the admissions forum would
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eventually come to an agreed arrangement which where there were children wearing that kind of
thing.” “Skirts up to here,” was one comment. Thewas much more amenable. The more hard-edged

approach would be to say, “No, impose a single important thing is that it is what you would expect:
it carries all our moral and prejudicial weight that itadmission authority.”

Chairman: Let’s move on. Kerry, you have another would if we said “discipline”.
bite in terms of the admissions process.

Q44 Chairman: You have not mentioned race.
Q42 Mr Pollard: Fantastic, Chairman! What Professor Coldron: No.
factors influence parents decisions about school
choice? Could I just give an example. I have one new

Q45 Chairman: In terms of research, does the racialestate built in my constituency. There are 50 children
mix in a school influence decisions on parentalon this estate, 49 girls and one boy, and it is adjacent
choice?to the girls’ school. Parents are making a choice
Professor Coldron: In all my interviews, over 10/12there by where they live. What influences parents’
years, I have had no parent saying that theydecisions?
explicitly did not want a child to go there because ofProfessor Fitz: How long is a piece of string? Let me
race. That is, I think, hiding what they considered totry to pull together what the direction research seems
be attitudes that they should not reveal to me as ato suggest. I suppose there is about 20 years research
researcher. So I do not have any evidence about theon this now in which Anne and I, and John in his
level of influence that racial intake has.own way, have actually been involved. It is not what

you might think. Things like school performance are
there but not at the top of the list. It is often a sense Q46 Chairman: Even our Committee’s evidence inof what we might call “happiness” but happiness Birmingham showed, for whatever reason, vastbeing an index for a whole range of other things. It movements based on this kind of environment—is about where parents and children think they will particularly Asian parents who wanted theirbe secure; for example, it may well be they would daughters to go to girls’ schools, with this enormousfind a girls school amenable because it has a range of movement around the motorway system ofpossibilities and an ethos which they find attractive. Birmingham in order to achieve that. I do not thinkThat is certainly one. In that basket of things which we have to be naive. Not to understand aswe call “happiness” security tends to be at the top of constituency Members of Parliament that thethe list. How they go about choosing, of course, is an reputation of a school in terms of ethnicity does notequally complex process, but the bus-stop and the come up in formal research, but certainly I noticegrapevine are very powerful influences here rather that the fact of schools which have a reputation forthan the cold calculations of what the school a certain racial mix changes parents’ behaviour.performance was like and what the exclusion rates Professor Coldron: Certainly the idea of a segregatedare and so on. All our research would tell you that school for boys and girls would have an influence onparents driving past the school bus-stop and looking certain groups’ opinions about which schools theyat the behaviour at the school bus-stop is actually a wanted to go to. I would say that class and socio-powerful indicator of how the school sits. There is a economic status is perhaps trumping ethnicity inwhole range of things there. That is where I would terms of their choice of schools.say the research has pointed in the past. There is no
reason to think why that is not the case now.
Professor Coldron: I would reiterate that it is a Q47 Mr Pollard: Do you mean clæss as opposed to
complex decision. You cannot isolate one item and class? The school in my constituency that has
say that is more important than another. When we vacancies—and there are but 10 in the whole of the
talk to parents and ask, “What is the most important area—has a lot of Bengali children there. Like you,
item?” They say, “Discipline. But of course it has to I have never had one parent admit to me it is because
have a good academic performance, and it has to there are Bengali children there. It just will not
have this and that.” So it is always a composite. happen at all. “I’m not a racist.” You will not get any
But, if you are talking about items, academic of that. Are all parents equally well placed to
performance is always mentioned by parents (about navigate the school admissions process?
43%), discipline and nearness. So there are practical Professor West: In my view they are not. My view—
considerations. and this is a view—is that some parents are going to

be adept at working the system and deciding what is
needed from a particular school, contacting theQ43 Jonathan Shaw: Is discipline is the same as
school when their child does not get a place and sosaying about safety?
on. I think that is likely to be the case—highly likelyProfessor Coldron: Yes. It is a very complex concept.
to be the case.We have actually talked to parents about that and

tried to disentangle what they meant about
discipline. And there is a moral side to it, the way Q48 Mr Pollard: Is that a subjective view?
that you think people ought to behave. The way you Professor West: It is a subjective view.
think people ought to be disciplined within a
community. There are work practices—you know,
“They are not made to do their homework there.” It Q49 Jonathan Shaw: Ah, you would not answer my

question!is about dress—“I would not send my child to school
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Professor Coldron: I worry about this one. Q52 Mr Pollard: There is evidence for that?
Professor Coldron: Yes, in our work. The other point
is that there is no doubt there are certain obsessiveQ50 Chairman: Why do you worry about this one?
individuals, and this comes out in lots of people’sProfessor Coldron: It is quite clear that people will
research. It is quite remarkable, the amount of eVortcome to decisions of any kind with very, very
that some parents put into it. Whether that givesvariable resources. But the idea that some parents do
much of an edge for the amount of eVort they put in,not know what they are doing . . . I am not accusing
they are certainly piling personal and financialAnne of that, but there is a certain sense of: “Well,
resources into this eVort, and they are all of a certainworking class parents just cannot manage this
group—what one would call “middle class”. So, yes,process, they are always going to find themselves in
that certainly happens. Whether it gives them muchthe rough end.” I think there has been a danger in
of an edge . . .that. So, yes, there are quite a lot of parents who
Chairman: I suppose if parents think they arecome who simply cannot manage this process—
deciding, if they cannot get a school of their choice,there is a lot of material, at its most formal end, as it
that they will alternatively pay for private education,were, going through all the Ofsted reports and
the relative sums might be quite small.everything else—but they do know what they are

doing in terms of the over-subscription criteria.
Q53 JeV Ennis: We have made mention in earlierMost people do. About 3% do not, and most of those
contributions of the PISA study and the fact thatwould be the ones with the least educational
overall the UK came out pretty well in that. The onequalifications.
characteristic which was of major concern was “theProfessor West: I would like to add to what I have
long tail of underachievement”. Are the currentjust said by saying that they are also better able to
admission arrangements in this countrynavigate the system because they are able to make
exacerbating or continuing that long trail ofbetter statements saying why their child has specific
underachievement in your opinion?needs to go to a particular school and so on. It is
Professor Fitz: My colleague Stephen Gorard isalong the lines of that. They might be more able to
talking about the long tail of achievementget the relevant reports from professionals, if that is
tomorrow, I think questioning the idea that there iswhat is needed. If that is not needed—in some cases
such a long tail. I think that is one of the argumentsthese reports are not needed—they are better able to
emerging.make a case for their child actually to go to a

particular school, and that is in addition to how they
Q54 JeV Ennis: Did you say he questions it?might then find out in advance what is needed and
Professor Fitz: Yes.what the likelihood of their child getting into a

particular school is. So it is a mixture of subjective
and objective, I think I would say. Q55 Chairman: Who questions this?
Professor Fitz: Could I just read you a little piece Professor Fitz: Stephen Gorard, who gave evidence
from an admissions part of it which is very at the first session I think. He is working with Emma
interesting. This is an LEA. It says you have a Smith, who I think gave evidence last time. They are
designated school, “You may, however, prefer your presenting a paper tomorrow or the day after which
child to attend another school. . . . If you wish your raises some questions about whether that tail is long
child to attend a school other than the one in comparison with other countries in the PISA
designated to serve your area, you will need to study.
complete the relevant parental preference form”—
where you have to set out your case. I think I would Q56 Chairman: We would very much like to see
share my colleague’s view: some parents are simply that.
more able to do that than others. I have had a look Professor Fitz: You may wish to see that1. It raises
at one or two of them and you have a page like this questions about whether or not the tail is certain as
to make the case. You have, in my knowledge, some we think it is.
people who are able to cite the Rotherham judgment
in making their case—you know, “This is my first Q57 Chairman: We have just had the published
school” and so on—and others who simply say, “If information on school achievement and pupil
I’ve got to make a case, I can’t do it.” That document achievement showing 25% of the population leave
asking them to make the case does actually school with hardly any qualifications. That is not a
diVerentiate between parents’ capacity to respond to tail of underachievement?
oYcial forms. Professor Fitz: That is a tail of underachievement,

no question. I think they are looking at, in relation
to other, say, competitor countries or to otherQ51 Mr Pollard: Is there a case for parents who are
comparator countries: Is this a long tail? That is theless mobile—mobile in the sense of being able to
argument. It is much more a question as to whethermove about—being disadvantaged?
we are doing better or worse than other countries.Professor Coldron: They have more choice if they
That is the question. If you wish to say 25% leavinghave more economic resources. Yes, that is true.
with qualifications is a long tail and an unsustainableMay I just make two other points. Our work on
situation, I would perfectly agree with you. I do notappeals suggests that parents do not have any better

chance of winning their appeal according to whether
they are from one social class rather than another. 1 Note: See www.cardiV.ac.uk/socsi/equity.
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have an argument with that. It is the comparison. I Professor Coldron: I think so. I think it comes close
to a crisis in the way that you talked about in Stthink that is the issue. It is hard to know where
Albans. I think London has very, very extremeschool admissions would fit into this, because that
diYculties in diVerent parts of it, so, yes. I mean, I“long tail”, as it were, is driven by lots of other
was being slightly polemical there, in that for thefactors as well: parental attainment, levels of income
individual parents it is an absolute crisis, but,and so on. I would think school admissions is a very,
equally, for those other groups, particularly thosevery small part in retaining that—a part but a very
who are vilified as being rough schools and so on andsmall part. The other drivers are probably socio-
there is a stampede away from them.economic. That is, I think, our take on this.

Professor Coldron: I would certainly reiterate that
we must not forget other issues—and they are very, Q59 Chairman: Do we have a uniform view, right
very important—like poverty and so on but I think across the evidence we are getting this morning—
admissions do have a part to play, and that is that this is the sense I have—that some sort of banding
we know pupils in less segregated schools do better system, where you have a balanced intake in schools,
overall. If admissions could do anything about would be your preferred option if that could be
reducing segregation, then it could do something secured.

Professor West: My view is that that could be oneabout reducing that tail. I think the issue of
option in certain parts of the country. Actually to tryresources (that is, resources following the harder to
that in a rural area, to move in that direction in aeducate children) would do quite a lot in terms of de-
rural area, would not be appropriate, because I dosegregating schools. It would take away some of the
not think it is necessary and I do not think one wantspressure for schools to select. It might begin to even
to intervene unless there is the necessity forout some of the intakes and therefore take some of
intervention. I think some form of banding,the pressure out from polarisation for parents. But it
organised at a local level not at a school level, wouldwould also provide more resources to that tail
be a very strong option to consider. Under theexactly where they are intended, not through
current School Standards and Framework Act, theinitiatives which are away from the child. They
banding, where it is carried out at school level, iswould follow the child and they would have a great
carried out on the basis of those who apply to thedeal of eVect on the morale of teachers within those
school, and those who apply to the school are notschools as well. But that is not quite admissions.
necessarily representative of that area. They couldThat is a long way from admissions, but it has an
all be higher attainers, for example, and so it is noteVect. It is all tied up with the same issue. I think
really what I would consider to be a form of bandingthere is a case there for admissions having something
that is actually going to help reduce socialto do with raising that tail.
segregation.Professor West: I would agree with that as well. I

would also like to add to this idea of additional
Q60 Chairman: So it would be more appropriate forresources going to certain categories of pupils. To
the LEA to do that rather than individual schools.some extent that does already happen with fair
Professor Fitz: Yes.funding but in some LEAs, to varying extents, it is
Professor Coldron: I would say it is not just banding.actually determined at a local level. If one is going to
It is an ingredient in certain parts, exactly as Annego down the market-oriented model—which is what
has said, so I would agree with everything she haswe have at the moment, a quasi market—then I
said. I would say that my view is that the aim ofthink that may well be a way to try to redress the
admissions authorities should be to help to equalisebalance. I think one could argue that others might
intakes, not to increase parental choice, and a wholesay, “Is that necessary? It should not be necessary,”
set of ingredients needs to be brought to thatbut it could, if you like, be an extra carrot to try to
purpose, banding being one of them.encourage schools that are their own admission
Professor Fitz: I agree with both John and Anne onauthorities to take some of these harder to teach
that. I think working towards some notion ofyoung people, so that they are not so concentrated
balanced intakes within each school is highlyin certain community schools, for example. I think
desirable, both in terms of social mix and also thethere is a possible role there.
data—the now very ancient data—on the eVect it
can have on student performance. Banding is
certainly one way of achieving that. But, again,Q58 Mr Pollard: On the issue of appeals being an
Anne is absolutely right in saying that it is applicableindicator of dissatisfaction, in your paper, Professor
to urban areas but it will not work in rural areasColdron—and we have already mentioned this in
where schools may be 20 miles apart. Then I thinkearlier evidence—it is more a metropolitan or urban
you have to go for another model.problem than it is a rural problem. Indeed, in

paragraph 2.4 of your paper, you say, “There is
indeed a crisis in school admissions, not globally Q61 Chairman: What does your research suggest,
but in particular localities. For LEA admissions either to this Committee in terms of its
managers in deeply polarised areas it presents recommendations or the sort of thing you would like
extreme diYculties in achieving coherent regional to see the Department for Education and Skills
schools provision.” Is it a crisis in your opinion in change? What are the key changes to improve the
those localities? Can it be described as a crisis that situation that we are having in our education sector

at the moment?needs to be dealt with?
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Professor Fitz: There are a number of possibilities discriminatory. I personally would not go for partial
selection. Again, that is a value judgment, if you like.which perhaps need to be considered, some of which
I think that banding would be a very sensible wayI think we have mentioned in passing this morning.
forward in certain areas if done at an LEA level.For example, it may well be the case, that to reduce
Also, to ease the burden on some schools that havethe bureaucracy and to reduce some of the risk to
not previously had more diYcult pupils, I think theparents as well one could have an admissions day,
diVerential funding would also be a productive areawhere whatever preferences are made are expressed
to consider.on one day nationally, so that you reduce the
Professor Coldron: Of the ones that have not beennumber of schools to which parents are applying.
mentioned—and I agree with all of those—I thinkThat is one way forward. Banding is certainly
admission authorities should seek to maximiseanother. The other one we have mentioned this
parental preference overall, rather than givingmorning is thinking about subsidised transport. The
absolute priority to the first in a ranked list offourth thing is extra funding following diYcult-to-
schools; that is, to follow the model in the Code ofeducate children, who present a challenge to schools.
Admissions. I think there is some room for theThat may be for socio-economic reasons, it may be
collaborative model, federations of schools, andfor reasons of disability and so on, so that there is
making active exploration of those as the admissionsome support for schools to think about mixed
unit and the reporting for league position and so onintakes, balanced intakes.
rather than the individual school. I am very fuzzy onProfessor West: I think in an ideal world—and this
that one but I think it needs exploring. I think theis not necessarily highly practical—I would have 150
major over-subscription criteria for communityadmission authorities for the country, one per LEA.
schools should be proximity and for voluntary aidedFor religious schools, there is no reason as far as
schools should be catchment areas drawn up withinI can see why those schools should not get the single admission authority. Simply on the

confirmation of a person’s religiosity via a letter admissions issue, to improve admissions, selection
from the priest or religious leader. That means that by general ability should be phased out. There are
one can then ensure that the church schools actually other reasons one might consider, but if you wanted
can maintain their situation. I think there is a big to improve admissions then that would improve it.
problem if one is going to try to intervene on that Then the main one for me would be the resources
front. There is an issue there about open places as following the child, the harder to educate child.
well that religious schools might have, but I think Chairman: This has been a most interesting and
that is another issue. I think I would go for reducing informative session. We are very grateful. If you
the number of admission authorities drastically. I have any thoughts on the train, on the bus or at any
think politically that might not be possible but that time over the next days and hours that you would
would be the ideal opption. I would also have a want to communicate to the Committee, will you
menu of admissions criteria that were considered to please communicate with us here by any method that

suits you.be appropriate and acceptable and that were not
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1. Findings Concerning the Choice Process—Schools and Parents

1.1 Use of performance tables and likelihood of opting away from local school: There are a number of
relevant findings in the nationally representative survey conducted by the OYce for national Statistics
for our joint DfES study (Flatley and Williams 2001) into the experience of parents. The figures are for
1999–2000.

The findings provided further evidence that parents consider a whole range of criteria of choice and that
the academic performance of the school is only one. For example a minority of parents (39%) used
performance tables to find out about schools. However parents among whom the mother had a degree or
above were nearly twice as likely to consult them as those among whom the mother had no educational
qualifications.

We also found that parents in London, those with higher educational qualifications and those in
occupational classes I and II were more likely to opt away from their nearest school (see Table 1). This shows
that parents who live in London were six times more likely to apply for a place outside their own LEA area
than parents who live in a Shire authority and that parents where the mother had never had paid
employment were three times less likely than those in Social Class I or II to have applied outside their own
LEA; and where the parent had no educational qualifications they were half as likely (two times less likely)
to have applied outside their own LEA (see Table 1).

Table 1

LIKELIHOOD OF PARENTS APPLYING FOR A PLACE IN A SCHOOL OUTSIDE THEIR
OWN LEA AREA (BASED ON ODDS RATIOS FROM LOGISTIC REGRESSION)

Characteristic Odds ratios 95% confidence intervals
Lower Upper

Highest educational qualification
Degree or equivalent or higher 1.0 — —
Other qualifications 0.5 0.4 0.9
No qualifications 0.4 0.2 0.7

Social class of mother
I & II 1.0 — —
III non-manual 1.0 0.7 1.5
III, IV & V manual 0.9 0.6 1.4
Never worked 0.3 0.2 0.6

Parental LEA type
London borough 6.3 4.2 9.4
Metropolitan authority 1.3 0.8 2.0
Unitary authority 2.6 1.8 3.8
Shire authority 1.0 — —

Nagelerke R2 0.1
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1.2 Do parents demote their favourite school? Members were interested in whether there was a diVerence
between the school that parents stated on the application form as their first preference and the school they
would “really” have preferred. The ONS analysis covered this aspect of parental choice to some extent.
Parents were asked if there were any state schools they had not applied to but would have preferred their
child to attend. Eight per cent of parents reported that there were. In addition the survey collected the names
of all schools to which parents applied for a place. Parents were asked which of these schools they most
wanted their child to attend. For the purposes of analysis this school was referred to in the report as the
parent’s favourite school. It is therefore possible to infer what proportion of parents demoted their favourite
school to a lower preference in the ranking of their application form. The survey found that while 92%
gained entry to the school they had put as their first preference 85% reported that they had gained their
favourite school. This indicates that about 7% had not put their favourite school as their first preference.
The results are presented in Table 2.

Table 2

OUTCOME MEASURES BY COHORT

% oVered a place in Entry cohort of selected child
Sept 1999 Sept 2000 Total

% % %

In a preferred school
Favourite school 89 81 85
First preference school 93 91 92
Any school for which preference expressed 97 95 96
In a school for which no preference stated 3 5 4
Weighted base 1,192 977 2,170

1.3 Likelihood of parents being oVered their favourite school: It was found that there was not a strong
relationship between the background characteristics of parents and the likelihood of being oVered a place
in their favourite school. However parents in London were an exception and were the least likely to be oVered
a place in their favourite school (an odds ratio of 0.3:1.0 compared with the reference category of Shire
authorities). While nationally 85% of parents were oVered a place in their favourite school in London only
68% receive such an oVer. Nationally, 4% of parents were oVered a place in a school for which no preference
had been stated. Nevertheless, among these parents around half reported they were satisfied with the school
they had been oVered.

1.4 On the characteristics of schools that parents class as their favourite school. Six in ten of the favourite
schools (as defined earlier) had higher than average GCSE performance scores than their LEA average.
When compared to national figures for the proportions of pupils eligible for free school meals, 46% of
favourite schools fell within the two lowest national quintile groups (ie in the 40% of schools with the lowest
proportions of students receiving free meals). Fifteen per cent of the favourite schools were in the 20% of
schools with the highest proportions of students receiving free school meals.

When the odds of all the diVerent factors in combination are examined, parents who had no previous
experience of choosing a secondary school, were owner occupiers, lived in London boroughs, had a degree
level qualification or above and were in Social Class I and II had the highest odds of choosing a favourite
school with a high GCSE performance score. They were three times more likely to do so than those parents
in the reference category (who diVered from them in having previous experience of choosing a secondary
school and in living in a Shire authority). Parents who had the lowest odds of choosing a secondary school
with a high GCSE performance score had previous experience of choosing a secondary school, lived in social
sector rented accommodation, lived in a Shire authority, had no qualifications and were parents among
whom the parent had never worked. This group of parents were about eight times less likely than the
reference group of parents to choose a favourite school with a GCSE performance score above the LEA
average.

1.5 Characteristics of parents who appeal: Five percent of parents in the nationally representative survey
reported that they had appealed (n%129). In general, these parents did not vary by background
characteristics. In other words there was no greater likelihood of a middle class parent appealing than a
working class parent. In our work for the DfES project on Appeals panels (Coldron et al 2002) panel
members reported their impression that there were now greater numbers of working class appellants. We
also found that there was no greater likelihood of a middle class parent winning an appeal ie the Social Class
of an appellant bore no significant relation to whether the appeal was successful or not (n%317).

2. LEA Procedures for Expressing a Preference

2.1 How many LEAs use equal weighting of parents’ expressed preferences? The question was raised as
to how many LEAs used an equal weighting procedure. The nationally representative survey (Flatley and
Williams 2001) found that 66% of parents were asked by their LEA to list their preference for school, on
their application form, in rank order.
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In Stage One of the same project (Williams et al 2001) we analysed all eligible LEAs in England (n%141)
and categorised their procedures for allowing parents to express a preference. This data relates to the
procedure for September 2000 entry. Finding a means of categorising LEA modes of practice which captures
the complexity that exists, whilst ensuring that a useful and usable typology was developed presented several
challenges. In some areas LEA admission procedures applied to such a small proportion of schools that
describing the LEA mode of practice did not provide a meaningful description of the procedures that many
parents experienced there. The procedures found in the composite prospectuses were categorised into
four types.

Type 1: Multiple preferences—Rank order

The parent is invited to name a number of schools as preferences in rank order and the LEA admission
authority attempts to allocate them a place at their first choice school. Though the first choice takes
precedence in the majority of cases it is not guaranteed that a parent’s first choice will take precedence over
someone else’s second choice. There are circumstances where a second choice takes precedence, particularly
if this means a pupil would be spared a long or diYcult journey to an alternative school. Sometimes a multi-
stage process is involved where parents may be asked to enter the next stage of the admission procedure and
identify further preferences if they have been unsuccessful with their initial preferences.

Type 2: Invitation to accept a designated school or choose another

Parents are notified of a place allocated at a school chosen by the LEA on the basis of the general
admission arrangements of the authority and invited to confirm that particular school as their expressed
preference or to name one or more alternative preferred schools. The parent must confirm in writing that
the allocated school is acceptable otherwise it is treated as a non-preference and no place is reserved. This
procedure is most commonly used in those areas where a catchment or priority area system is in place. How
the consequences of this are handled by LEAs varies considerably. Some LEAs state explicitly that not
putting the designated school down as first preference may mean that a place is not available at this “local”
school should they be unsuccessful in gaining a place at a diVerent first preference school. Other LEAs state
explicitly that parents who put their “catchment” school down as a second preference who do not get their
first preference will not be treated any less favourably than a parent who chose the catchment school as their
first preference.

Type 3: Multiple preference equal weighting

Parents are asked to express multiple preferences and each preference is given equal weighting. LEAs then
allocate to one of those preferred schools on the basis of their general admission arrangements. This is often
in context where the admission system is complex involving a number of admission authorities. In such
circumstances the procedures can seem to be complex unless there is a common admission timetable and a
common application form as is now required by the new Code (DfES 2003).

Type 4: Single preference system

Parents are invited to express a single preference and if this proves unsuccessful they may apply to
alternative school(s) in a second stage of dealing with preferences.

Table 3

FREQUENCY OF PROCEDURES FOR EXPRESSING A PREFERENCE (SEPT 2000 ENTRY)

Type of system No. of LEAs % of LEAs

Multiple preference rank order 105 74
Invitation to accept designated school or express a 18 13

preference for other school(s)
Multiple preference equal weighting 7 5
Single preference 11 8

Total 141 100.0

3. The management of preferences in wholly selective areas

3.1 Selective areas: Although only a minority, selective admissions present very diVerent issues of
management for both school admission oYcers and parents. The oYcial definition of a selective LEA is one
where over 25% of the pupils attend selective grammar schools. There are other areas such as Chelmsford
and Colchester in Essex, or Ripon and Skipton in North Yorkshire where all of the schools reasonably
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available to parents are organised as either selective grammars or secondary moderns. But because these are
sub-areas within larger LEA districts the LEAs are not classified as wholly selective. All wholly selective
areas use some version of a standardised test of general ability administered at 11-plus. In practice this was
either one produced by an independent research organisation such as the NFER or one developed within
the LEA itself. We deal in turn with two aspects of admissions in these areas—the first being the allowance
of two first choices and the second being access by pupils to selective tests.

3.2 Problems of admission management in selective areas: The advent of open enrolment highlighted a
tension between the new inclusive principle that gave parents the theoretical right of attendance at any
school of their choice and the older exclusive principle of selection. This, and the requirement to take
account of parents’ expressed preference creates a diYcult issue for parents who wish to apply for a selective
place if, at the time of stating their preference, they do not know if their child is eligible for a selective school
place. If they express a first preference for a place at a selective school and their child does not reach the
required standard (or too many do) it is possible that they would not get their preferred non-selective school
because that school may already have reached its admission limit through the allocation of first preferences.

3.3 Ways in which selective LEAs try to solve the problem: In the event of a child not gaining admission
to a first choice selective school some wholly selective areas manage this diYculty for parents by allowing
the next non-selective school preference to be deemed a first choice equal with those other parents who had
expressed this as their actual first choice. Thus, parents who apply to selective schools are advantaged over
other parents who for whatever reason do not apply. We found two variations of this default process. One
is to maintain separate selective and non-selective school preference lists deciding which to use when the
child’s 11-plus result is known. The second way is to require parents to express preferences for selective and
non-selective schools on a common form. If it turns out that the child is deemed ineligible for a place at a
selective secondary school the highest preference non-selective school becomes, by default, the first
preference. These systems have either been accepted by parents and schools, or at least have operated
without any eVective objection, over a number of years.

3.4 Adjudicator rulings: While the 1998 Education Act reaYrmed both open enrolment and then existing
systems of selection the legislation also created the OYce of the Schools Adjudicator thereby creating a
process for challenging the admissions practices of schools as admission authorities and of LEAs. The
Schools Adjudicator has ruled against the default procedures described above in two important
determinations one concerning Wirral and the other Torbay. In Wirral the adjudicator decided that tests
for selecting to secondary schools should, under the Authority’s admission arrangements, take place after
rather than before all parents had expressed a preference for the school they wanted their child to attend.
The implications of the Torbay Determination are that tests for selection to secondary schools should follow
and not precede the invitation to all parents to express a preference.

4. Management of the problem in areas that are not wholly selective but have wholly selective schools within
their area

4.1 LEA practice: A system adopted by a number of areas which are not wholly selective but have one
or two selective schools in their area is to ask parents to express preferences for both selective and non-
selective schools on a common form without first knowing if their child is eligible (ie has reached a high
enough score in the test) for a place at a selective school. The tension mentioned above between the inclusive
and exclusive principles is addressed directly by some LEAs. For example one LEA states clearly in its
composite prospectus:

“If you enter your child for the 11-plus you should bear in mind that a place at your local
comprehensive school or community college cannot be reserved in the event that he or she does
not gain a grammar school place.”

In this case advice was then given about the previous year’s entry (what marks children had and what
marks those who were given a place had). This would have had the eVect of reassuring those parents whose
children’s measured attainment to date was well above average but would put pressure on those considered
borderline. It represented a risk for these parents but it allowed most parents to make a reasonably informed
choice. Of course the “pass” mark may change each year as the number of students achieving those marks
increases or decreases. The local authority acknowledged the fact that,

“. . . A place is not guaranteed for a candidate who qualifies for a place under the 11-plus selection
arrangements . . . The guarantee of a grammar school place was necessary in the past when the
only alternative was a secondary modern school, which did not cater for pupils of grammar school
ability. Nowadays suitable alternatives are available at comprehensive schools and community
colleges that cater for the whole academic ability range.”

This robust position is replicated in a number of other areas and would tend to facilitate comprehensive
(all-ability) intakes at the non-selective schools in the area.
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5. Access to tests for places at a selective school

5.1 Opting in or opting out? A significant aspect of the admission process to selective schools is how
children are entered for the test. We found that there were diVerent ways in which this happened. In some
areas all children in the last year of primary school were entered for the test (with parents able to withdraw
them by request). This method of entry was common for wholly selective areas. It provides universal access
and raises no obvious equity issues beyond those generally associated with selective systems. In other areas
children were entered on the primary school’s recommendation (with parents able to include them by
request). This involves, as a formal part of the process, a discussion with primary school staV about the
child’s secondary education and raises questions about the status of primary schools’ judgements and
recommendations. Because there is an element of judgement at this early stage in the child’s school career
it is possible that some primary schools may inappropriately close oV an opportunity for some children.

5.2 Possible problems with non-universal systems: There is also the possibility that parents will diVer in
how they act on the primary school’s recommendation. In addition we know from the extensive work on
how parents choose a school that there are significant diVerences in the way that parents from diVerent social
groups respond to information and to the task of choosing. In other LEAs, and for all wholly selective
Voluntary Aided and Foundation schools, parents must request that their child take the test as part of the
application to the school. Skilled and semi-skilled choosers, who tend to be from more advantaged families,
will do this more readily than those who are less engaged with the process of choice.

6. Evidence as to the educational benefits of selection

6.1 Evidence from Schagen and Schagen and PISA: Members asked about the evidence as to the
educational benefits of selection. I explained that as I read the evidence the diVerences between the two
systems in terms of exam performance was very small. I quoted two pieces of recent evidence and present
them here with more precision than was possible in the hearing. Ian and Sandie Schagen of the NFER have
produced authoritative work (Schagen and Schagen 2002) concerning the eVects of selection in 149 LEAs
in England. They considered the eVects at the level of the school (ie for the pupils attending grammar or
comprehensive schools) and at the LEA level (the eVects for the whole cohort of children in the LEA). At
the level of the school there were significant diVerences but at the level of the LEA there was no significant
diVerence between selective and non-selective. Specifically they concluded that at the level of the school
“there is a large ‘grammar school eVect’ which shows that borderline pupils—those who narrowly obtain a
grammar school place—obtain much better GCSE results five years later than pupils of equal prior attainment
in comprehensive schools” and on the other hand that “pupils of higher prior attainment (key stage 2 average
level greater than 5)” fared better in comprehensive schools. They hypothesise that these two gains at school
level balance out so that there is no diVerence between the systems in the performance of children at GCSE
at the LEA level.

The PISA study looked at the diVerent performance of national systems (OECD/UNESCO-UIS (2003).
We should be very cautious about cross national comparisons but the findings are of interest. This study
was concerned to investigate any relationship between school and student characteristics and student
performance. They found that “the impact [on educational performance] of school’s socio-economic
background is much stronger than the eVect of any other variable (including school climate, homework, reading
engagement etc . . . ) Ch. 7 p219. They also investigated the factors that were associated with social selection
and found that academic selection is correlated with socio-economic segregation, “Among the ten countries
with the most pronounced socio-economic segregation observed in PISA, all carry out selection procedures that
channel students into diVerent streams of secondary education before or at the age of assessment.” Ch 7 p220.

7. Proposals and recommendations

7.1 The need to accommodate diVerent solutions: Any set of recommendations needs to be sensitive to the
fact that diVerent areas experience diVerent levels of problems. Policies designed to solve chronic problems
in London should not make things worse in Cumbria.

7.2 Issues to be considered: We know that the majority of parents want their children to go to good local
schools, defined not just in terms of exam performance but also in terms of moral and physical security. They
also want predictability and speediness in the admission procedures. The evidence suggests that balanced
intakes will reduce the problems of polarisation and are either educationally neutral or beneficial. Further,
local contexts must be taken into account. It will therefore take a combination of measures to aVect these
connected issues. Some proposals are given below.

7.3 Proposals and recommendations

Proposal One: The aim of amendments to admissions policies should be to:

— encourage balanced school intakes;

— maximise parental satisfaction with the process, but more importantly, the outcome;

— increase social justice and maximise overall choice (ie not give choice to some by taking it away
from others);
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— facilitate cooperation between schools;

— maximise eYciency and cost-eVectiveness as far as possible consistent with other principles; and

— have concern for wider environmental implications such as traYc congestion.

Proposal Two: Responsibilities for admissions to schools should rest with one admission authority for a given
area (ie VA and Foundation schools should no longer act as the admission authority for their school). One of
the things that increases segregation of intakes and increases the diYculty of managing the process of
admissions for both parents and admission authorities is the existence of a number (sometimes a majority)
of autonomous admission authorities in an area. The new Code (DfES 2003) has made significant moves to
increase collaboration and cooperation but it stops short of taking away the ability of schools to act as their
own admission authority. There should be consideration of combining the admission responsibilities into
one authority for a relevant area. This seems particularly important in London. Clearly there would need
to be extensive discussion with interested parties but the relevant area for London would most eVectively
be drawn to include the whole area where presently there is a great deal of cross border admission. Unifying
admission authorities would greatly improve the appeals procedures of Voluntary Aided and Foundation
schools which are at the moment poor (Coldron et al 2002).

Proposal Three: Admission criteria should be common within the area covered by an admission authority. A
single authority for an area implies that admission criteria should also be common for community,
Foundation, Academies and CTCs. For religious schools there would need to be an additional criterion as
to religious commitment common to all religious schools in the admission authority but in combination with
ability banding to prevent covert selection.

Proposal Four: Admission authorities should seek to maximise parental preference overall rather than giving
absolute priority to the first in a ranked list of schools. This is already a recommended model in the new Code
of Practice. It allows admission authorities to balance other criteria such as proximity with parental
preference to gain optimal satisfaction.Proposal Five: Schools should be encouraged to join into
collaborative federations and there should be active exploration of the possibility of making federations the
unit for admission rather than the individual school. This could contribute significantly to reducing
polarisation of perception especially if Proposal Eight underpins it and banding by attainment is used to
balance intake.

Proposal Five: Schools should be encouraged to join into collaborative federations and there should be active
exploration of the possibility of making federations the unit for admission rather than the individual school. This
could contribute significantly to reducing polarisation of perception especially if Proposal Eight underpins it
and banding by attainment is used to balance intake.

Proposal Six: The major oversubscription criterion for community and Foundation schools should be
proximity (or catchment areas based on proximity) and, for Voluntary Aided schools, catchment areas. This
is the least worst option and would have the undesirable eVect of reinforcing selection by mortgage.
Therefore this Proposal needs to work in conjunction with Proposal Eight on resourcing harder to educate
children and, in urban areas, the use of banding (perhaps within groups of schools) to mitigate segregation
of intake. Admission authorities need to ensure that all schools are able to accept casual admissions of
harder to educate children.

Proposal Seven: Selection by general ability should be phased out. This includes partially and wholly
selective systems. They are not radically more or less eVective educationally but they create greater
segregation, generate a lot of appeals and are incompatible with parental preference systems.

Proposal Eight: Resources to schools should follow the child and be based on a calculation of risk factors
indicating how easy or hard each child is to educate. A school with a greater proportion of harder to educate
children will receive proportionately more resources than a school with fewer children who are harder to educate.
We know certain characteristics of children (such as the socio-economic status of their family, their prior
attainment, their mobility between schools, and their first language) are highly correlated with their
educational attainment at 16. Some are easier to educate than others. We also know that some schools
attempt to select the easier to educate and to exclude the harder. The extra resources would encourage
schools to better balance their intakes and this would in turn reduce one of the pressures toward segregation
and polarisation of perception. It may also have other advantages; for example it would go some way to
complement the advantages already experienced by pupils in schools with high socio-economic status
intake; it encourages an inclusive rather than an exclusive response from schools; it acknowledges the
additional diYculties that schools as institutions have when they have educationally disadvantaged intakes;
it would help to reduce some of the competition between schools and therefore provide a sound foundation
for the operation of the Admission Forums or the unitary admission authorities and the development of
Federations of schools; it addresses one of the main problems of English education which is the low
achievement of the middle and lower attainers; it would improve the morale and the retention of teachers
in the schools most in need of stability.

Proposal Nine: Greater travel subsidies should only be considered as one among a number of ingredients.
Greater real choice may have a role in reducing segregation of intakes in some areas but should not be
considered as either adequate in itself or as problem free e.g. an increase in the school run traYc would be
an undesirable result. It should be considered as an option in specific contexts.
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Wednesday 15 October 2003

Members present:

Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair

Mr David Chaytor Jonathan Shaw
Valerie Davey Mr Andrew Turner
JeV Ennis

Memorandum submitted by Dr Philip Hunter, Chief Schools Adjudicator (SA 05)

There are now 10 Schools Adjudicators, including me. We are ex-Chief Education OYcers, Head
Teachers, Civil Servants or academics. Although we are appointed by the Secretary of State and supported
by a team of Civil Servants, we are independent of Ministers and the Department. There has never in my
experience been an attempt by Ministers to interfere in or influence an adjudicator’s decision.

We get involved in admission matters when there is an objection to arrangements put in place by an LEA
or a school. I attach tables showing the numbers of referrals to the adjudicator this year, the type of objector
and the substance of the objection. (We also decide on about 30 statutory proposals a year. These include
school openings and closures, changes of age range and changes of status.)

We make our decisions by reference to legislation (mainly the 1998 School Standards and Framework
Act) and the School Admissions Code of Practice. Our overall objective is to make determinations that are
so clear and consistent that admission authorities will get things right without the need for intervention
by us.

Despite this, the number of referrals has shot up this year (from 78 in 2001–02 to 233 in 2002–03). This
is because the 2002 Education Act, its implementing Regulations and the 2003 version of the School
Admissions Code of Practice:

(i) Gave community schools access to us.

(ii) Made good and bad practice more explicit (mainly the priority given to children of school staV
and looked after children).

(iii) Allowed schools which are not admission authorities to object to the admission limits set for them
by LEAs.

Our experience has been that there are very many admission authorities that are not following the latest
Code of Practice. This is perhaps not too surprising because the Code came into force only at the end of
January and it will take a while to settle in. More worrying, many admission authorities (mainly school
governing bodies) are not following the proper consultation and notification procedures. Nor is it clear who
is responsible for making sure that schools do it properly. There are fewer concerns about procedures where
the schools have agreed that the LEA should carry them out on their behalf.

We also rule on objections to partial selection (but not to selection by grammar schools). Under section
100 of the 1998 Act, schools that were selecting some of their intake by ability before 1997–98 can continue
to do so, on the same basis, unless we uphold an objection. As time goes on it is becoming more diYcult to
establish what schools were doing in 1997–98. There have been recent objections to partially selecting
schools in Wandsworth and Hertfordshire and, over the years, we have reduced the extent of selection from
50% of the intake to 25% or 30%. The object of this has been to provide access for more children who live
close to the schools and it seems to have worked. We can find no evidence that:

(i) Restricting the extent of selection has had an eVect on the academic ethos, quality of staV,
traditions or even (though it is a little early to say) the results of these schools.

(ii) Maintaining selection for some schools at 25% or 30% of their intake has a detectable eVect on the
intake of neighbouring schools.

We also rule on objections about selection by aptitude. Section 102 of the 1998 Act says that, where
an admission authority (often a governing body) are satisfied they have a specialism in a particular subject,
a school can select up to 10% of its intake using a test for aptitude in that subject. The test should not be
a test of ability or a test of aptitude in another subject. The words “aptitude” and “ability” are not easy to
define. In practice this does not matter because there are only a few established tests designed to
assess aptitude. We have ruled that use of these tests is lawful and that other means of assessment (such as
on the possession of music grades or representation in prestigious teams in sport or performances in the
arts) are not.

In recent cases where we approved aptitude selection, we asked the LEA and schools to monitor the
process to check that there has been no inadvertent selection by ability, and to publish the results of their
checks. We have seen no evidence to demonstrate that:
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(i) The existence of this level and type of selection has any eVect on the intake of neighbouring schools;

(ii) The use of these tests has any eVect on the ethos or performance of the schools concerned; or

(iii) The children selected by the tests do any better in the schools admitting them than they would in
the schools they would otherwise attend.

So why do some schools bother with aptitude tests? Head Teachers have said informally that they realise
the tests are irrelevant but think they help to project an exclusive image for the school. This is perhaps
understandable where there is strong competition from neighbouring independent schools.

October 2003

Annex

ADMISSION ARRANGEMENTS REFERRED TO THE ADJUDICATORS 2002–031

Objectors

Objector Upheld Partially Upheld Not Upheld Total

LEA 30 36 8 74
Admission Authority School 11 11 18 40
Community Schools 7 9 4 20
Parents 5 0 0 5
TOTAL 53 56 30 139

Substance of Objections

Subject Upheld Partially Upheld Not Upheld Total

Partial Selection 18 14 9 41
Catchment/ Feeder 5 0 4 9
Children of StaV 15 20 0 35
Looked After Children 10 28 0 38
Admission Numbers 8 7 16 31
Other 24 85 5 114
TOTAL 80 154 34 268

Notes:

1. The totals in these tables do not agree since some referrals include objections to more than one
admission criterion.

2. There were 33 “variations to admission arrangements” not covered by these tables.

3. Some cases referred in July have not been resolved on 5 September 2003.

1. High Court Appeals

Regina v The Schools Adjudicator ex parte Metropolitan Borough of Wirral (20.12.1999)

The adjudicator decided that the practice of elevating a second preference for an all ability school into a
first preference for that school, in circumstances where a child had not been oVered a place at a selective
school which was the parent’s first preference, was unfair.

The Court did not agree that the determination of the adjudicator was procedurally flawed or
unreasonable. In particular, the Court considered that, provided the nature of an objection was clearly
stated at the outset and the respondent was invited to answer it, it was for the respondent to provide all the
information thought relevant to a determination of the matter. It was not, for example, necessary for an
adjudicator to advise the respondent, in the course of his consideration of the issues, of any preliminary
views he had formed, thereby enabling the respondent to provide further information designed to influence
those views. This case was also an example of one where the court was not prepared to substitute its
judgement for that of the adjudicator on the question of the fairness of particular admission arrangements.

1 Updated table, November 2003.
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Regina v Peter Downes ex parte Wandsworth London Borough Council (14.1.2000)

The adjudicator had determined that the level of partial selection at two foundation and one community
secondary school should be reduced.

In quashing the adjudicator’s determination, partly on the grounds that provisions in the Code of Practice
and the School Standard and Framework Act 1998 on which the adjudicator had relied did not come into
force until shortly after the date of his determination, the Court concluded that when what was or was not
the substance of an objection was disputed it was for the Court not the adjudicator to decide on the matter.

Regina v John Clark ex parte Weights et al (27.3.2000)

The adjudicator had determined that the proportion of the intake selected for three subjects at one
secondary school should be reduced to a total of 10%.

The Court set aside the adjudicator’s determination and remitted the matter for determination, by an
alternative adjudicator, within 14 days. The particular point at issue here was that, in reaching his decision,
the adjudicator was held to have been influenced by information which did not arise directly from the
submissions of either the objector or the admission authority. The judgment here stressed that where an
adjudicator seeks to rely on such information in framing his determination he should first ensure that the
objector and the respondent are given an opportunity to comment on its accuracy or relevance.

At all three judicial reviews, the Judges commented on the importance of dealing with an adjudication
with all reasonable speed. While matters remained undecided, parents and their children were left uncertain
as to their prospects and administrative problems, arising from already published timetables for each stage
of the admissions process, which became increasingly complex.

Regina v The Schools Adjudicator ex parte Metropolitan Borough of Wirral (20.12.1999)

The adjudicator had determined that selection tests for designated grammar schools in Wirral should
follow rather than precede the opportunity given to parents, under the LEA’s arrangements to express a
preference for a school at which they wish education to be provided for their child.

Several issues arose which aVect the work and responsibilities of adjudicators:

— The adjudicator reached his decision after considering the “fairness” of alternative admission
arrangements. He did so with the provisions of the Code of Practice on School Admissions in
mind. These call for arrangements to be clear, fair and objective. As the judge pointed out, a view
on what is or is not fair, as in this instance, “is plainly a view over which people can legitimately
disagree strongly”. But once unfairness has been found “the fairness of the corrective mechanism
to be applied is for the adjudicators”.

— It is the statutory duty of an adjudicator, as it is for any admission authority, to have regard to
the guidance provided by the Code of Practice on Admissions. A question arose as to whether it
was for the court to assess whether adequate regard had been given by the adjudicator to the
statutory guidance given in the Code. In dealing with this point the judge confirmed that the
statutory duty: “. . . is to have regard to the Code. It is not a duty to apply the Code.” He went
on to say that: it was not for the Court to assess the “weight to be given to the Code or to say
whether the adjudicator gave it adequate weight”.

— The question arose as to whether an adjudicator could reasonably be expected to have regard to
matters that had not been put to him in the evidence he was considering. In summary, the judge
concluded, in relation to an adjudicator that “unless particular consequences are drawn to his
attention, he is only required to consider those which any reasonable adjudicator would regard as
obvious and significant in the sense of being fundamental to his decision or at least ones which,
upon being considered, would lead to a real possibility of a diVerent decision”. (The judge’s
conclusions on this point, as on those mentioned above, need to be read in full and in context.)

Arising from these proceedings, adjudicators have been careful to ensure that parties to adjudication are
aware that it is for them to provide the adjudicator with the evidence they wish to have considered.
Adjudicators will have a general understanding of the issues involved in any adjudication but essentially
have to rely on the evidence presented to them by parties concerned.

Regina v The Schools Adjudicator ex parte Watford Grammar School for Boys and Watford Grammar School
for Girls (to be heard 3.10.2003).

The adjudicator determined that the level of partial selection by ability at both schools should be reduced
and that the schools’ were using unlawful aptitude selection tests.
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The claimants argue:

— that the adjudicator’s decision to reduce the percentage of children selected by ability from 35%
to 25% was irrational, because there was no evidence that this change would increase the places
available for “local” children;

— that the adjudicator was unfair or irrational in concluding that admission by aptitude in the field
of music should be deleted. Also, that it was unfair for the adjudicator to seek advice from three
experts in testing methods without giving either the schools or the LEA an opportunity to
comment upon that evidence.

Regina v The Schools Adjudicator ex parte Wandsworth Council (to be heard sometime in October)

The adjudicator determined that the level of partial selection at two foundation and one community
secondary school should be reduced. Wandsworth Council is the admission authority for the community
school.

The claimants argue that:

— the adjudicator found that partial selection was not a “relevant cause” of any unfairness and
should therefore have dismissed the objections;

— that the remedy arrived at by the adjudicator was not rationally connected with any unfairness
found, nor supported by a coherent reasoning process.

2. Petitions to the Court

In addition, there have been three petitions for judicial review which have not been allowed by the courts.
These are as follows:

The Queen on the application of Janette Smith v the Schools Adjudicator

The adjudicator approved a statutory proposal by Newcastle City Council to discontinue a Middle
School. The claimant argued that there was a lack of consultation, that the decision was made on a factually
inaccurate basis and that the decision was irrational.

The application for permission was refused on the grounds of delay in submitting the claim. However,
the claimants are appealing against this decision.

The Queen on the application of Indro Sen v the Schools Adjudicator

The adjudicator approved a proposal by Hackney Council to discontinue a secondary school. The
claimant argued that the adjudicator did not have jurisdiction to determine the proposal because the notice
was defective, that the adjudicator did not have full regard to the statutory guidance given by the Secretary
of State or to the race relations Act and that the adjudicator’s procedures were defective.

The application for permission was refused on the grounds of delay in submitting the claim, standing of
the claimant and no prospect of success.

The Queen on the application of Tracy Bradley v the Schools Adjudicator

The adjudicator approved a proposal by Bury Council to discontinue a primary school. The claimant
argued that the decision was flawed in the light of the LEAs unlawful decision to close the school. The claim
was refused on the grounds of delay and that there was no prospect of success.

ADMISSION ARRANGEMENTS REFERRED TO THE ADJUDICATORS 2002–03
(UPDATED NOVEMBER 2003)

Objectors

Objector Upheld Partially Upheld Not Upheld Total

LEA 30 32 12 74
Admission Authority School 11 11 18 40
Community Schools 7 9 4 20
Parents 5 0 0 5
TOTAL 53 52 34 139
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Substance of Objections

Subject Upheld Partially Upheld Not Upheld Total

Partial Selection 18 14 9 41
Catchment/ Feeder 7 0 3 10
Children of StaV 29 0 0 29
Looked After Children 25 0 0 25
Admission Numbers 7 7 15 29
Other 40 0 39 79
TOTAL 126 21 66 213

Notes:

1. The totals in these tables do not agree since the first table of the whole objection and table 2 is a
breakdown of the substance of the objection—covering more than one area.

2. There were 33 “variations to admission arrangements” not covered by these tables.

3. Some cases referred in July have not been resolved on 5 September 2003.

Witness: Dr Philip Hunter, Chief Schools Adjudicator, examined.

Q62 Chairman: Can I welcome Dr Philip Hunter to tightening up a little bit, I think, on procedures and
processes and so on, but we do seem to be able toour deliberations and say what a pleasure it is to

have you here. You know that this is at the cope with an increasing number of cases quickly, we
deal with almost all of them within six weeks. We dobeginning of our inquiry into admissions policy and,

of course, as the Chief Schools Adjudicator—I seem to be able to reach decisions which are accepted
by most of the people who are aVected by them, andalways think that title has come straight out of The

Mikado, it is a wonderful title—could you open up I think we do have a deal of respect out there, in the
field, from people with whom we get involved. Iby telling us a little bit about how you view your job,

as Chief Schools Adjudicator? think also we have got a very good relationship with
the Department. So I think we are workingDr Hunter: Certainly. There are ten of us, all

independently appointed by the Secretary of State. I reasonably well. Of course, from time to time, as
indeed has happened very recently, we are taken toam the Chief Adjudicator, which means really I have

got two roles. One is to appoint individual judicial review, and from time to time judges change
the rules under which we have got to operate. Theseadjudicators to individual cases when they come in,

and secondly to try to ensure some co-ordination things happen, but we develop in whatever context
we are required to develop.between them. Adjudicators have two main roles.

One is to deal with statutory proposals, which is not
part of your inquiry today so I will leave those Q65 Chairman: Is that a concern, that there have
aside, but they are about school closures and been a number of recent overturnings of your
amalgamations and that sort of thing. On rulings?
admissions, we get called in when there is an Dr Hunter: Nobody likes being taken to judicial
objection. If an admissions authority sets up some review, it is a pretty awful process, but it happens.
admissions criteria, other admissions authorities, Clearly we are operating within the law, and clearly
and indeed now Community schools, can object to the final say on what is the law is with the judges, so
those criteria. If they do object, in the form in which they are there to decide, to make final decisions
they are required to object, within six weeks, then an about processes, and so on, and, of course, we accept
adjudicator is appointed to go in, find out what is whatever they say.
going on and make a decision about whether that
admissions criterion is fair, objective, and so on. We Q66 Chairman: You have a large number of schools
respond to objections. That is our role. and admissions authorities up and down the land.

Do you expect your traYc to increase exponentially
Q63 Chairman: You have been working fully as the over the next few years?
Adjudicator for just over a year now, is it? Dr Hunter: I hope it will not. I have to say, it
Dr Hunter: Yes. increased a great deal last year, as a result of changes

in the Code, and so on, and I think we dealt with 233
cases last year, as opposed to 78 the year before. SoQ64 Chairman: The process is developing and you

are sort of building up case law. In the loosest sense clearly we had a very busy year last year, and that
was about as many as we could handle, so I hope itof the term, what is your view in terms of the

progress, are you satisfied with how things are will not increase. Indeed, our objective, in a sense—
and I am glad I am not on performance-relatedgoing?

Dr Hunter: I think, on the whole, we do a very good pay—is to end up with no cases at all, the objective
is to reach decisions so quickly and so clearly thatjob. I have got to say that I took over from an

illustrious predecessor, who had set up the system, people out there will understand what we are likely
to decide, if cases are ever referred to us, and henceand it was working well when I took it over. I have

been developing aspects of it, as one does. We are they do not bother. When there is a change, as there
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was last year with the new Code of Practice, then believe, is that certainly central government has got
a role, I hope a fairly small role, actually. Localthat changes too, and that has resulted in a large

number of cases. But I think, looking back, one does government certainly has a role and there needs to
be something at local authority level, withsee you get a spate of cases about a particular aspect

of admissions procedures, you deal with them and councillors and other people involved, and school
governors have got a role. In a sense, what I wouldthen it gets known out there, if you like, what the

rules of the game are, and from then on people tend do, though not yet, because I would let the present
system settle down, would be to make all schoolsto observe the rules of the game.
their own admissions authorities. Probably I would
give more powers to admissions forums, and thatQ67 Chairman: Is it not a new rule of the game, if
sort of thing, to counterbalance that to some extent,you do not like what your decision is, you go to
but certainly the school governors ought to have ajudicial review?
role in school admissions.Dr Hunter: I think generally we are getting into a

much more litigious society, and people are reaching
Q69 Chairman: Interestingly enough, you left outfor their lawyers more quickly than they used to, and
the courts having a role?that is a concern, but that is the society we are in.
Dr Hunter: They have got a role, deciding what we
meant.

Q68 Chairman: You have enormous experience, in
terms of your very distinguished career in education,

Q70 Chairman: I am not even referring back to theboth in London and outside London, and how do
recent judgments overruling some of your decisions,you view the process of admissions, do you think the
I am referring to the Greenwich judgmentwhole admissions world is settling down? We have
particularly, which changed totally the rules of theonly just started this inquiry so we are not even
game in a fundamental way. I suppose what mostbeginning to be dangerous, in terms of the amount of
people would say, who are unhappy about theknowledge we have. What we see is, as a Committee,
present admissions system, or parents who do notwith this plethora of admissions authorities, on the
get their first choice, they might say, “Well, we hadone hand, and on the other the Government seeming
a kind of natural view that we should have priorityto have to go up towards centralisation, with plans
because we live near the school,” and that is theto have a London-wide system, and so on, that there
school one naturally would want your child to go to,does seem to be something of a collision course there
the local school. Of course, post-Greenwich that isperhaps. Do you worry about that?
not an assumption that parents can make, is it?Dr Hunter: Certainly, I think that something needed
Dr Hunter: Greenwich did not say that you cannotto be done before the 2002 Act and the new Code of
go to your local school, it said you can go to yourPractice, something needed to be done before that.
local school irrespective of whether that is in yourMy own view is that the new Code is right, that
local authority. I think my view about Greenwich ismaking admissions forums statutory, having
that it has been there just for so long that you cannotadmissions schemes agreed locally, and that sort of
shift it now, even if you wanted to; indeed, probablything, was the right thing to do. My view is that, that
I would not want to. I was Chief Education OYcerhaving happened so recently, probably it needs a bit
for StaVordshire, and a new authority was created inof time to settle down before one can assess whether
the middle of it, with a lot of cross-border traYcit has worked. Certainly, it was in the right direction.
going on between that new authority and the county,I think perhaps, given time, it will settle down and
and there are lots of places like that. I thinkwill work for a while, but people change, aspirations
Greenwich probably is just there now, people havechange, and, I guess, in five or six years’ time,
got to live with it.someone will say, “We need another go at that.” I
Chairman: Thank you very much for that. We arethink the recent go was right, it was in the right
going to get into some more detailed questioningdirection and it was the right thing to do, and it needs
now, about the School Admissions Code of Practice.a bit of time to settle down before it is all thrown up

in the air again. As far as the plethora of admissions
authorities is concerned, I am rather ambivalent. Q71 Jonathan Shaw: Within the Code of Practice it

says that admissions criteria should be “clear, fairThe whole idea about admissions is that somebody,
somewhere, is saying to a group of parents, “You and objective, for the benefit of all children,

including those with special educational needs,can have a place in this school,” and saying to
another group of parents, inevitably, where you disabilities or in public care.” It is children in public

care that I want to ask you about. I am sure you arehave got oversubscribed schools, “You can’t have a
place.” Now those parents are going to be very upset aware that 75% of children who leave care do

so without any educational qualifications, aabout it, very, very upset, for obvious reasons.
Where you have got something like that happening disproportionate number are unemployed, in prison

and have drug-related problems. Do you think thatthe whole system depends on trust, that there are
people out there who believe that, despite the fact this Code gives suYcient weight and priority to

children in care?they have not got what they want, they are working
in a system which is broadly fair and broadly Dr Hunter: The Code is very clear. It is a

recommendation, it is not a piece of legislation, butequitable. That means, I believe, that a lot of people
locally have got to believe in the system, have got to it is very clear that children in public care should

have priority in school admission procedures. Webe involved in the system. What that means, I
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have had a number of local authorities referring Dr Hunter: Yes. I do not want to go so far as to
identify the school.admissions criteria to us. Just last night, I realised

that the table attached to this paper I put in is rather
misleading. In fact, in every case where we have had Q80 Jonathan Shaw: I think the prejudice that I
admissions authorities referred to us, because on the might be accused of, with regard to this issue, in the
ground those criteria did not include children in manner that I have put the questions to you, is borne
public care, we have agreed that schools should be out, that prejudice is correct?
there. I think the message is getting out there, quite Dr Hunter: Yes.
quickly actually, that all schools should have
admissions criteria which put at the top of their list Q81 Jonathan Shaw: The poorest kids, the ones
children in public care. who leave without qualifications, the ones that we,

the public, have got a responsibility for, who have
Q72 Jonathan Shaw: Why would they not put it in, been abused in every manner, are not getting into the
in the first place? Why does it require you, Dr best schools, eVectively. These best schools do not
Hunter, to tell them? even want to put in criteria. That is the bottom line,
Dr Hunter: We have had some curious discussions is it not?
with schools. Dr Hunter: I think, given the Code of Practice, given

the fact that people can complain to us, given the fact
Q73 Jonathan Shaw: Perhaps you could tell us that it is getting around what we decide, that will
about some of the cases? change.
Dr Hunter: They vary, between schools who say,
“We don’t need to do that because we do it anyway,” Q82 Jonathan Shaw: If you are a child in care, in
in which case we say, “Why don’t you put it in your terms of it being a priority, are the priorities all
admissions criteria?” equal, ie sibling, near the school, kid in care?

Dr Hunter: Yes.
Q74 Jonathan Shaw: May I interrupt again, please.
Do you say, “Show us then, show us that you do it; Q83 Jonathan Shaw: The admissions criteria that Igive us a list of kids who are in care in your school”? have looked at, there is the top one, you live round“We haven’t got any at the moment,” they might the corner, the next one, you have got a sister or asay? brother, and that is the way it works, in terms of theDr Hunter: Absolutely. I had a discussion about cut-oV point in terms of an available place, is it not?three weeks ago with a school exactly like that, Dr Hunter: My reading of the Code of Practice iswhere they were saying that, and we were saying, that children in public care should go at the top, they“You’ve got three children in public care, and the should get in first.school down the road has got 17. Why is that?” So
you get into that kind of discussion with them. We

Q84 Jonathan Shaw: So the Chief Adjudicator isare quite clear. Where we have an objection from a
sending this message to all schools in England andlocal authority, from another admissions authority,
Wales, that kids in care should be top of the list, overthat children in public care are not there, we say that
and above everyone else?they should be there.
Dr Hunter: Yes.

Q75 Jonathan Shaw: Tell us about this school,
Q85 Mr Turner: Is the Code of Practice guidance?compared with the other schools. Were there any
Dr Hunter: In our legal terms, we have to havedistinguishing features of this particular school
regard to it. It is more than guidance, but it is notwhich did not have many kids in care, compared
instructions, it is not law. So that we are able to say,with the ones which did?
“This bit of the Act says . . .” this, “but there areDr Hunter: This school I am talking about did not.
other factors around, somewhere else, which point in
a diVerent direction, and therefore we do not agreeQ76 Jonathan Shaw: How would you describe that
with it,” but we do have to be extremely carefulschool?
with it.Dr Hunter: It was a school that was doing its best in

the area it was in, and clearly did not want to be
Q86 Mr Turner: So where you say, to quote, “kidsdisturbed by having to deal with children whom it
in public care should get in first,” you are expressingfelt might be diYcult.
a view, you are not expressing the law?
Dr Hunter: I am expressing the view expressed in theQ77 Jonathan Shaw: Are we talking about a high-
Code of Practice, which is quite clear.achieving school?

Dr Hunter: It was a high-achieving school.
Q87 Mr Turner: To which admissions authorities
have to have regard?Q78 Jonathan Shaw: In a leafier area?
Dr Hunter: Yes.Dr Hunter: Yes.

Q79 Jonathan Shaw: Were the other schools so Q88 Mr Turner: Having had regard, they are
entitled, if they have done so honestly, to come to ahigh-achieving, and perhaps were not in such a

leafy area? diVerent view. Is that the case?
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Dr Hunter: Yes, that is the case, but they should do a big debate about that before this piece of the Code
that only in circumstances in which they have got a of Practice was drawn up, and it ended up with the
very, very clear set of evidence that having regard to churches recommending that they should not be
this would put them in grave trouble somewhere interviewing, and it ended with a political decision,
else. if you like, by the Secretary of State that that should

go in the Code of Practice. That was agreed in the
Q89 Chairman: Sorry. Could you repeat that, Dr way it is by Parliament. So there it stands, there shall
Hunter? be no interviewing. That being the case, I work to the
Dr Hunter: If an admissions authority, or an Code of Practice, so it is not for me to have a
adjudicator, looks at what the Code of Practice says diVerent view. I work to the Code of Practice.
and, having had regard to it, decides to do something
else, I believe there has got to be very strong evidence
that would not be in the interests of the children in Q94 Mr Turner: The admissions authority is
the area, or what have you, in order for them to be entitled to come to the conclusion that it is easy to
able to do that. In other words, they are very easily turn up at church but it is very much more diYcult
challenged. to be a Christian, and that they are entitled to

interview to establish whether a child is a Christian.
Q90 Mr Turner: In the interests of all of the children Would you agree with that?
in the area? Dr Hunter: I would agree with the sort of legal
Dr Hunter: Yes, in the legal position in which they interpretation, that this is guidance and it is having
are. If I ended up in court defending a decision, that regard to it, and the discussion we have just had. I
I had regard to what the Code said and decided to do have to say that if a case came to us—one should not
something else, I would be on a pretty shaky wicket, be too hypothetical about these things—it is
I think. conceivable that they could advance some reasons

and evidence somewhere why they should be able to
Q91 Mr Turner: Just as a matter of interest, how interview. It is conceivable. In practice, I think I
much does it cost to run your oYce? would find it very diYcult to work out what those
Dr Hunter: About a million pounds a year.1 circumstances would be.

Q92 Mr Turner: The reason I ask is because, clearly,
nobody wants to end up in court, and that applies to Q95 Chairman: In terms of how you operate in
schools about which you make decisions, as well as terms of the Code of Practice, and the way in which
you, in respect of decisions you have made. Have you operate, what seems to be lacking is, in a sense,
you any examples of cases where admissions because you react only to people approaching you
authorities, in your view, have had regard to the who are discontent with the process, then you make
Code of Practice and come to conclusions which, to a decision, but that decision does not become
some extent or other, run counter to the Code of generalised. Each school, every admissions
Practice but which either you have challenged and authority, I think you have a particular one which
have been found to be wrongly challenging them, or involves the children of teachers in a school, where
which you have chosen not to challenge because you consistently you are making a particular judgmentfelt that the school was right, broadly, in coming to

on that but still it keeps coming back because youthat conclusion?
have no power really to say, “These are the rules.”Dr Hunter: Just oV the top of my head, I cannot
When you started talking to the Committee justthink of one. I suppose they must be around, but the
now, you said that you thought that would all settlefact that I cannot bring one to my mind immediately
down. Do you think it will settle down, or do yousays, I think, that this Code of Practice is a very
think there is still a problem?powerful animal, that it is a very powerful piece of
Dr Hunter: We will see, is the answer. There werewriting here. In my experience, all admissions
two very sharp changes, three, including theauthorities, once they have had it drawn to their
interviewing, in this Code of Practice. One wasattention, of course, and certainly all adjudicators
children of teachers and the other was children inand local authorities read this very carefully, and
public care, where there is a clear message in thisalmost always, I would say, do what this
Code of Practice that it is not something that oughtrecommends.
to be happening. We have upheld consistently
objections on those grounds since the Code ofQ93 Mr Turner: One example is interviewing
Practice came in at the end of January. I believe it ischildren, and if you want to establish that a child is a
getting out there that this is likely to happen ifpractising Anglican, one way obviously is to see how
objections come to us, and I guess that in a couple ofmany times they go to church, which is an objective
years it will disappear. We will see. It may not be ameasure. Is a school justified in finding out how the
terribly eYcient way of doing it, but that is thechild feels its faith?
system we have got.Dr Hunter: According to the Code of Practice, no,

and according to me, no, because that is what the Chairman: That is a fair point. Dr Hunter, we want
Code of Practice says. As I understand it, there was to move on and look at school admissions

authorities, and Val Davey would like to put some
questions on that.1 Note: See Ev 223 (SA 42).
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Q96 Valerie Davey: I was genuinely surprised to about who is doing what. I think that there is a role
for local authorities there, and when I meet chiefrealise just how many admissions authorities there
education oYcers I am telling them that.are, well over 5,000. If I were a parent reading the

Code, I think I would be really pleased to feel that
we had a national Code of Practice of such calibre, Q99 Valerie Davey: As a former chief education
and yet, with over 5,000 admissions authorities, oYcer, I would expect you to do no less. Can I just
should I still be as confident, as a parent, that is say though that you seem to be reasonably
going to be the criterion that genuinely is used in all confident, with the umbrella collaboration
of those admissions authorities? established by a local authority, that individual

schools will not end up choosing the children, asDr Hunter: Clearly, it is not, because we have upheld
opposed to what clearly we are identifying as theso many objections. Clearly, it is the case that many
policy of parents, as far as is humanly possible,of these admissions authorities are not abiding by
having the right of choice?the Code at present. Really, there are two points.
Dr Hunter: You are raising another question there,The first is the criteria they are using and whether
which is an interesting one. The fact is that whereverthey are in line with the Code on that. Clearly, as this
you have got an oversubscribed school it is thenew Code has come in, it is going to take some time,
school that is choosing the children, that is the fact,at least, before all of those admissions authorities
it is the admissions authority that is choosing theknow what the Code says and are abiding by it, and,
children, and that happens wherever you have gotas I say, we will find out in two years’ time whether
oversubscription. We cannot stop that. Comingthat has happened or not. The other aspect of that I
back to your general point, I am interested to see,think is probably a little bit more worrying, and that
and I think I would expect, given time to settle down,is, it is quite clear that many admissions authorities,
with the new systems, the new schemes, the newmany of the school governing bodies that are
admissions forums, and so on, that certainly thingsadmissions authorities, are not following the
will get better, and in a couple of years’ time we willprocesses correctly. The processes are laid down
be able to see whether actually it has workedvery clearly here. You are supposed to consult about
properly and whether it needs tweaking.your criteria, you are supposed to meet to determine

what they are, you are supposed to inform people
Q100 Mr Chaytor: Dr Hunter, in your writtenwhat those are and allow people to object to them.
evidence you imply that you have seen extensiveWe have come across many, many, many admissions
abuse by individual admissions authorities of theauthorities that are not doing that properly, and that
correct procedures. Currently, you can only respondis a problem.
to complaints. Do you think the system would be
more eVective if you had powers to investigate where

Q97 Valerie Davey: That indicates that you have you had reasonable suspicion that an individual
taken a proactive role in trying to ensure that these admissions authority was not playing by the rules?
processes are being carried out. Is that part of your Dr Hunter: I do not think so. I am not generally

seeking more powers, I think I am powerful enough,job, in fact?
thank you very much. Certainly it is the case that ifDr Hunter: No. These are objections we have
somebody thinks there is something going wrongreceived. We receive an objection, the first thing we
that should not be going wrong then usually there isask is, “Let us see your determined arrangements,
a route where they can object, and at that point I canlet’s see the minutes of the governing body in which
take that up.you’ve made them?” The answer comes, “Well, we

didn’t bother.” So you have to go into the
Q101 Mr Chaytor: But if you have received only 233processes, too.
objections this year, are you saying that is the sum
total?

Q98 Valerie Davey: Do you think somebody should Dr Hunter: No, not at all.
be taking that proactive role, because it is clear from
what you are saying, I think, that parents who are Q102 Mr Chaytor: What about the missing schools?
not perhaps as aware of some of these nuances, or Dr Hunter: I believe it is for local authorities, local
some of these issues, are going to be less able than education authorities, to get much more involved in
others to exert their right, as parents, to have the admissions in their area, whether or not they are
choice, which everyone assumes this new Code will community schools or foundation schools or aided
give them? schools, or what have you. I believe it is for
Dr Hunter: I think they should, and I believe it is for admissions forums and local education authorities
local authorities to get in there. Where it works to object, where they come across them, to start by
properly is where a local authority and the negotiating their way through, actually, and, having
admissions authorities within its area have got an done that, if they find they cannot do that, then to
agreement that the local authority should do the object. I think that is happening in a number of
processes on their behalf. Where that is happening, authorities now. Where that happens we are able to
on the whole, it is working properly. Where it is not find our way through it, and I think that over a
happening is where there has been a poor period of time we will get to a stage where all local
relationship between ex-GM schools, or what have authorities are taking on that responsibility, and I

think that is the way forward.you, and the LEA, and where there is no agreement
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Q103 Mr Chaytor: In your opening remarks, you Q106 Chairman: Dr Hunter, do you think you are
accessible enough to parents objecting to the way insaid that you thought school governors should have

a stronger role and should express their views more. which they have been treated by an admissions
authority, or are you a bit of a secret organisationDid you mean about the admissions policies of their

own schools, where they are the admissions for most parents?
Dr Hunter: Certainly we try not to be secret. We goauthorities, or do you think that school governing

bodies should have a wider role in expressing a view to a great deal of trouble in publishing on our
website every decision we make, and all of thoseon the admission arrangements throughout the local

authority? things, and putting out press releases, and the rest of
it. I would guess that 98%, 99%, of parents in theDr Hunter: No. I was saying, what I believe is that
country do not know we exist, and possibly theyall governing bodies should have a role, whether or
ought to. I think there might be a case, in due course,not they are at present their admissions authorities.
for giving parents more access to us. They have gotI do not believe that, in general, there is any good
access to us, as you know, in partial selection, theyreason for some schools being their own admissions
have got access to us where an admissions authorityauthorities and some not being their own admissions
has reduced the admission number below theauthorities. In the long term what I would like to see
capacity, and they are using that, from time tois Government deciding that it has got some minimal
time. Perhaps.role in this, that local authorities at local authority

level, local authorities and admissions authorities
should have some role in that. I think rather I would Q107 Chairman: It just seems that the number of
strengthen that a little bit, and that all governors parents who actually end up bringing an objection to
have got a role in this and that all three are involved you is small?
and all three are involved equally, whether the Dr Hunter: Yes, that is right.
school happened to be a foundation school or an
aided school, or what have you. That is what I Q108 Chairman: One would have thought, the 10%
believe. of parents who actually appeal against the decision

of the admissions authority, it is strange that such a
small number then end up on your side of it?Q104 Mr Chaytor: In terms of central government’s
Dr Hunter: Most individual appeals are about therole, do you think the powers that central
individual circumstances of an individual child, thatgovernment has currently are about right, or, just as
is the admissions criteria, and I would guess that it isyou feel that local education authorities should play
quite diYcult to get a number of parents who havea bigger role, do you think there is an expanded role
been turned down for the same reason, if you like. Itfor central government in determining the shape of
might be helpful, at some stage, to give some parentsthe system?
more access to us, but I would not advocate it as aDr Hunter: No, certainly I do not believe there is an
pressing priority.expanded role for central government. I think that Chairman: Thank you for that. We are now going tocentral government has a role. If, for example, the move on to school admissions criteria, and JeVSecretary of State, Parliament, whatever, decides Ennis is going to open the questions.that all “looked after” children should be first on the

list then that is a very proper thing for central
Q109 JeV Ennis: Dr Hunter, how widespread is thegovernment to do, but I hope that central
use of admissions criteria that are contrary to thegovernment is quite sparing in its use of the powers
guidance in the Code of Practice?it has got. Certainly I do not believe there should be
Dr Hunter: Clearly, in terms of the number ofsome grand, national system, in the way I think that
objections we uphold, it is quite common. I thinksome people are suggesting for admissions. I think
there has been a particular problem this year becausethat would be a total disaster.
the new Code of Practice came in at the end of
January. By that time, a number of school
admissions authorities had moved into decidingQ105 Mr Chaytor: Between the local authority level
what they were going to do, and I do not think reallyand the central government level, is there room for
there was time for them to adjust to the new Code ofgreater co-ordination between local education
Practice. I would hope that next year there will beauthorities in the major conurbations?
fewer cases.Dr Hunter: Yes, certainly, I think there is, I think it

is happening. One of the diYculties that I think the
education system in the country is faced with is that Q110 JeV Ennis: Are there any particular categories
there are too many local education authorities, but, of admissions authorities where you are getting the
given that we have got what we have got, I think largest numbers of problems?
people are just getting down to it and doing what Dr Hunter: Yes. It is the school admissions
they can. Certainly in the old counties where a authorities, the foundation schools and aided
unitary has sprung up, I think relationships are schools, and so on. Most local authorities have got
generally good between those people. It is happening the thing pretty clear, there are one or two that have
in London. I go to regional meetings of admission not, I have got to say, and that is worrying,
oYcers, and they get on very well together and particularly, I guess, some of the smaller unitaries.
discuss things properly and professionally at their The trouble in local authorities comes from the

smaller ones that have got only one, or perhaps twolevel. So I think it is happening.
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admissions oYcers, and often they are super people some admissions authorities, individual schools,
saying to parents, “Well, if you want to come to thiswho really have got the thing sorted out, but if that

oYcer goes ill, or something, then there is a problem, school, we don’t want your child to take the 11 plus,
in order that we can have as wide a mix of ability asand they do go down from time to time.
possible.” If you are looking across the piece, at
somewhere like Kent, trying to please everyone isQ111 JeV Ennis: Looking at the individual schools
very diYcult, but surely is it not reasonable foradmissions authorities, is it the ones where we are
admissions authorities to do that, given that is ahaving problems which are not co-operating with
criterion?the local education authorities, or is that too much
Dr Hunter: I hope you will forgive me but really Iof a generalisation to see?
would find it very, very diYcult to get into questionsDr Hunter: I think probably it is too much of a
about Kent just at the moment. To explain. We havegeneralisation. Clearly, it is where relationships are
an objection from the local authority to, I think it is,not good, for historic or other reasons, that things
45 schools in Kent, some of which involve just theare going wrong, and that is where we get the
questions arising here. About three weeks ago,diYculties. Whether that is due entirely to the
because of the timing, we put out what we call aschool, whether it is due sometimes to the local
‘minded’ letter, which said that although we had notauthority, I think that is a diVerent matter.
been able to reach a decision yet—and, incidentally,
the reason we could not reach a decision was that soQ112 JeV Ennis: You said, in response to an earlier
many of the individual authorities had not donequestion, that for certain criteria, for example, the
their processes correctly and we had to wait untilone to do with the children of staV in a particular
that had finished—the two adjudicators who areschool, which currently is outside the Code but it is
dealing with it “are minded to reach the followingnot outlawed, you feel, with the passage of time, this
decisions.” Having put out that letter, we said to thewill disappear as a problem, as news of the Code is
local authority and to the schools, and we had aspread around the admissions authorities. If it does
meeting down there, “Here is our minded letter, thisnot disappear, do you think there ought to be a
is what we are minded to do, but please give us othermechanism to remove a criterion like that, which is
views, other information, other evidence, if you haveconstantly working outside the Code?
got it.” The two adjudicators concerned are writingDr Hunter: Of course, the mechanism is you. You
their determinations at this moment. They will comeare in a position to change the law, and that is the
out in about ten days’ time, and it would beonly way it can be done, through making something
extremely diYcult if I were to comment.against the law.

Q113 JeV Ennis: Going back to the Chairman’s Q115 Jonathan Shaw: I appreciate that, but you
earlier question about the Greenwich ruling, when could tell the Committee what the minded letter said,
you said that, obviously, because of the time factor, because you talked about generalities, and here is an
it has been here since 1989, it is here to stay, given opportunity for members of the Committee to
that you feel it is here to stay, do you see it as a understand the specifics of your task?
barrier to an eVective admissions policy across all Dr Hunter: The minded letter said the following, and
authorities? it is public so we can discuss it, it said there were a
Dr Hunter: In a sense, it has been around for so long number of objections, there were objections on
it is part of the fabric of the thing, and I would not children of staV, there were objections on ‘looked
regard it as a barrier. Looking back, it was a problem after’ children, and we upheld all of those objections.
when it first happened, in a number of areas. I do not That is the first point. The second point was, the
think it was a particular problem in most of the minded letter said there was an objection about
county areas, frankly. It would have been a problem conditionality, which is the point you are raising.
had it come in—the establishment of the new Conditionality is where an admissions authority
unitaries in the middle of counties, where there is a says “We will give priority to people who do not
lot of cross-border traYc, I think it would be enter the 11 plus.” The minded letter said “We are
impossible to go back now on that, really I do. minded” (the two adjudicators) “to uphold that

objection” on the grounds that it did not seem fair,
it did not seem fair, to some parents, to say, noQ114 Jonathan Shaw: I wonder if I can talk about
matter who you are, no matter where you live, nospecifics, rather than generalities. The Chairman
matter what your child is like, “the fact that yoursaid that there were not very many parents
parent has decided to enter you for a test should becontacting you, but perhaps there might be a
a factor in whether or not you get into that school.”disproportionate number of parents from Kent
So the minded letter said “We are minded to upholdcontacting you. I know that is an area of the country
that.” The other ground, the other objection, was onwith which you have had a number of dealings. Can
preference. The objection was that schools shouldI ask you about the admissions criteria and how that
not be allowed to give priority to parents whocan seem then to contradict rulings. If one of the
expressed a preference for that school. I will not gocriteria is to maximise, to every possible extent,
into all the ins and outs of that. The minded letterparents’ wishes and many people in Kent would not
said “We are minded not to uphold that objection.”wish to send their child to a grammar school so they
Having said all of that, as I say, the adjudicatorswould want to send them to a school that had a

wider mix of ability, therefore what we have seen is have gone away to consider not only what the
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minded letter said but also the response to that all preferences are equal. Could you go into a little
more detail of how you came to those mindedminded letter from the local authority and from the

schools themselves. conclusions?
Chairman: Thank you for that extended answer, Dr Dr Hunter: Let us take the first preference one first.
Hunter. It is most useful. There are two arguments. The argument in favour of

schools accepting preference as one of my criteria is
that they want to know which parents really want toQ116 Jonathan Shaw: Chairman, if I may just wind
go there, parental commitment is an importantback the clock to pick up something that we have
factor for them to take into account, and so on andtalked about, children in public care, something
so on, and the Code of Practice is very clear thatwhich has occurred to me. The Green Paper, “Every
preference matters and that schools should knowChild Counts”,2 are you part of that consultation
which children have first preference. They are theprocess?
arguments in favour of that. The argument againstDr Hunter: No. I am sorry, perhaps I should have
is the one you have just mentioned, that where youseen it but I have not.
have schools that have preference as a criteria it
tends to force parents into second-guessing what is

Q117 Jonathan Shaw: I am wondering, if you are happening to other parents, what are they doing. It
considering children in public care, might something encourages tactical voting, if you like, in your terms,
that you would consider be children who were at and that is a real problem. That is the problem for
risk, in terms of a priority? Kent LEA, that is the reason why Kent LEA are
Dr Hunter: As I say, children in public care, I think, against preference coming in at that stage. Kent
got a good deal out of the Code. It is very clear, and LEA want to take preference into account but only
we are very clear, about what it says and how to react at the later stage when parents have got more than
to this. one school oVered to them. Those two arguments

are there. The two adjudicators concerned—it is not
Q118 Jonathan Shaw: I am wondering about me, I have got to say, it is two other adjudicators—
children on the “at risk” register, whether you had a took the view that, on balance, at that stage, on the
view as to whether children on the “at risk” register evidence available to them at that time, they came
should be a priority? down in favour of preference remaining one of the
Dr Hunter: I confess, I am not an expert on that criteria that would be acceptable. Who knows what
matter. they will say in Kent; well I do know what they will

say in Kent, I know what they have been saying.
There is a real tension there, a real issue and it is aQ119 Jonathan Shaw: You are not aware of the
balance of advantages and disadvantages. The samerecent Green Paper?
with conditionality. There are real arguments aboutDr Hunter: I think I am aware of it, but I have not
whether schools should be able to take into accountstudied it in the way you have.
what that parent is saying about other schools.
Again, it is about commitment, all those things.

Q120 Mr Turner: Dr Hunter, I appreciate that you Equally, there is quite a strong argument to say that
do not want to go into the details of Kent, and I have is a kind of blackmail, in a way, saying, “Look, if you
no right to, other than as of generally with this put something else down, we’re going to take that
Committee and my colleague, but perhaps you could into account in what we do.” So none of those issues
explain how you reached the views in the minded are easy. There are arguments on both sides, for both
letter on two particular issues, because they seem to of them, and it is a matter for these two adjudicators,
me to be exactly the contrary of commonsense. One appointed by the Secretary of State, to take just these
is that you say it is not the child’s fault they have decisions, to weigh up the balance of those
been entered into an examination by their parents, arguments, and that is what they do.
and therefore you cannot prevent a child having
priority for a comprehensive school because they

Q121 Mr Turner: Thank you for those very fullhave not entered the 11 plus. Point one, of course,
answers, and I accept that it is for the adjudicatorsdoes that extend to selective schools as well, where
and that is the law at present, but is it actually anyclearly it is not the child’s fault if they were not
better that the decision should be taken by twoentered into the exam., does that mean that a
adjudicators rather than by the governing bodies?selective school is not allowed to take account of
Dr Hunter: Certainly there is a very strong messagewhether they were entered into the exam.? Point two,

on that. I confess, in a previous life, I advised some around, in the Code and elsewhere, that where you
comprehensive schools in Kent about inserting this have got a number of admissions authorities in an
into their admissions policies because they wished to area those admissions authorities should come
remain comprehensive. The second one is the together and reach agreement about the way
one about first preferences. A first preference, forward, so that they are not all adopting diVerent
essentially, is gambling, it is not a lottery, where ways of doing things. That is the message that is
there is an equal chance, but is gambling on where around at the moment, and I think that is the right
you place your preference, which is much less message. Kent came up with a model scheme, they
predictable, which is one of your criteria, than that could not reach agreement amongst their admissions

authorities about what it should be. The Secretary of
State imposed a scheme, that scheme he called an2 Note: see www.dfes.gov.uk/everychildmatters.
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equal preference scheme, but actually it is still Dr Hunter: I do not think there are many areas
where the circumstances demand that sort ofallowed for a first preference to appear in it. Whether

that was right or wrong I do not know, but that is the approach. Certainly it was true in London, some bits
of London, I would guess. I cannot think ofscheme that Kent were with. It is now for the

adjudicators to interpret what that Secretary of anywhere else where really it is widespread other
than London.State scheme is saying, what the Code of Practice is

saying, what the individual circumstances are of
individual schools and to make decisions, and that is Q127 Mr Chaytor: Can I just refer to the document
what they do. which was published yesterday by the Audit

Commission and Ofsted, “School Place Planning”.3
Q122 Mr Turner: In the end though, unless the One of the recommendations of that document is
schools change in either capacity or character, I that local authorities should take into account social
mean that in the non-technical sense, admissions is inclusion in their admissions policies and criteria.
a zero-sum game, is it not, one person wins, another Would you agree with that?
person loses? Dr Hunter: I read that document last night. It is a
Dr Hunter: Yes. That is what happens. You get some good document. It is like a lot of these Ofsted things,
schools that are oversubscribed and decisions have they are very, very good on the analysis but they do
to be made about which children get in and which not seem to take it very far other than that.
ones do not. As I say, I believe quite strongly the key
to it is, is there a system across the country with a lot Q128 Mr Chaytor: Is it not for you to take it further
of people involved in it, a lot of people feeling some when cases come before you? What status will the
ownership of it, and is there some trust that the Audit Commission’s and Ofsted’s recommendations
system, on the whole, is fair, equitable, clear. have in your deliberations?

Dr Hunter: Clearly, I have not had time to discuss it
Q123 Chairman: The Code, as presently properly yet, and we will be doing that. Can I say
constructed, does not permit a banding system, that I do not believe, and this touches on banding
which is intended to get a kind of representative and other things, that you can improve a school by
sample of children. It does not allow that, does it? forcing parents to send their children there, and that
Dr Hunter: Yes, it does. is the last thing that a school wants which needs

improving. You have got to improve schools by
other means, you have got to get to the stage whereQ124 Chairman: Do you think the arguments have
a school is improved and parents want to send theirbeen developed fully on that? When we had three
children there. There is absolutely no doubt at allprofessors here talking about this, they had some
that schools operate better and find the educationalconcerns about the banding approach?
standards rising, and the rest of it, if there is a properDr Hunter: Certainly it is around in certain places.
mix of children across the ability range. TheIt was common in ILEA, and a number of parts of
question is how you get there, and I do not think youLondon, where it was used, are still using it. I think
get there by forcing parents to send their childrenthere are arguments for saying that where you have
there, on the whole.got a school that is in an area which has got a very

high proportion of diYcult families and diYcult
children, and so on, they should be allowed to try to Q129 Chairman: The banding system does not force
achieve a reasonably comprehensive intake by some parents to go there, necessarily, does it?
kind of selection, which is what it is. I think, clearly, Dr Hunter: Although I was not on the schools side
that is a powerful argument for some schools, in when I was working in ILEA, the banding system I
some areas. I do not think it is a generally applicable think worked pretty well in ILEA, because it was
way of going about things and I do not think one will accepted it was what happened, if you like, and it
see it operating very widely, but in some areas it is was across the piece and there it was, and it did
perfectly alright, Lewisham, for example, have it, provide a reasonable mix of children in schools
and parts of Camden, and so on. across the authority. Clearly, it cannot work with

13 diVerent authorities operating in a small
Q125 Mr Chaytor: Chairman, can I pursue the geographical area like London, and clearly it has to
point about banding just a little bit. You are saying work. There are bits of London, I believe, where it
that there is an advantage in banding for individual has been carried on, Lewisham, for example, and, as
schools who are their own admissions authorities, I understand it, it is working perfectly well there. It
but not necessarily for local education authorities? is a matter of looking at each individual area and
Dr Hunter: I think, both. I think there are areas asking yourself “Is that right for this particular
where it can work. I think probably it works better area?”
actually where an area, a number of schools or a Chairman: Thank you. That has been most
cluster of schools, decides to go in for it. It is not very illuminating. We are working you hard, I realise,
common and I do not think it should be very Dr Hunter, but, thank you, it is very valuable
common, but I think it is acceptable, permissible or information you are giving us. We will move on to
desirable, probably, in some places. selection, and Jonathan is going to open the batting

on that one.
Q126 Mr Chaytor: Why should it not be very
common? 3 Note: See www.ofsted.gov.uk/news.
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Q130 Jonathan Shaw: Obviously, the Committee Q133 Jonathan Shaw: How many objections have
you received, on partial selection?has received a great deal of written evidence, and one

of the pieces of evidence we received was from a Dr Hunter: I think we had 41 last year.
parent governor from Liverpool, Ms Natalie Seeve-
McKenna.4 She has said that the increase in

Q134 Jonathan Shaw: How have you decided inselection in schools in her community has skewed
these cases, does it vary, or are they all the same?the gender and the ability mix of the non-selective
Dr Hunter: Upheld 18, partially upheld 14, and notschools. What criteria do you use to determine
upheld nine.whether selection, in any form, is skewing the ability

range in the population of neighbouring schools
which happen to be non-selective? Q135 Jonathan Shaw: Can you give us a snapshot?
Dr Hunter: Forgive me, are these schools which are That is what I said to you before, about Kent, it is
selecting by aptitude, are they specialist schools? just helpful for us to get some illustrative examples.

Can you give us one from each?
Dr Hunter: Let us take the Hertfordshire ones;Q131 Jonathan Shaw: Yes?
perhaps I should not, actually, given what isDr Hunter: I think the diYculty for an adjudicator
happening in the High Court at the moment, but,looking at it, and clearly I have looked at a number
never mind, let us take those. There were 14 schools.of cases recently in this area, is trying to find the
Seven of them were selecting only by aptitude, sevenevidence. If you have got selection, commonsense
of them were selecting by ability and aptitude. Of thetells you that if one school is selecting children, if it
aptitude selections, I upheld the objections to ten ofis taking brighter children from elsewhere, one
them, but they were on the grounds not about thewould say that has some eVect on those other
eVect they were having on other schools but becauseschools, that is commonsense. But where is the
they were not using aptitude tests, they were usingevidence? I looked recently at a number of schools in
ability tests. So I did not uphold any of those on theHertfordshire and I was faced with an objection
grounds that they were having an eVect on otherwhich said that “These selective schools are aVecting
schools around them.other schools in the area and producing

circumstances in which those other schools are
receiving children who are less bright, more children Q136 Mr Chaytor: You said that, selection at 10%,
on free school meals,” and the rest of it. So I looked you have seen no evidence that it has either an
at the figures, I looked at them in detail, and, yes, adverse eVect on the schools not selecting or a
there is a diVerence between the selective schools and positive eVect on the schools selecting. What about
the non-selective schools, on average, in terms of selection at 100%?
CAT scores, ability scores and free school meals, Dr Hunter: Clearly, that has an eVect, yes. Those are
and the rest of it, but there is a much bigger grammar schools and I am not allowed to get
diVerence within the comprehensive schools, in involved with those, so I do not.
terms of CAT scores and free school meals. Those
much bigger diVerences are created by a variation in

Q137 Mr Chaytor: We are talking about the 10%,house prices and all the other things that aVect these
therefore your argument is that the variationthings. So where is the direct evidence which sees a
between schools defined as comprehensive is as greatcausal link between selection and these things; the
or greater than the variation between the selectiveanswer is, there is none. I used to be a research
and the non-selective schools, and you say this is ascientist, there is nothing there that gives you that
function of house prices. Really it is a function ofcausal link, the figures do not prove it, if you like,
land-use planning, is it not, and the house price isand that is the position we are in. There are huge
the proxy?diVerences in ability and free school meals parents,
Dr Hunter: I think all sorts of things get in there,and the rest of it, in a truly comprehensive area. If
actually, reputation, bus routes, all sorts of thingsyou look at a town like StaVord, where I live, there
suddenly create a position in which one schoolis a school up on the hill which has got about 5%, or
becomes oversubscribed and schools around themwhatever, free school meals, and then there is a
are not, and the chemistry of that is quite diYcult.school a mile and a half away with 25% free school

meals, and that is because of housing, that is because
of the house prices and so on. Those are things that Q138 Mr Chaytor: Coming to testing by ability,
are happening everywhere. The question is, if you rather than aptitude, where schools use tests of
removed selection, would it make any diVerence, ability, either on partial selection or through the 11
and I do not see the evidence to say that it would. plus, or for banding purposes, what is the purpose of

a school’s own test of ability now we have a national
Q132 Chairman: Selection, full stop, or the 10%? testing assessment regime? Why are Key Stage Two
Dr Hunter: That is at 10%. I do not see any hard results not good enough?
evidence that selection at 10% is having any eVect on Dr Hunter: The Key Stage Two results are not finely
schools around. I have got no evidence that selection enough tuned to allow a school, if they have got 60
at 10% is having an eVect on the schools applicants and they are going to take 18, or
themselves either. whatever, to work out which are the 18 to take, so

they have to have a separate test and they often use
NFER tests.4 Note: See Ev 318 (SA 20).
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Q139 Mr Chaytor: Are you confident that the question. What that means, in terms of their
potential, whether they are going to achieve or not,testing that individual schools use is accurate?

Dr Hunter: No, but they are using accepted, what precisely they know about a range of things
that are passed or not tested on, all of those are hugestandardised, recognised tests. We are getting back

into the old question of was the 11 plus accurate, or issues, but where you have got selection, where you
are using a standard selection test, as far as I amnot, and the answer to that is, clearly, it was not, but

they are using a test that is accepted. concerned, it is legal. I am not saying anything about
whether it is a good idea or a bad idea, I am saying
just that it is legal.Q140 Mr Chaytor: If you are saying, as a Chief

Schools Adjudicator, you have no confidence in
these tests, who is accepting them? By whose criteria Q146 Mr Chaytor: Leaving aside whether it is a
are they accepted? good idea or a bad idea, are you saying you have
Dr Hunter: I am saying they are legal. confidence in the ability of standard tests, either of
Mr Chaytor: They are legal. They are decent, honest, aptitude or of ability, accurately to predict future
but not necessarily true. levels?

Dr Hunter: No, I am not.
Q141 Jonathan Shaw: Lots of things are legal?
Dr Hunter: Yes, but, aptitude tests, I am saying that

Q147 Chairman: This certainly runs, Dr Hunter, inthere is a certain number of recognised aptitude tests
terms of a previous inquiry that we have held, thatthat have been devised by universities, or the NFER,
not one of the distinguished academics and expertsor what have you, and those are legal. I am not
that we had in front of the Committee could say withsaying anything about whether they are any good,
any confidence the diVerence between an aptitudeand so on.
and an ability test?
Dr Hunter: Clearly, I have given some thought toQ142 Mr Chaytor: You just had said something
those things and I am told that there is a smallabout whether they were any good, actually, because
number of recognised aptitude tests that wereyou said you were not confident of their accuracy?
devised as aptitude tests, that are labelled as aptitudeDr Hunter: Take the common aptitude test for
tests and are marketed as aptitude tests, and that ismusic, which is a perfectly good aptitude test, it has
what they are, and if a school is using one of thembeen around for years, and all the rest of it. That will
then it is legal, as far as I am concerned.pick out Mozart, clearly it will, but whether it will

pick out, if we have got 60 applicants and 18 places,
who is the 12th best and the 18th best, the 24th best, Q148 Chairman: But you would recognise that

there is a lot of evidence out there about the diYcultyis a completely diVerent question. I think, if you
asked the academics again, if you called them back of discerning the diVerence between the two? You

are challenged?in, they would say it would not, but that is not for
me. I am saying it is legal. Dr Hunter: I would challenge anyone who says that

you cannot tell what an aptitude test is, in the sense
of being devised as an aptitude test and marketed asQ143 Mr Chaytor: On tests for ability then?
an aptitude test and it is described and recognised asDr Hunter: It is the same sort of question, actually.
an aptitude test. I can tell the diVerence.

Q144 Mr Chaytor: It will not pick out necessarily
the future Einstein? Q149 Chairman: Level four in music?
Dr Hunter: It would pick out Einstein alright, well, Dr Hunter: Level four in music is not an aptitude
I do not know who it would, actually, but it would test, that is a test of what children can achieve.
pick out the best, the ones who are streets ahead.

Q150 Chairman: So an ability test?Q145 Mr Chaytor: Is there not an issue though that,
Dr Hunter: That is an ability test.if we accept that standards in primary schools are

rising steadily and levels of literacy and numeracy
and scientific understanding are rising, and therefore Q151 Chairman: You have to have the aptitude to

get to level four?the proportion of the cohort is achieving high levels
at Key Stage Two, actually it becomes more diYcult Dr Hunter: It tells you a bit about aptitude. It tells

you also about how well that child had been taught,to diVerentiate, even through a separate ability test
and just leaving the approximation of Key Stage how much parental support that child has got,

whether it had been told to do its practice, and all theTwo results, it becomes more diYcult to
diVerentiate, certainly once you get to between the rest of it. There is, in music, a well-recognised

aptitude test on the market which does not rely on20th and the 30th percentile point? Is this an issue in
selecting by ability? If you have only 50% of children all of those things, it is a test which tests how good

children are at recognising pitch and rhythm andattaining a particular level at Key Stage Two, it is
easy, but once you get 85% it must be more diYcult melody and texture, and that sort of thing. There it

is, there is an aptitude test. If you are telling parentsto diVerentiate. Is that not true?
Dr Hunter: These tests test what they test and they you are selecting by aptitude, you should be using

that. I am not saying anything about whether that isput children in rank order, and that is what they do.
What that means, I think, is a completely diVerent any good or not, I am just saying there it is.
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Q152 Valerie Davey: Chair, the parent governor Q159 Jonathan Shaw: You do not know, but you
can tell us categorically, for those criteria thatwho wrote from Liverpool was concerned also about

gender. Have you had any appeals from those require tests, there are aptitude tests, the one thing
you are not allowed to have an aptitude test for thereparents who want either single-sex or co-ed for their

young people, and, secondly, when decisions are are none?
Dr Hunter: No, I am not saying that, I just havebeing made about changes of school, the nature of

the school, do you take that into consideration, if not looked.
that comes to your attention?
Dr Hunter: Certainly it is an issue, and one that is Q160 Jonathan Shaw: You are just advising us that
around at the moment. I will not tell you where it is, you do not know of any aptitude tests for
but certainly individual adjudicators from time to humanities, and so one could conclude that is why
time run into precisely this question and have to take the DfES made that decision. That would be very
it into account. cerebral of them, would it not?

Dr Hunter: Sorry; just thinking this out. I would
guess, if you are looking for an aptitude test inQ153 Jonathan Shaw: Dr Hunter, you have just
maths, clearly that is going to be very, very diYcultdescribed to the Chairman the aptitude test for
to distinguish from an ability test, that is what abilitymusic and said you did not make a judgment as to
tests do, is it not? Humanities, I would need somewhether it is any good or not. Is there a similar
notice of that. I have not come across those, I haveaptitude test for sport, performing arts, modern
not looked.foreign languages, design technology, information
Jonathan Shaw: No, well we get a bit baZed by it astechnology?
well, and why science but not informationDr Hunter: Yes. There is one for sport, which was
technology?developed by Education Victoria, in Australia, and

I think there is another one around as well which the
Sports Council are coming up with and it is all about Q161 Chairman: What is coming out of your
how far you can throw and jump and do all those remarks though, Dr Hunter, is that you recognise
things. these things exist, they are described as tests of not

ability but of aptitude, they are there, so they are
legal, but there is a deep note of scepticism in whatQ154 Jonathan Shaw: So they are coming up with
you have told this Committee about how you rateit now?
these tests?Dr Hunter: The Education Victoria one I think has
Dr Hunter: Yes. I would not want to be too scepticalbeen around for some time, but there is another one
about all of them. I think they have their uses, I guessbeing developed. There is one for languages, which
all of them have their uses, and I would guess thatI think was developed by the University of York.
some of them are better than others at picking out
kids that later are going to demonstrate some

Q155 Jonathan Shaw: When was that done? aptitude for these things. As Chief Adjudicator, I am
Dr Hunter: It has been around for some time. I think asked the question “Are these things legal?” and my
it developed in the war, with American soldiers, or answer is, clearly, they are, they were designed as
something. I do not know. Anyway, it has been aptitude tests, they are recognised, they have been
around for some time. There is one on information designed by people of repute, respect, and there
technology, which the NFER came up with. they are.

Chairman: Let us draw a line under that for the
moment. Let us go on to the last couple of sections.Q156 Jonathan Shaw: That cannot have been
I am sorry to keep you here so long but we are gettingaround for years?
great value out of this, so we are grateful. We wouldDr Hunter: No, that is fairly recent, I think, but it
like to look at the admissions process.is around.

Q162 Mr Chaytor: Can I just come back to this
Q157 Jonathan Shaw: What I am coming on to is question of the overall objective of admissions
that there are these aptitude tests for the criteria that policy. Do you think our system actually is
the 10% of selection is allowed, but it is not allowed characterised by parental choice?
for humanities, science and mathematics. Do you Dr Hunter: Yes, I think it is. I think that whenever
know of any aptitude tests for those three subjects? you talk about parental choice in questions of
Dr Hunter: No, I do not, I am afraid. admissions you have to qualify it by saying that

parental choice is choice where there is choice
available, and that wherever you get anQ158 Jonathan Shaw: This has been a question we

have asked quite a lot. Could that be the answer to oversubscribed school it is not the parents choosing,
it is the school choosing, or the admissions authorityit? The reason why the Government have made these

two distinctive categories, one, that you can select choosing, and that is the fact that people have got to
recognise. You get people who tend to go on about10%, and, one, that you cannot, is because there are

no tests. I am being a great help to the Secretary of parental choice, “Isn’t parental choice a wonderful
thing?” Of course it is a wonderful thing, but you runState.

Dr Hunter: Honestly, I do not know what is behind up constantly against this point, that it can operate
only in schools where there is choice.all of this.
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Q163 Mr Chaytor: Is it more accurate to describe it stronger role for many areas but greater co-
ordination between LEAs. What is your view on theas a system of parental preference?

Dr Hunter: Yes, I think that is right. idea that there should be an all-London admissions
system?
Dr Hunter: I think that the all-London system isQ164 Mr Chaytor: Coming back to the Audit
probably right. There are a number of problems inCommission/Ofsted report yesterday, another of
London and I think that Ian Birnbaum and histheir conclusions is that allowing popular schools to
colleagues are doing a good job in sorting that out.expand actually has severe consequences on other
I think that they, you, and everyone else should bearschools in the immediate area. My question is, how
some things in mind about it, and Ian himselfdo you reconcile the maximisation of parental
describes that as one of the biggest and mostpreference with the implications for social exclusion?
complex systems that there are around. It will goDr Hunter: My answer to that is that all these are
wrong, in five years, ten years, seven years, whatever,very diYcult questions. Not only does an expanding
probably an election year, it will go wrong, and it isschool have a consequence on other schools around
possible probably that in London there are enoughit, it has a consequence on itself. Often you get
people with pencils and paper to be able to sort thatpopular schools which are popular because they are
out when it goes wrong, and it will go wrong. It willnot too big, and clearly it operates against itself if
cost twice as much as they think it will and it will goyou expand it constantly. Questions like that, the
wrong. That will happen. To expand that into aanswer is complex and it is local, and in my view that
national system would be barmy, because you canis what local education authorities are for, and that
have things going wrong in London, you cannotis what they are good at. They are local groups of
have it going wrong all over the country.politicians and oYcers who are considering all of

these very complex balances, and it really is better if
Q171 Mr Chaytor: Is there an argument foryou have got a system where they are in a position to
extending it to the other conurbations? Would youmake these decisions.
see an all-Birmingham or an all-Manchester or an
all-Bradford admissions system?Q165 Mr Chaytor: Where the issue comes before
Dr Hunter: Let us see how the London one goes first.you, and this is what we are concerned about, do you
May I say, I do not think the needs are so great intake into account the consequences of allowing
Birmingham, Bradford and Manchester, and so on,popular schools to expand with the impact of
as they are in London. The need in London hassocial exclusion on neighbouring schools and
arisen particularly because there are so many smallneighbouring communities?
ones around. I think it was needed in London and IDr Hunter: Yes, indeed, of course we do, much more
do hope it works, and I am sure it will for 95% ofso in our work on statutory proposals, actually, than
the time.admissions, but even in admissions we look at future

numbers and decide how far they go, and the rest
Q172 Chairman: So you think it might work inof it.
London, you think it is necessary?
Dr Hunter: I think it is necessary in London.

Q166 Mr Chaytor: Was that a factor in the recent
adjudication on North Yorkshire, on Skipton?

Q173 Chairman: You think at some stage it will goDr Hunter: That was a statutory proposal, was it
wrong and it will be barmy to have a nationalnot; that was a school closure?
system?
Dr Hunter: Yes.

Q167 Mr Chaytor: No, it is an expansion of a
school? Q174 Chairman: I thought you were going to use
Dr Hunter: Yes, of course. I am sorry, I could not tell only very cautious words in front of the Committee.
you that. Dr Hunter: Perhaps I have been here too long,

actually.
Q168 Mr Chaytor: Could you write to the Chairman: Dr Hunter, you are a breath of fresh air
Committee about that, because I am just interested as a witness, I have to tell you this.
in if you are saying the impact on social exclusion in
the surrounding area is a factor, in your judgment? Q175 Jonathan Shaw: The City Academies and the
Dr Hunter: Yes, it is. CTCs are outside?

Dr Hunter: Yes. The City Academies are sort of
Q169 Mr Chaytor: I think it would be interesting for semi-outside, they have got funding agreements,
us to see the Skipton judgment? which means they have got to have regard to what
Dr Hunter: I shall send you the full determination.5 admissions forums, and so on, say. The CTCs are

completely outside, and if you want to know what I
think about that, I think that is wrong.Q170 Mr Chaytor: That will be very helpful. Could

I ask about conurbations, and earlier you did hint
Q176 Chairman: Can we talk just for a momentthat you thought there was a need not only for a
about admissions and the satisfaction of parents. It
seems to me there still is a message going back to5 Note:

See www.schoolsadjudicator.gov.uk/decisions all.cfm parents. I was looking at the statistics. It is 96% of
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parents nationally are oVered a place in a school for incomes, the least education, and the whole system
really is predicated on an awful lot of people who arewhich they have expressed a preference. If that is

true, how do you account for only 91% expressing less knowledgeable, do not exercise their options, in
the way perhaps a middle-class, professional parentsatisfaction with the outcome of the admissions

processes? It seems a bit daft, does it not? would exercise those options. For a lot of parents
from the working-class communities in many of ourDr Hunter: I read that, I think it was in the

Department’s submission, and I questioned that constituencies there is no choice, is not that the case?
Dr Hunter: I think we are back to the role of localmyself. I guess it is because the first figure was about

people given a preference that they had listed, and authorities, and all the rest of it, because the general
system that we have got is predicated, I thinkoften there is a big diVerence between their first

preference and their third, and I think the second correctly, on the idea that you should be able to
aspire to send your child to the local school, and weone was about “Are you generally satisfied with

what happened to you?” and people tend to say have this system, and, I think correctly, across the
country, a feeling of community spirit. Where you“No” to that. I am sorry, I cannot explain that.
have got that, it is inevitable that you have high-
performing, posh schools in posh areas and schoolsQ177 Chairman: It goes on to say, if 98% of parents
that are finding it much more diYcult to deliver theare oVered places at schools for which they have
same sorts of results in other areas, and that isexpressed a preference, how come 10% of parents
inevitable. Honestly, I do not see anything wrongthen appeal?
with that. If you have got a good community schoolDr Hunter: Yes; a good question, and I have not got
in a diYcult estate which is doing good things forthe answer.
those children, adding value, then that seems to me
to be fine.Q178 Chairman: The truth is, there are a lot of quite

unhappy parents out there?
Dr Hunter: Yes. I return to the principal point Q181 Chairman: What I am pressing you on, Dr

Hunter, is that if you have those two schools, thoseI think I am making, which is that an
admissions system is extraordinarily complex and two sorts of neighbourhoods, what I resent, on

behalf of some of my constituents, who are lessextraordinarily diYcult, because inevitably it leads
to a position where a small number of parents do not articulate and less well-heeled, is that presumably

they should have the option to apply to go to theget what they want, and what they want they want
passionately for their children, for very obvious high-achieving school, which is not the school on

their rather run-down estate. To what extent do youreasons. That is inevitable. In whatever system we
have got, you are going to have that. In order for the think the process that we have now gives them that

full opportunity to do so?system to survive, generally people have got to have
faith in it, they have got to believe that the general Dr Hunter: Clearly, it does not, because the school

up the hill is oversubscribed by children who aresystem is run by people who are trying to do their
best to be fair, objective and reasonable. That means more local to that school than the ones on the estate.

Clearly, those parents would like the opportunity tothat a lot of local people have got to be involved,
have got to have some ownership of what is going send their child to that school up the hill but cannot

do it because that is further away than their ownon. If you have got that then, if you like, you can put
up with the fact that there are a number of very school, and that is the way the system is operating.

This is what I am trying to say, you will not deal withunhappy people around, and having unhappy
people around is going to be inevitable. that problem through the admissions system, you

will deal with that problem by making sure that
those schools on those estates are improving fast andQ179 Chairman: There is a bit of a confidence trick
turn into schools which themselves are attractive toreally, in preference, is there not? When a parent is
those local people. You do that not through thegiven three choices, the second preference is not the
admissions system, you do it through all sorts ofschool that a parent wants?
other ways, you do it through leadership and in-Dr Hunter: It depends who they are, it depends
service training and support, and all the rest of it.where they are, frankly. I was the worst parent out
You cannot turn a poor-performing school into aof hell, and I took these decisions for my own
higher-performing school by forcing parents to sendchildren. We were oVered a school for our two
their children there.children, we said, “No, we don’t want that one, we

want another one.” We were oVered the other one,
by which time we had changed our minds and Q182 Chairman: In an age of published test results
wanted the first one back. These things happen, and and examination results, you will know as well as
sometimes you can have two schools you cannot members of this Committee that what we see is an
make up your mind about, and sometimes for very accelerated process of where there used to be quite a
bad reasons parents want this school instead of mixed community school, where parents were happy
that school. to send their children to the local school, even if they

were more aZuent and had a diVerentiated area. As
those tests and exams have been published, there hasQ180 Chairman: Dr Hunter, that is true, but it is a

lottery, is it not? There is a body of evidence which been this much, much more mobile population
amongst those either who can aVord to travel or cansuggests that people who have the least chance are

the people with the least wherewithal, the lower aVord to buy a house in a diVerent area. In a sense,
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it is all very well saying, “Okay, it’s up to those Q186 Mr Chaytor: This is a nation which plays the
Lottery every Wednesday night and every Saturdayschools to become more attractive than the higher-

achieving, with greater leadership;” is that totally night, and you say they would not accept it in terms
of the allocation of places in schools?honest?

Dr Hunter: Yes, I think it is. Of course, you were Dr Hunter: It is a matter for you to decide; you write
this thing, not me, I just administer it. If you wantcorrect in what you were saying, but to counter that,

to some extent, there is the fact that the diVerence lotteries then write it in there and I will administer it.
between examination results in high-performing
schools and local authority schools is narrowing, Q187 Chairman: I think that was about three to oneand that is what we must see. We must see a position to Dr Hunter. All of us do have this concern aboutin which those poor-performing schools are getting certain people in our community having real choice,better, faster, than the higher-performing schools, and others not. Of course, some people have theand that is happening to some extent, and that is the choice to enunciate that they would rather gohopeful side. begging on the streets than send their children to aChairman: I am not disagreeing with you on that, comprehensive school.Dr Hunter. Dr Hunter: You will not expect me to comment on

that.Q183 Mr Chaytor: Just pursuing that issue, Chair.
The impact of league tables on the exercise of
parental preference, do you think it has made your Q188 Chairman: I am sure you are not going to

comment on that, Dr Hunter, and nor will I. The factjob and the administration of the whole system
easier or more diYcult? You referred earlier to the of the matter is that we do have, when things go

wrong, objections and an adjudication process. Ifimportance of value added, where do you think
value-added measures should be in this whole you have thrown the ball back into our court and

said, “Look, you’re the politicians, you make theseprocess?
Dr Hunter: It was interesting, looking at the laws,” are there bits of what you have to administer

at the moment that you would like to seeSheYeld research, how low down league tables came
in the way parents perceived their local school. strengthened, or improved, or just made better,

because you have worked the system for over a year,Parents perceived their local school in a lot of other
ways, behaviour and just looking at it, and league you know it? Just advising us, is there something that

would make your job more eYcient and moretables came quite low down that list, and that is
interesting. I think people are getting to grips with eVective?

Dr Hunter: I think that my principal demand of youleague tables now, actually, the general population
are beginning to put them into context. I do not is clarity. If you are very clear and if the Code is very

clear about what you expect of me, as a Chiefthink that people know the diVerence generally
between value-added tables and other kinds of Adjudicator, of adjudicators, then we can

administer it. Where we get into diYculties is whereleague tables. I think that, on the whole, they are
looking at raw results. the rules seem to be changing somehow, perhaps

because a judge takes a diVerent view on what has
been happening and what should happen. That isQ184 Mr Chaytor: Do you think they ought to be

looking at value added? diYcult. For example, this Code was less clear than
the last one on distance as being an important factorDr Hunter: Yes, of course they should, but they tend

not to, because local newspapers tend not to. to take into account in admissions procedures. Now
that was unhelpful. It would have been much better
if you had stuck to the old words and made it clearQ185 Mr Chaytor: When you say you cannot even

out the mix of children through the admissions that is an important thing. What we need, as
adjudicators, is clarity. I think, on the whole, we areprocess, what is wrong with the system that applies

in New Zealand, where oversubscribed schools are managing reasonably well. I think, on the whole, we
are administering the system, I hope, in the way thatallocated by lottery, it is entirely at random? Would

not this give the opportunity for less well-informed you want us to administer the system. Certainly we
are managing to do it reasonably quickly, certainlyparents, who nevertheless aspire to the school up the

hill, to get there? we are managing to do it clearly, in producing all our
stuV on the website, and all the rest of it, and I hopeDr Hunter: I come back to the question of trust.

They use that in America too, I may say, quite a lot. you are satisfied with it, that is all I can say.
Chairman: We are very satisfied with the evidenceI do not think the British population, the English

population, is familiar with that. I think they would you have given us this morning. Can I thank you a
great deal, Dr Hunter. It has been a reallythink of that as being rather unfair, and certainly it

is better if you can have some very clear, objective informative session and we value it very much.
Thank you.criteria, related to distance, or what have you.
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Letter from Dr Philip Hunter, Chief Schools Adjudicator to the Chairman of the Committee (SA 54)

LONDON SCHOOLS ADMISSION SYSTEM

Dr Ian Birnbaum has sent me a copy of his letter to you dated 5 March.2

I cannot recall exactly what I said when I met your Committee but I think it was:

(i) the admissions in London needs reform and I was sure the people involved are doing the right
thing; and

(ii) any big system of the kind proposed is likely to go wrong at some stage and I did not think this
one would be an exception. Hence, I hoped the organisers are making contingency plans for when
it does go wrong.

I am delighted to see from Ian’s letter that he and his colleagues have taken on board my second point.
In particular, I was pleased to note that the local systems in London can be free standing so that a failure
in one of them does not bring down the whole edifice. I am sure there will be considerable benefits from the
new system and Ian and his colleagues are to be congratulated on their initiative.

I think I also went on to say that it would be a mistake to extend the London system to the rest of the
country. I remain convinced of this. There are a number of diVerent systems being developed in various
places and I am sure that is right. We have suVered enough from people solving London problems and
imposing that solution on the rest of us.

I hope this is helpful.

March 2004

2 Note: See Ev 107 (SA 53).
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Memorandum submitted by Dr Bryan Slater, Norfolk County Council (SA 21)

This evidence is submitted by Bryan Slater, Director of Education for Norfolk LEA.

Norfolk is one of the largest LEAs in England with a school population of about 100,000 attending 450
maintained schools, of which 400 are primary schools. It is a mixed urban and rural authority—the city of
Norwich has an eVective population of about 300,000.

Education legislation in the last 25 years has treated the issue of school admissions on the basis of “good”
being created by improvements in the satisfaction of parental preference, and has de-emphasised the
importance of the consequences of that approach.

What has happened over the last 25 years is a journey from an over-planned system to a purely market-
driven one. What is needed now is a mixed ecomony in which some planning takes place that is in the
interests of all children but where parents can express a preference for a place at a school which has spare
capacity. Planning should be on the basis of enabling every school to be a good school. The right for parents
to express a preference for a school was enshrined in the 1980 Education Act. It is unfortunate that many
parents, encouraged by the media and, and I have to say, some government publications, still interpret this
as “having a choice” ie an absolute right to attend any school they choose. The legislation was a sensible
response to the over-planned approach of some LEAs, who artificially held the admission levels at some
schools below their physical capacity even though they were popular, so as to “force” children to less
popular schools. The present market-driven approach has been intensified by firstly LMS which has in eVect
made a direct link between funding and pupil numbers, so encouraging schools to take as many children as
possible. The emphasis on standards and the “league table” approach has, in addition, encouraged some
schools to attempt to avoid those children whose special needs may aVect their performance.

In rural areas, it is generally true that competition between schools is relatively weak, but where the eVects
of admissions legislation are at their worst, they can be pernicious. The eVect of the Rotherham Judgement,
whereby Authorities are prevented from reserving places for anticipated future needs such as new housing,
can often result in popular schools close to urban centres becoming “full”. The consequence being that
anyone subsequently moving into the area cannot obtain a place at their local school. The LEA is then
obliged to provide transport to the nearest available school place. Norfolk is currently transporting 800
children daily in order to provide them with a school place because their local school is full, at an estimated
cost of £900,000 per anum. The parents of these children are denied choice, and the taxpayer is burdened
with the very high cost of providing them with education which does not meet their preference.

It is disappointing, therefore, that during the recent consultations on the revised Code of Practice, the
DfES steadfastly refused to allow Admission Authorities to reserve places even when additional numbers
of pupils moving in during the year could be anticipated. This would have enabled Authorities to manage
some of the diYculties caused to parents who move into an area and find no place in the local school,
especially when the next nearest school could, in a County like Norfolk, be several miles away. Such “casual
admissions” are an increasing problem.

In urban areas, it is very easy for a pattern to be established which eVectively results in a two (or even
three) tier system of schooling. Popular schools are full, with generally more motivated pupils who have
more motivated parents. Such schools do well. The consequence can be the creation of “sink” schools,
struggling against the eVects of declining pupil numbers and low expectations.

The Norwich conurbation has 11 High Schools. Of these, three have experienced a period in which they
have been judged by OfSTED to require Special Measures. Two of the three had clearly suVered from the
eVect of parents choosing to send their children across the city to more popular schools. All these now have
a clean bill of health, but this has required a sustained eVort by the schools and the LEA over periods up
to two years in order to lift their performance to an acceptable level. The cost in human and financial terms
has been significant. A purely market-driven system created winners and losers. We cannot aVord an
admissions system that reinforces this.
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All societies need to strike a balance between the needs and rights of the individual, and the needs of
society. Most developed societies see the need to ensure social equity in access to education and the need to
avoid the creation of a stratified society as paramount considerations in arrangements made for the
provision of schooling to individuals. I would argue that this basic consideration has been (consciously)
ignored in this country for a quarter of a century and that fundamentals of our system of admissions to
school remain damaging both to society and therefore to all individuals as a result.

Recent changes have sought to modify the system, and will have some beneficial results. All LEA’s are
about to enter the September 2004 “admissions round” and Norfolk has established new procedures based
on the recent legislation and guidance. Previously it has been the Authority’s view that parents could only
have one expressed preference active at any one time, and advised parents that they risked not having a place
at their local school if their (one) preference for another school could not be met. While this may have
discouraged ill-considered actions by some, it also meant that children did in fact lose out, because the LEA
had no means of anticipating reserve choices for local schools. The new system will operate on the basis
of three (ordered) preferences, and will enable the LEA to guarantee places at local schools, in one of the
preferences, in almost every case.

Nevertheless, such changes are only cosmetic. Norfolk LEA is one of 80 separate admissions authorities
in the county (the others being Foundation and Aided schools). The existence of statutory Admissions
Forums, and the exhortation to establish mutually acceptable arrangements for local school admissions, are
welcome. These arrangements will do nothing to touch the underlying principles and values of our current
system—but they do make it run more smoothly.

I start from the belief, based on experience, that it is possible for all schools to be good schools—ie schools
which ensure that all their pupils maximise their potential. It is not necessary to have a market-place
approach to the delivery of the education “commodity”. Indeed I would argue that the main eVect of that
is inherently damaging in that it is not in the best interests of all children, creating winners and losers and
widening the already over-wide gaps in our society.

15 October 2003

Memorandum submitted by Mr Robert Douglas, Education Leeds (SA 23)

Education Leeds is a private company, wholly owned by Leeds City Council and was set up in April 2002
to provide educational services to and on behalf of Leeds City Council.

Leeds is the second largest metropolitan district in the UK with a population of approximately 740,000.
Education Leeds provides services to 42 secondary schools (of which 35 are community schools, two are
Church of England Voluntary Aided Schools and five are Roman Catholic Voluntary Aided Schools) across
the district. All schools in Leeds, with the exception of four of the Catholic Aided schools are 11–18. The
schools range in size from 150 places per year to 300 places per year. There are currently no Foundation
schools in Leeds.

We are currently at the peak of the secondary school population with an 11–16 population of about
42,400, and dealt with over 8,000 applications for transfer from primary to secondary school for the 2003–04
academic year. Pupil projections indicate that demand for secondary school places will begin to decline from
September 2004 onwards with the total 11–16 population falling to around 38,000 by the end of the decade.

Current Issues

The recent OFSTED report “School Place Planning—The influence of school place planning on school
standards” recognises that a LEA is faced with “a task of enormous complexity” and that “The fundamental
principles of parental preference and individual school autonomy . . . are diYcult to reconcile with eYcient
central planning.” It also recognises that “The weakest and least popular schools frequently serve the
poorest, most vulnerable and most disaVected groups” and that “The expansion of popular schools by itself
is no panacea.”

Admission of Children with Challenging Behaviour

As stated above the secondary school population is at its peak in Leeds and thus there is little flexibility
in the system. The schools which have capacity are the weaker schools and receive a disproportionate
number of children with challenging behaviour. While the Code of Practice oVers some protection to these
schools, in reality they serve areas of high pupil mobility and it can be diYcult to find alternative places in
a system that has reached capacity and where there is resistance by some schools to the admission of
challenging children. The pressure on schools to meet and maintain national targets can and does increase
this resistance and some Heads have voiced the opinion that school based target setting would help in
developing more inclusive practice.
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Pupil Mobility

Leeds has traditionally experienced a high level of pupil mobility and again this tends to be concentrated
in areas of the City that have high levels of disadvantage and thus parents and carers are seeking admission
to the same schools. One school in central Leeds has had over 40 requests for places during the course of
this half term. This is a fairly consistent pattern for this school.

Although Education Leeds has put in place arrangements to try and discourage parents from seeking “In
Year” transfers it still remains too easy for parents to move children between schools for what are often
relatively weak reasons.

The Effective Management of Supply and Demand

Education Leeds has undertaken a major review of secondary and post sixteen provision in the City and
this has resulted in a number of successful proposals for school closure—mainly of schools with a record of
poor performance and underachievement. However the decision has also been made to maintain provision
within the Inner City and to support schools serving some of the most deprived areas of the City. These
schools have traditionally not been popular (although a significant number of the local community will
choose these schools) and have struggled to attract suYcient preferences though have maintained suYcient
numbers to remain marginally viable. Work to improve standards is beginning to show results and planned
capacity reflects the downward trend in demographic projections.

The fall in pupil numbers will aVect all parts of the City and, in order to maintain the viability of some
schools serving the central area, it will be necessary to consult with more popular schools on the edges of
Leeds and seek agreement on reduction in the Published Admission Number at these schools.

There is therefore an apparent contradiction between the expansion of popular schools and the strategic
need to manage supply and demand and ensure all schools remain viable.

October 2003

Witnesses: Dr Bryan Slater, Director of Education, Norfolk County Council, and Mr Robert Douglas, Team
Leader Admissions, Education Leeds, examined.

Q189 Chairman: May I welcome Robert Douglas the secondary schools are full, with the exception of
schools mainly within the central area of the city,from Leeds to our deliberations. We will be joined

by Bryan Slater, Director of Education for Norfolk. which are not terribly popular and are not over-
subscribed in terms of pupil applications, but doThere has been a security alert at Liverpool Street

Station and he is on his way in a taxi. He will be with tend to fill up as a result of directly placing pupils at
those schools because of that lack of flexibility. Theus shortly but we will start Thank you, Robert

Douglas, for joining us. You are Team Leader for secondary school numbers are forecast to begin to
drop in 2004, but, more significantly, from 2005Admissions, Education Leeds. Would you start by

telling us a little about Education Leeds? onwards, we will begin to see quite a rapid drop in
the number of secondary school admissions.Mr Douglas: Certainly. Education Leeds is a private

company formed in April 2002 to take over the Certainly up until the end of the decade, I think we
are looking at 4,000 fewer secondary-aged pupils byprovision of education services to Leeds City

Council and to run most of the functions of the local 2010. Beyond that, we cannot really forecast with
any degree of certainty but expect that fall toeducation authority. It is a company that is wholly-

owned by Leeds City Council and has a major continue after that. At the present time, there is very
little flexibility, which can cause us quite major issuesinvolvement from Capita Educational Services. The

company deals with most aspects, except early years in terms of schools admissions.
education, in the provision of education services for
the city. Would you like me to tell you a little more Q191 Chairman: How do you view the school
about the city? admission process as it impacts? What is your

assessment of it in terms of its eVectiveness and
eYciency as a system?Q190 Chairman: Please do so.

Mr Douglas: The city is the second largest Mr Douglas: By and large, what tends to happen is
that in terms of first preference satisfaction, Leeds ismetropolitan area in England. We have a population

of approximately 740,000 residents. Within the very much in line with the national average, and so
we are looking at around about 91% first preferencesecondary sector, we have 42 secondary schools, 35

of which are community and seven voluntary aided, satisfaction and 94% parental satisfaction in terms
of the first three preferences at secondary age. Whattwo Church of England voluntary aided and five

Roman Catholic voluntary aided schools. The happens is that the 6 to 9% of parents who are
unsuccessful in gaining a place become verymajority of those schools provide places for the 11 to

18 age group. Out of the 42, there are only four that vociferous. That small minority tends to
predominate in the way that the admissions system isare 11 to 16 schools. At the present time, we are at

the peak of the secondary school population, and so then perceived because it does take up an enormous
amount of time. The legislative framework that nowthere is very little flexibility in the system. Most of
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exists around admissions has made that 6 to 9% of Mr Douglas: We have undertaken quite a radical
parents much more litigious. They are very well review of secondary and post-16 education in Leeds.
aware of their rights and are not slow in coming The Schools Organisation Committee agreed in
forward to take the admission authority to task if September a number of proposals which will
they are not gaining the school of their preference. I eVectively close four schools serving the central area
think, by and large, the system works reasonably of Leeds, which have traditionally been unpopular
well but there is a vociferous minority of parents that and not achieving the results we need. Two schools
clearly perceives the system not to serve them in their in the south are closing. We will lose about 180
best interests and they are not getting the schools of places per year as a result of that. We are opening a
their choices. The word “choice” also confuses the new school in south Leeds to provide provision
situation. We do not very often hear about there. Of the other two schools, one is a voluptuary-
preference; we hear more about choice. That colours aided Church of England school and the other is an
perception as well. all-boys school, which is eVectively being replaced

by proposals for a city academy within Leeds, and
again I think we are losing about 180 places per yearQ192 Chairman: May I welcome Dr Bryan Slater to
as a result of that. There has been quite a radicalour proceedings. Dr Slater, may I sympathise with
secondary review process, which has resulted inyou. I know you had a horrendous journey and
some closures. We are now moving on to Buildingtroubles at Liverpool Street, which have also
Schools for the Future and using Building SchoolsaVected some of our staV. We have only just started.
for the Future as a mechanism to look at the supplyMr Douglas, what about the private sector in this? Is
and demand situation within the central area.there much provision of a private sector. As a
Within Building Schools for Future, we have hadYorkshire MP, I know there is a very large Leeds
some diYcult discussions with schools about whatGrammar School, but what is the private sector role
their appropriate size should be against thein this?
demographic patterns that are emerging. That doesMr Douglas: There is a private sector in Leeds. In my
include the possibility of amalgamation of twoexperience, it has not impacted enormously on the
secondary schools, and again we will lose aprofile of Leeds. I think it does impact to the north
significant number of places, and reducing theof the city where there is movement out of the city
admission numbers at a number of other schools ininto North Yorkshire for private education. It is the

more well oV parent who possibly will look outside terms of a replacement building through the BSF
the metropolitan area in terms of private provision. process. That then leads on to an outer ring of
That is something that, when I discuss admissions schools, which are the more successful, popular
with head teachers of schools on the edge of the city, schools. The members within Leeds have taken the
they refer to, that we do lose some more able decision to maintain the provision within the inner
children, in their belief to private education within city because these schools do serve distinct
North Yorkshire. communities, the more deprived communities.

Again, on the demographic patterns, if we are to
maintain viability within the central area, we willQ193 Chairman: How many appeals do you have of
have to look at engaging with those more popular,admissions? What is the level of appeals by parents?
more successful schools in a discussion about theirHow many are successful?
appropriate size as well. If we do not do somethingMr Douglas: We have a high level of appeals. That
about that, they will simply, assume that parentalis partly to do with the fact that we publicise very
preference and admission patterns remain as theywell the mechanisms parents have in terms of
are, draw children out of the central area, and hencechallenging any placements that they are given. In
viability issues will creep in again, and I do not2003–04 across the primary and secondary sector,
believe that certain communities will be served towe had 2,400 appeals. The greater proportion of that
best eVect.will be in the secondary sector. I would say about

one-fifth to one-third of those appeals are successful;
most of them are not successful. We defend them

Q195 Jonathan Shaw: Mr Douglas, you have madereasonably well. Probably about one-fifth of those
a virtue of the fact that you have publicised theappeals are successful within the secondary sector,
information about appeals in Leeds. Within thatbut we do have a high number of appeals at the
information, do you provide parents with the figurespresent time. That is partly because we publicise how
that you gave us in terms of the success rate?parents can access that system and also parental
Mr Douglas: I do not think we do, no. I do not thinkperception of inner city schools at the present time.
we give an indication of how successful or otherwise
appeals might be.

Q194 Mr Pollard: To follow up on the school
numbers, you suggested that there might be 4,000

Q196 Jonathan Shaw: On the one hand you arefewer in a very short period of time. I think you
saying, “Appeal; it is your democratic right; this issuggest in your memorandum that you would take
the process”, and so you are getting lots of appeals,the opportunity of scaling down the least successful
but the chances of them getting through are prettyschools, and then scaling up. That is one option.
remote, on the figures?Another option might be to shut down one of the

least popular schools. Have you thought of that? Mr Douglas: Yes.
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Q197 Jonathan Shaw: Do you think you should tell done in my paper in relation to what has happened in
parents that and be straightforward? If you are the Norwich conurbation over the years. There are
giving them information, you are giving them false those eVects. There are also very important eVects
hope, it sounds to me. for us on the fringes of urban areas where the present
Mr Douglas: In the spirit of transparency, yes, we legislation does not allow local authorities to keep
probably should. places at schools when schools are over-subscribed.

You know, for example, that there is going to be
development in the area but you cannot say that youQ198 Chairman: Dr Slater, thank you for agreeing will keep another 25% of the places for the newto help us with this inquiry on admissions. Thank housing. You get those schools filling up, often withyou for your briefing. We know about some of your
people coming out of the urban area, and then youexperience. I do not think any of our members are
do not have local places at local schools for localfrom the Norfolk area. We are intrigued by your
children. I believe there are significant problems withexperience. Where are you in terms of your own
the present arrangements. The recent OFSTEDthinking on admissions? Mr Douglas has mentioned
report highlighted a number of those, and Norfolkthe high degree of happiness or contentment among
would be a place where you could evidence some ofparents. How do you feel that the admissions system
the things that OFSTED was saying.serves your pupils at the moment?
Chairman: Thank you for that. Previously in theDr Slater: I will try to be brief but that is quite a
inquiry, it was pointed out to this Committee thatwide-ranging question. I will do my best to answer it.
the eastern region is in fact the lowest performingIt is a good opening interview question. First, I think
region in the country in terms of children staying insometimes people think Norfolk is purely leafy
education and going on to higher education. Welanes, and it is not. We have one fairly sizeable
understand your problems in the eastern regionconurbation in Norwich, which, as I have indicated
generally.in the paper, has a population of about 300,000. It is

a reasonably large urban area. We also have
considerable pockets of real deprivation. We have Q199 Mr Pollard: It does not apply across the whole
some of the most deprived wards in the UK inside of the eastern region, Chairman. I must defend my
some of the urban areas of Norfolk. When it comes area. We do very well in Hertfordshire.
to admissions, I suppose the way I would describe it Dr Slater: I would say to the Committee thatis that there are three contexts for an authority like

Norfolk has one of the lowest rates in the country forNorfolk. First, there is the urban context, where
those staying on in education post-16. That has a lotadmission matters happen purely internally to an
to do with the local economy.urban area like Norwich or Great Yarmouth.
Chairman: We did not have the feeling that there wasSecondly, there is the periphery of the urban area,
a perfect rural idyl. Getting down to brass tacks, Iwhere similar things happen to those described for
invite JeV Ennis to ask questions about the schoolLeeds. Then there is the purely rural area where
admissions code of practice. We want to get in aseVectively there is no competition between schools;
many questions as possible, so please make youryou go to your local school or you travel 30 miles to
answers reasonably succinct, but either of you maythe next nearest one. We have an interesting range
come in as you wish.of experiences of the eVects of admissions

arrangements. In the past, we have had a large
proportion of foundation schools and in some parts Q200 JeV Ennis: My first questions is about how
almost all the secondary schools becoming grant- education in the Leeds and Norfolk LEAs havemaintained, now foundation schools, so they are promoted the use of the schools Code of Practice,their own admission authorities, which has had a

both formally and informally.particular eVect on the pattern of admissions in
Mr Douglas: Within our authority in Leeds, therelocalities. We have seen the eVects in the urban area
was a tradition prior to Education Leeds takingthat freedom of parental choice has had on school
over, of a culture whereby quite a significant numbereVectiveness. What I have tried to do in my
of secondary schools paid little heed to the educationsubmission, and where I would sit in this, is simply
authority. Since Education Leeds has taken over,to argue that we should examine what we think we
that has changed. The introduction of the revisedare achieving with the present arrangements because
code has helped that to some extent, because it doesthere is emerging evidence as to what the eVects of
give a context in which, with my statutory duty tothe present arrangements are. I am not sure that they
admit children and to provide places according toare the ones expected when those arrangements were
parental preference, I can be more forthright withoriginally put in place fundamentally with the 1988
our schools in terms of their legal responsibilities.Education Act. I can only understand those
We have engaged together within the variousarrangements in terms of parental choice and
forums—head teacher meetings, governor forumchildren being worth money to a school as being
and admissions forum—and are publicising andsomeone’s belief that that would improve the quality
explaining responsibilities and duties across theof education across the board. I do not believe that
board. I believe the situation in Leeds has improvedthere is evidence that that is so. I believe there is very
over the last two years in terms of our ability, as anstrong evidence that it causes a separation of
admissions authority, to be stronger and more directeducational standards where competition is rife

between schools. I could evidence that, and have with the schools for which we are the admissions
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authority and in engaging with the diocesan number of children exhibit a challenge. These
authorities as well. I still believe there is some way to children are directed mainly to the same schools time
go on that. after time. That leads to a polarisation in terms of
Dr Slater: My position is similar. Our context in provision and how school provision is perceived by
secondary schools, however, is that in 62 secondary communities. I mentioned in the briefing notes that
schools, 16 are their own admission authorities and a number of head teachers, when I engaged with
14 are former grant-maintained foundation them on the challenging children issue, felt that they
schools.1 Our discussions have been in that context. need one, to meet floor targets, and two, to perform
We have had very constructive discussions and we and strive to meet national targets. Admission is just
will be operating the Code of Practice. We will have one issue. A challenging child can push them to the
an admissions forum and local arrangements absolute limit and that can aVect their target for
whereby admissions are more co-ordinated than attendance, their five A* to C, and we are getting
they have been in the past. My view of the Code of more and more of that. We have to find some way
Practice is that it remains a relatively cosmetic for a more equitable distribution. To some extent, it
change. is up to the local education authority to use the

structures and frameworks that currently exist.
Q201 JeV Ennis: Of course admissions authorities From a personal point of view, in my day-to-day
only have to take notice of you; they do not have to work, I have no compunction about directing a
act on what you say. Is that suYcient, do you think, school to admit a challenging child if I feel that is
or does it need to be beefed up to any degree? necessary. However, that sets up a negative
Dr Slater: I would ask you: suYcient to what relationship with the school. It is not a good
purpose, to what end? What system do you want? relationship then for the child to be admitted to that

school, and all the things that follow on from that.
Q202 JeV Ennis: Is it suYcient to comply with the This is a tremendously wide-ranging issue.
Code of Practice as laid down? Admissions is just one part of that. We need to
Dr Slater: Generally speaking, we have good develop linkages with school improvements. We
relationships with foundation schools and with need to look at things like funding streams as well.
aided schools. We do have local arrangements that In terms of funding social inclusion, there are about
work but they are still built on the foundations of a 15 to 20 diVerent distribution factors. There are
system based on choice and the ability of schools many issues that impinge on that.
which are their own admission authorities to set Dr Slater: I cannot really add much to that. My
their own over-subscription criteria. situation is similar. Precisely the same dilemmas
Mr Douglas: In our local area and from talking with apply in relation to children with special educational
other admission authorities, there is perhaps a needs. I would only add that I do not believe that the
localised view that the code is not prescriptive needs of those children are put to the front of the
enough. As Dr Slater has said, to some extent it is queue in our current system and they should be.
cosmetic. Certainly, other admissions oYcers with
whom I talk hold the view that it should be more
prescriptive and that there should be a stronger Q204 Paul Holmes: This is not one of the main
framework in which we can implement and deliver questions. I am picking up on what Robert Douglas
admissions policies. was saying, that he felt no compunction to direct a

school to take a child. In reality, if it is a popular,
Q203 JeV Ennis: I am not talking specifically about over-subscribed school, you cannot do that because
your area, Mr Douglas. You mention that because you have no places anyway. The school that has
we have a national standards framework for spare places, for whatever reason, ends up with a
achievement across all schools, this is often working much higher concentration of children with special
against pupils with special educational needs or needs, simply because it has spare places and it
pupils with EBD, or whatever. From an admissions’ cannot refuse to take these children.
point of view, what can we do to try and rectify this Mr Douglas: That is true, but we have to try to get
contradictory situation? some equity into the system. We engage with our
Mr Douglas: It is a diYcult issue and it is one of the head teachers on a fairly regular basis about
biggest challenges that faces Education Leeds. The challenging children. Because we are at the peak of
recent OFSTED report is quite helpful in our secondary population and there is not that
encouraging local authorities, admission, school flexibility in the system, we have to look in some
organisation and school improvement to work more cases at directing schools that are full because there
closely together. I certainly think that is one area at is no reasonable alternative. It is not reasonable, in
which local authorities need to look. I have my view, in some cases to push the challenging child
developed within my service good links with into a school that is already overwhelmed with
behaviour and attendance, and work very closely children with existing challenging behaviour. That
with the behaviour attendance service in dealing will do the school no good and it is not going to do
with the admission of challenging children. We have that pupil any good. Therefore, we have to find somequite a significant problem in Leeds. A significant ways of making a more equitable distribution. The

OFSTED report talks about local agreement to do1 Note by witness: There are in fact 52, not 62 secondary
that, and that is fine and we should be working onschools, 16 of which are their own admission authorities and

14 are former grant-maintained foundation schools. that, but we encounter a lot of resistance from the
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more popular schools and increasingly from those is a faith school or a community school. The
schools that do have surplus capacity because they question is whether someone will pay their transport
are beginning, in some cases, not to cope. costs in order to go there. Those are two distinct

issues.
Q205 Paul Holmes: If it is a more popular school
that is over-subscribed and it has a greater degree of Q208 Paul Holmes: In eVect, there is a practical,
independence on admissions—it is a faith school, a physical barrier to parents who are less well oV
city academy or one of the old direct grammar because they cannot aVord the transport costs of
schools from the past—you could try all you like to £1,000 a year?
get that child in there and say that school is the only Dr Slater: That is so in practice to attend the school
one able to take that child, but the school can refuse. of their choice, particularly in rural areas, yes. Could
Mr Douglas: They can do and they do. Then we I mention, though, in that context why localengage in a discussion with the school about how authorities take that line? The cost of home-to-they can assist us. The Code does say that an school transport in Norfolk is currently £20 millionadmission authority can direct another admission a year out of a total schools budget of something likeauthority if that is the only reasonable alternative. I

£400 million. That is a significant element of moneyhave done that on a number of occasions because I
already being spent on home-to-school transport inbelieve that is the only reasonable alternative.
order to carry out our minimum statutory duty.

Q206 Paul Holmes: That was just to pick up on
Q209 Paul Holmes: Financially the system is loadedsome of the things that JeV Ennis asked. In the
in favour of one particular group in that instancewritten submissions you have made, you have both
against other people across the country—not in yourbeen fairly critical of the concept of parental
area, but everywhere?preference, saying that in reality it does not exist, by
Dr Slater: In practice, it is easier for more aZuentand large, for all sorts of reasons. One of the factors
parents to exercise parental choice.in parental preference is the cost. If you do not want

your child to go to the local school, there is a cost to
get your child to somewhere else that is further away.

Q210 Paul Holmes: On a related theme to that ofOne of the anomalies that arises with that is that if
transport costs, when we were taking evidence someyou want to send your child to a faith school some
time ago on the expansion of specialists schools, wemiles away, the local education authority will pay
talked to the DfES oYcials and to Ministers aboutthe transport costs, which can be quite expensive.
one of the anomalies there. They are saying thatBryan Slater is talking about a diVerent category but
specialist schools, which are expanding rapidly, arehe says that his authority is moving children out
supposed to specialise in a particular service, say,daily because the local school is full and they are
modern languages or engineering. I said that surelyplanning for new housing and the costs are £900,000
this is not going to work unless the local educationa year. It costs over £1,000 pounds for a child to
authority pays the transport costs for the parentstravel to school, although that might be a bit less in
who cannot aVord transport costs but want to sendan urban area. Recently I was talking to a small
their child to the specialist engineering school fivechurch school in Monyash, a village in Derbyshire.
miles away or the specialist language school sevenIt is a Church of England school that has a very
miles away. The DfES seemed to back oV again,strong religious ethos. Anybody in the village who
presumably for the reason you have just given, bydoes not want their child to go there because of its
saying that they do not intend to do that. Surely, thatvery strong religious ethos does not have much
undermines the whole concept of specialist schools,choice unless they can personally aVord to transport
parental choice and specialisation?their child some miles away to the next village
Mr Douglas: Yes, it makes it more diYcult forschool, if they can get in there in the first place. No
certain groups of parents to access those schools,LEAs will pay the transport costs of parents who
undoubtedly.wants their child to go to a school that does not have
Dr Slater: However, it depends on how you view thea strong religious ethos. Am I right in that?

Dr Slater: Yes, that is the case. notion of specialist schools. In my authority, we
Mr Douglas: Yes. have gone down the road of trying to have a strategic

set of diVerent specialism geographically located
and an expectation on specialist schools that theyQ207 Paul Holmes: Yet, the schools admissions
will support neighbouring schools in their area ofCode of Practice says that the arrangements should
specialism. We see this as a network of expertiseenable parents’ preferences for the schools of their
which is intended to improve all schools, notchoice to be met to the maximum extent possible.
necessarily something which should result inAcross the country that is clearly not being met. The
parental preferences for a particular specialismtransport costs can be met if the parents’ preference
because all schools will oVer those areas of work butis for the faith school but not if it is for a school that
they will not necessarily be the experts in them. Weis not a faith school and the local school happens to
have tried to go down that road in relation tobe a faith school.
specialism. Almost every secondary school inDr Slater: No, I do not think it works that way
Norfolk is either a specialist school or on the road toround, if I have understood what you said correctly.

Parents can obtain a place at any school, whether it becoming a specialist school. We have tried to do
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that in a way whereby we have encouraged schools Q215 Jonathan Shaw: Indeed, but you can bring it
to their attention?to go into diVerent geographical locations for those

specialism that will help the system best. Dr Slater: Indeed we can.

Q216 Mr Turner: To follow that up, we have nowQ211 Paul Holmes: In the rural areas of Norfolk, as
established, I think, that Mr Douglas said thatin the rural areas of Derbyshire where I worked as a
children exhibiting challenging behaviour should beteacher, that will not really work in the sense that
the top priority; Dr Slater said it should be childrenyou have a geographical spread but the geographical
with special educational needs who should be the topspread from this specialist school is then 20 miles
priority; and the Chief Adjudicator says it should bedown the road from the next secondary school?
children in care. Who is better to decide these things:Dr Slater: However, if you see the future as co-
the Government, the local authority, the schools, oroperation between schools and not competition,
the Chief Adjudicator?then you can make that improve the system. Given
Mr Douglas: I am not sure that I said that childrenthat we have specialism and the system we have, I see
with challenging behaviour should be the topthat as a way of everybody upping their game.
priority. I was saying that we need to get an equity
into a system to enable us to admit children with
challenging behaviour into school in a timelyQ212 Paul Holmes: The final point is this. That is
fashion, and that does not happen. I do not think Iso, although, as both of you say in your written
was saying that they should be top priority insubmissions, the existence of school league tables
admissions criteria.and competition actually can work totally against
Dr Slater: It is the case, and it is sad that it is the case,what you have just said.
but these are often the same children.Dr Slater: With the present arrangements whereby

we incentivise the individual behaviour of schools,
as opposed to the collective behaviour of schools, Q217 Mr Turner: My question was: who should
that is so. decide?

Dr Slater: In a democratic society, we should allow
politicians to make these decisions. We areQ213 Jonathan Shaw: On the matter of the criteria,
administrators. We can run a system that you setwhich has been described as a cosmetic change by
down for us in law. I think it is for the politicians toyou, Mr Slater, and endorsed by you, Mr Douglas,
come to those decisions. The point we have bothlast week I asked the Chief Adjudicator about the
been trying to make is that those with the highestpriority of children in care in terms of the over-
need, with the most diYculty, should be given somesubscriptions criteria. He said that should be the top
priority in the overall scheme of things. The presentpriority, the very top, above sibling status. He said
arrangements do not secure that.that there were still a number of schools that had not

placed this as the top priority in their criteria. Is that
Q218 Mr Turner: My local authority, which is thatthe experience of your schools in your area?
of the Isle of Wight, run by a local independentMr Douglas: No. In Leeds, we have only five
coalition, to be politically clear, certainly believesvoluntary-aided secondary schools and they have
that more decisions should be taken at local levelcome on board and changed their admission policies
and fewer decisions at government level. Whichto put that as top priority. The Education in Leeds
politicians should make these decisions?policy has now changed so that that is top priority
Dr Slater: You are asking us a political question andas well. We do not have a particular issue about that
we are not politicians. My view is that we are givingin Leeds.
you evidence about the eVects of the presentDr Slater: I had a bit of time this morning on my
arrangements. It is for politicians to decide whetherhands, and I had with me our admissions booklet
or not those arrangements are suitable and whethercalled Parents, which lists the over-subscription
or not to change them. As to the eVects, however, Icriteria of every secondary school. I quickly read
would say in theory, and as an administrator of thesethrough it, thinking that someone might ask that
things, that the more local you have local decision-kind of question. I have not done a statistical
making, the more the eVects of one person’sanalysis of it. Of the schools that are their own
decisions impact on somebody else. That isadmission authority, some have adopted that as a
something to which we have not given suYcientcriterion, but certainly not the majority. Only a few
attention, in my view, in the past. We have to decidehave done that.
as a democratic society where to take these decisions
and understand the eVects of the decisions on our

Q214 Jonathan Shaw: Would it be a function of society and on the children within it. That is what we
your role, in terms of working with those admission are trying to help you with today.
authorities within your area, to bring to the Mr Douglas: May I add that I think at present, with
attention of those admission authorities the words of the framework that exists, there is a lot of local
the Chief Adjudicator that we heard last week at this interpretation of admissions law and how
Committee? that impacts within a locality. Co-ordinated
Dr Slater: Indeed, absolutely, but we have no way of arrangements go some way to standardising that,
enforcing that. Those schools are able to set their but it still allows for local determination within

wider local areas. That is possibly going to be aown criteria.
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diYculty in terms of eVective administration of co- Chairman: We move on to school admissions
ordinated arrangements. This comes back to the authorities.
point I made earlier about perhaps there being more
prescription within a national code of practice. I
think it is quite diYcult within an authority like ours, Q223 Valerie Davey: Mr Slater, you said that within
where four or five other authorities border us, to your authority there were 16 other admission
operate diVerent systems for diVerent groups of authorities. Can you tell us how you have co-
children. It really comes back to that point: should ordinated that approach and whether this increases
there be more prescription on a national basis? That the likelihood of schools choosing and having their
begs the question: should we be moving to a national preference rather than parents, or whether that is
system of admissions that is the same from Cornwall largely a factor of over-subscription?
to Cumbria? Dr Slater: I will give you a very straightforward

answer: and it is because in an authority like Norfolk
Q219 Mr Turner: Since you have asked the we have very widely geographically distanced
question, what do you think? schools. Some of those schools are 50 miles distant
Mr Douglas: I think that would make my job a lot one from the other. We have informal local
easier! arrangements. Our co-ordination of admission

arrangements under the code will happen on a
Q220 Mr Turner: Could I ask Dr Slater a question geographic basis, so that we take account of local
about his paper where he describes the current context and so that what we are doing is working
system as purely market-driven? with groups of schools. The way in which we need to
Dr Slater: Not perhaps purely but the fundaments of do that is slightly diVerent in the proportion of
the system are based on parental choice and children schools which are their own admission authorities—
being assigned a sum of money. The fundaments of for example, in Great Yarmouth, all but one of the
a market underpin the arrangements for school high schools are their own admissions authority.
admissions, yes. That is a very singular context in which to work. The

way in which admissions are made, of course, is in
Q221 Mr Turner: You have answered my question relation to over-subscription. If a school is not over-
because I think you have accepted that it is not subscribed in the first place, the admission over-
purely market-driven. subscription rules do not apply. What you tend to
Dr Slater: Perhaps that was not appropriate. get in an urban context is that popular schools are

always over-subscribed and unpopular schools are
Q222 Mr Turner: May I read something from never over-subscribed. It is then that the eVect of the
Public Finance, and it is very brief: Inner city individual school’s own over-subscription criteria
comprehensives tend to fail mainly because they clicks in and has an eVect on the system. This is one
have to cope with children who suVer from poverty, of the reasons why it is hard for schools which are
an inadequate grasp of English or disrupted home seen as unpopular to climb out of that; they are
backgrounds or all three. Do you agree with that? always in a situation where they are at the end of the
Mr Douglas: That is a very loaded question. No, I do line when it comes to everybody having had their
not think I do agree entirely. It does impact upon own over-subscription criteria applied to the system.
inner city comprehensives and I certainly think in Does that help?
Leeds we can see some eVect of that, but what those
inner city comprehensives are doing with a diYcult
client group is actually very good. I do not think we Q224 Valerie Davey: It does but in the context that
are able to take enough account of that. The system you have clearly set out—and we are looking for a
as it presently stands does not support that. It is a way in which we either change the law or use best
very loaded question and I would not entirely agree practice—have you either good advice for otherwith it. There is an impact in terms of national authorities or are you saying that this aspect of ittargets, but the work that goes on in those schools is

does not work until you change?of an extremely high quality and, by and large, is
Dr Slater: I think we have already said, in a way, thatserving that client group very well indeed.
you can go so far down the road of securing anDr Slater: I very much agree with that. Some schools
equitable system and a system where every schoolhave a much more diYcult job than other schools to
has a chance to be a good school; but you cannotreach national targets. If failure is defined in relation
guarantee it. However well and however cordialto those national targets rather than in terms of how
your arrangements are with schools that are theirwell a school is doing in its circumstances, then the
own admission authorities, they remain their owneVect is clear. What I hope and what I work for is a
admission authorities.system in which every school is a good school

because I think every child is entitled to go to a good
school. I do not believe it is necessary for some

Q225 Valerie Davey: Could I ask whether Leeds hasschools to fail and for other schools to be good. We
a diVerent experience in this same context of howcan have a system in which all schools are good
many other admission authorities you are workingschools. We may need to be more subtle in the way
with within Leeds, and then the eVect of it?in which we judge schools as to whether they are

failing or not, in their circumstances. Mr Douglas: It is really the voluntary-aided sector.
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Q226 Valerie Davey: The seven? attends our forum. I do not think at the present time,
in the way that they are constituted, they have anyMr Douglas: There are seven, two of which are not

particularly popular voluntary-aided schools. I do specific power to change admissions policies. I think
that would be a diYcult area for them to stray intonot think the impact is as great in Leeds because we

do not have foundation schools. It is still a question because it is a function of the elected local council to
set the admissions policy. But certainly I think theyof certain schools remaining popular and over-

subscribed and other schools remaining under- should have a role in advising on the eVectiveness of
an admissions policy and how it is operating withinsubscribed, and that cycle continues. Parents will

preference the voluntary-aided sector because they an area.
perceive it to be better. That is a diYcult one to Dr Slater: Yes, very much the same.
determine. Within co-ordinated arrangements, we Valerie Davey: Thank you.
are talking with the diocesan authorities about how
they seek to establish the validity of a parent’s

Q232 Jonathan Shaw: Dr Slater, Mr Douglas, if youpreference in terms of their religious preference.
were a head teacher of a school that was not
popular—both of you have described such schools,Q227 Valerie Davey: Do either of you have an
both of you have those within youradmissions forum? I admit that, seeing the context
responsibilities—and the local education authority,here, it is the first time of this for me. I do not have
the main admission authority, kept on saying,any experience of an admission forum. Do either of
“Because you have some surplus places: you haveyou work with them and, if so, have they been
got to take this child, you have got to take this child,beneficial, and should the rest of us know more
you have got to take this child,” and so it went on,about them?
and the school then became more unpopular, theMr Douglas: We have an admissions forum.
behaviour got worse, standards went down,Personally, I think it could be a lot stronger than it is.
recruitment became more diYcult, retention became
more problematic—all those things—would you

Q228 Valerie Davey: Can you tell us a bit about it think, “I’ve tried my level best to talk to the local
for those of us who have no direct experience of that? education authority but they keep doing this to me.
Mr Douglas: The admissions forum is an They are really not interested,” and might you be
independent group, independent of the local tempted to think, “The only way I can get round
education authority, and has been established to this, to bring a bit more fairness into the system, so
determine on particularly contentious admission that some of the other schools within the area take
issues. If there is disagreement between admission some of the diYcult, challenging children, is to
authorities, the admissions forum is a body where become a foundation school, become my own
that problem can go. The admissions forum will then admissions authority”? To bring up the drawbridge,
make some form of judgment on that and seek to eVectively, saying, “This is my last stand. This is all
broker an eVective partnership. They are potentially I can do to bring a bit more stability, to bring a bit
very useful. Certainly, I am very happy to work with more of a mixed intake, to give parents out there
an admissions forum but I would like it to be a some confidence that this school is not one which
strong body, one that does have clout and power takes all the troublesome kids.”
eVectively to determine admission disputes. Dr Slater: You are right, that is a natural way for

someone to think. Could I go back to the situation
Q229 Valerie Davey: Are you saying it does not at in one urban area in my own authority where every
the moment? secondary school did become a foundation school
Mr Douglas: I do not think it does at the moment, except one, which heroically withstood all those
no. pressures and all those temptations in order that

there was a place where we could find a school place
Q230 Valerie Davey: Dr Slater, can we ask for your for local youngsters. But people make their own
experience as well. choice, do they not, as to how they behave within the
Dr Slater: We are just establishing it now, as a result framework of the law that we have? You have to
of the Code of Practice, in relation the 2004 take a view in these matters, in my own personal
admission round which we are just entering. We will view, about whether the system is for the children or
be having four informal local versions of this not. If the system is for the children, then we have to
because of our geography, but, yes, they will work in have arrangements where we can secure a good
that way. They are a step forward. But they can go school place for every child. Some of the things
only so far: they do not actually, in the end, have about which we have given evidence this morning
teeth. are based on knowledge of circumstances where that

is extremely diYcult, precisely because people have
been put in the position over the years that youQ231 Valerie Davey: I have two supplementaries
describe.specifically on that. Will they in time, do you think,
Mr Douglas: I do not really have anything to add todetermine or give further influence to changes in
that. I think it would be an entirely natural reaction.admissions policy? Secondly, do they work cross-
It would be something to consider if you were put inborder, between local authorities.
that position. And it is tremendously diYcult forMr Douglas: Other authorities send representatives
some schools. Without a doubt, some schools,to other authority forums. For example, in Leeds we

have a representative from North Yorkshire who certainly within Leeds, are suVering as a result of
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that constant influx of children, partly because of the Mr Douglas: I suspect it probably is.
area they serve and the nature of the child who is that
little bit more challenging, so even a straightforward Q240 Jonathan Shaw: “We think we do.” What is
admission or in-year admission can cause diYculty. making you say, “We think we do”? What are at the
There are certainly two or three, and possibly four, edges of this doubt?
schools in Leeds where that is now a real problem Mr Douglas: The child who will appear as a casual
and those schools are suVering as a result of it. admission with a history of non-attendance at a

school. That may amount to a couple of years and
that concerns me. How does that child fall out ofQ233 Jonathan Shaw: Where does it end with those
the system?schools in Leeds that you are talking about? Do you
Dr Slater: Similarly. OYcial exclusions is one thing:just sort of bump along and do the best you can?
those are children we know about. But there is a lotMr Douglas: We are trying very hard to engage with
of anecdotal evidence—but it is very diYcult to pinthose schools to give them perhaps a little bit of
down—about what is often termed “unoYcialbreathing space and holding oV from admitting the
exclusions” where a youngster gets into diYculty inmore challenging children and seeking to admit
the school. They may be near to the end of theirthem to other schools. We are engaged in that
school career, and it is not necessarily seen withindiscussion, we are actively working with our
this school or by the parents as being in everyone’scommunity of schools to try to get some equity into
interest for there to be a formal exclusion. You maythis and to look at what other strategies are
find that those are the youngsters who are on theavailable. One of the things at which we are looking
street corners when they are supposed to be in schoolis trying to develop Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4
and they may be regularly not in the school. It is veryIntervention and Assessment Centres where
hard to pin down, but there is a lot of anecdotalchildren who are exhibiting challenging behaviour
evidence that those kinds of things do happen, andcan go, so they are not excluded from school and
that is why we say we think we know where thethey do not become an admission issue.
youngsters are, because some children we think—we
have no evidence to the contrary—are supposed toQ234 Jonathan Shaw: In terms of children excluded
be in school, sometimes are not.from school, what is your experience where a child is

placed in a school because that is the only available
Q241 Jonathan Shaw: The group to which you wereplace, so they are eVectively from out of an area or
referring: absenteeism for a couple of years, putanother estate—which brings its own problems?
from one authority into another, these areHave you experienced the likelihood of those
potentially high risk children, are they not?particular children staying put at that school? Or do
Dr Slater: Yes.they just abscond? This is certainly what heads of

schools say to me: “They are placed here, they are
Q242 Jonathan Shaw: High risk children. The typehere for a week, the kids from such and such estate
of children that the Green Paper concerns itselfsoon work out they are not from that area and that
about.creates some confrontation. This is a child who has
Mr Douglas: Undoubtedly. They are vulnerablea whole series of problems anyway, so they are oV.
children.Within a week, I will not see them again.”

Mr Douglas: That does happen, but conversely
where a child is taken out of their local circumstance Q243 Jonathan Shaw: What could be done to allow
and the influences that that local circumstance may you to sit in front of us giving evidence and to say,
have upon them, sometimes they are actually “I am much more confident about knowing where all
successful in a school that is not in their area. So it the children are all the time”? Or is that beyond the
does work the other way. boundary?

Dr Slater: It is about people’s behaviour, is it not?
You can regulate everything as much as you wantQ235 Jonathan Shaw: I appreciate that.
but, in the end, how people behave in the systemDr Slater: Absolutely the same experience.
when there is a lot of devolved autonomy—and we
would all argue for the value of devolution ofQ236 Jonathan Shaw: Do your authorities both
decision-making to schools . . . Fundamentally, inhave a register of all the children? Do you have a
many ways that works—central register of all the children in your LEA area?

Dr Slater: Yes.
Q244 Jonathan Shaw: Does the issue of so many
diVerent admission authorities and people beingQ237 Jonathan Shaw: You do. And you know self-excluded . . . On the one hand that might be awhere every child is. chaotic family and non-attendance; on the otherDr Slater: We think we do. And that is the problem. hand, it might be a pregnant teenager in a grammar
school, for example—you know, “We don’t want

Q238 Jonathan Shaw: Mr Douglas? any fuss, we will not have an exclusion. It does not
Mr Douglas: I would say we think we do, as well. look good for you, it does not look good for the

school.” Those are the two extremes in terms of
the socio-economics. There are lots of diVerentQ239 Jonathan Shaw: Do you think that is a similar

pattern across the country? admission authorities, does that heighten risk in
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terms of a particular vulnerable group of children? have a case in my own constituency, Marlborough
Therefore this is an issue that needs to be taken School—it was failing five years ago, a new head
account of when we are looking at the Green Paper teacher was put in, freedom, money, and all of that,
Every Child Matters.2 and now it is oversubscribed—that schools can turn
Dr Slater: Absolutely, yes. That is why I did not talk round. Would you comment on that. Perhaps failing
about behaviour within the present system, because schools it is not about admissions entirely, but
we cannot create the kind of safe and secure system leadership, funding and a whole range of things.
for children if . . . It is all in the end down to how Dr Slater: Of course it is about those things, but we
people behave in the system and what their cultures can either make it easier or less easy for all schools
are and what their belief systems are. We have to be good schools, to be successful schools. I
incentivised behaviour which enables schools to personally want to live in a world where it is possible
think it right to put the school above the child. In for every school to be a good school.
some cases, their exam results are the overriding
factor in how they might handle a particular
youngster. While no one is saying that schools Q249 Mr Pollard: I think we would all agree with
should not have regard to their academic you there.
performance—of course they should—the issue is Dr Slater: I do not want to live in one where it is
whether the way in which they do in practice handle impossible for some to be good. We have a system
a youngster is in the interests of that child, and, for which makes it very diYcult for some schools to be
a child with high levels of need and a child who may good schools.
potentially be at risk, whether we are currently
giving schools the incentives to deal with that
youngster in relation to their need. Q250 Chairman: Is it a council of despair that we

are hearing here? Dr Slater, you are a director of
education and you are saying that at the end of theQ245 Jonathan Shaw: You could argue in fact that
day you do not have any power, or you do not haveit is not the admissions authority; it is the way we
suYcient power, to stop some schools in your patchencourage those admission authorities to behave.

Dr Slater: It is both, is it not: you have the system being discriminated against; in other words, they
and then it is how people behave within the system end up having to take more than their fair share of
that gives you what you get. diYcult pupils. You are saying, as a director of
Mr Douglas: I think with the number of diVerent education, that is inevitable and there is nothing you
admission authorities it is much more diYcult to can do about it.
keep a track of certain children. Dr Slater: I am saying that that is so and that it is a
Chairman: Kerry Pollard wanted to come in on this. consequence of the present system, even with the

present Code of Practice, which will enable us to
Q246 Mr Pollard: Going back to the forum, how do work more eVectively, with the range of . . . It is not
you access a forum? I am confused about how it all just the other admission authorities. I mean, that is
hangs together, because you fill the application form the sharpest end of it, but of course popularity and
in for a school, you do not get your school and then lack of popularity operates across schools for which
you appeal, then do you go to a forum and then do the local authority is the admissions authority. That
you go to an adjudicator? When does it actually stop is true also. I have tried to say that the present system
and how does it all knit together? results in certain consequences, and one of the main
Mr Douglas: The forum does not actually deal with consequences is that, even with the Code of Practice,
individual applications for admission; it deals with even with admissions forums, even with better
disputes between admission authorities. coordination of admission arrangements, admission

in practice does not result in even intakes across
Q247 Mr Pollard: And they would go to their schools. It is more diYcult for some schools,
adjudicator subsequently. therefore, to be as successful as others.
Mr Douglas: Yes, it can go to adjudication. For
example, if there is a dispute between the admission

Q251 Chairman: Mr Douglas said earlier that heauthority and a school over its admission limit, that
would go to a forum, and if it cannot be resolved in does have the power to direct a school to take a
the forum it could go to adjudication. But individual pupil.
parents do not access the forum. Dr Slater: Yes, he could do that.
Dr Slater: They have access to an appeal system, and
every local authority has to have its appeal system,

Q252 Chairman: Why can that not be used morebut the outcome of the appeal system is binding on
widely?all parties.
Dr Slater: You can use it in certain circumstances,
where you cannot otherwise provide a school place.Q248 Mr Pollard: I am getting the view that you
You can direct a foundation school to admit a pupil,both suggest that if admissions policy was diVerent
where otherwise you would not have a school place.we would not have any failing schools. That is
But that cannot be the basis of a system. It is only atcoming strongly across to me. I could argue, and I
the tail end of the system that such things come into
play as a final safeguard.2 Note: See www.dfes.gov.uk/everychildmatters.
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Q253 Mr Chaytor: Is there any case whatsoever— school over and above those particular children, and
because I think this underpins a lot of what we have therefore they are not successful in their preference
been talking about in the last few minutes—for for that school.
individual schools to be their own admission
authorities?

Q258 Jonathan Shaw: Representative distributionMr Douglas: That is a very diYcult question to
of pupil ability within schools. Is that a desirableanswer. From a personal point of view, I would
outcome to an eVective admissions policy?prefer to see a common admission authority. I think
Dr Slater: You keep asking us these questions as toit would be far easier to coordinate more eVectively
what is desirable and—and I think it would be more in the interests of a

greater number of parents to have one admission
authority that deals with admission into school. Q259 Jonathan Shaw: Okay.
That is a very simplistic answer to the question. I Dr Slater:—the way I keep answering them is that it
think there are probably more strands to it and depends on what you want as politicians.
more depth.

Q260 Jonathan Shaw: Certainly. As politicians, inQ254 Mr Chaytor: Would that be based in
order to come to a judgment, we ask experts. If weWhitehall?
just sat in a room amongst ourselves and came to aMr Douglas: No. I do not think it should be based in
decision, and said, “We think this . . .” certainlyWhitehall. Within a national framework of a
educational experts would say, “You nevernational admissions policy, local education
consulted with us. You did not ask us.” That wouldauthorities operating a national admission policy
be my reply to you.across the board for all schools within its
Dr Slater: Okay. I was not meaning to bejurisdiction. I would not suggest for a moment it
challenging, I am trying to be clear. My view wouldshould be based at Whitehall; it should be within the
be that if you believe that it is best to have a systemlocal education authority. But, to have one policy
in which all schools have an equal chance to be goodthat is common to all schools operated by the
schools, because that produces the greatest good foradmission authority for that area, I think would
the greatest number of children and the greatestgreatly simplify the system for parents.
equity for the greatest number of children, thenDr Slater: If we want to design an education system
having a balanced intake is clearly going to assistin which the needs of all children are best met and the
that. That is not to say that schools which currentlygreatest good is delivered to the greatest number and
have more challenging children and so on cannot bethere is equity and the greatest chance for all schools
good schools. They can. They can.to be good schools, then that is what you would need

to have. That is simply based on experience that the
present system does not maximise educational good Q261 Mr Turner: I am getting confused, becausefor all children.

when I quoted that passage from Public Finance youChairman: JeV?
were both very quick to say, “But these may be goodJeV Ennis: That is the question I was going to ask,
schools because they are doing a good job.” SurelyChairman.
you measure a school by what it does with the pupilsChairman: Right, we will move on to the next
it has, not what it does with the pupils it does notsection, school admissions criteria.
have.
Mr Douglas: Yes, but national targets do not

Q255 Jonathan Shaw: Greenwich. Did Greenwich support that.
aVect you?
Dr Slater: It aVected everybody.

Q262 Mr Turner: No, I am interested in good
schools, not national targets.

Q256 Jonathan Shaw: It aVected some more than Mr Douglas: But good schools are defined byothers.
national targets by and large.Dr Slater: Yes.

Chairman: I think Jonathan is trying to tease out the
diVerence. People say that London coped with Q263 Mr Turner: I think by you, but they are not by
Greenwich in a diVerent way from outside London. me and they are not by most parents, are they?
Is that correct? Mr Douglas: Well, parents make judgments about

schools on a variety of factors but they do look at the
grades that are achieved by schools in making thoseQ257 Jonathan Shaw: No, it was not.
decisions. So, I am not sure. I think most parents doMr Douglas: It aVects us, in that we do have quite a
take national targets into account.significant migration into Leeds from the south
Dr Slater: I agree absolutely with that. This is whyand that can lead to contentions within local
this is not a straightforward issue. This is a complexcommunities, where a local community perceives its
issue. The question is, I think: What is a goodlocal school to be X school, even though it may not
school? I think I would define a good school as onebe their closest school, and children from that
which is capable of enabling every child to maximisecommunity are displaced by children who live

outside of the authority being admitted to that their potential.
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Q264 Mr Turner: Every child in the school? Q269 Mr Chaytor: It can be challenged through the
adjudicator.Dr Slater: Every child in the school to maximise
Dr Slater: Yes, it could happen through thetheir potential. It is harder to do that with an
adjudicator. No, that has not happened.imbalanced intake than it is with a balanced intake,

simply because with a balanced intake you are
dealing with a normal distribution curve of abilities Q270 Mr Chaytor: The schools partially selecting
and it is easier then to meet the needs of that range have continued to partially select but it has not been
of children. Children have very diVerent needs. A a contentious issue in your area.
school which has a much higher proportion of Dr Slater: It has not got to the point where that is
children with high levels of need, in order to seen as a significant problem across the local pattern
maximise their potential clearly has a more diYcult of admissions, yes.
job than a school which does not.

Q271 Mr Chaytor: In Leeds, was there any partial
Q265 Mr Turner: You assert that a normal selection?
distribution curve . . . Actually, I cannot remember Mr Douglas: Not of which I am aware. We do have
what you asserted about it but you referred to a one secondary school that selects for performing arts
normal distribution curve, but many areas, the on aptitude: 10% of its intake for performing arts on
catchment areas of particular schools, do not have a aptitude. That is all we have in Leeds at the present
normal distribution curve of population in terms of time. The issue of informal selection is a bit more
ability. Are you saying that you should strive to diYcult. There has been some evidence of the more
achieve that, even if it means pupils having to go past popular schools using some form of informal
their nearest school to boost or lower the ability selection to get children into schools, which we have
range in a school which has an unbalanced ability? begun to challenge quite strenuously with those
Dr Slater: The very fact that we have to have that particular schools.
debate in this country is a measure of how little we Mr Chaytor: What do you think are the most
understand these matters, in my view. I do not take common divisors by which notionally non-selective
the view that children from more deprived areas schools are in reality selecting by ability by using
have lower academic ability than children from diVerent methods?
more aZuent areas; I do take the view that it is
harder for them to achieve academically at school

Q272 Chairman: Yes, what are these informalbecause of the background that would or would not
methods?support that kind of academic performance. We
Mr Douglas: I have known of circumstances wherehave to be very careful in thinking about how we
schools have interviewed parents and children anddefine those matters in relation to school admissions.
portrayed it as part of the admissions process. That
has happened and we have challenged that.

Q266 Chairman: Mr Douglas, you are nodding.
Mr Douglas: Yes, I would agree with what Dr Slater Q273 Mr Chaytor: That will be outlawed under thehas said.

new Code of Practice.Chairman: One last point on that, Andrew, or shall Mr Douglas: Completely, yes.we move on?
Mr Turner: I think we had better move on while I

Q274 Chairman: Dr Slater?think about it.
Dr Slater: It is probably, in some places, easier to seeChairman: You do not agree, but we are moving on.
that in relation to casual admissions; in other words,Mr Turner: No, I need to think about it.
not those coming through as of year group transfersChairman: We will be able to come back in a
but people moving into areas, for example. It is partmoment. We are moving on to selection.
of the folk lore that sometimes schools say to
parents, “We would not be very good at meeting

Q267 Mr Chaytor: Could I ask about the extent of your child’s particular needs. The school down the
unoYcial selection in your two areas and whether road is a lot better at dealing with youngsters with
any schools were partially selecting before 1997 and special educational needs,” for example. I would
what has happened to partial selection since 1997. always seek to redress that where we were able to do
Dr Slater: We have, I think, two schools that have that, but the folk lore out there is that that happens.
some partial selection still and they were there
before 1997.

Q275 Mr Chaytor: In Norfolk, where there are
more schools that are their own admissions

Q268 Mr Chaytor: Has anyone challenged that authorities, presumably there are more devices by
since 1997? which informal selection takes place. What about,

for example, admissions criteria that gives priorityDr Slater: Challenged it? The only mechanism for
challenging it will be through the admissions to children of former pupils or serving teachers.

Does this exist in Norfolk?forums, when/if it is seen locally that those partial
admission arrangements do lead to an overall Dr Slater: Yes, some schools that are their own

admission authority do have those as part of theirproblem in the pattern of admissions. And probably
we are not quite there yet. oversubscription criteria, yes.
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Q276 Mr Chaytor: What else does the folk lore say Mr Douglas: I think that would lead to . . .
about the methods of operation of schools that are
their own admission authorities? Q282 Chairman: Insurrection?
Dr Slater: I think I have given the most obvious one. Mr Douglas:—more confusion on the part of

parents.

Q277 Mr Chaytor: There must be some less obvious
Q283 Jonathan Shaw: Loss of parliamentary seats,ones that it would be interesting to have.
I would think!Dr Slater: One of the problems with describing this
Mr Douglas: It would be very diYcult. Very, veryis that it is not surface behaviour. It is buried in the
diYcult.system and we do not have direct evidence of it, but
Dr Slater: I do not think I could argue for a randomwhen you look at the pattern of attendance at
allocation of youngsters to schools. I think schoolsschools and the addresses of the youngsters and the
work best when they are part of their localschools to which they go, you can often see patterns
community. That is important. The issue for me iswhich would not be random, let us say. So
how do we enable schools to have that link with theirsomething has happened. Sometimes it is self-
local community without the negative side that thatselection by parents, who think their child would not
sometimes can introduce, and enabling schoolsbe welcome at a school, would not fit in, or however
serving communities where there are moreit is described.
youngsters with higher educational needs still to be
successful. That is the trick.

Q278 Chairman: They think the school exudes a
diVerent culture. Q284 Mr Chaytor: Just following the randomDr Slater: Yes. And the system has those features in question, what about the random allocation toit, does it not? It is self-regulating in some ways. schools who are oversubscribed; that is to say,Parents will not select a school, perhaps, because dealing with the additional applications by lottery?they think their child would not be happy there or That is to say you would have a basic admissionswould not fit in. That is not selection but it is the criteria whereby the school recruited presumablysystem operating on parental— from its reasonably well defined catchment area,

although anyone who applied out of that catchment
area would be allocated at random. Would that beQ279 Mr Chaytor: If I may pursue this point very
feasible?briefly. The issue of a school’s ethos is commonly
Mr Douglas: I am not sure, actually.seen by government as a very positive thing, one
Dr Slater: It certainly would not work in Norfolkwhich helps to drive up standards, but your
because the geography just is against that. Many ofargument therefore is that ethos, distinctive ethos,
the subscription criteria that enable out-of-areacuts both ways, because distinctive ethos can
youngsters to come in are related to high level need,actually deter some parents from applying to that
so I am not sure about that.school. Is that what you are saying?
Mr Douglas: Again, I think that would be diYcult.Dr Slater: I do not want to be seen as arguing against
Jonathan Shaw: The system that we found out aboutschools having a positive and distinct ethos. Such
in Auckland seemed to work well in an urban areathings are good. I was saying that parents react to
but we had to challenge them on things like disabilitytheir perceptions of schools.
and children in care. On the folk lore, do you knowMr Douglas: I think in the system as it exists at the
of popular schools that were full, where they have amoment, certain schools target certain areas as well.
place that becomes available, which will ring up theThey heavily market themselves in certain areas
parent of a child who wanted to go to that school butbecause they want that particular catchment and
did not and went to a less popular school, and say totherefore a school is then perceived by that
them, “We’ve got a place now.”community as being the local school for its children,

when in fact it is not, it is some distance away. That
does happen. Q285 Chairman: There is certainly evidence in your

submission, Mr Douglas. You have said that is a real
problem in Leeds, people moving from school toQ280 Chairman: What about introducing more
school, after the whole admission process, duringrandom elements into the allocation of places on
term time. Does that speak to Jonathan’s question?first preference? Would you be in favour of that?
Why were you concerned about that? Was that aThat has been mooted as a way of ensuring that you
way of people bucking the system after the rules havehave a broader cross-section of the community in a
been set, as it were?school of first preference.
Mr Douglas: It may happen on a very limited basis.Dr Slater: It is defining your community, really—
I do not think it happens generally within Leeds.because how big is your community?
Where a parent directly approaches a school, they
may not be given the full picture by that school in
some cases, depending on the type of child that thatQ281 Chairman: Or just in terms of first preference:

you take all the first preferences, you shake them up, parent has. In Leeds, all casual admissions come
through the admission authority for all ourand there you have it. They are allocating places in

medical schools in Holland on the basis of lottery, community schools, so there is not a system whereby
a parent just goes to the school and if the school hasafter all.
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a place they are admitted. For any casual transfer or Dr Slater: I think we have thought of this. We are
just entering a system where we are going to havein-year admission, they have to apply to the

admission authority, so we do perhaps have a three choices, in order: 1, 2, 3. We have had a system
where we thought it legal only to allow one firststronger mechanism for challenging that if that is

happening. choice to be active at any time, but we are now going
to have 1, 2, 3. We think it practical to have ordered
choice, so that first preferences are clearly firstQ286 Jonathan Shaw: But if the schools are their
preferences, and you can deal with those on an equalown admission authorities, you would not know.
basis and then move to second choices and so on.Mr Douglas: Yes, if the schools are their own
That seems to me to be in accordance with theadmission authorities, it is obviously more diYcult,
parental right to express a preference—because aand certainly within the voluntary aided sector there
preference is a preference, and I cannot see thatare examples of parents having been turned away
expressing a preference for every school is anyet, I think, we believe there is capacity.
expressed preference.

Q287 Jonathan Shaw: Does anything like that
Q291 Mr Pollard: Are all parents equally wellhappen in Norwich?
placed to navigate the schools admission process?Dr Slater: I have no direct knowledge of that being
Dr Slater: No.a significant feature of what happens. But we cannot

rule out any aspect of human behaviour, can we?
Q292 Mr Pollard: How might we equip parents toJonathan Shaw: If the system allows it!
be equally well placed? Make the process simpler,Chairman: I want to move onto the admissions
more straightforward, more transparent? Or have aprocess.
choice of only one: put this school down and that
is it.Q288 Mr Pollard: Could I first of all congratulate
Mr Douglas: Preference is there and there is nothingyou both on the submissions you have put through.
to suggest it is going to go away. No, I do not thinkI thought they were unusually clear, direct and
all parents can access it equitably across the board.unequivocal. That is a big statement—from all of us,
We try very hard. We publicise very widely, weI think. In Hertfordshire, we used to have a letter
publicise in community centres. We actually attendattached to each of our admissions application
school open evenings. Admissions staV will attend atforms two or three years ago, and it was pretty clear
school open evenings and talk to parents at thosewhere people were in the social order of things
open evenings—and the majority of schools take usbecause the letters written by the more working-class
up on that. So we try very, very hard to engage withfolk were often not there and the chattering middle
as many parents as possible, to explain what theyclasses did particularly good letters, so there was a
need to do in order to access the system and to be asbit of selection going on. I am pleased to say that all
successful as they can within that system. But forstopped. There is nothing like that in your area, is
some parents it is diYcult. We do have a smallthere?
minority of parents who do not apply, they just turnDr Slater: No.
up, because they think it is automatic. They do notMr Douglas: No.
even bother applying. We have to deal with that as a
group of parents very late on within the process, and

Q289 Mr Pollard: Thank you. Moving right on, those parents have no choice at all because by that
when a parent places schools in order of preference, time most schools are full. So, no, there is not
should all preferences be equal? equality across the board.
Mr Douglas: It is diYcult, is it not, where you are
saying that parents have a preference if all their Q293 Mr Pollard: Should we try to row back frompreferences are equal? We have a system where we the choice and preference thing?—so that in realityinvite parents to express five preferences—which there is not much choice: where you live is where youpersonally I think is too many. go to your nearest school, that is the practice.

Mr Douglas: That would be great. For that to
Q290 Mr Pollard: Absolutely. happen, every school needs to be a good school.
Mr Douglas: I think coordinated arrangements will Dr Slater: This is what I was reading on the train. It
deal with that, in that we will have to come into line is our attempt to help parents. I am sure most
with other authorities, but we have a system where authorities do something like this. It describes every
five preferences are expressed or can be expressed. secondary school.
The majority of parents do not express five; they
express normally three, possibly four. Yes, I think Q294 Chairman: What is that document, Dr Slater?
they probably should be given equal validity but Dr Slater: It is: A Parent’s Guide to Secondary
there is an educative process that would need to be Schools in Norfolk: School Year 2004–05.3
undertaken in relation to parents’ understanding of
that because parents clearly feel, certainly when they Q295 Chairman: Could we have a copy of that for
are challenging us, that they have a choice. It is not our records?
a preference, it is a choice. If they are given equal
preference, then that clearly has to be understood by 3 Note: A Parent’s Guide to Secondary Schools in Norfolk:
parents in the way that they then seek to School Year 2004–05, published September 2003

www.norfolk.gov.uk.preference schools.
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Dr Slater: Of course. We will happily supply this, Mr Douglas: Yes. I just wanted to clarify that. I
think the slight danger with feeder schools is theyand we have lots of them. Every parent is sent one of

these. We describe each school with its could also give parents misleading information
about their chances of getting into certain schools.oversubscription criteria. We say what the first year

intake number is going to be and how many applied Again, because they may perceive a secondary
school to be the local school but they can in somefor the school the previous year—so whether the

school is likely to be oversubscribed, and that cases be no absolute guarantee, so that there is also
that issue in terms of giving correct and well-parents should therefore take that into account in

the way they express their preferences. We try to informed information to parents, and we have to be
a little bit careful about that. I think certainly theymake this document accessible and in easy language.

Unfortunately it has a photograph of me on the can play a role but we have to ensure that they have
proper, well-informed information that they arefront, which can put people oV! We have, in several

languages, an introduction at the front, and we can advising parents with, and sometimes that does not
happen.help people whose first language is not English. But,

clearly, to access and understand this and to
understand the rules is not straightforward. I think Q301 Chairman: On the other hand, you would
the system is becoming more straightforward expect a school that had seen a young child develop
because of the Code of Practice in arrangements for over a period of time to be able to say, “Your child
this forthcoming round, but, clearly, some parents has some real ability in science. There is a specialist
are at an advantage and some at a disadvantage in science school down the road, you might want to
coping with a document like this. prioritise an application there.” Presumably that is

precisely what we would want to see, is it not?—
advice of that quality.Q296 Chairman: What role do feeder schools play
Dr Slater: I think it is something to which we needin informing parents about choice and their ability
to give more attention, actually. I would start from:to access certain schools. Is that a role that is taken
What is going to happen with the 14–19 curriculum?seriously by the feeder schools?
If we succeed—and there are issues about how easyDr Slater: Yes.
it is going to be to deliver this, but we will get there—
if we have a much more diVerentiated curriculumQ297 Chairman: Are they encouraged to do so? post-14, with a number of possible high status routesDr Slater: Yes, they are. through for youngsters, then the advice given to
youngsters and their parents about what is the best

Q298 Chairman: Mr Douglas said that people just route through the system for their own child needs
turn up. I am surprised, in the sense that: Where on to start very early, and it probably does need to start
earth were the feeder schools?—which were not before year 7, in some senses, in terms of youngsters
trying to reach out to the parents and saying, “Look, and their parents thinking through the route
you have a very important choice to make for your through the school system that later on they are
child. This is how you should consider it.” going to follow. I would agree with you, that ought
Dr Slater: Yes, they do. We would expect every to have a bearing on how they look at transfer at
school, knowing that a child was transferring, to year 7.
know that the child knows where they are
transferring to and to have access to the system. Q302 Chairman: Before we move on to the last
They would support them in doing that. We section, if a school is its own admissions authority,
communicate directly with each parent by giving what is the role of checking? One hears through the
them these documents and . . . grapevine that if a school is its own admission

authority it sends out a message: If you do not put
us down as your first choice, then you are veryQ299 Chairman: In a sense, why I am asking that,
unlikely to succeed in entering this school. How isDr Slater and Mr Douglas, is that we all want the
that handled as part of an admissions process?situation where all schools are good schools, but we
Dr Slater: As part of the information process, didmay have a situation where all schools are good
you say?schools but they may have diVerent specialisms.

They are all good schools but one may be more right
for one child than another. In a sense, this is a crucial Q303 Chairman: Yes.
stage, is it not, coming up to the choice at 10 or 11, Dr Slater: In our case we will simply say that a
for teachers to bring some appraisal of what the next school is its own admissions authority. We will say
phase for that child would be and advise the parent. whether the school has been oversubscribed in
Mr Douglas: Yes, I certainly think there is a role. previous years and therefore whether it is likely to be
Could I perhaps clarify one point. I think where the oversubscribed in future years, and we set out what
parents tend not to apply is more moving into those oversubscription criteria are. We simply give
reception rather than to year 7. That is where the the information to the parents.
problem more likely occurs.

Q304 Chairman: If it is clear that a school will not
take a child who has not put the school down as itsQ300 Chairman: I am sorry, we are assuming

secondary, because this is about secondary school first choice, how does that become part of the
information that the parent has?admissions.
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Dr Slater: If the school is heavily oversubscribed, Q313 Mr Chaytor: We have a significant percentage
of total applications. In Norfolk, are there similarthen it is logical that you have more chance of getting

a place there if you put it down as a first choice rather figures?
Dr Slater: They are a little bit lower. I can supply youthan as a second choice.
with the precise figures but I do not have them with
me. I will do that subsequently. The number ofQ305 Chairman: It goes back to the level of the
appeals annually is about 500, and a similar successquality of information.
rate to Leeds, around a third to a quarter, but IDr Slater: Sure.
would need to give you those precise figures.5

Q306 Chairman: This is what I am trying to tease
out. Many parents may not even know about the Q314 Mr Chaytor: In Leeds, then, over 15, 17, 18%
oversubscription, may not even read that document of total applications go to appeal and fail every year.
that you put out, and so will have no chance at all of My question is: What does that cost?
getting into a school because they happen to have Mr Douglas: There is certainly a considerable cost in
put it as a second preference. terms of the fact that for mainly three months of the
Mr Douglas: I would think that most parents, the year, from May onwards, there is significant oYcer
great majority, will know whether a school is time invested in defending those appeals. I can at any
oversubscribed or not. The great majority will— one point in time have five members of my team out
certainly in an urban area. on appeal hearings, so there is a significant cost.

Again, I cannot quantify it in terms of actual money,
Q307 Chairman: But would not at any time put but if we were to do that we would be talking about
down three oversubscribed schools? a significant amount of—
Mr Douglas: It sometimes happens, in a preference
system that asks for more than one preference, that Q315 Mr Chaytor: What is your best guess?
they will preference one school three times. They will Mr Douglas: It is diYcult for me to say. I would not
not give us another preference, in the belief that feel happy about giving you a figure unless I could
doing that will mean that we cannot oVer them check it out.
anything other than the school that they have
preferenced. So there may be an issue there about Q316 Mr Chaytor: Do you have a figure for the
clear understanding of how a preference will work. total costs of processing primary to secondary
Chairman: I think all of us in the education sector transfers?
assume that these are very simple application Mr Douglas: Again, not with me, but we could make
procedures and everyone will understand them and some assessment.
maximise their application for their best benefit.
However, on to section 6: Objections, Appeals and Q317 Mr Chaytor: You could identify that figure.
Adjudications. Mr Douglas: Yes.

Q308 Mr Chaytor: First of all, could I just check the Q318 Mr Chaytor: And Dr Slater?
figures we were given earlier for Leeds, and then ask Dr Slater: Very similar.6
about Norfolk. In Leeds there are about 8,000
transfers from primary to secondary—or there were Q319 Mr Chaytor: It would be very useful to get aslast year. Of those 8,000, there were 2,400 appeals. much information about the costs, both of the totalMr Douglas: Sorry, that figure was across the system and the appeals procedure itself. Myprimary and secondary sectors. recollection is that earlier in the summer the council

for tribunals published a report which actually
Q309 Mr Chaytor: In terms of secondary appeals, criticised the appeals mechanisms for school transfer
do we know how many there were? and recommended it be taken out of the local
Mr Douglas: I do not know the exact figures, but it authorities. I think it proposed it was on a sub-
is round about 1,500, 1,600.4 regional basis. Do you feel that it is rightly done at

the local authority level? Are you satisfied with the
Q310 Mr Chaytor: The success rate for appeals is way the appeals tribunals work and the expertise of
about 20%. the people on appeals tribunals and the objectivity of
Mr Douglas: Yes. their judgments?

Dr Slater: Not in all cases, inevitably, because we go
Q311 Mr Chaytor: That would apply equally to to admissions appeals panels defending a decision
primary and secondary. not to admit a child, so generally we would only do
Mr Douglas: Yes. that in circumstances where we felt it was right, and

many are overturned. However, that is the system.
Q312 Mr Chaytor: About 1,200, therefore, are Those arrangements are not actually run by the local
going to fail.
Mr Douglas: Yes, the majority of appeals are 5 Note by witness: The number of appeals relating to
unsuccessful. secondary transfer is 217. The Number of “successful”

appeals is 70.
6 Note by witness: The total cost to the LEA of admission4 Note by witness: The number of admissions appeals was 449.

The number of these which were decided in favour of the appeals system is £85,000. The total cost to the LEA of all
work on school admissions: (inc. appeals) is £320,000.appellant were 174.
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education authority, they are at arm’s length from overfull, we need some additional capital investment
to address this.” It strays into quite major strategicus. We do not make those arrangements ourselves.
areas for the authority.Similarly all the schools that are their own admission

authority have to have their own appeal
arrangements. But with some local knowledge. I

Q322 Mr Chaytor: Could I move on to the role ofthink having it at the level of the local authority
the adjudicator. Parents have quite limited access toenables that to happen. The people who are making the adjudicator. I would like to ask for your views onthose decisions are suYciently local to know what whether you feel that parents should be able to go to

they are deciding. I think that is not unhelpful, given the adjudicator on more grounds. Secondly, do you
that that is the system. think the adjudicator’s oYce should be more
Mr Douglas: I would agree that there needs to be a proactive, and, rather than simply responding to
level of local knowledge. I do have some issues about cases brought before it, whether it should have the
the quality of the training of appeals panels that can powers to investigate cases where there are good
lead to perhaps misconceptions on their part. So grounds to believe that there are abuses of the
there is a big issue about the training of appeals system?
panels, how that is undertaken. The Code of Practice Dr Slater: Again, it is the absolutism of your
on admission appeals is a helpful document but I question: should or should not. It depends what you
would, again, question: Is it strong enough? We do want, again, from the system. If you have such a
have particular issues where we can find that a system, then many parents would inevitably use
school will argue directly against the appeals it. Many would pursue, quite rightly and
presenting oYcer. Where we have an agreed understandably, what they want to the end of the
admission limit, we have gone through all the road. The question, to answer that, is: Are the
consultation processes. That admission limit has not present arrangements insecure? Do they fail to give
been challenged through the routes that are open to parents a suYcient recourse to a system whereby the
the school, but when it comes to the appeals we have first decision is challenged? Although it is not a
had instances where the school will directly perfect system, I think the present arrangements do
undermine the ability of the authority to defend give parents a very good opportunity to have their
those appeals because it will turn round and say, wishes re-examined independently. I think the
“Actually, we can take (x number) of additional adjudicator should operate at the level, if there were
children,” particularly if it perceives that those problems perceived in the system, if the local system
children will come from a particular area that the were seen not to be operating eVectively and fairly,
school wants to serve. That does happen. That then then that might be something at which the
leads on to other diYculties in terms of an adjudicator could look. But, I think, to make it a
authority’s strategic management ability in terms of route to access to the individual parent, that would
supply and demand. You may say, “There are become the system.
procedures in place for that to be challenged at an Mr Douglas: I would agree with that.
earlier point,” and that is true, there are, but we are
then reliant on that actually happening and it can

Q323 Paul Holmes: I would like to pick up on twocause problems.
of the points that have been raised. Robert Douglas
was saying that he thought the appeals panel should

Q320 Mr Chaytor: Are you saying schools are have local knowledge. In Derbyshire it has generally
been the practice that they have brought people inreneging on previous agreements over admission?
from another part of the county, so they do not haveMr Douglas: It does happen.
knowledge, they are seen as being independent and
impartial. Do you have any comment on the

Q321 Mr Chaytor: There is now a national formula diVerent systems?
to determine admission limits, is there not? How Mr Douglas: Why I say they should have some local
could that kind of reneging under agreements knowledge is that they can understand the context in
established as a result of a national formula be which agreements have been reached with schools. I
prohibited? think in an urban area such as Leeds that is quite
Mr Douglas: The net capacity calculation does not important. It may be diVerent in a county
actually come into force until 2004 in terms of setting authority—and it comes back to the strategic need,
admission limits, but it is a rational tool by which to in my opinion, to manage supply and demand as
judge capacity, and we have had an instance this eVectively as possible as well. I think there needs to
year where the net capacity clearly supports an be a context around the knowledge base of appeals
admission limit of X but the school has said, “No, we panels. Having said that, maybe that has some
feel we can take in excess of that number,” and said elements of impartiality, I do not know, but it is that
that publicly, and hence the appeals committee “context” element that I do think is quite important.
agreed a number of appeals. For the life of me, I do Dr Slater: I do not think it hurts to have some
not know how the school is fitting them in because additional objectivity, provided it is additional. The
the net capacity certainly does not support the point about the local knowledge is very, very
number that they have been taking. Then that leads important, and I think if there is a perception of
on to a position where the school may then come some influence from somebody who is completely

from the outside and therefore completelyback to the authority and say, “Actually, we are
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uninfluenced by those things, that may be an Mr Douglas: But for a small minority of parents, in
our case 6 to 9% of parents. I think with any parentaladditional feature, but I certainly would not want to
preference system, while you have a system oflose the local knowledge.
parental preference, you are not going to satisfy
100% every parent. I do not see how that is possible.

Q324 Paul Holmes: That perhaps has some bearing
on the next question as well. Appeals panels can

Q327 Mr Turner: I have just gone back to thisinsist that a school takes somebody on appeal, even
curve. That curve is perhaps a teachability curve, isthough the school is already full. Certainly one of the
it not, rather than an ability curve. Am I right?most popular schools in my constituency contacted
Dr Slater: I would be very cautious in accepting yourme last year. Every year they cannot cope with the
definition because there is a diVerence betweennumber of children in the catchment area because
teaching and learning, but go on.their admission limits are smaller than the actual

number in the catchment area. They always end up
Q328 Mr Turner: The problem, I think, that youover the planned admission limit and then the
have identified is that some schools do not wantappeals panels—because they are one of the most
some pupils because they are diYcult to teach orpopular schools in the constituency—always force
they otherwise upset their perception of their ethos.them to take more on top of that. A school which is
Can we not reward them for taking more of thosealways bursting at the seams, after the appeals
pupils by giving them less money for everyone elsepanels have done their round, is bursting even more
and a bit more for those more diYcult to teachat the seams. This is happening every year, year after
pupils? Would that help?year after year. Should appeals panels be able to
Dr Slater: There are ways of doing that. I am notforce a school to take somebody on appeal if they are
sure I believe solely in the chequebook as the onlyalready over the limit?
meaningful incentive in the system. I think thereDr Slater: There are a number of things in
could be others. However, it is often more expensivethat question. First, has the local authority set
to meet the needs of youngsters who have additionalan appropriate admission limit, given the
needs. Of course it is. There are ways within theaccommodation? Has the local authority set that
system of doing that. Most local authorities givelimit appropriately in relation to its overall need to
schools with high levels of free school mealprovide school places? In some cases schools do need
entitlement, as a proxy (simply because it isto expand because there is population growth
information that is available across the system and alocally.
correlate of other factors known to relate to
educational underachievement, if I may put it like
that) as a way of giving schools extra money, and doQ325 Paul Holmes: Yes, that is the case in this
so already. But it is a pretty crude system.school.
Mr Douglas: In reading your previous submissionsDr Slater: So that is a strategic decision for the
to this select committee, the idea of more sensitiveauthority. Very often it is not the parent versus the
indicators of deprivation was raised. I should thinkLEA at admissions appeals; very often the school is
that is quite important when you are looking at innerdefending the appeal as well and does not want the
city schools providing levels of education andadditional children. If they are in that circumstance,
dealing with high levels of challenging children. Ithe arrangement is very much that the appeals panel
think we do need to look at more sensitive indicatorscan make a decision and it is binding on everyone,
of deprivation, so that we can target funding moreand, even though the authority and the school are
equitably within the system.both saying it is prejudicial to the eYcient use of

resources and so on and impossible and all the rest
Q329 Mr Turner: You have, at some length,of it, nevertheless an admission is made and
criticised the disincentives of taking these pupils.everyone has to cope with it. I do not think the
What would be the other incentives, then, besidesprovision of school places through appeals is a
the chequebook?proper system. I think that if there is a fundamental
Dr Slater: An index of inclusion. Such things areflaw in the total number of places available locally,
being worked on. There is an index of achievement,then the local authority should be addressing that at
which my authority and a number of othersource, so you should not be structurally in that
authorities are working with the DfES in trying toposition every year, hopefully. That should not be
develop, which gives a broader measure of how wellthe system. It may be because of popularity, but that
a school is achieving that which I was talking aboutis a diVerent issue.
earlier, about enabling every child to maximise their
potential: broader measures of achievement than

Q326 Paul Holmes: Is it also—again, the point that straightforward examination results. I think that
both of you made in your written submissions—that when we have such measures—and we are getting
all the emphasis since 1980 on parental choice is a bit such measures—the use of them in league tables as a
of a sham, because in lots of cases there is no way of signalling to the system that those are the
parental choice? The appeals panels are then the last things that are valued, and not just crude
resort for parents, who are saying, “We want to go examination results on their own—although those
to that school” and often the appeals panel is always will be important—would incentivise schools

to behave in ways that were likely to maximise theirbacking that up.
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performance against those measures. I think there is Mr Douglas: I think I have alluded to some things
that I think could help. Certainly the Code ofquite a lot you can do. At the moment, the system of
Practice being a more prescriptive document and aaccountability, if you like, the way in which a school
stronger document would help. In terms of theis portrayed, is very crude indeed. We get Ofsted
casual admission process and the admission ofinspections, and they are pass or fail—both a sharp
challenging children, I think the things we have justline—and public examination results, which we are
articulated in terms of giving those schools broadergetting, to better measures. We are talking about
measures in which we can assist them would help asvalue-added measures now, but still only those
well. Those are the two major things that wouldmeasures, and we need a more subtle, more
certainly make my job easier than it is at the presentdeveloped way of expressing to parents and the time. I do not mean to give a sense of something thatpublic at large the value of a school. is not working. I think it does work for the majority

Mr Douglas: I would agree entirely. of parents; but it does not work for a minority and I
do not think it works for those most vulnerable
children in our society. That is my big concern.Q330 Chairman: We have had a very good session.
Dr Slater: I agree with those. Perhaps I could addOne last question. Both in terms of what you have
one other, which would be I think the clearsaid to the Committee and what you gave us in terms establishment of an expectation that it is the job ofof the memorandum you sent in, there is a kind of schools to meet the needs of all the pupils in their

feeling, reading that and listening to you, that you area—and that could be groups of schools and might
are rather discontent about the present situation in best be groups of schools—but that, together with
terms of admissions. I understand that you say that the local education authority, they share a
much of this is in our court, as politicians, to change responsibility for meeting the needs of all of the
things, but, as Jonathan said earlier on, we do rely children. We should give that message to the system
on good advice. Are there things that you would and we should incentivise that behaviour.
want to change in order to make you happier about Chairman: Thank you very much. Thank you for

your evidence. It has been most useful.the admissions process?
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Increasing Social Mobility

A study conducted by the Centre for Economic Performance at the London School of Economics has
confirmed that social mobility in the UK has declined over the last 30 years or so. The researchers compared
a cohort born in 1970 with one born in 1958 and found the economic status of the 1970 cohort to be much
more closely related to that of their parents than the 1958 cohort was to their parents. They concluded that
there has been a sharp fall in cross generational mobility between those who grew up in the 60s and 70s and
those who grew up in the 70s and 80s.

This fall in mobility is to a certain extent due to the fact that increased educational opportunities have
disproportionately benefited children with richer parents. For instance, there has been an enormous
expansion in numbers going to university but almost all of that expansion has come from the three most
aZuent social classes so that only one out of eight from the least aZuent social class go to university
compared to eight out of 10 from the most aZuent social class.

The most obvious means by which the state can increase mobility is through the education system, and
the move to a comprehensive system in the 70s was supposed to do just that. It is quite clear, however, that
this has not happened.

The reason is that our comprehensive system is not comprehensive. We have a strong private sector with
better resourced schools taking a disproportionately large share of teachers with the best academic
qualifications. We have grammar schools which in many places have eVectively become free independent
schools for the middle classes. The remainder of our so-called comprehensives show a huge variation in
social intake and performance.

In theory, parents can choose schools but in practice schools choose parents. The net result is that we have
a socially selective state system. We conducted an analysis of the top 200 performing state schools. Their
free school meals entitlement averages 3% compared to a national average of 17%.

In terms of social mobility, we have gone into reverse. In our most academic schools (independent,
grammar, and the best comprehensives) and universities, particularly top universities, children from modest
backgrounds are conspicuous by their absence.

The State-Private Divide

It is an illusion that we can ignore the state/private divide-and improve the state sector to the point where
no one need pay for their children to go to independent schools. For one thing a large share of teachers with
the best academic qualifications are in independent schools. We funded a survey completed earlier this year
by Alan Smithers’ team at Liverpool University comparing the qualifications of teachers in both sectors of
education.

The survey found more than half the Oxbridge graduates in teaching are to be found in independent
schools-which take 7% of pupils but have 13% of teachers. Teachers in independent schools are seven times
more likely to have gone to Oxbridge and five times more likely to have gained a PhD. Crucially teachers
in independent schools are also much more likely to hold a degree in the subject they are teaching
particularly in shortage subjects such as maths, physics and languages. Physical education was the only
exception.

Since private schools have a legal right to exist, and since many are excellent educational institutions, the
sensible answer is that the most successful should be opened up 100%, voluntarily, to all the talents.

We have put the idea into practice, and we know it works. Last month saw the start of the fourth year of
entrants to the Belvedere girls’ school in Liverpool to be admitted solely on merit, not social status or the
ability to pay. And not a handful of places, as in the Assisted Places Scheme, but all places. Parents are
means-tested and pay according to their means. The results have exceeded our expectations.
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The school now has a vastly more diverse social mix, with more than 70% having all or part of their fees
paid, plus academic standards have improved. It has the support of the local community, and of local state
primary schools, from which the great majority of pupils come. Because this is a partnership between parents
and sponsors, the Sutton Trust and the Girls’ Day School Trust, with the sponsors paying 55–60% of the
annual fees, all this has been achieved at a cost to us of £3,400 per student, slightly less than the average cost
of a state school place.

The private/public divide is what distinguishes the British system from other countries. This divide warps
the whole system, including university entrance. It follows that the removal of privilege that would result
from opening up independent day schools would benefit the whole system too. For one thing, aZuent
parents would find it far harder to opt out of the state system and would thus have a vested interest in
engaging in the state sector, while the best qualified teachers would be available not just to well oV students.

Top-Performing State Schools

The key to the success of the Belvedere scheme has been successful outreach and the school employs an
outreach oYcer and runs masterclasses for children from local primaries. Based on this experience we have
employed the same approach to opening up a top state school, Pate’s School in Cheltenham. This grammar
school is situated in the heart of an area of deprivation, and over the years ever fewer children from the dozen
local primary schools have gained places.

The Sutton Trust project aims to open the school up to its local constituency, and at the same time provide
much needed enrichment for local able children. Each year 130 children take part and students come in to
a dedicated classroom at Pate’s in small groups for one afternoon a week throughout the year. The eVect
has been remarkable: this year 20 out of 130 places were gained entirely on merit from project schools,
compared to an average of seven over the previous five years. Also the children involved have had their self-
esteem and self-confidence boosted and have a more focused approach to their school work, which rubs oV
on the rest of the class.

It shows the talent is there if you can reach it. We are not advocating a return of grammar schools, simply
facing the facts as they are. And there are lessons here for the whole system. The issues faced by Pate’s and
other grammar schools are shared by many of our leading comprehensives, and this scheme could make an
enormous diVerence to those schools.

Our Research

In 2001, the Sutton Trust conducted a large-scale study of secondary school admissions procedures. The
research analysed DfES reports and data, supplemented by a study of schools’ and LEAs’ admissions
booklets and a survey of 56 LEA’s. Whilst the results are now slightly out of date, we nevertheless feel they
provide useful background information. This is presented as an appendix.

APPENDIX

SUTTON TRUST SURVEY OF SECONDARY SCHOOL ADMISSIONS PROCEDURES

The Research

In 2001, the Sutton Trust conducted a study of secondary school admissions procedures. The research
analysed DfES reports and data, supplemented by a study of schools’ and LEAs’ admissions booklets and
a survey of 56 LEA’s. This is a summary of the main findings.

Introduction

The LEA is the admissions authority for 70% of schools. For the other 30% of self-governing but LEA
maintained schools the school’s governing body is the admissions authority. In total, there are 1,208
separate admissions authorities, each of which can have its own admissions policies.

Central government has a dual role. Its admissions policies specify whether a school can select by ability
or on faith grounds, and it now maintains a list of such schools. At the time of our survey (2001), there were
724 such schools1, teaching 18% of 14 year olds. The remaining 2,772 secondary schools are not selective by
ability or faith, although any school’s admissions authority can declare a specialism and admit up to 10%
by aptitude for a particular subject.

1 This is based on January 2000 statistics. The DfES counted 162 grammar schools and 583 faith schools, 21 of which were also
grammar schools. The DfES now recognises 164 grammar schools, although no new grammar schools have opened since then.
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Most secondary schools have one admissions policy for their entire intake, but about 10% have a diVerent
policy for the minority of their intake. This includes schools partially selecting by aptitude, Church schools
which reserve a percentage of places for non-members, and sometimes comprehensives which due to
historical reasons select a minority of students.

Central government’s second role is to design and enforce the regulatory framework for schools’
admissions policies, procedures and oversubscription criteria. The main element is the Code of Practice,
which all LEA maintained admissions authorities (but not CTCs) have to operate.

The Complex Nature of Admissions

The phrase “admissions criteria” usually refers to oversubscription criteria. Within the Code of Practice
and the law, each admissions authority can select their own oversubscription criteria. A survey of 56 LEAs
for the Sutton Trust suggests that 18 diVerent criteria are used, which can be grouped into seven main
categories2:

Main categories Criteria Examples

Priority Groups 1 Catchment area School named on the SEN statement

2 Partner primary Attend feeder/linked/partner school, may
be automatic or priority entry

Distance 3 Home to school Straight line, safe/lit/paved route, public
transport

4 Home to alternative school Straight line, safe/lit/paved route, public
transport

Family connection 5 Sibling at school At application or entry-may include or
exclude 6th form

6 Past relation Recent or at any time-may include parent,
aunt/uncle, grandparent

7 Parent employee Parent employed by/governor of school

Religious Belief 8 The faith Commitment (baptism/attendance) letter
from a priest

9 Related faiths Commitment to a related faith

10 Other/no faith Recognised other faith or acceptance of
main faith’s ethos

Testing 11 Ability Score on entry test/s

12 Banding Score on entry test/s

13 Aptitude Demonstrated aptitude for a subject

Personal request 14 Single sex Request (with reasons) for single sex

15 Religious Education Request (with reasons) for religious
education

16 First preference Given to 2nd choice by LEA if allocated
nearest school is full

Special need 17 SEN statement School named on the SEN statement

18 Supported need Medical, social or educational need (with
supporting letter from appropriate
professional)

Typical Procedures

In the autumn preceding a child’s move to secondary school, parents receive the new LEA secondary
admissions booklet, and visit schools. Application forms are completed and submitted to the admissions
authorities in December, which administer preferences and oversubscription criteria in the next two months.
In March and April acceptances of first and other preferences are made, and appeals may be lodged.

LEAs operate two main kinds of preference system for community and voluntary-controlled schools.
Around 80% of LEAs allow multiple preferences, usually ranked, but sometimes of equal preference. The
remainder have a single preference system, sometimes with a suggested school filled in.

2 Also, an Islamic school due to open in 2002—was to include selection by lot as an over-subscription criteria.
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Arrangements also vary between LEAs as to how many forms parents need to fill in and how the forms
are processed. Only two-thirds of LEAs have synchronised the dates for applications, oVers and acceptances
across all their schools.

On average, parents apply to 1.9 schools (1.8 outside London, 2.4 in London), with almost half of parents
outside London only applying to one school. 20% of London parents apply to four or more schools.

Accountability

In 1999, there were significant changes to the procedures, publication and regulation of admissions
arrangements, which mark a watershed from earlier practices. Firstly, there is a new code of practice on
admissions. Secondly, every admissions authority for a state funded school must now publish its admissions
arrangements, especially its oversubscription criteria and the degree of oversubscription by school. The
LEA is responsible for publishing an admissions booklet in autumn each year for parents which should
contain the admissions arrangements for every school within the authority, including those which are self-
governing.

Thirdly, the proposed admissions arrangements for every LEA maintained school must be circulated
beforehand each year to other admissions authorities in the area, and be discussed in the new Schools
Admissions Forum. If the forum cannot resolve a problem, then any admissions authority can raise an
objection with the OYce of the School Adjudicator (this power does not extend to parents, except where
schools select wholly or partially by aptitude or ability).

The fourth new accountability mechanism is the OYce of the Schools Adjudicator (OSA), which applies
the code of practice. When a Schools Adjudicator investigates an objection, their decision is final, unless
subject to judicial review for process. One of the ways of measuring dissatisfaction with the admissions
procedures is to look at the number of decisions made by the OSA. In 1999–2000, the first year of operation,
there were 68 decisions, but there were fewer than twenty in each of 2000–01 and 2001–02.

Selection

There are three types of selective admissions policy:

(a) Grammar schools-wholly selective by academic ability;

(b) Partial selection by ability; and

(c) Partial selection by aptitude.

There are 164 grammar schools in England, accounting for 4.7% of schools and 4.5% of secondary school
students. A study by researchers at SheYeld Hallam University for the DfES found that an additional 61
schools (1.7% of the total) use partial selection. Sutton Trust research, which looked at 56 LEAs, found that
76 out of the 1,292 schools surveyed (5.9%) use partial selection. If this pattern was repeated across the
country, this would mean 5.6% of schools use partial selection.

We feel that this is likely to be an overestimate3, but given that the Sutton Trust partial survey found more
schools selecting than the “complete” DfES study, it seems clear that the DfES figure is a significant
underestimate.

Our survey also found significant diVerences between diVerent types of schools. No voluntary-controlled
schools selected part of their intake, and only a small number of community schools did. The percentage
was much higher for both voluntary-aided and foundation schools:

Sample By ability By aptitude Both Total using
partial

selection

% % %
Community 807 4 0.5 7 0.9 (1) 10 1.2

V-controlled 27 0 0.0 0 0.0 (0) 0 0.0

V-aided 238 14 5.9 15 6.3 (5) 24 10.1

Foundation 220 11 5.0 35 15.9 (4) 42 19.1

Total 1,292 29 2.2 57 4.4 (10) 76 5.9

3 Our survey did not include the North East (where there are no grammar schools) Yorkshire and Humberside (where there are
a small number) and the South West (where there are slightly more than the national average).
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We estimate that about 80% of schools which use partial selection are self-governing, even though self-
governing schools account for just 30% of the total. The percentage of schools which select is also much
higher in London than elsewhere. Only 10% of partially selecting schools are in Metropolitan LEAs, even
though Metropolitan area schools make up 31% of all schools.

Overall

It is clear that school admissions is a very complicated area. Over 1,200 admissions authorities apply
diVerent policies on selection by faith and/or academic and/or aptitude, using a selection from 18 diVerent
oversubscription criteria. The picture is further complicated if parents decide to make multiple applications,
which may cross LEA borders and procedures.

But despite-or perhaps in some cases, because-of this complexity, parental satisfaction with the system is
high. 85% are satisfied with the admissions process4, and 91% are satisfied with the outcome. Just 0.5% of
parents felt they had no or limited choice. 85% were oVered a place at their favoured school, with just 4%
not being oVered a place at one of their named preferences. Interestingly, half of those who were dissatisfied
with the outcome had been oVered a place at their favoured school, suggesting they felt constrained as to
which schools they could apply. And this is the key: in the case of school admissions, “choice” is something
which is disproportionately available to the middle classes.

This is particularly the case in London, where school quality is starkly diVerent between and even within
boroughs. In London, just 68% of parents are oVered a place in their favoured school, and 12% launch an
appeal (compared to 4% elsewhere). London parents are much more likely to apply for a place outside their
own LEA (33% against 11%) and apply to more than one admissions authority (54% against 30%). 40% of
London parents did not apply to their nearest state school (30% elsewhere). It is clear from a large number
of press articles (The Observer, 24 August 2003) that this is a very important subject for parents in London.
We would suggest that the relative ease of travel in the capital and high concern about the state of schools
in some boroughs-whether justified or not-contributes to the problems in London.

October 2003

Witnesses: Sir Peter Lampl, Chairman and founder of The Sutton Trust and Dr Tessa Stone, Director, The
Sutton Trust, examined.

Q331 Chairman: May I welcome Sir Peter Lampl years or so and it is actually rather disappointing.
The movement towards a comprehensive system wasand Dr Tessa Stone from The Sutton Trust to our

deliberations. We are mid way really through our meant to make us more socially mobile rather than
less socially mobile. The problem is, as we explain inyear on secondary education, where we have been

looking at a range of issues and coming to the our memorandum, we do not have a comprehensive
system. We have private schools where parents withconclusion in that year on report—and we have been

reporting out the diVerent discrete sections as we the means can opt out, we have grammar schools
which are selective schools, we have church schoolshave done them—that school admissions is one of

the most challenging areas we have looked at. As I where there are many opportunities for covert
selection; I am not saying they necessarily do it, buttend to say to the Committee, we are getting

dangerous because we are learning something about there are certainly opportunities. That is a big
percentage of schools; our data says 17% ofit at this stage. We are in a situation where we are

looking for guidance. The Sutton Trust has a secondary schools are church schools. You have a
lot of special cases and the data we have put togetherreputation for finding that particular niche which

gets us all thinking and the study you commissioned in looking at high performance schools shows that
although we have all these rules which theoreticallyfrom the London School of Economics certainly got

people thinking about social mobility and what the should be assigning children to schools in a fair way,
in practice there seems to be something else goingeducation system is contributing to that. In terms of

the admissions system on which we are focusing on. If you look at the best performing schools in the
country, they have about 3% free school mealstoday, what part do you think the admissions system

in this country contributes to that decrease in social compared with a national average of around 17%.
There is a lot going on here that is preventing usmobility, or do you think that has nothing to do

with it? becoming a socially mobile society.

Sir Peter Lampl: Before I answer that may I say a
couple of words? First of all, Tessa Stone will Q332 Chairman: Many of us who admire the work
contribute as appropriate, she is my colleague. The Sutton Trust has done recognise that it has been
Thank you very much for the invitation to come pretty sharply focused—this has been one of your
here. Yes, obviously the social mobility work which strengths—on helping bright children from poor
was done at LSE has shown that in fact social backgrounds succeed. Some of us, when we are

looking at this particular topic of admissions,mobility has declined in this country over the last 30

4 Data on parental satisfaction and appeals comes from the DfES survey Parents’ Experiences of the Processes of Choosing a
Secondary School (2001).
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wonder how you square that with what happens to their kids are at schools; they are essentially people
who have been able to aVord the fees, but because ofthe kids who are not quite so bright and what

happens to those if you are encouraging more of the divorce or loss of job they then need funding. Part of
that is actually used to fund teachers’ children,bright ones to leave schools they would otherwise be

in and go to schools where there is a concentration which is a big benefit for teachers who go into
independent schools. We estimate the amount ofof bright young people.
money actually left to fund children who genuinelySir Peter Lampl: You are right that this is where we
need more than 50% of their fees paid is probablyoriginally focused and where a lot our focus is. We
less than 1%. Yes, there is a lot more thathave now developed the work of the trust and we
independent schools could be doing and I made thisnow start with early years, in primary and
point at the HMC conference; I made a speech theresecondary. We try to cover the whole spectrum. I
about this and said there was a lot more they shouldthink my view is that action at the top does not
be doing in this respect.preclude action at the bottom or action in the

middle. We have a problem in all areas. The kinds of
things we are proposing, which are related to Q334 Chairman: You have done a lot of work. Have
independent schools and grammar schools, are not any of your projects led you to the conclusion that
in any way suggesting going back to a selective they could be generalised? Are there things we could
system or increasing selection. What we are saying is take up as a government?
that there are some high performing schools out Sir Peter Lampl: Yes, there are several. Let us stay
there, but when you look at the data they are almost with this topic; there are obviously SATs and higher
exclusively the domain of well-oV kids and we think education, but we are not talking about those.
there are some practical ways in which you can make Staying with this topic, we are now into the fourth
those opportunities available to a wider audience. year of the scheme in the Belvedere school, we have
Just to address your point about the so-called proposed to the government that scheme be
creaming oV eVect, one of the things you will have expanded to 12 schools. That scheme could be
read about is the school in Liverpool, the Belvedere expanded to over 100 or 200 schools eventually.
school, which is an independent school where we There is no shortage of candidates, of schools which
have provided open access to everybody. The facts would like to do it. These are schools which are in the
are that 72 children a year go to that school and we, inner cities, independent schools which would like
together with the Girls’ Day School Trust, are essentially to have “needs-blind” admissions, as the
funding just over 50 a year, so it is over 70%. We take Americans call it; we call it open access. This means
from all over Liverpool and surrounding areas. that children are admitted to those schools
When you look at the transition from primary to irrespective of their ability to pay. That scheme can
secondary in the catchment area of the school, it is be expanded cost eVectively; the average cost we are
about 10,000 a year. We are looking at 50 who might paying per pupil at the Belvedere school works out
not have gone to state schools who are going to the at about £3,400, because we are paying about 55% to
Belvedere school. It is not a big eVect. What we are 60% of the fees, that is the Girls’ Day School Trust
doing is recognising reality. There are these schools and The Sutton Trust, and parents are paying the
out there. We are into the seventh year of a Labour rest. Essentially we have a partnership between
Government, little has been done in a meaningful sponsors, which in our case means us and the
way about independent schools in terms of working parents. If the government stepped into our shoes,
with them. Grammar schools are still here, seven they could be funding an excellent school for a little
years later. I am just recognising reality. These bit less than the full cost of a state school place. The
schools are there, they are obviously excellent economics of it work and we have suggested that
schools and what we are trying to do is give kids who initially it could be expanded to a dozen schools and
otherwise would not have the opportunity to go eventually to many more schools. We could talk
there, the opportunity to go there. about the other scheme which is the Pate’s scheme,

but maybe you want to open up to other people. I
should just like to say that the Pate’s scheme, where

Q333 Chairman: Do you think there is an we have taken a state school which has very low free
opportunity to develop your particular ideas in that school meals eligibility, and it has essentially
regard through the modification of the charitable become, like many good state schools, not just
status of private sector schools? grammar schools but also comprehensive, a middle-
Sir Peter Lampl: When you look at private sector class school and we are spending about £40,000 a
schools, unfortunately they do not do a huge year to put in a full-time outreach oYcer running
amount which is charitable. The biggest thing they master classes at the school for children from
do is spend just over 6% of their income on funding primaries in under-privileged areas. We have
students who are not paying fees. They are increased the number of children going to the school
subsidising fees. When you look at where that is from these primaries substantially from an average
going, about half of that goes on scholarships which of about 7 per year to 20 last year. We have also had
are not means tested and are for up to a maximum 160 children1 on enrichment classes who are all
of 50% of the full fee. So half of the 6%, 3%, is not getting the benefit of spending time at a very good
really focused on the kind of kids we are trying to secondary school and creating relationships there.
help who are kids who cannot aVord the fees. If you
look at the other 3%, you find that a part of that is 1 Note by witness: There are in fact, 130 children on

enrichment classes, not 160.used to fund the parents who get into trouble while
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That is a scheme which could be taken up more is because physically parents cannot get their
children there. Also, over and above just thewidely. The one thing I have learned since doing

this educational philanthropy is that positive educational thing, the cost benefit shows that if you
bus all primary school—you could also busintervention actually works, not just in the schools

sector, but also in the university sector. There are secondary children—children who have to travel
over one mile, it would cost about £180 million totwo examples here. The success of the Belvedere

scheme has been a full-time outreach oYcer at the provide the buses and save you £450 million in terms
of saved time for parents, fewer environmentalschool, master classes at the school, working with

primaries. We take students from about 90% of the eVects, saved time for everybody else. It is a very
interesting proposition. I think something you needprimary schools in the catchment area. This has been

a scheme which has been generally accepted and to think about as part of this inquiry is the whole
taken up by large numbers of people. transportation aspect of this.

Q335 JeV Ennis: May I go back to your Q336 JeV Ennis: As the Chairman knows, I have
memorandum and the conclusion you drew about mentioned home to school transport at a number of
the fact that in the case of school admissions choice previous evidence sessions, not just on this subject.
is something which is disproportionately available It seems to have a very low priority with the
to the middle classes, and you have already quoted Secretary of State in terms of educational provision,
the Belvedere example and the Pate’s scheme? In the because it is not directly into the classroom. It
types of LEAs I represent in Doncaster there is no appears to me that you are guiding us more towards
independent sector. How can we develop a best a hands-on involvement by the local education
practice model when there is no independent sector authority in terms of the school admissions policy.
available over and above this Pate’s scheme? Would that be the case?
Sir Peter Lampl: I presume, like everywhere else in Sir Peter Lampl: Yes, I think it should be more
the country, Doncaster is an urban area, you are proactive. To think that you are going to come up
going to have a big disparity, some good state with a set of rules so theoretically everyone has
schools and some not so good state schools. There choice is just not the reality. There are two things
are several things you can do. The first is clearly that here. One is that the rules are quite diYcult to devise
if you have a good state school which has a anyway in the first place. Secondly, you cannot
disproportionate mix of children from well-oV prove this but I always suspect that covert selection
backgrounds, you can do something positive at is always going on over and above the rules. To think
relatively low cost. I want to come on to a couple of you can just devise a set of rules which is correct is
issues, which have developed since we submitted our not the answer. You have to expose kids to the
memorandum. One is to let children from less- opportunities and you have to let them partake of
privileged backgrounds know what choices are those opportunities if they decide to take up those
available to them. Very often they do not know. opportunities. Most importantly, you have to give
Middle-class people usually know. That is the kind them a way of getting there reasonably eYciently
of thing we are doing in Cheltenham. We are and I am advocating free school busing. Right now
actually exposing them to the opportunity. The they cannot: unless you go to your local school you
second thing is making that opportunity available if do not get subsidised to go to school. Even if you did,
they decide they want to do it, or giving them a buses do not generally run from your home to the
chance. Obviously in the case of an independent school. It can be very inconvenient to get from home
school this requires funding, but in the case of a state to school on public transport. That is a big area.
school, it just means they are sensitive to them
applying. The other side of the coin, which I know

Q337 JeV Ennis: You have already indicated thatsome of your previous witnesses have talked about,
we have a mixed economy in education in thishas been physically getting kids to a school of their
country. There is no totally comprehensive localchoice. Since we submitted our memorandum, we
education authority area. Is there a model which youhave had the Boston Consulting Group do a study of
would recommend to the Committee in terms ofschool transport, of getting kids to school. It is very
achieving equity in school admissions, one whichobvious from that, for instance, if you take the
can favour kids from poorer backgrounds whosebottom income quintile, that the average distance
parents are not particularly interested in whichmost kids travel to school is just over one mile. If you
school they go to as well as the kids from middle-take the top income quintile in this country, they
class backgrounds?travel almost three miles. There is a huge diVerence.

If you look at car ownership, the bottom quintile has Sir Peter Lampl: School transport, proactive
intervention in situations are the key issues. In termsabout 0.6 cars per family. The top quintile has

almost two. This is not just a matter of saying we of getting the rules right, I have a lot of sympathy
with having fewer admissions authorities. You havehave to provide transport. This is a big issue. In fact

what we have looked in some detail at is school so many admissions authorities, the thing is so
complicated, so many schools do their ownbusing and it is a very exciting and interesting

proposition. You can actually bus kids to school admissions. You should try as far as possible to have
the LEA do the admissions and go for that model. Ivery cost eVectively and do a huge amount for social

inclusion. A lot of the reason for kids from less- have seen that some of the previous witnesses have
testified to that.privileged background not exercising school choice
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Q338 Valerie Davey: By contrast to JeV’s, my and we have funded and looked at all those
constituency has ten independent schools. The need possibilities, is well worth doing, but to integrate the
there is to get the social mix in the 20 state schools. independent day schools in the inner cities truly into
Would you be prepared to look at working in the the education provision for everybody is really the
other direction? If diverse social mix is a criterion of way to go. I agree that there will be some selection.
a good school, then we actually need it the other You are not increasing selection as those schools are
way. already selective, you are just maybe selecting some
Sir Peter Lampl: Yes, that is right. You have to get diVerent kinds of people; other people will be being
diverse social mixes as far as you can in independent selected. At the moment well-oV people have the
schools and state schools. opportunity to opt out of the state sector into what

are by and large academically the best schools in the
Q339 Valerie Davey: So the admissions policy in country. There was a headline in the Sunday Times
Bristol needs to be looking at both. which is what is wrong with this country. The
Sir Peter Lampl: Yes. We have to take the headline said “Top state school in Reading got
independent sector into account in all of this and as better results than Harrow”. It damn well should. I
far as possible I should like to include them in the am sorry, but Harrow is not a very good academic
solution. Just because they are not under school. This was a huge “Isn’t that amazing? They
government control, etcetera, it is really important. actually did better than Harrow”. I am sorry, but
A lot of them would like to help. I think we have when I was at school you could go to the best
come up with a scheme which does make sense and academic school in this country for free and that isis acceptable to a lot of independent schools, which

the way it should be. We all accept that these privateis this voluntary “needs-blind” admission. I really
schools should all be better and we have to get awaythink that can help the situation.
from this “Oh, it’s a private school, we don’t like
you” or “It’s a grammar school”. There is too muchQ340 Valerie Davey: It helps the situation in
dogma and ideology in all this. Let us try to beindependent schools inasmuch as you get highly
practical.academic youngsters from low income families, but

it does not help in my situation because of the
disproportionate number of schools from which that

Q341 Valerie Davey: But also let us be fair. Whatminority left would then be coming. Your proposal
you are actually saying is that what you want for theis actually based on academic selection, which is
best youngsters is a social mix as well which giveswhere I think the Chairman started. Academic
them that edge.selection in a situation like mine denudes the state
Sir Peter Lampl: Yes, I want the best youngsters,sector of the relatively small numbers of high
who have the ability and the aptitude, to have theachievers if we are not very careful. I do want to say
opportunity to go to these academic schools.to you, that like you I am facing reality rather more

than I did in the past. Therefore I met the heads of
my independent sector schools last week. They are

Q342 Valerie Davey: Where does that leave the rest?looking for options and opportunities to work with
state schools and we are trying to come up with ideas Sir Peter Lampl: I am not looking at going towards a
which do not say to the state sector “You’re not as totally selective system. We are talking about maybe
good as us”. They are sensitive enough to realise that 100 or 200 schools. The main focus has to be to
you cannot just go around saying “You’re no good. improve state schools full stop. We are focusing on
What can we do for you?”. Have you any other ideas that. That does not preclude doing something to
which you can relate to our situation, which might open up the top end. That is all I am saying. I agree
bring those links together in a way which is with you. We happen to be funding four specialist
positively beneficial to both sides? schools a year. I know you have doubts about that
Sir Peter Lampl: We actually pioneered so-called programme. I happen to think it has some merits.
independent/state school partnerships and that is Most of our eVort is focused on the state sector and
originally how I got involved with the government. improving general provision for everybody, but we
We got a couple of schemes going with King would like to open up the top end as well.
Edward’s Birmingham and Dulwich College Dr Stone: May I add that one example where this
working with state schools and then the Labour sort of scheme might best fit the situation you find in
Government came in in 1997 and abolished the your constituency is in the outreach? In the Pate’s
assisted places schemes. I was introduced to Stephen scheme in particular the key to this is that you are
Byers and we then got the independent/state schools not just dealing with a scheme which is interested inpartnership schemes oV the ground. Those are

creating good recruitment for the school, you arehelpful and actually that scheme could be much
actually dealing with a scheme where we have a full-bigger than it is. It is running at about £2 million to
time member of staV who goes into these primary£3 million a year and could be a much bigger
schools for a morning a week every single week. Thatscheme2. I do not really think it is the answer. It is a
is the sort of interaction which, if you replicated it insort of sticking plaster. To have partnerships in all
the independent sector in Bristol you would have asorts of ways, joint use of facilities, classes, etcetera,
dedicated member of staV who is providing outreach
and relationship building as well. That is a key to the2 Note by witness: It is running at about £1.25 million this year

rising to £2 million in 2005–06. success of some of these things.
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Q343 Valerie Davey: We are beginning to think, hard data which are the results at the end of the day.
The value added stuV is very soft and suspect at thisfrom my meeting last week, that someone as a

catalyst eVect, a neighbourhood link to other links, point, It cannot take into account what is a more
important factor even than the ability of the child,might be useful.

Dr Stone: Exactly and that develops a relationship which is the level of parental support. If I took two
schools, one where they were all Afro-Caribbean orwhereby it is not the independent school saying

“We’re better than you and let us help you”, it is white working class and they all tested the same as
another school with, say, Asian children or childrenmuch more developed.
from middle-class backgrounds, they could all test
the same but you and I know at the end of the dayThe Committee suspended from 4.30 pm to 4.40 pm
as a headmaster that the school with the Asianfor a division in the House.
children is going to show huge value added. Has that
been added because the school has added that value?

Q344 Chairman: Basically the evidence we get from Is it because they have supportive parents, parents
the PISA studies and places like that is that the making sure the kids do their homework, making
system which seems to benefit most children across sure the kids behave properly, all that stuV? For the
the piece is a non-selective system entirely. How do kid who has the ability, that child is probably going
you react to that sort of evidence or do you think it to do better in a selective school. From a system
does not make any diVerence to the system we point of view, I agree with you if you have a wholly
already have in the UK? selective system, which we had in this country, and I
Sir Peter Lampl: As you know, in all previous am not at all advocating going back to that. It
surveys we actually did rather poorly. We did much worked much better in Germany where there are
better in PISA. We have a study under way to look three types of school and kids move between schools
at all that. I have lived in Germany, worked in after the selection takes place and selection takes
Germany, owned businesses in Germany and I think place at a later age, so I think there are lots of
their selective system works quite well. I know they benefits there. The PISA stuV by itself is not the final
did poorly in PISA, but they have done better in answer on selection.
previous surveys. At the end of the day, according to
PISA we do quite well at the 14 or 15 level. We have a

Q345 Helen Jones: We have heard from you aboutbig fallout at 16 and 17 and, if you look at the OECD
how you think children of high academic abilitydata, when our kids get out into the big wide world,
could be dealt with. Do you have any suggestions forthe workplace, we are way behind other countries in
how we might improve the performance of many ofterms of the level of education and training. I think
our children who are of average ability or even thoseon a whole system basis that the jury is still out. It is
who have a special need, using the system such as thea theoretical discussion: we are not going to go back
one you have told us about? I think you will acceptto a selective system in this country, there is no way.
that it is relatively easy for a school to produce veryWe did it very badly, let us be honest. The people
good results when it has a highly academicallywho were deselected had a pretty rough time and the
selected intake. Have you done any work you wouldmethod of selection was, and still is today, pretty
like to tell the Committee about on how we mightbizarre: just to have a single test and then draw a line
improve the results for many of the other children inabove a certain number and everyone above the
the system?number gets in and those below it do not. The way
Sir Peter Lampl: One of the things we are funding,other countries do it is a better way to go. I am
although we have not done any independentfamiliar with Germany where it is done by
research, is specialist schools. We are funding theconsensus, where people move between schools after
Phoenix school as a specialist school. We are lookingthey are selected. You could argue that maybe an
at low-performing inner city schools where we putunselective system, where you have some sort of
one of our people on the governing body, we putsetting in schools, works quite well. I am very happy
some money into the deal and work with thoseto accept that. For the brighter kids, if you said to
schools. I know there is a lot of debate about howthe average middle-class person who does not really
well they do. I happen to think that the data which ishave a political aYliation that they could send their
produced is optimistic on their performance and thechild to a grammar school if they were of that
Committee came to that conclusion. Some of it doesability—forget the system benefits—to an individual
stick. The fact that they have to put together agrammar school in an area, rather like my old
strategic plan means the school gets more of a focusschool, where there is only one grammar school in
and in those sorts of ways, yes, we are working. TheCheltenham, Cheltenham Grammar School, they
other route of City Academies is somewhat morewould perceive that child would do better in that
controversial, just because of the amounts of moneyschool than if he went to a comprehensive because he
involved. I am not sure that investing £20 million orwould with his peers and because there would be a
£30 million in a school for 700 or 800 children is costcertain ethos of achievement in the school, he would
eVective. I cannot say I have a better idea, butbe getting better qualified teachers and people with
something the Committee should be thinking aboutdegrees in the subject, all that sort of stuV. For the
is persuading someone like myself to put a bit ofindividual child, there is no question that a kid who
money in, though the whole thing is mainlyis selected will probably do better in the selective
government funded. I really have a question-marksystem. Okay so there is a comprehensive school

which has better value added, but people look at the over whether putting that much money in one
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school, new buildings, new staV, making it a quasi- independent schools and have nothing to do with the
state schools. If that automatic right is aVected, if theindependent school, is money well spent and

whether it could not be spent more eVectively in good independent schools are removed from that
equation, I believe the knock-on eVect will be thatother ways.
they will become much more interested in this. One
of the problems we have in this country, which isQ346 Helen Jones: Would you envisage, under the
totally wrong, is that people with means and goodsystem you outlined to us as a possibility,
jobs and money are not really engaging with theindependent schools taking in, for example, children
state sector, because they are not part of it and theyof average ability from poorer families as opposed to
are not using it and they have an opt-out. If you werechildren of high academic ability from poorer
to close oV that opt-out to a certain extent, like thefamilies or even children with special needs?
Belvedere scheme, saying “Hey, you can’t just comeSir Peter Lampl: The selective independent schools
here because you can aVord the fees” and a lot ofon which we have been focusing will not want to do
those kids were to be displaced, there would be muchthat and if you try to get them to do that they will say
more interest in the state sector, which would be athey are not going to participate in the scheme. It is
good thing.very diYcult. There are some independent schools,

and you could talk to the Independent Schools’
Council, which are less academic and which are Q349 Mr Turner: So it is soft educational

achievement measures rather than hard educationalprepared to do that kind of thing. You could expand
the scheme to the less academic independent schools achievement measures. I think you said both, did

you not?who are not taking a highly able intake.
Dr Stone: That is right. We tend always to focus on Sir Peter Lampl: I said both; yes.
the highest performing independent schools. There
is a vast selection out there. I was recently giving Q350 Mr Turner: But the hard educational
evidence to the Bedford Charity which owns four achievement measures . . . ?
independent schools in the Bedford area and is Sir Peter Lampl: The hard educational achievement
currently considering what it should do with those measures are if you let kids from less privileged
schools and is thinking about the mix of intake. They backgrounds go to independent schools. There is no
have a very diVerent attitude to selection than, say, question that if you send the same child to an
the Belvedere does or some of the top academic independent school—and this has been researched
independent schools. They are looking at a broader by LSE and the Institute of Education in London—
intake and wondering how best to make their as opposed to a state school there is higher value
bursary schemes serve the community in the best added in an independent school, just because of
way they can. They are looking at special needs and resources and all those sorts of reasons.
they are looking at the sort of students you are
talking about. There are enough independent

Q351 Mr Turner: In your statement you say thatschools out there with diVerent approaches and
there has been a fall in mobility between the 1960sdiVerent constituencies that it would be possible to
and 1970s on the one hand and the 1970s and 1980sexpand it in a variety of ways.
on the other. To what do you attribute that fall in
mobility?

Q347 Mr Turner: I take it that you believe that Sir Peter Lampl: It is not me. I will tell you what the
social selectivity is a bad thing. research attributes that to. Two major reasons. The
Sir Peter Lampl: Yes; in general I agree. first one is that actually the gap has widened

enormously between the bottom and the top over
that period. If you look at what people in the CityQ348 Mr Turner: Is that because of its educational

outcomes, or is there another reason? were earning compared with teachers 30 years ago,
not just teachers but working class people etcetera,Sir Peter Lampl: There are two reasons. One is the

educational outcomes. I also think that you learn as that gap has grown enormously. This means that
you have a bigger gap to jump than previously, inmuch from the children you were at school with and

at university with as you do from the school. It is a order to become more mobile. There is a bigger
disparity in income. The second reason thereal shame that we have a system in this country

where children go into independent schools when researchers have come up with has been that
although there has been increased educationalthey are three or four years’ old and they stay in that

system the whole time and all they meet are children opportunities which have been created over that
period, they have gone disproportionately to well-with the same sort of backgrounds. I think that

causes a lot of problems in our society and the fact oV people and that has been because well-oV people
are getting their kids into independent schools,that children from less privileged backgrounds are

not mixing with those children has a lot of social getting their kids into good state schools, getting
their kids into university. You have seen theoutcomes which are undesirable. That is one of the

reasons I am very interested in bringing independent university participation rate for kids from the lowest
social classes is about one in eight and at the top endschools into the education provision for everybody,

so you do get more of a social mix, both in it is eight out of ten. There is a huge disparity, much
bigger than other countries, far bigger than theindependent schools and state schools. I really have

a question-mark over this. At the moment people United States, where you are looking at 45% from
the bottom income quartile getting into university.with means can aVord to send their children to
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We are about 15% on that basis. What has happened sector in this country. If you look at the surveys they
are probably, arguably, academically some of theis that although increased educational opportunity

has been created in this country, clearly more people best schools in the world. One of the reasons is that
they compete with each another and they are verygoing to university, it has gone disproportionately to

the haves rather than the have-nots. competitive and they compete with state schools. I
do think competition raises standards; I believe it
does.Q352 Mr Turner: You are saying that increased

educational opportunity was created between these
two periods, that is the 1960s to 1970s, compared Q359 Mr Pollard: You implied at the beginning ofwith the 1970s to 1980s.

your presentation that you were disappointed in theSir Peter Lampl: Yes; children born in those periods.
Labour Government. You said that six years in and
we are where we are. I just wondered whether my

Q353 Mr Turner: I am sorry, I thought you were reading of that was correct and if it was correct, what
talking about those who went to school. Children would you suggest should have been done?
born. Sir Peter Lampl: The Labour Government has beenSir Peter Lampl: They took a birth cohort from the good in some areas and not so good in others. In1950s and they took a birth cohort from 1970 and terms of what was done in primary schools, in termscompared them 30 years later, the relationship of raising standards, it has been great and that hasbetween parents and children from the 1950 cohort

been a good thing; what is now going on incompared with the 1970 cohort. They discovered
secondary schools with specialist schools in anotherthat the earnings and social position of children born
area. The Labour Government is trying to improvein 1970 was much more closely related to their
the general level of education in this country, whichparents’ earnings and social position than kids born
is a great thing. What it has not done is address thein the 1950s.
issues of social justice in my opinion, both at the
school end and at the university end. I think it has

Q354 Mr Turner: Most people would observe stayed away from that for political reasons. It has
that the biggest single change which took place for been very disappointing that there has not beenthose who were born in the 1950s compared with more action in this area of selection into schools,those who were born in the 1970s, was the abolition secondary schools. It has left the independent sectorof grammar schools or the large-scale diminution of alone basically. It has said it is not going to challengethe London grammar schools.

the charitable status, it has done a few partnerships,Sir Peter Lampl: That was one of the things which
it has sort of ignored it. I do not think that is the righttook place and the other thing which took place was
answer. It has not really done anything aboutbig expansion in universities, which was another
grammar schools. I think the answer to grammararea of opportunity. I am not sure you can attribute
schools is not to abolish them, but to open them upthat to the abolition of grammar schools.
and make them available to a wider audience. A lot
of them are eVectively free private schools for

Q355 Mr Turner: Attribute what? middle-class kids and that is wrong. In terms of
Sir Peter Lampl: Attribute the decreased social improving social mobility and social justice, it hasmobility to the abolition of grammar schools. I am been very disappointing. In terms of trying to raisenot sure that conclusion follows. education standards overall, it has done okay. It has

not changed the balance of who benefits from those.
Q356 Mr Turner: You have no evidence to the You are focusing on a really crucial aspect, which is
contrary but— how kids get allocated to schools and how it all
Sir Peter Lampl: I do not have any evidence but works. There are so many things. I keep coming
what has happened is that we got rid of grammar back to school busing which is a huge social
schools in order to try to improve social mobility inclusion issue, which government has not
and what we put in its place was supposedly a addressed: school transport. In the States and
comprehensive system, but it has not worked that Canada it is very diVerent. It is the school’s
way unfortunately. responsibility to get your kid from home and to

school. The school day starts when the kid leaves
Q357 Mr Turner: It has reduced social mobility. home and actually finishes when the kid gets back
Sir Peter Lampl: I am not sure. The school system from school. It is very interesting. Here it is your
has and the fact that many opportunities at problem. I am sorry, but if you do not have a second
universities have gone disproportionately to the car, theoretically you have the choice to go to a
middle classes. It is a combination of schools and school of your choice but in practice you do not. The
universities which has done that. government say there is actually school choice, but

we all know deep down that a lot of people do not
Q358 Mr Pollard: Does competition between have school choice. What I am concerned about is to
diVerent schools and diVerent types of school raise get real school choice.
standards?
Sir Peter Lampl: You are talking to someone who

Q360 Mr Pollard: It is interesting that you mentionhas spent most of his life in business and has been
choice. I shall give you an example in my owncompeting in all sorts of businesses. In general I

think that is true. We have a very strong independent constituency. We have a girls’ school.
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Sir Peter Lampl: What is your constituency? Sir Peter Lampl: I do not want to come in and say
you have to have a certain percentage. We have
looked at the top 200 state schools and it is prettyQ361 Mr Pollard: St Albans; it is very middle class.
shocking. They have 3% free school meals. I wouldIt is heavily oversubscribed: 180 are admitted each
say to all those schools, the London Oratories, theyear and they have about 300 applicants, so little
Pate’s grammar schools—Pate’s is doing itchoice there. It is obviously popular. Would you
voluntarily—that they really have a social mixsuggest that this school should be expanded so that
problem and we would like them to do somethingit satisfies all the choice that is in the system?
about that. There are ways of doing it and we have aSir Peter Lampl: That is a very diYcult question.
model and maybe you provide the school with some
funding. It has to be a soft touch approach. To go in

Q362 Mr Pollard: You have been forthright so far, saying everyone has to have at least 10% free school
Sir Peter. meals, the average is 17, is wrong. When you see the
Sir Peter Lampl: I do not have a strong view on this grammar schools on 2.1%—
one. It is a very diYcult question whether you let
schools expand. There is obviously an optimal size Q365 JeV Ennis: You certainly think schools should
for school and if you double the school because you look in admissions terms at trying to—
have double the applicants, it is not clear that is Sir Peter Lampl: Absolutely. I would be saying to
going to work anyway and then you have to look at those schools, we would like them to work on their
the eVect on other schools. I do not have a strong social mix, but in a sensitive way, persuading kids
view on that. There are many people better qualified to apply.
to give you an opinion on that.

Q366 Mr Simmonds: You said that competition
Q363 Chairman: There is a bit of me, when I hear raises standards.
some of the things you say, which would have Sir Peter Lampl: Yes; I think it does.
thought you would support something like banding:
a school with a diverse background but a range of

Q367 Mr Simmonds: You think competition raisesabilities mixed together and educated together. That
standards. Assuming that choice is part ofin a sense is as important for many people as your
competition, do you think that a solution to theability mix across the social divide. Are you against
problem you are identifying is to increase the choicebanding?
that parents have as to the number and type ofSir Peter Lampl: I do not think I am. I still have some
schools they could choose to send their children to?questions around how it really works in practice,
Sir Peter Lampl: There is a trade-oV here. If you getbecause, as I understand it, maybe you or somebody
too many schools coming in, if you have acan explain it, a school can elect a certain number of
completely free market, I am not sure I am really forbands and then if it is over-subscribed it has to
that. If you just open the whole thing up, you areaccept a certain number of children in relation to
going to get even more diVerential choice betweenhow many are in the band. I presume those children
the well-oV and the not-so-well-oV. A certainare then actually selected on a random basis. Say
amount of choice is desirable. I am not sure I wouldthere are three times as many children or applicants
just say that every school is its own admissionsin a certain band as there are places, I assume that is
authority and they have complete freedom of choice.then done on a random basis. In a perverse sort of
I am not sure I would go that far. There is a trade-way, if I am in a middle-class area, there are going to
oV here.be lots more kids in the top bands—I am just trying

to think how it works—would it not behove me to
persuade my child not to do so well in those tests and Q368 Mr Simmonds: Do you not accept that in the
maybe there is a lot more room at the bottom end? purest argument, if you had total free choice, people
It seems a little perverse. I do not know how it works. would not choose based on a monetary decision-
I like the idea. The other thing is that you are making process? They would make a choice on what
banding in terms of ability and not parental was best for their particular child, irrespective of the
background and parental support is as big if not a socio-economic background they came from.
bigger factor than ability. I believe you can assure an Therefore you would solve that socio-economic
ability mix with banding, assuming everyone is problem you are talking about.
taking the test straight up, but can you really assure Sir Peter Lampl: Yes, I think there is an argument
a social mix? I am very interested in banding: I just for that.
have some questions as to how it might work in
practice and whether it gives you the end result Q369 Chairman: Just to conclude, okay, you have
you want. been in this business of delving into a whole range of

very interesting areas for six or seven years now, if I
remember rightly. If you were Secretary of State,Q364 JeV Ennis: I do not know that you would

advocate it, Sir Peter, but you obviously put great what changes would you make in general? Is there
anything in admissions that you would change thatstore on getting a better social mix, which I totally

agree with. Do you think we ought to have a you think would be, not exactly a silver bullet but,
the most positive way to change the system weminimum percentage of children which each school

ought to have on free school meals? have now?
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Sir Peter Lampl: What would I change in general? and primary schools at 9 to 9.15. We could then have
at least four guaranteed bus runs per day and spreadWe have worked in a number of areas. University
out the whole thing. The rush hour is becoming aadmissions need to be sorted out and we have a task
huge issue. There are many practical things like that.force working on that, in which I am involved. That
I would like to see us getting away from things likewhole area, which you have looked at and we have
City Academies, which are huge amounts of moneyall looked at, is something I would change. The other
and create big publicity, and trying to come up withthing on the university side is university funding.
practical, cost eVective solutions to our education.Incidentally, I almost completely agree with your

Committee’s recommendations on that and totally
Q370 Chairman: You used the word “ideology”,support that and have come out in print on that. On
we did not. What ideological policy does thisthe school side, what I would really change, is that
Government have which you would like to change?one of the problems with education has been that
Sir Peter Lampl: I think this Government is opposedthere has been so much change, even in the short
to any selection. If ever I suggest doing anythingtime I have been involved, which has been nearly
with private schools or grammar schools—and Iseven years now, there have been four Secretaries of
have suggested it to three secretaries of state now,State for Education, five Schools Ministers, four
they are not very interested, they just do not want toHigher Education Ministers, a lot of turnover in the
know. It is “I don’t want to get involved withCivil Service. I would say that is no way to run a
grammar schools and independent schools are notbusiness and in my opinion this should be run more
my department”. That is one thing. There is alike a business and we should be coming up with
hostility to selection and I might share that butmore practical cost eVective solutions to problems. I
practically selection is taking place whether you likewish we could get away from ideology and really it or not. This ideological thing of not wanting to be

come up with practical solutions like the sorts of involved in anything which is selecting is another
things we have proposed here. School busing should problem. I find it amazing that this Government has
be looked at very carefully. Just one of the things I used the private sector in health, in schools, in
would focus on is looking at the school starting certain areas like running LEAs, etcetera, but in
times; it is a really important issue. In the States terms of the biggest private competence in this
there are three types of schools: elementary schools country in education, private schools, they have not
start at seven thirty, middle schools start at eight really in any eVective way to use that resource for the
fifteen, high schools start at nine. That means you general good. I think there are some ideological
can bus all the kids and you can get three runs in the reasons why that is. I should like to see us very
morning, a lot of trips in the middle of the day to practically use that resource. We have a proposal,
take them to museums, etcetera, and you get three in and there are others, on how you could work with
the afternoon. It is a very eYcient way of getting kids the independent sector in a meaningful way.
to school. One of the things, if I were Secretary of Chairman: Sir Peter, thank you very much for your
State, that I would be looking at very carefully, is time and your evidence. You have been as full and

frank as ever. Thank you very much indeed.starting secondary schools between 8.00 and 8.15

Memorandum submitted by Dr Ian Birnbaum, Strategic Director, Learning for Life, London Borough of
Sutton, and Chairman, Pan-London Co-ordinated Admissions Executive Board (SA 16)

This written evidence is submitted by Dr Ian Birnbaum, Chief Education OYcer of the London Borough
of Sutton, who is writing here in his capacity as Chair of the Pan-London Co-ordinated Admissions
Executive Board. This Board is responsible for overseeing and steering through the Pan-London Co-
ordinated Admissions Project.

Background to the Pan-London Co-ordinated Admissions Project

Through his work with the Department for Education & Skills in helping to put together the new
framework and regulations for Co-ordinated Admissions, Dr Birnbaum established a framework for an
approach to co-ordinated admissions throughout the whole of London. On behalf of London authorities
Wandsworth Borough Council made a bid to the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister for funding to provide
the information and communications technology infrastructure to allow this project to happen. The bid was
successful and in April 2003 the ODPM made available £1,485,000 for the project.

What is the Project?

The project creates an infrastructure so that applications and oVers for secondary school places can be
fully co-ordinated across London. To understand how this will be done, we need first to summarise the key
aspects of co-ordination which have to be in place by 2005.
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Under the new regulations for co-ordinating secondary admissions each local authority has a
responsibility as both a Maintaining LEA and a Home LEA. As a Maintaining LEA it is responsible for
co-ordinating all the applications made to the schools that it maintains whether those applications come
from parents inside the LEA or outside it. As a Home LEA it has a responsibility to ensure the co-ordination
of applications made by its residents whether those applications are to its own schools or to schools outside
the authority.

The regulations impose upon the Home LEA fairly minimal responsibilities for co-ordination but they
do provide it with the power to go much further than this. The minimal level of co-ordination that the Home
LEA must provide is to make available a common application form on which all residents will set out their
preferences in rank order. The Home LEA is then required to send that information to admission authorities
within the Home LEA and to other Maintaining LEAs for applications outside the Home LEA.

It does have the power, however, assuming there is mutual agreement between LEAs, to eliminate
multiple oVers arising from diVerent Maintaining LEAs making oVers to the same parent. The Pan-London
Co-ordinated Admissions Project establishes this process across the whole of London and the LEAs
adjoining London.

The intention is for the 2005 admissions that all 33 London boroughs together with the eight LEAs
adjoining London will co-operate to eliminate all multiple oVers. This means that no parent will receive
more than one oVer from the 41 local authorities. Given that no local authority can make more than one
oVer this should ensure that no parent receives more than one oVer. The only multiple oVers that will remain
will be from the City Technology Colleges (which unfortunately are not part of the regulations) and from
independent schools.

What are the Benefits of Eliminating Multiple Offers?

In essence one person’s multiple oVer is another person’s lack of oVer. By ensuring that no one gets more
than one oVer it should be possible to satisfy the preferences of far more parents at the point of which the
oVer is made. And because far fewer parents will be left with no oVer under such a system it will also reduce
the anxiety and frustration which many parents and pupils feel.

Whilst the system cannot guarantee that every pupil will be made an oVer on oVer date it will go a long
way to ensure that most do. It cannot guarantee an oVer for every child because in some areas a large degree
of over-subscription will mean that only when multiple oVers from independent schools and City
Technology Colleges are removed will it be possible to allocate places to everyone.

How Will the System Work?

In order to ensure that all 41 participating LEAs co-ordinate their admissions eVectively in what is a very
complex operation we are using the ODPM grant to ensure that each local authority has a local admissions
system and that these systems all connect to a Pan-London Register, eVectively a central database. Each
local admissions system will transmit information between itself and other local admissions systems via the
Pan-London Register.

The applications and preferences from all residents will be input into the Home LEA’s local admissions
system. The system will then relay to all the Maintaining LEAs’ local admissions systems those applications
that are for those Maintaining LEAs’ schools. The local admissions system in each Maintaining LEA will
then receive from its local schools potential oVers that might be made and will determine which single oVer
to make usually by oVering the highest preference on the parents’ form amongst those schools potentially
making an oVer.

That information will then be sent back to the Home LEA’s local admissions system which will be able
to determine, again by reference to the parents’ form, which of the potential oVers from the Maintaining
LEAs it should make. Once again it will choose the one which is the highest on the parents’ form amongst
those Maintaining LEAs potentially making an oVer. The information will then be relayed back to the
Maintaining LEAs’ local admissions systems which will then re-allocate any spare places.

The process will continue backwards and forwards until a steady state is reached. Once such a steady stage
is reached it means that there are no multiple oVers within the system. At that stage each Home LEA will
be in a position to make a single oVer.

Such a complex system could not operate without good quality local admissions systems and a database
to connect them all together. Our project has commissioned such systems and a database is in preparation
building on the ICT on-line infrastructure we already have in London, which we call the London Grid for
Learning.

Some local authorities already have a local admissions system and the project will provide funding to
ensure that they can interface properly with the Pan-London Register so that there is maximum automation
in the process.
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Why is This Project Important?

This project represents the most extensive level of admissions co-ordination ever developed in the United
Kingdom and possibly well beyond the United Kingdom shores. Indeed, it is probably the most complex
piece of co-ordination ever put in place for local government. More importantly, in the context of the Select
Committee’s work, it represents a pilot project which could be rolled out for England as a whole and, indeed,
it has been constructed with that very purpose. We envisage that within a few years of its going live in 2005
it will be possible to extend its operation so that admissions across the whole of England are co-ordinated in
this way. That would mean that no one in England as a whole would receive multiple oVers from maintained
schools, and if City Technology Colleges can be brought into the arrangements, which we believe they
should, only multiple oVers from independent schools would remain.

Further Developments

As well as this exciting project, London is also working with Hertfordshire on a parallel project which
will put in place an on-line admissions system for parents from 2005. It is intended that London will be a
pilot for this on-line project so that all London parents can, if they wish, make their applications on-line.
This part of the project is at a very early stage of development since we are currently concentrating on
establishing a co-ordinated admissions system. But we expect that both should be able to go live for 2005.

Conclusion

We believe that what we are doing in London in relation to admissions is highly significant and that the
success of the project will have considerable benefits for the parents and pupils of London and beyond. We
will be very happy to talk further to the Select Committee about the project and its implications and we will
be happy to provide further evidence, either in writing or orally, as required.

November 2003

Memorandum submitted by Mr Paul Robinson, Director of Education,
London Borough of Wandsworth (SA 30)

The London Context

Features:

— Hierarchy of schools in the eyes of parents which condition choice and satisfaction with the system.

— Large number of diVerent admission authorities, a mixture of admission criteria and appeal
arrangements.

— Significant movement of pupils across borough boundaries.

— Secondary schools with a large number of feeder primary schools.

— Highly developed independent sector, which attracts a higher percentage of able and motivated
pupils than the national average.

— Large number of multiple acceptances of oVers eVectively blocking the oVers to other children—
a state of aVairs, which will be largely though not totally eradicated by the new co-ordinated
admissions, arrangements.

— Variable picture in terms of transition and attainment between Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 3.

— High pupil mobility means that in most LEAs there is a significant but changing group of children
without a school place in-year (ie outside the normal admission round). Most LEAs do not have
a common source of information, for schools for which they are not the admission authority, on
which children are admitted and who is on waiting lists. When LEAs track children with no school
place it is diYcult to obtain up to date information, particularly for children getting school places
in neighbouring LEAs.

— As vacancies appear in all year groups in successful schools during the year (because of mobility)
this often means places are oVered to pupils on waiting lists who already have a place in another
school rather than placing children with no school place.

A few of the issues:

— Building confidence and trust in the whole system.

— Balancing the interest of individual schools with a wider corporate responsibility to support the
interests of all pupils.

— Cracking the conundrum of admissions outside the normal admissions round.

— Reducing the negative influences on the transition between Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 3 and
building on the positive.
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Witnesses: Dr Ian Birnbaum, Strategic Director, Learning for Life, London Borough of Sutton, Chair of the
Pan-London Admissions Executive Board and Mr Paul Robinson, Director of Education, London Borough
of Wandsworth, examined.

Q371 Chairman: May I invite Dr Ian Birnbaum and hierarchy of schools in the minds of parents, if they
cannot get their first choice school, even if theirMr Paul Robinson to join us? Thank you very much
second or third happen to be a very good schools,for joining us and thank you for spending your time
there is always going to be a degree oflistening to the earlier evidence session. Thank you
dissatisfaction. The accessibility of the schoolsvery much for giving up your time. This Committee
combined with the reality when admission criteriais looking at admissions. Although in the last batch
are applied to over-subscribed schools means that aof evidence we did roam very widely, we do really
lot of parents are going to be disappointed. It meanswant to focus on the admissions area. In a sense,
that a function of living in a conurbation is that therewhat we are trying to get under the skin of, is that if
could be dissatisfaction, especially when, in terms ofthere is any indicator at all—and there is a group of
pupil performance, there is such a wide variety fromindicators—the people who are least happy about
very high performing schools, which is partlythe admissions policy in our country are those who
reflected in the quality of the education they get, butlive in London. This is your expertise and you come
also partly a function of the ability of the youngsters,up with a very exciting proposal, the Pan-London
to schools which serve some of our most deprivedCo-ordinated Admissions Project, which you are
estates and which have large numbers of casualgoing to enlighten us about. May I start by asking
admissions, including asylum seekers and wherewhether you would like to say anything to kick us
pupil performance is a lot lower. If you happen to beoV? Could you encompass in part of what you have
a parent whose child can only secure a place in thatto say what you think is at the heart of the
school, when you have ambitions to go to anotherunhappiness about London’s education at the
one, you will be unhappy.moment? We have two leading parliamentarians

who expressed deep unhappiness about the state
sector in London just recently. What is going on in Q372 Chairman: The evidence suggests that most
London that you would like to tell the Committee parents have a high choice; even in London quite a
about? high percentage get the school of their choice, do
Dr Birnbaum: That is a big question. You want us to they not?
focus on admissions, but obviously there are plenty Dr Birnbaum: There is no evidence for that in terms
of other issues to do with London schools. What we of admissions across boundaries, because parents at
are about is trying to make access to schools in the moment do not rank their preferences across
London as fair and open as possible. One of the boundaries. At most what they do, if there is a co-
features of London, partly a consequence, I guess, of ordinated system within their own locality, is rank
some dissatisfaction with some schools in some them within that locality. Actually in many cases
areas, is that people are willing to move around quite they are forced into a position where they have to say
a bit in order to send their kids to schools. We have which is their most preferred school because that is
a lot of cross-border applications. This makes for a the only one basically which will look at them. If
very complicated system, a system where it is they do not put that one first, then they will not get
actually very diYcult for parents, particularly those the next one. One of the features of the system we are
who are not used to dealing with complex systems, going to talk about is that it does not do that, it
to predict what the outcomes are. So you have a removes that. It allows parents genuinely to say the
situation where some parents are playing the system one they most want. Okay their chances of getting it

might be slim, but it is the one they most want so theyquite well and are ending up with perhaps as many
put it first. The system we are proposing and in factas half a dozen oVers and other parents, who are less
most of the local authorities in London have nowable to play that system, end up with none at all.
signed up to this, would allow them to do that.Ultimately the thing evens out and oVers are made,
EVectively, if they do not get their first preference,but the anxiety which is involved for those parents
their second preference is treated as their firstwho do not get any oVers is very considerable. There
preference. That is very important.is also the issue about the exercise of choice or

preference and some parents do not seem to
understand or expect that they will be able to apply Q373 Mr Chaytor: In view of the issues you have
for any school other than their local one. That may identified which characterise the situation in
be true, but we want to provide a system which London specifically, given that you have both
eradicates, as far as possible, those multiple oVers I listened to the previous witness, is there anything in
mentioned and also encourages parents to express the evidence given by Sir Peter Lampl which you
their preferences. It does not solve the bigger think helps resolve the London problem?
London problem; an admissions system could not Mr Robinson: The commitment of people who are
do that. It does provide a more equal playing field on willing to invest time and money in state education is
which parents can make their choices. very positive. People have ideas about how we might
Mr Robinson: It is a very complicated question and improve education and enhance the links between
we could spend a lot of time talking about it. Least the maintained sector and the independent sector
a perception of there being great choice, because and that must be a good thing. We must try to learn
schools are so accessible in London because of the from one another. Where I guess I disagree with Sir
transport network. You can get to many schools Peter is that the problem, as I see it, is not with the

high achieving, most able youngsters. They tend towithout it being too diYcult a journey. There is a real
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thrive in most settings and when you can look at essence, what we are trying to do is to encourage as
various pieces of research evidence, it is diYcult to much flexibility as possible in terms of the
draw conclusions about which setting is best. Its preferences parents can make within the legal
possible that bright youngsters in grammar or framework we currently have. We are trying to avoid
independent schools may do marginally better than the situation where at the point of oVer some parents
if they went to a good comprehensive school, though get a number of oVers and others do not get any. To
it is hard to be certain. The children the state has to achieve that is quite a complex business. It sounds
look after and the children who are the most very simple. To achieve it just within a single
challenging tend to be the ones that are least wanted. authority is quite complex, to achieve overall is very
These are the ones who are going to display complex. It is well worth doing because it is those
challenging or bizarre behaviour, youngsters whose parents who are more socially disadvantaged who
parents are perhaps not going to be supportive, generally find themselves with no oVer, or what they
pupils who are going to be diYcult, the youngsters do is just put down their local school. It is to get
with special educational needs. By the way, there are away from that, that this scheme is there. Its
some children with special educational needs who outcomes are limited, but nevertheless they are very
are wonderful to teach. If they have a hearing beneficial.
impairment or are partially sighted or if they are
wheelchair-bound, everybody would like to educate

Q377 Mr Chaytor: From those parents who havethose children, particularly if they are reasonably
been used to having three or four oVers, do youbright. The children folk do not want are the ones
anticipate some backlash when, on 1 March nextwho are going to be awkward, cause disruption to
year, they realise they only have one oVer?lessons, children perhaps who have had a very
Dr Birnbaum: Obviously careful preparation will bedamaged upbringing, those are the children we
necessary. Parents who used to get three or fourshould measure the success of our education
oVers would still in the end have to choose one.system by.
What we are asking them to do eVectively is to
choose in advance. Rather than wait to see howQ374 Mr Chaytor: How does the Pan-London Co-
many they get, we are asking them to say up frontordinated Admissions Project tackle that issue? Is it
which they most want and to put that first; what theydeliberately designed to distribute those children
second most want and put that second and so on.more evenly between a larger number of schools?
Having done that, having made that commitment,Dr Birnbaum: No.
that then goes into the system and that is used. Those
parents who used to get three or four oVers arguably

Q375 Mr Chaytor: If not, are we not still stuck with are still getting the highest oVer that they wanted, it
the same problem of large concentrations of is just that they are making a commitment to what
challenging children in certain schools? they want in advance.
Dr Birnbaum: It is perhaps just worth saying a little
bit about what the project is trying to do.

Q378 Mr Chaytor: Will parents who wish to apply
for a selective school as well as a non-selective schoolQ376 Mr Chaytor: Before we move on could I just
be able to get the result of the test for the selectiveask you, Dr Birnbaum, about Sir Peter Lampl’s
school and if their child does not pass the test, willevidence as well? Do you think there is anything
they then be able to insist on their first priority for aspecific in what he has proposed, not just the fact
non-selective school?that he has lots of millions to spend? Is there any
Dr Birnbaum: Yes.single specific idea which would address the issues

you have identified?
Dr Birnbaum: Like Paul, I think any degree of

Q379 Mr Chaytor: How will that work between thecollaboration we can have across sectors is a good
date of the results of the test and 1 March?thing and indeed if, within the co-ordinated system,
Dr Birnbaum: Let me assure you first that we alreadywhich we will talk about, we had independent
have a limited version of what we are proposing inschools as well, that would be even better. The issue
Sutton where I work. We have had co-ordinatedis that you have high concentrations of pupils which
admissions within Sutton for four years and we havemost schools do not want in certain schools. That
one of the largest degrees of selection in the countryclearly aVects their ambiance, aVects their outcomes
with five grammar schools out of 14. It works and itand it is solving that that matters. Going back to the
works because if parents put down a grammarChairman’s question right at the beginning, there
school first, it is because that is what they most want.are what used to be called sink schools, schools like
They do not know at that stage whether their son isthat who for no fault of their own find themselves in
going to pass the test. Then they put the othercircumstances where to be a high achiever is very
schools they want. Later on their son or daughterdiYcult. They are a big problem and I did not
takes the test or tests. If they do not get through,actually hear anything in Sir Peter’s evidence which
their second choice then becomes their first choicewould lead me to believe he had a solution to that
because they have not got their first choice. So theyand that is a big issue. You asked whether our
are not disadvantaged in any way by having put ascheme can do that. It is not designed to do that, to
grammar school down first or the other way round.be honest. I guess what we are trying to do is limited,

although that limited outcome is pretty complex. In If they want to put a comprehensive school first, they
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can do that. They do not have to second guess what saying in eVect. They may not most want that
school, but they may have to calculate that if they dothe outcome is going to be and that is very

important. not put that school down because of where they live,
they will not get anything else. What that system is
doing is taking away their choice completely. WhatQ380 Mr Chaytor: Am I right in thinking this is a
the system is doing which we are describing ismatter of contention in Kent at the moment and is
opening it up. In that sense there does seem to be anthe adjudicator about to give a revised adjudication?
incompatibility between the two objectives.If the adjudicator’s final decision were that this was

not an acceptable form of practice because it gave
those parents who wished to put their children into Q383 Valerie Davey: It is interesting that we
a selective school two bites of the cherry, how would focused, rightly, on London with its complexity but
you respond in terms of the Pan-London Project? other areas of the country are looking at your
Dr Birnbaum: As I understand what the adjudicator system. Do you think it is unique to the London
is minded to say, this is about individual schools’ diversity or are there aspects of it which you think
own admission criteria. There are several schools in will be taken up in other areas in the country?
Kent who have criteria which include a requirement Dr Birnbaum: The need to co-ordinate admissions is
that they be put first. In a sense they are operating a something which is a nationwide one. Indeed within
first preference first system for them. Kent is putting the legal regulations there is a requirement for a
forward what I have just described, which is the limited amount of co-ordination, co-ordination
equal preference system, and is arguing that there is within each authority. The issue with London is that
an incompatibility between what the county system there is a great deal of cross-border movement, a
is and individual schools saying “You must apply to great number of cross-border applications and that
us first”. In a logical sense there is not an is why it matters so much to London. What I have
incompatibility because there is a strict distinction just described also happens on the edges of almost
between what each school does in terms of applying every other local authority. Even if you are in a
its criteria and what the local education authority county—and remember that we hope we are going
does in dealing with all the potential oVers which are to have eight counties which are going to be part of
coming from various schools. In that logical sense this system—if you are living on the edge of a county
there is none. I have to say it is up to the adjudicator then you are probably going to be applying to more
in the end what he says, but I believe that there is an than one authority. In that sense, there is still a need
incompatibility in terms of outcome if he allows that for some degree of co-ordination across boundaries.
to happen. If an authority, having got a scheme If that does not happen, then you are still going to
which allows that degree of flexibility to parents, have multiple oVers. Whilst the size of the authority
then has schools which can override it by saying they means it is not as pressing in some areas, it seems to
have to be put first, that seems to me to undermine me it is still necessary. We would see our project
the whole scheme. I do not know how Kent have perhaps in time being rolled out across the whole of
argued it with the adjudicator. I would hope, even if England, a form of UCCA system really I suppose.
the adjudicator is minded and goes ahead and does Quite what happens to Wales, I am not sure, but that
that, that if the same thing happens in London, we is certainly a possibility for England.
would want to argue very strongly that there is
incompatibility of outcome here whatever the logic

Q384 Valerie Davey: No less a person than theof the case.
Chief School Adjudicator reckoned it was going to
crash at some stage, three, five, seven years down the

Q381 Mr Chaytor: Given you said the co-ordinated line on the London basis, so taking an Englandwide
scheme is designed to make the whole process fairer basis it looks a gone conclusion. What was your
for more parents, would you accept therefore that it reaction to Dr Philip Hunter’s comment and how do
is incompatible to have a system which gives certain you feel about it?
parents two bites of the cherry? How can you defend Dr Birnbaum: I think we all want an evidence-based
the equal preference if the objective of the scheme is approach. I was not sure what evidence he was using
to make it fairer across the board? to make that judgment because clearly we have not
Dr Birnbaum: The equal preference does not give tried it before and indeed even the UCCA system,
anybody two bites of the cherry. What it is doing is complicated though it is, does work as a system. I
asking what you most want and if that school would not be suggesting that we roll it out to the
actually oVers you the place, then that is the one you whole of England straightaway, of course not. I
will get. think we need to get it right in London and London

is the hardest nut to crack. If we do get it right in
London, then the orders of magnitude to go fromQ382 Mr Chaytor: But if it does not, then you have

a fallback position. London to the country are actually not that great,
because logically the process is the same. We willDr Birnbaum: That is right; if it does not, what do

you second most want, what do you third most have in our system a number of failsafe elements,
and I do not just mean technological failsafewant? The problem with a first preference first

system is that it forces parents to guess in advance elements but legal elements, which will mean it is
possible, if a particular authority does not actuallywhat is the most likely outcome. They may not most

want the school which is saying if you do not put us give the information it should, for that authority’s
oVers to have to be made by it alone and you takefirst we will not consider you, that is what they are
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that out of the co-ordination system. The way the Dr Birnbaum: This is what I was saying earlier about
the distinction between the local authority co-law is currently written that will be quite legal. It

would be foolhardy of me to say no, there will be no ordinatian aspect and the individual school’s
criterion. I guess the example you have given ofproblem, because there probably will be, but we will

solve as many of those problems as we can up front. religious schools has led the adjudicator to be
minded to say what he is saying in relation to Kent,I am much less pessimistic than Philip Hunter on

this. I did not see where he got that evidence from where it is not church schools which are doing that.
Logically there is no incompatibility. What we arebut he is entitled to his views as the Chief

Adjudicator. saying is that parents can put their choices down one
by one and in terms of the way we will decide which
place they get, we will give them the highest amongstQ385 Valerie Davey: Do you feel Sutton is working?
those which are making an oVer. However, if thereHow far have you got with it in Sutton? Is that your
are some schools—and the Oratory is one—whichpilot in a sense for seeing what would then happen?
will only make an oVer to a parent who puts themDr Birnbaum: Not really. We have been doing it for
first, in the case of the religious schools theysome time in Sutton and it does work in that we
generally do that because it shows religiousmaximise the number of oVers we can make, we have
commitment and that is what they argue. Thennot had any technical diYculties, the schools like it,
parents have to take account of that. If they put thethe parents like it, there are fewer appeals, that sort
Oratory second, it is still true that if they do not getof thing. So Sutton is a long-standing pilot, but there
their first choice, then we will give them their secondare several authorities this round who are trialing
choice, if it is being oVered, but if the second choicepart of the system, trialing the in-borough co-
is the Oratory, the odds are very low that it will beordination bit of the system. That will work through
oVered. Do you see what I mean? The Oratory willthis year. By the end of this round, we will have
still be part of the system, it is just that because it isabout 12 authorities which have tried it. Of course
requiring parents to put it first, then it is operatingthe big one is the inter-borough co-ordination. We
its own first-preference-first system in the school.will be testing that in advance with our database, but
That is legal, we cannot do anything about that andthat will happen for real in 2005. That has never been
we have to live with it.done before, so we cannot know whether—

Q388 JeV Ennis: How eVective is the current schoolQ386 Chairman: Could we bring Mr Robinson in,
admissions code of practice? Is it working? Does itin terms of this customer satisfaction or what he sees
need to be beefed up? Are admissions authoritiesfrom the Wandsworth point of view? How are your
giving it due regard?teachers and parents responding to this new system?
Dr Birnbaum: It is very early days; the current codeWhat is your judgment?
of practice is very new. It is hard to answer yourMr Robinson: We are all holding our breath because
question in terms of how eVective it is being. What itthis has never been done before. Whenever you are
contains within it, backed up by regulation—as youworking with 33 London boroughs and over 400
know from previous evidence, the code of practiceschools and dealing with technology, although the
itself is not a requirement, it is something admissionstechnology is fairly straightforward and not too
authorities have to have regard to—does allow us tocomplicated, I suppose you can, if you allow
do what we are proposing to do in relation to co-yourself, have the odd sleepless night about it. The
ordination. We could not do it really if we did notprize is such a wonderful one though. If your
have the backup of the regulations. Basically,constituency were in London, the postbag would be
schools just would not opt into it. They are requiredvery heavy with letters from parents who were
to opt into a limited part of it and we believe it willunhappy that late on in July, even in August, they
be possible to get them to opt into all of it. In thatstill had not secured a place for their child and the
sense the code of practice is very welcome.only reason for that being that other parents were
Mr Robinson: Yes, I would agree with everything Ianholding onto multiple acceptances of oVers. This
has said. The other parts are quite new andsystem will almost eliminate that. At the moment the
interesting and we shall just have to see how it works.City Technology Colleges and Academies may be
The fact that schools are no longer allowed tooutside it. They can join, but they need to choose to
interview youngsters is particularly important forjoin. Additionally, there will still be parents who will
those schools with a religious character. The factapply both to the maintained sector and to the
that I guess the government has given the lead toindependent sector and may not let you know until
Children Looked After with admission authoritieslate in the day whether they are going to accept a
being asked to give priority to them is alsoplace in a maintained school.
important. In London authorities have embraced
these ideas or are looking at them very seriously atQ387 Chairman: They might also apply to a
the moment. We would probably want to give it areligious school. I understand that the Oratory, for
year or two before we answered your questionexample, which we all know about, will not entertain
properly.anyone who does not make that school both in terms

of faith and in terms of first choice. They will not
entertain them at all. They do not have to join your Q389 JeV Ennis: I guess we are going to have to wait

a few years in terms of the Pan-London Project.system, surely? There will be a whole patchwork of
religious denomination schools who will not opt in. Eventually, if you feel there are inadequacies within
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the current code, will you be making submissions diVerent in outcome to it. It is partly because the
code of practice is so vague about criteria that thatto government to try to improve it? Is that the

intention? situation comes about.
Dr Birnbaum: Absolutely. We have worked quite
closely with the government in formulating it. I was Q392 Chairman: It is not only vague, it can be
on the small working group which was set up to look ignored. It is not binding, is it?
at it. The original intention of the government was a Dr Birnbaum: No, that is true. It has to be held in
much grander scheme than they have in the code of regard, but if it said something rather more about,
practice. Originally the government were proposing for example, the relationship between schools’ own
a fully co-ordinated scheme across the whole of admissions criteria and the co-ordinated scheme,
England, which was a bit foolhardy, but there was a then I would say that the adjudicator, because he
time at which that was being proposed. would have regard to the code of practice, probably

would have been minded to say something diVerent
to what he is going to say in the current situation.Q390 JeV Ennis: Why do you think they have
Whilst the code of practice is not binding in the sensedrawn back from that?
that it is not legal, not like regulations, because thereDr Birnbaum: We actually made a representation to is an adjudicator and because he has gone on recordthe government from London and said that from saying that actually in most cases he will be guidedour point of view we felt that was a step too far and by the code of practice, that is what will happen.that we could see the merit of what was being After all, we may have schools which interview, evenproposed, but to go from nothing—by nothing I though they are not supposed to under the code ofmean a number of authorities not even co- practice. I guess what will happen there is that willordinating admissions to their own schools—to a be referred to the adjudicator and then thesystem where you had co-ordination across the adjudicator will say “Sorry, you can’t do thatwhole of England would be an extremely bold step. because the code of practice says you should not

I talked earlier in passing about the Wales position do it”.
and I was not being flippant. Wales of course is not
included in this and that is quite interesting. If you

Q393 Chairman: So it is not mandatory, it is patchyare on the Welsh border, quite what happens I am
because of the religious schools saying they must benot sure, if you have a fully co-ordinated system.
the first choice. We are getting to a very strangeMr Robinson: I am sure you are going to ask us later,
position in terms of the assessment of this code ofbut just in case you don’t, I want to put a marker
practice, are we not?down so that we may be able to come back to it. In
Dr Birnbaum: I am obviously not here to defend theLondon, apart from the issue of co-ordination which
code of practice, heaven forbid I should do that.has caused a lot of unhappiness and angst among

parents and pupils, locally elected members and
Q394 Chairman: You would like it to be toughenedoYcers, the other issue which is a cause of concern
up. This is coming through every word you areand which we think we need to crack, although I
saying.cannot say to you that I can answer, is to do with
Dr Birnbaum: This is a very diYcult area. I can seeadditional and casual admissions and the fact that
why the government have not toughened it up,we have such high pupil mobility. That can have a
because the matter of schools’ own admissionsprofound eVect, not only on the youngsters, but also
criteria starts then to impinge upon a whole numberon individual schools. There is a real job to be done
of other issues in relation to what degree of self-behind the scenes, trying to win the hearts and minds
determination there should be for a school versusof head teachers and other admissions authorities,
central policy and how important parentalwhich you may want to talk about later.
preference is compared with an assessment of need,Chairman: That is a very important point.
those sorts of issues. These are big issues. I do not
doubt that. The code of practice does not actually
deal with those at all; apart from Children LookedQ391 JeV Ennis: Are there any omissions in terms
After it just does not deal with them at all.of criteria which ought to have been included in the

code of practice with regard to school admissions?
Dr Birnbaum: One of the things the code of practice Q395 Mr Turner: My authority, which is the Isle of
does not really tackle, is the schools’ own admissions Wight, is the one which can opt out of the Pan-
criteria, except in general terms. Obviously there are England Co-ordination Admissions Programme.
general statements about it, but it is pretty vague Could you tell me how many parents were left with
compared with some of the more precise statements. no oVer in, say, August, over the most recent three
Clearly it is a hot potato and the question is how years either in each authority in London or in your
specific one wants to be about admissions criteria. It own authority or somewhere?
is partly because the code of practice is as vague as Dr Birnbaum: In my authority, and it would be
it is on that, that we have the situation in Kent, for interesting to compare it with Wandsworth, we have
example, where it appears that the adjudicator is a co-ordinated system and there were no parents
going to say that it is perfectly satisfactory to have a without oVers.
scheme which the government itself is actually Mr Robinson: In Wandsworth you are in the low
imposing of an equal preference scheme, but that teens. What you are facing may not necessarily be

the same parents and the same youngsters who didindividual schools can do something which is
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not have an oVer say in June and July. What we tend schools until a few years ago had their own selective
tests, because a number of schools have partialto unearth are pupils whose parents have not

bothered to make an application. The education selection. The approach we had in Wandsworth was
to encourage the parents to apply to as many schoolswelfare oYcers, using their lists and by knocking on

doors often discover that nothing has been done as they would like, wait until they received multiple
oVers and then decide which one they wanted to holdabout applying for places for some youngsters. Then

you find that a number of families have moved into onto and then let the others go. This caused lots of
problems. The first thing that happened was that thethe area and perhaps did not know they were going

to move into the area until the last minute, or schools agreed with the authority that we needed to
introduce a single common test which would beperhaps they did and did not do anything about it; so

the education welfare service picks up those. There is taken on a single day, rather than schools all having
diVerent tests and youngsters having to sit lots ofquite a chunk of youngsters in this category. It is not

always a problem associated with the function of the tests. The schools also agreed with us that we should
move to a co-ordinated arrangement which, whenadmissions system, it is simply that some unique and

curious cases are being picked up. the code came out, we deferred introducing because
we wanted to implement the approach which is now
set out in the code. We would have introduced aQ396 Mr Turner: Rumour has it that Bromley,
system similar to that in Sutton, even if the new codeCroydon, Sutton have operated these co-ordinated
had not been published.schemes. I do not know whether that rumour is

correct. Could you describe the eVect of introducing The Committee suspended from 5.56 pm to 6.06 pm
such a scheme in your borough and what you know for a division in the House.
about the other two boroughs I have mentioned?
Also, how does it happen at the moment in Q398 Helen Jones: I should like to go back on
Wandsworth? something you mentioned earlier, if I may? Could
Dr Birnbaum: As far as I know neither Bromley nor you tell the Committee how widespread are the use
Croydon have operated a scheme, although of admissions criteria by schools which are contrary
Croydon is looking to operate the same scheme as to the guidance in the code? I am talking about
the Sutton scheme. Sutton have done this now for both formally stated and informal methods for
four years. The situation before that was that we admissions.
have nine diVerent admissions authorities in Sutton Dr Birnbaum: I can only talk for my own authority,
across the 14 schools, the eight schools which are to be honest. I do not have evidence beyond that.
foundations or voluntary aided and the six What I guess I would say in general terms is that any
community schools. We had a limited degree of co- authority which knows that some of its schools have
ordination across the six community schools, but the admission criteria which are incompatible with the
other eight operated their own system so a parent code of practice does have a line of action, which is
could get four or five oVers and did. Remember there to refer it to the adjudicator. The chances are very
was no legal basis for this, it was entirely voluntary. high that the adjudicator would say that such
What we agreed with the schools was that in the practice could not continue because it is
interests of a better deal for parents, we would co- incompatible with the code of practice. That is a
ordinate the admissions in the way I said earlier, but general answer to your question. I do not know of
I will quickly go through it again, that all of the any schools in Sutton which have criteria which are
schools would agree that parents should put down incompatible with the code of practice. Having given
the schools they want to apply for in the order they you that general answer, perhaps I could just add
want them and that schools would be bound by that. one thing. The way the system is framed does make
That works very well. We use software because it is it diYcult for authorities because it is adversarial.
quite complex to do it. Parents understand it; it is We do want to work in co-operation with schools as
more diYcult to understand than the other system. far as we can. It is therefore diYcult sometimes for
The outcomes are better. That is the system we have an authority to get into a situation where it takes
in Sutton at present. some of its schools to the adjudicator because it does

not like their practice. I am not saying that is what
should happen. I believe an authority should beQ397 Mr Turner: In Sutton is it done independently
robust. Probably part of the reason that some ofof the local education authority? Is it an independent
these practices go on is that there is that tension inbody like the pan-London one is proposed to be, or
terms of an authority’s desire to maintain goodis it the LEA doing it on behalf of Sutton?
relationships with its schools.Dr Birnbaum: It is the LEA doing it on behalf of
Mr Robinson: I am not aware of any formal casesschools, although there is a Chinese wall between the
when admissions authorities are not abiding by theLEA as an admissions authority and the LEA as a
code. There is a perception, some rumour andco-ordinator. Incidentally, the pan-London scheme
anecdotal evidence about things which go on whichwill also still have the LEA doing it. It is just that
are a little bit untoward, but it is very hard to get thethere is another level above in the pan-London one,
evidence to substantiate that.but it is still at an LEA level.

Mr Robinson: As in a number of authorities, in
Wandsworth we have three voluntary aided schools, Q399 Helen Jones: You referred earlier in your

evidence to the particular situation in London wherefour foundation and three community schools. They
all jealously guard their autonomy. Many of the there are lots of cross-border applications between
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authorities which perhaps in other areas of the highlighted earlier where some schools are taking far
more than their fair share of children with problems?country only applies at the margins. I should like
If it would not in your opinion, what would?you to tell us, in the light of that, how the Greenwich
Dr Birnbaum: The answer is that it will not, becausejudgment has aVected your two authorities. Do you
the main determinant of some schools taking a largethink it will still remain relevant after the
proportion of children nobody else wants is that theyimplementation of your co-ordinated admissions
are not popular in eVect, so they have placesproject?
available and those children who cannot get a placeDr Birnbaum: The Greenwich judgment clearly does
anywhere else get them there. Because schools’have an eVect in that it means that admissions
criteria are often based upon distance and becauseauthorities—and it only applies to admissions
we know that there is actually a geographicalauthorities of course—cannot have criteria which
relationship between socio-economic status anddiVerentiate between applicants on the basis of their
where you live in eVect, you inevitably get somelocal authority area. In practice, that means that it
schools which are going to take more pupils who arewould not be possible for grammar schools, which
diYcult because of their background; they are moreare eVectively regional schools, and over 50% of our
challenging. The system we are putting in place doeschildren in grammar schools come from outside
not tackle that at all, because we are allowingSutton, even if they wished to, to have criteria which
parents still to make their decisions based upon whatrestricted that, which certainly used to be the case
they want. We are allowing schools to set theirsome time ago. That is the first bit. The second bit is
criteria based upon what they require to measurewhat is the relationship between what we are saying
over-subscription, as long as it is in line with the codeand the Greenwich judgment? The Greenwich
of practice. What will make a diVerence? It followsjudgment is unchanged as a judgment although
from what I have said that the only way you canclearly the court would have to re-interpret it in view
tackle that is to be much more centralist about whereof the new legislation—and as I understand it, the
children go. You have to start to reduce the degreenew legislation does not actually overturn the of parental preference, that bit, and start to increasejudgment—and what we are proposing is the element of central determination. Only in that

compatible with the Greenwich judgment. way could you get a diVerent mix. This has happened
before in the aforementioned ILEA and indeed that
was actually done. You asked about banding earlier.Q400 Helen Jones: Does that mean that there are
Banding will not solve this because each band is notmany more people within your authority area who
dealt with randomly, it is dealt with in relation to thedo not get their first choice of school within the local
over-subscription criteria. In the end if that band isauthority area than there used to be before the
not full, then you have to go down to the lower ones.Greenwich judgment?
So you can still get a higher proportion of childrenMr Robinson: It is very diYcult at the moment,
in lower bands because you cannot fill the upperbecause we do not ask parents to rank their
ones. It is a very diYcult issue and it really wouldpreferences, to know whether folk are getting their
require a very prescribed element of centralfirst preference or not. It is only after we have the co-
determination to put it right.ordinated arrangements in place and parents are

able to list their preferred schools in rank order, that
Q402 Helen Jones: What in your view—it would bewe will be able to make a judgment about the
helpful if you could give the Committee your view—proportion that are getting first or second
ought to be the balance between individual parentalpreference. It is going to be very diYcult to make
preference and outcomes for the education system incomparisons with the time prior to the Greenwich
London as a whole.judgment. Unlike Sutton, Wandsworth is an inner
Dr Birnbaum: That is a political question, is it not?London borough and at one time the schools were

part of ILEA. The distribution of the schools often
does not make an awful lot of sense in terms of Q403 Helen Jones: No, it is an educational question
borough boundaries. The natural catchment areas, about how you get the balance right.

Mr Robinson: Clearly some very importantin so far as there are natural catchment areas in
principles collide. There are issues of schoolLondon, cross borough boundaries. If people, for
improvement, parental preference, the bestexample, were looking to their local school, it is
outcomes for youngsters and in a way, as somebodypossible that youngsters in Lambeth would look to
involved as a professional oYcer within thecome to some of the schools which are located in
education system, I am quite pleased to see that aWandsworth. Equally, there are some estates in
political judgment needs to be made here. I wouldWandsworth where the nearest secondary school is
say the nut to crack, if we are trying to makein Richmond. In a sense the Greenwich judgment is
headway, is not going down a centralist route inalmost an irrelevance to people locally; they just see
terms of the way you sort out applications in yearschools as the local one for them.
seven, it is the issue I talked about before, ie casual
admissions. It is this issue that does exacerbate some

Q401 Helen Jones: The admissions project you are of the problems schools in the most diYcult
working on, certainly from the sound of it makes life situations face and exacerbates the problems which
easy for the parents in applying to schools. Would it some of the children and families face. It is a fact that

a high proportion, a very high proportion, of thehelp in any way to tackle the problem which you
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most needy are admitted on a random basis at Q407 Mr Pollard: Do all parents have equal access
to choice and finding their way through the systemsvarious periods in the year, and do accumulate in a

few individual schools. You can either try to find a which are in place for such choice?
Dr Birnbaum: Probably not; not that theway of winning hearts and minds to ensure all

schools accept a fair proportion of those children— information is not available to all parents equally,
not that we do not make a real eVort to try to reachand that is obviously what Ian, myself and other

colleagues are trying to do when we are talking to out to parents who probably are the least able to
guide their children through the system. It is simplyheads and governors—or you find a way of shaping

the funding system in favour of those schools that that you are obviously starting with an uneven base
and some parents do find it very diYcult. A lot of ouradmit a disproportionate share of those children and

look at other ways to support those schools. So, for time is trying to reach those parents. The greatest
assets we have are the primary schools, the headexample, I know that the Association of London

Government—this will not go down very well with teachers and the teachers there and the governors
and they do an awful lot in getting out to thoseMPs who do not represent London constituencies—

are making a case for extra funding because of the parents and letting us know when there are problems
and we obviously try to make up for the diYcultiesextra cost associated with the education of each child

with high mobility. They probably cost between an they have working their way through the system.
extra £4,000 to £13,500 each. You could change both
the grant system which goes to authorities and then Q408 Chairman: May I just push you on one
the fair funding formula which allocates the money element of this particular topic? You are both very
to schools in such a way that takes account of that experienced in this. If there were a person or family
level of mobility and turbulence. living in a borough of London which had some poor

performing schools and the choice was not very
wide, what would be their chances of leapingQ404 Mr Pollard: Moving on to choice, preference
boundaries and getting into a high performingand selection, I live in Hertfordshire and represent St
school? Is there any chance at all? Is it regularlyAlbans, which is a very middle-class area. We have
done? Is it easy to do?pupils coming from Barnet, Brent, Harrow and
Dr Birnbaum: It depends obviously on the criteriaEnfield into our schools and we also have migration
which those high performing schools are using. Iffrom the north to south coming from Luton and
they are using mostly distance and siblings and ifBedfordshire. That is essentially for two reasons.
those parents do not live near to the school, theOne is that our schools are excellent. Secondly, we
chances are very small. If, on the other hand, theyhave a lot of single sex and faith schools and that is
are using other criteria such as the London Oratory,where the attraction is. I just wonder how that would
which uses religious aYliation, then it is clearlyfit in with your model. It was suggested earlier on by
possible to widen the net because distance is not theSir Peter Lampl that if we did away with faith
only criterion. If they are selective schools, that isschools it would be better. I would not support that
they are selecting on ability, then once again youunder any circumstances, but would that help the
have the possibility of travelling further.situation, do you think?

Dr Birnbaum: What, doing away with faith schools?
Q409 Chairman: If you were the brightest kid in
London or, let us be realistic, a fairly bright childQ405 Mr Pollard: And single sex schools.
and you wanted to go right the other side to aDr Birnbaum: You are asking some diYcult
grammar school within London, would you have aquestions.
good chance of getting into a selective school?
Dr Birnbaum: Yes. In Sutton, although the selective
schools do reserve some of their places on the basisQ406 Mr Pollard: It is a quick one, yes or no.

Dr Birnbaum: Probably not actually. Faith schools of distance, subject to your being of the right
academic level, they all have places which are notclearly exist historically because that is the way

schools were established; they would not be there if related to distance at all. If a child is very bright, yes,
he/she could travel from one end of London to thethey were not faith schools. That is part of the

diYculty, is it not? Quite what it means to ask, if other to go to a Sutton school or indeed a Kingston
grammar school. Of course the problem is gettingthere were no faith schools would it be better . . . ?

You could argue there might be fewer schools the child there; there are those impediments. If you
have good comprehensive schools in areas like thatbecause of that unless you actually took them over.

The issue is about the degree to which schools should where children are getting in in relation to distance,
then somebody on the other side of London wouldbe able to determine their own admissions and what

criteria they use to do that on the one hand and the not have a hope of getting in.
Mr Robinson: What you do not want to be is a firstother circumstances, which are social circumstances,

the need of the child, on the other. It goes back to born child, you want to have ten brothers and sisters
who are older than you, all of whom have got placeswhat we said earlier. That in the end is a political

question and it is very diYcult educationally to draw in diVerent schools so you have a wide choice. Or, if
there is a very good school you like, you want yourthe balance between them. In terms of your situation

in Hertfordshire, we hope Hertfordshire is going to parents to have enough money to buy a house which
is almost next to the school and that is why there iscome into this system, so that degree of movement

will be co-ordinated. some house price inflation around certain schools.
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The system is in many ways an unjust one and an Dr Birnbaum: In a way it is. If the local authority is
unfair one. However you try to alter admissions managing all the admissions because it has mostly
criteria, you are still going to come up with a degree community schools, then arguably there is less data.
of unfairness. Having said that, in practice in Sutton for example,

although we have six community schools, we
actually treat them in the same way as theQ410 Chairman: By and large, if you are a middle-
foundation schools and they determine their ownclass professional, you can move and get a
admissions; it is one of the ways to keep the Chinesereasonable school in London. Yes?
wall. In a sense you are right.Dr Birnbaum: Yes.

Q411 Chairman: That is the truth. Q416 Mr Chaytor: In Sutton each of the
Dr Birnbaum: Yes. community schools has its own admissions criteria.
Mr Robinson: Or if all else fails you can buy your Dr Birnbaum: We are the admissions authority but
child an education, provided you satisfy the they actually apply the criteria for us.
independent school section’s criteria, whatever they Mr Robinson: That is an issue, is it not? It is rather
may be. inconsistent that certain schools are their own

admissions authority and other schools are not. You
Q412 Mr Turner: Could you quantify the reduced would either say make all the schools admissions
number of appeals and the house price inflation authorities or none of them and that you are very
around good schools? Two very diVerent questions. clear about it. In terms of the code you are very clear
Mr Robinson: I could not. I have drawn on other about the role of government, and very clear about
research, which I do not have at my fingertips. what local authorities can do. It is also necessary to
Dr Birnbaum: I have some figures for Sutton. Over allow local authorities the levers in order to influence
the last three years the number of appeals has gone what is happening in admissions authorities if they
from 329 out of 11,000 applications to 103. Of those are the schools and the governing bodies. It is that
only eight were upheld, whereas out of the 329, 22 sort of balance which you are looking to work with.
were upheld; it is roughly the same proportion being
upheld but obviously there is a reduction. There is
no doubt that in Sutton we have seen a reduction in Q417 Mr Chaytor: You are both arguing for a
the number of appeals. Incidentally for a relatively slightly stronger role for the LEA in co-ordinating
small authority 11,000 is quite a shocking number of the whole process.
applications, is it not? Mr Robinson: I want enough in order to try to win

the hearts and minds of those people who are
Q413 Mr Turner: On the funding model, given that making decisions ie schools are individual admission
you proposed it, would you be willing to use your authorities. Sometimes I think it would be very nice
powers of innovation under the 2002 Education Act to have in my back pocket more leverage than I have
to double, triple, the funding for these most at the moment. If I do not have that leverage, I shall
undesirable pupils? Would that help the schools? still try to persuade and influence people.
Mr Robinson: Most authorities will have some sort Dr Birnbaum: The code of practice and the
of special criteria related to funding. It may be based regulations give us enough authority to co-ordinate
on free school meals. We had an element in our fair admissions. What it does not give us so much
funding formula last year in Wandsworth which leverage on is each school’s own admissions criteria.
dealt with pupil mobility as a way of trying to
capture some of these youngsters. I have to say that
whatever you try to come up with in a basic formula Q418 Mr Chaytor: May I move on very quickly to
for distributing money at a school level, there are appeals? Now that I understand we have an agreed
always other parts of the school community which formula for calculating the capacity of every school,
will point out that they are at a disadvantage and why is there a need for an appeals process?
there is an unfairness in it. We are constantly trying

Dr Birnbaum: It always was the case that schools hadto find a way which achieves a fair distribution of the
their published admissions number.money and supports the children most in need.

Q414 Mr Turner: You have described the pan- Q419 Mr Chaytor: The formula which now applies
London. Am I right in saying that it does not matter is more . . . ?
much whether there are 30 or 300 admissions Dr Birnbaum: Related to capacity. In the end appeal
authorities? panels have to take a view on the needs of the child
Dr Birnbaum: That is right. The number of and the parental case versus what the school can
admissions authorities is not the determining factor bear. In legal terms, there still is a place for an appeal
in relation to the way the scheme works. authority to judge. Although the admissions

authority will be saying that on eYciency grounds it
cannot take any more, they may make a judgmentQ415 Mr Chaytor: Equally, does that not follow
that they can because of the needs of the particularthat the fewer the admissions authorities, the simpler

it is to operate a co-ordinated system? child.
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Q420 Mr Chaytor: Mr Robinson, do you think that question I want to ask is that many people in this
complex world of education say that if it is notthe current arrangements for the appeals panels are

satisfactory, or do you think there ought to be a broken why fix it? What are a couple of advantages
you see in the system which make it better? You aregreater distance between the appeals panel and the
still going to have a whole range of schools peoplelocal authority?
who are less likely to want to go to and a whole rangeMr Robinson: I know that the Council on Tribunals
of schools they really would like to go to. What is thehave talked about regional appeals. It works
purpose of all this hard work creating a new system?reasonably well from my experience for community
Dr Birnbaum: From my point of view, the objectivesschools where eVectively parents come to the town
are limited but they are very beneficial. One person’shall to have appeals heard independently. There is a
multiple oVers is another person’s lack of oVer.perception amongst parents that when you apply to
There is no more anxious time for a parent than thata voluntary aided school or a foundation school and
transfer of the child from primary to secondary. If itthe appeal is heard in the school itself, even though
is going to take months for them to find out whatthe people are appointed by the governing body and
place they have and if they are being told on 1 Marchare not the governors themselves, that maybe does
there is actually no place at all and they cannot benot provide the distance and independence they
told where they are going, that is not a very goodwant. There may be an issue there to look at. I think
way to treat parents and to treat kids. What theit is a question of perception rather than there being
system does is to reduce that to a minimum. It doesanything particularly wrong with those appeal
not eradicate it, but it reduces it to a minimum.panels but I know that some parents are worried
Mr Robinson: I cannot really add anything to that.by it.
The system may not be broken at the moment, but it
has been creaking for a while in London and this willQ421 Mr Chaytor: Does each of you have a figure
oil that a little.for the cost of the appeals process in your own

authority? It would be interesting. I do not know
Q425 Chairman: You are both public servants. Ifwhether research has been done on this across the
you were a politician, would you not be a littlecountry, but I suggest it is a staggeringly high figure worried that the most articulate and able groupingwhich would surprise most people. Can you give us of your population which can manage to work thean indication? system so well that they get four or five oVers, isMr Robinson: I had a feeling this might be asked, but suddenly going to be stopped from doing that? Arehaving said that and having talked to my people, I they not the very chattering classes which can make

have not been able to find a figure yet. your life as a politician very diYcult?
Dr Birnbaum: I experienced this first hand because I

Q422 Mr Chaytor: Would you be able to, if you introduced the system in Sutton and Sutton parents
went back and gave it some thought? Would you be are known to be fairly chattering.
able to write to us with a reasonably reliable
estimate, because it would be valuable information? Q426 Chairman: Not as bad as St Albans.
Mr Robinson: I shall do my best. Dr Birnbaum: No, probably not. We will have to
Dr Birnbaum: I am sorry, I do not have a figure. compare notes on that. Yes, it is diYcult, but it is a
Obviously I have the number of appeals and matter of explaining that actually you are not taking
certainly I know that less resource is being expended away choice, the situation is the same. It is just that
because of the reduction in the number of appeals, they have to decide up front what they most want
but I do not know precisely what that resource is. rather than being a bit more leisurely about it and

deciding when they know what they are being
oVered. That is the main diVerence. Once you getQ423 Mr Chaytor: Could you let the Committee
that across, it is not as radical in relation to choice ashave something?
it first seems.Dr Birnbaum: Yes, I could do an estimate.3
Mr Robinson: My experience is that when you
explained things to people they apply common senseQ424 Chairman: This has been a very good session.
and they can see that it is right, that this is what weMay I finish by saying that one thing coming
should be doing. In part why we did not do it beforethrough is that you have a fund of knowledge which
was because we did not have the technology. Nowwe want to continue tapping into? If you would not
we have it I believe people will support it.mind, we will follow up this session with some
Chairman: This has been most informative and wequeries from our staV and special advisers. A last
are all very grateful for your attendance. Thank you
very much.3 Note by witness: See Ev 107.
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Letter from Dr Ian Birnbaum, Chair, Pan-London Secondary Schools Admissions Project to the Chairman
of the Committee (SA 53)

LONDON SCHOOLS ADMISSIONS SYSTEM

I noted with interest the report in last weekend’s Observer (No 10 insider fuels school selection row, 29/
02/04). You will recall that when I was invited to present evidence to the Select Committee I was keen to
point out that the outcomes of co-ordinated admissions to secondary schools across London are, in the
context of the committee’s wide-ranging inquiry into schools admissions, limited. Nevertheless, they are
very beneficial.

As you will recall, the aim of the London Schools Admissions System is to make the admissions system
fairer by giving all parents the single best oVer of a place in a preferred school on the same day. It will lead
to more parents getting a preferred school earlier with fewer getting no oVer at all. The new system will be
simpler for parents, easier to manage and reduce the workload for schools, because far fewer parents will
drop out after oVers are made.

I was disappointed, therefore, to see that the article painted the system as one rife with risk—a view I
appreciate that committee members may have taken from Dr Philip Hunter.

I thought, therefore, that I would take the opportunity to update you on the progress of London’s co-
ordinated system. I am delighted to say that all 33 London boroughs and eight education authorities
surrounding the capital have now signed up to the scheme and all of its core elements. I am also pleased to
report that the development of the technology that will allow us to speedily and eYciently transfer
information about applicants between the participating authorities is going well and on schedule. Of course,
any system like this is dependant more on people—the politicians, admissions oYcers, school based staV
and, to some extent, parents themselves—than it is on technology. But the technology will be an enormous
help, though, like all such systems, it carries an element of risk. Because of this, we are putting in place a
number of safeguards to minimise the risk and maximise the benefits.

The key thing that clearly we have to avoid is a situation where on 1 March oVers are not made. There
are three situations which could cause this—only one of which involves the technology. We have designed
the system to avoid all three, and it might be helpful if I set these out here.

The first risk is that a local authority fails to share the basic information about who has applied where
to neighbouring authorities. This is actually a legal requirement so will have to happen nationally anyway.
However, because in London we have put together a communications structure which makes it as easy as
possible for this information to be shared, it is actually much less likely to be a problem in London . . . And
to minimise the risk factor, we have set the deadline for sharing this information (which is mid-November)
relatively early so that there will be time to chase up any authorities that have not relayed the information
by the agreed date.

The second risk is that an authority will fail to share the information about the potential oVers it can make
with other LEAs. We have designed the system and constructed the admissions scheme in such a way that
the impact of this would be minimised. All that would happen is that the Pan-London system would remove
that LEA from the sifting process which eliminates all multiple oVers. OVers would still be made on 1 March
but the LEA which has been excluded would need to make the oVers itself. This would mean that there would
be some multiple oVers but still far fewer than if we weren’t operating the system at all. This situation would
in fact be no diVerent to the one that will occur in most of the rest of the country where coordination will
be much more limited.

The third risk is that the computer system might fail. In order to reduce this risk we are making use of the
London Grid for Learning infrastructure which is well developed and well respected—indeed the Grid has
been chosen to be the new Regional Aggregation Body for the whole of London. We are also putting in place
replacement servers which could be enlisted in, we think, the unlikely event that the existing system breaks
down. Moreover, as each local system is freestanding and sourced from a variety of suppliers, it is highly
unlikely that all could fail. We are also convinced that we have built in enough time for the final sifting
process to allow us to recover if any breakdowns occur.

I hope this reassures you and your Committee that we have taken very seriously the risks involved and
that we have minimised the possibility of things going wrong. We remain convinced that the system will oVer
significant benefits to parents and children in providing more oVers earlier and avoiding the anxiety we know
occurs when a child is made no oVer at all. We also feel it will benefit schools in giving them much more
reliable information earlier about their cohort.

Finally, I would like to give you advance notice of a launch event for our funders—the ODPM—and other
interested parties—schools, suppliers, local politicians and project partners that we will be holding on
Tuesday 22 June.

5 March 2004
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Memorandum submitted by Mr Brian Jones (SA 31)

1. Introduction

This memorandum is written in a personal capacity and does not necessarily reflect the views of my former
employers, the governors of Archbishop Tenison’s School. The following opinions are based on my
experiences within the inner London education system, after working for over 38 years in various types of
maintained comprehensive secondary schools throughout the capital. During this period, I also represented
my colleagues as a senior oYcial of my then professional association. In January 1992, I was appointed
Headmaster of Archbishop Tenison’s C of E Boys’ V.A. Comprehensive School in the London Borough of
Lambeth. I retired from this position on 31 August 2003.

2. Current Admissions Procedures at Archbishop Tenison’s School

At the School, the governors operate a “banding” admission system to ensure a balanced academic intake.
This involves Year 6 primary school boys, who wish to apply for a place at Tenison’s, being invited into the
School after the Open Days and after they have completed an application form to take a National
Foundation Educational Research (NFER) Cognitive Abilities Test (CAT). The testing process usually
takes about three hours and the school can accommodate between 60–70 boys at each session. The children
are required to sit a battery of tests:

(i) Verbal (comprehension/literacy test)

(ii) Quantitative (arithmetical test)

(iii) Non-Verbal (IQ test)

At the end of the tests, all the papers are sent to the NFER for marking and approximately a fortnight
later, the results are dispatched to the school. The NFER provide a score for each child in academic rank
and alphabetical order plus various distribution graphs. They also provide an individual performance
analysis for each child. The information can be used for diagnostic, predictive and banding purposes. It is
very useful at this stage to have some indication of the levels of achievement that the child has the potential
to attain at both Key Stage Three (SATs) and Key Stage Four (GCSE).

This information is also utilised by the school to place new entrants in their Year Seven tutor groups. Each
tutor group comprises children of approximately the same academic ability, as reflected by the tests. Each
child is placed into one of three bands. Band 1 % above average ability; Band 2 % average ability; Band 3
% below average ability. In recent years, the school has been heavily over-subscribed in each band. In these
circumstances, the Governors have prioritised applications from bona fide worshipping Anglican families,
followed by other Christian denominations.

Although as a church school the governors have the right to interview prospective pupils prior to oVering
places, the governors have chosen not to exercise this option. However, the governors do need to assure
themselves that the child and his family will be supportive of the Anglican/Christian ethos of the school.
In order to satisfy this requirement, the governors take into account reports from the primary school and
local clergy.

OVers of places are usually made in January and parents of the successful children are asked to accept the
oVer within 10 working days. Parents of unsuccessful applicants are informed of the outcome of their son’s
application and of their right to appeal to an independent panel. For a variety of reasons, it is the case that
not all oVers are accepted. The school is then able to oVer these places to other families in accordance with
the admissions criteria.
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3. Suggestions for London Borough Co-ordination

Currently in Lambeth and surrounding LEAs, similar tests are being taken in diVerent schools at
approximately the same time. It is not unknown for a child to have taken the same tests up to three times
at diVerent schools in a two week period. This is clearly stressful for the child and wasteful in terms of
administrative and other costs on the part of the testing schools. I believe that the time has now come for
the local education authority where I worked (Lambeth) to discuss with the secondary and primary school
heads, a way in which the whole process can be co-ordinated and streamlined. If agreement can be reached
with the primary schools for their Year Six pupils to sit a nationally recognised test (eg one set by the NFER)
on the same day, for which the papers would be marked externally, secondary heads would no longer have
to make their own testing arrangements. Lambeth children would benefit by taking one test in the security
of familiar surroundings without having the stress and trauma of visiting diVerent schools in diVerent
locations.

I recognise that reaching agreement on the above will not be easy and the main obstacles can be identified
as follows:

— Securing the agreement and co-operation of all secondary heads.

— Overcoming the initial objections of primary heads, some of whom would be opposed to testing,
on ideological grounds.

— Ensuring that if the primary schools are to administer the tests, that they are conducted in
accordance with the NFER requirements. If the requirements are not followed, the tests would be
invalidated and meaningless, so some in-service training would be required.

— There would have to be a “clearing-house” system established by the Local Authority, which had
the confidence of both secondary and primary heads and the parents of the children taking the
tests.

— Special arrangements would have to be made for children attending schools or living outside
Lambeth.

Currently, I regret to say that I do not believe the secondary heads would have confidence in the Lambeth
LEA’s ability to co-ordinate or administer the process eYciently or eVectively. Therefore, I recommend that
this should be out-sourced to an independent agency. This agency would be responsible co-ordinating the
system and for providing the secondary heads with the test results of children who had applied for a place
at their school.

It would also be necessary for agreement to be reached between secondary heads for a unified date for
notifying parents of the result of their application (probably a pan London date of 15 March). Again, the
notification could be handled by an external agency through whom all applications for admission would
have to be channelled. Parents, who would be invited to complete the form, indicating in rank order their
preferences for a Lambeth secondary school, could use a common application form. This form could be
completed with the assistance of primary heads and then submitted to the agency for processing. It might
be possible, if agreement could be reached, for this form to be used for all secondary schools in Lambeth.
However, cognisance would have to be taken of the views of the voluntary-aided Church schools, which
would need to ask questions regarding for example, faith, worship attendance, etc. This may prove to be
contentious as the voluntary-aided church schools might wish to continue using their own application form,
but this would have to be used in conjunction with the agreed Borough application form.

During the process, the agency would obviously have to consult with the receiving secondary schools so
that the latter could provide a list of children that they were prepared to oVer places to, in accordance with
their individual admission policy. The agency would then be responsible for liaising with the various schools
to ensure that they were able to fulfil the wishes of the parents and the schools as best they could. On an
agreed date, (possibly 15 March or nearest working day), parents would be made an oVer of one school.

Such an arrangement has been reasonably successfully piloted, in the London Borough of Croydon, and
this has considerably reduced the number of children without the oVer of a place. It has also reduced the
number of appeals because once this system is operative, the right of appeal will only apply to a family’s
first preference.

I hope that the Committee will find this paper of assistance during their deliberations.

7 November 2003
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Memorandum submitted by Mo Laycock, Headteacher, Firth Park Community Arts College,
SheYeld (SA 32)

SECONDARY SCHOOLS ADMISSIONS PROCEDURES AND CURRENT LEGISLATION

The Highs and Lows of Current Practice

Context of Firth Park Community Arts College

43% Free school meals.

47% On the SEN register for learning and/or emotional behavioural problems.

25% Black and ethnic minorities. A large percentage of refugees/asylum seekers.

1995 School in serious weaknesses. Mo Laycock appointed September 1995.

Indicators

77% attendance.

10% five ! A*–C GCSES.

Falling rolls.

Deficit budget.

Poor community reputation.

Low expectations within the school and community.

Split site school. 1.5 miles apart. Students and staV travelling two to three times daily.

No discussions on teaching and learning. “The community is to blame”.

Steady decline since the loss of the steel industry in SheYeld in the early 1980s.

2003

— Full with a waiting list and appeals into the school. 1,365 on roll 11–16 yrs.

— 88 teaching staV. 61 appointed by Mo Laycock.

— 5!A*–C GCSES 28% 2003.

— Specialist School Status in Performing Arts 2002.

— Extended School for SheYeld LEA 2003–06.

— One site new building and refurbishment completed Sept. 2000.

— Rigorous Self Review and a “can do/will do” culture.

— Excellent Ofsted inspections 1997 and 2001. “Leadership at Firth Park School is inspirational”

Ofsted 2001.

— Independent shared 6th Form College to open on our old school site for community 16–19 years
old students—September 2004.

Situated in SheYeld Brightside political ward the 6th most deprived ward in the country. David Blunkett
is our MP; “The Full Monty” was filmed in our area. High unemployment, single parents etc. Parochial
community attitudes. Sex “n” drugs and rock “n” roll are alive and well in our community.

A whole school belief that “Firth Park is Fantastic” and can only get more Fantastic.

1995–2001 we suVered massive turbulence as a result of spare places. Statistics at their highest were 24%
turbulence. Now much reduced as we are full as a school.

As a school in Challenging Circumstances and from 1995 involved in HMI monitoring visits, LEA
focused support etc. the issues around admissions, spare places, being instructed to take diYcult turbulent
and consistently failing students was a massive challenge to us. In trying hard to improve and make a
diVerence to the lives of students we were constantly hit with “critical mass” issues re the numbers of
challenging, at risk, oV the wall, failing students from dysfunctional families with low self esteem, low self
confidence and no belief in education. These students demand copious amounts of time which we give freely
and creatively. Yet many of their problems are outside of our control. This further damaged the school, had
a detrimental eVect on decent, hardworking students and have caused us nightmare situations/experiences
including aggressive/violent parents/students and high rates of exclusion.

Having marketed the school well, improved results, worked hard on primary liaison strategies we are now
full and not able to receive problem students. This means we are better oV, but we have pushed the problem
on to three to four other SheYeld Secondary schools in inner city areas with surplus places. This is not the
answer to these problems.
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The City of Sheffield

SheYeld has huge socio-economic diVerences from SheYeld Hallam political ward and six schools with
6th forms being at the top of the league table and always full with waiting lists. Hallam is the most
advantaged political ward in Europe.

There are 27 Secondary schools in SheYeld and they divide fairly easily into three groups of nine. Group
I—the most advantaged areas of the city, including two voluntary aided RC schools with their own
admissions and selections criteria.

Group 2—The middle of the road schools of nine in total. Mostly white highland schools in stable
communities.

Group 3—The nine inner city schools. Of these the following factors pertain:

Special Measures # three schools

Serious Weaknesses # four schools

Fresh Start # two schools.

All nine inner city schools are now out of all categories and are improving at two to three times ahead
of national averages. All have suVered/continue to suVer at the hand of current admissions legislation and
turbulence issues. Current admissions legislation allows the other 18 schools to be full or nearly full and
prevents them from having to take problem pupils, but these problem pupils also have potential and
aspirations. It is quite unfair to expect schools with surplus spaces to have to engage these damaged and
diYcult students whilst also being expected to improve at an annual rate. We should be looking seriously
at a brokerage arrangement to share the potentials and problems of such students across all 27 schools in
SheYeld to ensure equanimity and inclusive education, as well as reducing critical mass problems.

Such a brokerage arrangement re admissions into schools is within current legislation and could be
possible via local agreements to go above standard number dependent on school size. Alternatively the
legislation could be altered to improve equity of admissions ie:

School A—To go over standard nos # three students per year group.\
School B—five students per year group ] dependent on school size
School C—six students per year group ^

In so doing all schools would share the burden, potential and problems of turbulent students. The latter
individuals would get a better deal and the arrangement would be a more fair and just one for all concerned.

The Current Situation Re School Admissions

I believe this to be a hot potato for any political party and electorate votes. The Labour Government has
introduced an admissions Code of Practice. But there remains considerable scope for schools, particularly
for those responsible for their own admissions policies and procedures and those in advantaged and over
subscribed areas to select. This can be seen to operate at a covert and overt level.

I strongly believe that if education is ever to move to an even playing field that these anomalies need to
be reduced.

All headteachers in urban areas should be seen to be jointly responsible for an eVective education of all
Secondary age students in an equitable way.

The educational reforms introduced in 1988 led to the development of a “quasi market” place in school
education system. Allowing voluntary aided schools and GM (Foundations schools) to manage their own
admissions arrangements equates to a selection process by creaming oV the best. This also maximises their
league table positions and is a self fulfilling prophecy, which says little about the quality of teaching and
learning but more about positive/aspirant critical mass issues re students.

In 1998 the School Standards & Framework Act set a new legal framework for admissions, associated
with a code of practice. This provided the LEA with an adjudicating responsibility but little else changed.

This Code of Practice allowed a pecking order of admission into a school based on parental preferencing
and criteria i.e. sibling, catchment, SEN, feeder schools etc.

Such admission arrangements allow selection via voluntary aided, foundation schools and specialist
schools where students and sometimes parents are interviewed re suitability for placements in the school.

Current legislation allows schools to select students in order to gain a balanced intake of ability known
as “banding”. This legislation encourages certain schools to select a skewed cohort representation of higher
ability students. This is not comprehensive education in relation to the ideal and equanimity.

Students with SEN issues, refugees and asylum seekers tend to be banded into certain schools with no
selection criteria. The criteria in relation to religious beliefs is another anomaly for the comprehensive ideal.

In essence admission criteria are not objective or fair and some would contravene current legislation in
relation to the Race Relations Act 1976.
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In short, for some types of schools, there are clear opportunities to select certain students, assume the links
between social background, prior attainment and exam performance, these practices enable certain schools
to obtain higher league table positions than others (see West & Hind 2003). This has nothing to do with
eVective teaching and learning but is based on socio economic positions and a self fulfilling prophecy re
League Tables.

Current legislation in relation to admissions criteria allows divisive practice and some schools “doing
well” at the expense of others. This is not fulfilling the comprehensive education ideal and is not about
teaching and learning, but rather more a self fulfilling inequitable prophecy which says more about where
pupils live than the quality of education.

Other issues for some schools in more challenging areas who also have extra diYculties in relation to
admitting asylum seekers and refugees and the unpredictability of these admissions whether students are
able or otherwise. The funding to support such students via EMAS grants is woefully poor and does not
meet the needs of such students. Schools have to make choices about mainstreaming such students, funding
the budget resources to support them or alternatively ghettoising such young people in a separate contained
pathway and provision. This again does not by any means meet the aims of the comprehensive school ideal.

I believe that legislation should change to ensure that community youngsters attend their community
Secondary school only. I also believe that extra funding should be allocated to schools where levels of
deprivation, turbulence, asylum seekers/refugees are high, to allow access to an even playing field. I believe
all Secondary schools should take responsibility for all turbulent and diYcult Secondary age students to
share this potential.

The current admission process and legislation is fraught with anomalies and opportunities for some
schools to exploit the system and be advantaged by these opportunities, whilst ensuring that other schools
work under enormous and unfair pressures to ensure a process of improvement.

5 November 2003

Witnesses: Mrs Maureen Laycock, Headteacher, Firth Park Community College, SheYeld; Mr Brian Jones,
Former Headteacher, Archbishop Tenison’s School, Lambeth; and Mr Mike Wood, Headteacher, The
Cornwallis School, Kent; examined.

Q427 Chairman: Can I welcome Brian Jones, Mike register for learning and/or emotional behavioural
problems, 43% free school meals, 25% black ethnicWood and Mo Laycock to our deliberations and say

that the Committee, as ever, is very grateful when minority students, and a large proportion of those
are refugees and asylum seekers. Its attendance atbusy people give of their time to help the Committee

with an inquiry, so thanks indeed for agreeing to that time was 77%. We are now a one site school and
full, with waiting lists and appeals; our results havecome this morning and help us really to increase our

knowledge about the admissions process. We have gone up from 8% in 1995 to 28% this year and we
reckon we will get 32% next year; we are a specialistbeen looking at secondary education for some

months now—this is the final phase of an inquiry— school in performing arts which has been a
significant area of development for the school, andand we are I suppose halfway through this final

phase, so we are just about beginning to ask the right we are the extended school for SheYeld. We
continue to serve an area of considerable socioquestions—or we think we are—but as you are all

heads of schools perhaps you will give us an economic deprivation, and low expectations of
parents. I think of our 1,365 students only fourevaluation of our performance after you have heard

us! Just to break the ice, can I ask if Mo Laycock parents have gone on to university, so the issue
about raising standards and the issue that is linkedcould just give us a little background of your school

and your experiences briefly? We do know it in a in with admissions and getting students to believe in
sense because you are were highly recommended by the value of education themselves is something we
one of our members, Paul Holmes— work very hard on, because we cannot assume that

parents are going to give education great value. In
my first few years there in relation to admissions weMrs Laycock: A former pupil—when it was a
had a spare places because the school was notgrammar school, I hasten to add!
popular, and I do not know how aware you are of
SheYeld but it has huge socio economic divides. IQ428 Chairman: He did not tell us that! He is
live in Hallam which is the most advantagedunfortunately unable to be here because his wife is in
apparently political ward in Europe and Brightsidehospital, so we have his apologies.
is the sixth most disadvantaged in the country, so in
relation to the admissions issue I was instructed onMrs Laycock: My school is Firth Park Community
very many occasions to take some of the mostArts College in SheYeld; I have been the head
turbulent, diYcult children in the authority whilstteacher there since 1995 when the school was in a
trying to improve the school whilst having HMIserious Ofsted categorisation. It is in SheYeld
crawling all over us and that was hugely challenging.Brightside and my local MP is David Blunkett. At
I am not in that situation now but it still features inthe point I went there it was split site, falling rolls,
other schools so I feel very strongly about the wholelow expectations, poor community reputation; it has

currently 47% of students on the special needs admissions issue.
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12 November 2003 Mrs Maureen Laycock, Mr Brian Jones and Mr Mike Wood

Mr Wood: I am head of the Cornwallis School in breakdown of the ethnic results as far as that is
concerned, and I think we are hoping that we can asMaidstone; it is a specialist technology college. It is

a Kent high school and the Kent selective system a school dispel the myths that London schools
cannot cope with black children and produce goodmeans we are what in old parlance would have been

a secondary modern. Since 1989 we had 2% 5 As— results when 75% of our Caribbean boys get 5 or
more A—Cs and 57% of our African boys do. I thinkCs; we have moved up to 67%. I think the move from

2 to about 45% was very much on the same intake— I will leave it there.
in other words, the school had massive under
achievement. We had gone GM to get independence Q429 Chairman: It speaks volumes. What you seem
from the local authority to try to push up standards to be saying is that you can get a decent education in
because we felt that the local attitude, not the London in the state sector. This is about admissions
politicians but the local people, did not believe you policy so can I ask Mo Laycock, firstly, with the
could get a good education in a non selective school. success you have had in driving up your
We were about 800 strong at the beginning of the achievements in your school, how far as you became
1990s; now we are 1650. We had no sixth form until a specialist college for the performing arts, did you
1992. The sixth form now numbers just over 300. We use this 10% choice not on ability but on aptitude?
do not have nearly as many free school meals, for Did you use it at all in order to change who you were
instance, as my colleague here—it is about 7% now. getting into the school?
Special needs is about 20%; at the beginning of the
90s it might have been just over 30%, so there has Mrs Laycock: No, we did not, and we will not.
been a change in the intake, as I suggested earlier. Indeed, SheYeld is quite an interesting city in
About 55 youngsters have statements and we have relation to the fact that, with the exception of the
improved things I think by simply believing in the two church Catholic schools, we are a city of 27
youngsters and by trying to raise their self-esteem, secondary schools that are comprehensive and we
by getting parental support, by lowering class sizes, have very good collegial relationships with one
by putting a lot of individual help in and a whole another and with the Local Education Authority. So
series of methods over a long period of years. no, no SheYeld school selects apart from the two

schools that are church schools who have their own
admissions arrangements, so I feel strongly that IMr Jones: I was the head of Archbishop Tenison’s
never would select. If parents opt for our school anduntil I retired on 31 August of this year. I had been
put in a preference for our school because they havethere since 1992. Archbishop Tenison’s now is a very
a child that is particularly good at the arts then theydiVerent school from the one I inherited. When I
have to join in the normal arrangements for trying towent there in 1992 they did not have special
get them a place at the school. The way that we havemeasures—it was a school of risk, that was the
driven up standards is to work very hard with theparlance of that time. StaV morale was pretty low;
community, with the primary schools, with thetruancy was rife, as was vandalism in the school;
students to get them to believe in themselves, theirexpectations from the staV and the children were
own self esteem and self confidence. The arts havevery low and there was little or no support coming
driven things up but no, we have not selected.from the Local Education Authority. We quickly

realised at that time—when I say “we” I am talking
Q430 Chairman: As you have improved your schoolabout my governors and myself—that something
and as its reputation has improved in the communityfairly radical had to be done if we were to raise
as a successful school, has a neighbouring schoolstandards, and we decided with the parents that the
gone on the slide?best solution was to break away from Lambeth and

become grant-maintained. That gave us the freedom
as well as the enhanced resources to begin that very Mrs Laycock: In my area of SheYeld—and our area
long journey of turning the school around. In 1996 of SheYeld is where the Full Monty was filmed and
1% of our youngsters got 5 and more A—Cs; in the where the SheYeld steel workers once lived—there
last year I have figures for 56.2% got 5 or more A— are three other secondary schools and I think I put
Cs, and I think by anybody’s reckoning that is a fair in my paper that two of those were in special
improvement. If one takes into account the ability of measures a few years ago and have been fresh-
the cohort on arrival at the school, only about 16% started—Firth Vale and Parkwood—Hind House
of those youngsters could be regarded as above was in special measures so we were all appointed as
average, so we went from 16% which is what could head teachers at a similar time, so on a good day we
have been predicted at the start of the secondary think our schools are excellent and on a bad day we
school, to 56.2%. We are in the London borough of are as bad as one another. But the Local Education
Lambeth; about a third of our children come from Authority is very good. The director of education
Southwark, two thirds from Lambeth, and we get a there has very much a city wide approach to
small number of children from the other improvement and to support, but clearly schools like
surrounding boroughs—Westminster, Wandsworth mine and my three other neighbouring schools have
and Lewisham—but not too many. Eighty per cent attained every strategy that is within the
of our children are black: 40% of the total being of Government. I am part of an EAZ, EIC and all
Caribbean origin and 40% of the total being of aspects of EIC are in my school; New Opportunities
African origin. You will see from the paper that I Fund, Objective 1, MTAG, MTAG EIC—in fact,

when I met David Miliband he thought I had thingsprepared, Chairman, that I have given you a detailed
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in my school even he had not heard of! So it is about Mr Wood: No. I am not quite sure what it is!
joining all of those up into a big picture and making
sure you use those resources as well as you can to

Q436 Chairman: But you do the 10%. You cannotimprove the school.
tell the diVerence between ability and aptitude?

Q431 Chairman: So in a sense you are saying no, the
Mr Wood: I think it is extremely diYcult. It is veryother schools around you did not go on the slide.
diYcult to find anyone who will say they can give
you a cast iron test which will demonstrate anMrs Laycock: No, we have all improved hugely.
aptitude for technology. We have tried to keep away
from any test which required verbal ability—in otherQ432 Chairman: Have you become less of a local
words, we tried to move towards non verbal tests.community school? In terms of where your pupils
Earlier in the whole exercise we used a diVerentcome from, as your achievements went up, do you
approach which was far more based on an individualnow find people travelling further away in order to
interview; then we were advised that that was notcome to your school rather than going to their
terribly objective. We felt that produced a morelocal schools?
interesting spread of children, and we used to show
them a video and get them to look at the problems

Mrs Laycock: No, because when I went to the school of the elderly in terms of, say, opening tins and then
less than 50% of the local children were coming to show them a tin opener and say, “Tell us how you
the school. There was no belief in the school; they would re-design that”, and you got some very
were travelling the city. We now have 94% of them interesting responses from 10-year-olds, and then we
back. We do have some spillage into the south west were told, “Well, no, you must not do that; you must
of the city where six schools do still have sixth forms go to an objective test, because otherwise there
and with that comes a whole other number of issues might be some serious questions”, and we feel now
in terms of parental perceptions and their place in what we are simply measuring, one way and another,
the league table. is intelligence.

Mr Wood: We use a 10% aptitude test, a
Q437 Chairman: So you do not interview now?standardised NFER test.

Q433 Chairman: What sort of specialism are you? Mr Wood: No.

Mr Wood: Technology. I would happily drop the
Mrs Laycock: I do not interview at all.test tomorrow and have discussed dropping it with

the local authority because we feel in a selective area
it does not really make any diVerence. In other Q438 Chairman: Now, Mr Jones, you are the
words, we simply are not bringing in children 40/40/20 school?
through that test. Whichever test you use it tends to
correlate quite closely with tests for ability, so all it

Mr Jones: That is right, we re-introduced bandingis doing is identifying who is going to be in the top
into the school. You remember that the ILEA used25% who go to grammar school anyway, so we feel
to select for secondary schools on the basis ofit is having little or no eVect. Where it has been used
banding and when the ILEA disappeared in a lot ofis over the years, as we became popular and people
London boroughs, including Lambeth, the bandingcould not get in except within a designated area, as
went out of the window with the result that ourit were, then people from further distance used the
school very quickly became heavily skewed towardstest as a possible means of entering if they were
the lower ability end, and it was comprehensive inparticularly interested in coming to a specialist
name only. It really was a secondary modern school,school. As far as the improvement in results goes, I
if I can put it crudely. After a lot of deliberation wemade the point earlier I think that the year we had
decided that the best thing to do, in order to try and2% we took in the brothers and sisters of those who
achieve a balanced intake, was to move towards agot 2% and from those we achieved 45%. Beyond
banding system. We had to get the permission of thethat point, the 45 to the 67/68 we have had in the last
then Secretary of State, Gillian Shephard, and thattwo years, I think there is some influence in terms of
was not easy to get but eventually we got it, and whata changing intake.
we do now is pre test the youngsters with a standard
NFER test, a CAT test, which tests verbal, nonQ434 Chairman: But did you introduce the 40/40/20 verbal and numeracy, and at the end of the day weat that time? Was that your school or another? get a standard assessment score which enables us to
place the children in one of three bands, Band 1

Mr Wood: No. being above average, 2 average, and Band 3 being
below average. If we are, and we have been every

Mr Jones: That was mine. year, over-subscribed in each of these then as a
church school various church qualifications come in,
and those children who attend church regularly getQ435 Chairman: So, Mr Wood, you do not do

anything like that? priority over other children.
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Q439 Chairman: How do you know that? my paper, where four other schools in my borough
test the children for banding, as do some of the
surrounding local authorities and some of theirMr Jones: If they wish to get priority because they
schools do it as well and Wandsworth does it in itsare bona fide worshippers we ask them to submit a
entirety, and you can have a crazy situation whereform from their clergyman, their minister or their
one child over a short period of time can take the testpastor commenting on their attendance and
two or three times. That is not at all fair on thewhether, in fact, they would benefit from an
children or the parents. So I have been arguing foreducation in an Anglican school.
one test to be taken in the comfort and the security
of their existing primary schools so that that resultQ440 JeV Ennis: For completeness, could I ask Mr
can then be fed into those schools that want to use aJones what percentage of pupils are on free school
banding system. You have also got the advantagemeals?
that at the end of the day, if all the choices go back
to the clearing house, then one choice will beMr Jones: It has gone down in recent years but it is
emerging; the parents will be oVered one place; andsomewhere around 40%.
it will stop the nonsense that you have at the moment
where some parents have several places and someQ441 JeV Ennis: Do our witnesses accept the need
children have none at all, and that again is not fair. Itfor admissions to be co-ordinated in areas and, if so,
does also present problems for the receiving school:who is best placed to achieve that sort of co-
sometimes the receiving school only finds out fairlyordination?
late in the day that a parent has changed their minds
and their child is going to another school, and if thatMrs Laycock: We think there is the need for co-
happens in September you could be left with anordination of admissions and I believe the party best
empty desk in a classroom in year 7, which is notplaced to do so with complete objectivity is the Local
good.Education Authority, but I believe this is a

particularly diYcult problem for all of you because,
if you were going to start again, you would not start Q442 JeV Ennis: Are you saying it should not be the
with what we have. Historically we have major issues Local Education Authority because of the London
to shift if we are ever going to get any kind of scenario, and because you have so many LEAs cheek
equality on the issue around admissions, because it by jowl with each other?
is so very clearly linked in terms of parental
preferencing to the league table, which I think is a

Mr Jones: Yes, I think you have got that. You doself-fulfilling prophecy.
need a pan London solution or a cluster of local
authorities because there is an awful lot of cross-Mr Wood: I would agree that the Local Education
border movement. You have a lot of children goingAuthority is the correct body. In Kent in a selective
from Lambeth to surrounding areas, particularlysystem, however, it is extraordinarily diYcult to get
Wandsworth, and we get a lot of children coming ina totally fair system. My concern is for parents: I
from Southwark, so I do think there needs to behave no doubt you have perhaps seen or I know you
some sort of cross-borough co-ordination. I do nothave spoken to the adjudicator. There has been a
honestly think that the local authorities arerecent adjudication in Kent, and I would be
equipped to be able to do that.interested to know what level of intelligence you

require or even reading ability to be able to
understand it. It is very logical and I understand

Q443 JeV Ennis: There is the experiment with theentirely why the decisions have been taken, but I
pan London admissions scheme. Is that going tosympathise totally with the parent. This happens
succeed, in your opinion, or is it going to have majorvery frequently: somewhere well into double figures
problems?within the last ten days of parents have asked for

clarification, asking, “If I put this school first and I
do not get a place what will happen?” It is not easy, Mr Jones: There are certainly going to be teething
particularly when you are in an oversubscribed problems and certainly in the summer term when I
school as I am and you, as a parent, are also was active I do not think they had got the software
attempting to get your child into a grammar school. because you are going to need software to be able to

administer it. If they have everything in place then
Mr Jones: I certainly do think that there should be fine, it should work because it seems quite a simple
some sort of co-ordination of the system. I would thing to do, and they can certainly learn lessons from
have considerable reservations about the local UCAS, but knowing the way the London boroughs
authority doing it, and the sort of co-ordination that operate there will be a lot of teething problems.
I am talking about is the sort of co-ordination that Watch this space!
you have got with UCAS, the universities’ clearing
house, where the forms are all sent and channelled

Q444 JeV Ennis: Obviously the new code of practicethrough but the individual universities and colleges
has not been in place that long. How has it impacteddecide who they will oVer places to. That is
on your admissions policies? Does it need to besomething that I think is desperately needed. You

have a crazy situation in Lambeth, as I outlined in beefed up or relaxed?
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Mr Wood: I do not think it has seriously impacted who were in diYculty or from at-risk families, but
you have to look at your critical mass numbers inyet. For instance, we simply paid no attention to the

issue of children in care before. The number in care your schools of the children working with you and
those that are in similar diYculties or more extremeat my school in the last year was only four—I have

checked up on that before I came. We do not know, diYculties, so I did put up a big fight with a Local
Education Authority on many occasions and, to benow that the adjudicator has said it must be top of

the list, whether that will increase. I have mentioned fair, they always listened, and on occasions they did
support me and try and get that child into anotherthat the number of children with statements is about

55 in the whole school, that is around 10 per year school. But Ofsted and HMI are picking up on
turbulence being a problematic feature of certainwhich is quite high compared with other non

selective local schools, and perhaps indicates the fact schools and, as David Miliband states, success in
school is related to socio economic circumstances, sothat we are popular, but there has been no major

significance as yet in terms of numbers. it was very diYcult. I would say as a local area we
grow our own diYcult students. I have some very
challenging students and very low parentalMrs Laycock: I think it is too early to say as well. I
expectations, and children that do not go to schoolwould support the fact that there is a one choice
being able to read or write their name and, in somebeing made by parents now and I think I can say
cases at five, not able to use a knife and forkfrom my knowledge of the four primary schools with
properly, so the whole issue about challengingwhom we work very closely that, again, the majority
students is alive and well within my school withoutof students from those schools will be coming to my
having to be given extras. I did maintain goodschool and the last two years, if they put another
relationships, however, with the local authorityschool first and have not got in, they have assumed
throughout that. Interestingly, I did a little bit offrom previous practice they would be able to get into
local research before coming here and AbbeydaleFirth Park and that has not been the case, and the
Grange in SheYeld is now a sink school at one sidecommunity has learned by that. In relation to child
of the city, and that head teacher has taken 38protection, looked-after children, interestingly I
students into his school since September—allhave just looked at some statistics and we have 9.8%
diYcult students.of SheYeld city’s most at-risk children in our school,

higher than any other school. I would support the
fact that those students need to be helped and Q447 Jonathan Shaw: Mr Jones, you say you are a
directed into a school where they are going to be, comprehensive only in name, to paraphrase?
hopefully, given a good education and helped to
move beyond the problems they currently face.

Mr Jones: Initially, yes.

Q445 Jonathan Shaw: Can I ask you about a matter
you mentioned to the Committee in your opening Q448 Jonathan Shaw: Mr Wood, is your school a
statement about receiving children who were secondary modern only in name in terms of the in-
extremely turbulent and disruptive when you had take?
available places? In our briefing papers we were
given an article written about Jill Clough who was

Mr Wood: What we described in terms of the intake,the head teacher in East Brighton—
no. Just to partially comment on your question,
under the system until this year, when parents will

Mrs Laycock: I know her. know the 11-plus result, we have had all applicants
to us and know that, for instance, up to 40% of our

Q446 Jonathan Shaw:—and what you were intake has disappeared. It is 25% across the whole
describing sounded very similar to that which area but 40% of those would be attempting to get
happened in Brighton, although I think perhaps into my school. We are producing results which sit
Brighton were not as fortunate in terms of the comfortably with the rest of the country in terms of
amount of resources and the excellence in cities, etc, comprehensive education but we are missing quite a
that your school has. You have praised your Local significant proportion of the brightest children.
Education Authority. Can you describe some of the
tensions when that was happening on a frequent

Q449 Jonathan Shaw: One of the questions that thebasis?
Chairman asked was, as your school has improved,
what has the impact been on the other secondaryMrs Laycock: When I first went to the school there
schools within the area?were 940 students there—there are now 1,365 and we

are full with waiting lists—but for three or four years
we had places and SheYeld, as I have described, is an Mr Wood: There are two schools within perhaps

three miles of us. One of those has just come out ofarea of considerable socio economic divisions and
quite a number of diYculties in terms of turbulent special measures; one has just over 20% 5 As–Cs

this year. They are both around the 500 pupil mark.families in a whole variety of ways plus the refugees
and asylum seeker issues, although actually those The local authority has decided with the co-

operation of our governing body and the other twochildren are the most aspirant. But, yes, we were
told—first of all, asked—to take children who had schools’ governing bodies to attempt to work the

three schools in a federation which beganbeen permanently excluded from other schools or
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unoYcially at Easter and will be formally designated where it is not easy because all young people can be
diYcult, but if you have a critical mass of aspirantwhen it is possible to do that under the present

legislation. young people from good homes and parents who
want them to succeed then the outcome is not too
surprising.Q450 Jonathan Shaw: So these three schools are

coming together?

Q454 Mr Turner: But your remedy, essentially, is to
Mr Wood: Yes. That is looked at as the potential change the pupils?
way forward now. It is very diYcult to assess the
eVect of one school’s success against two other local

Mrs Laycock: If I were starting again I would say toschools in that situation, but I would be
you that every school should have a normal curve ofmisinterpreting the facts if I suggested that our
distribution of ability levels in every singlesuccess has not inhibited other schools. I believe it
comprehensive school, and selection should not takehas, yes.
place at 11 and the Local Education Authority
ought to manage that process through the data theyQ451 Jonathan Shaw: What is the solution?
have of students in the primary schools. So if every
school had a normal distribution of the ability range,Mr Wood: I hope the solution is in the federal idea
then indeed we would really be looking at priorbut, in a sense, there is no answer to your question
attainment and how that school adds value to thosebecause, as long as there is a thing called parental
students from the age of 11 in terms of outturns atpreference, no one can impose a solution if parents
key stages 3 and 4.choose to go in particular directions.

Q455 Mr Turner: And you are talking about theQ452 Mr Turner: Could I start with you, Mrs
national normal distribution curve being replicatedLaycock, only because you have used a particular
in every individual school?couple of phrases in your paper. Firstly you refer to

the “comprehensive ideal” and elsewhere you say,
“this is not comprehensive education in relation Mrs Laycock: Yes, which is not possible.
to the ideal and equanimity”. What is the Mr Turner: I think we have identified, not only today
“comprehensive ideal”? but over previous days, a number of problems and

evils, if you like, in the current system—multiple
Mrs Laycock: I think the comprehensive ideal is that oVers, turbulence particularly for schools that are
every child in secondary education is entitled to a not full, the first choice lottery, and maybe others.
good education such that they leave having fulfilled What are the three key evils you all believe should be
their potential, being able to move on to further, corrected in the current admission system?
higher education if they have the aptitude for that,
or into the world of work with the self confidence

Q456 Chairman: Did you say “evils”? That isand self esteem to know that they are a positive,
interesting terminology but I am sure our heads canvalued citizen and someone who is going to make a
deal with it!diVerence to society. The situation we currently have

is not an ideal one and I have said so in my paper,
which you have read. Mr Jones: Given that in this country parents have

always got to be allowed to express a preference for
Q453 Mr Turner: So eVectively you are saying that a school, when they are given the opportunity to
some schools, given their intake, are incapable of express more than one preference that is when the
delivering that entitlement? problems start to arise, so I think there is sometimes

too much choice, and that choice needs to be co-
ordinated, if you like, by what I have suggestedMrs Laycock: I am saying that some schools have

more diYculty in delivering that entitlement by the earlier on—some sort of clearing house. The other
evil is that with a large number of schools preparedvery nature of the students that attend that school,

and I would suggest that within SheYeld, and I have to choose, each school having its own admissions
policy—and I have nothing against that—it doesput this in my paper, there are 27 secondary schools

and they go very easily into three groups of nine— mean certainly in my locality that parents might end
up having to fill in half a dozen application forms,the most aZuent advantaged top of the league table,

the middle of the road schools, of which I was an and that is wasteful. I think there should be some
coming together of the various admissionsacting head of one at one point, and the nine inner

city schools. Now in relation to the nine inner city authorities to produce a common application form
in the same way that UCAS has done. I do not thinkschools, all of whom have had heads appointed in

the last six to eight years, those are progressing and it is beyond the wit of man and I am quite sure that, if
the churches are spoken to nicely, they would comeachieving two or three times above the national

average, and the pattern of what we are doing is along. The other evil is the multiplicity of diVerent
dates for oVering a place to a parent. Certainly as fartherefore changing in SheYeld. So I am not saying it

is impossible; I am saying it is more challenging, as London is concerned, there should be one date
and, as far as possible, on that particular date everymore diYcult, and I might also say, to be honest,

that there are some schools coasting with an intake single child should be in possession of a place oVer.
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Mr Wood: I would stress what I said earlier about Mr Jones: No, I do not.
the needs of parents. I feel that the system at the
moment is extraordinarily confusing for them and Q460 Mr Chaytor: But how can it not be? If I live in
all moves should be made to try and make sure the the catchment area of the London Oratory my child
information they get is simple, straightforward and cannot go to the London Oratory because I am not
timely. The position of Kent this year was that the Catholic, so surely it is the school choosing and not
final adjudication was received on 31 October; I the parent?
would question whether it is not possible to have
some kind of cut-oV date so all the arguments can be Mr Jones: Faith schools are slightly diVerent. As an
kept away from that parental decision-making Anglican school we obviously give priority to
process because that seems to be unfair to me. What Anglican children.
has not been raised is my concern that a few parents,
where they end up perhaps trying to work the system Q461 Mr Chaytor: So that is a denial of parental
and sending their child to a school which is not the choice to all parents?
nearest designated one for free transport, can
suddenly find themselves with quite significant bills. Mr Jones: Well, no. If parents want to get a place in
I tried to take an average situation at my own school an Anglican school then the solution is there for
and the person who organises transport said, “Yes, them when they start going to a Church of
£2.50 a day for 200 days a year”. That is £500 per England church.
child if you do not end up in the school that the Local
Education Authority has designated gives you free Q462 Mr Chaytor: But let us pursue this. How do
transport. If you have three children, it does not take you explain the fact that there are more children in
long to work out that, over that lifetime which is still Anglican schools between Monday and Friday than
secondary education, that is many thousands of there are children in Anglican churches on Sunday?
pounds and I do not think we make any allowance
for that enormous burden on some parents. Mr Jones: Simply because not all of the children that

we have in my school are Anglicans but Anglicans
Mrs Laycock: The biggest evil is the league table do, in fact, get top priority and then the next tier
because the league table means that parents right down are bona fide worshippers of other Christian
across any city are going to try and get their child denominations.
into the school that is at the top or near the top of
the league table. Making one choice now or one Q463 Mr Chaytor: But it is still a denial of parental
preference is perhaps going to help that although it choice; that is what I am trying to tease out. Do we
is too early to say, but even so I know there will be have a system of parental choice? Are you arguing
parents in SheYeld trying to get their children into for that?
the school at the top of the league table and, if they
fail, the whole process of appeals and the vagaries of Mr Jones: What I am arguing for is obviously that
that are skewed towards middle-class, aspirant parents have got to have a right to express a
articulate parents, so it does not address issues of preference. We have 92 places every year; we get 3-
equality at all. 400 people applying; there are going to be parents

disappointed. The only way round that would
perhaps be to enlarge the school, which is physicallyQ457 Mr Chaytor: Could I start by asking Mr Jones
impossible.about the reference to UCAS, because you argued

that the admissions process should be co-ordinated
in a way similar to university applications but that Q464 Mr Chaytor: But is there a case—and
means you are arguing against parental choice, does presumably you think there is but I am interested in
it not? finding out what the case is—for the individual

school deciding on the oversubscription criteria,
rather than the Local Education Authority doing itMr Jones: No.
by lottery, for instance?

Q458 Mr Chaytor: But in the UCAS system it is the
Mr Jones: If I can stick with the church sectoruniversities that choose the students, not the other
because that is the sector I know most about, eachway round.
church school will have its own diVerent ethos and
in order to maintain that ethos I think you have to

Mr Jones: Yes, but if the school is oversubscribed have parents and youngsters committed to
then the school has to decide which of those children supporting that ethos, and it is only right and proper
it will accept, and it will have an admissions policy that that is reflected in the admissions policy.
and obviously some parents who fulfil a certain
criteria in the admissions policy are going to get Q465 Mr Chaytor: But the diYculty is that with
priority over others. church schools overall, and I am not referring to

yours, part of the ethos is that there are fewer
members of children on free school meals and fewerQ459 Mr Chaytor: On the question of individual

schools being their own admissions authorities, do children with statements. Is this coincidence or is this
part of the ethos of Anglican and Catholic schools?you accept that in itself is a denial of parental choice?
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Mr Jones: I really would not want to speak for the when it did not suit my purposes several years ago,
when in fact it seemed to me that the numbers wereAnglican church and I certainly would not want to

speak for the Roman Catholics but, as far as my own suggesting that we would not do quite as well as I
thought we should, I am afraid I binned the numbersschool is concerned, we do get a very broad spread

across the socio economic groups. If you were to and said, “We are going to do better” and we did,
because some of it is motivation of teachers andpush me I would say that perhaps we are not truly

representative in ethnic terms of the local population motivation of students. This is an extraordinarily
diYcult area and simple answers are probably wrongbecause far more black children in south east

London go to church than white children, so they answers. Now, if one attempted to get rid of the
league tables or did what some are suggesting andobviously get priority and this is obviously reflected

in the ethnic profile of the school. have area league tables, parents would find ways of
putting schools into the hierarchical classification
which you described earlier, which is very usual inQ466 Mr Chaytor: Moving on to the issue that each
diVerent areas. There are almost three layers ofof you have raised in your opening presentation, the
schools.impact of league tables, do you think that league

tables as currently constituted are primarily a
measure of school achievements or a measure of Q467 Mr Chaytor: But would you say that had
school intake? there been a value-added league table it would have

been of equal value to your purpose in driving up
Mrs Laycock: I believe that school league tables in standards in school, or was it the accident of a raw
general tell you where a child lives, and it is scores league table that enabled you to make the
catchment of the school. I do not believe that school progress you have?
league tables tell you very much about teaching and
learning in that school. My eldest son who has just Mr Wood: I feel there is far greater validity to value
completed a politics degree and is working in added league tables and had they been there from the
London went to the school in SheYeld at the top of beginning—and I appreciate they could not have
the league table and left with nine A* and As and five been; we just did not understand how to do that ten
As in his “A” level but he would say the only people years ago—they would have been very useful and as
in that school that knew him and really engaged with they are slowly being introduced I am very interested
him were the PE Department because he was also in their usefulness. What is slightly worrying me is
good at sport but he was with a hugely critical that there are already arguments about whether one
group.1 Those children I knew from being tiny and value added table is better than someone else’s, and
they all know they would go to university and all that is getting rather silly.
knew they would be successful. I believe testing and
accountability is very important and I want to

Q468 Mr Chaytor: On the question of thecontinue with that, but I think the league table is
catchment area, you have each touched on the issuedestructive and a self-fulfilling prophecy. Adding
of parents moving their children acrossvalue and looking at how children progress on entry
conurbations and large distances. Do you thinkto that school is the way forward. If I can cite some
there is a positive value in doing that or is there aexamples of refugees and asylum seekers in my
positive value in having children able to go to theirschool who come in years seven and eight with no
nearest school? What should be the objective ofEnglish at all and achieve, as they did last year, many
policy? Should it maximise choice to the extent thatof them A* to C but some a whole range of Ds and
it encourages people to travel large distances, orEs, that is incredible added value but it does not
should it encourage parents to have confidence inshow up in the league table to my school. They have
their local school?done that in three or four years whereas everybody

else did it in 11 years.
Mrs Laycock: Children should go to their local
comprehensive school, and that is where they shouldMr Wood: I do not think there is any simple answer
go. If all the kids in my community came to us thento this question. I fully respect what you have just
they would be welcome but it would still not give mebeen told about the influence of the league tables. On
the normal distribution curve. I then think thethe other hand, if I go back to 1989 and see that 2%
Government has to look at how the schools areof the children at my school were identified in the
funded and recognise that we are not on an evenlists in the local newspapers as getting five As—Cs,
playing field, so where there is a skewed abilityI find myself turning to staV and saying, “We cannot
downwards or whether there are socio economicany longer use the excuse of selection”. Even if we do
circumstances, whether they use free school mealsuse it and say that 25% of the local population have
which is a rather blunt tool or whatever, there has tobeen selected we are getting appallingly poor results
be some diVerentiation after that. I do not believe itfor people in the top 30% of the ability range if you
is good for students to go to schools outside of theirfollow my argument, and 5% would be with us and
local community and, indeed, it can be quitewe are simply failing them, so that numerical
damaging sometimes. We have had kids who haveevidence, whether published in league tables or not I
come back to us who have got in at the other end ofquestion, has been extremely useful to us. However,
the city and culturally they have not coped very well.
There are diVerences in expectations and in values.1 Note by Witness: This consisted of a mass group of

aspirant students. Mine is an area which is virtually all council house,
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and if our students are moving to the other end of the Anglicans, what constitutes a practising Anglican?
How do you know that they are telling the truth?city where the values are diVerent they do not

sometimes even fit in and they come back—either by And how do you cater for parents who suddenly
develop an interest in going to church—who aretheir own choice or sometimes because they have

been kicked out. “born again”!—a year or so before their children
apply to your school? I am a Catholic: you are either
a baptised Catholic or you are not. Fairly simple!Mr Wood: My answer is a rather cynical one. Over

the years we have worked with various schools on
the continent and at a particular school in Germany Mr Jones: When we send out the pack, there is
the head I was visiting said, “What do you mean included in the pack, in addition to the prospectus,
travel to school? Everyone walks or use their bicycle. the admissions policy and the application form,
It is a local school. Is that not the way everywhere?” what we call a “clergy form”. We invite those parents
I believe there is an obsession in England that if you who want to claim priority under this to get their
tell everyone to go to their local school, which used clergymen to fill it in for them, and we are
to be the case really until the law changed in the 80s, particularly interested in the frequency of church
then a proportion of the population begins to be attendances. The governors have decided that, in
obsessed by the fact that the grass is greener on the order to count, they have to go to church at least
other side, and I genuinely do not know how to once a fortnight and to have done that over a 12-
overcome that. I see that as an ideal solution; it month period. So, if the bright parent suddenly gets
clearly works in Germany, but I no longer believe the call when the kid is in year 5 and they go regularly
that would be tolerated by the local populations in to church, they would then qualify; if they get the call
England. in the middle of year 6, unless they have an

accommodating vicar they probably will not qualify
for priority.Mr Jones: I am looking at it from an inner city

perspective where you have a huge choice of schools,
and I do wonder sometimes, when people ask me Q472 Helen Jones: You are saying to us that under
what my community is, what that community is. We your admissions process it is quite possible for
are the only boys church school in the fairly wide parents, if they so wish, to manipulate the system.
catchment area, boys are going to drive past other
secondary schools to come to mine, and I think that Mr Jones: I would say it was, yes. I think with any
will probably always be the case as far as the church system you are going to get manipulation.
sector is concerned.

Q473 Helen Jones: I wonder, then, how you and
Q469 Helen Jones: All three of you have taken over your governors square that with your duty to look
schools that were in diYcult circumstances and what after children with special educational needs or
interests us as a Committee is you have tackled that children who are in care. And I wonder if the other
problem in very diVerent ways, so I want to try and heads could also tell us how they see admissions to
tease out something about your admissions process, their schools coping with that. Because you are often
if I may. I would be right in saying, would I, that you, then dealing with people who are not in a position to
Mr Jones and Mr Wood, represent schools where manipulate the system but who nevertheless have
the intake has changed fairly substantially since you needs which I think we would all agree ought to be
took over? catered for within a comprehensive system.

Mr Jones: I do not know if I would use the word Mr Jones: You will find, if in fact you look at the
“substantially” but there has been a considerable profile, that we do have a number of children in care
change in the intake and we are moving towards a who come along. One of the reasons they choose us,
more balanced academic intake. We are not there yet although they are church-going as well, is because of
but we are moving towards it. It is not something the benefits that they can obtain from the pastoral
where you bring in a new admissions policy and you care system, and we are fortunate as an Anglican
think things are going to change—they do not. It school to have a full-time chaplain on the staV as
plays only a small part, if you like, in raising and well, which bolsters things. A lot of them come in
changing perceptions and raising achievements—an under the normal criterion that they are going to
important but small part. church (with their foster mother or with their legal

guardian) and they apply in the normal course of
Q470 Helen Jones: Do you still interview parents, events, so we do get our fair share of children who
Mr Jones? perhaps would be regarded as disadvantaged.

Mr Jones: Only after we have oVered them a place. Mr Wood: If I may take, just as the example to
We do not interview them prior to oVering them a answer your question, the statemented pupils I
place. mentioned earlier. In the last couple of years, since

this became an issue because of the Code of Practice,
when our number of statemented children was risingQ471 Helen Jones: You are a church school. I spent

all my teaching career in church schools—albeit not and they were coming, as it were, from outside our
normal catchment area, the LEA have allowed usin the Church of England—and how do you decide,

if you give preference to children who are practising just to carry those 12 as extra pupils. I feel that is a
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comfortable solution, because I would worry that current situation in relation to admissions and
movement of students after the age of 11, is that iftaking a statemented child from 10 miles away,

because that is the parents’ choice and the LEA has schools are full they do not have to take those
students, and so if schools have places they take adesignated our school at the request of the parents,

could misplace a child with enormous social disproportionate number. As I mention in my paper,
what we are trying to do in SheYeld—and I do notdeprivation for all I know. It is a very hit-and-miss

system. But the way in which we have been allowed, know whether we will be successful, but case law
allows it—is to look at a brokerage arrangement,as an oversubscribed school, simply to run over and

say, “If you have 12 statemented children, you can dependent on school size—if it is a small school of
800, it would allow them to go over two or threeaccept 12 more,” which my governors and I

accepted, has made it less of a concern that someone places; mine, a bigger school, five or six—so that
there was a real sharing of the problems of thoseelse would be pushed over the edge and not allowed

in who would previously have got a place. young people but also the potential, because they all
do have potential, and it is down to, in the end, a
critical mass issue. But at the level of when they enterQ474 Helen Jones: You select 10% by aptitude, do
your school aged 11, if they come in havingyou not?
preferenced your school and want to come there,
then I think that is a positive decision and that weMr Wood: Yes.
there have a responsibility to educate them and help
them achieve.Q475 Helen Jones: You previously said to the

Committee that you do not really feel that the tests
are particularly valid. How then does the admission Q477 Helen Jones: You have raised quite an
of children with special needs or children in care fit important point, which I think is one I would share,
in with your system? Do you select the 10% and that all the heads in the area have joint responsibility
then you— for the education of children in that area. I would

like to hear from our other two witnesses, if I may,
Mr Wood: Forgive me, until this year, the issue of how they think that should be dealt with. Is there a
children in care did not enter into it: if they applied, community responsibility as well as a responsibility
we did not know that they were in care necessarily to your particular school? If so, what changes would
until afterwards. So I cannot comment on how that both of you like to see in the admissions system that
will aVect things in the future, but it works would cater for that? Or do you think a head’s duty
approximately like this: we take in 250 children a is simply to their particular school?
year. Twenty-five of those would be on the aptitude
test. We have a small unit for visually impaired

Mr Wood: I think my view is changing. As a formerchildren and they would get the next opportunity.
GM head, I was keen to have independence in orderThat would never be more, I think, than a maximum
to improve the lot of the children in my own school.of three children a year. We then move to any special
I now see some of the long-term eVects which havemedical reasons—and very rarely does anyone use
resulted in that hierarchical set-up which youthat category. We then move to siblings at the
describe, and I believe we have now to move more toschool. That takes in about 40% of the places. Then
a wider responsibility. That is a very easy thing toit begins to be more on distance.
say and very diYcult to put into practice. On a day-
to-day basis, if you have a child in my school, youQ476 Helen Jones: Could I ask Mrs Laycock. You
would expect my concentration to be on thehave experienced this, if you like, from the other side
education of your son or daughter and not worryingof the system, where you have had to cope with a lot
about what is happening on the other side of theof children with particular special needs. How do
town. So there is a real tension in schools. However,you feel the needs of those children should be dealt
many of the moves that are now being made towardswith within the admissions system and how do you,
collaboration and the federation, which I describedas a head who has looked to raising standards in a
earlier, I think are beginning to show signs ofvery diYcult area, feel that schools can have an open
alleviating some of the excesses, and we will begin toadmission system which admits a lot of children with
tackle some of the issues about, for instance, diYcultparticular diYculties and still raise standards?
to place children all ending up in the one school. It
is diYcult to take that to any kind of natural

Mrs Laycock: I go back to what I said earlier, and conclusion, though, in terms of one’s community
that is that I do believe children from the local responsibility in an area which has selection, because
community should go to their community school. how can you define that issue of my being
That will bring to my school a higher number of responsible for the education of children in a local
challenging students and children with special needs community when a significant proportion of them
by dint of its actual area, but I am actually happy to will be taken out of the local community at the
accommodate those in the first place. If we were wishes of the local population.
looking at an ideal, I would say—and I have said this
as chair of secondary heads in SheYeld—that I
believe all 27 of us are jointly responsible for the Q478 Helen Jones: Do you believe that hinders an

eYcient education system, the fact that you still haveeducation of all secondary age children in our city.
Therefore, the problem that you have with the selection?
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Mr Wood: Yes. Q482 Valerie Davey: Has the Greenwich judgment
had any impact on your guidance or your situation
now? It caused a huge furore initially. Is it still ofQ479 Helen Jones: Mr Jones, I wonder what your
influence?view is on this, coming from a church school.

Mr Jones: It certainly does. If you look at the whole
Mr Jones: We have always taken the view that the pattern of migration in inner London you will find
pupils in our school and their families are entitled to that there are the big players, like, for example,
our first priority but we have never walked on the Wandsworth, who take an awful lot of children in.
other side of the road when our neighbour is in They are mass importers. As is Bromley, where I live.
trouble. We have oVered, from time to time, our There are always horror stories of children who live
specialist knowledge and help to local schools when next door to the school in Bromley who are unable
they have been in diYculty or if we have some to get there because you have children coming down
specialism that they do not have. We certainly from Greenwich. So, yes, it does have an impact. To
cooperate with three other schools now at sixth form a certain extent, I dare say that we are probably as
level. It is not just the secondary sector either; we guilty in Lambeth as the rest because we are also
have very good links with our primary schools as importers. Although we lose a lot, we also import a
well. We have a very good art department and we lot of children from the London Borough of
frequently invite children in from the local primary Southwark. So it is a problem and I do think it needs
school, boys and girls—we are a boys school—to to be sorted out.
come in to get some specialist tuition, and to be able
to use our equipment which they would not Q483 Valerie Davey: Out of London, does it still
otherwise have the opportunity of doing at the occasionally become a feature in your thinking, or is
primary stage. it not important?

Q480 Helen Jones: Could you comment Mr Wood: Not really where we are located, although
particularly on the secondary admissions on that, I suspect—although I do not have any details—that
Mr Jones. I would be interested in your view, from a it is probably a factor on the borders of Kent with
church school. How do you balance maintaining the the outer London authorities, Bromley and Bexley.
ethos of a church school with a duty to the education
of children in the wider community? Q484 Valerie Davey: And SheYeld?

Mrs Laycock: It is not an issue in SheYeld. I mean,Mr Jones: I think we have to do what is practical and
it is the Soviet Republic of South Yorkshire!reasonable. I think there is a danger that one can

stretch oneself a little bit too far. As I said, my
priority as head was always to the boys and their Q485 Valerie Davey: Indeed. But the factor that
families in the widest possible sense, but if we had concerns me about Greenwich now, about which I
any slack in the system then we could make that would like to ask you, is who actually has the
available to the wider community. advocacy for the children of a community? Before

Greenwich, the LEA had absolute prior
responsibility for ensuring that every child who livedQ481 Helen Jones: One final question, if I may. We
in their area got a place. Now who do you see as theconstantly talk about parental choice. In fact it is
advocate for the children? Your local community?parental preference, not parental choice. Do you
Your LEA? Who is really responsible nowthink the current system actually misleads parents,
ultimately that every child gets a place?in that many of them in fact do not get their choice

of school, the school gets its choice of pupils?
Mr Jones: I think that responsibility still devolves
upon the local education authority where the child

Mrs Laycock: In my school, the children who opt to lives. They have a legal responsibility for that
come—parents’ preference, choice, whatever you particular child.
put—get in generally.

Q486 Valerie Davey: But it is virtually impossible.
Mr Wood: As we as heads complain and get in touch
with the local authority and the excellent Mr Jones: It is very, very diYcult, yes.
administrator of admissions in Kent, she would
maintain that, in the end, the vast majority of Mr Wood: In practice, I would agree, that is where
parents get what they want. I must concede that. the responsibility lies and the local authority in Kent

clearly take that responsibility very seriously.
Mr Jones: I think when parents come in to visit one’s
school, one has to be up front and explain exactly the Mrs Laycock: In SheYeld it is the local authority.

Indeed, for the last two years we have also had whatadmissions criteria: who gets priority, what they
need to do to get that priority. If they do express a we call a “bulge year”, of larger numbers of students

coming in at aged 11, and we have worked as 27preference for the school, I think you have to give
some indication as to how likely they are to be heads to look at how those could be accommodated

in schools that are generally full. We have notsuccessful.
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allowed—and it has not been an issue—that the Mrs Laycock: As a lapsed Catholic who was locked
up in convent school until I was 18, I can assure youschools in more advantaged areas have been able to

take in more, thus therefore there being an that was the case.
expectation they will continue to do so. Quite the
reverse has taken place, and that has happened quite Q492 Mr Pollard: On the number of children, I have
collegiately. seven children, so I qualify in every case. Is it a

perception, do you believe, that church schools are
stronger on discipline and that is why people areQ487 Valerie Davey: We have a complex system of
attracted to them.school admission policies; the new framework,

clearly—which will be significant; LEAs; and
Mrs Laycock: In SheYeld, I do not believe that is theparents exercising a preference but uncertain in most
case, that the two church schools are perceived to becases, in many cases, as to where they are actually
stronger on discipline at all. Indeed, we are workinggoing to be. You are three very experienced heads,
with the Leadership Incentive Grant. I work in aand the relative length of time you have been at those
collaborative group of six other heads from veryschools and the way you have brought them forward
diVerent schools and I think the perception was thatis, I think, a lesson to all of us. You have done that,
when we got into the league LIG that those at the topyou have been encouraging parental choice for
of the league table would shine a light towards thoseyour schools and now suddenly they are full. And
at the bottom and that we would all flourish andthat is the ultimate problem, where you have
suddenly get better. Actually, people are finding outoversubscribed schools. Do you not feel that you
that there is more good practice in schools like mine,have changed your character now, that you are now
particularly around behaviour in management. Myselecting as opposed to encouraging those parents to
lead behaviour person, my assistant head, is actuallyselect you?
working in one such “advantaged” school doing
quite a lot of training.Mrs Laycock: As I said earlier, the students from my

local community do come to my school, and, in
Q493 Mr Pollard: I did not say the practice but thatlooking at demographics over the next few years,
there is a perception outside . . .they will continue to do so. I do not think Firth Park

is ever going to be oversubscribed to the point where
Mrs Laycock: Not in SheYeld, no. It is the leaguethey are fighting at the door to get in.
table.

Q488 Valerie Davey: You are comfortable.
Mr Wood: I do not see that at the one church school
in Maidstone. My former post, albeit many years

Mrs Laycock: I am comfortable. It would be nice, ago, was as the deputy head of a church school, the
before I leave there, if they were actually advertising first joint church school in Surrey, which was
houses—they do not at the moment—for sale “in the Anglican and Roman Catholic. I think parents
catchment of Firth Park Community Arts College”. wanted that school for the positive ethos that they

felt was there, however, I think that they would have
Mr Wood: With 55 statemented pupils, almost 300 forgotten the positive ethos if we had not been
special needs pupils, I do not think I could agree with improving results.
you—although the proportions in other schools
local to me will be greater than that. Mr Jones: I think a very, very small section of our

community thinks that we are, sort of, “hot” on
discipline. The vast majority like the ethos, like whatMr Jones: It grieves me every year that we are not
we have to oVer. We do sell this when they comeable to oVer places to youngsters who I think would
around on open days, and we do stress the fact thatthrive and benefit from the oVer that we have in
we come together as a school each day for anTenison’s, but we are just simply bulging at the
assembly and that we also have, as I mentionedseams. It is sad. It is also sad that there are not other
earlier, the chaplain. We do not just take on boys, weschools like ours in the immediate locality.
take on families. I think it is the whole package that
they sign up for.Q489 Valerie Davey: That means boys’ schools.

Q494 Mr Pollard: Does competition betweenMr Jones: Yes. schools and diVerent types of schools raise
standards?

Q490 Mr Pollard: Can I tell you, as a practising
Roman Catholic, that you have to go to church twice Mrs Laycock: I think that—
a week now to get into a Catholic school. My belief
is that it will be daily mass before long! Q495 Mr Pollard: From the Socialist Republic of

SheYeld.
Mr Jones: I am glad to hear it!

Mrs Laycock: I feel very strongly and passionately
about raising standards. I suppose we are quite luckyQ491 Chairman: It depends on the number of

children you have. in SheYeld in relation to the way we do work
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together. Clearly, I do think that competition, Q498 Chairman: Mike, do you want to comment?
looking at what is happening in your neighbouring
schools or across the way, does focus the mind Mr Wood: My answer on the competition point
clearly. The night before the GCSE results come out, would be that I suspect competition does to an
I do not sleep—and I play with data and so on and extent raise standards. We went GM in the early
so forth! So, yes, of course it does. I do not think that nineties. The key point about GM to my mind—and
is unhealthy either, I just think that the way those the resources were very important, but the real
results are published is unhealthy. issue—was independence; that knowledge that you

sat as a head in your oYce and realised you could not
blame the LEA any more. That very sharply focusedQ496 Chairman: Is there not an aspect, a kind of
one’s attention on raising standards. Otherwise,sub-theme to your argument, that because you are
when you were in an LEA, cosy system back in therunning a school in a working-class area that the
eighties, it was possible to blame other people. Ikids are inherently less able than the kids across in
think we have moved on from there now.the middle-class parts of SheYeld that you
Competition may well now be creating somedescribed earlier?
problems in some schools, as we have said, and I
think we have to look to other mechanisms for the

Mrs Laycock: It depends on how you define ability future and have a greater sense of responsibility for
and how you test that. If you look at the ability range pupils across the whole community, and that may
as they come in, in terms of Key Stage 2 SATs they manifest itself in a variety of ways. It may be that
are lower than other parts of the city. That is not just heads are cooperating, it may be that there are
to do with those schools, that is parenting, that is formal federations and so on.
expectations, that is lifestyle, et cetera. Therefore, it
is my job, it is our job, to follow on the very good Q499 Chairman: Mike, competition for you is
work of the primary schools and raise those unfair, is it not? You start at the very beginning in
expectations and those outcomes. I actually believe, a race where you are shackled, because in a selective
and I say to my kids: Success in life is about 10% system like Kent there are schools that have a totally
intelligence and 90% bottle and determination and diVerent basis of entry and you are going to find it
self-belief. That is what we are trying to do. All very diYcult to compete with them, are you not? It
around my school there are posters—I am an ex- is inherently unfair competition for you, is it not?
head of art—saying “Firth Park is Fantastic” and
they believe in it now. We are actually changing the Mr Wood: My answer to that is that I have four
culture. When the HMI came in last year, they said children and I do not live in Kent, and all of my
that a parent had said, “Students’ self-belief rises children have been at comprehensive schools. So,
when they come to Firth Park” and that is what we yes, is the answer.
are about.

Q500 Chairman: The answer is yes. Okay.
Q497 Chairman: You keep coming back to the
theme that it is league tables. It is not reputation, it Mr Wood: There has to be a recognition by
is not good behaviour of your pupils or the fact that secondary schools that we are in a market place and
in some schools they wear uniform; it is other things. obviously the league tables do influence parents’
You keep coming back to the fact that the only thing choice. We found that out when we got the 1% in
that would attract parents to send their children to a 1996: it was the devil’s own job to attract parents
school is the league tables. with motivated, bright kids, into the school. We did

it, over a period of years. It is also the cascading
eVect that it has, not just on the head but also on theMrs Laycock: I think the league table is a hugely
heads of departments and the subject teachers,significant factor on parental choice. I do lose
because each year now you have the examinationchildren from my community, who to go the other
results, they are analysed pretty well, and you canend of the city, or try to, because of the league table.
actually put somebody on the spot who perhaps isIt is there. It is a factor. The other things we are
not coming up to spec vis-a-vis what you wouldtrying to do as a school—in relation to the
expect of them within the context of your owncommunity, the reputation, working with parents
school. I would say, yes, to a certain extent it doesand students—have brought a lot of them back but
have an eVect on raising standards, as far as GCSEthat has been a hard-won struggle. I continue to say
results are concerned.that the league table is unhelpful because, no matter

how hard parents believe in our school, I am not
Q501 Chairman: Brian, to you too: you have agoing to ever get 84% (which is the top of the league
system in London where talented youngsters aretable in SheYeld) at five A*–C on our current
creamed oV in terms of moving across London toability intake.
grammar schools. Do you find that unfairChairman: Kerry, I am sorry, I cut across your
competition?questioning.

Mr Pollard: That is all right. What factors influence
parents’ decisions about school choice? Mr Jones: Yes, you still get a number of children

from Lambeth which you lose when you really wantHelen Jones: Could we finish in relation to
competition? them—and they go oV to St Olav’s, a highly selective
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boys’ grammar school down in Bromley. We also distribution of young people should go into schools
across the city, so that there were more opportunitieshave on the doorstep a number of very, very good

independent schools. We have in the past lost for groups of able and aspirant children to be
together and for other children to see them andchildren to those schools. As a result of the abolition

of the assisted places scheme, we have managed to apply themselves to improving their attainment. An
example in my school: we did get, for the first timepick up a small number of children, who in the past,

if the bursaries were available, would have gone to in the history of Firth Park School, a girl into Oxford
three years ago. We had to work incredibly hardan independent school. They are not going to an

independent school, they are coming to my school, with her and her mother, a single parent, and her
own self-belief as to whether she could actually cope,and they are thriving.
should she go, et cetera. She got in and she just got
a 2:1.Q502 Chairman: Brian, could I press you and our
Chairman: Andrew, do you want to come in on thisother heads on this. We had three academics sitting
line of questioning, because it is an area that interestswhere you are sitting, from very diVerent
you too.universities, and we pushed them on the question of

whether a selective education system delivers a
better education across the board for all the pupils in Q503 Mr Turner: You said earlier that funding
an area or not. What is the eVect of selection in your should diVerentiate for student ability, if I may
view for all the pupils?—not just the pupils who go paraphrase. I think that is very interesting. How
to your school, but across the piece. should that funding be arranged? Brian has just

mentioned the problems as that of critical mass in his
school. Would you think there should be a veryMr Jones: I have to put my hands up and confess,
significant diVerence in the pupil funding of pupilsbecause I do not want to be called a hypocrite, that
with diVerent abilities where there is not the bellboth of my children went to highly selective schools,
curve in a school?so I am very much in favour of selective schools.

Having said that, what I wanted for my own children
I want for the parents who send them to my school. Mrs Laycock: Yes, I do believe—and I think my two
We certainly have, I think, managed to do that. This colleagues here would say the same—it is much
year alone we had two boys get places in UCL and harder if you have a critical mass of young people
another youngster get a place in King’s to study who are low attaining and have low expectations. In
medicine. What does worry me slightly, if I am being a culture of all of that as well, it is much harder to
frank, is that those very able youngsters are not able move things forward. I do think the resources do
to meet with a large cohort of equally bright need to be addressed to go into those schools. This
youngsters. They are limited in this extent. You can year there has been a massive problem about school
have four or five very able children in a year, and funding—and, indeed, my situation was pretty grim
obviously they will mix with one another, they will as well. I think the resources have to be directed to
be in the same class, but, if my instincts were leading schools where there is an agreement—and there is
me, I think I would much prefer them to be in a much evidence with which everybody agrees, whether it be
larger group so that they would get the benefit of the free school meals and those on family income
input from other equally bright children. support or whatever—that indeed those schools

deserve extra resources because they have got a
harder job. I think the other way of working with it,Mr Wood: I do not approve of selection, as my
which is what we are doing in SheYeld and whichcomment about my own children’s education
David Miliband has supported, is that all 27illustrates. I think it does have an unfortunate
secondary schools in SheYeld will have a specialismknock-on eVect in particular areas and leads to this
by 2006. That is another area of being able to even-hierarchical arrangement of schools. I also think one
up the playing field and say, “This is a good schoolof the features of it in Kent—and I am not sure
and we have a specialism in this,” without the 10%whether this is replicated elsewhere, in other
selection aspect.selective areas—is that you end up with smaller

schools, and in some cases that can actually be a
disadvantage to pupils because you cannot oVer the Mr Wood: I want to rather violently disagree with
breadth of curriculum. You can get that the local that because I think it is too simplistic. Simply giving
community is too small to get a good balance within additional money to a school does not necessarily
a school and I think that may be an eVect of mean it is going to improve the quality of education
selection. for the pupils. There must be more to it than that. I

was at a meeting with half a dozen heads last week
from diVerent parts of the country and it suddenlyMrs Laycock: I do not believe in selection at all. I

think all it does is produce sink schools, who get became a theme that there was considerable
annoyance amongst heads at the feeling that theheadlines to say that they are rubbish schools and

the kids in it them think they are rubbish. When I present Government was pushing too much money
through things like Excellence in Cities and League,first went to Firth Park, the kids and the parents

thought it was a rubbish school and they do not now. et cetera, into schools that were failing or in
diYculties, without having mechanisms actually toI just do not believe in that. I take on board the issues

about critical mass of aspirant attaining young guarantee that that money was being eVectively
used. I think that is a concern. The distortion can bepeople—and that, I think, takes me back to how the
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such that the per capita funding between my school dragged your schools up from low points to the
position where they are achieving much betterand one down the road—which is in great diYculty,

admittedly, with a far higher proportion of special results. How has the climate change? Has it all
changed or has it just been down to you? Has thereneeds pupils—is approximately £900 per head

diVerent. That is very, very substantial indeed. been a pressure applied—social policy, government
policy, by parents—do you feel?

Mr Jones: There was a considerable amount of
resentment among many of the secondary heads in Mr Jones: I think the determination came from
Lambeth at the way the finances were being within me to change the whole culture of the school,
distributed. We ended up with a feeling that it was in from one of colleagues having low expectations to
inverse proportion to success: in other words, those one of them having high expectations, and all that
schools that were perceived as failing got a lot of came from that. I am a great believer in motivating
extra money, and Lord knows why they got the the youngsters, and nothing motivates children
money, whereas those schools which were more than praise. It is a very powerful motivator—
succeeding would probably have done even better, we know that from our own experiences. It is also the
given the same sort of funding that you had given the way that colleagues respond with colleagues,
so-called failing schools, and that was not fair. But children react with other children, and how staV and
the system in Lambeth was never, ever transparent. children interact; there is a whole package there that

I think is very important indeed for the success and
Q504 Mr Chaytor: Does each of you think it would to raise the achievement. There is no one ingredient.
be necessary for the Government to intervene to I would suggest there are no magic wands to bring
such an extent and allocate such a large share of the this about overnight: it is just sheer dogged hard
budget to schools that are in diYculties, if the work, day in and day out, month after month, and
proportion of children were more equally year after year, and if you carry your staV and your
distributed between all schools? parents with you and the children are responding

then I think you have the right ingredients, if you
Mrs Laycock: I do not think there would be the like, for a good school.
necessity then to diVerentiate in that way because
there would be a level playing field and therefore that Mr Wood: I think I would talk more generally about
intervention would not be necessary. I would have to the climate that has changed in the thirty-plus years
agree, as a school that has been on the receiving end that I have been in teaching. There was very little
of considerable resources, that the accountability is press coverage of education 30 years ago; now, it is
very important as well. But I would still argue it was never out of the newspapers, be they local or
very necessary and continues to be necessary. national, although some of it is very distorted. I

think that it is a very good thing that we have put
Mr Wood: If there was a more even spread of pupils, education at the centre of our national life. Looking
your point is correct, and I accept it entirely. at that from the parental point of view, I used to

despair of the parents who would come to look
Q505 Mr Chaytor: It would be cheaper to improve round my school on open day and ask, “Does the
quality— bus stop nearby?” Now, you will get parents who

actually ask you about the literacy strategy and so
Mrs Laycock: In the long-run, yes. on. That is wonderful, that they are taking a keen

interest in their children’s education rather than the
mere logistics of getting them to the school or whatQ506 Mr Chaytor:—by having a fairer distribution
they are going to have for lunch.of pupils than to intervene retrospectively, after the

event.
Mrs Laycock: I think leadership, head teacher

Mr Wood: Yes, I certainly think so. I am still leadership, is absolutely vital in taking the school,
concerned, though, about that point I made earlier whatever that school is, further along. In my school
regarding independence and motivation and I have 88 teaching staV but I have appointed 61 of
leadership of head teachers, because just spreading them, and I had to move people out. People had to
out the children evenly does not necessarily make for go, either willingly or otherwise. I think there are
a good education. some other factors as well. In the last seven years, the

Department, the DfES, is listening to schools more.
Mr Jones: It is good counsel for perfection. There is much more a sense of partnership, of what
Chairman: We are moving to the end of this session. works and what we are doing well together—I am
We have kept you a long time and I am very grateful involved in a number of gropus around the DfES
to you. Jonathan has another question. and NCSL—and I think buying into a joined-up

picture of where we are all going on behalf of all staV
and students. The self belief issue. The ethos. YouQ507 Jonathan Shaw: I just want to ask you about

change in the climate. You have all been experienced know, if you walk into my school, children will say,
“Hello,” “Good morning,” “Can I help you?” shakehead teachers, and there is so much focus these days,

at the moment, while we are doing this inquiry, on hands, have eye contact. That is part of our
behaviour policy. It is about all of us working hardadmissions and the impact that has on standards.

Each of you has spoken about how you have together. It is dogged hard work. It is not about
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super heads who can come in for two years and do Mrs Laycock: Yes, I think there is. Massive.
something and then disappear; it is about
persistence, it is about consistency, it is about Q509 Chairman: What is the diVerence between a

well-managed school and a well led school, then?dotting all the i’s and crossing the t’s. It is also about
the human face, I think, of the Government. Ours
was the school Tony Blair and David Blunkett Mrs Laycock: I think leadership is absolutely vital.

A leader, I believe, however, that person displaysvisited in February. Indeed, on a visit around the
school over the hour and a half, Tony Blair played it—and you may have picked up that I am a bit of an

extrovert and I probably display it in a fairly loudon the guitar with our band Jabberwocky and put
David on the drums. That hit every national and eccentric way, but leadership does not have to be

like that—leaders have to have a passion for whatnewspaper—and Private Eye! I am very proud of
that. But that was fantastic for my school, my they are doing and have to inspire others to work

with them in that team. Management is, I think, aparents and my kids. This was unheard of, and it was
the first time a prime minister had been to a SheYeld level down, and that is far more to do with

bureaucracy, administration and keeping thingsschool since 1969. I do believe there is a better kind
of partnership and big picture of what we are all happening, but it is not inspirational.

Chairman: Thank you for that. You have beentrying to do together, not just within a school. I do
not feel I am isolated in what I am doing. wonderful witnesses. You have given us a great deal

of time and we have learned a lot. We are very
impressed by the quality of the heads that obviouslyQ508 Chairman: You used the word “leadership”

rather than good management. Is there a diVerence we have in this country. Thank you very much for
coming to talk to us.between them?

Memorandum submitted by the Institute for Public Policy Research (SA 10)

The Institute for Public Policy Research is an independent charity whose purpose is to contribute to public
understanding of social, economic and political questions through research, discussion and publication. As
part of its project “Schooling in London” (see www.ippr.org/london), it published in February 2003 “Not
Choice But Champion: a New Look at Secondary Admissions in London”.1 Its argument is as follows.

In practice, secondary admissions are not equally problematic across the country. DiYculties arise when:

— there is a large choice of schools within a reasonable travel to school area;

— selective schools take a significant proportion of the pupil population; and

— a significant proportion of schools are their own admissions authorities.

Such conditions are most likely to be met within the conurbations, and particularly within London.
London’s unique circumstances contribute to the unique severity of the diYculties there.

The quasi-market in schools depends on an admissions system in which parents exercise “choice” (strictly,
express a preference) based on an informed judgement about local schools. Yet much of the discourse on
“good” and “bad” schools is based on loose thinking and misleading data such as raw performance tables.
By far the best predictor of a school’s performance is the nature of its intake.

Many conclude that value added tables will solve this problem, but there are serious methodological
diYculties in their construction. There is little relationship between the value added results published so far
and the reputation or popularity of schools. This is one reason why the “good school, bad school” rhetoric
is unhelpful. Parents’ assumptions about the standard of a school frequently do not reflect the achievements
of the school. Another is that it ignores a central finding of school improvement research, that all schools
have a mix of strengths and weaknesses, some persistent, some transitory. Unfortunately, this misleading
discourse has been reinforced by the Ofsted inspection process, which despite detailed evaluations of
strengths and weaknesses ends with a simple published conclusion.

The experience of London secondary schools places in question the whole concept of the quasi-market
as a means for whole system improvement. Parental choice is exercised with high levels of ignorance about
the product range. Diversity in a market only works when consumers make diverse choices, but the strong
tendency for “consumers” of London secondary schools to choose the same schools creates excess demand
at one end of the graph and inadequate demand at the other, without any mechanism tending towards
equilibrium.

In London, parental preference is hollow within a pattern of very popular and very unpopular schools,
where the popular select their pupils. Parental satisfaction with transfer arrangements is significantly lower
in London than in the country generally; around 70% of pupils are placed in the secondary school of first
preference compared with 85% nationally. While the national average percentage of appeals on admissions
in 2000–01 was 10.3%, the inner London average was 18.8% and the outer London 21.0%. It may well be

1 A copy of the document is available in the Parliamentary Archives OYce.
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that satisfaction is even lower than these figures indicate. Not only do they obscure cases in which the desired
school was not a stated preference because of the small likelihood of success, they do not measure
unhappiness about the whole process. This is found drawn out and stressful by the knowledgeable, and
confusing and alienating by those who have not learnt how to play the system.

The reliance on parental preference prevents an admissions system which deals with social aspects of
school intakes. The PISA study has produced evidence of the impact on performance of the social mix of
the intake. It found that the average socio-economic make-up of a school’s intake has a stronger relationship
with performance than students’ socio-economic status itself. In other words, the pupil mix is a vital factor.
In addition, there is some link between overall achievement and non-selective secondary systems.

Principle: Achieving a Socially Mixed intake should be a Policy Ambition

London schools are socially segregated, but the degree varies greatly, due to a number of factors including
geography, the presence of grammar schools in some boroughs and adjacent counties, and the admissions
policies of individual LEAs. The grammar school eVect should not be underrated, because many of them
select from a very wide catchment area across a number of LEAs.

Recommendation: Admission by selection according to ability or aptitude must be ended. This would aVect
all maintained schools, including grammar and specialist.

The current admissions system does not reflect a balance of interests. It is based on a simple market
concept in which the parent is treated as the consumer. Indeed the 1998 Act reinforced this by giving
admissions authorities an overriding duty to comply with parents’ declared preferences. The interests of
social justice are not served by such a limited perspective. State education is not an individual consumption
good, but a public service provided to meet a variety of aims, only some of which relate to individual
learners. Others are social and political, relating to social order, social cohesion, the inculcation of
democratic and liberal values, and so on. A school admissions system should reflect that variety of aims, so
that the interests and views of the local community, the state, and the children themselves are taken into
account in addition to parental preference.

London children sometimes want very diVerent outcomes from their parents, such as: moving on with
friends, to a familiar school, a local school, a good school. There is a case for an independent “child-centred”
factor in secondary school admissions. It should reflect the child’s wishes, but also a judgement on the child’s
needs, in which the primary school should play a major role. It cannot be right that the child who is at the
centre of the process should formally have no part to play and no rights.

The public as represented by local government has interests in admissions, for example socially balanced
intakes, which is inadequately covered by setting oversubscription criteria for community schools. A very
substantial proportion of London admissions is non-standard, when there may be no local school with
vacancies, or the available school is undersubscribed and already suVers disproportionately from pupil
turnover. It is important that all secondary schools oVer places to a proportion of applicants who are likely
to be mobile. In combination with measures on waiting lists, this would ensure in the most popular schools
some casual vacancies become available to high-need pupils.

The complexity of the current admissions system arises largely because individual voluntary aided and
foundation schools are their own admissions authorities. London has 219 secondary admissions authorities.
Of course this independence is attractive to some schools, but there is no justification for it in view of the
wider policy context of a schools system. Ultimately, a large number of these schools would not voluntarily
surrender this right.

Principle: The Government must accept the principle of compulsion on schools in improving the fairness of
the system.

Recommendation: In 2005 the LEA should become the admissions authority for all maintained schools in
its area, including Voluntary Aided, foundation, CTCs, and academies.

Recommendation: London local government must agree a single admissions system for the city.
Consideration should be given to the possible roles of catchment areas, and banding, within this single
procedure.

Recommendation: When new schools are being planned, consideration should be given to piloting Year nine
as the age of transfer, so that pupils would attend the same school from three to 14.

The Government’s collaboration agenda is an ideal vehicle for implementing an admissions procedure to
replace competition between schools. If pupils were admitted to a federation rather than an individual
school, they could then be allocated to the constituent schools by a process which balanced the range of
legitimate concerns, including the virtue of socially balanced intakes.
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Recommendation: In the longer term, all London secondary schools should form federations. When a
federation is formed, admissions would be to it rather than to its constituent schools. Within a federation,
admissions to the schools would be on the basis of parental preference, child’s preference, child’s need, and
community interests.

5 September 2003

Memorandum submitted by the Campaign for Real Education (SA 27)

While the Select Committee is considering the question of school admissions, may we please ask that
Members reflect on the following:

First, a philosophical point:

When you took evidence from Professors Coldron, Fitz and West on 10 September 2003, Professor
Coldron said: “. . . My view is that the aim of admissions authorities should be to help to equalise intakes,
not to increase parental choice, and a whole set of ingredients needs to be brought to that purpose, banding
being one of them.” Professor Fitz concurred: “I agree with both John [Coldron] and Anne [West] on that.
I think working towards some notion of balanced intakes within each school is highly desirable, both in
terms of social mix and also the data—the now very ancient data—on the eVect it can have on student
performance. Banding is certainly one way of achieving that.” This suggestion, of course, is moving towards
what Fred Naylor of the Parental Alliance for Choice in Education has described as “compulsory social
mixing”. It would be a major step towards the Marxian ideal of “equality of result” at the expense of the
liberal democratic ideal of individual “equality of opportunity”. Ideologically, it is totalitarian socialism,
and it should be recognised as such. Also, unless all parents can be persuaded to accept this arrangement,
it is in conflict with the rights of parents as expressed in Article 2 Protocol No 1 of the European Convention
on Human Rights, which gives parents the right to choose an education for their children “in conformity
with their own religious and philosophical convictions”.

It should also be noted that recommendations by adjudicators, that parents whose children are entered
for the 11-plus must state their preferred choices of school before they know whether or not their child has
qualified for a place at a grammar school, put these children and their parents in an invidious position. This
damaging recommendation is unnecessary and clearly intended to discourage competition and choice.
Children seeking admission to a grammar school should not be penalised by the threat that, if they are
unsuccessful, they may end up in an unpopular “sink” school. They should be allowed the full range of
options just like everyone else. And, surely, if pupils who had gained places in grammar schools were
immediately removed from the LEA’s admission system, smaller numbers would make the system easier,
and less costly, to administer? (Over recent years a considerable bureaucracy has grown up to deal with
school admissions. In 2002–03, for example, England’s 150 LEAs spent £60 million on school admissions
at the expense of Individual School Budgets.)

Furthermore, the Government’s chief admissions adjudicator, Dr Philip Hunter, seems very confused
about how specialist schools are supposed to select their pupils. In the Times Educational Supplement on
11 July, Dr Hunter sought to explain how specialist schools could avoid breaking the law by diVerentiating
between aptitude and ability. But despite the acknowledged assistance of Professor Dylan Wiliam of King’s
College, London, Tim Oates of the QCA and Chris Whetton of NFER, his recommendations were an
incomprehensible mish-mash of “Third Way” fudge. So it is good to see that where parents and schools in
Hertfordshire have been able to use the courts against adjudicators” decisions, the adjudicators have lost
their case and been forced to surrender, not only in Hertfordshire, but in other places too (see, for example,
Times Educational Supplement, 24 October 2003, page 15).

Other points, picked up anecdotally from parents and teachers who have contacted us and which
Members of the Select Committee may like to consider, include:

— That there are strong objections to the Government preventing schools, especially church schools,
from interviewing either prospective parents or prospective pupils before oVering a place. Such
measures will undermine the freedom of good schools to maintain their ethos and a disciplined
environment (though not, it should be noted, before the Prime Minister’s older children have
gained the full benefit from such an environment).

— Concern about the undue emphasis placed on arbitrary catchment areas in schools’ admissions
criteria. Catchment areas are used for bureaucratic and other reasons. They are not for educational
reasons, and they will not raise standards.

— That so-called independent Appeals Panels are too much under the control of LEAs and local
authorities. In an honest system, Appeals Panels would be genuinely independent, instead of being
packed with LEA appointees with limited room for manoeuvre, as they usually are.

— A strong feeling that Standard Numbers should be based on the maximum physical capacity of a
school. They should not be manipulated downwards in popular schools to force children to take
places in unpopular schools.
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— Issues about how schools can be expected to provide an equally high quality education when the
Government’s “Fair Funding” system fails to give equitable funding to very similar schools? (See
David Miliband’s Written Reply to Graham Brady’s PQ dated 8 and 9 September 2003.)

Finally, may we suggest that education ministers and the Select Committee need to decide whether they
are aiming genuinely to raise academic standards or whether the primary purpose of their education policies
is “compulsory social mixing” and “equality of result” in the hope of producing a new, politically-correct
society.

If the primary objective is to raise academic standards, the evidence strongly suggests that undermining
competition between genuinely diverse schools, and systems of schools, will reduce standards for all pupils—
it will not raise them (see David Miliband’s Written Reply to Graham Brady’s PQ dated 20 May 2003). If
you hope to raise standards, you should be encouraging parental choice of school, not seeking to destroy
it. Competition between pupils, between schools, and between diVerent types of school, will raise standards.
The Government’s apparent determination to limit the numbers of places at good schools, and to limit
genuine choice and variety between schools, is a disincentive to improved performance, which, of course, is
why ministers are now taking measures to manipulate entry to universities. Such measures will
simultaneously encourage ineVective schools to continue failing their pupils and discourage the better
schools.

Further information on these matters is available in Comprehensive Ideology: Burns and the Betrayal of
Two Communities by Fred Naylor, CRE, 2002 and Grammar Schools in the Twenty-first Century, NGSA,
2001. Incidentally, Members of the Select Committee may also find it useful to read Professor S G Prais’s
article about the flawed methodology used in the PISA reports in the Oxford Review of Education, Vol 29,
No 2, 2003. And, possibly, Professor Prais’s earlier work on flawed DfES research evidence. This is entitled
“Grammar Schools’ Achievements and the DfEE’s Measures of Value-added: an attempt at clarification”,
Oxford Review of Education, Vol 27, No 1, 2001.

24 October 2003

Witnesses: Dr Sheila Lawlor, Director, Politeia, Mr Martin Johnson, Research Fellow in Education,
Institute for Public Policy Research, and Mr Nick Seaton, Chairman, Campaign for Real Education,
examined.

Q510 Chairman: Could I welcome our witnesses to think it is dishonest because it is designed to give the
impression of choice but that choice is a chimera.this session. It is very good of you to give of your

valuable time. I am sorry we have overrun the first The system where you had central or local
government allocation of places, on the wholesession a little, but it was excellent value and so we

had to keep a few more questions flowing. I think remains, except for those schools which are their
own admissions authorities. We have a familiaryou will know—I know Martin Johnson was in at

the last session listening—that we have had a whole model of central planning. We have seen it in other
countries in economic terms, the Soviet Union oryear for our main inquiry, apart from all the other

things the Committee does, and that has been China, Five-Year Plans, Great Leap Forwards, but
in this country we are not willing to say it islooking at secondary education. This is the last

phase in that. We are looking at school admissions essentially a centrally planned model with no real
choice. Because the two main parties—schoolspolicies. It is the hottest issue, the most diYcult issue

probably, of the five topics we have looked at. We which are not their own admissions authority and
the parents—are excluded from this very importantare very grateful that you are with us today and we

would very much like to hear from you. We have an decision: the schools themselves and the parents, in
practice. This has disadvantages, I think, for theadmissions policy in this country. We have

particular problems in some areas of the country, schools’ professionalism. We are trying to
particularly London, and there has been a lot of encourage schools to take great responsibilities for
evidence about the special conditions in London. teaching young people, and in any teaching
Could I invite you, first, to say a couple of words to institution—and I speak as somebody who has been
introduce yourselves and then to say what you think in a teaching institution—one of the central marks of
of the current state of the admissions policy that we its professionalism is responsibility for admissions;
have. Is it perfect? If it is wonderful and it is not sensible responsibility delegated. We are also
broken, should we not leave it alone? Or does it need undermining parental responsibility because this is a
a radical overhaul? If you can do all that in two or vital area where parents are responsible for their
three minutes, I would be very grateful. children. The aims of the system are many, but it is

very unclear what is the precise aim. If it is simply to
make sure that no child does better than another, itDr Lawlor: My name is Sheila Lawlor and I am
might be better to close down all good schools sodirector of a think tank called Politeia. Thank you
each was equally bad. However, if it is to ensure—very much for inviting me. I will try to summarise my
and it is an aim I share—that all children,thoughts in about two minutes, if I may. I think the
particularly those who are disadvantaged in one wayschools admissions policy we are operating now and
or another, have as good a chance of a goodthe one which is planned under the new Code of

Practice is essentially a very dishonest system. I education as every other child, I would say there are
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better ways to do it, Chairman. This, at heart, is a Encouraging youngsters from less privileged homes
is a noble ideal to be applauded, but it should not beproblem really of ideology. There are two ways of

running a school system. There is the centrally done by discriminating against others. Nor, I think,
should the Government restrict the freedom of law-planned model, with admissions authorities,

admissions forum, criteria, an adjudicator, an abiding citizens. Almost all the problems with
admissions occur simply because there are too fewappeals panel and the secretary of state and the

LEAs, or there is a free system of choice, where good state schools. That is the great problem, I
think. I think the Government and ministers need toparents would apply directly to a school and the

schools would admit or not the pupil. In my view, decide: Is the aim equality of opportunity or equality
of results? If it is equality of opportunity, whythe best way to help disadvantaged children, in fact

all children, is to have a choice model, so that, where undermine the best schools?—as in Gloucester, the
grammar schools—and I have a particular interest ingood, schools will get better, and poor schools will

too get better. Because, in the end, I think we have the grammar schools. Is it compulsory social
mixing? Is that more important than parentalplayed around with a system which in one way or

another has been collectively planned and run, with choice? If so what rights have politicians, whether
local or national, to deny parental preferences?many laws, constant change, fresh admissions

criteria, fresh bodies to supervise the appeal, a There is a huge debate about what exactly is social
inclusion. By all means, encourage, as I said earlier,system which lacks transparency, clarity and

accountability. In the end I would say that it is better youngsters from less privileged homes to move up in
the world and get a good education—that is fine—to have a free system really because I would go along

with John Maynard Keynes who thought it was but why should schools have to accept someone who
disrupts everyone else? Why do they have a right tobetter to get things “roughly right than precisely

wrong”. be included? Why is there no great fuss in other
countries about selection? I think it is basically
because they have good technical schools and so onQ511 Chairman: I take it that you are not content
which are popular with parents, so, if youngsters dowith the present system!
not get into the most academic schools, they still get
a good education, leading to good jobs. How canDr Lawlor: No, not at all.
church schools and faith schools accept all-comers,Mr Pollard: Very perceptive of you, Chairman.
as the Government is suggesting? Surely that
destroys the school’s whole purpose. Or is it just theQ512 Chairman: Martin Johnson?
intention to use the title for political purposes?—to
give, as Sheila said, the impression of parental

Mr Johnson: Thank you, Chairman. Good morning. choice, whereas in the end all schools will be the
As you will have seen, I come from quite a long same. I think the system at the moment is not
teaching background and a trade union working well. The emphasis is going too much
background, but I have been a researcher with the toward State-control at both national and local
IPPR for nearly three years and rely very much on levels and basically cutting out parents. We get quite
evidence as a basis for policy making. I think the a few complaints from parents. They are very sad
weakness of the present system is that it veers too cases, where youngsters are being forced into
much towards the concept of education almost as a schools that their parents do not want them to go to
consumer good, in that it appears that the only simply because the LEA has an awkward catchment
parties with an interest in school admissions are area or it wants to boost the performance of a poor
schools and parents. Education is not a school or something like that. It seems to me that the
consumption good; it is a service, oVered by the state key point is, as any good manager would say, “If you
for all kinds of economic and social reasons. want to boost the performance of a whole system or
Therefore, there are a large number of stakeholders a business you leave the ones that are doing well to
in the education service: the state, as I have said; the get on with it and put all your eVorts into improvingcommunity, because schools perform community the less good.” You do not start to tinker with theduties; as well as the parents, the schools and the ones at the top and undermine the ones who arepupils themselves. We at the IPPR do not think that doing well in order to supposedly help the ones at thethe present system represents that range of interests

bottom. It just will not work. Apart from that, thereas well as it should.
are not the resources or the people to do it.

Q513 Chairman: Thank you. Nick Seaton.
Q514 Chairman: We have had evidence given to this
Committee—to take the London example, followingMr Seaton: Thank you, Chairman. I am Chairman
the Greenwich decision on which schools will takefor the Campaign for Real Education, which is a
which pupils from outside their area—that you nopressure group mainly consisting of parents but
longer have the notion of community schools,about one-third of our supporters are teachers. We
certainly in London and possibly in other areas likepress for basically higher standards and more
Bristol and Leeds and so on, the big cities. Has it notparental choice. I think most people accept that
been the case, though, that it is almost impossible tothere are not any perfect solutions about admissions.
have a good social mix because schools no longerIt is a diYcult area. But also people get very
can serve their communities? The community doesconcerned by moves to undermine parental choice in

favour of compulsory social and academic mixing. not go to the school that is nearest to them. Indeed,
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in London people travel vast distances in order to go and partly those who are able2. It is a system, I think,
which is working better because you have thatto school. How has that Greenwich decision, in your

view, aVected the nature and quality of our schools? element of choice and cross-border traYc.

Mr Seaton: Basically, I think most parents will go to Mr Johnson: Actually, I would not overemphasise
their local school if the local school is a decent the importance of the Greenwich judgment, in itself,
school. That is really all they want. It is common as a single item. After all, it only aVects people or
sense that the less distance the children have to largely aVects people in areas where there are a
travel, the better. But if the local school is a bad number of small urban LEAs. If you look at
school, then they will travel. They do need choice, London, which is, I have argued in my paper, unique
and if you deny that choice you are just making an in many ways, the Greenwich judgment came only
excuse for the poor performers and weakening the shortly after the abolition of the ILEA, and of course
high performers. there was cross-borough travel, a considerable

amount, in the time of the ILEA. The Greenwich
judgment, in London, really allowed theQ515 Chairman: Sheila Lawlor, what is your view,
continuation of that traYc. Of course we do have, aspost-Greenwich.
I am sure you are aware, lots of examples where
schools are located close to the borders of LEAs.Dr Lawlor: If parents are to have any opportunity to
Their natural catchment area, if I can put it thatfind a good education for their children without
way—and that is not an unproblematic concept, ashaving to pay through the nose—and I think the
we have heard earlier this morning—is derived asfigures in London are nine to 10% of parents are now
much from a diVerent LEA as from their own.educating their children independently, which is
Chairman: We are into the subject now andahead of the national average—I think it is
Jonathan would like to ask a question.important that you can have the cross-border traYc.

We are publishing a piece by the assistant director
of education at Wandsworth, and in his borough Q518 Jonathan Shaw: Thank you. I would like to
they have 6,000 pupils into Wandsworth from ask Sheila Lawlor, you have made your criticisms of
surrounding boroughs. It does not oVer them the admissions system abundantly clear to the
particularly more problem or less problem, but it is Committee and you have said a school should decide
important that we do preserve the role of the parent, whether to admit or not the pupil.
so I would welcome anything which encourages such
choice rather than restricts it.

Dr Lawlor: Yes.

Q516 Chairman: You celebrate the freedom that the
Q519 Jonathan Shaw: Should there be any guidanceGreenwich decision gave parents.
from government/LEA at all, particularly for
children in care?Dr Lawlor: I am not really a celebrator of anything

about the system, Mr Chairman. I am sorry.
Dr Lawlor: We have the law of the land which, as it
stands, to my mind is too top heavy and tooQ517 Chairman: Interestingly enough, when you
prescriptive right down to the bottom, but theresaid there is this deep unhappiness, other evidence
must always be a legal framework to protect thethe Committee has had already suggests that if you
interests of those who need to be educated. It is howare an articulate, middle-class professional living in
we administer, how we define such a framework—London and you can play the system, it works very
where we can draw the lines and how wewell for you and you can get four or five choices of
administer it.school. If you are less articulate and less

knowledgeable, you will end up with one or
sometimes no oVers of a school. Q520 Jonathan Shaw: Should children in care be

admitted or not? Should there be a priority or not?
Dr Lawlor: I think this is a problem with how the Who decides, the school or the State, when 75% of
system is. If one were to move to a choice-based them leave schools without any qualifications at the
system right through—so that, at the end of primary moment?
school, the heads of the primary schools worked
with the parents to help advise on a good choice of

Dr Lawlor: I think you have answered your ownschool where they really did have a chance, where
question, because the State has proved a prettythey had connections, and where they could advise
rotten carer for children in care, and perhaps wethe parents and the family and where there was
need to look beyond the State to find adequategreater freedom—I think this would work. I have sat
means of representing children in care who are a verywith heads in, say, Paris, and in Paris, in admitting
vulnerable group in society.pupils, where the pupils apply, there is an element of

selection by the school, there is no doubt about it.
2 Note by witness: It is an open system where the rules areBut it is not a dirty word. It is a very open system, always bent in order to encourage the children who live

where the rules are always bent in order to encourage outside the catchment area, not inside the catchment area,
and partly those who are able.the children, partly those who live in the catchment
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Q521 Jonathan Shaw: That is why, perhaps, the Mr Seaton: It is whose fault that they are not on
the radar?adjudicator has said—and a couple of weeks ago he

sat where you are sitting and answered questions—
that this should be a number one priority for schools

Q525 Jonathan Shaw: We are now putting them onwhich are oversubscribed in their admissions’
the radar. You are saying that they should not be.criterion. Would you agree with him?

Mr Seaton: No, locally, I mean.Dr Lawlor: I do not think the model which we are
working at the moment—or which is not working
very well at the moment—is the best model for a free

Q526 Jonathan Shaw: Well, locally, nationally,society which gives opportunity to all. That is why I
whatever. We have heard from a head teacher, a verythink an overhaul is needed. I would say that where
experienced able head teacher, who said they wereyou had a system of open and free choice, which
not even on the radar. We know the background ofencouraged greater responsibility by schools, and
the success of the kids in care. Now the adjudicator isgreater powers to go with what we expect of
saying: Number one priority for oversubscribed. Butprofessional people and of those responsible for
the two of you do not agree with that. You think itchildren, the parents or the people in loco parent is
is the head teacher’s decision. But we have alreadyif they are in care, you would have better schools all
heard that it is not on the radar.round, at the top, the middle and the bottom, and we

would not all be chasing a tiny number of good
maintained schools, especially in the big Dr Lawlor: I disagree because I am saying that I do
metropolitan areas. not think a system which is centrally run and

planned is working. I do not think it has served such
children. I do not think by constant fine-tuning ofQ522 Jonathan Shaw: Mr Seaton, what is your
the system or putting one case this year and anotherview? Should schools be directed to take children in

care as priority number one if they are next and by reconstructing priorities, there will be an
oversubscribed? improvement. In the end, you can run a system

around one group: whether a clever group, a hard-
pressed group, a socially excluded group. There areMr Seaton: I am inclined to think not. It is a diYcult
many diVerent groups in society, and either you seedecision, I accept. I do accept those sort of children
a society built up of minorities and run by oYcials,need special care, but I think a lot will depend on the
that is what it amounts to, or you put your trust inlocal circumstances and the circumstances of the
teachers. For instance, take care for the mentallyschool: Is it suitable for that child? I do not think we
handicapped, which I recently discussed with aought to concentrate our eVorts on any sort of
private provider. He does a great deal of work for theminority of children. I think we have to think of the
National Health Service and he is brought in directlymain body first. I am not saying minorities of any
and looks after disturbed children and youngsort do not matter, at all, but all I am saying is that
people. He is filling a gap which the State simplywe should not set the system or gear the system just
cannot fill. By contract we are funding childrento cater for the minorities and forget about the
elsewhere but they are getting a raw deal, so why notmajority, basically. But I take your point.
try to move beyond this vision of a run-system,
planned and provided, where you decide the targets,Q523 Jonathan Shaw: So, generally speaking, both
and put your trust in professionals and let theyou and Sheila Lawlor are agreed: Not really. You
funding follow them accordingly? That would besay it is up to the school. It is entirely up to the school
my model.whether they take a child who is in care—and we

know the consequent success of children in care—or
quite an able child. That is up to the school, Q527 Jonathan Shaw: Mr Johnson, do you agree
basically. as well?

Mr Seaton: I do not accept that head teachers and
Mr Johnson: I think the example you have chosen isschool governors generally are uncaring people. I
an extremely good one of a situation in which theream sure, given the circumstances, and if they think
are interests above those of individual schools. Herethey can do the best for that child, most people
is a social issue which has not been addressed.would help out if they can.
Parliament has decided that it should be addressed
by placing its priority in the admissions code. My

Q524 Jonathan Shaw: We heard from a head only comment on that is that, in my view, the new
teacher, Mr Wood, earlier on—who, I am sure you code is going to be a little bit slow in ensuring that
will agree, is a caring man. He said very openly and that particular criterion does in fact take eVect in all
candidly that children in care were never on the list: the schools, particularly those which would be
It really was not on the radar. If we do not put them loathe to do so.
on the radar, no one is ever going to consider them,
are they? We are just not going to make any

Q528 Jonathan Shaw: Do you think some schoolsadvancement for the most disadvantaged kids in
our society. would be loathe to do so?
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Mr Johnson: Don’t you? Mr Seaton: Basically, I think nationally the figures
do not look too bad for the outcomes, but, when you
look at particular areas and that sort of thing, thereQ529 Jonathan Shaw: No, I am asking the
are some which are very, very bad. Another thing Iquestions. I have been a witness for things, but I am
think we ought to consider, which for ideologicaltrying to find out.
reasons is not often considered, is that all the
evidence, the raw evidence, which has not been

Mr Johnson: I think there would be some. adjusted for valued-added or estimated free school
Jonathan Shaw: Thank you, Chairman. meals, shows that selective systems in Northern
Chairman: Andrew, I would like you to pick up Ireland and in this country, selective areas or
the cudgels on Schools Admissions Policies, selective LEAs, produce results that are about 10%
Competition and Performance. absolutely better than totally comprehensive

systems and about 25% relatively better. If we are
aiming for higher standards throughout the system,Q530 Mr Turner: We are reviewing admissions
I would suggest that there ought to be more selectivepolicies. Could I ask what you think the outcomes
schools not fewer. And the secondary modernare of the present system that are unsatisfactory. The
schools, since 1967, have improved.3 People alwaysearlier witnesses provided some processes. Could
decry them, but they have improved at six times theyou describe some of the outcomes of the present
rate of comprehensive schools in five or moresystem that you think are unsatisfactory or
GCSEs, so secondary modern schools, althoughdamaging or whatever.
people get snooty about them, do and can produce
extremely good results. I think people know the

Mr Johnson: The first thing is that it is important to rough intake of a school, whether it is a selective
remember that in a lot of places the present system school or it is taking youngsters from a not-very-
works not too badly in practice. I think it is very prosperous area and so on. Most parents, if they
important to have regard to the particular look at the tables and the results in the league tables,
geographical and social characteristics of an area, will take that into account. Nobody expects their
which is why I think a local education authority has schools to do miracles, but, for all that, I think we
an important role to play in the system, because they have to build on what is good rather than undermine
are aware of their own local circumstances. As I what is good for the sake of what is bad and spoil the
think the Committee has heard frequently, the whole ship.
problem lies particularly in the larger cities. I think
there the outcomes which are unsatisfactory are, Q532 Mr Turner: Could I come back to Mr
broadly, that there is insuYcient balance of intakes Johnson. You said that not having a balanced intake
between the schools. I think one important reason leads to an almost impossible task for schools. Are
why that is a problem is that it does tend to lead to you saying it leads to lower standards overall, that
a number of schools in which it is extremely diYcult, most schools do not have a balanced intake?
diYcult almost to the point, if not to the point, of
impossibility, for the pupils in those schools to Mr Johnson: I would not want to say that any school
achieve at the levels that they may have the potential that did not have the normal distribution nationally
to do so because of the accumulation of problems or for its LEA was unbalanced and therefore could
and diYculties in that school. I think Mo Laycock not be a successful school. I am talking about
earlier referred to a critical mass of pupils being schools at the end of the distribution, if you like. I do
necessary. There are too many schools in our cities think the fact that they find it very diYcult to get
which lack that critical mass under the present their children to achieve at levels which they may be
arrangements. It is a question of overall educational capable of in aggregate has depressed the overall
attainment. attainment.

Q533 JeV Ennis: We have already heard evidenceQ531 Mr Turner: May I come back to that after I
that the top 200 state schools in this country have anhave heard the other two answers. What are the
average of 3% children on free school meals. Theunsatisfactory outcomes?
average across all state schools is 17% free school
meals. What does that tell us about the current

Dr Lawlor: I think it is a system where you have admissions system in this country?
encouragement for parents to appeal and you have
some authorities where there are very high Mr Seaton: I am not saying that free school meals is
proportions of appeals. You have heard in this something that should be ruled out as a factor in
Committee from people who run this system and making a judgment. I think it can give some
who have diVerent perspectives as to whether it is indication of where a school is underperforming or
too tight or not free enough, but I think those who overperforming. But free schools, we have to
are running and operating the system, and also those remember, are only estimates of the number of
parents who are using it, may be dissatisfied. That in parents who are calculated to be eligible for free
itself—a feeling that, though we live in a democratic
country, you do not really in the end get to the 3 Note by Witness: The results have improved at six times the
bottom of who takes the decision, and whether you rate of comprehensive schools in five or more grade A*-C

GCSEs or equivalent.have had a fair hearing—is bad for a system.
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school meals; they are not a basic factual piece of Mr Johnson: Not surprisingly, I would draw the
opposite conclusion to that reached by Sheila. Ievidence. Certainly, if the top-performing schools

only have 4%, we would expect those schools to do think it is another piece of evidence that pupil
performance, and therefore school performance, iswell. They are doing well. But, as I have said, I think

the key point is to concentrate on the ones which are very, very largely due to factors outside the school,
and particularly the social backgrounds of pupils.doing less well and leave the good ones to get on with

what they are doing. Equalling out, to me, equality About 80% of the variation of school performance is
due to factors outside the school, which, if I may justof results, is a very, very dangerous thing.
continue, is one reason why excessive parental
interest in which particular school their childrenQ534 JeV Ennis: In the top schools, you are
should attend is rather misplaced.suggesting, you would have a limit or a cap on the

number of children who are on free school meals to,
say, 3%–4%. Is that what you are telling us? Q539 JeV Ennis: Jonathan has already mentioned

about the situation with children in care. Is the new
Mr Seaton: No. I am saying I do not honestly think admissions system fair to children with special
it matters all that much. educational needs?

Dr Lawlor: Your question is that some schools have Mr Seaton: Basically, again, this is a root problem of
3% on school meals and do better but there are the whole state system, in that honest psychologists
schools where— say there are about 5% of children with genuine

special needs of various types and diYculty, but we
Q535 JeV Ennis: If some schools have 3%, that accept in the state system that around 20% of
means other schools have 50-odd %. children have special needs. In some schools it is

50%. That figure is largely because a lot of these
Dr Lawlor: I think that the premise of the question special needs, a lot of the experts would say, are
is a bit simplistic. actually created by poor teaching of reading. It is not

that the child is mentally deficient or has a problem
with anything, it is just that they have not beenQ536 JeV Ennis: You are here to answer the
taught well in the early stages of their primaryquestion, not to say whether it is simplistic or not.
education. I think, again, the Government should be
looking to reduce . . . I know we have the NationalDr Lawlor: Thanks. Could I just give you an
Literacy Strategy, but, again, it has not worked asexample, because this is why I think there is a
well as it might and we should be looking to reduceproblem with the way the question is put. I heard
those special needs to about 5%. But, by all means,yesterday of a borough where in some schools 30%
the children who have special needs need specialof the intake were on free school meals and those
treatment, and the money should be there for it.were top performing schools in the borough—

outperforming even schools where your 3% may
have been—but there were other schools where there Mr Johnson: Under the new Code, SEN has not been
were 30% and they were not doing well. This quite given any particular place, unlike the needs of
experienced director of education explained that, in children in care. I think there is a good argument for
his view—and the school meals test is a test for saying that it could have been. The problem is, of
disadvantage, there is no doubt about it—it is a course, that the introduction of too many factors
matter of how good the school is at teaching the into the oversubscription criteria then gives the
children which matters and how the funding system problem of ordering those, and it does make the
works. He linked it to funding, which is not for your admissions system potentially much more
Committee today, but I would say that, if you can complicated. But I do think, if Parliament did not
get schools with one-third intake on free school take the view that it should make a decision in that
meals which are top performing schools, it is very direction, that it should be open to individual local
heartening, and we should try to look at those authorities to take that view given the circumstances
models for success. of their own area. Of course, then it would not be

eVective unless and until the local authority became
the admissions authority for all the schools within itsQ537 Chairman: That seems very similar to what
area. Constantly on my mind during this session isthe Prime Minister says.
that wonderful phrase you had from Dr Hunter, “a
drift to the posh,” I think, which is a pressure onDr Lawlor: You have a very great leader.
schools at the moment. In so far as that does exist,Chairman: The Prime Minister does make the case
that is a pressure not to take pupils with specialconsistently that we should compare like with like.
educational needs very often.When he gets concerned, as I understand it, and

when this Committee gets concerned, is when
schools, which on paper look as if they have the same Dr Lawlor: With special educational needs, there are
sort of intake, are performing very diVerently. But I diVerent sorts of needs. Some are clearly educational
think that is a diVerent issue. JeV, have you finished? needs: children who have missed out on a primary

education which equips them for secondary
education. There is a problem very often with youngQ538 JeV Ennis: I just wonder what Mr Johnson

thought. male children in primary school—we see this in the
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Anglo Saxon world—where at a certain stage they Q544 Chairman: He is the father, and he taught me
at the London School of Economics.become less academically oriented and it is very hard

to get them through the primary stage ready for
secondary. There are all kinds of special educational Mr Seaton: Right. Anyway, it says that the main
needs, but there are also social needs, and I think we components of Marxist educational theory are:
need to be clear of what they are. I do not think there “Free public education, compulsory and uniform
is any blanket answer: diVerent children will need for all children, assuring the abolition of cultural or
diVerent support. I know some heads who are very knowledge monopolies and of privileged forms of
keen to have children with a special educational schooling . . . Later, other objectives were made
needs statement because they get a great deal more explicit, such as the necessity to weaken the role of
money—and they are quite open and honest about the family”—which is what Sheila was talking about
it. I think the system, so far as we have it, seems to earlier, taking away the responsibility from parents
work quite well because it represents a great deal of and giving it to the State. It also says, “The
extra funding to a head who will be quite happy to community is assigned a new and vast role in the
have special educational needs children when they educational process” and there is to be “a switch
are there. But I would like, from the point of view of from competitiveness to cooperation . . .” This
the child, to break down that need into what is really seems to me to almost mirror many of the
needed and try to tackle it as early as possible. educational policies that are going on at the

moment. When we talk about banding, if you are
Q540 JeV Ennis: On the London paper that the going to put a mix of academic ability, social class,
IPPR presented—so this question is addressed to religious aYliation and so on into a school, what are
Martin—they are advocating the return of the you aiming for? Is it equality of results? Is it so that
middle schools to resolve the problem: schools all the schools are all the same and all the youngsters
should admit pupils from 13 to 14. Speaking as an come out exactly the same?
ex-middle school teacher, the reason why the middle
schools disappeared was because of SATs, level 2. Q545 Mr Chaytor: So the head of the Church of
Are you advocating that we do away with SATs at England boys’ school from whom we heard earlier,
level 2 and just have level 3? who operates the banding system, is a Marxist.

Mr Johnson: We did not say that! Mr Seaton: No, I am not saying that at all. Do you
mean banding within the school? I am talking about

Q541 JeV Ennis: Do you think there might be a banding in admissions. Are we on two diVerent
return back to middle schools? things here? Maybe I did not make that clear.

Mr Johnson: In practice, I think a lot depends on Q546 Mr Chaytor: We are talking about banding as
population changes. If we have areas of London a criterion for admitting pupils to the school.
where the school population is rising and school
building needs to take place, then there might be a

Mr Seaton: Yes, okay.case for rethinking. I know it goes against the grain,
because I know the few LEAs which still retain the

Q547 Mr Chaytor: It is what happens in the Churchschooling are under some pressure; Devon is getting
of England school. Is this totalitarian?rid of the middle schools in Exeter at the moment,

for example. But I myself have been a proponent of
middle schools because I feel that the ones I have Mr Seaton: It seems to me to be a dangerous path.
seen are pretty successful. It is leading not to equality of opportunity (giving all
Chairman: I want to move to the second on banding. youngsters the best possible opportunity to do well
David wants to ask a question on that area. whatever their background or race or culture or

anything else); it is using the system to produce
equality of results.Q542 Mr Chaytor: Thanks, Chairman. Mr Seaton,

in your submission to the Committee you described
banding as “totalitarian socialism,” a miniature step Q548 Chairman: If I may intervene, the head who
towards the “Marxian ideal” and you go on to rail actually expressed these views and had this school
against political correctness and talk about a “mish- was one who was most favourable towards selective
mash of Third-Way fudge”. Some people might education, and the reason he had introduced it was
think you have a political agenda! that he was in a school in very challenging

circumstances and he wanted to raise the ability
Mr Seaton: Yes, Chairman. range that were coming into the school—so 40%

were above average ability, 40% were average and
20% below. A very selective principle, which, in oneQ543 Chairman: You have every right to have a
sense, Mr Seaton, you would have agreed with.political agenda at this Committee.

Mr Seaton: I based that on A Dictionary of Marxist Mr Seaton: No, because you are not measuring it
really. Are you measuring it on any objectiveThought edited by Tom Bottomore, Laurence

Harris, V G Kiernan and Ralph Miliband—who I criteria? Do the youngsters do a test for social class?
Chairman: No.guess is the father of our current schools minister.
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Q549 Jonathan Shaw: On ability. like. They know their applicants, they know how
they can organise it and they feel that is how they will
get the best out of the children and the teachers. ThatMr Seaton: Academic ability, fine. But if they are a

Muslim and the school has too many Muslims, do in itself would be a school decision. We have a grey
area with the Codes of Practice as you arethey get refused a place or what? It seems to me a

dangerous concept. suggesting, because the grey area suggests that for
schools who are proposing a banding procedure
there are quite prescriptive guidelines. I think youQ550 Mr Chaytor: Mr Seaton, the way banding has

always operated in the former Inner London really do need in any system to be clear. Is banding
something which is a preference by an admissionsAuthorities, and still in some Inner London

Authorities and in other parts of the country, is authority? Is banding something which schools will
be encouraged to follow? Or is banding something, ifentirely on academic ability or alleged academic

ability. What is your objection to having a balanced they do choose to have a banding admissions policy,
where they must follow the guidelines? I just thinkdistribution of ability within a given school?
you have to get it clear. I myself would rather leave
it to the school because I think the school is bestMr Seaton: I think most teachers, if they are honest,

and most of the research, suggests that youngsters placed to say how best to teach the children in its
educational and pastoral care.learn better with other youngsters of similar ability.4

Q551 Mr Chaytor: Which research? Q555 Mr Chaytor: Your preference is that all
schools ought to be their own admission authorities.

Mr Seaton: Well, Dr John Marks. He did a
campaign for us actually, for the Campaign for Real Dr Lawlor: I would prefer. I did speak to a head
Education, a good few years ago which was well about this yesterday. He was his own admissions
documented. I can produce that for you.5 authority. It was not a school I know—I will say

where it was, but I do not know whether it should be
Q552 Mr Chaytor: I am looking at your pamphlets repeated. It was in Enfield. He said he thought that
here. Of the last ten pamphlets, your name appears most schools could run their own admissions policy
as the author of three of them, Fred Naylor as the pretty sensibly and would resolve, in the interests of
author of four, and someone called David Marsland the children and the teaching staV, how to do it. He
as the author of another three. It is not exactly a thought 80% of schools could cope with that, and
broad spread authorship, is it? maybe 20% was the figure who at the moment could

not. That figure has been . . . mentioned by many
Mr Seaton: No. It is just that we have been so busy heads from diVerent areas, and not people by any
over recent years with lots of other things. We are a means who would think very carefully about the
voluntary organisation, not publicly funded or kind of system they operate; they simply think of the
highly staVed or anything, and we have tended to problems they have to deal with. It would make life
take what has come rather than actually go out and easier, more sensible, give them a direct relationship
commission work. with the parents—because they have found that if

they can explain to a parent why your child will not
Q553 Mr Chaytor: You started in 1987 with 14 suit our school but another school and so on, parents
members. How many members do you have now? are more willing to take things from heads and

teachers whom they see as professionals, rather than
Mr Seaton: We do not have members, we have an anonymous appeals procedure. I would urge the
supporters, but round about 3,000. I mean, it goes Committee to consider whether all schools could be
up and down all the time. As people’s children go their own admissions authority. Then it would be for
through school, they drop out and so on. the law of the land to decide what framework they

would operate under, but the schools could be their
Q554 Mr Chaytor: Could I ask Dr Lawlor about the own admissions authority. It would help to restore
issue of banding. What is your objection to banding? the responsibility which I think schools would

welcome and I think it would give a direct face to a
Dr Lawlor: I did not say I had an objection or I did system which parents feel very often lost in.
not. What I have an objection to is an admissions
authority determining for a school the banding. The Q556 Mr Chaytor: You want to see a fully fledged
Code of Practice as it is coming out—the most market in secondary education.
recent, with the section on banding which I had a
look at—is quite prescriptive. If a school chooses to

Dr Lawlor: The word “market” nowadays is oftenexercise banding, and many schools do, their heads
seen, I am afraid, as a dirty word. I would say freeand teachers and governing bodies decide: “This is
system. I think there is a lot in Britain and in thethe best way. We want a comprehensive intake. We
history of this country . . .6 Even in countries wherecan cope with setting or streaming children for

lessons in individual subjects according to ability, 6 Note by Witness: Its cultural attitudes which led to such atop 25%, bottom 25%, middle range, 50%,” if you system evolving until the mid 20th century, that is until the
mixed system was expressly terminated, often for reasons,
not of education but of ideology and politics in the post4 See Ev 145

5 See Ev 145 war decades.
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you have had a much more centrally controlled teachers, is taken very often as meaning that parents
system, such as in Germany or in France (for the have choice. They do not have choice. I think the
Länder in Germany, or in France, as we all know people in this country must be treated as grown up
about what every French child has to do at certain people—schools as well. I might apply to a school, I
times) nonetheless, though you have in theory quite might be turned down—as I have been, indeed. This
a planned system, in practice there is a great deal can happen. All right. You can live with the choices
more freedom for parents and, indeed, for schools. you make yourself and fail. What we have now is a
25% of French children are educated in non-state system where people are expressing preferences, not
schools but funded principally by public money. In making choices, and there is nobody to whom they
Germany, for instance, in the nursery sector a Land can really bring their case, make it and either be
may not set up a Land nursery school unless there is accepted or rejected. I am not sure that the system as
no independent or voluntary school there, and the we have under the Code of Practice as now intended
funding must follow. So every country has found will make for greater choice. It will not make for
ways of decentralising what in practice is a greater choice than a free system.
centralised system, and they find it works.

Q560 Mr Chaytor: Is not the logic of your argumentQ557 Mr Chaytor: How do you reconcile on the one
the abolition of ability and aptitude as admissionshand your concern with maximising parental choice
criteria?and on the other hand with giving power to

individual schools as their own admissions
authority? Within the market model, exactly who

Dr Lawlor: It would be for the school admissionsare the buyers and who are the sellers? Who are the
bodies, the governing body and the head teacher.producers and who are the consumers?
That, again, I think is a problem with your code of
admissions. The deliberate express exclusion of theDr Lawlor: It is a very fair question. I would answer
head from any decision seems to me an attack on thethat we have two systems and neither will be perfect.
professionalism of the head. No, it would be for theSome people will feel it is a fairer system to take out
school and the head to decide. I know many schoolsthe parents and the school from the equation and try
which went grant maintained after 1988, and theyto run the system as a system for everybody. Others
took a deliberate decision, but even after the fivewill say, as I would say, that it is better to have a free
years allowed within the law to change charactersystem with direct accountability and responsibility
they would not. Their mission was to educate allbetween the professional party involved, the
children. I am sorry to disagree and go on to say thatteachers and the school, and the parents. Yes, there
there is a case for every sort of school, but the issuewill be some diVerences, but I would ask: Would
between us is who takes the decision as to what sortthere be more diVerences and more problems and
of school it should be.more unhappy people and fewer bad schools in such

a system than at present? I think that unless
Parliament in the end can put its hand on its heart

Q561 Mr Chaytor: Would you accept that the moreand say, “Another system will work better in the
schools which take a decision to admit on groundsinterests of everybody, including disadvantaged
of ability or aptitude, the greater the denial of choicechildren,”7 it is worth considering, because we have
to more parents?not tried it and it is worth trying. Other countries

have tried it and it works.

Dr Lawlor: I think if we let the system, the heads and
Q558 Mr Chaytor: How can it be a free system if governing bodies decide, you would find that the
parents are actually denied their right of choice by system would even out, probably more in line with
the decision of an individual school? what parents wanted than what we have now. We do

not know because this country, uniquely, has not
Dr Lawlor: Parents are now denied their right of done it.
choice.

Q559 Mr Chaytor: Surely, but you are arguing for Q562 Jonathan Shaw: You are saying that it is the
greater choice. The proposal you are putting teachers and the governors who should make the
forward would actually reduce choice. decisions. We hear from teachers, from governors,

and they are, not always but generally, saying, “We
Dr Lawlor: I am saying that the system we have want the LEA to be the admissions authority.”
essentially now is dishonest. This whole idea of Schools have choices at the moment—to become
preference which the code of admissions really does foundation, voluntary aided, community schools—
go into quite a lot, and all the many, many papers on and most schools choose to be community schools.
the idea that “parental preference must be met
unless . . .” and then there are certain criteria, this, I

Dr Lawlor: Yes.understand from local authorities and head

7 Note by Witness: Another system would not work better in
Q563 Jonathan Shaw: So there is that choice. Whatthe interests of everybody, including disadvantaged

children. are you so worried about?
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Dr Lawlor: I was asked about admissions policies to be those church schools which could find—and
there was a big battle about it in the forties—enoughand whether there should be choice. Your question

is why am I worried that schools do not have the money for capital projects and capital expenditure.
That has subsequently been reduced, but essentiallychoice of admissions policy. You have brought up

the point that schools do not want that choice.8 they are in an independent position: they had a
diVerent kind of governing body and they were
subject not to the local education authority on manyQ564 Jonathan Shaw: No, they have made that
things. They have long been quite independent inchoice and their choice is the LEA.
many areas. The foundation schools are, as you
know, the ex GM schools.Dr Lawlor: If they make that choice and want to

delegate . . .9 Let me give you a counter-example.
Q567 Jonathan Shaw: I do know all the diVerentAfter the 1988 Act, when financial delegation to
criteria.schools—which has, I think, been proved by all sides

to be a great success—was mooted, I remember
many, many discussions with heads and governing Dr Lawlor: The question is: If you have had a school

which has been run by a local authority, where thebodies who did not want to have financial
delegation. They did not want to be responsible. If local authority is the admissions authority, and has

not delegated admissions, does the school havewe are seriously interested in the whole business of
educating children, we need to delegate as much choice. My point is that I think the system has got it

wrong. I would start with the schools and have theresponsibility. If people do not want to take it on
crucial areas about the character of their school, local authorities not running the admissions but I

would hand it to the schools. You have one view,about the pastoral and educational support for their
children, it may be that the teaching profession is not and it is perfectly respectable, many people think it,

but I have another.for them. We have found—and this was a hard
lesson—that people who really are interested in
teaching will take the vital decisions and go that Q568 Jonathan Shaw: The Committee are forming
extra mile, but if we do not encourage that sort of a view from the evidence that we receive. My final
person—10 point is that a head teacher this morning, Mr Wood,

went GM and now he is back in the LEA.
Q565 Jonathan Shaw: I am not sure that the
admissions criteria is going to form an important Dr Lawlor: He made the choice.
part of teacher training. I think that parents would
be more concerned about people training to be Q569 Jonathan Shaw: Right. So choices are
teachers in terms of their ability to teach maths, available now.
English and science et cetera. Your example of the
devolution of funding, I accept. However, at the Dr Lawlor: Choices to admit your pupils yourself are
moment there are diVerent systems operating. It is not available. The Code of Practice will not make it
not something new for schools, as was the available. The care of the pupil, very often for six
devolvement of funding, so it is not a good example. years, pastorally and educationally, is a very
If a school wanted to make the choice to become a important responsibility. If you admit your pupils,
voluntary aided or foundation school or a you probably.11 I will tell you what one head said: “I
community school, they could do. They have the prefer and we all prefer as a school body to live with
freedom to do that at the moment. our own mistakes, not somebody else’s.” That is a

very important thing to remember in a free society.
Dr Lawlor: Yes.

Q570 Mr Pollard: I wonder if I could ask Dr Lawlor
Q566 Jonathan Shaw: You are saying that because a very simplistic question. I apologise—I did go to a
they have not experienced it, it means that they do grammar school but I am not as bright as the rest on
not understand the freedom that they are missing. the Committee. In St Alban’s, my constituency, a

very middle class constituency, one of the most
Dr Lawlor: No, no. I am sorry, voluntary aided middle class in the country, we have 1600 school
schools are a particular model of school which places, 950 local places—so we import a lot of
comes from the 1944 Act. On the whole they tended children. One school, STAGS, St Alban’s Girls

School, has 180 places and 350 preferences. How do
8 Note by Witness: If schools do not want that choice it may we square that with parental choice?

be because this over centralised and bureaucratic system at
every level has eVectively driven out the able, independent,

Dr Lawlor: Life is not simple. One man to whom Iresponsible teachers. Without proper responsibility and the
spoke yesterday had 180 places and 2,000prospect of exercising exercise of professional judgement,

able people will not become teachers. When you drive away applicants. Is it fairer that the school decides or that
the most able, less able will take the slots. the local authority decides? It is simply a matter of9 Note by Witness: You cannot deny that there has been no which system you run. Yes, in the end, life brings itsreal choice over admissions policy in the present system and
it takes exceptional heads to defy and stand up to the trend.

10 Note by Witness: We will be left with poor teachers, poor 11 Note by Witness: Will take far more trouble to teach and
help that pupil, especially if you have made a mistake, thanschools and heads unable to take proper responsibility, with

the consequences for unfortunate and failing children if a category has been wished on you by bureaucratic
procedure.which we are already seeing.
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mixed blessings, and many times we are treated responsibility. That is my fear. If I could briefly go
unfairly, but I am arguing for a system where, if back to the point about schools being their own
there is a grievance, the grievance is not by virtue of admission authorities, I do not think that is
somebody who is outside the relationship between incompatible with parental choice. If the head and
the school and the family, who is simply doing this as the governors set an ethos for the school—which
an oYcial running a system. You will have a greater may be a highly academic school, it may be a caring
advantage for the professionalism of the teachers school which wants to help children with special
and the school and for the parental responsibility if needs or low achievers or it may be a faith school or
that relationship is direct. Yes, it is diYcult, but there anything—parents know what that school does,
are not any easy choices. We have those problems they know what sort of a school it is, and many will
now. I do not think if we move to a diVerent sort of choose it. Many of the schools, given the choice, will
system you would have more of a problem. You go down these diVerent directions, I am sure. I do
would probably have fewer appeals and fewer of this not think the two things of having the school as an
very complicated arrangement which you have all admissions authority and parental choice are
heard about, because I have been reading all the incompatible at all. I mean, look at our Prime
papers and the evidence from the local authorities. I Minister sending his children to the London
must say it is a tribute to your singlemindedness. Do Oratory: he wanted the ethos of the school. To me,
you know just how much, if you were a headmaster that is fine.
or a headmistress, you would have to read if you
were coming here, just to know what the law is? That

Q574 JeV Ennis: On the idea of every school beingis the most recent. For those reasons, no system is
its own admissions authority, the prime concern of agoing to be perfect. The question I would ask is this:
school and the governors of a school is to educate allIs the system you have going to be fairer to your
the children within that school to the very best ofschool in St Alban’s, and the parents and those
their ability, I would suggest, no matter what theresponsible, and seen to be fairer—and, you know,
type of school is. Everybody would accept that as ait is a democratic society, seen to be fairer—than a
given. Is there a responsibility within eachmore anonymous system where there is a third party
admissions authority and the individual school todoing these vital things for you?
the wider community, to its neighbouring schools?
Does it have to take into concern what their strategyQ571 Mr Pollard: In 1994—just as a piece of
is? Should we be looking at a federation of schoolsevidence for you, perhaps—we had GM schools,
within an area to provide a good educational systemfaith schools and private sector schools. It was as
for all schools, not just for the children within thefree a system for choice as you can get and it was a
individual school?mess. An absolute and total mess.

Dr Lawlor: In St Alban’s are you talking about? Mr Seaton: This idea of variety between diVerent
types of school, obviously it would work in urban

Q572 Mr Pollard: Yes, it was. It was a complete areas, but in rural areas, where you probably have
mess. only one school within a 10–mile radius, this school

has to cater for everyone. This idea of federations of
Dr Lawlor: In what respect? schools, I think, again, it is producing another

excuse for failure, in that, as far as I can see, there is
talk of publishing the exam results for the federationQ573 Mr Pollard: Some kids got three oVers, some
rather than the individual school and things likegot none, and it was a year and a half before the
that. It could hide failure. That is my worry, quitesystem was sorted out. Now we have gone back to a
honestly. I am sorry, what was the key questioncollegiate system of selection which everybody

seems satisfied with. Nick Seaton mentioned earlier again? I apologise.
on that the system was “not too bad”, where 96% of
pupils were getting their choice of school. Are you

Q575 Mr Pollard: That is the main point: Do theysuggesting change to suit the 4% who did not get
need to take regard of the wider community? Andtheir choice? where the tail would be wagging the
when I say the wider community I mean the otherdog—which is what you were advocating not to do.
local schools that may be impacted upon by theirYou say that minorities are ruling, it is not good.
selective policy, or whatever their admissionsYou are suggesting that because 96% are okay
policy is.generally, that the system should be changed to suit

that 4%.

Mr Seaton: Maybe it is idealism but I still think most
Mr Seaton: No. To be honest, I would suggest that teachers, most schools, most governors care about
those people who are less than satisfied is probably their local communities and want to serve their local
a lot more than 96%. But, for all that, whatever it is, communities.
the 4% who are left, or more, are generally fairly
tragic cases. The thing is, basically, that the system

Q576 Mr Pollard: But they do not have to takeis moving. It is a slow process but it is moving away
consideration of the other schools’ admissionsfrom parental responsibility and parental choice to

the state, both locally and nationally, taking all the policies.
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Mr Seaton: I think a bit of competition between Q579 Chairman: Martin, you call your ideas
“Radical proposals on secondary admissions”. Howschools is fair enough. Again, I think that would

raise standards all round and improve parental far would your new proposals address that problem
better than what is proposed by the Government atsatisfaction.
the moment?

Q577 Mr Pollard: What do you think about that,
Mr Johnson: In what sense, Chairman?Mr Johnson?

Q580 Chairman: You are talking about your idea ofMr Johnson: The one thing that struck me about the
collaboration between schools, and I think we haveevidence given to you by the head teachers this
not really given you a chance to elaborate on that.morning was the assumptions of autonomy which
That is why I am trying to bend over, to be fair tothey all carried with them. Even Mo Laycock, who
you, because you have had less of the questioning.seemed to want to be part of a community of

SheYeld schools, spoke, as I interpreted it, as if it
Mr Johnson: Thank you.was up to her, eVectively, and her governing body,

of course, as to how they played it. Schools are part
of a public service. They are funded by the taxpayer. Q581 Chairman: You say you have a radical new
Even, to a very great extent, voluntary aided schools proposal, based on a collegiate system and
are funded by the taxpayer, and so they must be collaboration between the schools, and I do not
accountable. That is a word we have not heard this think it has been articulated this morning just how
morning, but I think it is a very important word. I do that would work.
not see within the present system, on admissions or
a range of other issues, the degree of accountability Mr Johnson: Our paper contains a number of
to the local community on the part of the individual proposals, some of which are complementary, some
schools that I would certainly wish. On admissions, of which are alternatives, perhaps. If it were thought
if the LEA were the admissions authority for all the that the federation route were the appropriate one, I
schools in its area, then the LEA is open to pressure think it would have many advantages for London in
from its citizens. Of course, there is ultimately the particular. The advantages of a federation are many
ballot box, but, more realistically and in between and not limited to admissions. A federation of
elections, if it was understood that councillors schools could optimise the curriculum oVer and care
ultimately were responsible for the way the schools for every pupil within a selection of schools.
in their area admitted pupils, then their surgeries
would be full of people knocking on their doors.

Q582 Chairman: We are familiar with the TimThere would be heat and it would be eVective. That
Brighouse proposals. We went to Birmingham for ais democracy in action.
week and we know about this, but focus it on
admissions. How would you help admissions?

Q578 Chairman: You are trying to recreate
communities where the heads who gave evidence this Mr Johnson: If admissions were to a federation and
morning said they do not exist. Mr Wood said, not to an individual school—and I accept there are
“People now in London come from a very, very long some diYculties in terms of parental acceptance of
way away. What is my community? Is it the that idea but, nevertheless, I think the case could be
community of church aYliation that comes from all argued and won ultimately—if pupils were admitted
over London? Is it the people who come from the to a federation rather than the school, then that
next borough?” All of them said, in a sense—except would site each pupil within a particular
for the head from SheYeld who has more of a geographical area. I do take the view that the large
community-based school—that a community is very majority of parents do not want their children to
diYcult to identify for many schools these days. make excessively long journeys—and I know some

do at the moment, but not that many. The vast
majority of parents would opt for their localMr Johnson: I agree it is an issue. As you say,

Chairman, it does depend on the geography very federation. Then the principle would be that, within
that federation, the placement in the individualmuch. In London it is sometimes diYcult—not

always. You do find schools which are stuck in the school would be decided on the basis of a balance of
needs and volitions. The parental preference wouldmiddle of a very large estate—I am talking about

within London—and you would say, “That school be one factor, but so would be the pupil’s preference
and so would be—and this is another thing which isshould serve that estate.” It would not have a

balanced intake. There are other circumstances in not recognised within the present admissions
system—the educational needs of the pupil aswhich that is not so likely. But the fact is that if for

every school within a borough, within the London defined, perhaps, by the primary school and any
other relevant reports. It is a combination of thosecontext, the borough were responsible for the

admissions to that school, then the people of that factors that would be used in deciding the most
appropriate of the schools in the federation for anyborough could complain to that LEA and that

council if things were not going well. At the moment, particular pupil, and at the same time there could be
reference to the social good, the community good, ofthe adjudication system is diYcult and long-winded

and it is not direct. having more or less balanced intakes in all schools.
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Q583 Chairman: You keep going back to this local where families work quite a long way now from
where they live. Children go to school in the mostand community link and you are very passionate

about it. In your conclusions, I notice you say, amazing directions. I get a train on Cambridge
station every morning and I see little people coming“Then there remains a task for the Government

supported by all parties involved in London schools. up from London, Hertfordshire—the catchment is
huge—and also coming down from King’s Lynn inThere is an ethical appeal to the upper strata of

London society. The advantaged have a particular Norfolk. These are children making very long
journeys on the train. Their parents have taken theirresponsibility to be part of society and to help build

it. In London, the advantaged have a duty to open decisions. It is not just—
their minds to the real quality of education, to realise
that it is in their self-interest to use local provision, Q589 JeV Ennis: Are these free school meals
and in everyone’s interest to play a part in children that we are talking about here?
continuing improvement of local provision.” That is
very passionate. But you have said you base your Dr Lawlor: Oh, my goodness, I don’t ask them!
research on information and good examination of
the evidence, so it is evidence-based. Have you Q590 JeV Ennis: You do not need to.
evidence that that passionate appeal is what we need
in the UK for admissions policies?

Dr Lawlor: As you know, you have the cross-border
traYc—and for all kinds of reasons. It may be thatMr Johnson: To be candid, I think the evidence is
parents are working some distance from home. It isthere and I do not think it is being publicised
exactly the same with free school meals children. IfsuYciently.
you ask any of the directors of inner London . . ..12

I referred to Wandsworth, where there are 7,000Q584 Chairman: We have all sorts of parents children coming in from across the border; that is
making choices across London. They feel free. They about one-quarter of the Wandsworth intake. So,
can put their child on a quite safe form of transport, yes, you do have cross-border traYc, but the
they can move across London. For people who are question is: What is your community? It is a lovely
mobile, it is a wonderful set of choices, is it not? That idea, community, but is it your community at work,
is why I am surprised that Nick and Sheila seem to where your parents work? Where you live? Or where
be discontent. It seems to me that they have got what your children make friends and go to school? There
they want. are so many communities. It is a hard question, in

practice.
Mr Johnson: The evidence I am talking about is the
evidence about the quality of London’s schools. I

Q591 Mr Turner: Mr Johnson, are you aware thatthink the evidence is quite substantial that London
the United Kingdom has schools which are lessschools are better than the national average in the
segregated than the average in the European Unioncontext of their pupil intakes.
in terms of parental occupation, family wealth,
reading score or country of origin, and they are onlyQ585 Chairman: So you would be disappointed if more segregated than the average in terms of sex.Parliamentary colleagues of ours had little faith in

London’s state provision.
Mr Johnson: That is correct. That is Smith and
Gorard—yes?Mr Johnson: I am extremely disappointed

whenever—
Q592 Mr Turner: Yes. What is this segregation that
you are so worried about?Q586 Chairman: I am talking cross-parties here.

Mr Johnson: A lot of the debate about segregation IMr Johnson: As I have put in my report, I am
do not really understand. Firstly, it is an argumentdisappointed whenever the most advantaged strata
about whether it is increasing or decreasing; now itwithin London society are unaware of the quality of
is an argument about whether there is more or lessthe schools around them. It is the case—there is
than other countries in Europe. I am interested in theevidence, there is statistical evidence—that for any
amount there is. The segregation indices remaingiven social background London schools do better.
around the 30 to 35% level. It is a political decision
about whether that is acceptable or not.Q587 Chairman: Is there any of this on which you

would like to comment, Sheila Lawlor?
Q593 Mr Turner: Right. Okay. Nick Seaton said
that almost all the problems occur because there areDr Lawlor: I have not read your paper. I will read it
too few good state schools. It is not the case that,and comment on it specifically, if I may.
however many or few admission authorities there
are, and whatever the admissions criteria, unlessQ588 Chairman: And send it to the Committee?

12 Note by Witness: The cross border traYc is not brokenDr Lawlor: I will, if I may. Just on the community down into free school meals children for the good reason
thing: in the end, is it not a matter of how you define that they are not presumed to be less able than more

advantaged children.community? This is a serious problem, especially
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more places in good state schools become available, Mr Seaton: I am absolutely for league tables. I am
not sure about Mr Chaytor’s question. I am notthe same number of pupils and their parents will

continue to be disappointed? really sure what the right answer is in that case,
whether there should be a social factor or not. There
is something, again, that sort of slightly rubs me up

Mr Johnson: On the one hand, I think it would be the wrong way. I think when you are talking about
impossible ever to create a system in which all social factors all the time, as compared with
schools were seen in their communities as having academic results, you are making a basic assumption
equal status. That is not going to be possible. On the that, just because you come from a deprived
other hand, there is a lot of misapprehension, as I background, you cannot do well. I would not accept
have already said, about the quality of schools. that at all. To me, that is quite wrong. I am all in
Because the measured outcomes of schools are so favour of raw results; I am extremely hostile to value
dependent on their pupil intakes, you cannot added tables and so on because I think there is so
actually make judgments about the quality of much distortion going on with value added that it is
schools in the way that is frequently done. People use like a four lap race. The person who is winning on
the term “good school, bad school” quite the second and third laps is not necessarily the
erroneously. Many of the schools which have very person who is going to win the whole race but all that
poor, apparently, raw score outcomes—in which matters really is the person who wins the whole race;
Nick is so interested—are very good schools just as, with league tables and qualifications, all that
according to a lot of criteria. I think the terms “good matters is the certificate the youngster gets to put
school”, “bad school” are of negligible utility. before an employer when he or she applies for a job.

Again, I think if we are not careful we can get very
muddled in statistics. I notice that Martin, in hisQ594 Mr Pollard: Too simplistic.
paper, talks about13 “. . . discourse on good and bad
schools is based on loose thinking and misleading

Mr Johnson: Well, schools do make a diVerence. data . . .” There is an awful lot of misleading data
That is not to deny that they do make a diVerence. around. I am all in favour of publishing the raw

results, because I really do think that parents who
are considering a school or who live in an area haveQ595 Mr Chaytor: Just pursuing that point,
a pretty good idea themselves, most of them.Chairman, could I ask each of our three witnesses if

they think there would be a value—given that we
have league tables and that league tables will
continue in some form or other—in having an Q597 Mr Chaytor: Are you against the principle of
indicator of the school intake in the league table value-added? That is, are you opposed to schools
side-by-side with the school’s raw score? That is to publishing the extent to which they have developed
say, should there be the percentage of children on each child’s potential, or are you opposed to the
free school meals next to the percentage of children particular methodologies that are being used?
getting five A*-C at GCSE?

Dr Lawlor: I am sorry, but I do not believe in having Mr Seaton: If a school is taking a very good intake
league tables at all. I do not think they are a very from a primary school, where they have done
helpful way of proceedings, so the more bits you add extremely well in the primary school and yet the
on to them I do not think is satisfactory. But if GCSE results are awful, in that case, I think the
schools want to publish their intakes, and boast and value-added is showing you something which is
use it as a way of attracting pupils, that would be quite important. You can say, “Well, that school is
fine, but I am not in favour of the league table not adding the value for those youngsters that it
culture. should be.”

Mr Johnson: I am glad to be able to agree with Sheila
Q598 Mr Chaytor: But without a value-addedon something. I think there is a problem, in that
indicator, I would not know that.value-added is a lot more diYcult to measure in a

way that is intelligible than a lot of people imagine.
The other factor, actually, is that parents take less
notice of league tables than a lot of people think. Mr Seaton: No. I take your point. All I am saying is
Surveys of the way parents behave in choosing a that value-added, if you are not careful, can get so
school for their children suggests that they do not confusing—and I am talking about some of the
look at the performance of schools very much: they work of Professor David Jesson, for instance. It can
look at perceived behaviour of the pupils. But I think reverse the true picture.
there are all kinds of reasons why league tables are
problematic. I personally do not think that tinkering
with them in the way you have suggested would help.

Q599 Mr Chaytor: Would you like a simpler model?

Q596 Chairman: Nick, are you a league table man 13 Note by Witness: See schooling in London: An Overview,
IPPR 2003.or not?
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Mr Seaton: I would like to see raw results. I do not Chairman: I think we are going to draw a line there.
It is coming up to 12.30. It has been a verymind value-added, but I think the raw results should

be there so that people can make their own illuminating session. Thank you very much for your
attendance. It has been refreshing to hear such ajudgment.
diverse range of opinions. Thank you very much.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Mr Nick Seaton, Campaign for Real Education (SA 44)

In answer to Q550 from Mr Chaytor on 12 November, I said that “. . . most of the research suggests that
youngsters learn better with other youngsters of similar ability” and, in answer to Q551, oVered to produce
evidence for the Committee. In particular I was referring to the pamphlet, Value for Money in Education:
Opportunity Costs and the Relationship between Standards and Resources” by John Marks.

In this pamphlet Dr Marks argues for more teaching of whole classes grouped by ability and provides
ample evidence for the greater eVectiveness of such methods. On page 33 he refers to “. . . the evidence which
now exists for the advantages of more diversified systems such as the tripartite systems in France, Germany
and the Netherlands or the remaining selective schools—grammar and secondary modern taken together—
in this country.”

The argument that grouping/schooling by ability is more eVective is reinforced by results in Northern
Ireland, where their selective schools, taken together, perform around 10% better than ours. Also by David
Miliband’s Written Reply to Graham Brady’s PQ dated 20 May 2003, part of which stated that the
percentage of our pupils achieving 5 or more grade A*–B GCSEs in the year 2002 was:

In wholly selective LEAs 32.1%

In wholly comprehensive LEAs 23.1%

National average 24.6%

(Please note the counter-argument to Mr Miliband’s attempt to negate these figures in his Written Reply
on the National Grammar Schools Association website (www.ngsa.org.uk)).

In addition, there is a wealth of similar evidence for the comparative success of selective schools and this
applies to less academic pupils too. For example, on page 7 of Comprehensive Ideology: Burns and the
Betrayal of Two Communities, Fred Naylor notes that: “The much-maligned secondary modern schools of
today are achieving ca. twice the rate of success [in 16! exam results] of the whole of the maintained sector
(grammar schools and all) in 1967”—though some of this improvement is probably due to grade inflation.

On the matter of manipulated/misleading data, Members will also have noted the report in The Times,
24 November 2003, headed “Attack on grammars “misused figures”. This stated that Richard Alldritt, chief
executive of the Statistics Commission, had agreed that Charles Clarke, the Education Secretary, and the
Department for Education and Skills had been undermining grammar schools on the basis of “bogus
statistics”. Further information on this can be found on page 6 of Grammar Schools in the Twenty-first
Century.

Such evidence is very relevant to school admissions, because many parents know about it and greatly
value diVerent types of school from which to make choices for their children, wherever possible. This is not
a plea for a wholly selective system—we believe that parents and pupils should be oVered the widest possible
choices including comprehensive schools and schools with sixth forms. This evidence is simply oVered to re-
emphasise that genuine diversity raises standards and should, therefore, be encouraged and promoted, not
undermined. It also seems important that Members of the Select Committee should not allow themselves
to be misled by statistics that have been manipulated for ideological or political reasons.

One further point should, perhaps, be emphasised.

The 1997 Labour manifesto promised: “Standards, more than structures, are the key to success. Labour
will never put dogma before children’s education. Our approach will be to intervene where there are problems,
not where schools are succeeding. Labour will never force the abolition of good schools whether in the private
or state sector. Any changes in the admissions policies of grammar schools will be decided by local parents.”
(Emphasis added.)

All very sensible and generally acceptable. The key point is whether or not Ministers and their colleagues
intend to keep their promises.
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Memorandum submitted by Sheila Lawlor, Director, Politeia (SA 46)

Note on contributor. Sheila Lawlor is the director of Politeia, a think tank which publishes—for the
benefit of policy makers and advisers and the wider public—specialist analyses and research on important
social and economic subjects. Its aim is to help inform the wider policy debate in the UK (and other
countries). Politeia’s authors include academics, philosophers, economists and other specialists with
detailed knowledge and mastery of a specific subject who can contribute to the national discussion. Sheila
Lawlor’s most recent book is Churchill and the Politics of War and she writes on social and education
policy.

Background

Most schools today must admit their pupils according to the admissions criteria set out by their
“admissions authorities”, in general the LEAs (although some schools are their own admissions authorities
and this note does not discuss them). Head teachers may not be involved in the process and the schools’
governing bodies must accept the admissions authorities’ criteria. The admissions authorities are obliged to
consult other LEAs and other (including church) bodies and to establish the admissions arrangements. An
Admissions Forum settles diVerences between admissions bodies and the criteria are subject to change by
an “adjudicator”. . . While parents may express a “preference” for a school, the admissions authorities are
not necessarily bound to meet this preference, and the parents may appeal to an appeals tribunal.

The admissions system is based on the 1998 School Standards and Framework Act, the 2002 Education
Act, the 1996 and 1997 Education Acts and a series of additional acts as well as codes of practice. Under
the 1998 Act the secretary of state for education and skills is required to issue a “code of practice”. . . A new
code of practice was issued in January 2003

1. The Admissions System, dishonest, complicated and failing

The system is dishonest in that parents may express a “preference” but do not exercise a choice. It is
complex and expensive to administer, and, on many important measures, a failing system. Despite the
complicated regulations, the broad working of the scheme does not appear satisfactory in that there is
confusion about the underlying principle of “preference”, there are high levels of appeals, yet there is also
a desire by some LEAs to go further in reducing “choice”; the proper responsibilities of schools and parents
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are undermined and educational standards here have fallen behind those of comparator countries. The
recently issued code of admissions (under the section 84 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998)
is likely to exacerbate matters, making them more complex, more expensive, more inconclusive and less
transparent.

Some of the parties involved in the admissions process suggest the idea of choice is misleading, for though
parents may express a preference, they have no real choice. This in turn leads to a cumbersome and
unsatisfactory appeals procedure, where only a small proportion of appeals are upheld. (See eg Oral
evidence to Education and Skills Committee, 22 October 2003). Though some head teachers are committed
to the bureaucratic LEA/DfES relationship, and appear to revel in the Kafkaesque structures through which
diVerent pots of support are awarded to those who play the system, other, often excellent head teachers with
the highest academic standards, bridle under the top heavy bureaucracy and object to the system for
admissions run by the LEAs and DfES oYcials, who decide the basis for admission, and who should have
priority. A significant number of heads have broken ranks to say it would be better if most schools could
act as their own admissions authorities.

2. The Central Problem: a dirigiste system from which parent, pupil and school are excluded

One of the main problems is the pretence that parents have a choice, whereas those responsible for running
the system insist they do not. The law allows parents merely to express a preference and requires the
admissions authorities to meet that preference, but only provided it falls within certain criteria. In practice,
the system is one where the two main parties to the decision on school admission—parents (and their
children) and schools—are excluded. Instead there is a state run admissions system in which a number of
bodies are oYcially involved: the Admissions Authorities, the Admission Forum, the Adjudicator, the
Appeals Panels and a number of diVerent laws and directives must be taken into account (both education
and other), together with the oYcial stipulations, codes and guidance for a number of subsidiary matters
eg arrangements for banding, for admissions when there are more pupils than places (oversubscription), for
admissions by “aptitude” not “ability”(!).

The decisions, then, are taken by the state—decisions which in a free society belong to parents, their
children and schools. Admissions are controlled by the local authority (unless delegated to the school) and
the Admissions Authority (normally the LEAs) determine the admissions criteria. The system is collectivist,
though there are two caveats: the parent may appeal against a decision, and the school will be “consulted”
by the Admissions Authority. In practice the system appears to be bureaucratic, complex and expensive to
administer and lacks the transparency essential to any proper and fair procedure.

The upshot is that it is extremely diYcult to find out where exactly ultimate authority lies for the admission
of a pupil to a school.

As matters stand, the proposed further “fine-tuning” of the system from the centre can develop in one
of two ways. There can be a fully fledged state run procedure, where politicians and oYcials decide the
criteria for school admissions for every child in the country and legislate for every diYcult case, and all
pretence of parental choice is eliminated. Or, the present incoherent system can continue in its present
rather dishonest manner, with a veneer of “choice” and a reality of layers of central planning and uncertainty
as to where final responsibility lies, with a myriad of caveats and appeals, an even more complex and
bureaucratic system, to mask the absence of real choice. Neither of these options is likely to overcome the
many disadvantages of the system as it has developed.

3. Disadvantages: The System undermines the professionalism of teachers and responsibility of parents

The system undermines the proper professionalism of the teaching staV of a school and its head, on which
the future of schooling in this country rests. Admitting those who will flourish in the school and benefit
from the teaching is integral to the professional life of a school, as admissions to any teaching institution
are; and teaching and pastoral support will be given to the pupil for years to come. Responsibility should
not rest with the anonymous bureaucrat, the nameless oYcial or the bureaucratic criteria made by outside
bodies. School admissions, by their nature, are a personal matter, personal to the school or teachers,
especially the head, and personal to the family. The decision to admit is a decision made in respect of a given
pupil. If the criteria are wrong for that school, or if the bureaucratic procedure predominates, a school can
be left with somebody else’s mistake. Teachers, like other people, find it far easier to live with their own
mistakes and surmount them. A school can best judge who will benefit from it. As things now are, schools
who have no control over admissions must, nonetheless, do their best for pupils over perhaps six years.
OYcials can not run schools, they canot determine what is taught or who is taught or how it is taught and
they should not be permitted to take such responsibility. The success, or failure, of education in this country
ultimately rests with the teachers and the schools. No amount of regulation can improve the quality of
teaching and the professionalism of dedicated head teachers. At best over intervention can distract head
teachers who substitute dealing with oYcialdom for running good schools. At worst it can undermine what
good heads and teachers do, taking them from their important work.
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The system also undermines the proper responsibility of parents for their children’s education and
parents’ professional relationship with the school. The parents entrust their children to the school, not to
the state’s oYcials. For that reason the decision for school admission rests between them and the school.
Indeed, if a school rejects a pupil, that decision can be explained to the family best by the school and the
child perhaps steered in the direction of a more suitable school. (With direct application to secondary school
by families, primary schools could become involved in helping and advising parents on the options available
to them.) A family is more likely to accept the direct decision by a school than one made by an oYcial. (This
is born out by heads whose schools are their own admissions authorities).

4. Outcomes

Admissions—What measures for success? There is no direct way of measuring the success of admissions
policy, for the measure chosen will, by its nature, reflect a given ideology. For instance those (normally on
the left) who want a “rational” scheme, run by central or local bureaucracy so that every pupil has the same
education, may consider that the present system should be measured in terms of the extent to which the
comprehensive model is being imposed without unnecessary complication. On such a measure, the evidence
suggests that the present system falls short of this ideal. There is either too much choice, and too little
tidiness; or, some pupils may be doing better than others, so more “fine tuning” and codes are needed.

Those often of a conservative or liberal disposition, who believe that freedom and diversity are as
important for education as for other areas of life, may suggest that a reasonable measure of the system might
be parental satisfaction, and that the proportion of appeals, and their cost should be taken into the tally.
So too should the overall view of parents who do not appeal, though they may be unhappy with the system
as it works.

There are also other measures which might be considered: the cost and complexity at each stage of the
system from making the law itself to the appeals procedures; the number of oYcials employed to make the
system work; the amount of time spent by the diVerent bodies. A further measure in a free society should
be the extent to which the system inspires the confidence of people in this country.

Standards

The longer term measure. Standards in England and Wales have fallen significantly below schools those
of similar industrial democracies where the education systems are less engineered and micro-managed by
the state and there is a greater choice of school for parents. For instance, standards in this country in both
vocational and academic subjects are now pitched significantly below those for 16–19 year olds in a number
of similar industrial democracies, both on the continent and in the US. The Politeia Study Comparing
Standards Academic and Vocational 16–19 shows that in both the vocational sphere and the academic, the
standard of examinations and curricula for similar age and stage is lower in the UK. This report, compiled
by a team of academic and vocational specialists in UK universities and Germany, illustrates that the
curricula here lacked the breath and depth of those of other countries, and a detailed discussion of the
curricula and exams for native language, history and mathematics shows the weaknesses in this country, by
comparison with four European and two Anglophone models. The standards here even for the higher
achievers, notably in mathematics, are below those for the same ability range in other European countries,
and pitched nearer those for the lower ability ranges. The same is also true of vocational training for being
a chef, nursery nurse and electronic engineering. (*This study is submitted in evidence with this paper).

Funding

The admissions framework is linked to the funding of schools and may have grave implications for
encouraging successful schools. The recent study by Adrian Butler and others Funding Failure (Politeia,
2003), analyses how funds are allocated to schools and suggest the mechanism for funding may also oVer
perverse incentives to poor schools. (*Submitted in evidence)

Choice

This system in practice allows far less choice to parents than other, more apparently rigid centralist
systems. In the case, for instance, of France and Germany, the systems there promote far greater choice in
terms of the type of schooling available to parents and publicly supported. Recent research on the nursery
years and the 16–19 phase shows the extent to which government policies in comparator countries promote
a structure and funding system so that parents can exercise greater choice over their children’s schooling.
(*Comparing Pre-School Standards The Report of the Politeia Education Commission and Comparing
Standards Academic and Vocational 16–19 Year Olds. The Report of the Politeia Education Commission.
Copies are submitted as part of this evidence)
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Disadvantaged Children

The plan to single out certain categories for priority admissions treatment is not designed to tackle the
specific educational or social need of specific children. Many of such needs emerge during the primary years
when emotional, academic and social development tend to go hand in hand. It is unlikely that further
refinements of the admissions procedures will necessarily help. In the case of the specific proposal to give
children in care priority, this appears to be a case of giving greater powers to local authorities who have been
a proven failure with such children (as eg Islington, Cambridgeshire and others). It may be that a given
school can overcome some of the disadvantages suVered in local authority care, but such schooling will need
to be specialist, will need highly motivated and determined teaching, while the dominant “caring” role of
the local authority should simultaneously be reviewed. Prima facie there is no evidence to suggest that by
putting pupils who have diVerent needs to the top of a queue for a given school will help the problems they
face academically, socially and emotionally.

5. The Future

At present there is a lack of clarity about the system’s aim. If the idea is to ensure that no parent does
better than another for their child, then why not close down all good schools, so all schools are equally bad?
If it is to ensure that the children with educational or social problems have as much of a chance to attend
as good a school as others, then it might be more sensible to tackle these problems individually as a separate,
manageable matter, rather than framing the entire system of education for all children around a given special
case. Or if it is designed as a centrally planned, dirigiste system, there are simpler and cheaper ways of
allocating children to a school than under the clumsy system now in operation and proposed for the future.

At heart this is a problem of ideology. Those who believe in a free society, believe the state should not
take such decisions and that in the interests of the freedom of parents and teachers such decisions should
rest with them. Taking that decision helps and encourages the responsibility which is precious to democratic
life—the responsibility which, as matters stand, is usurped by government and its oYcials and taken away
from parents and schools.

I would suggest that all schools should act as their own admissions authorities. This would restore to
schools and teachers their proper role and one vital to the life of a school as an academic—and pastoral—
institution. The arrangements could be quite simple. It may be that the co-ordination of the scheme could,
as has been suggested, be on the lines of the UCAS system, with primary schools helping parents and pupils
to take these important decisions.

Shelia Lawlor
Politeia

8 December 2003

Letter from Mr Nick Seaton, Campaign for Real Education (SA 52)

Further to our supplementary memorandum to the Select Committee dated 30 November 2003 and its
covering letter to you dated 2 December 20031, may we request that the Select Committee takes the enclosed
correspondence between Fred Naylor and Messrs Britton and Normington as evidence when compiling its
report into secondary school admissions.

Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of this aVair is Permanent Secretary David Normington’s letter to
Fred Naylor dated 11 February 2004. It is simply not good enough for Mr Normington to acknowledge the
serious error made by his Department, then simply to suggest they “could have done better”. Although not
directly referred to, it is precisely because such misinformation lies uncorrected in the public domain that
the DfES can claim in its Further Memorandum (SA 41) to the Select Committee that “there is still no clear
answer” to questions about the relative performance of diVerent types of school.

It is also wrong for Mr Normington to claim that the DIES now has “more robust and sophisticated”
methods of measuring the performance of pupils and diVerent types of school. Anyone who uses their
common sense can see that the DfES’s “value-added” methods are fundamentally flawed—see, for example,
the disbelief expressed by BBC Newsnight presenters Kirstie Wark and Stephanie Flanders on 15 January
2004. When challenged, David Miliband was unable satisfactorily to explain why grammar schools (and
especially The Crypt Grammar School in Gloucester which is under threat of closure) could shine in the
“value-added” tables for pupils between the ages of 11 and 14, yet seemed to be failing their pupils between
the ages of 14 and 16. To explain this, Mr Miliband would have been forced to admit that the Department’s
“value-added” calculations are so inadequately engineered that, in order to maintain the same “value”
between the ages of 14 and 16, all grammar school pupils would need to achieve grade A*s in all their (8
best) GCSEs. As the system stands, the grammar schools’ high performance at K53 makes it impossible to
add any value at all! (See www.ngsa.org.uk/Value Added).

1 See Ev 145.
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The DIES seems determined not to admit it has deceived the public in the past. Worse, it seems determined
to continue to mislead. But surely, the Select Committee has a duty to ensure that information from
supposedly impartial civil servants is free from prejudice and bias?

28 February 2004
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Monday 17 November 2003

Members present:

Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair

Mr David Chaytor Helen Jones
Valerie Davey Mr Kerry Pollard
JeV Ennis Jonathan Shaw
Paul Holmes Mr Andrew Turner

Witnesses: Mr David Bell, Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Schools in England (HMCI) and
Mrs Sheila Brown, Her Majesty’s Inspector, Head of LEA Division, OYce for Standards in Education
(Ofsted) and Mr Nick Flight, Education Performance Specialist, Audit Commission, examined.

Q600 Chairman: May I welcome Ofsted in the shape a number of factors recently which have contributed
to this improvement in the way in which localof David Bell and Sheila Brown back to our

deliberations? Kerry has already said that there is a authorities deal with admissions, for example, the
development of the admissions forum, which is afeeling of déjà vu, but not for me as unfortunately I

missed your last performance. I am sorry I was new requirement on LEAs to bring together the
diVerent admissions authorities in an area. In respectaway. I heard there were rave reviews. I have known

of Nick Flight for he has served in local education of school place planning, again we would say that
the overall performance of local authorities is sound.authorities very close to Huddersfield, my own

constituency. Nick Flight, welcome; the LEA It is fair to say that the complexity of this area of
work appears to make it diYcult for local authoritiesinspector in the Audit Commission. Sheila Brown is

head of LEA Division of Ofsted and David Bell is to perform at the highest level. It is the case that most
LEAs have now taken eVective action in relation tothe Chief Inspector of Schools. Everyone is aware

that this is the final phase of our look at school the supply of school places. Surplus capacity in the
primary sector has been reduced through eVectiveadmissions. I am going to ask you to say a few words

in a minute to open up, but just to set the scene, we action on the part of local authorities but of course
there are other issues in relation to school placewere a little puzzled at one stage at the beginning of

this inquiry, the fourth part of our inquiry into planning which go beyond simply supply and
demand. We have seen evidence that localsecondary education this year, when Ofsted said

more or less that they did not really get into authorities are linking together school improvement
and school place planning strategies, but there wasadmissions. It did strike me as funny at the time

because here you are, this inspectorate which we all limited evidence of this contributing to raising
standards. One of the most important points weexpect to help drive up standards in schools and we
have made is in relation to school organisationhad a witness only last week from a school in
plans, which all local authorities must produce,London who found that until he had special
because actually we felt in a number of cases theypermission a few years ago to change the balance of
lacked a clear exposition of the LEA’s strategy. It isintake of his pupils, he had very great diYculty
obvious, but worth re-stating, that school placegetting out of a cycle of decline. He received special
planning and admissions are highly charged issues.permission to take 40 above average, 40 average and
For parents the issue of where children go to school20 below average pupils and he said that gave him
is of major concern and can arouse very strongthe opportunity. The illustration I am putting to you
emotions. As we have highlighted in our recentis that there is a relationship between school
report, it is not altogether straightforward. It isadmissions and how well schools can and cannot
important—and I would want to stress this point—achieve. Without further ado, would you like to say
that, in managing supply and demand for schoolsomething to dispel the feeling that you are not
places, councils’ freedom for manoeuvre isinterested in school admissions because they do not
significantly constrained. The fundamentalhave anything to do with school achievement?1

principles of parental preference and individualMr Bell: Thank you very much, Chairman. Good
school autonomy, which underpin legislation, areafternoon ladies and gentlemen. Ofsted and the
diYcult at times to reconcile with eYcient centralAudit Commission have always looked as part of the
planning at the level of a local education authority.LEA inspection programme, at admissions and
Moreover, the task for local authorities in planningschool place planning. However, our recent report,
school places is one which touches on political,as you have suggested, started to pick up some of
economic and social policy at all levels. That is notthose wider issues in relation to school improvement
a counsel of despair for councils. Changes inand other factors. In relation to admissions our
government policy and legislation in recent yearsinspection evidence suggests that this service is at
have strengthened the hand of councils. Forleast satisfactory in the vast majority of authorities
example, the removal of grant maintained status hasand is in fact judged to be highly satisfactory in over
removed that as one potential escape route forhalf of the authorities inspected. We have identified
schools facing closure. In addition, the admissions
code of practice and the requirement on admissions1 Note: See www.ofsted.gov.uk/news.
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authorities to work together has been an important who are desperately searching for a more rational
way of allocating the school places and organisingfactor as well. We would say that there are still issues

which remain unresolved, in particular using school admission, that the pan-London initiative which is
being developed and piloted at the moment is oneplace planning to promote the improvement of

schools standards more actively. Issues do remain, part of that. On the other is a whole group of people
who see that the advantages of that might have somefor example the increasing polarisation between

popular and unpopular schools, the weakest and real political disadvantages because it might restrict
choice for some people who at the moment, byleast popular schools often serving some of the most

vulnerable and disaVected groups of pupils. Of understanding the system or working the system, get
far greater choice. Did you pick up on the balancecourse councils which provide support for such

schools do need to put their work for individual between those two?
Mr Bell: Yes, you are right to describe the dilemmaschools in the context of a wider corporate plan for

school place planning and education more generally. in the way you did. What we did not find was people
saying this is completely unworkable, we cannot doIt might all seem an intractable problem and it does

require a high degree of partnership and persuasion. it, we cannot make this work. We did not find that
but we did find councils in particular saying that theyI would just emphasise that point again. The amount

of prescription which can be brought to bear on this recognised the limits of what they could do, using
power, but actually recognised the extent to whicharea is circumscribed by legislation and therefore it

is important that local authorities take on a they had to use persuasion to have others working
with them for the common good. You might say thatpartnership, an influencing role to enable all players

to play a role in the provision of places for all pupils. is all very well, but what happens if persuasions fails?
That is the system we have at the moment and weIn the conclusion of our report, we did highlight a

number of issues which we think are worth further have seen examples of where local authorities,
working with schools and working with otherexamination, including looking at local authority

housing and planning policies in relation to school admissions authorities can actually make sense of
what is there at the moment. I just want to say thatplace planning, looking at issues in relation to

inclusion of pupils with special needs and so on; it is not an absolutely dire or desperate situation,
there is a genuine set of policy choices here whichundoubtedly important issues to look at. I would

just conclude by saying that admissions and school faces government in relation to the powers of
councils against the decisions or preferences ofplace planning are highly charged issues which do

not lend themselves to simple or easy solutions. individual parents and people just have to make that
work on the ground at the moment.

Q601 Chairman: Thank you; that is an excellent
Chairman: Thank you for those opening answers.introduction. We would agree with that last note you

sounded, that there is no easy solution to the
problems we have been looking at over these last few Q603 Mr Chaytor: Whose initiative was it that

started this investigation oV? Was it Ofsted, was itweeks. Can we push you a little on the relationship
between what government will and will not allow? the Audit Commission or were you asked to carry

out the inquiry by the department?When you conducted your inquiry with the Audit
Commission, did you pick up on the notion that Mr Bell: Ofsted and more particularly the Audit

Commission have had an historic interest in schoolbanding, or a system of fair banding, would be
valuable to particular schools in order to solve some place planning over a series of reports, very

important reports. There was a view that this was anof the problems, particularly of the lower
performance schools? issue between Ofsted and the Audit Commission

which would repay further attention. Going back toMr Bell: May I just ask Nick to draw upon some of
the evidence we found during our study? the Chairman’s point earlier, perhaps it was trying to

go just a little beyond what we gather from our ownMr Flight: We did not look specifically at banding
across all the authorities which are using that. One evidence—yes, we have evidence about admissions;

yes, we have evidence about school place planning—of the authorities we visited as part of the thematic
inspection, did use banding as a means of allocating and trying to put that into a broader context.
places. It was one of the London boroughs, which
continued to use the old ILEA system which it had Q604 Mr Chaytor: Has the Government ever
been using for some considerable time. Our view was suggested to Ofsted that there ought to be some
that in that particular case it was working well and it systematic inquiry into the impact of admissions
did indeed bring about a more balanced intake than policies or the relationship between admissions
would have been the case otherwise. We did not have policies and achievement?
the evidence through looking at the operation of Mr Bell: No, not in my time as Chief Inspector.
banding in a whole series of authorities to come to a
view as to the overall success or otherwise of that Q605 Mr Chaytor: In the report you give a figure for
system. surplus school places of 8.6%, which is an

improvement over the five-year period. You also say
that overcrowding in schools rose during that five-Q602 Chairman: As you looked at the evidence in

the thorough way you did, did you find, certainly the year period from 2.6% to 3.6%, so there is a paradox
here. We have an increasing number of schoolsCommittee is getting the feel, that on the one hand

there is a group of—not to be cruel—administrators which are overcrowded, but overall we have a
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reduction in surplus places. Do you think those Mr Bell: It is a very interesting one when it comes to
figures are about right, because 8.6% would seem surplus places in general. At the tail end of our last
quite high to people looking from the outside? How meeting I made the point that if you remove surplus
do we deal with this paradox of surplus places places too much you remove a degree of flexibility
overall, but increasing amounts of overcrowding in within the system. There is always this question of
particular schools? how many surplus places you require in the system
Mr Bell: I will ask Nick Flight to deal with the issue to enable preference to be expressed and choice
of the percentage against the overcrowding, but I exercised. Nick may have a view from the Audit
would make the point about the percentage of Commission but I think there has been this working
surplus places. There has really been concerted assumption that if you get much beyond 10% or
action on the part of successive governments to thereabouts we really are beginning to waste money.
remove surplus capacity from the education system; That is the other point we should make, that if you
that has been really ongoing for ten to 15 years. have an excess of surplus capacity, arguably you are
Most councils have the message on that one. The tying up money in places which are unfilled when
figure is not necessarily surprising, given the that money could be used to fund the education of
pressure to move surplus places over many years. children who are actually in schools. Nick may have
Mr Flight: The overcrowding figure relates a view on that percentage figure.
particularly to secondary schools and in the last five Mr Flight: Very similar. Anything above 10% is aor so years, or slightly longer, numbers in secondary cause for some concern; within inspections it is theschools have been rising and local education

trigger for further investigations as to why the figureauthorities have found there that there is real
was at that higher level. Since the report the Auditpressure and there are particular hot spots. Those
Commission did about just these issues back in thefigures are not particularly surprising given the
mid-1990s, Trading Places, which you might bedemographic trends of the last few years and in that
familiar with, it has often been asked what level ofcontext they are not particularly unreasonable.
surplus places it would recommend all authorities
should be aiming for. We have resisted actually

Q606 Mr Chaytor: Are you saying that is more or saying that there is an ideal percentage of surplus
less acceptable and the best we can do under the places for all authorities, because this situation doescircumstances? To put it another way: should the

vary very considerably between rural county and aobject of policy be to reduce the level of
quite tight-knit metropolitan borough.overcrowding further and the level of surplus places

further or do you think we have reached a
satisfactory balance?

Q609 Mr Chaytor: Your report refers to the impactMr Flight: What those figures mask is the variation
of lack of co-ordination within local authorities,between local authorities. In a sense what is
between diVerent departments, housing, planning,important is that in some local authorities the
education. You indicate that in some circumstancesinspection evidence is that they have not grasped the
this has led to severe problems for schools and evennettle of surplus places suYciently; in others, they
schools failing. Could you elaborate on that andhave done very well on those matters. Likewise with
maybe give us examples of where this has been theregard to secondary overcrowding, some authorities
case?are in real diYculties on that and others are not. It is
Mr Bell: I think the one which is often cited, anddiYcult to draw too hard and fast a conclusion from
Nick may have other examples, is where a decisionthe overall figures.
is moved to depopulate an area on the back of a
housing policy, which then has fairly dramatic andQ607 Mr Chaytor: In terms of the levers the
immediate eVects on the pupils, because the familiesGovernment has at its disposal are there particular
move away from the area as houses are demolished.incentives or particular combinations of carrots and
That is not to say there are not often good reasonssticks which government can use with local
for councils taking those actions, but it is importantauthorities and local authorities can use with
that such decisions, say about housing policy, areschools?
not taken in isolation so that the eVects on educationMr Bell: I am sure that is a question you will want to
and schools are properly understood.put to DfES oYcials when they come before you, but

it is certainly the case that over time, pressure to
remove surplus places has been accompanied with

Q610 Mr Chaytor: Is there a specificoptions to access new funding for further
recommendation in the report which will deal withdevelopments. One can see the logic of that kind of

approach, that some incentive has to be given to that?
councils to do this because it is diYcult to remove Mr Flight: The report does recommend that the
surplus places. That has been the traditional diVerent parts of the council work more eVectively
approach to removing surplus places, but in a sense together. That is quite an important theme within
giving authorities some incentive to do so. the report, of making sure that school place planning

is regarded as a whole council issue and not just
simply something for the education department. AsQ608 Mr Chaytor: Is there a case for increasing the
David says, housing policies can have an impact onincentives available to further refine the balance in

the system? school intakes and therefore on school performance.
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Q611 Mr Pollard: In my constituency of St Albans school admissions authority, and looking at the
impact more generally. It goes back in a sense to thewe do not have any spare places at all; we are

absolutely choc-a-bloc. That means to say that there practicalities of making the system we have at the
present time work.must be lots more with higher than 8.6%. I just

worked out that if we were 8.6%, we would have 136
places in our system and that would give a huge Q614 Helen Jones: I understand what you say but
amount of choice which many parents would your report did find that relationships with other
welcome. Are we not getting to the point where we admissions authorities could be quite unsatisfactory
are driving them too far? If you look at public in a number of cases. Given that, what would your
schools, their class sizes are down at 25. Should we view be, simply in terms of planning education,
not be aiming for smaller class sizes? Once you take about all schools becoming their own admissions
capacity out of the system, it is gone for ever and authorities? Do you think that is workable? Do you
houses get built on it or something else happens. think it would benefit educational attainment?
Mr Bell: I suppose the second part of your question Mr Bell: It would be very complex indeed because
is more a question of political choice that it is for we know that there are some students who do not
inspection. As far as the first point is concerned, it easily fit in the system. For example, we highlighted
would probably be inappropriate to have a one of the areas for further work as the impact of
nationally determined figure, because the admissions policies on pupils with special
circumstances in your constituency might be quite educational needs. One would have to be very
diVerent from the circumstances elsewhere. careful about thinking through all the implications
Presumably what one should say is that all councils of school admissions if they were delegated to the
should be alert to their own particular circumstances level of the individual school. The argument might
and plan school places accordingly. be put that there is a fair number of schools which

are already their own admissions authorities and
that seems to work, notwithstanding what you saidQ612 Mr Pollard: We dodge about every year and

one village in my constituency is being about unsatisfactory relationships. If one moved to
a situation where every school was its owndisadvantaged this year because of the change in the

longest distance journey criterion. Each year we admissions authority, one would still envisage
having some kind of body holding the ring as it were.change from village to village saying this year this

one is being disadvantaged. If we had a few more How would you deal with those clashes between
admissions authorities? How would you deal withplaces we would all be happy.

Mr Bell: To some extent that is one of the local the needs of individual students who do not
necessarily easily fit into the system? How would youpeculiarities, and one might say rightly so, of

admissions policies, because it would be quite wrong manage issues to do with ensuring that all children
actually had a school place? There could be an issueto sit in London and say this is the admissions policy

for all schools in all circumstances and all parts of that all the admissions authorities act in a particular
way and some children were left out of the system. Ithe country. There has really always been a

responsibility on admissions authorities to consult, am not saying, because it is not a decision for me to
make, whether there should be one or manyif they are proposing to make changes to their

admissions arrangements, so that people will have admissions authorities, but I think there would still
be outstanding issues which would be above the leveltheir say.
of the individual school, even if one moved to a
position where all schools were their own admissionsQ613 Helen Jones: May I take you back to what
authority.you said earlier about the relationship between

education policy and other council policies such as
housing and planning? You ask in your report for Q615 Helen Jones: May I then put to you the

opposite case? Have you found any evidence of this?better liaison between the diVerent parts of local
education authorities, but can you tell the You talked about the consequences for schools of,

for instance, depopulating an area. Did you look inCommittee whether you believe that will be enough
to resolve the problems, given in fact that we still your report at the other extreme, where there has

been a lot of house building and therefore there ishave schools who are their own admissions
authorities? It is not really within the hands of the pressure on schools? Did you find any evidence that

schools were selecting the students rather than theLEAs, is it?
Mr Bell: It goes back to what I said about the students selecting the schools?

Mr Flight: Our inspection evidence relates verypartnership arrangements and admissions
authorities, as you rightly point out, exist in a much to LEAs and the operation by LEAs of their

admission criteria. Our work did not involve lookingnumber of forms and a number of varieties and in
some number in places. In those circumstances, in any detail at all at individual schools and being

able to make a comment on the extent to whichwhere the law has given those authorities the rights
they have, then what you can expect, what one individual schools were choosing pupils to suit

themselves. We do not have evidence on that.should expect, is those bodies to work together.
There is increasing evidence, partly because Coming to the bigger question you put, which was

about the opportunities in the situation of risingcouncils’ powers have been strengthened, that
people are taking the view which goes beyond the rolls, for local authorities to be quite innovative and

to take advantage of that opportunity of having toboundaries of their own school, if they are a single
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provide more places to re-order their provision. Q618 Mr Turner: May I take you to paragraph 31
where you say restrictive criteria “. . . can exacerbateThere was an example within the report of an
social tension, once they divorce a school from itsauthority where they took the opportunity to close
local community”. What is your evidence for that?one school, to re-open it on a new site, to expand two
Mr Flight: This was referring to the situation in oneor three other schools and to re-orientate their
of the local authorities we visited where the schoolprovision with a very specific view as to what that
had admissions criteria which resulted in it taking acould do to raise standards across those schools. It
very tiny proportion of its pupils from within theis probably easier, there are greater opportunities to
area in which it was situated. That was a significantdo that kind of thing in a situation of rising rolls
issue for the people living in that community andrather than falling rolls where you are having to take
something which the LEA felt did have an impact onplaces out of use.
its social inclusion policies. That was one
particular example.

Q616 Mr Turner: You have made 15
recommendations and judging by what you have Q619 Mr Turner: Social tension is more than ansaid there are some fairly extreme examples, such as absence of social inclusion, is it not?
if an elderly council estate is demolished clearly it Mr Flight: Yes; indeed.
will depopulate a school. You have talked about the
waste of money inherent in surplus places, but could

Q620 Mr Turner: So what is the social tension?you tell me the educational evils which those 15
Mr Bell: It is clearly evidenced that people in therecommendations are designed to abate?
local community were very concerned that there wasMr Bell: The second key point for action is where we
a school in their community which very few localtalk about taking deliberate steps to improve
youngsters were able to attend. One of the things weunpopular schools. That seems to me to be directly
do not say in paragraph 31—and I am pleased thatrelated to the issue of potential under-achievement
you cited that—is that because of that particularand schools being perceived not to be very successful
admissions criteria it is therefore wrong. We actuallyby parents. That is an important issue in this report.
say, if we are talking about voluntary aided orWe were not saying, as perhaps some of the coverage
foundation schools, potentially faith schools, theysuggested, that there is never a case for expanding
have had an historic obligation to serve beyond theirschools which are popular; we never argued that.
own boundaries and that is fine. What we are tryingWhat we did say was that that in itself would not to highlight there is that potential tension between,

necessarily bring about change or improvements in on the one hand, the admissions authority acting in
schools which were unpopular. We gave a very clear good faith against its own mission2 and on the other
message in this report that councils have to take hand the local community thinking they cannot get
deliberate action to improve standards in schools access to this school. It is right for us to highlight
where the standards are too low. That is a very direct that without saying one approach is right or the
relationship to educational attainment. I would also other approach is wrong. There is another example
make the point about inclusion and pupils with of policy tensions between schools serving the local
special educational needs. Looking at the impact of community on the one hand and schools with a
policies on pupils with special educational needs and wider admissions policy, perhaps related to a faith
ensuring that they are well catered for seems to me background and so on.
to be another important element of an education
strategy. Q621 Mr Turner: On the recommendations in

paragraph 34, you refer to restrictive admissions
again. Clearly any admissions criteria are designedQ617 Mr Turner: Yes, but you have not actually
to be restrictive, are they not, because they aredisclosed what is wrong, that is not working under
designed to choose pupils?the present system. I accept schools have to be
Mr Bell: Yes. Clearly your admissions criteriaimproved, but what is it about admissions policies
determine the basis on which you will admit pupilsthat makes it diYcult to improve schools?
to the school and those are obviously particularlyMr Bell: That specific point was less to do with
relevant, whether you have more pupils applying foradmissions policies and more to do with school place
places than there are places available. What weplanning issues. It seemed to me that on school place
highlighted here—and this is something which localplanning grounds one could say “Let us just expand
authorities and other admissions authorities said topopular schools; they are popular and parents
us—was that in some cases there can be practicesrecognise them, choose them and so on”. If that is
which perhaps do seem to disadvantage one group ofthe policy and that alone is the policy, it seems to me pupils or another or may not necessarily let enoughto leave major issues in relation to those children pupils from the local area come in and so on.

who attend schools which are less popular and where Examples were given to us of restrictive admissions
perhaps the education is not that good. That seems arrangements which we felt local authorities should
to me to be a school place planning issue rather than at least look at and potentially challenge.
directly a schools admission issue. Or, of course,
clearly if you open up more popular schools to more 2 Note by Witness: There is a potential tension between the
children, then there is an issue of how you select admissions authority acting in good faith consistent with its

own mission, not against its own mission.those children by the admissions criteria and so on.
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Mr Flight: Yes, I would agree that is the case. There should you not? You should be saying to ministers
that the evidence out there is that most children getare also issues that local authorities have to consider

in relation to the appropriateness of admissions a worse deal in a selective system.
Mr Bell: That in itself is a contestable proposition.criteria under the code of practice and whether those

are being fairly applied, whether individual schools
are operating fair criteria. Q626 Chairman: It is a hypothesis. I am saying, if

that were the evidence. Why do we have academics
Q622 Mr Turner: But even within the code of saying this and Ofsted too timid to say anything of
practice, all admissions criteria advantage one group the kind?
and disadvantage another group where a school is Mr Bell: I have been described as many things, but
oversubscribed, do they not? timid is perhaps not one of them. As far as what you
Mr Bell: By definition you might say that if a school have said about the makeup of a school is concerned
is saying it has something to do with local children and that determining the success of the school, that
as opposed to children who live far away, you might is not correct. There are schools serving
describe that as restrictive but within the bounds of disadvantaged communities, which are doing a first-
the regulations that is quite reasonable. What the rate job for their students and there are schools
admissions code of practice does is identify those which serve very advantaged communities which do
elements of admissions arrangements which may be not do such a good job for the students. I would not
considered less fair. That is what Nick was citing. come in front of you and say the evidence suggests
You are absolutely right of course: admissions will that if you have the social composition of this sort in
highlight particular characteristics which need to be a school it is destined for failure. Certainly not.
promoted. What we would recognise and we have said this

publicly and said it again last year in the annual
Q623 Mr Turner: Could I take you to paragraph 61, report, is that some schools face greater diYculties
deliberately and artificially limiting the percentage than others where you have a concentration of
of pupils from one ethnic group cuts across the students, where attitudes to education are not
principle of local schools serving their local positive, where parental support is lacking. I would
communities. You give that as a reason for rejecting be very nervous indeed about suggesting that
that sort of criterion. That would be true if you schools could not be good schools just because of the
substituted the words “social class” for “ethnic social makeup of the community they serve.
group”, would it not?
Mr Bell: I am not entirely sure what point you are Q627 Jonathan Shaw: Do you ever find in yourmaking. inspections that there are schools completely

flouting the admissions criteria, the code of practice?
Q624 Mr Turner: There has been some suggestion Mr Bell: It is not something that Ofsted would look
during our evidence sessions that schools which have at in relation to school inspection. We do not look in
a preponderance of one social class have something detail at that. It is not something we have the
wrong with them educationally. You have rejected evidence to comment on. This study did not take us
the idea of deliberately limiting concentration of an further on that and we would not get down to the
ethnic group in a school and I am asking you level of detail, the general work on LEA inspection,
whether you would reject the idea of deliberately looking at school admissions.
limiting the concentration of one social class in a
school.

Q628 Jonathan Shaw: Do you think it is somethingMr Bell: In some ways we are back to the question
you might look at in the future, given the changingabout banding which was raised earlier. It is a
role of Ofsted with the Green Paper?diYcult one in some ways for me to comment on,
Mr Bell: We have had this conversation beforebecause that really is a matter of policy. What I
about how much Ofsted is asked to do in anwould say is that I am not persuaded that such limits
inspection. I think we would resist it and I shall sayon social class or background as suggested are
why. It would divert us from what we should reallysensible, frankly.
be doing.

Q625 Chairman: I get the impression that you are
treading on egg shells, you are very nervous. After Q629 Chairman: We probably ask this question

because every time you come before us your empireall, you are Ofsted. We have had academics in front
of us, we have had people from think tanks who has grown.

Mr Bell: You must have been here in spirit at the lastbelieve that a selective admissions system for all the
children in one local education authority actually meeting because that point was made frequently. I

will tell you why I do not think we should do that.delivers an inferior service across the piece. It might
advantage the third of children who go to a selective I think that is to focus on the process side of school

performance and less on what that school is doingschool, but overall there has been evidence both
from PISA and from the academics we have had in with the pupils it has. We are then back to the danger

that we are starting to make assumptions aboutfront of us, that that does not deliver. Surely your
remit in Ofsted should make you less timid. If what the pupils can achieve in that school because

they come from a particular background. I believechildren are getting less good education than they
otherwise would, you should be the champion, that is very dangerous indeed.
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Mrs Brown: As we move towards children’s services that there is an opportunity to get at that through
and the inspection of children’s services and the our wider responsibilities, but probably in the main
whole way in which diVerent departments within a not through the inspection of individual institutions.
council and agencies work together for the benefit of
children and young people, though we will not
necessarily look specifically at the admissions Q633 Jonathan Shaw: I suppose that is right for
policies of individual schools, the experience and the surrogate parents. What ability will you be looking
outcomes for those individual children and young at? What demands does the local authority make on
people and particularly vulnerable young people will behalf of the children in their care to get into the best
be part of the whole perspective. In a sense, we will school or does it just collude with the education
be getting at it from a diVerent end of the telescope. department and say they will go to the school which

all the kids in public care go to because there is a
surplus of places. It is not going to challenge to makeQ630 Jonathan Shaw: That was the point I wanted
sure the school does follow the code of practice.to expand on. An admissions policy may well impact
Mr Bell: Again one would emphasise the kind ofupon children in public care. Children in public care,
partnership rules to that; schools working togetheras we have heard from the Chief Adjudicating
would say that they all have a responsibility to thoseOYcer, is number one for surplus places. If you are
children. You are right, we have an opportunity,inspecting a school which does have a history of
through this new approach, to find out what issurplus places and has consistently said no, we are
happening to particular groups of vulnerablenot going to take children in public care, that
children. Children in public care are a great example.impacts upon the rest of the services and the
These are children who have done abysmally in theopportunities for the most vulnerable children.
education system historically and it seems to me toSurely, in the future, that is something you are going
be only right that we use what mechanisms we haveto have to look at.
to find out what is happening to them in the future.Mrs Brown: Inspections of LEAs at the moments do
Jonathan Shaw: I am very pleased to hear that. Wecomment on the provision made by the LEA in
had a very eminent head teacher of a very successfulterms of supporting children and young people who
school before the Committee and he said that hisare looked after, children who are in public care. We
school had never considered—very openly which isalready have the base line for that in terms of LEAs’
very helpful and refreshing that we hear that—theperformance, so it would link very nicely.
issue of surplus places for children in care. It is
certainly out there.

Q631 Jonathan Shaw: That is the LEA, but
obviously it is diYcult to be so prescriptive for every
single school and issues do arise, particularly where Q634 Valerie Davey: We have covered some of my
schools are their own admissions authorities. What questions but I should like to go straight to the issue
I am wanting to discuss is the point that if we are of the LEAs and their remit as admissions
going to create opportunities for children who are authorities. Do you have any evidence from your
number one in terms of surplus places according to inspections of LEAs that they have systems which
the adjudicator and schools are continuing you flout are either more eVective in improving standards in
that and you find that, will you make a comment on schools or more detrimental in that factor?
that? Will you say that, especially given your wider Mrs Brown: In terms of education standards, not in
role? You surely cannot operate in silos, because relation to admissions?
that is the whole point of the Green Paper, that you
have to be part of the glue which joins it all together.
Mr Bell: Exactly. There is certainly greater focus in Q635 Valerie Davey: Yes; in terms of the
the new inspection framework on the educational admissions policy they use. What relationship does
outcomes of diVerent groups of pupils. If such it have to the standards attained by all those children
children were in the school, there is a better for whom they are responsible? Are there some
opportunity to look at what is happening. You are admissions policies which are better than others?
making the point that that is all very well, but they Mrs Brown: Certainly the findings for last year’scannot get into the school.

inspections—and Nick has looked at this in more
detail—indicate that LEAs are better at making the
link in terms of their strategies, in terms of the piecesQ632 Jonathan Shaw: Absolutely.
of papers. When they are planning they make theMr Bell: Then I think we are back to Sheila’s point
link between school place planning and admissionsabout trying to use our joined-up responsibilities to
policies and school improvement, but we found itfind out what is happening. One way of getting at
more diYcult to identify where that was actuallythat, for example, is if there is going to be a focus on
having an impact. From my reading of things, Ithe opportunities for children in public care.
should be interested 12 months from now, when theGenerally in our work we would begin to tease out
new code of practice is more embedded and thewhat happens to these children, where they go to
expectations on an LEA are being fulfilled in a moreschool, what kind of experience they have had when
coherent fashion, to see whether in fact we can seethey or their surrogate parents have turned up and

said they wanted a place. You are absolutely right, that. Currently we do not see much evidence of it.
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Q636 Valerie Davey: Do you have any guidance to diVerent from saying that you can demonstrate that
as a result of these admissions criteria pupils achievegive local authorities when you are discussing during

their inspection their admissions policy? What do better things in schools. I just think that is very
diYcult to do.you say to them? What issues are raised on

admissions on those inspections? Valerie Davey: Fair to whom? I have heard this word
and it stands out very clearly and it is veryMr Flight: During the inspection of LEAs in terms

of the criteria they use we found very few examples important. To whom is a particular admissions
policy fair?of unfair criteria or criteria which appear to be

working against the educational interests of the
pupils of the area. The inspection evidence is that Q639 Chairman: For example, when you look at
generally LEAs do operate fair criteria. Even when Kent and 18 months ago, there is fair which is fair
all the criteria are fair, that does not necessarily solve because it is open, transparent and all the rest, for
the problem. If a school is oversubscribed, you those people in a selective system, but if you take
change the criteria, you get a diVerent set of unhappy something which has not only a selective system but
people. The important thing and what we therefore then a system of specialist schools, some of which are
look at in inspections is to make sure they are fair, taking 10% on aptitude, what does that say to you as
transparent and are properly explained to parents. a chief inspector about those schools which the rest
That is another very important part of the inspection of the kids go to? In other words, one third perhaps
process: parents need to know exactly what it is that go to the selective system, people going oV to the
the LEA is going to do when they allocate places and specialist schools with some degree of selection and
the explanation of it is important. what we are asking in a sense is what Ofsted says

about the quality of education for those children
who do not go into the selective system.Q637 Valerie Davey: That does not cover the

attainment of those children, does it? How are you Mr Bell: We said very publicly at the time we were
asked to provide data on Kent that it was not for uslooking and what evidence do you have that one

system or another ensures that there is a wider to get into the locally determined questions of what
policies the council adopted. Our evidence suggestedattainment by all young people as opposed to some

doing very well or others not doing very well? Or is that Kent had amongst some of the highest
performing schools in the country and had some lowit easier in an authority where the LEA is the only

admissions authority as opposed to where it is one of performing schools. Even within those groups there
was variation in performance. It is a bit of a leap thenfive or ten?

Mr Bell: I would have thought—and I am happy to to go from that to say that is all to do with the
admissions criteria of the selective system in Kent.hear what colleagues say on this—that it is quite

diYcult and would be quite diYcult to demonstrate That seems to me to be a debate of a diVerent order
altogether. One could look at a lot of systems whicha causal link between the admissions policy and the

outcomes achieved by the pupils. I just need to think are not selective and still see that very wide range of
pupil attainment in schools. We have to be carefulthat through, but it would be quite diYcult to find

the evidence which would support the admissions we do not jump to conclusions on the basis of what
appears to be evidence which supports the line ofpolicy in a direct impact on how students learn and

the quality of students’ learning. We do know that argument, very cautious in that respect. We were
very open in what we said in Kent schools andlots of in-school factors then start to come into play

about how students learn. I would have to be quite nobody disputed that because it came from our
inspection evidence and the evidence of thehonest with you and say we do not have that link and

aspirations are laid out in policy and strategy performance in tests and examinations of Kent
pupils.documents, but that is quite diVerent from being

able to see what impact this is having and finding the
evidence you are looking for. I shall have to go away The Committee suspended from 5.06pm to 5.16pm
and think about that one, but I have my doubts. for a division in the House.

Chairman: Some members would like to push you a Q640 JeV Ennis: Following this particular thing,
little on that. and I accept what David has already said about

every school being judged on its own merits in terms
of performance and we cannot generalise too much,Q638 Valerie Davey: If you come back to saying, as

Ofsted has clearly done, that these are the but we have already heard evidence that of the top
200 state schools the average number of pupils oncharacteristics of a good school and this is what is

going to lead to attainment, for all children, not just free school meals at those top 200 state secondary
schools is three per cent and the national average isfor a minority, then surely the admissions policy is

an element in ensuring that there are more schools 17%. We do not have figures for the bottom 200 state
schools, but I guess, oV the top of my head, I wouldlike that, not fewer, within an LEA.

Mr Bell: If you take Nick’s point then one can be safe in saying that the number of children on free
school meals in those schools would be a lot higherdemonstrate with admissions policies that they are

clear, they are transparent, they are fair and so on— than the 17%. Looking at admissions policies and
trying to make every school in the country a goodand that is not unimportant of course; it is important

that people have confidence in the admissions school, should LEAs and other admissions
authorities be looking at trying to establish somesystems and that can have an impact—that is quite
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sort of federation system to try to address these mentioned about refugee families, there are actions
which can be taken, as we reported recently, whichissues or a fair banding system? Are there any

models of that sort which you think we could will assist. You are absolutely right to say that it
becomes harder and harder, the more of thoserecommend to try to make every school a good

school? Basically, are pupils on free school meals factors that come together. It does not seem to me
then to be a case that such schools are hopeless andbeing discriminated against in terms of the

admissions authority and what can authorities do in nobody can do anything about them, it just
illustrates the fact that some of the interventionslooking at federations of schools or fair banding

systems to try to ameliorate that situation? have to come from outside the school and not just
from inside the school itself.Mr Bell: There is no evidence that pupils on free

school meals are being discriminated against,
although I would not dispute the data you suggest. I Q642 Chairman: To try to be an honest politician, I
have to repeat the point that we should not ever get have to tell you that was George Dixon’s school I
to a situation where we say, if pupils are of this was using which has been extremely successful in
background or that background they cannot turning itself round and the head got a knighthood
achieve. From my perspective that is the road to ruin last year. Was it not you, or your immediate
and we should always have high ambitions. I was predecessor, who said to the Committee that they
very interested that you picked up the federation believed schools could only achieve so much, that it
point. I might have said the last time I was here that was 80% external influences like family support and
we are probably in some virgin territory when it 20% the school. Was it you?
comes to federation arrangements, schools working Mr Bell: I think I might have said that, but that is not
together, some very exciting and very interesting to cap the ambitions and aspirations, it was to make
examples of that happening. We just have to wait the point that successful schools work in a
and see. What it is really important is the kind of partnership with parents and others from outside the
principle which underpins that approach and that is school gate. The example you cited illustrates that it
all schools being responsible for all pupils. That is a is not impossible even for schools facing the most
powerful, powerful argument in an area where challenging circumstances to succeed. It is a reality
schools, however successful or not so successful they that it is harder for many schools to succeed when
are, do recognise that they do have a responsibility those diVerent factors come together. We always
to other schools. That might be evidenced by have this balance to strike. On the one hand I do not
oVering courses to students from more than one want to imply that schools can sort everything out
school, it might be evidenced by students working for themselves, irrespective of what is going on
together, teachers swapping over, school outside, yet on the other hand, we must avoid the
management teams working together. That is a very danger of consigning some children, some families,
powerful move, but it is early days and this might be some schools to the scrap heap and saying there is
an issue of federations and schools working together nothing we can do within the school for them. That
that the Committee would return to and I am sure is in some ways an even greater danger.
Ofsted will be looking at that very carefully.

Q643 JeV Ennis: I was going to compare special
Q641 Chairman: It is a systemic failure in many educational needs children and the fact that a great
cases, is it not? When we went to Birmingham, the weighting has been put on children in care being
fact of the matter was that when you get to an inner considered for school admissions. Would it be
city school it was not that every school had planned possible to have some sort of weighting system for
for a particular inner school to have the rough end of schools which were actually not taking a fair
the deal, but you knew there was a school with excess proportion of children with special educational
capacity and you knew that school was going to get needs and how could we address that?
pupils who had been pushed out of other schools for Mr Bell: That is a very interesting issue and to some
poor behaviour, you knew that school was going to extent the Government opened this issue up in its
receive more special educational needs pupils, you recent policy paper on primary education,
knew that if there were political refugees settled in Excellence and Enjoyment, where it said that there is
that city they were likely to be put into that school a perception abroad that if you are a school which
because it had capacity. We went to one school and is taking active steps to include children with special
in the middle of term there were 20 families applying educational needs, somehow you are penalised, in
to join that school on that day and the turnover was particular in relation to performance tables. I think
such in that one school that if you add all those up that was a recognition of a complex issue. It is not
it is not a conspiracy, it is a systemic failure in one one of these ones which is easy. You could say let us
way, is it not? not include children with special educational needs
Mr Bell: It would be hard to argue against that. We in any account of how the school is doing, because
can all cite examples of schools where all these that might be fairer. On the other hand, that might
factors seem to conspire to make circumstances be deeply damaging, if we imply that somehow
particularly diYcult. One observation I would make children who have special educational needs are not
is that some of those factors you described do go capable of achieving. That is a really diYcult one,
beyond the school gates, that they are not beyond but it is encouraging and I am very pleased to see
the influencing of the local authority and other that the Government will be opening up a

consultation on that issue: how do we best accountagencies. For example, if you take what you
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for children with special needs, in a sense to absolutely pertinent. It is an expensive business. We
do not have figures about that kind of detail on LEAincentivise schools to admit all children irrespective

of their needs? expenditure. I believe you were asking the two
directors, who were themselves unclear about the
actual cost of appeals within their own educationQ644 JeV Ennis: I do not want to put words into
authorities. We have not collected that across theyour mouth, but from the responses you have
board.already given, it appears to me that you feel because

it is such a complex issue there needs to be some sort
of central control mechanism to some extent. Q647 Mr Pollard: Could you look at it?
Whether that should be through the LEA or perhaps Mr Flight: It would be interesting to know exactly
through these admission forums, which are only just how expensive this was.
becoming established, if issues like the ones I have
raised to do with free school meals and special Chairman: Will you think about it and write to us?3

educational needs are not sorted out on a fair and
equitable basis within an area, is there a need to beef

Q648 Jonathan Shaw: I want to touch briefly onup the existing role within LEAs or admission
organisational change and parental preference,forums?
grasping the nettle to close a popular school. YouMr Bell: It is always a diYcult one in some ways.
give examples of where you see good practice,You encourage me to be bold in what I say but
councils, local authorities being proactive andequally I have to take account of the reality as it is.
taking diYcult decisions. Obviously otherFor a range of other reasons, not least those related
authorities do not do that for a variety of reasonsto school autonomy, we will not go back and
which we understand, political reasons, popularity;probably should not go back to a system where
it is a very painful process closing a school, allowingeverything was done by the man or woman in the
schools to wither on the vine, which does happen.centre, wherever the centre is. However, we can
Can you tell the Committee whether that ismove from a situation where it is every school for
commonplace?itself, to a situation where, through local admissions
Mr Bell: It is now less common, partly because offora and other bodies and ways of working, we get
what we were saying earlier about the drive tothis expectation that all schools have a contribution
remove surplus places. I think, for the reasons whichto make to greater education. It is a bit of a blind
Nick cited around this 10% figure, that it hasalley then to say let us go back to central planning
concentrated the minds of LEAs and some moreor central control of school admissions. That is not
critical judgments which we have made about LEAsgoing to happen, as far as I can see, in the short term
recently have been related to places where the nettleand we must not divert our eVorts from making the
has not been grasped and it is clearly having ansystem we have now work.
impact in terms of how money is well used. It is less
common. You have rightly highlighted the great

Q645 JeV Ennis: It appears to me that you feel the diYculties in any situation of closing a school. I
actual role of LEAs in terms of the current cannot recall whether it is in this report or another
admissions system is about right then. we have published—
Mr Bell: Our evidence would support that. Where
LEAs take their work with other admissions

Q649 Jonathan Shaw: A school in East Brightonauthorities seriously, it can work well, yes. Equally,
was given as an example to this Committee.there are points for the future for LEAs to improve
Mr Bell: Even when you close a school which isthat, not just LEAs, actually other admissions
apparently unpopular, there is nothing moreauthorities. It is really important to stress the point
designed to galvanise public support than a proposalthat we do not just have the one admissions
for closure and that is just a painful, painfulauthority. In lots of places we have a number of
business.admissions authorities. Everyone has a

responsibility to make this work.
Q650 Jonathan Shaw: Should popular schools be
required to expand to meet demand?Q646 Mr Pollard: I want to ask Nick Flight, as an

auditor, whether the cost of appeals has been
3 Note by Witness: The main direct costs are those of staVthought of. In my area we have hundreds of appeals

time in two areas: education oYcers, with particularevery year, it costs an arm and a leg and it raises
responsibility for admissions, and legal oYcers. In both

expectations. Could I ask whether 30 should be the cases the time spent on, and therefore the cost of, work on
maximum class size at any time, as we have done admission appeals is a small proportion of their overall

work and is not separately quantified in national returns. Itwith primary school class sizes? That seems to have
is not, therefore, currently possible to estimate in anyworked quite well and it would stop many of the
meaningful way the overall cost across the country ofappeals and bring costs down and that would mean administering admissions appeals. However, these costs are

more money going into front-line education. themselves only part of the picture. There may be additional
costs, for example, in translation facilities and time spent byMr Flight: Limiting class sizes in secondary schools
other staV, such as education welfare oYcers. Significantis a much, much bigger issue than limiting class sizes
unquantified costs also include those incurred by parentsin years one to two. We have not done any research and children in terms of time, travel and sometimes legal

as to what the practicalities are about doing that. I expenses, as well as the cost to schools in terms of enquiries
and following up on pupil placements.am sure your point about the cost of appeals is
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Mr Bell: I do not have any problem in principle with square that circle, that if a school is into a spiral of
decline, then the community it is in the middle of willpopular schools being allowed to expand, but of

course that cannot be unlimited as far as I would see; be even worse if it loses the school? What is the
answer to that? What do you recommend?just practicalities would say whether they can be

allowed to expand. There is also an issue which is not Mr Bell: There is no straightforward answer to that.
This is an issue interestingly which plays out in bothoften highlighted as much as it might be: is there a

tipping point where the very reasons that people the urban and rural settings because the argument is
often advanced in relation to rural schools that ifhave chosen a school and it has become popular are

then lost when it gets to a size beyond which nobody you close the school you are going to have an
enormous impact on the rest of the community. I doever intended it to be? That is a practical issue. I just

go back to the point we made in the report: no not think that it is easy to square the circle on this
one. There are some circumstances, and localproblem in principle with popular schools being

used and expanded as part of our concerted school authorities do not do this lightly, but they have
decided that everything else has not worked and itimprovement strategy, but not if it means other

schools being allowed to wither on the vine, might be better to educate children just slightly
further away from the local community. Equally,withering on the vine in personal terms, when you

think of the children and young people who have to there are cases, and I visited schools and I am sure
members of this Committee have visited schools,continue to be educated in such schools.
where everyone said that school was a goner, it was
never going to recover and then something happens,Q651 Jonathan Shaw: If local authorities are so
perhaps a new head teacher, new sense of energy andkeen to make these strategic decisions, have local
vision around the school and you do not recognise itauthorities suYcient powers to make decisions at an
five years later; not even five years, three years laterappropriate pace so the process is not too long and
it can be a very diVerent place. It is really, reallydrawn out?
diYcult and any local authority which is makingMrs Brown: Our findings of this last year’s
such decisions is trying always to weigh up thoseinspections were particularly interesting because
factors. To be very honest with you, I do not thinkover half of the LEAs we inspected this year were
local authorities have an easy answer, there is nograded less than unsatisfactory in their first cycle of
simple answer to this one.inspections. There are some key areas of

improvement, one of them being around the
leadership of senior oYcers and elected members Q653 Chairman: What about the Archbishop

Tennyson answer, that they had special permissionand the speed and security of decision making which
have significantly improved. We are finding that to take the 40 above average, 40 average and 20

below? The head told us that turned the schoolLEAs are much better now at making the key
decisions and making those quickly, compared with round. Is that not a format? Is that not a system you

approve of as Ofsted?what they were able to do in the first cycle. Our view
would be that the powers are there and they are just Mr Bell: Schools will sometimes say to you that their

chances for improvement were enhanced when theymuch better at using them. In terms of political
leadership, we are seeing the corporate activity of the had a more balanced intake, but I know from

schools, even some I visited very recently, withLEA within the wider council has been more about
community leadership, which comes back to some of exactly the same pupils, exactly the same intake of

pupils, but the school has just been transformed.the points members of the Committee were raising
about a sense of having this shared responsibility What the school has done in a sense is grow its own:

it has actually developed better the characteristics,across all the council’s activities for the children,
young people and families in their area. The the attributes of the students who are there and made

them achieve much more than they ever thought ofdecisions made within the LEA can have a
significant impact on other services of the council achieving. It is not a panacea to say all you have to

do is engineer the admissions to bring about schooland, equally, things like housing have an impact on
what the LEA is able to do. improvement. There are ways in which schools can

improve without changing the admissions orJonathan Shaw: If you close a school it obviously
impacts on a community. changing the intake. Equally, as we have

acknowledged, sometimes schools get beyond the
point of recovery and then the decision of closureQ652 Paul Holmes: We have talked about the
may well be the right one.problem that at one end you have parental choice

and you have some schools selecting covertly or
overtly. At the other extreme you have the schools Q654 Paul Holmes: It might be interesting to get an

Audit Commission comment on this one. If you arewhich lose out. In paragraph 51 of your report, you
talk about the schools which become sink schools a parent and you are in a disadvantaged community

and your local school is failing for whatever reason,and go into a spiral of decline; because they have
spare places they must take all the pupils nobody you have a bit of a problem. Because you live in a

disadvantaged community you are probably notwants and therefore they get worse and worse. You
then say in paragraphs 55 and 56 that sometimes you that well oV, but if you want to send your child to a

school some distance away, which is seen asjust perhaps should not shut these schools anyway
because you say that closing the school does not successful for whatever reason, you have to pay the

transport costs yourself. Two thirds of LEAs willenhance a disadvantaged community. How do you
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pay for children to go miles away to a faith school, 20 admissions. Where is the balance in a school’s
position on the intake between the value added bybut no local education authority will pay for

children to go miles away to the specialist school the school and the nature of the pupil intake.
which suits them or whatever. If specialist schools Mr Bell: It is an important point we would stress
are to have any meaning, LEAs should be paying for through inspection, if I may just highlight that. We
kids to be going miles in diVerent directions, passing would want to use a variety of measures to judge the
each other to go to the sports college or language eVectiveness of a school.
college or whatever. Equally, surely, in terms of
fairness and opportunity, why are we paying for one

Q659 Mr Chaytor: In your inspection frameworkgroup of children to go 10 or 15 miles to a faith
you do not consider a school’s admissions policy.school but not for other groups of children to go 10
Mr Bell: We do not consider the admissions policy,or 15 miles to the a school that their parents would
but increasingly we are considering the added valuechoose for them?
oVered by the school. In the sense that one knows theMr Flight: The transport costs for LEAs are a really
starting point of the pupils, notwithstanding how thesignificant element in their education budget and the
pupils got there via the admissions system, you areway in which they attempted to deal with that under
then in a position to judge the eVectiveness of thequite severe financial constraints was to comply with
school. I think that will be increasingly importanttheir legal obligations. You draw attention to what
information and it is not to deny the connectionis a real tension for LEAs in that to make a reality of
between deprivation and achievement; that is wellparental preference for all parents, regardless of
documented. It is equally not to make an excuse of ittheir income, would require considerable additional
because there are some schools serving very deprivedexpenditure on school transport, which is a political
communities which are doing an absolutely crackingchoice, which it has not been possible for LEAs to
job in oVering their youngsters a really first-classtake. It is quite true, that to make a reality of
education.parental preference for everybody, regardless of

income, would require considerable expenditure.
Q660 Mr Chaytor: Your report is extremely
interesting, but it is limited to the 150 LEAs whichQ655 Chairman: Have you assessed Sir Peter
are admissions authorities. In addition there areLample’s ideas for introducing the American style
several hundreds of schools which are admissionsschool bus?
authorities and you are making a virtue almost ofMr Bell: We have just had a brief opportunity to
not examining the impact of their admissionslook at his evidence. It looked very interesting but
policies.we have not had a chance to comment.
Mr Bell: I suppose we have to be realistic in what we
do and we got at that second hand by looking at the

Q656 Valerie Davey: The City Technology Colleges work of LEAs in relation to many of those other
had enough money to do their own buses. Would admissions authorities. It is just being realistic about
you suggest that if a school thought it was important what we can do. It is important that Ofsted
enough, they would perhaps have to use some of that continues to focus on the quality of education being
funding to get children to their school? Is it legal? oVered to the children in any particular school,

rather than getting to other debates and discussionsMr Bell: As I understand it—and I will stand
corrected—I think that school governors have the and inspection activity about how the children got

there in the first place, notwithstanding the value offreedom to deploy their budgets in the interests or to
the ends of the school. Schools’ governors may in this kind of thematic report on an occasional basis.
some circumstances say a group of their students is
finding it very diYcult to get to school and they will

Q661 Chairman: Children do not go to anput on transport for them. That is an option, but
individual school alone, they also go to school in apresumably that is a local version of what Nick
local education authority area and that can impactFlight just described as the choices you have to make
dramatically on the quality of the education theyin a time when budgets are tight.
receive. Is that not right?
Mr Bell: Yes. We did highlight in our report looking

Q657 Mr Chaytor: On the question of league tables at the impact of local education authorities, that the
and admissions, if it is misleading, as you argue, to eVectiveness of the local education authority is not
use pupil intake as an excuse for a school being in the always a strong determinant of the success of
lower quartile of the league tables, is it not equally individual pupils and individual schools. That was
misleading to deny the impact of pupil intake as an something we talked to the Committee about a year
explanation for a school being in the upper quartile or so ago.
of the league tables?
Mr Bell: I would not want to draw an absolute

Q662 Chairman: When I accused you of being a bitconnection, is the point I am making.
timid and said I wanted you to be more bold, I only
want you to be more bold on the basis of your good
research or your investigative skills, yourQ658 Mr Chaytor: In your anxiety not to draw an

absolute connection, do you feel you are being led to inspections. If the inspections tell you something
strongly which should be changed, then thisunderestimate the reality of the impact? It is the 80/
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Committee would expect you to declare willingly a legislative imperative or anything which one could
necessarily change just by changing Acts ofthose changes which should take place without fear
Parliament.or favour or worry about our political masters.

Mr Bell: I have no such worries.
Q664 Chairman: Is the Prime Minister right that
faith schools get better results than non-faith

Q663 Chairman: Is there anything about schools?
admissions policy you would like to see changed, or Mr Bell: If you look at the data, there is no doubt
would we be right to go away and say you are pretty that faith schools do a particularly good job, there is
happy with the situation as it is and nothing needs absolutely no argument about that on the basis of
changing? the data. We have looked at inspection evidence as
Mr Bell: I think we have demonstrated that the well and there are some interesting trends there too.
admissions arrangements can work well, provided Yes, faith schools do oVer a good education, but so
local education authorities exercise their leadership do lots and lots of other schools in the country as
responsibilities eVectively and all admissions well.
authorities—and if one wants in a sense to say
schools, who are admissions authorities—recognise Chairman: Thank you very much and thank you
that they have a commitment to all pupils. In the very much for your attendance. We will see you

soon.end, that is a kind of moral imperative rather than

Memorandum submitted by the Church of England Board of Education1 (SA 33)

NATIONAL GUIDANCE TO DIOCESAN BOARDS OF EDUCATION ON ADMISSIONS
TO CHURCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOLS

This Guidance has been produced for Diocesan Boards of Education, and provides an overarching series
of principles on admissions to Church of England Schools to which DBEs should have reference in framing
or reviewing their own guidance to their schools. It has the authority of the Church of England Board of
Education, and reflects the national policy of the Church of England as agreed by the General Synod, the
Archbishops’ Council and the House of Bishops.

Introduction

The Church of England pioneered elementary education in the first half of the nineteenth century, both
to give children an experience of learning within a Christian community and to serve the nation. Between the
establishment of the National Society in 1811 and the first national Census in 1851, the Church of England
established some 17,000 schools with a view to “educating the children of the poor in the principles of the
Established Church”. State provision of education did not begin until the Elementary Education Act 1870.

Today, there are over 4,700 Church of England maintained schools, of which about half are Voluntary
Aided or Foundation schools. Church of England schools today serve many diVerent kinds of communities,
in rural, urban and suburban areas. They reflect the distinctive Anglican tradition of being the Church for
the whole nation. In living and proclaiming the Gospel of Christ for today’s generation, they embody a
commitment to make a positive contribution to our complex society from a distinctively Christian
standpoint. The increasing popularity of Church schools challenges the Church to think seriously about
what it means to believe, along with the General Synod, that “Church schools stand at the centre of the
Church’s mission to the nation’.

Church of England schools have a concern, in the name of God, both to nurture Christian children in
their faith and to serve the wider community of which they are part. In the words of the late Lord Runcie,
when he was Archbishop of Canterbury, they can:

Nourish those of the faith;

Encourage those of other faiths;

Challenge those who have no faith.

St Irenaeus said, “The glory of God is a human being fully alive.” Church schools are called to
bring that fullness of life to all their pupils, whatever the beliefs of the children or their families.
A recognition that Christ came to teach and to serve must therefore be at the heart of all discussion
about the nature and purpose of Church of England schools, and the contribution of their
Admissions Policies to securing their distinctive character.

1 See Education & Skills 4th Report, Session 2002–03, Secondary Education: Diversity of Provision, HC 94, Ev 188.
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The Policy of the Church of England

The national policy of the Church of England is that Church of England schools should be both
distinctively Christian and inclusive communities. The fullest expression of this policy is contained in The
Way ahead: Church of England schools in the new millennium (2001) (see especially Chapters 3 & 4). The
policy is stated in the Resolution approved by the General Synod of the Church of England on
15 November 2001:

“That this Synod ask

(a) the whole Church to build up the relationships described in the [Way ahead] report, especially
to ensure that Church schools are distinctively Christian institutions, rooted in the life of the parishes
whilst being open to the diverse communities they serve;”2

It is also reiterated in the Statement issued by the House of Bishops on 15 January 2002:

“Historically, Church of England schools have been a service to the nation’s children and this requires
them to be inclusive in admissions, as most already are. We are committed to ensuring that all Church
of England schools should seek to oVer places to children of other faiths and of no faith in their local
community.”2

Nurture and Service

As stated earlier, Church of England schools have a duty to nurture children from Christian families in
the Christian faith and to live and to share the Good News, as well as to serve the wider community in the
name of God. This requires them to be both distinctively Christian and inclusive institutions, confident in
faith and reaching out to others. It is not possible here to give a definitive statement of where the balance
between the nurture and service functions should lie for any particular Church of England school. That
balance will depend upon the category or phase of the school, its ethos, history and tradition, and its local
circumstances, including the number of Church of England schools in the general vicinity, and the
governors’ view of the purposes of the school. How that balance is resolved will have a considerable impact
upon the nature of the school’s Admissions Policy.

In general, Church of England Voluntary Aided or Foundation schools have usually adopted one of two
generic types of Admissions Policy:

(i) an Admissions Policy that gives precedence to Anglican (or Christian) children; or

(ii) an Admissions Policy that specifies a certain number of “Open” and “Foundation” places.
(“Foundation” places are generally reserved for applicants who meet Church-specific criteria,
whilst “Open” places are available to all other applicants.)

It is possible to illustrate a number of scenarios in which such policies might operate:

— A C of E VA primary school is the only school in the village and the only Church VA primary
school for many miles, and gives priority to the children resident in the local parish (by virtue of
residence, not religious aYliation). However, there are insuYcient children living in the parish to
fill all the places, and the school therefore recruits children from further afield on the basis of
Christian commitment. Whilst the service function is uppermost in the Admissions Policy, the
nurture function is prominent in its application. The school is socially inclusive, being rooted in
the local community, but also welcoming those from outside. The school reflects the Church of
England’s national policy in being a distinctively Christian and inclusive community.

— A C of E VA primary school is located in a suburban area, which is relatively aZuent. The
Admissions Policy gives precedence to children from Christian backgrounds but reserves a number
of “open” places, so the school draws Christian children from areas of social deprivation in a wider
catchment area, as well as Christian and non-Christian children from the immediate vicinity. The
nurture function is uppermost, and the school is socially inclusive. The school reflects the Church
of England’s national policy.

— A C of E VA secondary school is located in a deprived area of an inner city. The Admissions Policy
specifies a certain number of “open” and “foundation” places, drawing children from the
immediate area and from farther afield. The service and nurture functions are balanced according
to the numbers admitted within each category, and the school is socially inclusive. The school
reflects the Church of England’s national policy.

— A C of E VA secondary school is the only such school in a large town, and the demand for places far
exceeds the number available. The Admissions Policy gives precedence to children from Christian
backgrounds, and so the nurture function is pre-eminent, but nevertheless reserves a number of
places for children from other faiths. The make-up of the school population reflects the socio-
economic background of the children admitted. The school is distinctively Christian, but also
inclusive, and so follows the Church of England’s national policy.

2 The full texts of the Synod Resolution, the Statement by the Houses of Bishops, and the former Archbishop of Centerbury’s
article in the Times Educational Supplement (11 January 2002), explaining the Church’s view, are attached as annexes to this
note. The full text of The Way ahead is available on www.natsoc.org.uk
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These are, of course, illustrative scenarios, and it is not possible to reduce the number of possibilities to
those outlined above. Indeed, there will be many variations in resolving the balance of nurture and service.
In considering the purposes of the school, the governors should also consider additional measures to
promote an inclusive approach to education, such as community-based programmes and joint working
arrangements with other maintained schools. All Church of England schools should educate their pupils to
celebrate the diversity of humanity, and be committed to fostering good community relations.

The kinds of issues that a governing body will need to consider when reviewing its Admissions Policy will
include the following:

How does present admissions practice relate to the school’s Trust Deed?

Does the Admissions Policy reflect the national policy of the Church of England?

What is the right balance for us between nurture and service?

Is the school a distinctively Christian community?

Is the school serving the local worshipping community?

Is the school grounded in the local community?

Does the Admissions Policy discriminate unfairly against a particular group?

Is the school socially inclusive?

There are no definitive answers to these questions, but in reviewing its Admissions Policy a governing
body should have due regard to the responsibility of all Church schools to be living Christian communities
strongly related to the local community and working eVectively with other schools in the area, irrespective
of category.

The Church of England Board of Education’s Recommendations

Many Church of England schools are popular with parents and therefore oversubscribed. This is a
particular issue for Church of England secondary schools, because there are relatively few of them in
comparison with the Church of England’s primary provision, but also a feature of many of our primary
schools. It is also a feature of our increasingly secular society that many parents who do not have a particular
religious aYliation are being drawn to schools that have a strong sense of values.

The Church’s national policy is to expand the provision of Church of England secondary school places
in particular (but also primary school places where there is need), so as to ease the pressure on places and
enable heavily oversubscribed schools to become more inclusive in admissions.

Against this background, the Church of England Board of Education sets out the following principles in
respect of Admissions Policies for Church of England Voluntary Aided and Foundation schools:

— The Admissions Policy should seek to ensure that the school is a distinctively Christian
community, whilst being rooted in the local community in all its diversity.

— All Church schools should reserve some places for children of other faiths and/or the local
community, as apposite to local circumstances. This should be achieved either through catchment
or proportion.

— All Church schools should regularly consider how they are responding to the needs of the local
community, including the families who live near the school.

— Voluntary Aided and Foundation schools should aim, wherever possible, to oVer a number of
places as a high priority to children with special educational or medical needs. Where governors
give priority to children in these categories, they should be confident that they can provide a good
quality of education for those children.

— In any new Church of England primary or secondary school, it should be the policy to establish
within measurable time—if it is not possible from the outset—a substantial number of pupils with
a Christian background.

— In a new Voluntary Aided school, the aim over time should be to achieve an appropriate balance
of “Open” and “Foundation” places suYcient to ensure that the school is a distinctively Christian
institution whilst being grounded in the diverse local community.

— Where Admissions Policies recognise applications from other Christian denominations, these
should be full members of Churches Together in Britain and Ireland or of The Evangelical Alliance
(or their local equivalents).

Voluntary Controlled Schools

— In a Voluntary Controlled school, the Local Education Authority is responsible for admissions,
but should consult the governing body every year. The Way ahead recommends that Voluntary
Controlled schools should periodically review their distinctiveness as Christian institutions and
consider whether a legitimate case can be made to the LEA to include Christian background within
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the admissions criteria, providing this does not compromise their tradition and responsibility as a
neighbourhood school. As an example of such a policy, the Voluntary Controlled schools of one
diocese have policies in which “priority may be given to children whose parents are members of
the Church of England or Methodist Church’.

Consultation with the Diocesan Board of Education

Diocesan Boards of Education should give guidance to schools on Admissions Policies, and governing
bodies should use this guidance as an aid to their discussions. The governors of Voluntary Aided and
Foundation schools must review their Admissions Policy at least every two years even if no change is
proposed and consult the LEA and all other admissions authorities in the area. As amended by the
Education Act 2002, the Diocesan Boards of Education Measure 1991 now empowers the DBE to give
advice on admissions to Church of England schools within the diocese, to which advice they must “have
regard”. The School Admissions Code of Practice requires the governing body to consult the DBE before
consulting others (ie the LEA and other admissions authorities) when reviewing its Admissions Policy.

The governing body of a Voluntary Aided or Foundation school should therefore ensure that the DBE
is consulted about admissions in advance of any wider consultation, and that it has regard to the advice
received from the DBE. In practice, this will require a formal minute of the governing body acknowledging
the advice received, and setting out the governors’ response to that advice. Where the governors decline to
accept the advice given by the DBE, they must be able to justify their decision. However, it should be noted
that the Secretary of State is likely to take cognisance of the DBE’s advice in determining an objection to
denominational criteria. The adjudicator may also take into account the DBE’s advice (if relevant) in
determining an objection to any other aspect of the arrangements.

14 November 2002

Annexes

Annex 1: The General Synod Resolution, 15 November 2001

Annex 2: Lord Carey’s article in the Times Educational Supplement, 11 January 2002

Annex 3: Statement issued by the House of Bishops, 15 January 2002

Memorandum submitted by the Catholic Education Service (SA 34)

1. Purpose of Catholic Schools

Catholic schools were established to provide a Catholic education to baptised Catholic children in a local
area. They are seen by the Church as the “principal means of helping parents to fulfil their role in
education.”3 This remains the primary function of the schools but many also increasingly serve the wider
local community in a variety of ways, whilst maintaining a strong Catholic ethos. They are distinct from
Church of England schools in serving a minority faith within the country. As part of their ministry as
parents, the Code of Canon Law requires parents to seek a Catholic education for their children,
wherever possible:

“Parents are to send their children to those schools which will provide for their catholic education.
If they cannot do this, they are bound to ensure the proper catholic education of their children
outside the school.”4

Service to those who are amongst the most deprived and underprivileged in our society has also always
been central to the mission of Catholic education and continues to be so today. Many Catholic schools were
established in the 19th Century to meet the needs of poor Catholic immigrants from Ireland but the mission
remains strong today, although the historical imperative has diminished. Catholic dioceses today are
conscious of their responsibility to meet the needs of estabished local Catholic families, Catholic traveller
children and Catholic immigrants from other parts of the world, especially Eastern Europe and parts of
Africa and Latin America. Dioceses and governing bodies, as the admission authorities of voluntary aided
schools, work to ensure there is suYcient provision wherever possible for these groups whilst reaching out
to children and young people of other faiths and none in ways appropriate to local circumstances.

3 Canon 796.1 Code of Canon Law by the authority of Pope John Paul II, 25 January 1983.
4 Canon 798, Code of Canon Law.
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2. Religious Polarisation

The Catholic Education Service welcomes the recognition in the recent Ofsted and Audit Commission
Report, “School place planning: The influence of social place planning on school standards and social
inclusion”5 that the social engineering put forward by the Cantle Report6 “oVers neither a practical nor a
desirable solution” to the problems of racial and religious segregation. As our evidence demonstrates,
Catholic VA schools are racially diverse institutions, which reflect the racial profile of their communities.
Where there are specific issues of racial or religious tension in the local area, schools and dioceses are
working with local education authorities, admissions authorities of other VA and foundation schools and
community groups towards local solutions. The work initiated by the Catholic Diocese of Leeds in Bradford
is one example. Catholic education in England and Wales has a culture of religious tolerance and pupils are
encouraged to understand and respect faiths other than their own. Anecdotal evidence suggests that this is
one reason why Muslim parents sometimes express a preference for a Catholic school rather than a
community school.

Indicative figures in some of England’s most racially diverse areas demonstrate that Catholic schools are
genuinely inclusive. For instance, pupils of other faiths or none constitute approximately 32.5% of the
Catholic secondary school population in Wolverhampton, 33% in Croydon and 42% in Tower Hamlets. In
Leeds 15% of pupils in Catholic secondary schools are from other faiths or none, although in Oldham, which
is recognised as having generally polarised communities and where capacity in Catholic schools is more
constrained, the figure is only 7%. The Diocese of Salford, in which Oldham is situated, is now working very
closely with the LEA and other faith groups to address local circumstances. Inclusivity is influenced by many
factors, not all within the control of Catholic dioceses and governing bodies, including the perceived
desirability of neighbouring community and other schools and the demographic strength of the Catholic
population in the areas from which a school draws. In general, the Catholic Church is not seeking to increase
the numbers of its schools or their capacity.

3. Distribution of Catholic Schools

There are 394 Catholic Voluntary Aided (VA) secondary schools and 1,817 Catholic VA primary schools
in England and Wales.

The distribution of Catholic schools reflects the demography of the Catholic population in England and
Wales, with the strongest concentration of schools to be found in the North West, in the dioceses of Salford,
Liverpool and Shrewsbury. In these areas, Catholic Voluntary Aided schools make up 17–18% of the
maintained secondary school stock and 82–83% of primary schools. By contrast, relatively few Catholic VA
schools exist in Wales, East Anglia and the South West. There are also significant numbers of Catholic VA
schools in other major conurbations and urban areas, including London, West Yorkshire and Birmingham.

Typically, a Catholic VA school was situated in its present location with the agreement of the local
education authority at the time it was established in an urban area to draw from a wider than average
catchment area, based on parish boundaries. Changes in demographic patterns have impacted on these
historical catchment areas in diVerent ways, with implications for the schools’ admissions policies.
Inevitably a “local” area for a Catholic school will generally be larger than that for a community school.

4. Pupils

The Catholic Education Service Census for 2003 showed that there were 265,872 Catholic pupils and
66,198 (about 20%) pupils of other faiths or none being educated in Catholic secondary schools. Whilst this
memorandum focuses on secondary education, it may also be useful to note that the Census also showed
there were 357,378 Catholic pupils and 72,348 pupils of other faiths being educated in Catholic primary
schools in 2003.

Catholic schools also serve marginally more racially diverse pupil populations than their community
school equivalents. In May 2003, the Catholic Education Service published Ethnicity, Identity and
Achievement in Catholic Education.7 This demonstrates that in 2001:

— 11% of Catholic secondary schools had over 40% ethnic minority pupils, against 10.2% of other
maintained secondary schools.

— 9.2% of Catholic secondary schools had between 20 and 40% ethnic minority pupils, against 7.9%
of other maintained secondary schools.

— 10.1% of Catholic secondary schools had between 10 and 20% ethnic minority pupils, against 8.4%
of other maintained secondary schools.

— 13.2% of Catholic secondary schools had between 5 and 10% ethnic minority pupils, against 9.3%
of other maintained secondary schools

5 HMI 587, October 2003.
6 Community Cohesion: A Report of the independent Review Team, chaired by Ted Cantle (Home OYce, 2002).
7 A copy of the report is annexed to this paper.
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— 56.3% of Catholic secondary schools had between 0 and 5% ethnic minority pupils, against 63.9%
of other maintained secondary schools.

Closer analysis of the statistics also reveals that, given that Indian, Pakistani and Bangladeshi pupils
(being largely Hindu, Sikh and Muslim) are significantly under-represented in Catholic schools, the
percentages of minority ethnic pupils in Catholic secondary schools are surprisingly close to national
averages and that they actually have higher percentages of Caribbean, African and some other ethnic
backgrounds. For instance, Black Caribbean, Black African and Black Other pupils make up 6% of the
population of all Catholic secondary schools compared with 3.1% of the populations of other maintained
secondary schools.

The report also notes that those schools with higher percentages of minority ethnic pupils tend to be
located in deprived urban areas with higher percentages of pupils eligible for free school meals (“FSM”).
For instance, in the 11% of Catholic secondary schools with over 40% ethnic minority pupils, 26.3% of those
were eligible for FSM in 2001. At the other end of the scale, of the 56.3% of Catholic secondary schools with
up to 5% ethnic minority pupils, 13.6% of those pupils were eligible for FSM, in comparison with 12% of
the ethnic minority pupils in other equivalent maintained secondary schools.

An analysis of the economic background of pupils provides evidence that pupils at Catholic schools are
drawn from all sections of the community and Free School Meals indicators are generally comparable to
adjacent community schools.

The diversity of the pupil populations in Catholic schools, in terms of racial and social mix, working in
an atmosphere of mutual respect, empathy and religious understanding, provides a strong foundation for
Catholic schools to contribute to community cohesion in the areas in which they are situated.

The Catholic Education Service acknowledges the important contribution towards community cohesion
made by local education authorities who provide free home to school transport for Catholic pupils to
Catholic VA schools, ensuring that they are accessible to all social groups. Clearly, the relatively small
number of Catholic schools mean that the Catholic school is less likely than a community school to be a
pupil’s nearest school and transport policies based on distance alone may make it more diYcult for less
prosperous parents to choose a denominational education for their children. There is some evidence of this
in Worcestershire LEA, which withdrew free home to school transport to schools with a religious character
from September 2000, although it is not yet conclusive.

5. Emerging Developments in Catholic School Structures

At present there are nine joint Roman Catholic-Church of England schools in England and Wales, with
a small number more planned to open in the near future. Joint sixth forms also operate with the most
established being the links formed with St John Fisher High in Harrogate.

In addition, dioceses across the England and Wales are exploring diVerent ways of estabishing schools to
meet the needs of the Catholic community in their particular local circumstances. Many Catholic schools
have gained specialist status, plans are in train for the first Catholic and ecumenical academies (in Liverpool
and Southwark) and several dioceses are already working with governing bodies of Catholic schools and
others to respond to new regulations which facilitate collaboration and, from 2004, federation.

6. Selection

Catholic schools are truly comprehensive, resisting grammar school routes and welcoming children of
every ability, including those with Special Educational Needs, race and ethnic mix and, where there is
capacity, religion. The vast majority of Catholic VA schools, where they are oversubscribed, select only on
the basis of religion. In some parts of the country, the Catholic community is also carrying out particularly
innovative and successful work with disaVected young people, whether excluded or at risk of exclusion. The
work of the Zacchaeus Centre in Birmingham is especially notable in this regard.

The Catholic Education Service supported the Government’s proposal to phase out interviewing on faith
grounds. This practice, which some head teachers and governors of very oversubscribed schools found
facilitated a useful dialogue about the ethos of the school and the pupil’s faith background, was perceived
by some as a covert form of selection on social or academic grounds. The Catholic Education Service
believes that the admission procedures should be transparent and equally accessible to all; it was particularly
concerned that the practice could discriminate against Catholic families and others for whom English was
not the first language.

The Catholic Education Service has no evidence that the power of Catholic VA schools with a specialist
status to select up to 10% of their pupils on the basis of aptitude or ability compromises their ability to serve
the entire Catholic community and contribute to community cohesion.
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7. Admissions Criteria

The Catholic Education Service does not publish model admissions policies for Catholic schools because
it recognises the need for them both to reflect and respond to local circumstances. Two examples, from very
diVerent parts of the country, are therefore given.

The following example is typical of admissions policies for Catholic secondary schools outside London.
It was provided to the Catholic Education Service by the Diocese of Shrewsbury, which serves the
population of New Cheshire, Shropshire and Telford and Wrekin. with parts of Derbyshire, Greater
Manchester and Warrington. Many of its 119 schools are located in areas of significant deprivation.

is a Catholic Secondary School situated in the Diocese of Shrewsbury and is
maintained by Education Authority. As a Voluntary Aided School, the
Governing Body is the Admissions Authority and is responsible for taking decisions on
applications for admissions. For the schools year commencing September , the Governing
Body has set its admissions number at .

ADMISSIONS TO THE SCHOOL will be made by the Governing Body in accordance with the
stated order of parental preference subject to the following set of ADMISSIONS CRITERIA
forming a priority order where there are more applications for admission than the school has
places available.

1. Baptised Catholic children from the parish(es) of and attending Catholic Primary
Schools in those designated parishes.

2. Children who have a brother or sister at the school at the time of admission.

3. Baptised Catholic children from other Catholic Primary Schools.

4. Baptised Catholic children from non Catholic Primary Schools.

5. Non Catholic children whose parents wish them to have a Catholic education.

[Notes. By definition, Secondary Admissions tend to be more complex. In some LEAs, Voluntary Aided
Schools under criterion 1 list the partner Catholic Primary Schools rather than designated parishes.
Criterion 3 can be further broken down into:

— Baptised Catholic children living in the designated parishes but attending Catholic schools outside
those parishes.

— Baptised Catholic children from parishes other than the designated parishes who attend a Catholic
primary school of a designated parish.

— Baptised Catholic children from parishes other than the designated parishes and who attend
Catholic schools other than those of the designated parishes.]

Notes

(a) All applicants will be considered at the same time and after the closing date for admissions which
is .

(b) All Catholic applicants will be required to produce baptismal certificates.

(c) If category (1) is oversubscribed, children who satisfy (1) and (2) will have priority over children
who satisfy only (1). Subsequently if in this or any category there are more applications than places
available, priority will be given on the basis of distance from home to school, those living nearer
to the school having priority.

(d) The Governing Body reserve the right to admit children with proven and exceptional medical and
social needs where admission to the school might best help satisfy those exceptional needs,
providing that such application is submitted with appropriate evidence or reports from a doctor
or social worker. If the school is named in a statement of special educational needs the Governing
Body has a duty to admit the child to the school. Where applications are received from Catholic
and non-Catholic children in public care they will respectively be admitted to the school in that
priority order and in advance of the outlined order of criteria.

(e) For occasional applications received outside the normal admissions round and if places are
available then children qualifying under the published criteria will be admitted. If there are places
available but more applicants than places then the published oversubscription criteria will be
applied. Late applications will be treated as per the policy published by the Local Education
Authority.

(f) If an applicant for admission has been turned down by the Governing Body, parents can appeal to
an Indpendent Appeals Panel. This appeal must be sent in writing to the Clerk to the Governors
at the school within 14 days (10 working days) of refusal. Parents must give reasons for appealing
in writing and the decision of the Appeals Panel is binding on the Governors.

The following example comes from a school in the South East, where, as in London, many schools are
heavily oversubscribed.
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Admissions Policy and Criteria

Catholic School was founded by the Catholic Church to provide education for
children of Catholic families. The school is conducted by its Governing Body as part of the Catholic Church
in accordance with its trust deed and Instrument of Government, and seeks at all times to be a witness to
Jesus Christ.

The Governing Body has responsibility for admissions to the school and intends to admit 150 students
to Year 7 in September 2004.

Oversubscription Criteria

1. First priority of admission will be given to committed and practising baptised Roman Catholic
children from families where one or both parents/carers are baptised Catholic and practising.

2. Second priority of admission will be given to baptised Catholic children who themselves are committed
and practising. In interpreting commitment and practice the Governors take into account frequency of
regular attendance at Sunday Mass. A higher priority will be given where there is a higher regular frequency
of attendance at Sunday Mass. When the school is oversubscribed with applicants whose commitment and
practice has been verified by the Parish Priest the Governors will refer to the preceding paragraph in
prioritising places and will then take the following factors into account, in order of priority shown:

(a) Looked after Catholic children.

(b) The presence of a brother or sister in the school at the time of admission.

(c) Pastoral or medical reasons which have been verified by an appropriate professional authority and
given reasons as to why the school is the most suitable and that these reasons are accepted by the
Governors.

(d) Proximity to the school.

Any places unfilled under (1) and (2) will be oVered in accordance with the following practice in the order
of priority shown:

3. Baptised Catholic children whose frequency of attendance at Sunday Mass is irregular or occasional.

4. Baptised Catholic children who may not be attending Sunday Mass at the time of application.

Sub categories (a), (b), (c) and (d) apply in prioritising applications in the above two groups.

5. Baptised children of other Christian denominations whose practice can be supported by a priest,
minister or pastor of the denomination.

6. Baptised children of other Christian denominations who are not practising but whose parents have a
commitment to the aims and ethos of the Catholic school.

7. Children of other faiths where parents are in sympathy with the aims and ethos of the Catholic school.

8. Any other applicant.

Sub categories (b), (c) and (d) apply in prioritising applications in the above four groups.

Notes (These form part of the Policy and Criteria)

Governors will require parents to nominate a parish priest from whom written verification as to the
frequency of attendance at Sunday Mass will be established and help the Governors prioritise places.

Parents are required to attend for interview before places are oVered solely to help Governors assess levels
of religious commitment and practice.

Looked after children has the same meaning as in Section 22 of the Childrens Act 1989 and means any
child in the care of a local authority and provided with accommodation by them.

Catholic means a member of the Church in Communion with the See of Rome and includes the Eastern
Churches in Communion with Rome.

Baptised means sacramental baptism in accordance with the rights of the Catholic Church. Catholic
children baptised in other Christian denominations should have a certificate of reception into the
Catholic Church.

Proximity means priority will be given in this sub category to those having the shortest distance from the
school measured in a straight line from the front door to the main gate at Winlaton site measured as the
crow flies. Please note proximity to the school is a sub category and regular attendance at Sunday Mass is
a higher priority, eg a student with regular attendance at Sunday Mass will have higher priority than a
student with irregular attendance but living nearer.

Register of Interest—in addition to the right of appeal unscuccessful applicants will be oVered the
opportunity to be placed on the register of interest which will be maintained in order of the criteria set out
in this policy and not in the order in which applications are received. The register is renewed on 1 September
each year.
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It is taken from the Archdiocese of Southwark, which covers the London Boroughs south of the Thames,
the county of Kent and Medway Unitary Authority. Clearly admissions interviews of the sort referred to
in this policy will be phased out in line with the Code of Practice on Admissions.

The Catholic Education Service and diocesan education departments recognise that not all schools have
always had exemplary admissions policies. They work to ensure that governing bodies, as admission
authorities, review their criteria to ensure they comply with the Code of Practice on Admissions 2003 and
contribute positively towards meeting local needs, strategically, in terms of school place planning and
improvement and community cohesion.

8 November 2003

Witnesses: The Reverend Canon John Hall, Chief Education OYcer, Education Division and National
Society, Church of England Board of Education and National Society and Reverend Canon David
Whittington, National Schools Development OYcer, Church of England Board of Education and
Ms Oona Stannard, Director, and Ms Sarah Billington, Legal Advisor, Catholic Education Service,
examined.

Q665 Chairman: May I welcome Sarah Billington Q666 Chairman: I always like to try to get you
slightly on the back foot to start. Is there anythingand Oona Stannard, John Hall and David
you would like to say briefly to the CommitteeWhittington? I am sorry you were kept waiting but
about selection and your own schools before wethe divisions have slowed us down rather today. It
get started?is a rather hectic session when we have to keep
Canon Hall: I should like to say that the Churchrunning to vote. You will know you have been
of England’s position is very clear about ournicely set up by me asking that last question to
schools: one is that they have a distinctivelyDavid Bell, but you must have been quite pleased
Christian character and the other is that they arewith the answer. I want to get straight into this
open and inclusive to those who wish to send theirbecause we have a limited amount of time. It is said
children there as far as is possible. Distinctive andthat only 3% of the population of London go to
inclusive, there to serve the wider community, alsochurch, any church, at the moment, half of those
there to nourish Christian children in their faith;from the black community, yet you have all these
that is the definition the Dearing report gave us inschools. What on earth justification have you for
2001, which the Church of England is entirelysuch a tiny number of people going to church any
happy to adopt and did adopt very clearly at thelonger, but you seem to have a vice-like grip on
General Synod. I have to say also that it reflects17% of the education of our children. Is that a
the historic commitment of the Church of Englandreasonable thing to have at this moment?
in terms of provision of schools. As I earlierCanon Hall: You need to bear in mind two historic
indicated, when the National Society, which is onerealities: one is that the Church of England and the
of the bodies I serve, was founded in 1811, it wasother churches were the founders of the education
to establish schools for the whole population.system in England, well ahead of the state getting
Ms Stannard: The Catholic Church comes from ain on the act. Because of decisions taken in 1870
slightly diVerent position in the sense of the schoolsand 1906 and so on, there we are still in
we oVer. It is worth setting in context that when wepartnership; we work in eVective partnership. The
began our major provision of maintained Catholicsecond point is that I should like to draw attention
schools in the 1850s, we were serving a largelyto the national census results a couple of years ago
disadvantaged and marginalised Irish communitywhich suggested that 72% of the adult population
at that stage. Our tradition goes back in terms ofof England in the privacy of their own homes
serving disadvantaged communities. I hope youdescribed themselves as Christian. We have
would agree that there is testament to the successevidence from all kinds of opinion polls which
of that in terms of where those communities aresuggests that somewhat over 50% of the adult
now. We believe that it is quite possible to havepopulation in England regards themselves as either
social inclusion which happens through very goodmembers of in some broader sense Church of
collaborative work in all sorts of innovativeEngland. I do not contest the particular data you
partnerships and that our schools, coming from aoVered on attendance at worship in London,
world religion across races, will provide evidencebecause I do not have that to hand, but attendance
that they are racially very diverse in those areasat worship figures, though interesting in themselves,
where there are diverse populations. The very highneed to be handled with care and they certainly do
proportion of African children and children ofnot describe the whole position.
Caribbean heritage in our schools surprises many

Ms Stannard: It would be fair to say that people; in fact now more than those of Irish
Catholicism is a minority religion in this country; heritage. Our free school meal levels are on the
it is about 10% of the population and we have same level as other community schools, so we
about 10% of the schools. I would like to argue that would certainly say we are not socially selective
there is a reasonable match there in terms of either. It is fair to say that our central purpose is

to provide an education in the faith for those of theproportion rather than a vice-like grip.
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and Ms Sarah Billington

faith. Thereafter, certainly where there are places and how we can encourage more people to come into
teaching from the Church’s point of view. We haveavailable, we welcome those of other faiths and

none, who seek to be educated with us. We are not 200. What he said was expand by a further 100 over
the next five or six years, or equivalent places to 100.therefore from that premise seeking an expansion

either. We remain there firstly to serve Catholic It is big proportionately, but not massive in itself.
What is absolutely fascinating is that in the two yearspupils who want that sort of education, but at the

same time are there to be an active part of the local or so since he reported and since the General Synod
approved his report there has been a remarkablecommunity and to serve the wider needs. You will

often hear us refer to the common good and that development. There are about 20 new secondary
schools already opened, 15 clearly planned, a furtheris a very important principle for us, certainly not

to be isolationist in our schools. 27 in mind and others being talked about. It does
seem that it is a positive development, whose timeChairman: I think we are going to have a lot
has come, responding to a need. How is it actuallyof confessions this afternoon about our
happening? In some cases entirely new schools, indenominations. I am an Anglican who sent all his
other cases community schools becoming Church ofchildren to Church of England schools. Helen, who
England schools by a process of closure and re-is going to ask you a question now, is from a
opening. As Lord Dearing challenged us and as wediVerent background.
were very happy to be challenged, many of those are
in diYcult circumstances. They are not by any

Q667 Helen Jones: I want to explore, if I may, the means, far from it, all in leafy areas. Do we have a
diVerent policies of the churches in relation to policy, a plan, which says we want schools here,
expansion. The Church of England has taken a there and everywhere? We have not developed a very
decision, as I understand it, to increase the number detailed plan of that sort, because we believe it needs
of Church of England secondary schools, where to grow from the local community working together.
Oona Stannard has just told us that is not It is not something we are imposing in terms of
particularly the view of the Catholic Church, except detail, far from it. It is growing up and bubbling up
where a need arises for education for Catholic in local communities.
children. Could you outline to us precisely why the
Church of England has taken that decision? What

Q668 Helen Jones: I do not think you answered thedo you think the eVect will be on other schools in the
second part of my question. How do you determineneighbourhoods where you decide to expand? Then
the eVect on other schools in the neighbourhoodperhaps Ms Stannard could elaborate on why the
when a Church of England school opens? TheCatholic Church takes a slightly diVerent view.
Committee would also be interested, arising fromCanon Hall: The current position as far as primary
what you have said, to know how you judge theschools are concerned is that one in four schools in
eVect on a community. The community schoolEngland is a Church of England school at primary
closes down, for whatever reason, and re-opens as alevel. At secondary level it is one in 20. That is very
Church of England school. What happens to thediVerent from the position which Oona will outline
parents in that community who may not, forfor the Catholic Church, which is one in ten at
whatever reason, want their children to go to aprimary and one in ten at secondary, broadly. That
Church of England school and have now lost theis simply historic. Until the 1994 Act we had
opportunity to send them to a state school nearby.elementary education, so right the way through to 14
Canon Hall: Church of England maintained schoolsand beyond the 1944 Act, in the 1950s and 1960s, the
are of course state schools by definition. I thought IChurch of England did not feel the need or the
implicitly answered the question, but I am happy todesire, or wish or the motivation to enlarge the
do so explicitly.number of secondary schools; other communities

took diVerent decisions at that stage. The result of
that is that we have fewer than 200 secondary Q669 Chairman: Helen is a lawyer as well as a
schools in England and they are scattered around in teacher.
a very odd dispersal. There is quite a large number Canon Hall: That is helpful to know. In some cases
of them in London and in the North West, but there it is where there are rising rolls and the LEA has
are whole reaches of the country without Church of determined there is a need for an additional school
England secondary education at all. Even in those and the diocese has negotiated with the LEA and
schools which do exist we find very many heavily they have together agreed that such a development
oversubscribed; not all. Incidentally we claim should happen. Certainly a few of them have arisen
distinctiveness for our schools, not greater success. in those circumstances. I take for example
That is an important point to make. The Church Sunderland where the LEA and the diocese were
asked Lord Dearing to chair a review of Church working together. David Whittington was Director
schools which ought to address this issue. It began its of Education for the Diocese of Durham in those
work in January 2000 and reported in June 2001 and days. They came to the conclusion that there was a
I think members of the Committee were given a copy need for additional places and looked to the Church
of the report. He outlined three things essentially: to provide them. There are other cases where an
one is about distinctiveness and inclusion, very existing community school has become a Church of
important; the second was about development of England school without any change in any way at

all, other than the head coming in new. All the pupilsprovision; the third was about the vocation to teach
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have remained there, the governors have been found Canon Hall: The situation with Church of England
schools is that half of them are voluntary controlledplaces with a new governing instrument and perhaps
and therefore subject to the local educationthe head is the only new person. There are others
authority’s admissions policy. For the other half, thewhere the head has continued, has led the school into
governing body develops its own admissions policythis new development and is leading the school as a
and some of them give some recognition to churchChurch school. That is what I meant by saying that it
attendance for some of the places. The storybubbles up from local circumstances. It must be the
suggesting that admission to Church of Englandschool community as well as the Church locally and
schools is on the basis of attendance is often oversoldthe wider community, the LEA, everyone agreeing
and that is perhaps a story derived from one or twotogether that this is an entirely acceptable proper
particular accounts which got into the papers anddevelopment. What we are not seeking to do is then
from one or two schools people have extrapolatedto impose a restrictive admissions policy by any
the much wider position. As you are aware from themeans, but to serve the local community as it is.
guidance we have shown you that we have issued to
the diocese, we are very clear that schools ought to

Q670 Helen Jones: Perhaps Ms Stannard could give have inclusion as part of their admissions policy and
us her view on that before I ask some that they ought therefore to make at least some
supplementaries. places available to those of other faiths and to those
Ms Stannard: Voluntary aided schools are there in of no particular faith as well. What we are clear
response to demand, not basic need. We do have 394 about is that it does no good. It is not right, nor is it

good for its reputation, if a local school does notCatholic secondary schools across the country and
admit some local people, whether it is a Churchthey are generally as best as possible matched to
school or not, according to parents’ will. That is thewhere the populations are and we do have
oYcial position. The vast majority of Church ofexperience of closing schools as well, where the
England schools see themselves as, by varyingdemographic trends have led that to be an
devices, wanting to achieve that end. It may be thatappropriate move. That said, we do try very hard to
in a particular community, if we can take a primarymaintain an inner city presence so that as
school, there are two schools: one is a communitydemographic trends may have left inner cities at
school and one is a Church of England school. Thetimes in a fairly rapidly changing state, we want to
Church of England school might be in the morebe there whilst the community wants us there. We
aZuent area of town and the community schoolrespect choice and diversity for all members of the
might therefore be serving a more sociallypopulation. Just as we appreciate in a pluralist
disadvantaged community. In practice, if thesociety the respect for us having our own schools, we
Church of England school has a policy which giveswant the community at large to have the choice of
some preference to Christian practice, the veryschools they may wish. We perfectly accept that is
strong chance is that they will admit from the wholenot going to be Catholic schools for everyone, even
town rather than just from the immediate areathough were that not the case, there would be all
around the school and it is our advice that theysorts of philosophical and, most importantly, ought to consider very carefully, in their ownpractical reasons why we would not be seeking to particular circumstances, admissions policies which

have more schools than the Catholic community lead to inclusion in that kind of way.
needs. Issues like how we staV our schools and Ms Billington: In terms of Catholic schools, the vast
maintain that particular character of schools is quite majority of the schools, taken over the country as a
critical and relies on having teachers with the right whole, do give preference to baptised Catholics as
experience and so on. you suggest rather than look at practice.

Q671 Helen Jones: May I ask you about admissions Q672 Helen Jones: That is because you are not
policies? As I understand it—and correct me if I am allowed to leave, is it not? You may lapse but not
wrong—admission to Catholic schools depends on leave.
whether you were or were not baptised a Catholic in Ms Billington: In other parts of the country, where
the first place. Many Church of England schools there is oversubscription by Catholics—and that is
look at church attendance. We heard some evidence paticularly true in parts of the South East—then
for it from Brian Jones, the former head of schools do look at practice and will seek a priest’s
Archbishop Tennyson School, in a session last week. reference. In terms of how far back they look, I
If I am correct in saying that—and we are talking cannot answer that very accurately, but I think they
about schools before they look at filling surplus would be looking certainly at more than 12 months,
places in this instance—what is the tension between perhaps a couple of years. Equally, we have to be
serving the community as a whole and giving that mindful of not wishing to discriminate against
preference? If either Church of England schools or people who have recently moved into an area or who
Catholic schools look at church attendance, how far have moved into the country. There has to be a
back do you go and how far can you stop parents degree of flexibility there in terms of that. The
manipulating the system by experiencing a sudden question about conversions of convenience is one
conversion 12 months before they want to get their which is quite emotive, but it is impossible to judge

people’s motives. If they are attending church forchild into a particular school?
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three years before the relevant age of the child, they Q676 Mr Pollard: Heavens above. John, you told us
you plan to expand your schools, yet we are toldmay continue to do that afterwards, even if it was
reliably that school rolls are falling. It would seemnot their intention. It is not our job to examine the
then that if you are expanding your schools andmotives of the parents or to seek to close to the door
school rolls are falling some schools will have to shutof a Catholic education to a child who is a baptised
down. Does that concern you at all?Catholic and whose parents or carers have been
Canon Hall: I do not myself believe that is likely topractising, have been attending church. I am quite
be the impact. Just remember that the figure for thecalm about that.
moment for secondary schools is one in 20, so we are
only expecting to move up marginally from that.

Q673 Helen Jones: If a Catholic school is That is a very small percentage. If we move up to
oversubscribed, you are saying most schools look at seven per cent, that is not going to have a massive
practice rather than the geographical area. How do impact on the rest of the system.
you stop that damaging other Catholic secondary Mr Pollard: In my own constituency we have

Catholic masses now in the cathedral of St Albansschools? It is usually secondary schools we are
and we have done that for many, many years andtalking about. Secondly, I should like to hear the
that seems to me to be a coming together of the twocriteria you think most schools use if they have
Christian faiths and we all started with the samesurplus capacity once they have admitted Catholic
stock anyway so it seems to me we are moving backchildren in their area?
together. The Anglican Church only has toMs Billington: In terms of the criteria which they use
apologise and they would be welcome backif they have surplus places after taking the Catholic
straightaway!applicants, because each school is its own
Jonathan Shaw: The Pope might not agree.admissions authority my answer has to be fairly

general. There is a split between those schools which
have policies which give preference to families, to Q677 Mr Pollard: He told me to say that. There is
pupils who come from a faith background; that a movement for coming together and there are good
could be a background of any world faith, to show examples, certainly I know some in Scotland where

schools share premises and share staV and all thata sympathy with the concept of a faith school and a
and it seems to work very well. I wonder whether,faith culture. There are other schools which do that
particularly if you think of the Northern Irelandby looking for practising Christians, Anglicans. We
situation, it might be particularly helpful if faithare moving away from that. Over the last four years
schools came together. Do you both have a viewor so, if you look at the trend, we have been moving
on that?away from giving preference to Christians over other
Canon Hall: This does give me an opportunity notworld faiths and becoming more conscious of the
just to talk about the existing joint schools we have,need to reflect the diversity of the local community,
of which there are 10 with the Roman Catholicwhich a world faith criterion does more accurately
Church, mixed between secondary and primary, butand that is what we encourage. Thirdly, there will be
also something like 52 joint with the Methodistsome schools which have an open access policy, so
Church around the country, all of them primaryafter the Catholic criteria, siblings would be a
schools. We are looking for opportunities to worknormal criterion anyway, but in the more diYcult
together and I am delighted that has presented itselfareas, it is simply a criterion of a distance
in Liverpool where a new joint Church of Englandmeasurement or something like that, so there is
and Roman Catholic academy is planned inequal access.
Liverpool.

Q674 Mr Pollard: I want to confess as well, Q678 Chairman: When you are planning them to be
in specific places, is it where the communities needChairman. I am a practising Roman Catholic with
them or where you want to put them?seven children all educated in the Catholic faith. I
Canon Hall: I should love to be a very directivethink I am the only Member of Parliament with a
director on this, but in practice it has to bubble upPrayerful Productivity Medal.
locally. We have expressed an aspiration. We areMs Stannard: You are keeping us going.
encouraging dioceses, where they are not moving
forward on this very strongly, to do so.

Q675 Mr Pollard: Absolutely right. I want to say to
Oona Stannard that I read your memorandum and Q679 Chairman: Sometimes you have given up in
I want to ask a question on paragraph 3 hostile environments and just left the community
“Distribution of Catholic Schools”. It says “. . . 17- and got out. I can think of Church of England
18% of the maintained secondary school stock and schools where you have left the community, have
82-83% of primary schools”. I find that hard to you not?
believe. Canon Hall: I hope that is not the case. We have had
Ms Stannard: That refers to the dioceses listed above to close Church of England schools and that is
where there are very high concentrations of Catholic undoubtedly the case. A large number of Church of
populations traditionally: in Salford, Liverpool, England schools over the years, as schools have

changed, have closed.Shrewsbury it is as high as is quoted there.
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Q680 Chairman: So the Church of England has not number of communities the only local school is a
faith school. For example, I was talking to a teacherhad failing schools which they have walked away

from. recently who works in a small village in the Peak
District in Derbyshire and the school is a very activeCanon Hall: The Church of England has had some

failing schools which we have stuck with and are Church of England school, very proactive in
religious terms. If parents in that village did not wanttransforming. I am very happy to say that there are

particular cases, which I was thinking of earlier their child to go to an active faith school, they would
have to take their kids away from all their friends inwhen you were talking of Archbishop Tennyson’s

School, of schools which have been in very the village and bus them at their own expense to
another village or town some miles away. Does thatchallenging circumstances and which are now with

inspiring new leadership doing extremely well. bother you at all or aVect your planning on where
you might put faith schools or how faith schools
operate in communities?Q681 Chairman: Sometimes witnesses do put a
Canon Hall: Where it hits most strongly is howgloss on things. You had a wonderful joint school,
Church of England schools operate within ruralCatholic/Anglican school in Oxford, did you not,
communities or other communities where they arewhich you have now walked away from? It is not all
the only local school. There is no doubt in my mindglowing, wonderful, onward partnership situations
at all that they give absolute preference for childrenis it? There are some real diYculties.
locally, where the parents want to send them there,Canon Hall: I would ask Oona to comment on that.
that they are not in any sense ashamed of beingIt was not our wish that that school was closed. I
Christian and being Church of England, that is whatought just to say that we work very closely as far as
they are, they are strong in that, but they do notthe Church of England is concerned with other
operate in a way which is seeking to ram it down theChristian denominations as well. In practice many
throats or proselytise, they are simply seeking to beof our schools give no preference to Church of
a clear Christian presence serving the localEngland membership over other Christian
community as it is. The Christian gospel, Christiandenominations and that was something I wanted
values are certainly built strongly into the life of theto say.
school, but there is a clear recognition that notMs Stannard: Whilst retaining our schools as very
everyone in the life of the school is adherent toclearly identified Catholic schools, we nevertheless
that, nor a requirement that they should be.have many examples and wish to promote more and
Overwhelmingly that works extremely well.more of where our schools are working with other

Christian schools and indeed schools where pupils of
other faiths predominate and we would be very Q683 Paul Holmes: But the parent who does not
happy to supply the Committee with examples of want to send their child to school—and I can
that. Just oV the top of my head, thinking about certainly give you examples of schools where the
some work which happened in Bradford between head of a junior school says they cannot tolerate
one of our Catholic secondary schools and a non-faith in their school. A parent in SheYeld has
Moslem girls’ secondary school where through the lodged an oYcial complaint about that, so it does
actual pupils’ initiatives with the teachers they happen. The parent who does not want to send their
wanted to come together and set up some joint child to that school has no choice unless they can
activities and involve parents post 11 September and aVord personally to ship their child some miles
that work continued. A school not far from here in away, away from all their friends, to another school,
the East End of London where yes, we have a whereas two thirds of LEAs will pay for children to
Catholic primary, but very close there is another go many miles to a faith school, but they will not pay
primary which is nearly exclusively Moslem pupils for children to go many miles as an alternative to a
and the two heads have worked hard to have one faith school. Does it not bother you at all that there
shared playtime a week. They set up a joint drama is clearly an unfairness in the system there?
activity, they have moved to one another’s school for Canon Hall: I am conscious of it. I am conscious of
collective worship, even though that is not a school two things. This may seem a slightly political
of any identified faith. I could go on like that. We do answer, but it is a slightly political question. There
seek to be working in partnership with many others. are many people who suVer the opposite way round,
We are educating our young people for our pluralist Christians who would like to send their children to a
society, but we believe that we can do both: prepare Christian school, but cannot do so because there is
them for that and give them a very good grounding not one, certainly beyond 11, near them. The other
of an education in their own faith. That is what we point about home to school transport is also a very
have continued to seek to do. interesting one. If it is only two thirds of LEAs, that

is quite a reduction on the case for denominational
transport as it was at one time. It seems to me thatQ682 Paul Holmes: According the religious trends
the argument could cut in the direction of providingsurvey of 2002–03, 12.2% of the adult population of
eVective transport for everyone who wants to followEngland and Wales will say they are members of a
a particular choice.church and 7.4% will attend church regularly on a
Ms Stannard: May I make a point about this homeSunday. In a typical community, in so far as such a
to school transport? It is the case that it goes backthing exists, about 90% of the population are not

members of a church or churchgoers. In quite a into historical agreements between LEAs and the
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churches in terms of where those schools were For example, in a Catholic schools there will be a
sacramental life to the school as well and that islocated and that that is what gave rise to agreements

about home to school transport. appropriate in those circumstances, but very
diVerent in a community school.

Q684 Valerie Davey: My background is somewhat
Q686 Valerie Davey: If, as you heard from DaviddiVerent. I was an RE teacher but in a state school
Bell, there is something which is special andand I find it quite diYcult to talk about faith schools
important about a Church school, what is it? Youbecause the implication is that the others are non-
have answered in part. Could it not be transferredfaith schools. I find this completely unacceptable,
and should we not be encouraging that transference.given the figures you have been quoting earlier about
It seems from my personal experience, and I am notthe number of people who in the privacy of their own
a Catholic, I am a Methodist so it is not thehome might say that they were of a faith and/or our
sacramental element, it is the pastoral element, thatconcern over integration, whether in Northern
it is the support. It does seem to me that could beIreland or indeed in our own communities on the
established in all schools and that is what I wouldmainland. You spoke very positively about being
prefer to see.open and inclusive. In terms of admissions,
Ms Stannard: There is much one can transfer andtherefore, in terms of getting open and inclusive,
emulate and many religious values are also humanwould it not be better for the denominations and
values. I would also go back to the lead of myother faiths to be committing their time and eVort to
chairman, Archbishop Nichols, who speaks aboutteachers and to getting teaching of RE, which is a
values and the danger of suggesting that values arecompulsory subject, throughout all our schools?
something you can bolt on or say if you could bottleWould that not be a better way of evening out the
these values you would pass them around. Valuesproblems and ensuring our commitment to all
actually come, in the context in which I am working,children for inclusion?
from nurturing the roots of the plant and the wholeCanon Hall: It is an important thing but not
plant. They are the fruits of all of that, they are notnecessarily a better thing; the two are not mutually
something which has been taken oV a shelf. Theexclusive. It seems to me that it is possible for us to
whole of the institution of a Catholic school will beattempt to do both/and. The Church of England is
working to that and to do justice to your questionsquite heavily involved in supporting RE teachers in
we would need to have a conference for many days.various ways. Some of our trusts have given very

generously towards both recruitment and training of
RE teachers and it is an issue we have taken up very Q687 Chairman: You will realise that we have been

looking at a whole range of other issues in thevigorously with government because we are very
concerned at the lack of people coming through to secondary inquiry, it is just that admissions is this

last sector.teach RE. Sometimes, despite the important place
RE has in schools and interestingly the increasingly Canon Hall: I think the bottling of the ethos was

something David Blunkett said when he addressedpopular place that RE has in schools, we are also
aware of the fact that there is quite a bit of Diocesan Directors of Education in 1998 and it has

had wide currency. What seems to me to be clear isunsatisfactory teaching in RE and we want to do
something about that. We can do both/and and we that there are very many people in education in all

kinds of contexts who know that developing theneed to put our energies into both aspects of that.
whole person is important and that is what
education is about. The particular diVerence in aQ685 Valerie Davey: What do you feel about that?
Church school is that there is a gospel principleMs Stannard: I too am a passionate supporter of
which gives rise to that value, which is about thecommunity schools and the quality of education
sense of children being created and loved by Godwhich goes on therein. Much of my professional life
and having an eternal destiny which goes wellhas been working in community schools and I was
beyond their work and everything else. The task offor many years an HMI. My concern is about the
education is to enable them to fulfil their own God-quality of education which any child is entitled to
given potential. If that is the object of the exercise,wherever they are educated. There are just times
going so way beyond league tables or anything else,perhaps when I wonder if we do not lose sight of the
then it will have all kinds of impacts.agenda, which should be to make every school as

good as possible rather, dare I say it, than suggesting
Q688 Valerie Davey: Surely you believe that forthat so many ills are always traceable back to
every child.admissions, which I would have to refute. What
Canon Hall: Absolutely.parents want is a first-class education in a good

school for their children wherever they are. They
want choice in that. That is what I want us all to be Q689 Mr Turner: Could I ask you each to tell me

very briefly how your respective bodies represent—putting our backs into and ensuring that there is very
good partnerships and that we are all learning from if that is the right word—the schools which carry the

designations of those bodies, of your churches?one another in those schools, be we teachers or
children. RE, yes, very important in all schools, but Ms Stannard: You will find that there is quite a

diVerence structurally between the Church ofI would suggest that what we are seeing in a church
school which is distinctive goes far beyond the RE. England and the Catholic Church because for the
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Catholic Church the diocesan authorities are where terms of admissions, codes and so on. Somehow we
do not have that same right in statute and it is quitelocal responsibility lies and it is the wishes of the

Diocesan Bishop which are paramount. That said, a significant diVerence which we do not actually
think is very helpful. It would be welcomed by us ifthe Catholic Education Service is charged with

representing the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of our diocesan authorities were that same reference
point on admissions policies as is the case with theEngland and Wales on all matters to do with policy

and education and the statutory interface. We carry Church of England.
that and liaise back very carefully with all our
dioceses, but within that framework they are fairly Q693 Mr Turner: This applies again to both of you.
autonomous. They will agree on codes and policies You both have a function of making available
and so on through negotiations which we have. Church schools to all pupils; in the Catholic schools
Canon Hall: The situation with the Church of it is a requirement of canon law, in a way it is a
England is slightly diVerent, but it is not somewhat watered down version—and I do not
dramatically diVerent. The local trustees are often mean that in a derogatory sense. Do you not feel that
vicar and church wardens and sometimes they are you have a duty to make such a school available as
the Diocesan Board of Education. They have a far as possible to every child who wants to go to one?
particular responsibility to their school as custodian Canon Hall: As far as possible and that is why we are
trustees. Nevertheless, the diocese has a statutory looking to expand secondary provision. It is
role in relation to the school, both through the certainly the case that some of our schools,
Diocesan Boards of Education measure of 1991, secondary schools especially, are oversubscribed at
which succeeded earlier measures and is amended by the level of seven to one. That means that huge
Acts of Parliament and stands as part of the law of numbers of children are being turned away. I take
the land and in other ways. The power, the statutory David Bell’s interesting point about the turn point at
responsibility does not lie with us at the centre. We which a school becomes too large. We are not
are a strategic team wanting to support the diocese majoring on expanding popular and successful
in their responsibilities. The measure does give schools. If there is an opportunity for that and it
Diocesan Boards of Education particular powers seems right and the local community accepts it, then
and duties and was amended by the 2002 Act to we are not against that. We are looking at filling in
allow it to give guidance on admissions to schools in spaces where there simply is not the provision. Until
the diocese, guidance to which the schools have to quite recently there was virtually nothing between
have regard and that is in the direction of the The Wash and the Scottish border apart from a
inclusion. couple of secondary schools and that is already

changing.
Q690 Mr Turner: Thank you for that. A very brief Canon Whittington: I would add a reminder about
supplementary to Ms Stannard. Am I right that you our role as partners with LEAs. This was an issue
only represent diocesan schools, you do not you were talking about quite a lot with Mr Bell
represent non-diocesan Catholic schools? earlier on. The Diocesan Boards of Education and
Ms Stannard: By definition there is really no such our Catholic colleagues are substantial players in
thing because the local Ordinary, the Diocesan partnership with LEAs to the good of all the
Bishop, is responsible for agreeing that a school has schools—picking up your point on that. Of course
that Catholic designation. So all our Catholic we want, absolutely, the best possible opportunity
schools are either independent within the for each and every youngster whatever school they
independent sector, just under 200, or they are go to and the fact that we have a range of schools of
voluntary aided schools. We have no voluntary our own for which we have statutory responsibilities
controlled schools. In the vast, vast majority of which involve us in a tier of involvement of which
cases, those schools are under the umbrella of the this is a part, means that we really do have the
diocese. For example, in the days when there were opportunity, in the name of the Gospel at times and
high numbers of religious orders, they would have at other times just in the ordinary everyday way
been their own trustees but they tend to have handed which we handle things, to try to work as really
those schools to the dioceses now. They would positive partners with our LEAs to the best benefit
nearly all be diocesan schools. of all the youngsters. That is really key to what we

are about.
Q691 Mr Turner: But you do not represent those
which are not diocesan schools. Q694 Chairman: Is the perception wrong then that
Ms Stannard: There are not really any. Church schools, both Catholic and Anglican seem to

be more associated with the leafy suburbs than the
tough inner city areas? Is that a misconception?Q692 Mr Turner: I am thinking of the London

Oratory, for example. Ms Stannard: It is.
Canon Whittington: Yes.Ms Stannard: I expect the London Oratory would be

in a relationship with its Diocesan Education Board. Canon Hall: It is. Certainly as far as our primary
schools are concerned, they are everywhere: ruralForgive me, there was a point I did wish to make

relating to the responses to the last two questions. areas, inner urban areas above all, not so much in
suburban areas because the bulk of the developmentThe Church of England has a right and indeed a role

with its schools having to refer back to the diocese in was in the nineteenth century so we are thinner
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spread in the areas which developed in the twentieth Ms Billington: We could come back to you with
evidence, if that would be useful.century. As far as secondary is concerned, I have

already indicated that we are patchily spread, but Canon Hall: I have not collected data on the part of
Church of England schools in terms of admissionsquite a large number of our secondary schools, not

just the brand new ones, but the long-existing ones appeals. I know that there are some schools which
have really alarmingly high numbers of admissionsare serving very tough communities and not always

finding it easy. That is why I wanted to make it clear appeals and it is a very, very diYcult thing for
everyone to cope with. They are certainly not at theearlier on that what we are talking about is not

success but distinctiveness. We want excellence, level of seven to one, as we were saying earlier. They
take them seriously.doing the best possible for the pupils in the school

and it gives me enormous encouragement to see
some schools which have been in quite diYcult Q700 JeV Ennis: I wondered whether you thought
circumstances being transformed by a new head. that by removing the power to interview some pupils

that would impact on the number of appeals
Q695 Mr Turner: On the same theme, in your currently being taken through the system?
Board’s recommendations to schools you say that Ms Stannard: I am delighted that interviews have
the admissions policy should seek to ensure that the been removed and it was something we were keen on
school is a distinctively Christian community—the for quite a long time. Whether or not it has impact
admissions policy should do this. In the Catholic on appeals remains to be seen because the removal
memorandum an example is given “First priority of of interviews is not enacted yet.
admission will be given to committed and practising
baptised Roman Catholic children”. How can you Q701 JeV Ennis: Why do you feel so strongly about
tell whether a child is committed? How can you tell that? Why are you saying that? You seem to be quite
whether the admissions policy can ensure the school committed on that particular point.
is distinctively Christian if you do not ask the Ms Stannard: It beholds us all to be as transparent
children when you are admitting them how their as we can for the benefits of our communities and
faith works. beyond. Everybody has a right to be able to see very
Canon Hall: This is really about interviews. clearly what the admissions base is. If you have

interviews, they are by their very nature an exercise
Q696 Mr Turner: Yes. in personal discernment. You cannot interview
Ms Stannard: I have to be honest and say I am not someone in that sort of scenario and not be able to
frightfully keen on the word “committed”. In a sense discern much information about social class,
you can say you are committed to being in that kind intellectual ability and probably a whole lot of
of education by seeking a place and that shows you lifestyle things as well. I would like to think that that
are committed. Practice in terms of worship is a information was always used honourably in all
much more objective thing to get hold of. Does that interviews. That said, the risk is far too high and I
answer the question you were putting to me? want them out of the way.

Canon Hall: I have no absolute evidence, but we did
Q697 Mr Turner: Yes. trawl around the dioceses and we came up with fewer
Canon Hall: Lord Dearing’s advice to us is clear, than ten Church of England schools which did
that if there is a significant percentage, or at least a interview. It had always been our position that the
strong enough percentage of children of practising Church of England schools did not need to interview
Christian families within the life of the school, as and should not interview, yet, despite this very small
within the staV, that will have an impact on the number of schools interviewing, there was a general
school as a whole and that will enable it to fulfil its perception out there that interviews were going
particular mission. There is a very clear commitment on and that they were being used for social
to it having other percentages, other people as well, prioritisation. That was not the case, but it seemed
but unless you have something which is clearly to us that it was very advantageous to let that go. We
Christian about the place, other than just the head had pressed government that they should be banned
and one or two staV for example, then it is perhaps and we were delighted to agree that they should be.
quite diYcult to fulfil its purpose.

Q702 Paul Holmes: We have heard some comments
Q698 Mr Turner: So practice is evidence of about faith schools doing well and the Chief
commitment is what you are essentially saying. Inspector said that faith schools do well
Canon Hall: That is right. academically. There are two possible explanations

put forward for this: one we have heard a little bit
about which is the values. As we are all in a veryQ699 JeV Ennis: I should like to ask our two sets of

witnesses what the trends are in terms of appeals confessional mode, I was a teacher for 22 years and I
never taught in a faith school, but every school I everagainst admission in Church of England schools and

Catholic schools. Are they increasing, about the worked in always taught values and valued the
children. Other people suggest it might be somethingsame?

Ms Stannard: I have to say that I have no evidence to do with admissions, either covert or overt, that
faith schools might do a bit better academically.to suggest that they are increasing, but equally I

cannot go beyond that. I do not have the data. Government statistics and Ofsted statistics do show
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that faith schools on average take fewer children about Oldham. You quote the figures for the
proportion of children who are non-Catholic inwith special educational needs and fewer children

who qualify for free school meals than national schools in Wolverhampton, Croydon, Tower
Hamlets and in those boroughs the figure of non-averages. For example, in 2001 when the Education

Bill was going through Parliament, John Hall talked Catholics is very high—32%, 42%. In Oldham it is
only seven per cent. You explain that by saying thatabout St Christopher’s school in Accrington which

was a Church of England school with fairly good Oldham is recognised as having generally more
polarised communities. My question is: what is theacademic standards, 12% of its pupils have special

educational needs. Right next door to it, literally, in relationship between cause and eVect? Do you first
of all get polarised communities and then get athe same deprived urban area, is Moorhead High

which has much lower GCSE standards. Sixty-nine smaller proportion of non-Catholic children in
Catholic schools, or is it the other way round?point eight per cent of its children have special

educational needs. Is it because one is a faith school Ms Stannard: I am sorry, could you say that last
bit again?and one is not that there is a diVerence in GCSE

attainment, or because one in some way is selective
and the other one is becoming a sink school and Q704 Mr Chaytor: Your written submission is
taking nearly 70% of the children with special defending the small proportion of non-Catholic
educational needs? children in the Catholic secondary schools in
Canon Hall: The average story across the country, Oldham by saying that Oldham is generally
certainly according to the evidence Lord Dearing’s recognised as having more polarised communities
review extracted from Ofsted a couple of years ago, than the other towns you quote. My question is: does
was that if 17% is the free school meals average the pattern of admissions to the school reflect the
across the country, for Church of England schools it polarised community, or is the fact that the school
is 15%. That is not dramatically diVerent. Our trend only has a very small proportion of non-Catholics a
has been towards greater inclusion since then and we determining factor in creating the polarised
are continuing in that direction. I should be community?
delighted to see the free school meals being entirely Ms Stannard: I would very much hope that if all
at parity. schools in an area are nearly fully subscribed with
Ms Stannard: I understand our free school meal their Catholic pupils that does not, nevertheless,
levels are pretty much on national levels. Your SEN isolate them from others and working with all those
point is absolutely valid and it gives me concern in other schools around, be they Church of England,
case there may be things we should be doing better. community or whatever. There is a sense in which
Since this became apparent to me, I have even had a Catholic schools will continue to be filled with
conversation with David Bell and said this was Catholic pupils first wherever they are. Thereafter,
something which would be really useful to look into. as a community we must be seeking all ways possible
What is involved in this? Equally I have had some to work inclusively with everybody else.
schools which have suggested to me that they go the
extra mile before seeking statementing and they feel Q705 Mr Chaytor: Are you saying that there is no
they do not need the recourse to statements and so relationship at all with the nature of the secondary
on. I just do not know the validity of that. If I were schools or the intake of the secondary schools and
an HMI now, I would be charging round drawing up the level of segregation within the wider community
an exercise to look into that because it is a very in a given town or city?
interesting point. Equally, there are other schools, Ms Stannard: That is what Cantle found, was it not?
and I was in a school not far from here this morning, The Cantle report did not find statistics in terms of
very racially diverse pupil population, not many where those children were coming from and in which
pupils on the SEN register—about the national schools they were to back up that assertion.
average having said that. I asked the head why the Canon Hall: Ted Cantle, in his report on the riots,
levels were lower on average within the Catholic addressed directly the question whether faith
community. He replied that he had very stable schools had contributed to that polarisation and
staYng, very, very experienced staV. He said he was concluded that it was not that, that polarisation was
fortunate that many of his children had come in in fact on the basis of where people lived in those
early on and he had worked with them through the towns.
whole of their school careers. Good on them. They
are lucky. There will be other schools where you

Q706 Mr Chaytor: I am not taking the Cantlehave great turbulence, many of our schools at
report as the definitive statement on this. I am testingpresent with high levels of refugees and asylum
it out. Are you content to rest with that conclusion?seekers. They are questions which merit further
Canon Hall: No, I am not content. What I wantinvestigation.
to say quite clearly is that schools in those
circumstances need to develop inclusion in two ways

Q703 Mr Chaytor: Could I ask about the link and Oona has said this. One is in terms of
between faith schools and social segregation, with admissions. As you will know, there are very
particular reference to the cities which experienced popular Church of England secondary schools in
the riots two years ago? I was interested in the many parts of the North West which are not heavily

oversubscribed. Nevertheless, I know that some ofsubmission from the Catholic Education Service
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them are looking carefully at how they can change Canon Hall: I have no statistics to quote.
their admissions policy so as to create more inclusion

Q709 Mr Chaytor: Is this the result of systematicin terms of admissions. There is another thing which
monitoring of the pattern of admissions of both theTed Cantle also referred to, which is what Oona has
existing Church of England schools and the newreferred to, which is creating inclusive educational
schools which have opened?links between schools. I know that our schools in
Canon Hall: We certainly have many stories to tell.Oldham, for example, have worked very hard at that

and are working hard. Q710 Mr Chaytor: That is not the same as a
systematic collection of data.
Canon Hall: We have not done it ourselves. We areQ707 Mr Chaytor: May I switch to a specific
a small team at the centre. Dioceses themselves arequestion for the Church of England representatives
responsible for that relationship and I can certainlyand it relates to another town where riots took place
see what I can find and write to you.and that is Bradford? In your written submission,
Ms Billington: Mr Chaytor drew attention to athere was a list of new Church of England schools
particular point in our memorandum. It is not just awhich had opened, two of which were in Bradford.
question of semantics, but he said that we hadFour or five weeks ago there was interesting research defended the 7% in Oldham. It is more that we

from Bristol University which identified Bradford as contextualised it by saying that Oldham was
the most segregated city in Britain and again raised generally recognised to have race and religion
the question of the relationship between the nature polarisation. We were not defending the seven per
of the secondary schooling and the level of cent.
secondary education. Do you think that the opening Mr Chaytor: I accept that.
of two new Church of England schools in Bradford Mr Pollard: It is not a question but a statement. My
will serve to widen or narrow the gap between good friend JeV Ennis asked about appeals. I just
communities in Bradford? want to say that in my area the appeals for Catholic
Canon Hall: Would it be a suYcient answer if I were schools are going up, there is no question about that.

In one school in particular you have to perform twoto quote from a Moslem teacher in one of those
small miracles now to get your children in.schools, who said what a delight it was to be at a

school where it was possible to name God and not be
Q711 Chairman: One of the interesting things is thatlaughed at? Certainly one of the schools—and I
the local priest can control entry into a Catholicthink the other as well—is reflecting very much the
school because it is not automatic that a child, evenlocal community it is set in. One is in a more white
if a Catholic couple ask for baptism, will get it if theyarea and one is very mixed in its admissions practice
are not regular attenders at the church. Is that right?and in its style but very clear about what its Church Ms Stannard: It is typical that there will be

of England call is: to be a school which takes faith preparation for baptism. It is not something where
seriously. I believe that there are many of our you simply phone up and ask for three o’clock next
schools which are able to bridge divides in a way Sunday. There are preparation courses leading up to
which other schools perhaps cannot. I do not want the baptism and that decision as to whether to
to overclaim there, but if you take faith seriously as proceed would then remain with the parish priest,
a fundamental principle in the life of the school, then yes.
you reach out to those other faiths and want to Chairman: It has been a long session, it has been a
create a very positive link with them. It is dialogue very illuminating one for us. We are grateful for your

attendance and the contributions you have made. If,in practice.
when you are going away from here in a bus or taxi
or whatever mode of transport, you think there is

Q708 Mr Chaytor: Your new national guidance is something this Committee should have heard that
very strong on inclusiveness and on opening up the you did not articulate or a question we should have
schools to those of other faiths or of none. Are you asked, we should be very grateful if you would
monitoring the extent to which this is now contact us and if you would allow us to be in further

contact by whatever method. Thank you.happening, that is to say, do you have statistics?
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Summary

— 96% of parents nationally1 are oVered a place at a school for which they expressed a preference.
85% nationally are oVered the school they most want (their favourite school). 70% of parents in
London are oVered their favourite school.

— Of the 4% of parents nationally not oVered a school for which they expressed a preference, half
reported they were satisfied with the school they were oVered.

— 91% of parents nationally are satisfied with the outcome of the admissions process. 85% of parents
are satisfied with the schools admissions process.

— 10% of parents applying for a secondary school place in 2000–01 appealed.2

— There are 1,211 admission authorities for secondary schools; 150 LEAs, 510 foundation schools
and 551 voluntary aided schools.

— From September 2005 LEAs will be required to co-ordinate the admissions process for parents
living in their area, making sure that, as far as practicable, all children receive an oVer of one school
place on 1 March. Many LEAs have moved towards co-ordination for secondary entry in
September 2004.

Introduction

1. The greatest influence on parents’ satisfaction with the school admission system is whether their child
is oVered a place at a school they consider to be a good school. The Government’s commitment to addressing
the problems of schools with weaknesses and raising standards is designed to increase the number of schools
that are acceptable to parents.

2. The Government’s belief is that as many parents as possible should be able to gain a place at a school
for which they have expressed a preference. The admissions framework put in place by the School Standards
and Framework Act 1998 was designed to support parental preference and to ensure that admission
arrangements are fair and transparent. But it is for Local Education Authorities (LEAs) to provide
suYcient school places in their area for all those who want one. And it is for admission authorities (the
governing bodies of foundation and voluntary aided schools, LEAs for community and voluntary
controlled schools) to decide their own admission arrangements, and which children to admit in accordance
with those arrangements.

3. The 1998 Act:

— introduced a statutory requirement for all admission authorities to consult annually on their
admission arrangements;

— provided for the appointment of independent Schools Adjudicators to resolve disputes where local
agreement on admission arrangements cannot be reached;

— made admission appeal panels independent of LEAs and schools;

— prevented any new selection by academic ability; and

— enabled existing partial selection to be removed by the Adjudicator, following objections by other
admission authorities or parents.

4. The Act and its implementing Regulations were supported by statutory guidance, in the School
Admissions Code of Practice and the School Admission Appeals Code of Practice.

1 DfES Research Report 278 (2001) “Parents’ Experiences of the Process of Choosing a Secondary School”.
2 DfES Statistical First Release “Admission Appeals for Maintained Primary and Secondary Schools in England 2000–01”, July

2002. The figure is not available for 2001–02.
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5. Research into Parents’ Experiences of the Process of Choosing a Secondary School carried out by
SheYeld Hallam University and the OYce for National Statistics (ONS), published in June 2001, showed
that the framework worked well. 96% of parents obtained a place for their child at a school for which they
had expressed a preference and 92% received an oVer of a place at a school the admission authority thought
was their first preference. 85% received an oVer of a place at their favourite school, although this figure fell
to 70% in London. Of the 4% of parents nationally that were not oVered one of their preferred schools, half
reported they were satisfied with the school they had been oVered. The most common reason parents gave
for wanting a place in their favourite school was academic outcomes (43%), although this rose to 49% in
London. The vast majority of parents said that they were satisfied with the outcome of the application
process (91%). A slightly lower proportion (85%) expressed satisfaction with the process itself. The research
also suggested that parents were more satisfied when there was strong rather than weak co-ordination of the
admissions process.

6. The research found that, once other factors were controlled for, there was not a strong relationship
between the background (personal or social) characteristics of parents and their likelihood of being oVered
their favourite school. The variable that most strongly related to the outcome was LEA type. Parents in
London were the least likely to be oVered a place in their favourite school. Similarly, socio-demographic
variables were not strongly associated with satisfaction with the outcome of the process. A stronger factor
was again the type of LEA in which parents live, with the experiences of parents living in London diVering
from those living elsewhere. This was evident in relation to their degree of participation in the process. For
example, after controlling for other variables, parents living in London were more likely than those living
in other parental LEA types to:

— consult performance tables;

— make multiple applications for schools;

— apply outside their own LEA area; and

— not to apply to their nearest state school.

The researchers concluded many of these are interrelated and have to do with the greater accessibility of
schools in London. A summary of other findings from the research is at ANNEX A and a discussion of
London issues is at ANNEX B.

7. In the light of the research and after consultation, the Government strengthened the framework in the
Education Act 2002 with measures designed to improve local discussion and co-operation to ensure that
admission arrangements work for the benefit of local parents and children to the greatest extent possible.
It also amended the Codes of Practice. The measures include:

— mandatory co-ordination of admissions, which will make the process easier and more transparent
for parents. Parents will apply for all the schools they want their child to attend on their home
LEA’s common application form. Only one oVer of a school place in the area will be made, and
that oVer will be sent to all parents on the same day by the LEA, either on its own behalf or on
behalf of a school governing body that is the admission authority;

— mandatory Admission Forums, with members representing those with an interest in admissions.
Forums are charged with considering how well local admission arrangements are working
collectively for all local parents and children. They should consider how admissions processes
could be improved and, in particular, how the needs of challenging and vulnerable children are
being met; and should try to promote agreement on admissions issues. All admission authorities
in an area must have regard to any advice issued by the Forum;

— wider consultation requirements so that foundation and voluntary aided schools must consult
community and voluntary controlled schools on their proposed admission arrangements. Those
schools may then object to the Adjudicator if they wish. Previously it was for the LEA to object
on their behalf which could put the LEA in an awkward position as it needs to maintain good
relations with all local schools; and

— abolition of section 91 of the School Standards and Framework Act so that designated faith
schools can no longer keep places open if there are insuYcient applicants from the faith.

Admission Arrangements

8. The LEA is usually the admission authority for community and voluntary controlled schools. The
governing body is the admission authority for foundation and voluntary aided schools. LEAs may delegate
authority for admissions to the governing body of a community or voluntary controlled school but we are
not aware that delegation is widespread. Of the 3,426 secondary schools in England the LEA is the
admission authority for the majority—2,375 (69% of secondary schools nationally and 54% in London). The
table attached at ANNEX C shows how numbers in each category of admission authority have changed
since 1987. Between January 1987 and January 2003 the number of secondary school admission authorities
increased by 68%; the number of LEAs increased by 54% and the number of voluntary aided schools
increased by almost 2%. (The number of voluntary aided and special agreement schools fell by 12% as the
special agreement category was removed in the new framework for schools introduced in the School
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Standards and Framework Act 1998.) In 2003 there are 24% fewer foundation schools than there were grant
maintained schools in 1999 when the category was removed. (In 1999 there were 668 grant maintained
secondary schools; in 2003 there are 510 foundation schools.)

9. Parents have the right to express a preference for any school they wish their child to attend and that
preference must be met unless certain conditions apply—usually that the school is full. Any parent refused
a place at a school to which they have applied has the right of appeal to an independent appeal panel. A
note on school admission appeals is at ANNEX D.

10. Admission authorities must determine admission arrangements for their schools, including admission
numbers, following consultation with other admission authorities in the area. Foundation and voluntary
aided schools must additionally consult the governing bodies of community and voluntary controlled
schools. Before going out to wider consultation, LEAs must consult the governing body of schools for which
they are the admission authority and the governing bodies of Church of England schools must consult their
Diocesan Board of Education.

11. Other admission authorities in the area—and in the case of foundation and voluntary aided schools’
arrangements, the governing bodies of community and voluntary controlled schools—may refer an
objection to the Schools Adjudicator within six weeks of notification of determination. Parents may object
to partial selection of any type that could no longer lawfully be introduced (for example, banding which is
not “fair banding” as described in paragraph 20, or partial selection by ability, or aptitude selection for more
than 10% of places) and to admission numbers which are lower than the school’s net capacity. And the
governors of schools for which the LEA is the admission authority may object to the admission number
determined for their school.

12. When determining admission arrangements, all admission authorities must comply with the law on
admissions (a note on the legislative background is provided at ANNEX E) and to all other relevant
legislation—notably on sex discrimination, race discrimination, disability discrimination and human rights.
They must also have regard to the statutory guidance given in the School Admissions Code of Practice. This
indicates that admission authorities should aim to ensure:

— the arrangements enable parents’ preferences for the schools of their choice to be met to the
maximum extent possible;

— admission criteria are clear, fair and objective, for the benefit of all children, including those with
special educational needs, disabilities or in public care;

— local admission arrangements contribute to improving standards for all pupils;

— local admission authorities consult each other and co-ordinate their arrangements, including over
the rapid re-integration wherever sensible of children who have been excluded from other schools;

— parents have easy access to helpful admissions information; and

— local admission arrangements achieve full compliance with all relevant legislation and guidance—
including on infant class sizes and on equal opportunities—and take full account of the guidance
in the Code.

13. The amended Code, issued in January 2003, clarifies good and bad practice in determining admission
arrangements. It states that admission authorities should carefully consider the possible impact, direct or
indirect, on equal opportunities, of their oversubscription criteria. It indicates that criteria which give
preference to children whose parents or siblings previously attended the school or whose parents followed
particular occupations, such as teachers, could disproportionately disadvantage others such as ethnic
minority, Traveller or refugee families who have recently moved into the area. It points out it would not be
good practice for admission authorities to set or seek to apply oversubscription criteria that had the eVect
of disadvantaging certain social groups. It reminds admission authorities that they have a duty to promote
racial equality and must, therefore, assess the impact of admissions policies on ethnic minority pupils and
parents.

14. The amended Code also indicates:

— that looked after children (children in public care) should be given priority in admission
arrangements;

— that testing for grammar schools should take place after parents have expressed a preference;

— that for primary admissions all admission authorities are expected to allow parents who want to,
to defer entry for children below compulsory school age;

— that schools are not required to keep waiting lists but where they do they must be kept in the order
of meeting the oversubscription criteria and new applicants can be placed ahead of those already
on the list if they meet the criteria better;

— that parents of 5th form pupils have a right to an appeal if their child is refused a place in the
school’s 6th form;

— that headteachers have no individual role in admissions;

— that parents need to be given reasons when they are told they have not been oVered a school place
for their child;
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— that from 2005 no parents or children, including, for the first time, at schools designated by the
Department as having a religious character, should be interviewed as any part of the admissions
process. The Catholic Education Service and the Church of England Board of Education support
this. We are however persuaded that there are good reasons for interviewing for boarding places
because children are faced with particular challenges and opportunities in a boarding school—and
this is the one exception;

— that faith schools can contribute to community cohesion by having admission arrangements that
are inclusive of other faiths and of all elements of the population of their local area. Some faith
schools already achieve inclusiveness by designating a proportion of their places for which children
of their own faith or denomination will be given priority, and the remainder as community or open
places for which local children will be given priority; and

— that LEAs are recommended to refer objections to the Schools Adjudicator on behalf of parents,
if necessary.

15. Although they are not maintained schools, Academies are required by their funding agreements to
comply with the School Admissions Code of Practice. (Other independent schools, including City
Technology Colleges (CTCs) which were set up under the previous administration, are not covered by the
legislative provisions or the Code of Practice. However, LEAs are encouraged to invite CTCs to participate
in co-ordinated admission arrangements and Admission Forums.)

Co-ordinated Admissions

16. LEAs must draw up schemes, for agreement with the Admission Forum and other admission
authorities in their area, to co-ordinate admissions for their residents for September 2005. Co-ordinated
schemes are an administrative process to make school admissions easier, more transparent and less stressful
for parents—they do not mean that all admission authorities in an area have to have the same or similar
over-subscription criteria. LEAs may draw up secondary schemes for September 2004 and a number have
chosen to do so, including London boroughs. A feature of co-ordinated admissions is that, on 1 March,
LEAs should make an oVer of a secondary school place to the parent of each child in their area—either at
a preferred school or, if that is not possible, at another school. Only one place will be oVered within the LEA
area, substantially reducing the number of multiple oVers currently made. (The SheYeld Hallam University
and ONS research showed that, nationally, 11% of parents received more than one oVer). As well as ensuring
that, as far as is practicable, every child going through the secondary transfer process is oVered a place on
the same day, co-ordination will give LEAs the information they need to be able to track those children
whose parents do not accept any oVer made. This will enable them to intervene at an earlier stage to ensure
that the child is provided with an education.

Use of Oversubscription Criteria

17. In the normal year of admission, schools may not refuse an application until the school is full—that
is, until the published admission number is reached. Oversubscription criteria do not come into play unless
the school is oversubscribed. Professor Anne West’s research for Research and Information on State
Education (RISE) reported that the most commonly used oversubscription criteria appear to be siblings
(96%), distance (86%) and medical/social need (73%). However, researchers found a variety of other criteria
in use, including priority on the basis of a school being the parent’s first preference, adherence to a particular
faith, and catchment area. The SheYeld Hallam University and ONS research undertaken for the
Department shows that a variety of practices exist in the interpretation of the criteria and these may
influence the predictability of whether a place at a particular school is likely to be secured. The research also
showed the relative importance of predictability to parents. The revised School Admissions Code of Practice
emphasises that it is important that all oversubscription criteria should be clearly explained and objectively
assessable; for example, oversubscription criteria must explain how distance will be measured or precisely
what is meant by “sibling” so that parents can assess their chances of gaining a place.

Selection by Ability—Grammar Schools

18. There are 164 designated grammar schools in England (19 in London, in line with 5% of secondaries
nationally) which select all or substantially all of their pupils on the basis of high general ability. The
Government considers that local people are best placed to decide the future of local grammar schools.
Selection at grammar schools can therefore only be removed through a parental ballot or by approval of
statutory proposals published by the school’s governing body. Further details of how the ballot system
operates are at ANNEX F.
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Partial Selection by Ability

19. Those schools which operated partial selection by high academic ability before 1998 may continue to
do so, provided there is no change in the basis of selection, although the selection may be reduced or removed
by the Schools Adjudicator following an objection. Adjudicators have reduced the percentage of selection
by ability where they considered it to be against the interests of children or other schools in an area. For
example, in 1999 Hertfordshire LEA objected to a number of schools’ admission arrangements, including
those of the Watford Grammar Schools for Girls and Boys (not designated grammar schools under section
104 of the School Standards and Framework Act ); and their ability selection was reduced from 50% to 35%.
Earlier this year, in response to objections from other Hertfordshire schools, the same schools’ ability
selection was reduced to 25%, as was ability selection by Queen’s School, Parmiter’s School and Dame Alice
Owen’s School. But it was not reduced from 25% at Rickmansworth or from 10% at St Clement Danes
School.

Banding

20. Banding involves testing all children applying for a school’s places, placing them into ability bands,
and if the school is oversubscribed, deciding which to admit by reference to those bands. The Government
believes that banding arrangements are compatible with the comprehensive principle, provided the
arrangements are fair, objective and are not used as a means of admitting a disproportionate number of high
ability children. The introduction of fair banding is permitted under section 101 of the School Standards
and Framework Act, which allows admission authorities to adopt arrangements which select by reference
to general ability so long as the arrangements are designed to secure that children admitted into a normal
year of entry are fully representative of the range of children applying to the school for that year of entry
(as opposed to the range of ability nationally or across a LEA area). Fair banding may only be introduced
following the approval of statutory proposals. Other types of banding which existed before 1998 may
continue, provided there is no change in the proportion of children or the basis of selecting.

Selection by Aptitude

21. As with partial selection by ability, schools which selected any proportion of their pupils by ability
or aptitude for any school subject before 1998 may continue to do so under Section 100 of the School
Standards and Framework Act 1998, provided there is no change in the basis of selection or successful
objection to the Adjudicator.

22. Also, Section 102 of the 1998 Act allows the admission authority of any school with a specialism to
select up to 10% of intake on the basis of the child’s aptitude. This applies only to the following
prescribed subjects:

— physical education or sport or one or more sports;

— the performing arts or one or more of those arts;

— the visual arts or one or more of those arts;

— modern foreign languages or any such language; and

— design technology and information technology.

23. Selection by aptitude oVers children who would otherwise not have priority under a school’s
oversubscription criteria the opportunity to gain a place there and benefit from the school’s specialist
teaching and facilities. The School Admissions Code of Practice says “A pupil with aptitude is one who is
identified as able to benefit from teaching in that subject, or who demonstrates a particular capacity to
succeed in that subject. . . . The essential factor that the admission authority must determine is whether a
child demonstrates a capacity to learn or to develop skills in that subject.”

24. Selection by subject aptitude is not restricted to schools in the specialist schools programme. The
research by Anne West mentioned in paragraph 17 found that 6% of specialist schools so select—which is
consistent with the Department’s figures—but so do 2% of non-specialist schools. Of the 685 schools that
were specialist in September 2001 (latest figures), a total of about 40 selected a proportion of pupils by
aptitude for their specialist school specialism. Of these, 23 were technology specialist, eight arts, five sports
and four language. We do not have figures on other aptitude selection by these or other schools, but Anne
West’s research suggests that the subject most often selected for may be music.

25. Tests for aptitude must be objective and have a distinctive subject focus, and the assessment must test
only for the subject aptitude concerned and not for ability or any other aptitude. The Chief Schools
Adjudicator recently ruled that some aptitude selection mechanisms being operated by schools in
Hertfordshire were not appropriate—because they appeared to be selecting on subject ability or prior
attainment rather than aptitude—and should be removed from the schools’ admission arrangements. But
he confirmed, on advice from experts, that there were acceptable ways of testing aptitude for all the subjects
in question; and has since allowed the schools concerned to restore their aptitude selection using diVerent
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and better tests. To guard against the possibility that the schools’ tests might inadvertently pick out an undue
proportion of the most able, the Chief Adjudicator asked Hertfordshire LEA to monitor the ability profile
of future intakes.

Effects of Selection

26. A number of researchers have considered and tried to isolate the eVect of selection on standards, but
the picture remains unclear. School performance is aVected by many diVerent factors, some relating to the
school, some relating to individual pupils and their family background. As recorded in the Department’s
publication “A New Specialist System: Transforming Secondary Education”, there is four times as much
variation in pupil attainment within schools, as between schools. A wide range of performance is observable
within every school type. Socio-demographic diVerences between LEA areas make it diYcult to say how far
diVerences in their schools’ achievements relate to the existence or absence of selection. It is even more
diYcult to say whether pupils make more progress in grammar schools than they would in comprehensives,
because no-one knows which children in comprehensive areas would have got into grammar schools had
they tried.

27. Though there is no one piece of research giving a definitive picture of the situation in England, some
relevant evidence is mentioned below.

28. A 2001 study into Pupil Performance by the National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER)
distinguished three types of LEAs: those with fully comprehensive secondary education, those with up to
20% of pupils in grammar schools, called “low selection”, and those with more than 20% of pupils in
grammar schools, called “high selection”. Using value-added datasets, it compared progress made by pupils
from two separate cohorts over the five year secondary cycle, ie KS2 1997 to KS3 2000 and KS3 1998 to
GCSE 2000. The researchers concluded that the “low selection” areas had a slight but significant
performance advantage over the fully comprehensive areas, which in turn had a rather greater advantage
over the “high selection” areas. They also found that the most able pupils perform just as well, if not better,
in comprehensive schools; and that the impact of diVerent school types is most evident in pupils whose
ability is borderline for grammar school entry.

29. An OFSTED paper looking at standards in Kent, the education authority with the largest number
of grammar schools in England, found that Kent had a higher proportion of high-achieving schools than
the national average, but it also had a higher number and much higher percentage of low-achieving schools
than its statistical neighbours.

30. Grammar schools did well in the value-added section of the 2002 school performance tables, for the
early secondary years, 11–14. In the run-up to GCSE, other schools did better. In the 14–16 phase, 84 out
of 86 state schools in the top 5% of value added performers in the 2002 school performance tables were
non-selective.

Faith Schools

31. The churches have long played an important role in educating children (see Annex E) and they
continue to make a significant and valued contribution. A great many parents support the continuing role
of church or other denominational schools in the education system and this is often related to their religious
nature. The Government believes its policy on faith schools and inclusion is clear and consistent; it supports
diversity in the education system, including faith schools.

32. Most voluntary aided schools are faith schools. There are 4,280 aided schools in England, of which
551 are secondary. Schools designated as having a religious character may and do give priority on the basis
of religious or denominational commitment. They may not and do not discriminate on the basis of ethnicity.
Many faith schools already admit pupils of other faiths or no faith and there are Anglican schools with a
high proportion of Muslim pupils. The Government’s aim is that all faith schools should adopt more
inclusive policies and the School Admissions Code of Practice encourages them to do so, spelling out that
from intakes for 2005, faith schools should not interview parents or children as any part of the
admissions process.

33. The Government recognises that divisions along ethnic lines are a problem in some areas, but does
not attribute them to whether or not children attend faith schools. DiVerent communities may live separately
because of a wide range of socio-economic factors such as employment, housing and urban development.
If they live separately and each school admits its local children, schooling will be separate, even where there
are no faith schools. What is important is that admissions policy encourages fairness towards all ethnic and
social groups, and that education policy generally leads to more tolerance and understanding of racial and
religious diVerences.
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Parental Preference and Social Segregation

34. The SheYeld Hallam University and ONS research assessed the characteristics of parents’ favourite
schools to see if there was a relationship between the social composition of the school and the social class
background of the prospective parents. They found that 60% of the favourite schools had higher average
GCSE results than their LEA average. When compared to national figures for the proportion of pupils
eligible for free school meals, 46% of the schools identified as favourite schools fell within the two lowest
national quintile groups (the 40% of schools with the lowest proportion of pupils receiving free school
meals). By comparison, only 15% of favourite schools were in the 20% of schools with the highest
proportions of students receiving free school meals.

35. Further analysis of the results showed that the odds of parents who lived in social sector
accommodation choosing favourite schools with higher GCSE performance scores than their LEA average
were less than half those of parents who were owner occupiers (0.4:1.0). Parents of a child whose mother’s
highest qualification was below degree level or who had no qualifications were half as likely to choose a
favourite school with a high GCSE performance score as parents of a child whose mother had qualifications
at degree level or above.

36. Parents who lived in London boroughs were twice as likely as those living in other LEAs to have
chosen a favourite school with a higher GCSE performance score than its LEA average. Parents who lived
in London boroughs, had no previous experience of choosing a secondary school, had degree level
qualifications or above, were owner occupiers and were in Social Class I or II had the highest odds of
choosing a favourite school with a high GCSE performance score. Parents who had the lowest odds of
choosing a secondary school with a high GCSE performance score had previous experience of choosing a
secondary school, lived in a Shire authority, had no qualifications and the mother had never worked.

Annex A

RESEARCH INTO FACTORS WHICH MOTIVATE PARENTS WHEN CHOOSING THEIR
CHILD’S SCHOOL

Summary

1. The research was undertaken for the Department by SheYeld Hallam University and the OYce for
National Statistics (ONS). “Parents’ Experiences of the Process of Choosing a Secondary School” was
published in June 2001.

2. Of the more than 3,000 parents interviewed for the report, 39% listed performance tables as an
important information source in finding out about schools. Other things being equal, the use of performance
tables was more likely among certain groups, with London parents being twice as likely to use them as
parents in other Metropolitan or Shire authorities.

3. Academic outcomes were the most commonly quoted single reason for choosing a favourite school.
However, parents often had several reasons for preferring or rejecting a school, and they relied as much on
intuition and informal information gathering as on formal independent information sources.

Background

4. The published research was conducted in two parts. Stage 1 studied LEAs’ admissions systems and
modes of practice. Stage 2 was a nationally representative survey of 3,333 parents of pupils entering
secondary school in 1999, 2000 and 2001, conducted by telephone interview. All respondents were selected
from the Labour Force Survey as having children in the relevant age groups.

Key Findings

5. The key findings from the telephone survey of parents were as follows:

— 72% of parents applied to their nearest state school; 87% of parents applied for places only in their
LEA area; but 33% of parents applied to more than one admission authority. Other things being
equal, parents living in London were three times as likely to apply to more than one admission
authority;

— 28% of parents didn’t apply to their nearest school; parents in London were two and a half times
more likely than parents in Shire LEAs not to apply to their nearest school; and

— the main reasons why parents didn’t apply to their nearest school were that the school had poor
discipline (35%), poor academic results (31%) and bullying problems (15%); 12% of parents said
that they did not apply to their nearest school because it was not a denominational school.
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6. When parents were asked about the main information sources used in choosing a school, those most
commonly mentioned were visits to the schools (78%), talking to other parents (70%), school prospectuses
(69%), primary school teachers (49%), LEA booklets (45%), performance tables (39%), OFSTED reports
(25%), newspaper articles (22%), asking others not elsewhere mentioned (15%), Parent Teacher Associations
(10%) and Internet (4%). 90% of parents used more than one source; 52% four or more.

7. The high percentage of parents who relied on school visits and prospectuses may be an indication that
parents do place a degree of importance on the facilities the school oVers. However, the report also found
that when parents were asked about their reasons for choosing a favourite school, only 13% described
resources/facilities as a factor. The other main reasons for choosing a favourite school were: academic
outcomes (43%); the sort of things that normally feature in schools’ over-subscription criteria, such as
siblings there or nearness to home (40%); travel convenience (35%); child’s preference (31%); the school’s
ethos (15%); quality of staV (14%); pupil behaviour (10%); curriculum/teaching methods (8%); school status
(6%); gender of intake (4%).

8. Of those who used performance tables as an information source, 86% said they found them useful, but
only 32% said they were the most useful source of information. 56% saw them in a newspaper, 38% in a
school publication, 10% in a LEA publication, 2% in a Departmental publication, and around 3% on the
Internet. (Some parents had seen them in more than one place.)

9. Other things being equal, use of performance tables was more likely among certain groups and London
parents were twice as likely, and parents in Unitary authorities significantly more likely, to use them than
parents in other Metropolitan or Shire authorities. Other factors connected with greater use included the
mother having a degree or higher educational qualification; owner occupier or private renter as opposed to
social rented sector tenant; mother in social class I, II or III non-manual; and no previous experience of
choosing a secondary school. Compared to the overall 39% who used performance tables, 49% of London
parents did so, but only 27% of social sector renters and 20% of parents in a couple where both were
unemployed.

Impact on Admission Policies

10. The research prompted many of the admissions reforms in the 2002 Education Act, designed to create
a fairer admission system which parents would find easier to understand. These included:

— co-ordinated admission arrangements, by 2005 intakes;

— mandatory Admission Forums to monitor arrangements and broker local agreements, including
measures to protect vulnerable groups;

— extending the information LEAs must provide to parents on the choices available, and how to
make those choices;

— widening the circle of those who should be consulted on and may object about admission
arrangements (to include all local schools);

— various steps to increase access to faith schools for those outside the faith, including a repeal of
section 91 of the 1998 Act; and

— ending interviewing by church schools, from 2005 intakes.

Annex B

LONDON ISSUES

1. While the admissions framework applies in the same way in London as to the rest of England, the city
faces some diYculties which are more extreme than elsewhere in the country and which have an impact on
meeting parental preference.

2. The first of these is the issue of supply of school places. In some boroughs, especially those whose
schools are particularly sought-after, it would appear that demand greatly exceeds supply. For example, the
OFSTED report on Wandsworth in May 2000 stated that there were 3,000 applications for fewer than 2,000
places. This is by no means exceptional. Although figures are not collected centrally, evidence shows that
an unacceptable number of children in some London boroughs have no school place at all. This is, in part,
due to the diYculty LEAs have in tracking the movement of pupils into and out of their area, and also
because some parents will not accept places at the schools available to them. The research on Parents’
Experiences of the Process of Choosing a Secondary School found that London parents were more likely
to prefer a school with higher than LEA average GCSE performance scores and less likely to be oVered a
place at a preferred school.

3. However, because many London parents apply for more than one school, quite possibly in more than
borough, most boroughs have suYcient school places overall to meet the demand for them. But parents’
perceptions of the hierarchy of schools lead to those they perceive as “better” schools being heavily
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oversubscribed, while schools of poorer reputation struggle to attract applications. Places at these are likely
to be oVered to parents less successful in their applications, often resulting in great dissatisfaction and
parents preferring to keep their child at home than to send them to an unsatisfactory school.

4. A feature of co-ordinated admissions is that, on 1 March, LEAs should make an oVer of a secondary
school place for each child in their area—either at a preferred school or, if that is not possible, at another
school. As well as ensuring that, as far as is practicable, every child going through the secondary transfer
process is oVered a place, co-ordination will give LEAs the information they need to be able to track those
children whose parents do not accept any oVer made. This will enable them to intervene at an earlier stage
to ensure that every child is provided with an education.

5. With funding from the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister, all London LEAs are co-operating in
developing a “PAN-London register”—a centralised admissions and transfer system—which will facilitate
the electronic exchange of details on school applications and oVers of school places between boroughs, and
aid implementation of co-ordination. As so many London parents apply for schools in both their own and
a number of neighbouring boroughs, this joint initiative will provide parents with a more seamless service
while making inter-LEA communication more eVective.

6. The London Challenge strategy will join up neighbourhood renewal and other policies essential to
making the best of school improvement. The strategy will focus on the five boroughs—Islington, Haringey,
Southwark, Hackney, Lambeth—where there is most to be done and which include some of the secondary
schools facing the greatest challenge. In these areas particularly the aim is to seek a genuine transformation,
a step change in aspiration and expectation. The strategy is also focusing on the schools facing the most
diYculty in establishing an achievement culture, wherever they are in London. These schools are in the
frontline in our quest to break the link between deprivation and under-achievement. We have carried out
rigorous diagnostic work on each school, holding case conferences to prescribe solutions (involving LEAs)
and follow-through with the LEA, using Leadership Incentive Grant and other programmes. We have
appointed a team of expert London Advisers who are well engaged with schools and LEAs. They are
working in the 55 schools, assessing plans for change, ensuring they are being implemented eVectively and
have the highest chance of success.

7. The London Challenge strategy supports change, aiming to make a clear break with the past. The
strategy includes:

— significant investment in Academies—independent schools fully funded by the state—potentially
involving several Academies in one borough. New Academies will be required to work together
and with other schools to secure wider change;

— new schools, through competitions, enabling new providers, including groups of parents, to bring
forward innovative ideas—re-engaging communities that have lost confidence in their local
schools and where many pupils leave an area for their secondary education;

— increased sixth form provision—including new sixth form colleges and school sixth forms—in
places where little is currently available;

— targeted use of “extended” schools—open in the evening and at weekends, providing a full range
of services and support to students and their families and breaking down barriers to achievement;

— the creation of the new specialist system, with every secondary school specialising in an area of
strength and together providing a coherent oVer to parents;

— encouraging schools to work together as a means of providing support and leadership capacity in
weaker school; and

— the need for 20 new schools by 2008 to respond to growing pupil numbers—the London Challenge
Team will be encouraging LEAs to work together on planning school places.

Annex C

NUMBER OF SECONDARY SCHOOL ADMISSION AUTHORITIES

Admission Authorities
Year (January) LEAs Voluntary Special Grant Foundation Total

Aided Arrangement Maintained

1987 97 542 83 0 0 722
1988 97 530 82 0 0 709
1989 97 521 76 0 0 694
1990 97 508 72 20 0 697
1991 109 500 70 50 0 729
1992 109 486 65 130 0 790
1993 109 468 63 262 0 902
1994 109 365 52 554 0 1,080
1995 109 353 48 622 0 1,132
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Admission Authorities
Year (January) LEAs Voluntary Special Grant Foundation Total

Aided Arrangement Maintained

1996 109 353 39 642 0 1,143
1997 119 351 38 652 0 1,160
1998 132 350 38 667 0 1,187
1999 150 349 38 668 0 1,205
2000 150 543 0 0 500 1,193
2001 150 547 0 0 497 1,194
2002 150 549 0 0 501 1,200
2003 150 551 0 0 510 1,211

Notes:

Most consistent, reliable data only available from 1987.

31 March 1990—abolition of ILEA creating 13 London Boroughs.

1 April 1996-31 March 1999 Local Government Reorganisation.

1998 School Standards and Framework Act created the categories of school we have today.

1 September 1999—deadline for formerly grant-maintained schools to move into one of those categories
(most chose foundation, some chose voluntary aided); special agreement schools became voluntary aided.

Annex D

SCHOOL ADMISSION APPEALS

Background to the Appeals Process

1. Current legislation gives parents a right of appeal against refusal of a place at any school they have
applied for. Parents must initially make their appeal to the admission authority, which is then responsible
for establishing an independent appeal panel to hear their appeals. Regulations3 specify how a governing
body or LEA must constitute a panel, and the statutory School Admission Appeals Code of Practice gives
further advice and recommended good practice.

2. In cases where a child has been refused admission to a school because this would breach infant class-
size legislation,4 a panel may only uphold an appeal under two circumstances: if the admission authority has
made an error which has resulted in the child being denied a place they would otherwise have been oVered;
or if the admission authority’s decision to refuse admission was “unreasonable”.5 Panels have greater
latitude in other primary and secondary school appeals to consider the merits of individual cases, balancing
the benefits to a particular child of being admitted to the preferred school against any “prejudice”’ caused
to the school and other pupils by the admission of an additional pupil.

3. The Secretary of State has no powers to review an appeal hearing or the decision of an independent
appeal panel; only the courts may overturn a panel’s decision. However, the Local Government
Ombudsman may investigate parental complaints of maladministration in how an appeal has been
conducted, and make recommendations—where maladministration is found, the recommendation could be
to arrange a fresh hearing with new panel members

Review of the Appeals Process

4. In May 2002, the DfES published SheYeld Hallam University’s research report into the operation of
appeal panels, use of the Code of Practice and training for panel members.6 The report found that both the
Code and the existing training material commissioned by the Department were well-used and well received,
but recommended that appeals training should be more “role specific”. As a result, an “extension” pack is
in preparation, containing material which builds on the original training pack and with modules
concentrating on issues which are relevant to panel clerks, chairs and presenting oYcers respectively. The
new material has been piloted, and will be widely distributed for use by individual admission authorities.

5. The Council on Tribunals (COT) Special Report on School Admission and Exclusion Appeal Panels
was published in May 2003, and makes a number of recommendations which the COT feels would increase
the independence, quality and consistency of panels. Many of the recommendations have been anticipated
by the School Admission Appeals Code of Practice published in January 2003 and the development of an

3 The Education (Admissions Appeals Arrangements) (England) Regulations 2002.
4 Limiting infant class sizes to a maximum of 30 children to a qualified teacher.
5 “Unreasonable” has been defined by the courts as meaning, in this context, acting in a way in which no other authority or

governing body, having due regard to its legal responsibilities, would have acted.
6 DfES Research Report 344 (2002), “Admission Appeal Panels: Research Study into the operation of appeal Panels, Use of the

Code of Practice and Training for Panel Members”.
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on-line discussion forum for those involved in the appeals process (going live in September 2003). The
Department has been asked to respond to the COT’s report, and has asked for comments on the COT’s
recommendations from schools and LEAs before doing so. A reply will be sent by late October, and will be
published on the COT website.

Recent Changes made to Legislation and Guidance on Appeals

6. The law relating to arrangements for setting up appeal panels used to be in the School Standards and
Framework Act 1998. This has now been moved to Regulations, giving flexibility to make minor
administrative changes quickly if required.

7. Previously, internal candidates for entry to 6th form could not appeal if they were refused a place, as
they had already been admitted to the school so were not technically being refused admission. Legislation
now gives those candidates the same right of appeal as external applicants.

8. The School Admission Appeals Code of Practice was revised and reissued in January 2003. Changes
are mainly to layout and presentation, although the latest version takes account of relevant court cases and
findings of Local Government Ombudsman investigations since 1999, and suggests good practice such as
giving parents advance notice of the names of panel members, so they can make any concerns about
impartiality before a hearing, rather than after. The Code also sets a time limit within which appeals must
be heard ie within 30 school days of the appeal being lodged or of the closing date for receipt of appeals.

Appeal Statistics

9. The overall number of appeals heard has risen from 53,370 in 1997–98 to 66,145 in 2001–02. It is not
clear why there have been more appeals each year. The SheYeld Hallam University and ONS research
showed that 93% of parents were oVered their first preference school for September 1999, but that this fell
slightly to 91% for September 2000. If this were part of a pattern, the reduction could lead to higher numbers
of appeals. However, the research also pointed out that there was no simple relationship between the number
of parents gaining their first preference place and the level of appeals. It illustrated this with the examples
of Walsall and Bury LEAs, which had a similar percentage of first preferences met (94% and 93.7%
respectively were quoted in their 1999 OFSTED reports), but very diVerent rates of appeals. In Walsall,
appeals were relatively low, while in Bury there were five times as many appeals as the Metropolitan District
average. The research also found that there was no straightforward relationship between how admissions
were administered (modes of practice) and the level of appeals. It stated that some LEAs experience a very
high level of appeals for reasons such as the popularity of particular schools, overall shortage of places
compared with demand or variations in the perceived quality of schools.

10. The proportion of successful appeals has remained at around 33% for each of the last three years. In
2001–02, 32.4% of secondary school appeals were successful.

11. In London, parents are less likely to succeed at appeal—18.1% of secondary school appeals are
successful (see the attached Statistical First Release). The SheYeld Hallam University and ONS research
showed that 12% of parents in London made an appeal compared with 4% in all other types of LEA.

ADMISSION APPEALS FOR MAINTAINED PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN
ENGLAND 2001–02 SFR 17/2003

Introduction

This Statistical First Release gives information about appeals lodged by parents against non-admission
of their children to their preferred school for England in 2001–02. Figures for primary and secondary schools
and for 1997–98 to 2001–02 are shown in the tables.

Key Points

All schools

— 94,900 appeals were lodged by parents against non-admission of their children in 2001–02, 5%
more than in 2000–01.

— In 2001–02, 66,100 appeals were heard by a panel compared with 63,900 in the previous year;
appeals heard by a panel represented 70% of appeals lodged in 2001–02, a similar proportion to
2000–01.

— 21,700 appeals were decided in parents’ favour compared with 21,200 in the previous year; appeals
decided in parents’ favour represented 33% of appeals heard by a panel in 2001–02, a similar
proportion to 2000–01.
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Primary schools

— 25,700 appeals were lodged by parents against non-admission of their children for 2001–02, a 5%
decrease from the previous year.

— 16,200 appeals for 2001–02 were heard by a panel compared with 17,500 for the previous year;
appeals heard by a panel represented 63% of appeals lodged in 2001–02, a decrease from 65% in
2000–01.

— 5,500 appeals were decided in parents’ favour compared with 6,200 in the previous year; appeals
decided in parents’ favour represented 34% of appeals heard by a panel in 2001–02, a decrease from
35% in 2000–01.

Secondary schools

— 69,200 appeals were lodged by parents against non-admission of their children for 2001–02, an
increase of 9% from 2000–01.

— 50,000 appeals for 2001–02 were heard by a panel compared with 46,400 for the previous year;
appeals heard by a panel represented 72% of appeals lodged in 2001–02, a decrease from 73% in
2000–01.

— 16,200 appeals were decided in parents’ favour compared with 15,000 in the previous year; appeals
decided in parents’ favour represented 32% of appeals heard by a panel in 2001–02, a similar
proportion to 2000–01.

Definitional Notes

Admission authorities: LEAs for Community and Voluntary Controlled schools and governing bodies
for Voluntary Aided (VA), Aided and Foundation schools, are required under the 1998 School Standards
and Framework Act to constitute an independent appeal panel to hear appeals by parents against the non-
admission of their child to a school for which they have expressed a preference.

Tables

Table 1: Appeals lodged by parents against non-admission of their children to maintained primary and
secondary schools: England 1997–98 to 2001–02.

Table 2: Appeals lodged by parents against non-admission of their children to maintained primary and
secondary schools by type of school: England 2001–02.

Further Information

An additional table giving Government OYce Region and Local Education Authority breakdowns will
be available shortly after the publication of this release on the DfES website: www.dfes.gov.uk/statistics/
DB/SFR.

Notes To Editors

1. Data for 1997–98 to 2001–02 are derived from the Department’s Survey of Admission Appeals and
are as reported by LEAs and schools; LEAs provided data for their Community and Voluntary Controlled
schools. VA, Aided and Foundation schools provided their own data. The data for VA, Aided and
Foundation schools for 1997–98 to 2001–02 were collected as part of the Department’s Annual Schools’
Census.

2. Numbers of compulsory school age pupils are derived from the Annual Schools’ Census.

3. Summary statistics on admission appeals for 2001–02 are due to be published by the Council on
Tribunals in their Annual Report in December.
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Table 1

APPEALS LODGED BY PARENTS AGAINST NON-ADMISSION OF THEIR CHILDREN TO MAINTAINED PRIMARY
AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS—ENGLAND 1997–98 TO 2001–02

1997–98 1998–99 1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02

Primary
Total pupils of compulsory school age Number: 3,592,329 3,588,967 3,575,328 3,552,631 3,509,012
Admission Appeals lodged by Parents Number: 30,868 32,194 28,728 27,106 25,680
Heard by Appeals Committee Number: 20,178 21,219 18,712 17,505 16,164

Percentage (1) 65 66 65 65 63
Appeals decided in Parents’ favour Number: 9,564 9,341 7,290 6,208 5,510

Percentage (2) 47 44 39 35 34
Secondary
Total pupils of compulsory school age Number: 2,765,426 2,813,615 2,868,171 2,913,139 2,943,125
Admission Appeals lodged by Parents Number: 46,103 53,739 60,454 63,611 69,210
Heard by Appeals Committee Number: 33,192 38,961 43,943 46,366 49,981

Percentage (1) 72 73 73 73 72
Appeals decided in Parents’ favour Number: 10,752 12,642 14,182 14,993 16,218

Percentage (2) 32 32 32 32 32
All Schools
Total pupils of compulsory school age Number: 6,357,755 6,402,582 6,443,499 6,465,770 6,452,137
Admission Appeals lodged by Parents Number: 76,971 85,933 89,182 90,717 94,890
Heard by Appeals Committee Number: 53,370 60,180 62,655 63,871 66,145

Percentage (1) 69 70 70 70 70
Appeals decided in Parents’ favour Number: 20,316 21,983 21,472 21,201 21,728

Percentage (2) 38 37 34 33 33

(1) Number of appeals heard by a committee expressed as a percentage of the number of appeals lodged by parents.
(2) Number of appeals decided in favour of the parents expressed as a percentage of the number of appeals heard by a committee.
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Table 2

APPEALS LODGED BY PARENTS AGAINST NON-ADMISSION OF THEIR CHILDREN TO MAINTAINED PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY SCHOOLS BY TYPE OF SCHOOL—ENGLAND 2001–02

Number of Number of Appeals withdrawn Number of Appeals Appeals Decided in
pupils of Appeals before reaching an heard by Appeals Parents’ Favour

compulsory Lodged by Appeals Committee Committee
school age Parents

Number % (1) Number % (1) Number % (2)

Primary
Community (3) and Voluntary Controlled 2,777,367 22,868 7,352 32 13,874 61 4,771 34
Voluntary Aided and Aided (4) 608,490 2,261 349 15 1,817 80 613 34
Foundation (5) 123,155 551 71 13 473 86 126 27

Total Primary 3,509,012 25,680 7,772 30 16,164 63 5,510 34
Secondary
Community (3) and Voluntary Controlled 2,063,262 48,680 12,950 27 32,806 67 12,292 37
Voluntary Aided and Aided (4) 291,858 6,265 572 9 5,534 88 1,229 22
Foundation (5) 588,005 14,265 2,300 16 11,641 82 2,697 23

Total Secondary 2,943,125 69,210 15,822 23 49,981 72 16,218 32
All Schools
Community (3) and Voluntary Controlled 4,840,629 71,548 20,302 28 46,680 65 17,063 37
Voluntary Aided and Aided (4) 900,348 8,526 921 11 7,351 86 1,842 25
Foundation (5) 711,160 14,816 2,371 16 12,114 82 2,823 23

Total 6,452,137 94,890 23,594 25 66,145 70 21,728 33

(1) Number of appeals expressed as a percentage of the number of appeals lodged by parents
(2) Number of appeals decided in favour of the parents expressed as a percentage of the number of appeals heard by a committee/panel
(3) Community schools, previously County schools
(4) Aided schools, previously Special Agreement schools
(5) Foundation schools, previously Grant Maintained schools
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Annex E

LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND

1. This Government inherited a system which gave parents the right to express a preference for the school
they would like their child to attend (first introduced in the Education Act 1980). A significant legal ruling
in 1989, (Greenwich Judgement,7 established that LEAs could not give priority to children simply because
they lived in the authority’s administrative area; all applications must be considered equally.

2. The Education Act 1944 prescribed three categories of school: county, voluntary and special.
Voluntary schools were of three types: voluntary controlled (VC), voluntary aided (VA) and special
agreement (SA). The local education authority (LEA) was the admission authority for both county and VC
schools, but in the case of both VA and SA schools the governing body (GB) was the admission authority.
Prior to 1944 there had been two categories of school: board and voluntary schools.

3. The Education Act 1980 introduced parental preference. Admission authorities were required to
publish their admission arrangements and comply with parental preference.

4. The Education Reform Act 1988 established grant maintained (GM) schools who could opt out of
LEA control into central government funding and thereby gain more autonomy. Schools could be
established as GM; or existing county, voluntary controlled, voluntary aided and special schools could opt
for this status. GM schools were their own admission authorities.

5. The School Standards and Framework Act 1998 abolished GM Schools and created the categories of
schools that we have today; Schedule 2 of the SSFA provided indicative allocations of new categories with
provisions allowing for schools to change to a diVerent category in certain circumstances, but ex-GM
schools could choose their new category. County schools became community; controlled schools became
voluntary controlled. Special agreement schools became VA schools. GM schools which had formerly been
county or controlled schools tended to choose foundation status, but a substantial minority of all GM
schools chose voluntary aided status.

6. This Act also enabled GM schools, which were formerly special schools, to become foundation special
schools. The admission of children with statements of special educational need is covered by the Education
Act 1996. Consequently the admissions provisions in the 1998 Act do not generally apply to children with
statements of special educational needs. If their statement names a particular school, the school must admit
them, regardless of its usual admission arrangements and criteria.

7. Local Government Reorganisation has resulted in an increased number of local education authorities.
In 1995 there were 109; by 1999 this had risen to 150.

Annex F

THE GRAMMAR SCHOOL PETITION AND BALLOT ARRANGEMENTS

1. For the purpose of grammar school petitions and ballots, the 164 grammar schools are subject to one
of three arrangements, falling under two basic ballot models. The three arrangements are as follows:

a. Whole Area ballots: In local authority areas where more than 25% of the secondary school population
attended grammar schools at the time the legislation was drawn up, all grammar schools in the area will be
taken together under one ballot. These are areas such as Kent and TraVord where grammar schools are
central to the pattern of secondary provision. Any change to the pattern of grammar schools would therefore
have wide-reaching eVects across the authority. 10 authorities are currently subject to these whole area
ballots.

b. Grouped Ballots: Groups mostly cover grammar schools in areas which do not meet the 25% cut oV
above. Schools are grouped for the purposes of petitions and ballots with others located relatively close,
often to avoid the possibility of grammar school provision becoming available to only one sex where it has
previous been available to both, but also where the schools are likely to share significant numbers of feeder
primary schools.

c. Stand-alone Ballots: There are 12 schools for which a petition would only relate to that individual
grammar school. These are referred to as stand-alone schools. They may be the only grammar school in a
local authority area (such as Stoke on Trent or Cumbria), or cater just for a specific area of the authority
(such as Ripon, where the only ballot to date took place. Parents voted to retain selection).

2. In Whole Areas and Groups, petitions and ballots must be on the question of change for all the
grammar schools in that area or group.

3. The electorates for the diVerent ballots fall into two basic models. For Whole Area (sometimes referred
to as “selective area”) ballots, parents are eligible to sign a petition either if they live in the local authority
area8 and have children up to the age of 16 (including pre-school), or if they live outside the local authority

7 R v Greenwich London Borough Council, ex parte John Ball Primary School (1989) 88 LGR 589 [1990] Family Law 469.
8 Special arrangements apply to Sutton Local Education Authority and Nonsuch High School for Girls which is physically

located in Surrey. Exceptionally, for this whole area arrangement, eligible parents also include those resident in the Nonsuch
ward of Surrey Local Authority.
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area but are registered as the parents of a child at a school maintained by the local education authority. For
the Grouped and Stand-Alone ballots, parents are eligible if they have children attending a school from
which, over the past three years, five or more children have transferred to the grammar school. These can
be independent or maintained schools. Transfers from years above the normal age of transfer to the
grammar school do not count, and parents whose only child is in a school year above the normal age of
transfer are not eligible to take part in the petition or ballot. Where a petition or ballot relates to a group
of grammar schools, the feeder school need only meet the five pupils over three years definition for the group
of grammar schools as a whole, not for each school. These arrangements are often referred to as “the feeder
school model”.

4. The distinction between the two electorates was intended to represent local circumstances. In areas
where a high proportion of secondary pupils are at grammar schools, a change in the admission
arrangements of all the grammar schools could have a More widespread eVect; and more parents will have
a direct interest in the result of any ballot. We therefore felt it right to extend the opportunity to vote
more widely.

5. In the other areas, grammar school selection tends to be a more localised issue. Here the electorate
was drawn up to enfranchise those with the most direct interest in a change to the grammar school’s current
admission arrangements—parents of pupils at schools with a tradition of feeding children into the relevant
grammar school(s).

6. In both models, before a ballot can actually be held, the Ballot Administration Company (BAC) which
conducts ballots on the Department’s behalf must first receive a petition signed by at least 20% of the eligible
electorate. In order to provide an exact figure, the BAC will write to the schools concerned, including
grammar schools to identify qualifying feeder primaries, and obtains lists of eligible parents. They will then
use these lists to calculate the petition threshold.

7. Legislation sets out the form a grammar school petition must take—including detail a parent must
include for the company to validate their signature. The petition period runs from 1 September to 31 July,
and all completed petitions must be received by this date. If suYcient signatures are not received, the petition
fails and must be begun again from scratch in any subsequent attempt. If the threshold is reached, the BAC
will make arrangements for a ballot to be held. If a ballot results in a vote in favour of change, the legislation
sets out a timetable by which the admission authorities concerned must bring forward new admission
arrangements. If the vote is in favour of the status quo, then a five year moratorium on further petitions
comes into eVect. The moratorium on Ripon Grammar school ends in March 2005.

DfES

October 2003

Witnesses: Mr Stephen Crowne, Director, Resources, Infrastructure and Governance; Ms Caroline
Macready, Head of School Admissions, Organisation and Governance Division, and Ms Sue Garner, Head
of the School Admissions and Class Size Unit, DfES, examined.

Q712 Chairman: Can I welcome Sue Garner, satisfaction with a key part of the education
process, and these are very diYcult decision thatStephen Crowne, and Caroline Macready to our
parents and schools have to make. We do invest adeliberations. It is always a pleasure to have civil
lot of time and eVort into examining how thatservants from our Department meeting the
process is working, and seeking to improve itCommittee. We, as you know, have been conducting
where we can. Clearly we could go on about somethis inquiry into secondary education for over a year
of the key principles that underpin the system butnow; this is the last phase on admissions and then we
I am sure those will come out in the questions.are going to look at the whole matter, so we are

getting to the end of quite a long and stimulating
Q713 Chairman: Thank you, and perhaps I canjourney. This is the penultimate session, with the
start. A lot of parents find the school admissionsMinister coming in December. So you are the
process very traumatic because there is so much leftDepartment’s experts on admissions. Would you
to chance concerning what year you are in, thelike to say a couple of words?
cohort, whether a lot of children are applying forMr Crowne: Yes. Thank you for inviting us; my
that school that year or not, and it is a very traumaticcolleagues Caroline Macready and Sue Garner are time for parents. Have any of you been through

experts, and I head up the section that deals with that?
the subject. That is not ducking any of your Mr Crowne: Yes, indeed.
questions but Caroline and Sue between them deal Ms Macready: Yes.
with both the policy and day-to-day casework that
we have on this, and have a great deal of Q714 Chairman: And Sue has not?
experience in this area. The only other point I Ms Garner: No.
wanted to make by way of introduction is how
important this work is for the Department because Ms Macready: Those of us with children have been

through it.it is about parents and children’s sense of
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Mr Crowne: Personally I did not find it traumatic. I a reasonable choice, but I do not think we are in the
business—and we should not be—of trying tothink I had a relatively simple choice locally. The

evidence that we see across the system is that substitute our judgment as to what parents want for
their children.experiences do depend on locations, and there are

clearly particular issues around London where the
evidence shows that levels of satisfaction are rather Q717 Chairman: Would it not be true to say though
lower, and I think it is important that we continue to that the diVerence between a major city, for
base our policy development on those precise factors example, or anywhere, is that if you are a particular
that tend to make more or less satisfaction in the middle class professional you understand the
system. system, you have a much better way of using the
Ms Macready: And we also have done our best system to your advantage, than if you were from a
recently in the admissions reforms of the Education relatively disadvantaged background with less
Act 2002 and implementing regulations and codes to education, and that very often the latter people end
ensure that the process does not contribute to the up with really no choice at all, because even if they
stress felt by parents, and we hope very much that were awarded a place in a school that was quite
developments like co-ordinated admissions will pleasing for them they may not be able to aVord to
make a complete diVerence to parents’ experience of travel to it?
the process. Mr Crowne: I will ask Caroline to come in on what

the evidence shows about that because there is some
interesting evidence. The point I want to stress is theQ715 Chairman: Do the three of you work at all

with Professor Tim Brighouse? one I made before: that diVerent parents will look
for diVerent things in a schools and I would hesitateMr Crowne: Yes, indeed. We liaise closely with the

whole London Challenge team and Tim’s role is before judging that certain parents are choosing
certain kinds of schools because they do not knowproviding leadership there. As I implied earlier, we

do regard London as one of the key issues in about or they are unable to access other kinds of
schools. We have an obligation, and so do localadmissions, simply because the evidence shows that

levels of parental satisfaction tend to be lower here. authorities and admissions authorities, for ensuring
that good information is available aboutWhat is important from our point of view is to fully

understand the wide range of factors that bear on characteristics of all the schools, not just exam
results but a whole range of factors the parents wantlevels of parental satisfaction. We start from the

presumption, I think, that the key to raising overall to take into account, and the parents can access that
information in a way that minimises confusion andlevels of parental satisfaction is to ensure there are

more good schools for parents to choose from. That aids understanding.
fundamentally underpins the whole strategy and,
against that background, we want to develop Q718 Chairman: Just keeping on that point, the
admissions arrangements so that individual parents inability to aVord travel could be decisive, could it
are not faced with the kind of traumatic choice that not?
some may have had to make, and to ensure that Mr Crowne: It could, of course, and travel and other
those parents in particular who would prefer to send practical issues are undoubtedly significant
their children to local schools for all sorts of very constraints on choice in the system, and are very
good and practical reasons have a better choice practical constraints. When we talk about parental
available to them in every locality. preference we always have to caveat that with the

circumstances that individual families find
themselves in and their ability to access provision.Q716 Chairman: Professor Brighouse was quoted

as saying the other evening that London parents in Ms Macready: I would like to come back to the
question of whether parents who are middle class orparticular got themselves in something of a frenzy

over admissions policy and that did not represent the with professional jobs are more likely to get what
they want out of the admissions system. I know youtrue picture; that there are plenty of good schools in

London that give them a reasonable choice. What is have received quite a lot of evidence primarily from
John Coldron on some research that weyour view on that?

Mr Crowne: I think parents have a wide range of commissioned that was published in June 2001 into
parents’ experiences of secondary admissions, whichviews on what they would like and expect from their

schools. I think we, civil servants, should be very clearly showed that, among those parents, the
likelihood of getting the school which you appliedcareful of assuming that (1) all parents want the

same thing and (2) we know what that is. I am for, which was your favourite among all those
applied for, did not vary with socio economicparticularly struck by evidence that shows that there

are diVerences in preference: some parents prefer characteristics. That research was able to draw the
families in its sample from the Labour Force Surveylocal schools: other parents prefer schools with

higher GCSE scores: some parents prefer rapidly because it was done by the OYce of National
Statistics for us, so they knew a lot about familyimproving schools or schools that they think cater

particularly for their children and children from the backgrounds and they tested for a lot of socio
economic characteristics, and there was nosame kind of background. So I think the important

thing from our point of view is to ensure that parents diVerence in the likelihood of getting your favourite
school between the diVerent social classes, betweenhave access to information and, as I say, that we are

putting eVort into improving all schools so they have owners and renters, between two parent families and
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single parent families, employed and unemployed Ms Macready: The figures I was quoting from before
were from national research. We do not at theparent families, which was quite encouraging. Now,
moment have annual statistics which measure howit may be that the aspirations of diVerent parents
many parents get the school of their choice; we havediVer and that perhaps certain types of parents’
to do more research to find that out. The way theaspirations are easier to satisfy in the admissions
research of 2001 worked was first to establish whichprocess, but, as Stephen said, we do not want to
schools parents had applied for in or outside theirsecond guess them and say they are wanting the
home LEA and, secondly, to ask them, of all thosewrong things: we should be pleased with that
applied for, which was your favourite and did youevidence that what they want is on the whole coming
get an oVer for it, so LEA residence was notout of the admissions process for them. As you
important to those statistics. The research did lookindicated, perhaps the levels of dissatisfaction are
at how many parents applied for places at theirgreater in urban areas, particularly London, but
nearest school and how many did not: it also hadthose areas often have quite good transport
some figures on how many applications were outsidenetworks. The question of whether parents can
the home LEA and how many were not, which weaVord transport may be more likely to arise in rural
can send if you like, but I do not think you wouldor semi rural areas.
draw any diVerent conclusions from them than the
85% figure I mentioned.

Q719 Chairman: So, joining all those threads
together, what do you think, with all your Q722 Jonathan Shaw: If a parent chooses three or
experience, should be the purpose of a school five diVerent schools, one to five, should each
admissions policy? preference be of equal value? Did the 2001 research
Mr Crowne: I think the primary driver ought to be take each preference—if they got one of their
parental satisfaction. We have adopted, over the preferences, between one and five—to be of equal
years, an engineering approach. The system is value?
underpinned by some key principles to do with Ms Macready: What the 2001 research did was
localism and parental choice, but in trying to essentially to produce three figures. First, it just
improve it we look very precisely at how it is asked the parents what schools they had named on
operating and the evidence about parental an LEA preference form or by applying direct to the
satisfaction with that, and to improve it where it school—one school for some parents, several
seems to be necessary to improve it. I think it is very schools for other parents. It established what
important that we are clear about what you can do percentage of parents had got oVers of at least one
through improving admissions arrangements and of the schools they named and that came out as 96%.
what are much broader issues to do with the shape Then they asked what percentage of parents got a
of the system and what parents expect from it, and school that would appear to be their first preference.
those are really about the quality of the education, At the time it was diYcult to establish conclusively

which was the first preference, apart from going onas I indicated earlier, and whether parents feel there
to the favourites question, because what they had toare enough good schools around. So it is very much
count as first preference for the survey purposes wasan engineering approach based on evidence, and
anything that the admission authority who receivedtrying to ensure that at every stage we are building
the application might have thought was firsttrust and confidence among parents in the operation
preference, so that was either a direct application toof what is essentially a local system. This is why the
a school, or the top name on an LEA form if thesystem of adjudicators and admissions forums is
LEA form asked for ranking, or, if they appliedvery important, because they put the onus quite
outside their home LEA, that counted as a surveyclearly on resolving local issues locally and co-
measured first preference as well. For those schoolsordinating admissions and so on and the parents’
which the admission authority thought the parentexperience in the process, given the sensitivity of the
made first preference, whether rightly or not, 92% ofissues, is as positive as possible. So those are the key
parents got one or more of those. But then when itindicators that we look for.
came down to asking the parent: “Which one was
your favourite?”, and looking at that and looking at

Q720 Chairman: Is there anything your colleagues the 25%, they did look at it in various ways.1 If, now,
would like to add to that? you are asking what we think about whether parents
Ms Macready: No. I will wait for your next question! should have lots of equal preferences or ranked

preferences, the law says, as amended in the 2002
Act, that if a parent is invited to express a preference

Q721 Jonathan Shaw: Mr Crowne, you said that the or preferences and expresses several preferences,
satisfaction with the admissions process was very they all count as statutory preferences which must,
important to the Department, and we have heard in principle, be complied with. But then, of course,
that there is lower satisfaction in London, and as no child needs more than one school place, the co-
London has particular issues that the Committee are ordinated admissions arrangements come in to
well aware of. Do the satisfaction statistics take ensure that no child is oVered more than one school
account of all applications to all secondary schools, place, and the co-ordinated arrangements are the
or is it just within the home LEA? Therefore, if you
are a parent in London applying for a school outside 1 Note by Witness: 85% of parents got their favourite choice,

not 25%, as stated.your home LEA, will you know that?
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scheme agreed locally—and I am sure you know at diVerent times, and some parents could get several
oVers and other parents might get none, because theabout the Kent scheme. It is still up to Local

Education Authorities to decide when they draw up first lot of parents were sitting on several. So we
tackled that by legislating for co-ordinatedtheir application forms how they will regard those

diVerent school names on the application form when admissions by saying that that should work so that
the parent fills in just one form, takes it to just oneit comes to deciding between potential multiple

oVers. When co-ordination is required across the place, all the consideration of the application then
goes on, and the result is, hopefully, a single oVer forcountry, which will be from September 2005 intakes,

every LEA will have to invite the parents to name on each child on a set day, so all children and parents
know at once. There were other aspects we alsotheir form all their preferred schools in order,

including the ones outside the home LEA, but improved in the latest round of admission forums:
we made admission forums mandatory in all areas,diVerent schemes in diVerent places may then take a

diVerent view about how to deal with potential and we particularly hope that they will make local
agreements to help the admissions of those childrenmultiple oVers. The way we recommend in the

Admissions Code2 is to start oV by saying, “Well, who sometimes can lose out—vulnerable children,
children of families who arrive after the admissionslet’s look at whether this child fits the over-

subscription criteria of various schools regardless of round, looked-after children or children in care, and
all those others who may not have got the best dealthe order in which the parent has placed them”, and

only if there look to be two schools who want to take from the system before.
this child, do we then say, “Which do the parent rank Mr Crowne: Underlining that point, there are some
highest on their list on the LEA’s form?” That is our steps through the Code which are about tightening
model scheme: we think it is good: we think it copes up and strengthening parental preference and
with lots of diVerent situations, but local education consistency across the piece, and strengthening
authorities who want to do something else and who people’s ability to challenge the local authority and
agree with their admission authority schools to work certain arrangements, but the key driver has to be to
another way are allowed to do that, and there is an get local collaboration and agreement to deal with
example of an LEA very near Kent which has local circumstances. When you are talking about
decided that it wants to consider first preference first these vulnerable children in particular it is very
in its co-ordinating scheme. It is allowed to do that, important that we are adopting a highly
and it is relatively simple and accepted in that LEA collaborative and consensual approach, because
because they have 25 schools3 and the LEA is the these things do need to proceed by local agreement.
admission authority for 25 out of the 27, so it works We should not seek to legislate in every detail on
quite well there but it would not work very well in how it should work because we will never get that
more complicated situations. Have I answered your right. I think that is why the admissions forums, for
question? example, are so important. It is very important that
Jonathan Shaw: Extensively! everybody in that circle plays their part in trying to

get the best solution locally for all of the children. It
is very easy to think that legislation can do it but itQ723 JeV Ennis: The aims and objective section of
cannot, and we have to get that sense of localthe new Code begins by saying that, “School
collaboration in every area, and I think there areadmission arrangements should work for the benefit
positive signs of that happening.of all parents and children in an area”. Has the
Ms Macready: Another thing the admissions forumsrevised Code achieved that objective?
will do is road-test the admissions literature in draftMs Macready: We certainly hope that it will have
and say, “We are parents, do we understand this?improved things. We do not claim perfection and,
Does it give realistic advice on how to work yourindeed, it is too early to see what eVect the new Code
way through the admissions system and how tohas had because, although it came out in January or
make the right choice for your child?”, and there areFebruary this year, the first admissions round to
some other changes that we can come back to, if youwhich it applies is the September 2004 intake, and
like. We have widened the circle of schools who cansome of the things it deals with will not come in until
object to the adjudicator, which has given the2005 intake. Co-ordinated admissions for secondary
adjudicator a lot more business this year because weschools are one of those.
could see there were some practices going on which
the previous Code discouraged but nobody wasQ724 JeV Ennis: So what sort of issues that were not
picking up on, and from 2005 intakes it will not beincluded previously do you hope the new Code
possible for church schools to interview—addresses? What were the main problem areas that

needed to be addressed before the Code came in?
Ms Macready: One of the main problem areas, Q725 Chairman: What do you do about those
which we have already discussed, was parents’ practices? You only have to take note of the Code
experience of the process of admissions. They found and not obey it.it, as our 2001 research revealed, a real problem

Ms Garner: You have to have regard to the Code.when they had to go to diVerent admission
Because we have a local system with localauthorities to make applications and might all hear
consultation we do say in the Code quite clearly that
Local Education Authorities should object to2 Note: School Admissions Code of Practice, DfES, January
arrangements that are incorrect. We did have a case2003.

3 Note by Witness: There are in fact 27 schools, not 25. before we revised the Code where the local
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government ombudsman was involved in Q728 JeV Ennis: But does it make sense from your
point of view as an oYcial trying to deliver a co-considering a complaint from a parent, and they
ordinated admissions policy?found that they had been incorrectly operating
Mr Crowne: Anything that aids local collaborationinterviewing and that the LEA had not objected to
between schools in these areas is helpful and in thethis arrangement and the LEA in question was fined.
interests of parents and their children, but CTCs areComing back to the question about changes to the
starting from a diVerent position and I think we haveCode, when we introduced the last Code in 1999 we
been encouraging them increasingly to take part andkept a record of all the letters we had where people
accept, as it were, their share of responsibility for thesaid, “Well, this part is not terribly clear; it is a little
eVective operation of the whole system, and thatambiguous; could you explain it more carefully?”, so
would be a process that will continue. I certainlythose kinds of changes were made, and things that
hope it does.come up in between, such as our local government
Ms Macready: We will certainly look to see howombudsman case about measuring distance—those
many CTCs are participating in local co-ordinatedkinds of things—we tallied up and kept so we revised
admission arrangements. In fact, a very highthose and gave Local Education Authorities and
proportion were going to their local admissionsother admission authorities that information as well.
forums where they existed even before we madeMr Crowne: What we are seeing with the Code in
them mandatory and said that CTCs should beother ways is a ratcheting up of the local pressure to
invited. I hope that when we do that count we willensure consistency and fairness and, as Caroline has
find that they have participated in local systems. Ifsaid, a number of the cases that adjudicators now
not, we will have to come back to your question.deal with are a reflection of that greater level of

awareness of where there is inconsistency and
potential unfairness, and those are gradually being Q729 JeV Ennis: Is it the intention to monitor

statistically the number of appeals that may arise inworked through the system. These are things,
areas where the CTCs stay outside the system, andhowever, that have to be handled carefully and
compare it with CTCs that come within the system?sensitively because these cases often have good
Ms Macready: We hope there will not be too manyarguments on both sides, and you need to get to a
of those, but we do get annual appeal statistics whichposition that represents a balance in the interests of
tell you for each LEA how many appeals there werethe children. I am confident that we have the
and how many succeeded, so we have the basis forpressure in the system now to work through and to
monitoring that.deal with outstanding cases of unfairness, always

recognising that these are very complex issues and
they do require careful judgment. The record of the Q730 JeV Ennis: So from a statistical point of view
adjudicators in this is extremely good. we can identify the main admissions authorities that

are creating the problems, whether it is the
foundation schools or the LEA?Q726 JeV Ennis: That leads me nicely up to my
Ms Macready: The only complication perhaps isnext question because the Code again says, that the CTCs’ own statistics will not be part of the

“. . . admission authorities should aim to ensure national statistical collection.
that: . . . admission criteria are clear, fair and
objective, for the benefit of all children, including

Q731 Valerie Davey: Very specifically, when youthose with special educational needs, disabilities or
are doing a survey on the CTCs, would it includein public care”. Given that sort of grand aim or
analysis of how much of their funding they use toobjective, whatever you call it, how come you leave
provide their own transport?technology colleges outside the co-ordinated
Ms Macready: That thought had not occurred toadmissions procedure? What is the raison d’être
me. I will take it back to my colleagues.behind that?
Valerie Davey: Can I place it with you very firmly,Mr Crowne: As you know, CTCs were set up as
because it does aVect the admissions criteria forindependent schools at the time deliberately to be
those schools.outside, as it were, of the maintained system.

Current government policy is to encourage CTCs to
Q732 Chairman: What was the original rationaleparticipate in the local system, and many are
for leaving city technology colleges out of theincreasingly doing that, and indeed we are
system?encouraging them to consider becoming academies
Ms Macready: When they were set up it was not thewhich, of course, through their funding
same system. For instance, the system of localarrangements, are required to observe the Code and
consultation on admission arrangements and ofparticipate.
adjudicators was not there then, let alone the further
additions to the system in the 2002–03 round. When

Q727 JeV Ennis: But is that enough, Mr Crowne, if city academies were set up those things did exist and,
we are to have a co-ordinating policy encouraging as a result, the government and legislation that set
them? Should we not make them? them up made sure they would be part of the family
Mr Crowne: I think you might want to pursue that of schools. But the CTCs came from an earlier era;
with David Miliband when he comes but certainly the CTCs sponsors and those who run them had

rather diVerent contracts from the ones that haveI think—
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now been entered with the academies. Ideally all the administrative costs of admission authorities. Also,
CTCs will become academies, and we can only hope if you ask LEAs I would expect them to have some
that that will happen soon. idea about how much it cost them to arrange the
Mr Crowne: That is a matter for their choice, of admission panels for schools for which they are
course. admission authority, but I would not necessarily
Ms Macready: One of the original fifteen already expect them to know how much their foundation
has; another one is thinking about it. and voluntary aided schools, who set up their own

appeal panels, were spending on those.
Mr Crowne: It is important that we understandQ733 Mr Pollard: The Chairman has charged me
better what good practice, cost eVective practice,this morning with not mentioning how good the
looks like in this area, and that is why I am veryschools in my constituency are, and how well led
happy to take away your point because cost and userthey are, and how we have three in the top one
satisfaction are two sides of the same coin really.hundred in the country, so I am not going to mention
There must be better and worse ways of organisingthat! I am going to go on to appeals. We have been
the process to deliver satisfaction in a cost eVectivetalking to local education authorities, and they do
way, and I think you are right—we ought to have anot know how much appeals cost. The Audit
better understanding.Commission on Monday told us they did not know

how much appeals cost either, yet in my own area we Ms Macready: But I think I would not like to go
have hundreds every year, so somebody must know down your road of saying that in certain
how much they cost. Is there a way whereby we circumstances the schools should be able to say,
could make it easier for people by, for example, “Sorry, we are full, no more appeals”. We think it
having a system so that when schools get full they right for a parent to be able to appeal any time that
cannot accept any more? This then leads on to a school rejects them, and the way the appeal process
training for appeals panels. I sat on appeals panels works, certainly once you get past infant classes, at
years ago and I was not trained at all apart from the first stage is to say, “Was it right according to the
listening very carefully and using my best judgment, school’s oversubscription . . .”—
which meant generally I would err on the side of the
parents and not on the side of the school.
Ms Garner: I was not quite sure where the first part Q737 Mr Pollard: Can I stop you because I know
of that question ended! If the question is do we know exactly how it works because I sat on them for years.
how much appeals cost then, no, we do not. In primary school class sizes we are saying they

cannot have more than thirty unless
maladministration took place—that is generally theQ734 Mr Pollard: Does anybody know how much
truth of it. Why can we not say the same forthey cost?

Ms Garner: I would have thought local education secondary school class sizes? In my area I have class
authorities do. I am surprised that they do not. sizes of 35-37 and, if you ask any teacher, they would

say that is too many to deal with.
Ms Macready: The principle you are mentioning is,Q735 Mr Pollard: No. I asked the other day and
of course, related to the fact that it has been thoughttwo LEAs did not have a clue, and the Audit
right to have a clear limit on infant class sizes,Commission asked the same question—not a clue.
because it was thought that it was more important inSomebody must know, because it costs an arm and
those younger age groups to be taught in smalla leg.
classes and not as important to performance onceMs Garner: We do not know because we would have
you got past seven. So there is not the same need forto get it from local education authorities.
a limit from that point of view for the older age
groups. It is not, therefore, as clear-cut that adding

Q736 Mr Pollard: Should we know? one more child to the class will spoil the education ofMr Crowne: That is a good point. We are interested all the rest. At the moment the second stage of thein two aspects of this, are we not: one is whether the
appeal, which you know all about but it is possibleprocess of appeals does the business as far as parents
that you have colleagues who have not been onare concerned—and we have data on that—but I
appeal panels so much so they may not, does enablethink you are right, we ought to have a better
the parent to say, “All right, I know this class is fullunderstanding of what are more eVective and less
but it is more in the interests of my child to have aeVective arrangements in terms of cost and
place at this school than it will hurt the others toadministration, and I think that is a fair point to
budge up a bit”. It is only fair to allow parents tomake.
make that case to an appeal panel if they have beenMs Macready: Adding to that, one reason why we
turned down and, if the appeal panel does not thinkdo not know how much appeals cost is that they are
it is strong enough, they will not accept it. I wouldnot like tribunals like the Special Education Needs
also add that I hope that training for appeal panelTribunal, with paid members and legally qualified
members has got much better since you sat onmembers. Everybody who is a member of an
panels. We have certainly produced the Admissionadmission appeal panel is doing it voluntarily with
Appeals Code which, hopefully, all panel membersno pay, so there is just the cost of setting up and
read.arranging the panels, which is the sort of thing

that may not be separately identified in the Mr Pollard: I was not good enough!
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Q738 Paul Holmes: Quickly, and carrying on Q740 Paul Holmes: But looking at it from the other
side of the fence, parents have a fairly limited groundpartly with Kerry’s question, you are saying that

obviously the emphasis for the appeals panel is on on which they can appeal. Is there a case to be made
to say that parents should be able to appeal on athe individual set of parents saying in their child’s
wider range of issues than they are allowed at thecase we should allow them into the school, but is
moment?there not a flaw here because the appeals panel

therefore are not looking at the school overall? For Ms Macready: My understanding is that, once you
get past infant classes for five to seven year oldsexample, one school in my constituency is very
where the appeal grounds are very limited, a parentpopular, its catchment area is bulging at the seams
can make any case they want to an appeal panel.with lots of new housing, lots of families with
They can use any argument they wish.children, and lots from outside the catchment area

who want to get in there as well, and year after year
it has taken over its planned admission limit and it

Q741 Paul Holmes: Specifically, for example, theis just bursting at the seams, yet every year the
Disability Discrimination Act as of last September/appeals panels are overriding their decisions and
October now applies to educational establishments.putting more pupils in until the whole school is
Is there any sign a year in of an increase in numbersbursting at the seams and simply cannot take more of appeals saying that a particular school is notpeople, but the appeals panel just does not take any applying the Disability Discrimination Act? One

notice of that at all. reason I ask that is that government statistics show
Ms Garner: The whole point about appeals is that that there are certain categories of schools taking far
not only do you hear the parents’ case but also the fewer children with special educational needs, which
admission authority’s case for why the children would include disability, voluntary aided schools,
cannot be admitted to the school. We have been grammar schools, CTCs, and which take well below
talking to various admission authorities about this, national averages of children with special
because they quite often just say, “Well, this is the educational needs. Is there therefore a case for
admission number and it has been reached and we parents to make appeals on the grounds that the
cannot take any more.” They do not explain to the DDA is, in a broad wave of schools, not being
panel in the same passionate terms that the parents applied?
do why they cannot take any more pupils and what Ms Garner: They are able to make that case out
would be the consequences for other children, for although we do not have very recent statistics, and
the school—those factors are not made to the appeal we do not at present plan to count specifically the
panel in quite the same way. We have paid number of Disability Discrimination Act related
Information for School and College Governors, an appeals.
organisation that has been working for us before on
appeal panel training, to devise training for

Q742 Paul Holmes: You do not plan to? Thatpresenting oYcers, as well as chairs and clerks to
ought to be a requirement of the Disabilitypanels, so that presenting oYcers do their job better
Discrimination Act.and get that information over to the panel in a

stronger way. Mr Crowne: The general point is that schools are
required to obey the law in relation to disability
discrimination, so they are simply not allowed to

Q739 Paul Holmes: Certainly that is not the case in have arrangements that discriminate, and they are
the school I am talking about. For example, since all under a duty to make reasonable adjustments to
the schools reorganised in Chesterfield in about 1992 accommodate disabled children so that is a very
and year after year since then the number has gone strong requirement for disability. For special
up and up and it just physically cannot take more educational needs, in the case of a statement, the
pupils, but every year the appeal panels say that we school is named in the statement, so the
must, and yet this case has been made strongly every statementing process takes account of the school
year to the appeals panel. admissions side. For the wider group of children

with special educational needs you are right, there isMr Crowne: In individual cases there is a balance to
be struck, but in general terms what we are trying to a variety of outcomes across schools, both in the

extent to which they regard themselves as inclusivedo is find a way of maximising parental satisfaction
and, if demand for a particular school is growing, to schools in the SEN sense and in their ability to cater

for a wider range of SEN children. It is veryprovide more flexibility for individual schools, but
we all know that there is a practical constraint on important that the information that is provided for

parents who have children with particular kinds ofthat in the short term, so there is always a diYcult
balancing act in any one year about how you can special educational needs which may not amount to

a statement makes it clear what that school can oVerbest accommodate parental choice within the
resources you have. I cannot comment on individual but, whatever oversubscription criteria the school

has—and of course the school can only apply thosecases but you are always going to get that tension
locally of what is in the interests of all children and when it is oversubscribed—it has to comply with

parental preference so that those oversubscriptionhow you can accommodate the interests of
particular children who want to go to that criteria are applied completely fairly across the

whole number of pupils applying.particular school.
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Q743 Paul Holmes: Very quickly and very precisely, terms of funding local authorities, as you know we
if something like the Disability Discrimination Act have a system for funding local authorities which
is to be more than just a statement of principle, takes some broad indicators of need, and we do not
surely it has to be enforced? Unless you are going to try to estimate for every single individual service
leave it to the Disability Rights Commission, which area within education, for example, the diVerent
has limited power to intervene, should not people in pressures—that would be incredibly complicated.
your position be making a proactive eVort this year, There is an onus on local authorities and ourselves
next year and the year after and be looking to see to seek to ensure that we have the most cost-eVective
that it is being applied? arrangements, and I think that is a fair point—that
Mr Crowne: Well, we are, because it clearly does more needs to be done to ensure that.
make clear that there is a set of legal requirements—
of which this is part—that must be complied with.

Q746 Mr Chaytor: Moving on to the role of theAlso, the group of children with SEN statements
adjudicator, do you know the cost of theoverlaps substantially but does not include all of the
adjudicator’s oYce?group with disability so we have very, as you know,
Ms Macready: Yes. It is in the adjudicator’s annualclear arrangements for protecting the rights of
report. We can find out the running costs and wechildren with statements of special educational
would be happy to send you a note on that. All toldneeds. For the group that would fall outside that in
it is rather less than the million pound figure thatterms of disability we should and we will need to
Philip Hunter gave you, but we will send it.4monitor how the law is being applied in schools,

recognising that the diYcult area for a lot of schools
will be the ability to make reasonable adjustments to Q747 Mr Chaytor: Do you know if that is
their facilities and provisions to accommodate increasing or decreasing, given that appeals to
diVerent kinds of disability. secondary schools have gone up to 50% in five years?Paul Holmes: Although that technically is not an Are we seeing the same increase in the number ofexcuse under the Disability Discrimination Act. approaches to the adjudicator?

Ms Macready: They are entirely diVerent trend
Q744 Mr Chaytor: You have told us that you do not paths. As Stephen said, the appeal mechanism has
know the cost of the appeal system. Do you think it been there for a long time. Since I became involved
is good practice generally for any department of in admissions in 1998, nothing the government has
central government to construct a whole new series done has made it any more expensive. Indeed, we
of legal requirements in this vast elaborate have encouraged appeal panels to be smaller because
bureaucracy of appeals we have, without having any large ones were intimidating for parents, but the
idea of what the costs are going to be for local diYculty there is if you establish a right it is very
authorities? I am just looking at the information you diYcult to take it away even if it does start to get
have sent in to the Committee, and the number of more expensive, and more parents have started to
appeals to secondary schools would appear to have exercise their appeal right, not because more parents
increased from 1997 to 2001 by just a little over 50%. are dissatisfied—we actually compared the results of
These are staggering figures. Are you saying that our 2001 research with earlier work by the Audit
nobody at any point has ever anticipated what the Commission called Trading Places, and the signs
cost might be, or tried to assess what the cost might were that over that time, between 1996 and 2000,
be, or adjust the settlement to local authorities, let more parents were getting a school of choice and a
alone individual schools, to take account of these school they were satisfied with—but what has
costs? Is this good practice? happened is that parents have become more
Mr Crowne: Admissions appeals, of course, have conscious of their rights, more aware that they havebeen part of the landscape for a very long time and nothing to lose by an appeal and may gainby their very nature appeals are demand-driven, so

something, and they have tended to appeal even init is extremely hard at any one moment to predict
cases where they have already got a school they willover the next period the way appeals are going and,
maybe consider satisfactory in the hope of getting aof course, one of our key policy objectives is to seek
better one, so that is what has happened there. Butto improve the system not just of admissions but the
that is quite diVerent from the adjudicators becauseattractiveness of the schools system overall, to
they are considering objections to admissionreduce the number of appeals. As we all know,
arrangements, and when they tend to get more caseshowever, there are pressures in the other direction as
is when the law has been changed so more people canwell. People are rightly more prepared to challenge
object to them, or in the early years after a legaland push to see how they can best protect the
change which brings more objections forward.interests of their children as they see it, so it is to that

extent demand-led.

Q748 Mr Chaytor: So have the referrals to the
adjudicator increased in the last couple of years?Q745 Mr Chaytor: But there are other demand-led

services where we know the costs and we make Ms Macready: As Philip Hunter I am sure told you,
eVorts to predict the cost. he had a leap in cases in 2003. The 2003 cases were
Mr Crowne: I accept that and there is a case for higher than in the first year of 1999 but in 2000 they
knowing more about these costs. I am simply trying
to explain how we got to where we are, really. In 4 Note: See Ev 223.
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went down from 1999, and in 2001 and 2002 they mechanism that are there on the face of primary
legislation. Naturally we have considered whether, ifwent on going down, and then they went up again

in 2003. one were to want to change it, one could by primary
legislation and there is extremely little one could doMr Crowne: Can I make a point here which is that

the productivity of adjudicators has gone up. They because it is so specific in the Act itself.
are dealing with more cases with less resources and
producing very good performances. Q756 Mr Chaytor: If we were to look at the other
Ms Macready: Yes. Their staYng costs have gone kind of ballots, the feeder school ballots, someone
down. somewhere decided that five was the figure to

determine eligibility for participation of the feeder
Q749 Mr Chaytor: Moving on to the grammar school ballots from primary schools, but is this not
school ballot system, whose idea was this? Did it the equivalent of keeping black voters oV the
come from the Department? Did it come from a presidential election, because all that happens is that
Minister? A Minister’s special adviser? A No 10 schools that have no tradition of sending pupils to
policy unit? grammar schools are denying parents the right to
Ms Macready: I do not know. It certainly did not exercise a vote. Why five? Does this not give an
come from any of us! It was a manifesto enormous advantage and, arguably, a veto to the
commitment, was it not, in 1997? parents of children who are privately educated in
Mr Crowne: I would not want that to be primary school to determine the shape or the future
misunderstood. As a matter of fact, none of us was of the state system?
involved. Mr Crowne: I cannot answer “Why five?”, and

whether there is any magic around five, but clearly
Q750 Mr Chaytor: So the regulations were in place the general approach was to strike the right balance
before you were appointed to your present post? in terms of threshold requirements and eligible
Ms Macready: Yes. voting, and to try and capture as fairly as possible

the potential and actual users of the system who
should be the main determinants of the pattern ofQ751 Mr Chaytor: In terms of the specifics of the
provision, and I think there is a judgment here aboutregulations then, in respect of the area ballots we
how you set thresholds and design the votinghave this astonishing requirement for 20% of eligible
population and you have to look at the wholeparents to sign a petition to call for a ballot. Is there
package in the round. Clearly you can take diVerentany precedent for that anywhere else within the
views on how strong the test for change should be. IUnited Kingdom for any other kind of ballot
think the basic philosophy that underpins thesearrangements? What sort of modelling was done to
arrangements is that, firstly, they should be for localdecide on 20% as against 15%, or 5%, or 50%? Where
determination, which is why you have essentially adid this figure come from, and what is the logic for it?
local test; secondly, because there are likely to beMs Macready: I do not know exactly where it came
strongly held views on these kinds of issues, makingfrom: I do not know what modelling was done.
a significant change should be based on a significant
expression of view locally; and clearly a thirdQ752 Mr Chaytor: Do you know who would know?
element would be how much volatility in the systemMs Macready: I believe, from reading what was said
you might create if there is a lot of change, to haveat the time that the 1998 Act was passed, that it was
to manage successive change in the system. Becausefelt to be a reasonable figure—not too high which
there is no doubt parental satisfaction in general—50% would have been and not too low as 5% would
and I am not just talking about selection now—have been—but I cannot describe what the
depends on real predictability of how the system isthinking was.
going to move forward.

Q753 Mr Chaytor: Could you tell us who would be
Q757 Mr Chaytor: This “significant expression ofable to describe the precise thinking, because this is
view” surely, if not denied, is at least severely limitedabsolutely relevant to our inquiry? Somebody
by the threshold of the five, because in many of thesomewhere must know where the buck stops.
areas that would be subject to or could be subject toMr Crowne: It is a diYcult one—
feeder school ballots, the majority of parents in the
system are not part of the electorate. The electorateQ754 Mr Chaytor: That is why I am asking it!
is rigged for a minority of parents.Mr Crowne: The arrangements we have are
Mr Crowne: These are precisely the kinds of issuesenshrined in the statute, and were extensively
that will be debated—debated at the time.

Q755 Mr Chaytor: But it was the general principle Q758 Mr Chaytor: Is this not the case, that the
majority of parents with a stake in the system arethat was enshrined in statute. It is the precise details

of the mechanics of the ballot that are obviously the denied the right to vote?
Mr Crowne: I have to say that there is a judgment toreally interesting point.

Ms Macready: I am afraid a whole lot of those be taken in the round about how all these things will
operate in the system. I am not arguing against youdetails are also in the primary legislation. You

cannot vary the 20% by secondary legislation. There in terms of the specifics that you identify, but, if you
look at the system as a whole, it has to be about howare a whole lot of other significant features of the
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it works as a whole, and that is a judgment which appeals process as well as the applicant? Should their
views not be given more weight than they perhapswas made at the time and debated it extensively

when the legislation was being considered. Clearly, are at the moment?
Ms Garner: It is the role of the presenting oYcer init would be possible to come to a diVerent set of

conclusions about how the system as a whole each case actually to make that point for those
parents. They are supposed to explain why it wouldshould operate.
not be eYcient to admit any more children to the
school, and what the eVect would be on the other

Q759 Mr Chaytor: But in your view, would it be children. In the Admission Appeals Code of
preferable for all parents within the state system to Practice5 and in the training that is provided for
have the opportunity of expressing their view about panel members—that has been paid for and
the future shape of the state system? organised by the Department and we have had it
Mr Crowne: I think that is essentially a policy disseminated through LEAs—it is made quite clear
question. I think I really ought to invite you to ask that panel members are supposed to weigh up the
David Miliband when he comes. needs of the one child which the parent has

expressed, with the needs of the many which the
presenting oYcer should express. Because we haveQ760 Helen Jones: I want to take you back to
found there have been weaknesses in the presentingsomething you said earlier, Mr Crowne. You said
oYcers’ ability to make that case, we have had morethat the aim of the admissions system was parental
training done for presenting oYcers.satisfaction. Do you accept that that is not quite the

same thing in all cases, although it will be in some,
as providing the best possible education for the Q763 Helen Jones: I understand that, but which
majority of children or do you think the two go should be given the most weight?
together? Mr Crowne: I think it is always going to be a balance
Mr Crowne: I think it is possible for diVerent parents in the end. But I think the presumption is that you
to have diVerent views about what constitutes the go as far as possible to meet the needs and the wishes
best possible education for their child. I think I of an individual child provided it does not breach the
stressed that earlier on. I do not think it is any part eVective provision of education of the many. I think
of our job to try to second-guess or tell parents what it is a balance. It is important in terms of promoting
constitutes the best possible education for their trust and confidence among the parents, that we
child. If I may just give an example of that: there will really do bend over backwards to ensure that as far
be some parents who, when they are ranking the as possible we can accommodate parental
criteria they look for in schools, will put very high preference. But, in the end, there will be a judgment
the levels of GCSE point score, for example. But, to be made about where you draw the line in the kind
equally, there are parents who are no less committed of case you have just mentioned. To take parents
to standards of education for their children who with you, I think you need to explain why it is that
look for other things and who do not necessarily in this case it is not possible, why, in the view of the
rank the top-scoring school, as it were, against that school or the appeals panel, it would not be in the
indicator as the one for their child. I come back to interests of the child because of the needs of the
this: it is the parent, who knows the child, who is in children in general. I think the evidence shows that
the best position to make the judgment about what provided the process is explained, it promotes the
constitutes the best education for that child. confidence of parents and you get a higher level of

satisfaction, even if the parent does not get their
initial first choice.Q761 Helen Jones: Indeed. When we are looking
Helen Jones: I think we might come back to that, butparticularly at appeals, do you not consider that the
thank you.two things, parental satisfaction and the best

possible education for the majority of children, may
sometimes be incompatible? Q764 Jonathan Shaw: To pick up on comments

from Mr Chaytor, there has only been one ballotMr Crowne: Of course it is possible, but I think when
proposal from Ripon. Did the ministers ask for awe are looking at parental satisfaction, it is as much
report on how the operation, successful orabout the process of having been listened to, even if
otherwise, was carried out in Ripon?the final result is not precisely the one you would
Ms Macready: I do not remember them asking for ahave wished. And of course you would expect,
report, but they had to have papers on the Riponwithin this, discussions with expert educators about
ballot for a number of reasons. At first, both sideswhat is in the interests of the child. I am not quite
claimed that the ballot code had been broken or thesure what kind of cases you had in mind.
ballot regulations had been broken by the other side,
so they had to do a lot of investigation, which was

Q762 Helen Jones: I am thinking of an appeals dealt with by ministers as to what had happened and
process, which you were asked about earlier. Do you whether there had been diYculties. There may not
not consider that the parents of children already in have been a report, as such, of an evaluation nature,
a school who may well not wish their child to be but certainly they were told about the details.
educated in classes of 37—which I can tell you,
having taught them, are not conducive to very 5 Note: School Admission Code of Practice, DfES, January

2003.eYcient education—should have some weight in the
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Q765 Jonathan Shaw: There was quite intensive Q771 Mr Turner: Good. Talking about a middle
school—and this is a real example—if an appealinvestigative work regarding the allegations from
panel decides the child cannot be admitted to aboth sides.
school in November and they are being taxied 10Ms Macready: We certainly investigated allegations/
miles to a middle school, is that logical?complaints from the representatives of both parties.
Ms Macready: It depends on the facts of the case.
Perhaps it might be said that it would be

Q766 Mr Turner: Do you think it is reasonable that unreasonable to the other children for that child to
in a secondary school the teachers should be able to be added to make the class into the size which would
choose, as I was able to, to teach 37 very able run health and safety risks for the remaining pupils.
pupils?—the quid pro quo being that I could teach
very much less able pupils in a class of 18.

Q772 Mr Turner: Would it be reasonable for anMs Macready: Those two options were available to
admission authority to be able to reserve places onyou in one school.
the basis of evidence of what has happened in
previous years? Because the kind of families who

Q767 Mr Turner: Yes, it was a quid pro quo. We move into catchment areas in the middle of the
could have had two classes under 30. school year are more likely to be vulnerable than
Mr Crowne: I think it is reasonable for the head and otherwise, and those are the families who most need
the governing body to decide how best to use the to be able to get their children into a school. Should
resources of the school in the interests of all the the regulations not be liberalised to enable some
pupils. If it is clear—I am not saying it is necessarily places to be reserved to take account of turbulence?
the case in this one—that a particular pattern of Ms Macready: The Code says they may not, because
organisation, streaming, setting or whatever, is there is a fundamental principle of parental
appropriate then they are entitled to do that. I preference in the law. That says that if a parent
would, however, say that in a relatively extreme case, applies for a place at a school and the school, at the
like the one you have mentioned, that it is point when they apply, actually has a place it can
desperately important that the approach of the give them, it must give them that place. If you try to
school is explained to the parents and there is an reserve places while parents are knocking at the
ability to have some discussion about why it is felt door, you are really running counter to complying
necessary to organise it in that way. I think I come with the law of parental preference. I agree that it is
back to trust and confidence. It is not in a sense a diYcult situation but no school ever has absolute
important whether my view is whether it is certainty that another child will come along in a
reasonable or not, the important thing is whether the week or three months or whatever. If there is
parents consider it is reasonable. I think that is the evidence that there has been a net increase in people
process that we ought to look at in that particular wanting a place over each year, then maybe the
case. school does not have enough places to oVer and

should make a case for increasing its capacity to deal
with more children. But reserving places, I am

Q768 Chairman: Sue, you are looking as though afraid, does run into these basic problems.
you want to come in. Mr Crowne: This is a key area where local
Ms Garner: No. I was thinking that he has covered collaboration is essential. There are two kinds of
that quite nicely. case. One is what I would call the ordinary in-year

arrangements, where you would expect a local
agreement about what will happen. But I suspectQ769 Mr Turner: Where there is a two-part intake
you are thinking about where you have largeschool and it has 1,500 pupils, and a couple moves
numbers, maybe refugees, maybe diVerent kinds ofinto the village in November with a seven year old
mobile population, and there I think we do look toand a five year old, and the seven year old can get
the local authority to show leadership in trying tointo the local school but the five year old has to be
determine the best way for the system as a whole totaxied three miles to another school, is that
accommodate that kind of turbulence. There is noreasonable?
doubt—and you will have heard this, no doubt fromMs Macready: The seven year old too would be
other witnesses—that this kind of turbulence is verycovered by the infant class size unit.
diYcult to manage in individual schools but also at
the system level. From an admissions point of view,

Q770 Mr Turner: Yes, but he gets in because there because of the legal background that Caroline is
are only 29. describing, it is diYcult to see how you could, as it
Ms Garner: He could be an excepted pupil if the were, regulate for all the hard cases you might come
LEA did not think that three miles was reasonable. across. I think you have to rely on a high degree of
Clearly the LEA has made its decision that there is leadership locally, and consensus and collaboration
another school within a reasonable distance that has about how to deal with the circumstances that you
a place available and therefore taxis the child three have. That is why admissions forums and the other
miles to that school. But the excepted pupil measures we are talking about are designed to
provision in the Infant Class Size Regulations allows promote that kind of collaboration and put the local

authority in a clear leadership role.them to go over 30.
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Q773 Mr Turner: Do we know why there is such a always happened in the past. In our new codes we
say that it must, because sometimes parents are notvariety between local education authorities in

particular but also other admissions authorities in told why their application was rejected. Had they
been, they would have realised there probably wasthe number of appeals and successful appeals? Is it

related to the number of good schools or the number not much point in appealing. Simple things like that
to improve the process can change the statistics.of lousy schools, or lower aspirations or trade-oVs

which very often residents in rural areas accept? Or
are some people simply dissuaded from appealing

Q774 Jonathan Shaw: The head of admissions frombecause the person on the other end of the phone
Education Leeds told the Committee that theysays, “There is not much point because you would
promoted their appeals process far and wide tonever win”?
ensure that the demographic process was seen to beMs Macready: We have some information from
done but that very few actually were successful.research we have done. We did the research I have
When I asked him if he told the parents as healready discussed into admissions generally and
promoted the appeals process that very few weresome later research (to which Sue can add) into
successful, he said, no, he did not. I wonder if this isadmissions appeals specifically. The first lot of
something that you may look at, given the commentsresearch remarked that their impression—and this is
you have just made. Should we have a system thatperhaps an educated guess—is that you get most
sets parents up to fail? If satisfaction is so importantappeals where there is most variation between local
to the Department, as you have said, Mr Crowne,schools in quality. If all schools are quite similar in
then clearly this undermines satisfaction if it is not aquality, whether they are similarly good or similarly
process that provides balanced information. Wouldaverage, there tend to be fewer appeals. Our
you agree with that point?researchers commented on two examples, Walsall
Mr Crowne: I would agree with that point. In theand Bury, where there appeared to be 94% of parents
case you have mentioned—and I do not know thegetting first preference schools in both cases, but one
details—had five times as many appeals. They put this down

to the range of schools. There may be a lot of other
issues, to do with how aspirational parents are and Q775 Jonathan Shaw: It is in the transcript. You
how keen to get the very best of what is available will be able to read it.
locally, or else possibly how keen they are to avoid a Mr Crowne: I will do that. But the question you have
particular school that none of them wants to send to ask is: In what way? What information was
their children to. There will be a whole range of presented? Because I think it would be misleading if
reasons. it was the case that, as I say, you all have this right
Ms Garner: This shows that it is very diYcult just to of appeal and we are inviting you to take it up, but
pinpoint one thing. It can be the way the letter telling in practice that is going to result in dissatisfaction.
them that they have not got a place but that they can There is a balance in this, is there not? Because I
appeal is worded. If it provides information on think we would all say that we should do more to
success rates in previous years and they are quite ensure that people understand the recourse that is
low, a lot of parents think, “There’s no point in available to them if they are dissatisfied, but to
going through this process if we don’t stand a chance balance that with realism about being able to make
of winning.” progress.
Mr Crowne: I think this is an important point you Jonathan Shaw: Education Leeds were put in there
raise. We should be cautious about using numbers as because there was a failing education department.
an indication of satisfaction or something else, Obviously that is something you may want to look
because my experience would suggest that it will at.
depend a lot on how the process is explained and the
subtle messages that are sent about prospects for

Q776 Mr Pollard: Sue Garner mentioned eYciencysuccess and the desirability of complaining—which
when talking about the oYcers presenting on behalfis a big issue, as anybody knows in any service area.
of the local authority. In my experience, that was aThe extent to which we encourage complaints to get
word that was used time and time again. It seems toimprovement is critical in the way that those
me that if you get up to the numbers that mycomplaints are then handled.
colleague was talking about earlier, 37—and that isMs Macready: May I stress two things in the latest
not uncommon these days, as we all know—theCode of Practice. First, when admissions are
question of safety should be brought much more tocoordinated and all parents hear about their place
the fore. I think you mentioned earlier on, Caroline,oVer from the LEA, that LEA will also have to tell

them why they did not get oVered a place at the other the health and safety issue, and that has never, in my
experience, been mentioned at all by any oYcer Ischools they applied for, which may simply be the

way the co-ordinated scheme is worked to give them have heard presenting. It is often relatively junior
oYcers who are sent along to present in these cases.the best of the multiple oVers available, and that

letter will also have to explain about admission That is no reflection on their ability, but I think it
underpins the way the local authority views theappeal rights. It is very important that parents are

always told of their admission appeal rights, but it is appeal process as being a bit of a nuisance and
something to get on with, and they do the best theyalso important that they are always given the reasons

why their application did not succeed. This has not can, but I think we must do better. If we started
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driving down, so that there were not frivolous I think it really comes back to how the system is
actually operated and the practical arrangementsappeals, then it might help the process and make it

more eYcient (to use your word). and the quality of the process of the individual
school at admission authority level. So I do not thinkMs Macready: We, the department generally, did do

one helpful thing last year, which was that school there are huge issues of principle there; I think it is
about the practicality of doing it. As Caroline hasspaces were re-measured and admission authorities

were asked to look at those new capacity measures said, the option is there. Some schools may see it as
part of their particular ethos or mission to wish tobefore deciding how many places to oVer.

Hopefully, where a gap had opened up between what vary, to adopt diVerent kinds of admissions policies,
if that is consistent with our notions of diversity inthe school could safely take and what their

admissions number or acceptance number was, re- the system. Equally, some are quite happy to be part
of a wider system which is under local authoritymeasuring the space will have improved that a bit.

Mr Crowne: But I think I would accept your basic admission authority control.
thesis, which is that you can expect a higher quality
of input from the local authority side if the number Q781 Valerie Davey: Is not the practicality of it
of cases is reasonable. There is a balance in all this. that, as soon as a school is oversubscribed, it is its

own admissions policy?
Q777 Mr Pollard: Absolutely. Mr Crowne: No.
Mr Crowne: I think we have all said this already, and Ms Macready: No, it is not, because there are
it is very important, that we are presenting from the certainly many oversubscribed schools among the
admissions authority, the local authority side, a community and voluntary controlled schools. An
clear understanding of the local circumstances, and interesting side eVect of when secondary
what is possible in that particular school is vital. Just coordination becomes the norm across the country,
relying on a general statement of what is right and is that because parents will have to be invited to
what is not, is not good enough, because it has to be express at least three preferences, an averagely
in the circumstances. subscribed school will probably have three times as
Mr Pollard: Thank you. many applicants as places if parents take up all three.
Chairman: We will move on to school admissions Whether you are your own admission authority
authorities. depends on your school category. It is possible for a

community or voluntary controlled school to be its
own admission authority if the LEA has delegated toQ778 Valerie Davey: In England at secondary level
it that responsibility but in general it depends onthere are over 1,200 admissions authorities, of which
your school category.over 1,000 are individual schools. What do you think

the arguments are for and against making all schools
their own admission authorities? Q782 Valerie Davey: Are you saying that you are
Ms Macready: We are not in a position of making all confident in the process that we now have, such that
schools their own admission authorities. the schools are not, in fact, in any way at all,

choosing or having a preference for the children who
come in, but that the criteria hold fast and parents—Q779 Valerie Davey: I am not asking in particular.
not in every individual case, obviously—are theI am asking in theory, on the basis of principles,
drivers and get their preference for the school?what are the arguments for and against doing that?
Ms Macready: I think you have put a diVerentMs Macready: I cannot myself see any strong
question there.arguments for making the community and voluntary

controlled schools their own admission authorities
myself because, if schools in those categories wanted Q783 Valerie Davey: But they are related.
to be admission authorities, they could seek to Mr Crowne: Yes, they are related. This is the burden
change category to foundation or voluntary aided. If of my earlier response. There is not so much an “in
they have not done that, one assumes that they take principle” argument; whether people have
the view that the burdens would outweigh the confidence that, in practice, the way the system is
benefits and therefore force them to accept the now and is likely to improve, will improve their
benefits. experience of the system. We are saying that this is

less about whether we have more or less admission
authorities, it is more about how individualQ780 Valerie Davey: You are putting the onus back

on the school. I am asking the Department what is admission authorities and schools operate the
system. We are confident but not complacent thatthe argument for and against on principle.

Mr Crowne: So far as the operation of the system is the new Code and co-ordinated admissions will help,
but obviously we will continue to monitor how it isconcerned and the Code as it is now, and with the

levers and mechanisms we have in place to ensure going and make any necessary improvements. The
balance we always have to strive for is betweenthere will be consistency with that, I do not think we

see any diYculty in a larger number of admissions getting the right degree of consistency and fairness in
the system and allowing the degree of local decision-authorities. I think the general policy that ministers

have adopted of increased diversity whilst, as it were, making that has become enshrined in our
arrangements and which successive governmentsprotecting the interests of the individual seeking to

access the system would allow an increased number have considered to be a good thing. So it is a balance.
We always default to: What is the experience ofof admission authorities without excessive diYculty.
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people going through the scheme? How can that be coordinated arrangements coming in, I think we can
have confidence that the arrangements overall areimproved? And focusing on measures to increase

trust and confidence in the actual operation of the suYcient. The reality of this is that wherever you
have an oversubscribed school of any kind, you havesystem rather than in the principle argument about

whether more or less admissions authorities would to have some basis for selecting the children. But this
word “selection” as Caroline has made clear, needsbe a good idea.
to be understood very clearly. It is not giving the
head—the head has no role in this—the ability toQ784 Valerie Davey: I think it is quite important
select individual children; it is done blind. You havebecause even the Chief Schools Adjudicator has
your criteria; they have to be applied completelysaid, “Where a school can choose children it will, left
fairly between whoever applies, if the school isto its own devices, inexorably drift towards choosing
oversubscribed; and there is recourse for appeal inposh children.” What is in the system to ensure that
other ways in the case of parental dissatisfaction.even the Chief Schools Adjudicator’s concern is
For me this is very much about whether in practiceunwarranted?
these arrangements in the Code are being adheredMs Macready: We are moving into diVerent
to, rather than how the system should operate. I amterritory now about what oversubscription criteria
pretty confident, actually, that if we get thisa school has. There have to be oversubscription
consistency and fairness, as per the Code, you willcriteria in the arrangements of every school,
get the right kind of balance and fairness in thewhoever is the admission authority and whether or
outcome. The issue is whether in every case thesenot it has been oversubscribed in the past, and
arrangements are being adhered to.those oversubscription criteria have to be
Valerie Davey: Thank you, Chairman.established by April of the year before the intake
Chairman: We will turn to school admissionsin September—and at that point obviously the
criteria.admission authority cannot tell which individuals

are going to qualify under them. Once the
Q786 Helen Jones: If, as you were saying, we wantoversubscription criteria have been settled, they
to get to a fair outcome, why is it that the Code ofare published and they have to be stuck to. If they
Practice only points out the “inadvisability” ofare not stuck to, then there will be problems in the
discriminating against certain social groups? Whyappeals stage. I think Philip Hunter’s quote was
does it not prohibit it?more about what sort of oversubscription criteria
Ms Macready: It points out that there is variousdiVerent sorts of schools may choose. But we
legislation which prohibits discrimination and thatshould not confuse “deciding to give a particular
admissions authorities would not want to break thatgroup priority” with “selection”—which is, in my
legislation. It then points out that certain things theybook, something you do on an individual basis
might put in oversubscription criteria could carryfaced with individual applicants, where they go
that risk. It is not really for the Code to say definitelythrough a test of ability or aptitude. That is
that doing things would breach the Race Relationsselection when faced with the individuals; the
Act unless there is case law on that exact situation.other is a pre-determined statement of whom you

will accept if you have more applicants than
places. The Code of Practice says that certain Q787 Helen Jones: So in your view it is suYcient to
oversubscription criteria are common and say to schools this is “inadvisable” rather than that
acceptable—like sibling links, distance, this is prohibited?
proximity, social needs, catchment areas, feeder Ms Macready: I think it is all that one can say in the
primary schools, and those sort of things. Then Code unless one is talking about a particular
there are other possible oversubscription criteria, situation that has been into court.
which are perfectly lawful, sometimes only for
certain types of schools; for instance Q788 Helen Jones: Why do you need to talk about
denominational priority for schools of religious a particular situation? I am sorry, I am not following
character. They may not be in the “common and you. If we want to get to a fair system, why does the
acceptable” list but schools are perfectly entitled Code not say, “You must not discriminate against
to choose them. certain social groups”? Surely that would be a

completely fair Code of Practice, would it not?
Mr Crowne: I think the Code does have pointers toQ785 Valerie Davey: If I may stop you, I think this

begs two questions. First of all, whether what you take account of the wider social mix issue. There is
a sentence which says “The criteria should as far asare now describing is still clear, fair and objective, or

to the benefit of all children, which is the question possible cater for all elements in the school’s local
community.” But I think it comes back to this pointmy colleague was asking earlier. But I would like to

ask you one last question: Given the situation that about how much we seek to prescribe these things
which have to reflect, in the end, local circumstancesyou are describing under the new Code, do the LEAs

have suYcient authority to establish a fair system and give the right degree of local discretion.
Whenever something like that appears in the Code,which is recognised and leads to an eVective

admissions policy in their area? that does give people a hook on which to hang a
question about local arrangements, and then theMr Crowne: Provided all the admission authorities

in the area are abiding by the Code and adjudication arrangements and so on can be brought
into play. It is there, in that sense, but I think we haveadministering the system eVectively, with the
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to distinguish what are clear legal requirements it? Because we have talked about parental preference
through other legislation which gives certain rights but we are dealing here with children who do not
which are very clear and must be observed, from have parents to argue for them.
things which have to be taken into account but will Ms Macready: That is why, when we did the latest
manifest in diVerent ways in diVerent local version of the Code, we felt we wanted to make it
circumstances. absolutely clear that they should have top priority in

oversubscription criteria, no argument. We sent the
Code out to all admission authorities, we pointedQ789 Helen Jones: It is all right for local out the new things in it, the new requirements. Youarrangements to be unfair then, is it? are right that not all the admission authorities did

Ms Macready: No, we are saying that the Code is voluntarily put looked-after children there at the top
good practice guidance, it is not law. It cannot say, when they determined their admission arrangements“Thou shalt not.” It can say, “It is bad practice to do for 2004. In some places this was picked up by otherthis and it risks, in some cases, a breach of law.”

schools or their LEA making an objection to theThen a school who sees that bad practice in another
adjudicator. Kent LEA, for instance, objected whereschool’s admission arrangements may say, “I know
they did not see looked-after children number one.that if I object to that to the adjudicator, that will be
In other places, it was not. I recall that, when youtaken out.” That is how this bit of the system works.
saw Bryan Slater from Norfolk, he said he had beenBut the Code cannot lay down strict law.
reading his schools’ admission arrangements and, lo
and behold, some of them had not put that in at the

Q790 Helen Jones: Would you not accept that that top of their criteria. We found ourselves wondering,
is rather a long-winded way of doing it? Why do we “Well, should the LEA not have been reading those
have to rely on the adjudicator to enforce fair rather earlier, at objection time, and made an
practice rather than setting that out very clearly in objection?” That is really how we would like to deal
the Code? Is that not rather an expensive and with that.
cumbersome way of doing things? Mr Crowne: Absolutely. Could I just underline that.
Mr Crowne: I would argue the opposite case. If we It is for the local education authority to object. It is
sought to legislate eVectively from the centre for all quite clear in the Code what should happen. The
of these areas, we would produce an unholy local authority is best placed to consider what is
bureaucracy that none of us would want—not least happening locally and they are entitled to object.
all the parents who need to access the system. That Jonathan Shaw: They may not object.
is why one of the key principles of the system and the
system of adjudication, which is not the first resort,
is built on a local process of trying to build consensus Q792 Helen Jones: What if they do not object?
and agreement about the way that all of these Mr Crowne: The local authority is responsible for
arrangements operate in the interests of the local children in care.
people, but giving an outlet to the adjudicator to
consider each case on its merits. I can say confidently
that for us to seek, essentially, to prescribe, in the Q793 Helen Jones: We are getting back to this
way that I think you are suggesting, would not balance again, are we not, between criteria that can
produce the kind of outcomes that parents would be applied everywhere and relying on someone to
wish to see. I do understand your point about trying object? Would it help in these cases, in your view, if
to be clearer about what fairness means. If you look the adjudicator was given the authority to
at the way that the adjudicators work, I think that investigate proactively admissions policies rather
gives us a high degree of confidence that they are than waiting until he received a complaint?
sensitive to all of these kinds of issues, but they do in Ms Macready: I think it would make it a little
the end have to balance considerations in individual diYcult for him to carry out his quasi-judicial role at
circumstances. a later stage, if he had been in there saying, “I don’t

think that is right,” at an earlier stage. There may be
an argument for somebody investigating admissionQ791 Helen Jones: I was suggesting that perhaps we
arrangements, though that would take a lot ofmight describe discrimination, which does not seem
somebody’s time, and with the local consultationparticularly peculiar to me. But could I look at how
processes that we have set up it really should not bethe Code of Practice works in other areas. It is very
necessary, because for any school admissionclear that the adjudicator has also said that looked-
authority’s arrangements there are a very largeafter children should be top priority when you are
number of other schools in the local area, as well asdealing with oversubscription criteria. The
the LEA, who could pick that up and refer it to theCommittee has had evidence that in many cases it is
adjudicator if it is not right. The Department doesnot in fact the case where the schools are their own
investigate if we receive a complaint from a parent oradmission authorities: some schools do apply it;
somebody else. We then may investigate and mayothers do not. In that case, do you think the Code of
write, perhaps saying “We see this is not in yourPractice is giving a strong enough steer on
admission arrangements, and it should be.”acceptable admissions criteria? What do you know
Mr Crowne: We are always proactive in respondingabout how far that is being applied and what action

could be taken against schools who are not applying to those kinds of cases.
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Q794 Helen Jones: But it seems very hit and miss, important that, in taking a view on the best way of
providing for these children, local authorities dowould you agree? We set down all these criteria and

we are relying on someone to get somewhere to pick look at how admissions are handled and they take it
as their role to lead the building of a local consensusup the things that are wrong with them and object,

before we can make sure they are working properly. of that amongst the schools. I think anybody would
be concerned about arrangements if it were clearIs that the best way of doing it?

Mr Crowne: I think you have to look at the costs on that the children were simply ending up in one
school because that school happened to have thethe other side as well and how the system would

work. We are very clear that if it turns out that the available places but no facilities. So it is something
that has to be managed very proactively locally andcurrent arrangements are not providing the right

kind of rules and incentives to ensure the kind of it does have to be, in the end, a shared responsibility
between all the schools in the area. We are quite clearconsistency that is embodied in the Code, we will

need to consider what more needs to be done. I about that. That is a diYcult thing sometimes to get
consensus on, but the onus has to be with the localwould underline the very important role that

individual local authorities now have in ensuring— authority in leading thinking within that area about
the best way of providing for the children, and thatbecause they can object—that this consistency is

being applied. We have talked about looked-after applies in areas not to do with asylum seekers or
refugees but where there are clear social issueschildren, but it applies more generally as well. There

is an element of local leadership that really needs to around provision as well.
Ms Macready: The admission forum is a very goodbe picked up. If that is not working, then we will

need to review, I think. place to have that discussion and decide what should
be done.

Q795 Helen Jones: Could I take you to another area
about which we have been concerned and where we Q798 Helen Jones: Yes, that may be so, but what in
wonder whether this is working properly. We have your view should happen to schools who are their
received evidence that children of asylum seekers own admission authorities and may well not be
may be unable to access regular education, partly participating in this process? You are quite right,
because of poor co-ordination between diVerent that is what should happen in the best of all possible
parts of the council and partly because they move worlds, but we do not live in the best of all possible
around. Do you know how many asylum seeker worlds, do we?
children are currently living in England? Do you Ms Macready: The admission forum should have
know how many of them are receiving full-time those schools represented on it. The arrangements
education? that they discuss locally for securing places for
Ms Macready: None of those present here have that vulnerable children, including asylum seekers and
information, but we can find out for you.6 other categories, should apply to every school
Mr Crowne: That does not mean the Department and every school should play their part in
does not know. accommodating them. Typical arrangements that

have been made in some places are that, if there are
Q796 Helen Jones: Does anybody know? children of a defined category who need places, they
Mr Crowne: Could we send you that information?7

should not all be put in the one school which has
places but two children, say, meeting this description

Q797 Helen Jones: It would be very helpful. We will be placed in every school, even if a school is
recognise as a committee that taking in children with already at its admissions limit.
any particular special needs puts a strain on the
school—and certainly children of asylum seekers,

Q799 Helen Jones: Who is the guardian of thewho may not speak English, come into that
interests of asylum seekers’ children?category. What arrangements are in place to support
Mr Crowne: The local authority has ultimateschools in that position? If you happen to be a school
responsibility for ensuring the education of thein an area where there may be many children of
children in its area. That is why they have to have theasylum seekers, what arrangements is the
lead responsibility in this. They have responsibilityDepartment putting in place to make sure that those
for providing education within school but alsoschools have the proper support to make sure that
outside school as necessary. That is pretty clear. Thethose children can receive a decent education and
other point I wanted to make is that fairness inthat the other children in the school are not
oversubscription criteria rules out criteria that candisadvantaged at the same time?
expressly discriminate against groups of childrenMr Crowne: The primary responsibility, of course,
such as this one. I was just talking to Sue aboutrests with the local authority. A lot of the local
whether we could think of fair criteria that could beauthorities which face these issues to the greatest
proxies for that. It would be very hard to come upextent are very active in working with their schools
with a fair criterion under this system that wouldto ensure that the right kind of provision is available
allow schools to exclude asylum seekers. That is notboth within the school and also to support those
to say there are not some severe practical constraintsfamilies and pupils outside school. If we are talking
on asylum seekers accessing individual schools,about admission arrangements, I think it is very
particularly when they are oversubscribed, but if
people are abiding by the Code and participating6 Note: See Ev 220.

7 Note: See Ev 220. proactively in the forum, that should give a good
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basis for resolving these issues in the best interests of when you look at children who present educational
diYculties, whether it is asylum seekers’ children orthe children. That does require the local authority to

work hard to create that consensus. whether it is children with special educational needs
or children in care, that they end up in the schoolMs Garner: May I add that some authorities, when

they have had agreed protocols and some schools that has spare places—which tends to be the inner
city school in diYcult circumstances but the schoolwhich are their own admission authorities have

refused to accept pupils, have actually come to us, that has spare capacity. To take the example of
asylum seekers, the children of asylum seekers doand we have advised ministers on issuing the

directions, so that those schools are actually made to not end up in the aZuent middle class suburbs, they
end up in the cheap spare housing that is available intake part in those protocols that they have already

agreed and on which they are reneging. the inner city boroughs. You are saying it is the local
education authority’s responsibility to make sureHelen Jones: Thank you.
this does not happen but they simply do not have the
power to do this. The rules, as devised by theQ800 Mr Turner: The record will show what
Government and applied by the Department, theyHelen’s last question was, but I am amazed that your
may turn a blind eye to.answer was not “the parents”. They are the
Mr Crowne: I would not for a moment suggest thatguardians surely of the child’s interests.
you can resolve all these issues easily, simply byMr Crowne: Yes, it depends whether there are
getting local agreement amongst schools, becauseparents, the circumstances of the parents and so on.
clearly there are very practical considerations, likeI think my general answer would be that where you
the location of asylum seekers and where theirhave particularly vulnerable groups, the local
accommodation is, which will, of course, aVect theirauthority has particular responsibilities to look after
ability to access the system. I do not think we shouldthe interests of children—not just children in care
pretend for a moment that we can resolve the muchbut vulnerable children generally. A lot of these
bigger social issues through the school system. Thatfamilies would be known to social services and so on.
is not sensible. We are saying that there is an onusYes, I am not undermining the fundamental
on the local educational system to work out the bestresponsibility of the parents but in terms of ensuring
educational solution to the presenting problem,the provision is there and accessible, that is
given that there will be geographical considerationsundoubtedly with the local authority.
of the kinds you have mentioned. We are not for aMs Macready: We were talking about asylum
moment suggesting that it is an easy job that localseekers and there are many asylum seeker children
authorities have to do here, but the very strongwithout parents.
message we are giving is that if the spirit of the Code
is applied then this becomes more of a shared

Q801 Mr Turner: The question I was going to ask responsibility between admissions authorities and
related to your answer again, Mr Crowne, when you schools, in whatever the locality is, than maybe it has
used these phrases: the Code is “being adhered to” been in some cases in the past. That should help, but
and achieving “consistency and fairness as per the I am not suggesting that this is going to resolve it.
Code”. When you used those phrases, did you mean
the Code is being had regard to by the admission

Q803 Paul Holmes: We have government statisticsauthorities or did you mean the Code was being
which show quite clearly that the spirit of the Codeimplemented as if it were the law by those admission
is not applied.authorities?
Mr Crowne: We have a new Code, we have theMr Crowne: I mean two things, I think. One is that
arrangements for objection, we have the role of thein strict legal terms it is having regard to because that
adjudicator, we have clear signals about the localis its status in law. But there is also a sense in which
authority leadership role here, and we will of coursethe spirit of the Code is being applied. Because there
continue to monitor how that goes.are some principles embedded which you would

expect to see translated as far as possible in every
situation. We were talking earlier about the needs of Q804 Mr Chaytor: Do you think that an

individual’s general ability or aptitude isthe community. We do expect, through the
admissions forum, schools to come in a cast of mind predetermined by the age of 11?

Ms Macready: I think I would like to go on to yourto observe the spirit of the Code, in the interests of
children, because it has been designed to protect that follow-up question, which will be about the

responses of admission authorities to that.interest. So, yes, in strict legal terms it is having
regard to, but it is sending a strong message, I think,
about the spirit of the Code that we would like all Q805 Mr Chaytor: Yes. But I would like to ask the
admissions authorities to adopt. Department whether the Department’s view is that

ability and aptitude are predetermined by the age
of 11.Q802 Paul Holmes: To pick up on a frustrating

thing from this session and earlier sessions where we Mr Crowne: We are getting into developmental
psychology here. I think the evidence is that abilitieshave taken evidence, you were saying on the asylum

seekers example that it is the local authority’s duty and aptitudes develop over time. There is an
element, as it were, that is to some extentto make sure that those kids are not all ending up in

one school. But the local education authority simply predetermined but there is always scope for
development.does not have that power to do that. It is quite clear
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Q806 Mr Chaytor: Does it make sense to use either Q810 Mr Chaytor: How in the case of music do we
identify aptitude without reference to ability? Howability or aptitude as a criterion for admissions to

secondary school if the evidence is that it develops is it possible to have aptitude with music without
demonstrating some ability in music?over a period of time?

Ms Macready: I think probably it varies depending Ms Macready: He did find that there was an
objective test applied by Dame Alice Owen’s schoolon what particular ability or aptitude you are talking

about. We can only answer for the admission in Hertfordshire that depended on recognition by
the child of pitch, rhythm, texture and harmony,arrangements that have been legislated for that, the

law says are allowed. The continuation of selection those sort of things. I do not have the details of it but
this is about the innate possibility of recognisingat grammar schools, for instance, is not dependent

upon getting a group of psychologists together every things that are important to music, which he thought
it is quite likely that a child could display whateveryear, saying, “Do we think this year that we can test

for ability at 11?” It is dependent on whether the they scored in their SATs tests, shall we say. He also
said that it was important for schools using thislocal parents using the ballot mechanism we were

earlier discussing, vote against the continuation of aptitude test to check the ability distribution of the
children who passed and the children who did not,selection. I think the only thing I can usefully say is

that we are very grateful to the Chief Adjudicator for to make sure they were not actually disguised
ability tests.his decisions relating to Hertfordshire schools this

July, which have gone a considerable way to
establish that there is such a thing as aptitude for Q811 Mr Chaytor: Your explanation of the
certain subjects which can be diVerentiated from distinction is based entirely on the Adjudicator’s
general academic ability. retrospective justification. Would it have been a

good idea if the Department clarified this in advance
rather than waiting for the adjudicator to come upQ807 Mr Chaytor: That is not what the adjudicator
with an answer in response to a particular referencesaid to our Committee, as I recall. Having said,
by schools in Hertfordshire?“although there are a number of recognised aptitude
Ms Macready: The Code did attempt to distinguish,tests”, he then went on to say that he had no
as did the previous Code, between potential andconfidence in the aptitude or ability tests to predict
attainment. For aptitude you are looking for thefuture levels of attainment. The adjudicator is saying
potential to be good at something, whereas withthat there are such things as tests, and he is
ability you are looking at whether you are alreadyreminding the Hertfordshire schools, which were not
good at it. That was the best that could be found bypreviously using any kind of assessment but which
way of distinction by the Department at the time theare now using these tests, that he has no confidence
Code was written. We are grateful to the Chiefin them. Is that progress?
Adjudicator for putting flesh on its bones.Ms Macready: I think what he was saying was that

you cannot guarantee that all of the people who pass
Q812 Mr Chaytor: Are you satisfied with thethis aptitude test now will get better results than
definition that was originally provided in the Codeeverybody else later.
of Practice?
Mr Crowne: I think it is always helpful to have a

Q808 Mr Chaytor: What is the purpose of doing it general definition to exemplify through specific
if the results of the test are likely to be negated in examples. Yes, I am satisfied with the general
future and if we are not actually selecting people who definition. I think it is helpful for everyone who is
we are assuming have the aptitude? involved in this to see specific examples of how that
Ms Macready: Tests for aptitude for a prescribed definition is applied in practice.
subject are not allowed under the law. Admission
authorities of schools with specialisms in those

Q813 Mr Chaytor: Can I ask one other question onsubjects are at liberty to use them. It is really their
the issue of selection by ability, if the proportion ofdecision whether they want to use them as one of
children in Key Stage II achieving Level Four andtheir over-subscription criteria or not. I would not
Level Five and higher levels in SATs is increasinglike to say what they all think they may or may not
year-on-year (and it has increased significantly overbe gaining from them.
the last five years) is it not the case that it becomes
increasingly diYcult to diVerentiate between
children roundabout the 25% for entry to grammarQ809 Mr Chaytor: What is the distinction between

ability and aptitude? schools because if you have a greater number of
children bunched round that point, at the bottomMs Macready: I think the Chief Adjudicator’s

Hertfordshire’s decisions do help you. He says that end of the upper quartile and the upper end of the
second quartile, what does that say about theif you are testing for aptitude you are looking for

diVerent things from those you test if you are validity or the reliability of selection tests for
grammar schools?looking for academic ability. The tests that he would

approve for aptitude are ones that are very specific Mr Crowne: I do not have the figures in front of me.
I do not think as a matter of fact we are seeing ato the subject and which can equally well be passed

by a child who has not had tuition and parental compression of the distribution of achievement at
Key State 2 on the national curriculum level scale.support (such as provision of instruments at home if

the subject is music). The general picture is that at each stage there are
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improvements which shift the distribution upwards. Ms Macready: What we tend to collect is the
composite prospectuses of all local educationThe exception to that is at the lower end of the

spectrum, you have certainly seen a kind of pushing authorities, which explain the admission
arrangements to all of their schools.up, with lower achieving schools improving faster. I

am not quite sure that I accept the basis of the
question; nor am I sure that even if it was the case Q819 Jonathan Shaw: If you do not know that we
that it had produced a narrower distribution range it cannot be sure that all schools are operating within
would undermine the validity of particular selection the law.
approaches. Ms Macready: I do not believe that the law says
Ms Macready: I also doubt whether as a matter of what selection tests you may or may not use for
fact all grammar schools take 25% of the population getting into a grammar school. There is rather more
in their area, they may be taking very diVerent specificity now about tests for aptitude.
percentages.

Q820 Jonathan Shaw: The schools within the
Q814 Mr Chaytor: As a general principle do you guidance will not be allowed to use interview for
accept that at each SATs level there is a movement entry. We heard that earlier in the week from the
upwards? It must follow there are now more children Church of England and the Catholic Church. City
eligible who are likely to pass the selection test for a Technology Colleges are, I understand, and will be
grammar school than there were previously and allowed to continue to interview, is that correct?
therefore it must follow it becomes more diYcult to Ms Macready: The City Technology Colleges unlike
diVerentiate between those who are admitted or the Academies are not bound by their funding
should be admitted and those who should not be? agreements to follow what the maintained schools
Ms Macready: That is assuming the sort of bunching have to do so they can do that.
that you see in SATs would be replicated in the tests
which grammar schools apply for entry, which are Q821 Jonathan Shaw: They will continue to do that,
rather diVerent tests. They obviously do not use so that would explain the rationale. The appeals
SATs results for entry, partly because they come too process for City Technology Colleges is not for the
late, but also because they want to make a finite Adjudicator it is directly for the Secretary of State,
distinction between their applicants. is that correct?
Mr Crowne: The other assumption you may be Ms Macready: City Technology Colleges cannot
making is that you hold the standard of the selection have an objection taken to the Adjudicator against
test constant year-on-year, I think what would them about their admission arrangements.
happen in practice is if there is a general
improvement in standards you would tend to want

Q822 Jonathan Shaw: It goes to the Secretary ofto raise the bar in terms of the selection threshold.
State.
Ms Macready: I think if people wish to object it

Q815 Mr Chaytor: The consequence of would come to the Secretary of State. There is not a
improvement would logically be an increase in the legal mechanism saying so, that is what would
number of places in selected schools? happen in practice. Their individual admission
Mr Crowne: If you accepted that you held the appeals are also done on a rather diVerent basis.
threshold constant: but you do not necessarily have
to make that assumption, that is a matter for Q823 Jonathan Shaw: Has anyone objected to the
policy really. Secretary of State because they have not got a place?

Ms Macready: I do not know whether we know that
because it would be more likely to come fromQ816 Jonathan Shaw: Briefly on that, does the
colleagues dealing with CTCs than to me. We canDepartment hold the selection procedures of schools
write to you about that.8 I am sure they have.since the Schools Standards Framework Act came

in? Do you know the procedures of all the selective
schools in the country that had this process in place Q824 Jonathan Shaw: Whilst you are at it you could
prior to 1997? tell us what the reasons were for objecting and did
Ms Macready: No, we do not. any of the objections come out of the interview

process? Of those people objected at the interview
process were any from minority groups?Q817 Jonathan Shaw: You did say in answer to Mr
Ms Macready: We will certainly see whatChaytor that you doubted that all grammar schools
information we can gather.9selected 25%, do you say that was an educated guess?

Ms Macready: I think it must be an educated guess.
Q825 Jonathan Shaw: It does not sound as if thereEven if it is the average percentage over selective
is a fool-proof system against discrimination here.areas—and I know it is not the average percentage
Mr Crowne: We can write to you about that with asoverall—it would not necessarily apply to every
much of that information as we have.10particular school in those areas.

8 Note: See Ev 216.
Q818 Jonathan Shaw: That is not information that 9 Note: See Ev 216.

10 Note: See Ev 216.has been sought by the Department or that it holds?
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Ms Garner: City Technology Colleges do have Ms Garner: It is what they applied for.
appeal arrangements. People can always write to the
Secretary of State to complain about anything. We Q830 Mr Pollard: Right.
will check that and see what has come to the Ms Garner: It is what they were asking for. Local
Department.11 Education Authorities are responsible and they
Jonathan Shaw: Public money funds these schools, would know how much they need to do this.
what we want to be sure of as a Committee when
looking at admission procedures is they are a fair Q831 Mr Pollard: Does that include the eight
process in accordance with the law. neighbouring authorities as well?

Ms Garner: I am not sure where it covers.

Q826 Chairman: How carefully does the Q832 Mr Pollard: Is there any assessment made onDepartment monitor whether there is a selective the eVect it would have on the eight neighbouringprocess in operation? How rigorously do you authorities?monitor the overall spectre on all of the pupils? Do Ms Garner: I know they have been involved in
you see that as a very important responsibility? discussions but I do not know if they have said that
Ms Macready: I do not think we have a specific this is going to have an impact on them in a negative
process for monitoring selective processes and way. Hertfordshire already have co-ordinated
selective areas apart from the general monitoring admissions and I do not expect this is going to be a
that we do on standards in all schools. problem for them.

Q833 Chairman: Who will provide the funding?Q827 Chairman: The Department is responsible for
Ms Garner: The OYce of the Deputy Primethe overall welfare and attainment of all children in
Minister.an area, are you not?

Mr Crowne: There are two things I want to say,
Q834 Chairman: It sounds as though you are reallyfirstly as we have already discussed decisions about
saying in this case, “we are not involved in this”.whether to have selection or not are fundamentally
Ms Garner: It is a local authority administrationfor local determination, so in a sense formally the
issue and the funding comes from them.Department does not need to evaluate because we do
Mr Crowne: I would not like you to have thenot have a formal part in the decision-making
impression DfES are not involved. We are all theprocess. However, secondly, as Caroline has said, we
Government, are we not, and I think it is importantdo have a very important responsibility to monitor
that we do contribute, as we have through Sue, toand encourage improvement in all schools. I think
this important development. The fact that it hasyou will know from the evidence that you have heard
been orchestrated through the OYce of the Deputythat the research background on achievement in a
Prime Minister is just the way that we do things inselective system shows a very complex picture. In
Government, I do not think you should readvery broad terms you get good and less good schools
anything into that.of all kinds, including grammar and secondary. The

main thrust of our policy is to seek to improve every
Q835 Chairman: Are you taking a keen interest inschool in the interests of those children, and that is
how that develops?really where the eVort has gone in recent years.
Ms Garner: Very.Valerie Davey: While you are making enquiries
Mr Crowne: As we said, London is an important testabout the CTCs would you also ask about the
bed for developments in admissions because thenumber of children excluded from CTCs in the
evidence shows it presents some of the keyappeals system because from my experience that also
challenges to admission arrangements.has an impact on the admissions policy in the

relevant LEA.
Q836 Chairman: You picked up on the comment by
the Adjudicator.
Mr Crowne: I did see that.Q828 Mr Pollard: What involvement has the DfES

had in the development and overall monitoring of
the Pan-London Co-ordinated Admissions Project? Q837 Chairman: He was concerned that the roll-out
Ms Garner: What role have we had? We have taken was on an England-wide basis.
part in the steering group and given advice on that. Mr Crowne: What we would say, and I think it has
We have worked with the OYce of the Deputy Prime been guiding everything we have been doing, is we
Minister when they were considering the bid in want to respond to the actual position on the
London and provided advice on that. Again, really ground, we should not over-generalise, we should
an advisory, encouraging and monitoring role. not say because it is good here it is going to be good

there. There is a lot to learn from how these new
arrangements can work, we have to make sure they
do work eVectively and we need to draw outQ829 Mr Pollard: You mentioned the funding,
whatever general lessons there might be. I do notparticularly £1.485 million, is that suYcient?
think we should start with the presumption this is the
way that you have to go.11 Note: See Ev 216.
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Q838 Chairman: Can I ask all three of you this individuals increasingly question and are prepared
to challenge the way that we do things. It is veryquestion, what do you feel most needs attention in
important for any public service area to constantlyterms of the Department in this whole area of
try and raise its game in terms of how it providesadmissions? What keeps you awake at night or is a
satisfaction so that you people do retain confidencesmall cloud over your head? When you think about
in the local system. That is a really big challenge.admissions what worries you and concerns you and
These are some of the most diYcult decisions thatwhere do you hope you can make some change?
parents have to make. They are very sensitiveMs Macready: I think I worry about when too many
decisions and parents do wonder whether they haveparents congregate round too few schools because of
made exactly the right decision and constantlywrong perceptions or mis-perceptions about the
question whether they have. It is that. It aboutother schools not being good enough for their
raising our game, the whole system’s game.children. We have done a great deal recently to try
Ms Garner: My main frustration is that although weto make the admissions process better and to try to give guidance and we provide all of the levers for

tackle ineYciencies and unfairnesses in the system, local authorities and local admission authorities to
but no process can really pull all the tricks when object to other people who are not following the
many more parents want a particular school than it guidance as they should, that so many LEAs are
has places available and will not be satisfied with reluctant to use the system that is available for them.
other things. An area to keep working on is parental I was very frustrated in reading Norfolk’s comments
perception of the schools available to them, as well about the system and then going back and finding
as making sure all those schools are generally good. they had not objected to any admission
Mr Crowne: I agree with that. I would add what arrangements in Norfolk LEA at all. That is a source
worries me most is whether we can maintain and of frustration to me.
enhance confidence in the processes and the systems Chairman: Thank you very much, it has been a very

interesting session. Thank you.against a background where, quite rightly,

Supplementary memorandum submitted by DfES (SA 43)

ADMISSION ARRANGEMENTS—ACADEMIES AND CTCs SELECT COMMITTEE—
CTC ADMISSIONS

Academies

Academies are required in their funding agreements to comply with admissions law. Academies must
consult on their admission arrangements in the same way as maintained schools; they must comply with the
code of practice on admissions and must take part in co-ordinated admission arrangements and admissions
forums; but adjudicators have no role in relation to Academies.

Decisions by Academies are subject to judicial review. The Secretary of State could himself take an
Academy to court in order to enforce its funding agreement (because the funding agreement is a contract
between the Secretary of State and the Academy and in the event of a breach of contract by either party the
usual legal remedies apply).

Academies are required to comply with the code of practice on admission appeals, and appeals are dealt
with by independent panels. The Department has no record of any representation to the Secretary of State
about the non-admission of a child to an Academy or about the conduct of an appeal.

The Department does not collect data on appeals made to independent appeal panels against non-
admission to an Academy.

City Technology Colleges

1. CTC Funding Agreements stipulate that CTC intakes should be representative of the full range of
ability among pupils in the catchment area and broadly representative of the community in the catchment
area; and, subject to those requirements, students who are in the judgement of the Principal most likely to
benefit from what the College has to oVer, have the strongest motivation to succeed and intend to continue
in full-time education or training until the age of 18.

2. It is for CTC governing bodies to determine a College’s admission policy but it must be in line with
the Funding Agreement requirements.

3. Since 1999 CTCs have followed a common set of guidelines agreed with Ministers and developed to
ensure greater fairness and openness in CTC admission and appeal procedures. A copy of the guidelines is
at annex A. The key points of the guidelines are as follows:

— all CTCs to use a common nationally standardised test to check the appropriate distribution of
ability;

— there will be no unstructured interviews with students;
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— there will be no interviews or structured discussions with parents;

— the criteria for assessment will be clear and be capable of being fairly replicated;

— the selection process will be as objective as possible, and provide the same opportunity to all and
be capable of faithful replication;

— no factors outside those to be assessed will have a bearing on the decision;

— the Principal’s judgement will be on the basis of clearly set out and detailed grounds and from a
clear evidence base;

— appeals will only be allowed where the College’s published admissions procedure has not been
properly and fairly applied;

— appeals will be heard by a panel or committee including the involvement of a person independent
of the College; and

— where an appeal is upheld the application will be considered afresh following the procedure in its
entirety so far as the changed circumstances permit.

4. This means that the CTCs follow a two stage admissions process:

— All eligible applicants are invited to take the common NFER admissions test which is used to
allocate the applicants to one of nine ability bands. NFER inform the Colleges of the number of
applicants they should be admitting from each ability band according to the national distribution
of ability. (The national distribution is used because of the lack of information available about the
distribution of ability within each CTC’s catchment area.)

— The second stage of the process is for the CTCs to select from within each ability band those
students who are, in the judgement of the Principal, most likely to benefit from what the College
has to oVer, have the strongest motivation to succeed and intend to continue in full-time education
or training until the age of 18. Each CTC decides how they will conduct this stage of the process
eg one College uses structured discussions, another taking part in a practical exercise and a third
information provided as part of the application form. The method chosen must take account of the
guidelines attached at Annex A. Information about the process is included in the CTC’s published
admissions information.

5. Once decisions have been made about who will be oVered a place at the CTC the unsuccessful
applicants are placed on a reserve list. Places on the reserve list are allocated within the ability bands using
the same methodology as that used for the allocation of places. Places from the reserve list are allocated
according to the place that becomes vacant. CTCs publish the date at which the reserve list for the new intake
is dissolved. Vacancies thereafter are filled using the College’s casual entry policy.

6. Appeals against non-admission are only allowed on the grounds that the College’s published
admissions procedure has not been properly and fairly applied. Each College determines its own appeals
process but again this must take account of the principals included in the guidance at Annex A. Information
about a College’s appeals procedure is included in the College’s published admissions information.

7. Since the guidelines were agreed, the Department has been monitoring the admissions policies of
individual Colleges, now on an ad hoc basis when changes are made, oVering advice where necessary to
ensure that they are in line with the agreed guidance.

Annex A

CTC Chairmen’s Forum

ADMISSIONS PROCEDURES

Introduction

CTCs are committed to the principles of openness and fairness in their admissions procedures. They
acknowledge and are committed to meeting their legal obligations as amplified in the Funding Agreements,
namely to ensure that admissions arrangements secure as far as is possible that the intake of pupils is
representative of the full range of ability among pupils in the catchment area and broadly representative of
the community in the catchment area. Subject to this overriding requirement they are required to admit
students who, in the judgement of the Principal, are most likely to benefit from what the college has to oVer,
have the strongest motivation to succeed and intend to continue in full-time education or training up to the
age of 18.

Under these legal and contractual requirements and within the context of the CTC joint mission statement
the CTCs have agreed to the common principles and good practice guidelines set out in this paper. It is
according to these principles that each CTC will operate its admissions policy as approved by its governing
body. Each policy will be lodged with the DfES.
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A. Key Admissions Principles and Guidelines

The CTCs agree to the following principles and guidelines, to take eVect at the latest in the admissions
round for the Autumn 2000 intake.

— The method and criteria by which CTCs draw up their intake list—if oversubscribed—will be in
line with the legislative requirements and the principles set out in this paper and will be clearly
identified and publicised to all applicants. In each case they will be demonstrably fair, consistent,
replicable and objective.

— All CTCs that recruit at 11 years to use a common, nationally standardised NFER non-verbal
reasoning test in order to check the appropriate distribution of ability. The test results will be
placed in nine bands (or stanines). This is the sole test of general academic ability to be used by
the CTCs in the first part of the admissions process to determine the nine ability groupings.

— It is recognised that there is a variety of ways for a CTC, having regard to its obligations under
the Funding Agreement, to determine which pupils within each of the nine ability bands should
be admitted. Any such assessment will be done in accordance with the principles set out later in
this paper.

— There will be no unstructured interviews with students. It should however be open to CTCs to use
“structured discussions” (either one-to-one or in groups) to determine specialist aptitude
providing they comply with the assessment principles referred to above.

— CTCs have agreed a common proforma to be used where they wish to seek additional information
from primary schools.

— There will be no interviews or structured discussions with parents of individual students. This is
not to rule out the attendance of parents to accompany children during the assessment activities,
but whether the parents are present or not the assessment will be solely based on the child’s
responses. CTCs will continue to use home-school agreements and recognise that, in line with the
provisions in the School Standards and Framework Act, these cannot be used as a criterion for
admissions.

— Final decisions will be made on the basis of the professional judgement of the Principal, made in
the light of Funding Agreement and statutory requirements and the CTCs’ commitment to fairness
and openness, as set out in this paper.

— Appeals will be allowed only on matters relating to the administration of the admissions process.
All 15 CTCs agree to conduct appeals in accordance with the agreed principles and guidelines.

— CTC reserve list systems will operate on the basis that places on the reserve list are allocated within
stanines using the same methodology as that used for the allocation of places. Colleges will publish
the date at which the reserve list for the new intake is dissolved. Vacancies thereafter will be filled
by the casual entry policy.

— For admissions other then through formal entry at Year 7 the CTCs will operate a policy which
as far as possible follows the principles set out in this paper.

— Ability distribution curves based on the NFER scores from the admissions ability test to Year 7
pupils recruited each year to be made available in September each year to DfES and at any time
to those with statutory rights of access (DfES, OFSTED, HMI).

— CTCs undertake to work in co-operation with other secondary schools in their catchment areas
on practical issues common to all schools (eg timing of procedures, the process of notification
of oVers).

— Any discussion about catchment area changes are to be resolved on an individual basis with the
DfES.

— Issues relating to religious qualification to be resolved with the DfES on an individual basis, but in
accordance with the principles set out in this paper on the allocation of places within ability bands.

Exceptions:

— It is recognised that BRIT school, which admits at 14 years, and has particular requirements
including the need to use auditions and whatever else is needed to determine performance based
specialist aptitude.

— Dixons have middle school complications, as the rest of the city’s secondary schools recruit at later
than 11 years.
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B. Key Principles Governing the Selection of Pupils within each Ability Band

Introduction and Background

1. The crucial requirement on CTC admissions is that pupils must be admitted to ensure as far as possible
that the intake of pupils is representative of the full range of ability among pupils in the catchment area,
and broadly representative of its community. For convenience, this may be referred to as stage one of the
admissions process. Subject to this, CTCs ensure that from among applicants of diVerent abilities students
are selected who, in the professional judgement of the Principal, are most likely to benefit from what the
college has to oVer, have the strongest motivation to succeed and intend to continue in full-time education
or training up to the age of 18. This paper sets out the common principles by which all 15 CTCs agree to
operate in this second stage of the admissions process.

Principles

2. The principles are as follows:

Criteria for assessment should be set for the selection process which are clear and can be fairly replicated.

What is being looked for/assessed in the student should be clearly set out in suYcient detail to enable those
operating the process to be clear about their responsibilities. It will also help the process to be as objective as possible.

In carrying out assessments under this part of the admissions process the method of the assessment and
its relationship to the information sought should be clearly set out.

Any selection method should provide the same opportunity to all students and to be capable of faithful
replication.

No factors outside those set out to be assessed should have a bearing on decisions.

It will be necessary for the Principal of a college to use his or her professional judgement. This will be done
on the basis of clearly set out and detailed grounds and from a clear evidence base.

CTC CHAIRMEN’S FORUM

ADMISSION APPEALS

Key Principles

Grounds for an Appeal

Appeals shall only be allowed where they are made on the grounds that the College’s published admissions
procedure has not been properly and fairly applied. Appeals shall not be allowed which are made only
against the Principal’s professional judgement whether or not to admit a child.

Appeals Procedure/Hearings

The appeals procedure will be determine by the Governing Body.

An appeal should be made in writing stating the grounds on which it is made. The procedure for hearing
appeals should be set out in the College’s admissions policy. It should be designed and operated in such a
way as to ensure that appeals are dealt with promptly and fairly.

Appeals will be heard by a panel or committee including the involvement of a person independent of the
College. No person with a connection with the child concerned shall be a member.

Conduct of Appeals

The conduct of the appeals hearing shall satisfy the requirements of natural justice. In particular each
side should be given the opportunity to state their case without unreasonable interruption, written material
presented as part of the appeal should be seen by all parties, and if new information arises during the
proceedings, parties should be given an opportunity to consider and comment on it.

The Decision

Where the claim that the College’s published procedure has not been properly and fairly applied is upheld,
the application will be considered afresh following the procedure in its entirety so far as the changed
circumstances permit; and the decision whether or not to admit the applicant will not be influenced by any
consideration of the number of students already admitted.

DfES

December 2003
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Q795 and Q796

1. By what measure should the eVectiveness of admission arrangements be judged?

EYciency, parental satisfaction and impact on standards are three criteria important to local judgement
about the organisation of admissions.

2. Do the number of appeals suggest that the school the parent places in second preference may not be one he
wishes his child to attend, but one which he finds less objectionable than the school listed in third place?

You cannot deduce parents’ motives from appeal numbers; their precise reasons for appealing vary
widely, according to research on Admission Appeals conducted for us by SheYeld Hallam University. This
indicated that parents want what they see as the best for their child, and to feel that they have done
everything possible to get it. Some will therefore appeal for another school even though they know the
benefit to be marginal and either school would do. In any case, at present it is not always possible to tell
which school is the first preference, as parents can apply to LEAs and schools which are their own admission
authority at the same time, without stating which school they would most like. Parents can have as many
appeals as they have made applications and received rejections. Many make multiple appeals. It is even
possible to appeal for a place at your declared second preference school, having been given one at your first
preference school.

If this is the case, can the statistics on parental satisfaction provided in your memorandum be said to
represent the true picture?

For the reasons given above, the statistics we gave in our memorandum are much more likely to represent
the true picture, than the appeal statistics. They come from the SheYeld Hallam University and ONS
research on parents’ experiences of choosing a secondary school. A nationally representative sample of
parents was asked about all the preferences they had expressed and which school place they got; from this,
the researchers could tell that 96% received an oVer of a place at least one of the schools they had named,
92% from a school which would have seemed—to the admission authority receiving it—to be a first
preference. Then they were asked to say which school they most wanted for their child (their favourite
school); 85% had received an oVer of a place at that school. The study also found that 6% of parents, who
had not got their favourite school, were satisfied with their outcome all the same.

3. How are the interests of children whose parents are unable or unwilling to invest in the school admissions
process protected?

The Code of Practice encourages LEAs to make every eVort to ensure that parents express a preference,
and understand the consequences if they do not. LEAs adopt a variety of techniques. Examples include
returning forms via the child’s primary school so that parents who haven’t applied can be identified; schools
either take action themselves or notify the LEA so that they take action. We have heard of LEA admissions
oYcers making home visits with application forms. For children approaching primary school age, LEAs
often notify local nurseries and put adverts in doctors’ surgeries and libraries to remind parents of the
importance of applying for a place. Under coordinated admissions, LEAs will be responsible for allocating
places to children they are aware of, whose parents do not apply for a place; though the 1997 Rotherham
judgement requires that such places are allocated only after expressed preferences have been dealt with.

4. What evidence do you have on the operation of admission forums?

The decision to make Admission Forums compulsory was based on the positive feedback we received
from areas where voluntary forums operated. This showed that they were an eVective way of addressing
local admission problems and resolving disputes. That has since been confirmed by the thematic report on
“The Influence of School Place Planning on School Standards and Social Inclusion”, published in October
by Ofsted and the Audit Commission, on which the Committee took evidence from David Bell and Nick
Flight. The report found that “EVective Admission Forums have played their part in promoting
cooperation, good practice that will be extended by the implementation of the Education Act 2002.”
Admission Forums only became mandatory this year and have a wide range of functions. It is therefore
relatively early days to assess their impact. Once the new arrangements have bedded in we will undertake a
full evaluation.

5. How do calculations of school capacity relate to schools’ permitted intake numbers?

Admission authorities should have had regard to the school capacity indicated by the new DfES net
capacity formula, when they determined admission numbers for intakes from September 2004. The formula
gives an indicated admission limit, but admission authorities may, following the statutory admission
consultation process, determine a higher or lower admission number. If they determine a lower number they
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must publish a notice in the local newspapers, giving the admission number indicated by the formula, the
admission number they have determined and the reason for the lower number. They must also state that
parents may object to the Schools Adjudicators. Admission numbers are part of admission arrangements,
so other admission authorities and schools have objection rights too. The governing bodies of community
and voluntary controlled schools may object to the admission number determined by the LEA for their own
school, if they disagree with the number. Admission authorities should not admit above their published
admission number, unless there are exceptional circumstances. Admission Forums should be monitoring
whether schools in the area are abiding by their admission limits.

6. Is a representative distribution of pupil ability across a number of schools a desirable outcome of an eVective
admissions process?

Local people are required to make judgements about their priorities. For some schools, the distribution of
pupils according to ability is considered a desirable outcome. Elsewhere, other factors have higher priority.

7. What are the merits of banding systems based on geographical areas rather than on the applications to
individual schools? Why do you think the Code does not encourage LEAs to develop this approach?

The Code does not encourage LEAs to develop banding arrangements based on geographical areas
because the law no longer allows this type of banding to be introduced. It may continue only where it was
in place at the beginning of the 1997–98 school year and has remained unchanged since. It is diYcult to see
how a banding system based on moving pupils around within a geographical area could be consistent with
parents having the right to express preferences for an individual school, and get a place there unless the
school is full of higher priority pupils. Fair banding—which ensures that the ability distribution of those
admitted to a school mirrors the ability profile of applicants to that school—may do little to balance intakes
across an area, but is the only form of banding consistent with parental preference. (We assume that
Archbishop Tennison School whose Head told the Committee that his school admits a higher proportion
of its high ability than of its low ability applicants, has banding dating from pre-1998.)

8. Is the DfES aware of how many asylum seeker children are currently living in England? How many of them
are not receiving full time education?

We do not require LEAs to provide information on the number of asylum seeker children living in their
areas, and whether or not they are receiving education. However, section 14 of the Education Act 1996 gives
all children living in England the right of access to education, regardless of nationality or immigration status.

Latest information from the Refugee Council would suggest that there are around 82,000 children from
asylum seeking and refugee backgrounds in schools in England, with around 60,000 in London and the
South East. It is not possible to diVerentiate between these two groups of children or to say how many
children are out of school.

9. How are schools being supported to meet the needs of asylum seeker children?

Schools receive funding to support the needs of asylum seeker children in the same way that they do for
all other children on their school roll—through the Education Formula Spending Share. In addition there
is financial support from two Standards Fund grants:

— the Ethnic Minority Achievement Grant which is mostly devolved down to schools so that head
teachers can use it in the most appropriate way to support underachieving minority ethnic pupils
and those who have English as additional language needs. For this financial year the total available
is £154 million; and

— the Vulnerable Children grant—which allows LEAs to allocate funding, based on local needs, to
provide coherent support across a range of vulnerable children, including those with asylum
seeking backgrounds. LEAs will be able to fund services for these groups of children and to
provide additional ones to improve their access to education. The total amount for this financial
year is £84 million.

10. Who is the guardian of asylum seeker children’s interests?

If an asylum seeker child is with its parents, then they have responsibility as guardian of the child’s best
interests. In cases where a child is looked after by the Local Authority, then the Authority has responsibility.

11. What are the educational arguments for and against selection? What is the evidence on the educational
impact of selection across the whole ability range?

For several years now, various research has tried to establish a link between pupils’ performance and the
type of school attended, or the system in the area. However, there is still no clear or complete answer to the
question. It is always diYcult to agree on an exact comparator to the grammar school pupils, and diVerent
researchers use diVerent data and methods, which others then question. The main conclusions of recent key
research are as follows.
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Research by NFER published in 2001 concluded that there was little diVerence between comprehensive
and selective systems in terms of overall GCSE results; with a slight advantage for areas with low selection
over fully comprehensive areas, and a greater one for comprehensive over fully selective areas. When all
factors are taken into account, the most able pupils in grammar schools seem to perform no better, and if
anything a little worse, than those in comprehensive schools. However, the least able pupils performed
slightly better in secondary modern schools than in comprehensives.

Professor David Jesson of York University has found that when the GCSE performance of pupils in
selective areas who do not attend the grammar schools was compared with that of pupils of similar prior
Key Stage 3 (KS3) attainment in non-selective areas, the pupils in the selective areas lag well behind their
peers in the non-selective areas.

DfES value-added statistics, published in the 2002 performance tables, showed that grammar schools add
more value to their pupils at Key Stage 3, comprehensives at Key Stage 4 (KS4). However, benchmarking
analyses by our statisticians of the 2003 results suggest a fall in grammar schools’ KS3 value-added scores
in 2003, when most level 8 and all extension papers were withdrawn. We conclude that grammar schools’
propensity to enter pupils for the higher level papers was an important factor in the 2002 results.

In 2000, a Department of Education in Northern Ireland (DENI) report looking into the eVects of the
fully selective system in the province found that the existence of the 11-plus had a damaging eVect on those
pupils who failed to gain a place at the grammar school, particularly those “borderline” children who
achieve a score very close to the pass mark. Children arrived at the non-grammar secondary schools with a
sense of failure, and schools had to devote a great deal of eVort into forming a supportive environment to
increase self-confidence. By contrast, those arriving at the grammar school were significantly buoyed by
their success. It has been suggested that this “grammar school eVect” may be a contributing factor to the
performance of grammar schools at KS3. The DENI report also found that the existence of the 11-plus had
a backwash eVect into Key Stage 2 (KS2) with a significant narrowing of the curriculum as schools
concentrated on preparing children for the 11-plus.

Earlier this year, the Secretary of State asked OFSTED to prepare a report on standards in Kent—the
education authority with the largest number of grammar schools in England. The report concluded that the
LEA had a higher proportion of high-achieving schools than the national average, but it also had a higher
number and much higher percentage of low-achieving schools than its statistical neighbours. These
conclusions agreed with a further study by Professor Jesson, which stated that in Kent and Medway, both
the grammar and non-grammar schools performed at a lower level than similar schools elsewhere.

Evidence from OECD’s PISA Study suggested that comprehensive school systems in industrialised
countries produced narrower social diVerences and, on average, better pupil performance than systems
which divided students in the secondary sector. However, Professor Stephen Gorard of CardiV University
has considered the PISA evidence and found that in this study, the UK has below average diVerences on
reading scores between rich and poor.

A report by the National Audit OYce, “Making a diVerence: Performance of maintained secondary
schools in England”, published on 28 November, includes analyses by NFER of the performance of various
school types, including selective schools. NFER compared value-added, adjusting for external factors
shown to have a significant eVect and available from DfES statistics—such as percentage of pupils with SEN
or eligible for Free School Meals, pupils’ gender and ethnicity, and the degree of mobility/stability. They
concluded (on 2002 results) that pupils at grammar schools made one third of a level more progress in KS3
and one GCSE grade less progress in KS4.

12. Does the DfES hold information on selective procedures in schools in 1997–98? If not, how is the Schools
Adjudicator to establish whether schools are conforming to the law?

We hold details of which schools were fully selective at the start of the 1997–98 academic year, but not
of the exact details of individual admission arrangements for either fully or partially selective schools. When
an objection to partial selection is made, the Adjudicator asks the school concerned to produce their 1997–98
arrangements.

13. What is the evidence on the comparative performance of children selected by aptitude and those who are
not?

This information is not collected by the Department as there are no markers in our statistics for aptitude
selected children or aptitude selecting schools. However, as part of his recent decisions on partially selective
schools in Hertfordshire, the Chief Adjudicator did lay down the principle that admission authorities should
monitor the ability distribution of aptitude selected pupils to ensure that tests used do not select by ability
rather than aptitude.
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14. If the ability to select by aptitude is a valuable tool, why do so few schools seek to use it?

It is an available tool and some admission authorities have found it useful. The law allows them to operate
it under certain specific conditions. We are not aware of any research about why it is taken up.

15. Is it wise to launch the project for the 2005 admissions round without a pilot? Has the department expressed
concerns about this strategy?

Co-ordinated admissions schemes at LEA level are not untried. They have operated eVectively for many
years in Enfield and Hertfordshire (the third largest LEA in England in terms of secondary schools and
pupils). Birmingham successfully operated a secondary scheme for 2003 intake. By 2004, a substantial
number of LEAs will be co-ordinating secondary admissions fully (including Kent, the largest) or partially,
eg using common application forms and timetables).

The Pan-London admissions project goes further by involving all London Boroughs in a common system.
This is highly desirable in the interests of parents, because of the particularly high degree of cross-border
travel to school in London. It is a LEA-led initiative. Although the IT system to facilitate the Pan-London
project goes live across the city for the 2005 admissions round, it is being piloted for 2004 admissions in eight
London boroughs—Greenwich, Hammersmith and Fulham, Haringey, Hillingdon, Islington, Newham,
Richmond and Wandsworth.

We are supportive of the Pan-London strategy which all London boroughs are signed up to. The project
has been well-planned and executed so far, and the aim of the pilots is to identify and resolve any technical
problems before it goes live across London. The Project partners have ensured that there is suYcient lead-
in time to fully test the system and contingency arrangements have been agreed.

2 December 2003

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for Education and Skills (SA 42)

OFFICE OF THE SCHOOLS ADJUDICATOR

The Costs of the Office of the Schools Adjudicator are Listed Below

Expenditure April 2001 to March 2003

2001–02 2002–03
Adjudicator programme costs £’000 £’000

Adjudicators’ fees 2031 2121

Adjudicators’ expenses 19 30
Adjudicator training/meetings 2 6
Legal fees 11 21
Publicity 202 72

Consultancy fees 893 23

Administration/consumables 19 5

Total 363 283

2001–02 2002–03
StaV running costs £’000 £’000

StaV salaries 197 134
StaV expenses 2 7
StaV training 4 2
Administration/consumables 3 6
Total 206 149

Total expenditure 569 432

Notes
1 Includes National Insurance contributions.
2 Relates to COI fees for media handling.
3 Relates to website reconfiguration and maintenance.
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City Technology Colleges

1. The number of funded Year 7 places in September 2003 at 13 CTCs was 2,441. At the end of September
there were 2,502 Year 7 students on roll in the CTCs. Most CTCs recruit a few pupils above their funded
numbers in year 7 to take account of drop out in later years.

2. Brit CTC—which specialises in performing arts—admits at Year 10. It has 127 funded places and 138
Year 10 students.

3. 11,700 children applied to the CTCs for places in Year 7 in September 2003 and 349 applied for Year
10 places at Brit.

4. Eight CTCs interview.

Appeals

5. Under their funding agreement, CTCs are only required to consider appeals against non-admission
on the basis of maladministration. However, we understand Harris and Brit both take other issues into
account. The figures below show only the appeals that went to committee. Most CTCs receive around
50–100 written appeals from parents.

6. For those that admit at Year 7 there were 145 appeals (73 of these were for Harris CTC). 16 appeals
were successful (11 from minority groups). 12 successful appeals were for Harris CTC.

7. For Brit CTC there were 14 appeals, two from minority groups; seven were successful.

8. Between September 2002 and September 2003, the Department received six letters objecting to the fact
that a child did not get a place in a CTC. The following reasons were given:

— a child wanting to apply before the normal age of admission (which is not allowed by the current
funding agreement, but consideration is being given to this in the future);

— non acceptance of a child with a statement of SEN;

— parent wanting to apply from outside the admissions area;

— complaint that undue preference is given to high achievers by use of a national or regional ability
distribution (rather than the ability distribution of the area) as the basis for the banding system;

— complaint about the selection criterion, and bias against children from independent schools;

— complaint that siblings of current pupils do not have priority.

The Department is not able to distinguish how many of the complaints were from ethnic minority groups.

Exclusions

9. In the academic year 2002–03 there were 17 permanent exclusions and 460 temporary exclusions (with
1,342 days lost). The rate of exclusion is not uniform across the CTCs, for example Brooke Weston excluded
no pupil, Emmanuel CTC excluded 80 (with 192 days lost).

10. For the academic year 2003–04 so far, there have been seven permanent exclusions and 145
temporary exclusions (with 310.5 days lost).

2 December 2003
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Memorandum submitted by Slough Borough Council (SA 39)

1. Slough

Slough is situated in the Thames Valley in the South-East of England. It is an urban area, including the
town of Slough and its large business areas, but also areas of greenbelt surrounding the town. It shares many
of the characteristics of West London as well as those of some other Berkshire areas.

Slough was established as a Unitary Authority in April 1998, the area was formerly part of Berkshire
County Council. Slough Unitary Authority is one of the smallest in the country. Neighbouring authorities
include Buckinghamshire to the north and west, Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead to the south,
London Borough of Hillingdon to the east, and Surrey to the south-east.

2. Number of People

There are 119,067 people resident in Slough Unitary Authority (source: Census 2001), including 26,591
children aged 0–15 years.

The number of people in Slough has increased by 13,700 (13%) since 1991. This is the 11th highest increase
in England and Wales (out of 376 authorities) and the 2nd highest increase in the South-East region1 (source:
Census 2001, National Statistics Online Profile).

3. Number of Young People

In 2001, 27.3% (32,540) of the population of Slough were young people and school children under 19 years
of age. 8,211 (6.9%) were aged 0–4 years; 8,350 (7%) were aged 5–9 years; 8,369 (7%) were aged 10–14 years;
and 7,610 (6.4%) were 15–19 years. Overall, Slough has a younger than average population, with higher
numbers of 20–39 year olds and fewer older residents than the UK average.

4. Ethnic and Religious Diversity

Slough has a very diverse ethnic population. Whilst the largest heritage group in Slough is White heritage
(with 75,843 people making up 63.7% of the population), Slough has one of the smallest proportions of
White heritage people in the country (ranking 367th out of 376 authorities), and the lowest in the South-
East authorities.

The largest ethnic minority groups are Indian (16,719—14%); Pakistani (14,360—12.1%); and Black
Caribbean (3,470—2.9%). Slough also has one of the highest percentages of people born outside the UK in
the country (24% are born outside the UK compared to 9% nationally). Furthermore, Slough has the highest
proportion of people born outside the European Union in the South-East region.

Slough has the highest concentration of Muslim (13.4%), Sikh (9.1%), and Hindu (4.5%) residents in the
South-East; and the highest proportion of Sikh residents in the country.

5. Deprivation

Slough has 3.4% unemployment (2001 census), low in comparison with some parts of the country, but the
highest in the Berkshire area. Slough people have average levels of income, but this masks significant
localised poverty, some based on geographical areas and some on particular cultural groups. Many Slough
residents are in low paid employment, often outside the borough, while 70% of those employed in Slough
are not local residents2.

1 Excludes London.
2 OfSTED, Inspection of Slough Local Education Authority, May 2001.
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Indices of Deprivation 2000, produced for national government, rank wards and local authority areas on
a number of factors including income; employment; health deprivation and disability; education skills and
training; housing and geographical access to services. These scores are combined into a single deprivation
score for each area.

Slough is ranked 107th out of 354 districts (where district ranked 1 is the most deprived), putting it
amongst the top third most deprived local authorities in the country.

There are 14 wards in Slough, six of these are ranked in the bottom 25% of most deprived wards in the
country, although none are in the 10% most deprived. A further six are also in the bottom half of wards in
terms of deprivation, with only two in the top half, and none in the top 25%.

The most deprived wards overall in Slough are Britwell, Stoke, Baylis, and Chalvey. The least deprived
wards overall are Langley St Mary’s and Cippenham.

Chalvey is in the bottom 10% of wards in the country for education skills and training. Chalvey, Baylis,
Stoke, Wexham Lea, Central and Farnham wards are in the bottom 10% in terms of housing. Stoke,
Chalvey, Britwell, Wexham Lea, Baylis, and Central are in the bottom 10% of wards for child poverty.

Slough has a higher than average proportion of the working population with low or very low literacy
skills3. It also has a higher proportion of those in the working population having low numeracy skills.

As in the rest of the Thames Valley, employers perceive skill shortages in ICT, oYce and secretarial,
marketing and sales4.

6. Organisation of Slough Schools

Slough has 47 schools organised into nursery, some infant and junior, primary, secondary, and special
schools. Slough has 11 secondary schools, comprising of seven non-selective, and four selective schools.

7. Demographics of Slough Schools

Category of school

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS BY CATEGORY (SOURCE PLASC, JANUARY 2003)

Voluntary Voluntary
Type Community controlled aided Foundation Total

Nursery 5 0 0 0 5
Infant 6 0 1 0 7
Junior 3 0 1 1 5
Primary 7 2 3 5 17
Secondary (non-selective) 4 1 1 1 7
Secondary (selective) 0 0 1 3 4
Special 2 0 0 0 2
Total 27 3 7 10 47

Four of the five nurseries share a campus site with infant/junior schools; the fifth is a stand-alone nursery.
Five of the infant schools share sites with the five junior schools; the other two infant schools are not
partnered with a junior school. Slough has one of the highest levels of selection in the country, with four
selective grammar schools and seven non-selective schools.

The following lists the diVerences between the categories of school. It should however be noted that these
are general diVerences; ownership of land and other characteristics may diVer for some individual schools.

Community schools (formerly county schools)—usually the LEA employ the staV, own the school land
and buildings and has the primary responsibility in deciding admissions arrangements.

Foundation schools (mainly former Grant Maintained schools)—usually the governing body employs
staV and decides admissions arrangements. The land and buildings are usually owned by the school or by
a charitable foundation. Slough has a higher than average proportion of pupils attending Foundation
schools, both at primary (27% compared to 3% nationally) and at secondary (43% compared to 16%
nationally).

3 Learning and Skills Council, Berkshire Profile, February 2003.
4 Business Needs Survey 2001.
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Voluntary Aided schools (normally church schools)—usually the governing body employs staV and
decides admission arrangements. The land is usually owned by a charitable foundation and the governing
body contributes towards capital costs. Foundation governors representing the charitable foundation or
diocese sit on the governing body. Slough has a higher than average proportion of pupils attending
Voluntary Aided schools at the secondary stage (18% compared to 15% nationally), but a slightly lower than
average proportion at primary schools (16% compared to 19%). All of Slough’s Voluntary Aided schools
are Catholic schools (five primaries and two secondaries).

Voluntary Controlled schools (normally church schools)—usually a charitable foundation owns the
school but the LEA employs staV and decides admissions arrangements. A higher proportion of Slough
secondary pupils attend Voluntary Controlled schools than nationally (7% compared to 4%), however a
slightly lower proportion of primary pupils attend Voluntary Controlled schools than nationally (5%
compared to 10%). All Slough’s Voluntary Controlled schools are Church of England schools (two
primaries and one secondary). The 2001 census shows 54% of the population to be Christian (Church of
England, Catholic, and other Christians) one of the lowest proportions of any authority.

Denomination

Slough has seven denominational primaries: five Catholic and two Church of England. There are three
denominational secondaries: two Catholic and one Church of England. However, because of the diversity
of religious beliefs in Slough, many of the pupils attending these schools are from other faiths. In addition,
there are also other community and Foundation Schools with a majority of students from a particular faith,
particularly Muslim majorities.

THE PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS BY RELIGIOUS FAITH IN SLOUGH SCHOOLS

Muslim
21%

Hindu
4%

Sikh
9%

Roman Catholic
14%

Other Christian
26%

Other Christian
6%

Unclassified
20%
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PROPORTION OF PUPILS OF DIFFERENT FAITH GROUPS IN SLOUGH SCHOOLS
(SOURCE PLASC JANUARY 2002 AND CENTRAL PUPIL DATABASE NOVEMBER 2002)

Other Roman
School Christian Catholic Muslim Hindu Sikh Other Unclassified

Non-denominational Primary Schools
Castleview School 18% 0% 14% 13% 34% 4% 16%
Cippenham Infant School 53% 1% 13% 3% 8% 11% 11%
Cippenham Junior School 53% 3% 12% 4% 10% 14% 5%
Claycots Primary 45% 2% 14% 3% 1% 8% 27%
Foxborough Primary School 43% 3% 16% 4% 7% 13% 14%
Godolphin Infant School 6% 1% 37% 5% 11% 2% 39%
James Elliman School 15% 2% 44% 5% 10% 6% 19%
Lea Infant School 10% 1% 64% 4% 13% 4% 4%
Lea Junior School 10% 1% 57% 3% 9% 3% 17%
Lynch Hill School 51% 3% 7% 0% 1% 8% 29%
Marish Infant School/Nursery 39% 4% 11% 4% 7% 18% 16%
Marish Junior School 48% 3% 12% 5% 9% 17% 6%
Montem Primary School 12% 2% 58% 4% 7% 4% 13%
Parlaunt Park Primary School 51% 1% 2% 1% 9% 17% 19%
Pippins School 49% 3% 1% 3% 8% 3% 31%
Priory School 4% 1% 2% 1% 1% 0% 90%
Ryvers School 30% 1% 19% 6% 17% 9% 17%
Thames Valley Infant School 6% 4% 74% 2% 4% 4% 5%
The Godolphin Junior School 12% 1% 53% 9% 18% 4% 3%
The William Penn School 11% 0% 39% 3% 4% 4% 38%
Western House School 30% 1% 9% 2% 7% 2% 49%
Wexham Court Primary School 35% 1% 27% 6% 10% 5% 16%
All non-denominational primary 28% 2% 25% 4% 9% 7% 25%
schools

Denominational Primary Schools

Colnbrook CE Primary School 49% 2% 6% 1% 4% 1% 36%
St. Mary’s CE Primary School 26% 0% 32% 3% 6% 9% 25%
Holy Family Catholic School 2% 93% 0% 0% 0% 0% 5%
Our Lady of Peace Junior 12% 80% 2% 1% 1% 0% 3%
Our Lady of Peace RC Infant 8% 61% 1% 2% 1% 0% 27%
St Anthony’s Catholic Primary 12% 79% 0% 0% 0% 2% 7%
St. Ethelbert’s Catholic 10% 48% 2% 1% 1% 2% 37%
All denominational primary 14% 55% 7% 1% 2% 2% 19%
schools

Non-denominational Secondary Schools

Baylis Court School 12% 1% 56% 3% 8% 3% 17%
Beechwood School 45% 3% 7% 3% 5% 25% 13%
Herschel Grammar School 14% 3% 22% 7% 13% 2% 41%
Langley Grammar School 28% 3% 6% 15% 23% 11% 15%
Langleywood School 48% 1% 11% 2% 8% 10% 19%
Slough Grammar School 22% 3% 22% 11% 21% 5% 15%
The Westgate School 44% 4% 9% 3% 16% 7% 17%
Wexham School 29% 0% 42% 6% 13% 7% 2%
All non-denominational 29% 2% 21% 7% 15% 8% 17%
secondary schools

Denominational Secondary Schools

Slough and Eton CE School 9% 1% 73% 1% 2% 2% 12%
St Bernard’s Convent School 6% 81% 0% 0% 1% 0% 11%
St Joseph’s Catholic High 15% 77% 1% 0% 2% 0% 4%
School
All denominational secondary 10% 56% 22% 1% 2% 1% 9%
schools

Special Schools

Arbour Vale School 24% 7% 31% 2% 7% 7% 23%
Littledown School 24% 18% 0% 0% 0% 0% 59%
All special Schools 24% 8% 29% 2% 6% 7% 25%
All Slough Schools 25% 14% 21% 4% 9% 6% 20%
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Ethnicity

THE SCHOOL POPULATION BY BROAD ETHNIC GROUP
(SOURCE PLASC JANUARY 2003)

other
3%

white
46%

mixed
6%

asian
39%

black
6%

There is a higher proportion of individuals from non-white ethnic heritage in the school population than
in the resident population (54% compared to 36%). In particular, there is a higher proportion of individuals
of Asian heritage in the school population (39%) than resident in Slough of all ages (26%), this may reflect
a younger ethnic minority population, larger families, and/or school preferences.

THE SCHOOL POPULATION BY ETHNIC HERITAGE GROUP
(SOURCE PLASC JANUARY 2003)

% of
secondary % of primary % of special % of all pupils

Ethnicity school pupils school pupils school pupils in Slough

White Heritage

British 43.3 39.5 49.0 41.8
Irish 0.7 1.7 0.0 1.1
Traveller Of Irish Heritage 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Gypsy/Roma 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.4
Any Other White Background 2.7 2.7 7.7 2.8

White Total 47.4 44.1 56.8 46.2

Mixed Heritage

White And Black Caribbean 2.6 1.9 1.2 2.3
White And Black African 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.4
White And Asian 1.9 1.8 0.0 1.8
Any Other Mixed Background 1.3 1.2 0.4 1.3

Mixed Total 6.3 5.2 1.5 5.8
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% of
secondary % of primary % of special % of all pupils

Ethnicity school pupils school pupils school pupils in Slough

Asian or Asian British Heritage

Indian 13.7 19.3 8.1 15.9
Pakistani 20.8 20.1 30.1 20.6
Bangladeshi 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.3
Any Other Asian Background 2.3 2.7 0.8 2.4
Asian Total 37.1 42.4 39.0 39.3
Black or Black British Heritage

Caribbean 2.1 1.8 1.2 1.9
African 3.4 2.5 0.8 3.0
Any Other Black Background 0.9 0.4 0.0 0.6
Black Total 6.3 4.7 1.9 5.5

Other Heritage

Chinese 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.3
Any Other Ethnic Background 1.4 1.6 0.8 1.5
Not Recorded 1.4 1.5 0.0 1.4
Other Total 3.0 3.6 0.8 3.2

Gender

The total school population comprises 49% female and 51% male. There is one single sex secondary school
for girls in the borough (Baylis Court School) all other schools are mixed. Whilst oVering diversity and
choice, the existence of the girl’s schools impacts on other non-selective secondary schools, leading to a
disproportionate number of boys in other schools. The intake of Slough and Eton and Beechwood
Secondaries is currently around two-thirds male. Historically, the girl’s school has particularly tended to
attract a high percentage of Muslim girls.

SEN Units or Special Classes

In total one in five children in Slough (3,825) are identified through the SEN code of practice as having
some form of Special Educational Needs. Overall 1% of primary pupils and 1.9% of secondary pupils are
educated in special schools, this is in line with national averages. A minority of pupils attend out of borough
special schools or other out of borough provision.

PUPILS WITH SEN BY GENDER AND ETHNICITY

SEN not- SEN—
statemented statemented All SEN All pupils

Gender Male 62.0% 68.5% 63.0% 50.5%
Female 38.0% 31.5% 37.0% 49.5%

Ethnicity White 53.3% 52.9% 53.2% 46.2%
Black 6.2% 4.0% 5.8% 5.5%
Indian 7.8% 8.2% 7.9% 15.9%
Pakistani 22.9% 27.5% 23.6% 20.6%
Other Asian 1.4% 1.2% 1.4% 2.7%
Other heritage 7.0% 4.8% 6.6% 7.6%
Not known 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.4%

Source: PLASC, January 2003

SPECIAL SCHOOLS, SEN UNITS, AND SEN RESOURCES IN SLOUGH

Age range Number Occupancy
School Type of provision of provision Type of need of places (May 2003)

Arbour Vale Special School 2–19 Moderate—severe learning 240 245
School diYculties, profound and

multiple learning diYculties,
other low frequency/high
complexity diYculties, eg
autism
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Age range Number Occupancy
School Type of provision of provision Type of need of places (May 2003)

Littledown Special School Emotional and/or 32 19
School behavioural diYculties
Cippenham Primary 7–11 Specific learning diYculties n/a n/a
Junior School SchoolResource

Ryvers Primary School 3–11 Autistic Spectrum Disorder 6 6
Primary Resource
Schools

Beechwood Secondary 11–15 Specific learning diYculties 15 18
School School Resource

Chalvey Early Assessment Unit/ 2–4 Assessment Unit for Mild- 10 8
Years Centre Nursery moderate communication

and learning diYculties

Priory Resource 3–11 Physical, sensory and/or 45 28
medical diYculties

The Westgate Resource 11–15 Physical and/or medical To be opened
School diYculties Sept 2003

Foxborough Hearing 3–11 Hearing Impairment 10 7
Impairment
Resource

Langleywood Hearing 11–15 Hearing Impairment 5 3
School Impairment

Resource

St Ethelbert’s Speech and 3–11 Speech and Language 15 15
School Language DiYculties

Resource

Colnbrook Resource 3–11 Moderate Learning 15 18
School DiYculities

Wexham Resource 11–15 Autistic Spectrum Disorder 12 5
Secondary
School

Non-selective In School 11–15 In school centre for
schools Learning disaVected young people

Support Unit

Wexham Park Hospital Unit All ages Provision while receiving n/a n/a
Hospital/ short term medical care
Teaching and
Support
Services
(TASS)

THE PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS AT EACH STAGE OF THE SEN
CODE OF PRACTICE IN SLOUGH MAINTAINED SCHOOLS

SEN Code of % of secondary % of primary school % of special school % of all Slough
practice school pupils pupils pupils pupils

School Action 10 12 0 11

School Action 5 5 0 5
Plus

Referral 1 0.2 2 0.6

Statemented 2 1.5 98 3

No SEN 82 81 0 80

702 pupils have a statement of SEN.
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NUMBER OF PUPILS WITH STATEMENTS OF SEN BY AGE, TYPE OF ESTABLISHMENT AND TYPE OF NEED
(SOURCE SEN2 AND 8B, JANUARY 2003)

Reason for statement
Emotional Profound Speech and

and Hearing Moderate and Severe Specific Language Under Visual
Establishment Age Aspergers Autism Behavioural Impaired Medical Learning Physical multiple Learning Learning Assessment Impaired

Slough residents in Slough Maintained Schools

Mainstream Under 5 2 3 2 2
schools 5–10 3 4 19 4 4 26 4 3 4 28 1

11–15 3 17 1 5 42 8 1 26 10 1 4
16–19 8 3 1 1 7 1
All ages 6 6 44 5 9 71 16 5 37 40 1 8

Resourced Under 5 1 3
provision/ 5–10 4 9 10 1 11 2 1
units/special 11–15 4 4 3 14
classes in 16–19 1 3
mainstream All ages 4 1 4 1 13 16 15 3 11 2 1
schools

Special Under 5 2 1 1 1 2
Schools 5–10 4 8 1 1 23 1 1 18 5 1

11–15 2 5 1 47 3 9 38 1 5
16–19 11 5 22 1
All ages 8 13 1 2 82 5 16 80 2 10 1

Pupil Under 5
Referral 5–10
Units 11–15 2 1

16–19
All ages 2 1

Out of borough Pupils with statements of SEN in Slough Maintained Schools*

Mainstream All ages 2 3 4 2 4 9 1 1
Schools
Special All ages 2 6 1 12 2 11 2 3
Schools

*Slough receives remuneration for the 4 pupils under assessment
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NUMBER OF PUPILS WITH STATEMENTS OF SEN BY AGE, TYPE OF ESTABLISHMENT AND TYPE OF NEED
(SOURCE SEN2 AND 8B, JANUARY 2003) (Continued)

Reason for statement
Emotional Profound Speech and

and Hearing Moderate and Severe Specific Language Under Visual
Establishment Age Aspergers Autism Behavioural Impaired Medical Learning Physical multiple Learning Learning Assessment Impaired

Slough residents educated in other borough maintained settings

Mainstream Under 5 1
schools 5–10 1 1 4 1 2 1 4 6

11–15 12 1 2 10 3 8 4
16–19 1 1 1
All ages 1 14 5 3 13 4 13 10 1

Resourced Under 5
provision/ 5–10
units/special 11–15 1 1 4 1
classes in 16–19 1
mainstream All ages 1 1 1 4 1
schools

Special Under 5 1 2
Schools 5–10 6 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1

11–15 1 2 6 2 6 1 1 2 3 1
16–19 1 2
All ages 1 8 8 2 2 7 4 1 7 1 4 2

Slough residents educated in independent and other non-maintained provision

Non- Under 5
maintained 5–10 2
special 11–15 1 1 11 1 1 3 1
schools (incl 16–19 2 1
Hospital All ages 1 1 11 1 1 7 1 1
Special

Independent Under 5 1
special 5–10 2 1 1 1
schools 11–15 2 5 1 1 1 1

16–19 1 3 1
All ages 5 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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None of the places in Slough schools are residential/boarding. The proposed PFI project is considering
providing some residential places for pupils with Autistic Spectrum Disorders.

Educated Otherwise

Educated outside mainstream schooling

THE NUMBER OF PUPILS EDUCATED OUTSIDE SCHOOLS
IN MAY 2003 BY REASON AND PROVISION

Emotional
School and Mental Exceptionally

Refuser Health Pregnant at Risk Dual Roll Total

Step Out 10 10
At Home 5 1 6
Wexham Park PRU—
Hospital Schoolroom 8 8
Looked After
Children’s Service 33 33*

* Two pupils are included in the establishments listed below.

Education that is provided by parents is monitored and supported by the Education Welfare Service and
School Improvement Team.

Northbrook (including Haymill) Pupil Referral Unit, which covers Key Stages 1-4, had 89 pupils in
attendance in January 2003. 61 pupils were on the unit register only, 23 were dually registered at another
school and five pupils also attended a FE college or were with a voluntary provider.

Activate which provides for pupils with a wide variety of needs had 21 pupils in attendance in January
2003. Activate is a work based training scheme, oVering an alternative to mainstream schooling providing
work related learning. The scheme, which started in September 2001, is based at Sara Lee and is run by the
council in partnership with East Berkshire College and the Slough Business Community Partnership. The
centre oVers a work-related curriculum to young people who have often become disenchanted with school,
which can lead to poor behaviour and attendance. Trainees are helped to secure work placements as well
as working towards vocational qualifications.

Vulnerable pupils

Slough currently has £250,000 available through a standards fund grant for Vulnerable pupils to support
key groups, these include: looked after children; Gypsy Travellers; Asylum Seekers; young carers; school
refusers; teenage parents; and young oVenders.

The purpose is to develop a strategic approach within the LEA to support vulnerable school age children
and improve access to education, attendance, inclusion and standards.

Excluded pupils

Slough’s target is to become the first authority in the country with zero permanent exclusions. The
authority fulfils its responsibility to oVer full-time provision for all pupils excluded for more than 15 days.

Successful steps have been taken, supported by funding through the Behaviour Improvement
Programme, to increase the capacity of mainstream schools to support children and reduce fixed term
exclusions.

8. Admissions Forum

The Education (Admissions Forums) (England) Regulations 2002 came into force on 20 January 2003
and require all Local Education Authorities to establish an Admissions Forum to consider admissions
within their areas. Slough LEA had already established an Admissions Forum on a voluntary basis in
May 2002.

The key role of the Admissions Forum is to:

— Consider how well existing and proposed admission arrangements serve the interests of children
and parents within the area of the authority.

— Promote agreement on admission issues across the various admission authorities.

— Consider how information can be provided for parents and review documentation.
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— Monitor the admission of children who arrive in the authority’s area outside the normal admission
round, with a view to promoting arrangements for the fair distribution of children among local
schools.

— Review the admission arrangements for children with special educational needs, looked after
children, and children who have been excluded from school.

— Consider any other admission-related issues that may arise.

Although the Forum has previously considered some of the issues referred to above, the scope of the
Forum has been widened by the new regulations and a range of issues will be considered by the Forum at
future meetings.

The Forum consists of a group of core members including representatives of the LEA and Dioceses and
representatives of community and voluntary controlled schools, voluntary aided schools and foundation
schools. The Forum also includes at least one parent governor representative and may include not more than
three persons who appear to the authority to represent the interests of any section of the local community.
Any adjustments to the membership, to comply with the new regulations, will be made during the summer
term 2003 and considered by the Council.

Until recently the Forum has met only occasionally, normally to consider the LEA’s admission
arrangements for the forthcoming school year. The new regulations require that a Forum must meet at least
three times during its first year and at least twice yearly thereafter. The Forum continues to be an advisory
body only and may only submit advice and recommendations to Admission Authorities.

Under the Education Act 2002 a new Code of Practice for Admission has been published this requires
authorities to have fully co-ordinated admission schemes in place for the 2005–06 school year.

In March 2003 the Admissions Forum consulted on published admission numbers for September 2004.
The Education Act 2002 repealed the requirement for schools to have standard numbers. These are to be
replaced by published admission numbers (PAN) in 2004–05, based on net capacity indicated admission
numbers (IAN).

9. Performance Data (2002–03)

Key Stage 1

— Results of KS1, in reading, are above the national figure at Level 2! (Slough 86% : National 84%)

— Reading results at Level 3 are two percentage points below the national figure (Slough 26% :
National 28%)

— In writing, the results are four percentage points above the national figure at Level 2 ! (Slough
85% : National 81%) and at Level 3 they are six percentage points above (Slough 22% :
National 16%)

— There is a consistent pattern of achievement above the national level at Level 2. Achievement at
Level 3 is below the national figure in reading but significantly above in writing.

— In mathematics. Slough Schools match the national context at Level 2! (90%). Achievement at
Level 3 is two percentage points below the national figure (Slough 27% : National 29%)

Key Stage 2

— Results in English in 2003 at KS2 are in line with the national results at Level 4 and Level 5. There
has been a two percentage point increase in Slough’s results since 2002 at Level 4 and a three
percentage point increase at Level 5. Within this there is a significant improvement in reading of
two percentage points at Level 4 and nine percentage points at Level 5.

— Performance at Level 4 in mathematics is four percentage points below the national figure.

Key Stage 3

— KS3 results show an upward trend, with substantial gains in mathematics and Science. In
particular, there is significant improvement at Level 6!.

Key Stage 4

— Slough compares very favourably with its statistical neighbours. The range at GCSE 5 A*-C is
between 38.6% and 54.0%, with Slough achieving 54.0% against a national figure of 52.6% and a
SE Regional figure of 54.8%
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10. Admissions Appeals

— There are approximately 15–20 appeals per month.

— This figure increases dramatically in June to over 90 appeals.

— An approximate total number of appeals heard per year is 300. This figure has risen particularly
over the last two year period.

— The ethnic background of appeals hearings (for 2002) is:

Pakistani 41%
UK (European) 25%
Indian 19%
Black/African 5%
Other European 4%
Mixed Ethnic Origin 5%

— Of the approximate 300 appeals heard per year up to 25% (or 75 appeals) require interpreter
support.

— Broad costs of interpreter support (at £40 per session) is £3,000.

— Up to four hours of oYcer time is used per appeal (equal to 1,200 hours per annum or ca 170
oYce days).

11. NFER—The Impact of the Structure of Secondary Education in Slough, November 2001 (para
1010–1015)

“Because Slough Borough Council (SBC) covers a small geographical area, a high proportion of its
population lives close to its borders; this means that it is relatively easy for Slough children to attend schools
outside the borough, and for non-Slough children to attend SBC schools. It is therefore relevant to consider
the education systems of neighbouring authorities, in particular Buckinghamshire and Windsor and
Maidenhead. Bucks also has a selective system and one of its grammar schools (Burnham) is only just
outside the Slough Border; in fact for some pupils in primary schools, it is the nearest grammar school. This
means that some Slough children take the Bucks selection test either instead of, or as well as, the Slough test.

Windsor and Maidenhead, like Slough, is a new LEA, a unitary authority created by the abolition of
Berkshire County Council. Although, like Slough it covers a small geographical area, it includes diVerent
systems of education. Both towns are comprehensive, but in Maidenhead the age of transfer to secondary
education is 11 while in Windsor there are many middle schools catering for pupils age nine to 13. There is
also, however, one secondary school (Churchmead, at Datchet) which under Berkshire was the designated
non-selective school for some Slough pupils; it is now part of Windsor and Maidenhead, but although closer
to Windsor than Maidenhead, it takes pupils at age 11, including large numbers from Slough.

The result is that, in theory at least, Slough parents can choose from a range of types of schooling. They
can enter their children for the Slough and/or the Bucks 11-plus test, in the hope of securing a grammar
school place; if they are opposed to selection (or if their child fails the test), they can apply for admission to
a comprehensive school in Windsor and Maidenhead. In practice, however, the choice for the majority of
parents is likely to be limited. Their child may not succeed in gaining admission to a grammar school, and
they may not have the resources to pay for travel to a school outside the borough.

The other side of the equation is that the Slough grammar schools attract applications from a large
number of families who live outside the borough. Hence in 1998, 40% of the Year 7 pupils in Slough
grammar schools came from outside Slough. It is not perhaps surprising that this fact is resented by local
people who feel that grammar school places which would otherwise have been available for Slough children
are given to outsiders instead.

There are also diVerences in admission to grammar school in terms of the ethnicity and socio-economic
status of the families represented. According to SBC records, in 1999 17% of the white children in Slough
maintained primary schools transferred to grammar school; the percentage of Pakistani pupils was lower
(1%) and that of Indian pupils much higher (29%). More than a quarter (26%) of pupils in non-selective
schools were eligible for free school meals (FSM), compared with only 8% of those in grammar schools.

In this diYcult situation SBC wishes to provide the fairest and most eVective system of education for
pupils from all ethnic communities in the town. As explained in section 1.1, it does not have the power to
abolish selection, even if this were considered desirable. However, Slough has a responsibility to provide
clear unbiased evidence about the impact of selection on the borough’s children and schools. Moreover, an
understanding of the impact of selection should help Slough to operate eVectively within the present
system”.
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Witnesses: Miss Hilda Clarke, Headteacher, Langley Grammar School, Slough, Reverend Jeremy Hurst,
Chair, Slough School Organisation Committee and School Admissions Forum (SACRE), Ms Julia
Shepard, Headteacher, Beechwood School, Slough, examined.

Q839 Chairman: Can I thank Hilda Clarke, the say that. In the entry 2001 we had roughly 1,800
Headteacher of Langley Grammar School, Slough, sitting the test, for entry in 2002, 2,000 and for
Reverend Jeremy Hurst, Chair of the Slough entry in 2003, 3,200 applicants, so the numbers
School Organisation Committee and the School have been steadily rising. I do know, my school is
Admissions Forum and Julia Shepard, a prime example of that, I have had a massive
Headteacher, Beechwood School in Slough. Thank increase in the number applying from outside
you very much for helping us with our informal Slough. My school is the most aVected of the four
session. People should never agree to an informal grammar schools because I am out on the eastern
session because it makes it more diYcult in the edge so I am at the edge nearest to Greater London
formal session. We have been primed. We have had so more people see me as attractive rather than the
the informal session and I know that all three of schools that are further in to Slough, and obviously
you held back a bit to let other people speak who the Catholic element draws from everywhere. That
were not going to get a chance to speak later, is is the four grammar schools and those are some
there anything you want to reflect on that were numbers sitting the 11-plus.
shared round this chamber earlier on?
Revd Hurst: I think if you were to ask the questions

Q841 Chairman: The question that I was hoping tonow, you have all done a lot of listening, we do not
pursue was this one about the fairness of theknow what is in your mind.
system, do you think that the system of admissionsMs Shepard: I think there are one or two aspects
here in Slough is fair? If it is not entirely fair wouldof helpful practice that we could discuss round
you change it in any way?some of the issues, certainly round young people
Miss Clarke: The system is very complicatedwho are coming into the town after the September
because there is an admissions process at 11 to themove that may be useful.
Slough non-selective schools and there is a systemMiss Clarke: I think the only issue I would like to
of admission to grammar schools. If you look atraise is to put some numbers round how many
the forms the forms are quite straightforward, so Ipupils do apply to the grammar schools in the
think all of the admissions authorities try and makeSlough area. I would just like to make the point
it as clear as possible. As you saw currently thosethat people have to opt-in to do the 11-plus in
two systems operate side by side, so you can applySlough. You might have thought all pupils in
to the grammar schools and you can also still getSlough primary schools do the 11-plus, far from it,
your preference for a non-selective school as well.it is only those that opt-in. The only other point I
The systems are clear, they run parallel, they do notwould say is that you are not listening to the
disadvantage one way or another. If anythingparents’ views, I do not think that has been put
people get two bites of the cherry, you can applyacross to you, you have not heard that. I think
to the grammar school system and still get your firstparents in Slough cope with very, very complex
preference, the new common admissions form issystems indeed. I know Jeremy is very active in our
meant to amend that. Added to that people arecommunity so he will know how complicated the
looking at diVerent admission systems in Windsor,parents’ views of this are. I think we have quite
Maidenhead, Buckinghamshire, Hounslow andsophisticated parents in Slough because they have
Hillingdon and suddenly then it makes it veryto manage and understand a complex admission
complicated and in that sense it can become unfairsystem, not just post 11 but also for primary age
because you have to work very hard to understandas well.
all of those systems. Certainly what we find is when
we are talking to a massive number of parents at

Q840 Chairman: We had hoped to meet some open evenings and open mornings is that people
parents today but it has not worked out. Certainly struggle to understand how they fit into those
I hope if we can make the case through our back- admissions systems. If they want to they can choose
up team in the local press we would very much like a diVerent system to opt in to, yes they can, but
to receive any submissions from parents on the understanding it is complicated.
system in Slough. That is a very good point. Can
I push you a little on the percentage of students

Q842 Chairman: Apart from being complicated youwho do opt into the 11-plus process?
are an attractive school, you sit in Slough, even ifMiss Clarke: The figures I have are purely for the
you sit on one end of Slough, and you told menumber of applications we have and the rough
informally earlier that you take people on merit inpercentage is what we call out of the Slough post-
terms of how they score in the entrance test,code area. The last two years, so this current year
hypothetically all of your pupils could come fromand the previous year, the 11-plus went back into
outside Slough, could they not?the Slough primary schools. They were not doing
Miss Clarke: Yes, because our admissions policy,it on the same day as people outside the Slough
as with the other two foundation schools, is purelycommunity do it. For the 2003 entry, September
on ability, so purely performance in the test. Yes,2003, we had approximately 2,300 candidates sit
they could come from outside Slough, we do notfor the four grammar schools, that is for 530 places
control it, and we do not make decisions based onroughly, out of that 2,300 about 800 to 900 are not

Slough people. That number does vary a lot, I will where they come from.
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1 December 2003 Miss Hilda Clarke, Reverend Jeremy Hurst and Ms Julia Shepard

Q843 Jonathan Shaw: You do not make any for that we have to go out, as demanded of us, to
decision based on where they come from, do you change our admissions policy and do that. If the
make any decisions based on their circumstances, Government said that really is something that is
for example is the first priority of your own defective then I am sure we will work at that.
admissions authority, children in public care, Having gone through all of those people and
would they get priority? adjudication we have never been picked up on that.
Miss Clarke: No. It is purely on performance in the We do have children in our school who are in the
test. When we make the selection we look down the looked-after category.
list, all it is is numbers, there is no identifying
character to the numbers on the page. When we

Q847 Jonathan Shaw: Given the circumstances thatmake the oVer I do not know gender, where they
have been explained by Julia Shepard’s school andcome from, background or anything whatsoever, it
presumably you have a number of children who areis purely on performance in the test.
looked-after, et cetera, do you have anything to say
about that set of circumstances? Is it too diYcult?Q844 Jonathan Shaw: Thank you. Presumably Do you think that is right? The point is that unlessthere are a number of pupils who have a similar there is an initial objection about children in care,score then you have to look at them. What I am about some parent or the local authority, in thistrying to understand from you is that would there case Slough, saying you should put it as numberbe circumstances that a child in public care would
one then it will not happen, a parent has to raiseget any form of preference for an over-prescribed
it in order for the adjudication process to takeplace at your school in any circumstances?
place, what do you think about this?Miss Clarke: Not under the current system that we
Revd Hurst: To reply to that, each school operateshave. We do not cut the numbers, if it is 30 on the
its admission policies according to status. Thenumbers all 30 get oVered a place. The over-
community schools in Slough operate the policysubscription in school admissions is also a problem,
that is laid down to them by the authority, whichonce you have taken ability into consideration it is
is as you have said. I have not heard of it being anthen siblings and proximity to the school.
issue in those schools. One of the complexities of
this situation, and you have heard such a lot about

Q845 Jonathan Shaw: Again you put that above the complexities already, is that we are dealing with
children in public care despite the Adjudicator foundation schools. Three of the grammar schools
setting that out in the current practice? are foundation and one is a voluntary agent school
Miss Clarke: Having been taken to the Adjudicator and they set their own admissions criteria. When
the Adjudicator did not make that point to us. We the Schools Admission Forum meets in this room
were taken to the Adjudicator two years ago, the it is aware of the great limitation on its powers
three foundation grammar schools, and the because it can deal with the schools which come
Adjudicator did not criticise us for that on our under the authority’s jurisdiction, it cannot deal
admissions policy. Special circumstances are given with foundation schools, this is part ofto children with special education needs. They are Government policy.given diVerent treatment for doing a test and we
follow the principles on that. We do not have, as
Slough has, looked-after children as a priority, no. Q848 Jonathan Shaw: I am grateful for that. Do

you have a view on that? You are operating within
a system, you have explained to us there areQ846 Jonathan Shaw: If I can put to you that the
constraints around it, we want to put a reportAdjudicator came to our Select Committee and I
together that perhaps looks at Government policy,asked him this question, “Are you saying loudly
the rights and the wrongs of it, Jeremy, tell us whatand clearly to all admission authorities in England

that children in public care should be number one?” works and what does not work and the point about
You know the reasons why, should your school, children in public care, is that okay not to be at the
should your admissions authority, one, ignore that top of the list?
and, two, wait to be told that and as a defence say, Revd Hurst: I have answered about children in
“we were not told so therefore it does not matter”. public care, if they are listed in the admissions
Miss Clarke: I understand the point that you are criteria that is that.
making there very strongly. What I would like to
say is that we do have a few children in our school

Q849 Jonathan Shaw: Do you think a schoolwho are looked-after children. I am not trying to
should not have it at the top of its list? Do yoube awkward or do it by the letter of the law but
think a school that has its own admissionswe have been taken by the Adjudicator to the High
authority should have children in care as numberCourt on judicial review and I have to say that we
one? Is that too diYcult?have never been told that that is the basis of the
Revd Hurst: My own personal opinion is, yes, itcriteria. What we do say, and I would like to state
should be. I am certainly clear about that. As farit this way, is that because admission is purely by
as the community schools in Slough are concernedability what we do not allow ourselves to be judged
the admissions criteria are the ones that are set outby, is people’s circumstances or where they live. I
in front of you. A foundation school sets it ownam sure that the governors of the school would be

happy to look at a looked-after child category but admissions criteria.
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1 December 2003 Miss Hilda Clarke, Reverend Jeremy Hurst and Ms Julia Shepard

Q850 Jonathan Shaw: You are saying there are Q852 Mr Chaytor: Could I ask each of our
witnesses, do you think parental choice should beconstraints within the system, what constraints

would you like to see done away with? the cornerstone of the schools admissions system?
Revd Hurst: If you answer yes then you live withRevd Hurst: I have been involved in education for a

long time, in the days when there was an education the consequence of that, that parental choice is
obviously what parents want, but they simplycommittee an education committee had jurisdiction

over the schools in that area and as a result of cannot have it in a free system, and the obvious
result of that is if all parents choose the samegovernment policy successively over the last 15

years many of those have been removed from the school. People have often made the comparison
that you cannot treat schools like supermarkets, doLocal Education Authority and it is then not a

question of sitting in a council chamber and I go to this one, do I go to that one. If you have
a system of parental choice and also a system whichmaking decisions which then aVects all schools, it

is a complex process of negotiation between bodies operates across LEA boundaries, which is the
present case, you have to live with the consequenceswith limited powers, consulting with another body,

having the opportunity to do this and not do that. of that. You then have schools which are over-
subscribed and have you heard earlier about theThis is true of school organisation committees such

as the Schools Admission Forum, where you get huge numbers of children in this authority who are
the subject of appeals. You also live with thecontradictions built into Government policy. The

question of sixth forms came up earlier in the consequences of so many moving out and so many
moving in, the length of the school day, there aremeeting and to my mind a school which has a sixth

form is in a privileged position compared to a all sorts of consequences of parental choice. The
other side of the scale from the over-subscribedschool that has not. Sister Mary made that point

very, very forcibly. What is to be the case for school is the under-subscribed school. If I may just
continue, all of the schools that were talked aboutschools in Slough when only the grammar schools

have fully fledged two year sixth forms? If you this afternoon were over-subscribed, the four
grammar schools plus Westgate and Wexham. I amwished to introduce them the power to do that has

been taken away from the School Organisation a governor of a school that has always been under-
subscribed, it is in Langley. There are two schoolsCommittee and given to the Learning and Skills

Council. That kind of internal contradiction is Langley Grammar School and what used to be
Langley Secondary Modern School and thesomething that we bump into all of the time.
preference is for the grammar school. There is a
deep-rooted expectation there that if your children

Q851 Jonathan Shaw: Julia Shepard, do you have do not get into the grammar school you then move
any comment? them out of the area. That is in the minds of
Ms Shepard: I would say that the working practice parents even though that door was closed. The
in admissions in Slough is good. The Slough school has been running under-capacity for years
Admissions Team is very powerful. I think we and because of the entrenched attitude the school
would all agree that it is challenging to all of us in is doubly disadvantaged, firstly by selection and
the diVerent sectors. We also have a team for secondly by this parental choice. As a result the
looked-after children in the authority who are school is being under-subscribed. There are
ambassadors for those young people. What it leads vacancies. If there are parents who want to get their
me to is—and this is a personal view—I feel that children into a school when they have moved into
if you have parents or guardians who are prepared the area and find their local school is full they will
to spend time and energy in getting to grips with have to travel with the child to an under-subscribed
an admissions system you are more advantaged and school. That in itself does not sound too bad but
more likely to arrive at a destination that you hope there are numerous groups of asylum seekers and
for than if you have parents who have not got the refugees and this school took 80 casual admissions
time, the wherewithal or the inclination to do that. during the course of the year, some of whom spoke
I make that as a general point. I would also follow not a word of English and as a result of this their
on and say for me context is huge, the context of performance in the measurable tests is low and the
a young person. I think we do have to look at the school is then seen as a low achieving school.
context of the youngster and what has helped them Heroic eVorts are made to get these recently arrived
in the past, what has not helped them and help immigrant children to a level where they speak
them into the best position for them. We know that English and are able to participate in the education
youngsters come through at diVerent levels of process and the school is marked down as a result
advantage and disadvantage, we know that. There of their presence there. I could go on. These are all
are some very sophisticated type of tools and consequences of parental choice.
indicators that show us that, YELLIS is one that
we use. There are many tools in the market and

Q853 Mr Chaytor: You described thethey are of great use taking into account a whole
characteristics of the system as it applies in Sloughrange of factors, how likely they are to achieve, etc.
now as a system that is uniformly normally basedIt saddens me in a way that the admissions
on parental choice, do all parents have a choice?procedure mitigates against that level of

sophisticated information that we have, and I guess Revd Hurst: You heard Councillor Mansell not
wishing to use the words parental choice butthat it is just not fair if you are a child that happens

to sit in one position. parental preference. Where parents do have a
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choice in many cases it is not met. If I may pick enough measures to them become part of the top
per cent of performing schools in the country. Untilup a point, working as a parish priest in the area

which is served by Herschel Grammar1 I am aware we move to a more sophisticated way of measuring
success and education in society we are going toof very, very widespread parental anxiety and also

anxiety amongst children who really do not know operate within a very flawed system.
Miss Clarke: Julia’s evidence is very articulate onwhere they are going to be next year. The selective

system will separate families and will also separate that. People can state their preference and parents
state their preference whatever the systems are butfriendships. Some are exploring the possibility then

of getting out of the Slough system in order to the reality of choice is not there because you cannot
deliver the flexibility of what parents want. Juliaavoid what are seen as secondary modern schools

and they go to Maidenhead, they look outside the has amply pointed out the basis on which parents
are making judgments, sometimes it is on myth andarea. It is very disturbing for children not knowing

where they will be in a year’s time. sometimes it is on misinformation. One of the first
things I did when I arrived in Slough was actually
to go to a meeting held in the local community thatQ854 Mr Chaytor: Julia, on parental choice?
Jeremy held in order to talk face to face with peopleMs Shepard: I cannot see a point where we are
in the community about what they thought we weregoing to step back from parental preference or
doing about taking children into school and whatparental choice.
the reality of that was. There is parent preference,
we have that, but the reality of choice is not there.Q855 Mr Chaytor: What I am trying to tease out
It is diVerent in each area. Having worked in a bigis what do you think is the diVerence between
county like Cheshire we were all comprehensivesparental choice and parental preference? Which
and there was a pecking order and people moved.does apply in Slough? How many people does it
So what you got was people buying houses next toapply to? If there are problems with it what should
what they thought were the most successfulthe alternatives be?
comprehensive schools, they were big schools andMs Shepard: I suppose some people have a great
you did have under-capacity there and I saw thedeal of choice, some people have diminished choice
knock-on eVect of that. I think it is almost anand a few people have very little choice. I do not
impossible thing to do to have satisfied choice, youthink that it is necessarily diVerent here to other
can give preference but I do not think you canauthorities across the country. As you know we
satisfy choice. I would like to see a system that cannetwork with colleagues from all over the place and
do that.that is the kind of view I think is broadly held in

education circles. I think it is going to be diYcult to
come back from parent preference. I use the word Q856 Mr Chaytor: Do you feel that choice ought
“preference” carefully because I think as a society to be a basic principle even though accepting in
we have now got used to being able to express our many parts of the country we do not have choice
preferences and articulate those and set about for everyone and it is diYcult to reconcile it with
having some of those preferences met or at least the availability of places in particular schools, given
being able to explore them. Where I think we are the nature of geography, and so on? Are you
at grievous fault in the system is how we measure convinced that oVering all parents the choice of
the success of schools. I think the kind of their school ought to be the basis of the system?
information that the Government, I have to say, Miss Clarke: I think it is what we should strive for
allows to be presented in the public arena about because if we go for prescription I think there are
schools being deeply flawed does not help. I do not a lot of problems in that as well. I think we have
think it is sophisticated enough, I think it is far too to work for that, we have to work very hard and
crude. It has promoted this scrabble for choice it does make people work hard. If anything it has
based on erroneous information right across the to make us work closely together and challenge
country. Some of the bases on which parents and some of the points that Julia has put forward about
students choose their schools are based on myth how we see people’s perceptions.
and not on fact. I know for our school that the
feedback from parents in the local community has

Q857 Mr Chaytor: If choice were the basis of abeen the transformation over the last two years. I
system how do we reconcile that with ability inknow if I invite people to the school and they come
terms of the criteria for selection? In Slough theover the threshold they are taken with the
figures we have been given for the year 2000 areenvironment, the ethos, the politeness of the
that 87% of children in Slough did not go tostudents and some of the work they are doing.
selective schools, given they are the best resourcedPreviously their judgments would have been based
schools and parents would prefer their children toon skewed information. Perhaps it is worth
go to the best resourced schools how do yourepeating this afternoon the Audit Commission’s
reconcile choice and ability as admissions?finding that if you look at the contextual
Miss Clarke: You are assuming that 87% apply toinformation and beyond that, the value-added
go to grammar schools, I would say it is way belowinformation, some of the schools that are cited as
that. They exercise is a choice by not sitting the test.the bottom 10% on performance if you apply
If you have a selective system it does not mean a
lot of people vote with their feet, they make tactical1 Note by Witness: The area is served by Langley Grammar,

not Herschel Grammar. choices about where their children should go. The
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second point is that, yes, if you have selection through a regime that tests them as early as seven
years old. We use that 11-plus test as a snapshotability then in eVect you are cutting the cake of

choice in a more complex way. Here in Slough we of a child’s ability at that point. I think everybody
would say that if you take that snapshot at 12 orhave other issues facing schools, we have a Sikh

secondary school and that cuts across the cake, 13 that will change. That is the tool that we are
using, we are using the NVR and VR testing endgender education cuts across the cake, any local

authority near to you cuts across the cake and that and will be a maths paper, it is based on the
curriculum, therefore it is based on the teachingis why it becomes very, very diYcult to be able to

materialise choice and allow people to actually value. We support that as a way of taking a
snapshot at that particular time of that child but ithave 100% eVectiveness or even 50% eVectiveness

of their choice, that is where it makes it is even is only one measure and other measures are used
round the country. There is a selection that is usedmore diYcult to do. If you put in a variable then

choice is diminished by it. with aptitude tests as well, they are taken as a
snapshot. It is being done in many other ways,
perhaps the oldest way of doing it is in a way that

Q858 Mr Chaytor: Do you think it is possible to is more traditional and geared towards what they
accurately assess general intellectual ability at the have been taught in terms of curriculum. Yes, I
age of 11? support the system, I think it does work as a
Ms Shepard: That is something that I spent a bit snapshot at that particular time.
of time working on and I find it very odd that much
of our work in education now is predicated on the

Q859 Mr Chaytor: Accepting it is a snapshot doestheories of multiple intelligence and diVerent ways
it follow that really determines the level of resourcein which the brain develops and operates. I find it
that is invested in a child for the whole of theirodd that we do measure youngsters at 11 when we
secondary education, that snapshot puts themhave a whole breadth of information at our
above 11, or whatever the mark is, and they get adisposal. I find it a very strange system with a very
higher level of resource invested in their education,narrow measuring band. Relating it back to the
is that measurable?kind of choice and preference we have, I feel very

strongly that we should be developing centres of Miss Clarke: You are assuming that grammar
schools have higher levels of resource, and I do notexcellence of all sorts, sporting, artistic, cultural,

creative, mathematically, linguistic in our think that is true anymore. If you are talking about
sheer income coming into the school that is viacommunity schools and if somebody has a very

strong reason that their preference is to move out pupil numbers. In many case a lot of the grants that
the Government have are not applicable to schoolsof that community that is where the choice comes

in that we should be looking at. I find it is sad that like mine, we are too high-performing or there are
not behavioural issues or attendance issues. So youfor some youngsters they feel that their measure of

ability has been taken at 11. Some youngsters do are making the assumption that at 11 if you get to
grammar school the resource and the quality isnot take the 11-plus, so it comes back to equality

of opportunity, is that because some parents do not better, and I argue strongly against that. I think the
quality and the resource you get in schools howeverknow, do not want to risk it, to me there are a

whole range of factors that make it a very unequal they move at 11 is based upon the school itself and
the resources that go into it. You are assuming thatkind of system.
all grammar schools are necessarily the best schoolsRevd Hurst: Just returning to the question of
and there can be a question mark against that. I amparental choice, I think this is a phrase you should
sure that the resource element that goes into Julia’snot use. I think all politicians should drop the
school is a very rich quality of teaching and thingsphrase because it is misleading, arouses false
like that, what you are exposing them to should notexpectations and the case against it has been made
be diVerent, whether it is a grammar school orby all of us here, particularly by Hilda. I think we
anything else, the quality of the resource should beneed to find an alternative means. Can you measure
the same. I would argue that that is what I thinkthe intelligence of a child at the age of 11? The
this Government has tried to do, target resourcesanswer is no, it cannot be done to my satisfaction.
to where there is specific need, and that has beenThe point was clearly behind the 1960s driving
another layer of that. I question the assumption offorce behind the move to comprehensive education.
the question that you make there.Miss Clarke: We measure children’s ability now at
Ms Shepard: If I may just make another comment7, 11, 13, 15, 16 and 17, there is almost a
about choice, I do feel that some young people incompulsive nature about it. We do it in one form

of a test at 11 and we adopt the NFER non-verbal, the town have an element of choice taken away
from them. We are very lucky in Slough in that weverbal reasoning maths test that is one way of

doing it. In fact we are actually judging children have good and eVective schools in all sectors. In
our primary schools are student population worksmuch earlier than that, we judge them at seven and

we are saying that you are at that level at a certain eVectively, well and productively and they are
achieving in their primary schools, in their localtime and we say that you are not at as good a level

as somebody else. The children that we now find communities, in mixed schools and mixed groups.
I do feel that for some of our young people thecoming to sit our 11-plus are not as nervous, they

are used to test situations and they have choice to continue learning in a way that is rich and
fulfilling for them is taken away from them. We areexperienced that through doing tests, they go
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fudging the issue on choice in many diVerent ways. preference and 58 below 110 below. Over the last
For some of the youngsters I have met choice has two years the Adjudicator decided there should be
been taken away from them and they are no longer a second right to appeal for those who got over the
operating with cohorts and the breadth of grammar school mark but did not get their first
population they were operating with before. preference, the numbers would be 50, 45 and then

the top one is something like 70. I have these
available on paper if you would like those. In myQ860 Valerie Davey: I have a factual point which
own school out of that lot we have had 13I would like to clarify, Hilda you mentioned
successful appeals in 2001, we had 26 in 2002 andsomething like 2,300 sat the grammar school tests
30 in 2003. When they get to the right of appealfor the four schools and probably 800 or 900 had
you have to house them whether you have the spacecome from outside, totting up the number of
or not, it is a significant number to have to absorb.places, and that is the best estimate I can do
Once they have done the test everybody has thewithout any background knowledge of Slough,
right of appeal if they have not got their first1,495 places are available in the total number of
preference. We now run into nearly four weeks ofsecondary schools going in at age 11. It would
appeals just for those three foundation grammarappear from that, and I am only doing a quick
schools here in Slough. They have the right ofdeduction, that practically every child is sitting that
appeal and if they are not happy with the result ofexam. Is it your understanding that the Slough
that independent panel they can go to the localyoungsters are across the piece sitting this exam?
Ombudsman, and he has been dealing with aboutMiss Clarke: As far as I can see we do not think
seven or eight cases each year. It reached itsthat. I am only giving you rough figures. It is very

complicated and we are working on post-codes, the extreme this summer when a parent went to judicial
SL post-codes go way out of the Slough LEA area. review and got refused. We ended up in the High
There is a problem about looking at some of these Court in the summer holidays, which a parent
figures here. I cannot give you anything reliable on funded and it must have cost them £10,000 because
that. We also have some Slough children who go they ended up paying our costs. Their child had a
to primary schools out of Slough, so there is mark below 110 but they felt that they should be
registering in a diVerent category. That is why I given the right to appeal, appeal and appeal. That
would treat all of our figures with some question was a parent from a very modest background
mark, I cannot be as accurate as I would like to be. indeed.
From what we see in the primary schools now that
the test has gone back into the Slough primary

Q862 Chairman: Surely it would not have been thatschools and they run them we know not of all of
modest if it cost £10,000?their Year Six are sitting to do the test. There is a
Miss Clarke: I mean by that for what they paidmargin of error. If I was given more time I could
they could have aVorded private education, nowcome back with something that would be a little

more accurate. We know not all Year Six sit the that shows a certain desperation. There are lots of
test. There are Slough children outside Slough in other good schools, not just mine by any stretch
primaries who are coming back into the system, of the imagination, and obviously I am not here to
they are Slough children because they have a discuss private cases, but I was surprised that
Slough postal address. I apologise I cannot give somebody would go to that length. There is a cost
you a clearer picture. to us of running appeals (and I would have to look

carefully at those figures) we have to hire a hall
because we are not allowed to do it in our schoolQ861 Valerie Davey: Thank you very much indeed,
for four weeks. We are allowed to pay our clerksI am sure the oYcers here can help us with figures.
who run the whole system but we are not allowedI would now like to move on to the appeal system
to pay the independent members, and we getin Slough. We have gone through this complicated
through a lot of them. There is the wholesystem for parents and then they are not satisfied.
administration. If I can give you a global figure,Can you tell us roughly how many parents appeal?
because we have to pay for the cost of papers andWhat is the process? It would appear again just as

you apply in parallel you have an appeal system in appeals, I budget something like £25,000 to £30,000
parallel. I am really concerned to know whether it a year for the 11-plus test and appeals. I think the
is a worthwhile procedure. Do you have any idea appeals might costs about £10,000.
what it costs? At the end of the day have you made
more parents and children unhappy or in fact more

Q863 Valerie Davey: Let me just tell you, you aresatisfied as a result of that system?
the first of the witnesses who have come before usMiss Clarke: If I do the foundation schools, the
who has any idea as to cost, so well done.three foundation schools run a common appeals
Miss Clarke: Selection has a massive impact inindependent panel, St Bernard’s runs its own so I
Slough, in some ways detrimental, but it also hascannot give any data for that but I can give it for
a massive impact in Hounslow and Hillingdon asthe three foundation grammar schools. In the 2001
well. A large number of my pupils come from thereentry there were 254 appeals, of which 50 were
and a lot of appeals come from those areas, it issuccessful. In the 2002 entry there were 334 appeals
not just impacting here in Slough it is impacting inand 17 first preferences were allowed, 28 below 110.

In 2003 entry there were 331 appeals, 18 on first those two areas as well.
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Revd Hurst: The system is complex, expensive and of education they want for their child. The vast
distressing. The complexity of it relates to the majority of those who appeal are not well-versed
whole complexity of the system and when you have and middle-class, they come from very, very
been working with a system, which I have with the modest backgrounds, backgrounds where many of
Schools Admission Forum, you get to know this. them are poor English speakers, so we have to have
Parents do not know this because they only deal people who will interpret, all of the appeal
with it once or with siblings perhaps twice. You documents have to be in alternative languages as
heard earlier about the diYculty of understanding well. If people want to come they can bring
the whole admission system, the appeals system is somebody to interpret for them. It is a very
also complex. That is the first point. It is expensive, diVerent type of profile than what you would have
those figures have been given by Hilda. The panel found if you looked in one or two other selective
members are all volunteers and if they were paid areas. We had Ofsted this last March and I said to
for their time you could pretty near double that them, “Just look at the school, look at the
figure. It is distressing, and I returned to David backgrounds of our pupils, look at the data and
Chaytor’s question about parental choice, because you will not find a predictable profile that you
expectations are aroused by the principle of choice, would expect of a grammar school”, that is because
which has been a politician’s slogan for years, you in Slough and Hounslow it is very diVerent, it really
feel that you are able to choose. I choose Langley is very diVerent. You are more likely to opt-in to
Grammar School but I do not get my child in so Buckinghamshire Schools to be honest.
therefore I am upset, I go through the whole
process, expectation is still high and I find it is

Q867 Valerie Davey: Can I come back to Julia ondashed. Some people do not accept it, they will not
the eVect of appeals and the expectation that iteven accept the verdict of the appeals panel.
raises and where that leaves some of the youngsters
who will be turning up and their families comingQ864 Chairman: Can I follow up on that point, you
to your school?seem to have devised a system in Slough that is very
Ms Shepard: In September despite a lot of leg workoV-putting in terms of the original application for
that has been carried out by the admissions teama school, especially if they want to go to a selected
and my own staV I do hold my breath on the firstschool, from all of the evidence that we have had
day of term because the list of students that weso far it seems to be set up for middle-class
have may or may not turn up and others may turnprofessionals that know their way round this
up. Some students will have applications incomplex area, the person who can aVord a judicial
elsewhere, they may well be waiting for appeals.review and who knows about judicial review
What does that do for those youngsters who do notcompared to someone living on a local authority
have a smooth start? They come into school late.estate with a modest income—it seems to me to be
We put a lot of work into our induction processunequal—and however bright their child is they are
and we try and pick up an run with that butgoing to have diYculty comparing to your middle-
sometimes a youngster does not understand whyclass professional

Revd Hurst: It is not set up for them but it works they are delayed starting school—sometimes it is in
to their advantage. deference to their parents—some youngster join the
Miss Clarke: Can I make a point there, you keep school very late in the year, some students through
talking about middle-class, if you were to look at the management of their parents have been out of
the cohort of parents that apply to grammar school for some time despite being oVered places
schools in the area it is not your standard middle- in our school or perhaps in other schools. For some
class category that are doing it. youngsters at the beginning of the academic year,

particularly the transfer into Year Seven, it causes
some diYculty, not for the majority but for aQ865 Chairman: Can we have the social class
significant minority of youngsters I would say. Ibackground of your pupils in terms of proportions?
have to say that my experience of youngsters whoMiss Clarke: It is very diYcult to ascertain because
have been waiting for appeals in other authoritieswe are not allowed to say what somebody’s social
and our own authority once they are placed withinclass is.
a school both the student and parent are positive
about their school experience but rather sadly theyQ866 Chairman: You know from free school meals,
have had to go through such a long-winded andand your percentage is very small!
lengthy process. I am sure much of that is addedMiss Clarke: It is very small. There is a significant
to by some of the parents’ shame for youngsterspercentage of my parents who are now
when they have had to go through that process andunemployed, who are two income families, they
arrive at school late. I also think it contributes towork shift work round the airport, indeed the
our overall turbulence in school. We may comewhole industry in that area is characteristic of the
back to young people who arrive in the authoritydescription of the employment graphic that you
during an academic year, their route into school iswould have seen for Slough and the surrounding
an interesting one.areas. I also know that a lot of my parents cannot
Valerie Davey: I am tempted to ask you more aboutaVord significant things at all but the one thing they
that but I will let my colleagues come in. Pleasespend a lot of money on is education. Their belief,

their high motivation of what they want is the kind make sure that issue does come up later.
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Q868 Mr Pollard: I was staggered when I read work to mitigate against that. For example we have
an enterprise Path Finding scheme in a non-Slough LEA teacher turnover is 70% annually, is

that okay or is that still as bad four days a week? selective school in another part of town and we do
work closely on diVerent projects, our staV mix andMs Shepard: We are talking history here. Before I
some of our students mix, and we have to engineerjoined Beechwood there were significant issues
that. I think that selection does not encourageround recruitment and retention. Since I took up
harmony. It matters a lot to the youngsters hereas head teacher I have probably had more stability
which school they go to and where they live, morestaV wise than most other schools. I have had three
than it should I think.staV in two years move on for promotion. The
Revd Hurst: May I go back to your previousschool is now growing and I appointed seven extra
question about staV retention, everything that Juliamembers of staV for September. That is a good
says is true but there is one extra factor, if you havenews story for Beechwood, however there are some
a talented and ambitious teacher who is looking forserious issues round recruitment and retention
promotion it is not a good thing to spend too longwhich we would like to raise in this area. It is very
in a non-selective school. Slough schools arediYcult to recruit in this area, it is not a Beechwood
relatively small and also we do not have a sixthissue or a particular school issue, we are really not
form and a teacher will be well advised to move outvery far from London but we have very diVerent
and not to stay.pay conditions which makes a significant

diVerence, If somebody were to go a very short
distance down the road their pay is thousands of Q870 Chairman: That is a surprising thing to say.
pounds more. It is a very expensive housing area, Slough is like Kent, quite a small bubble in terms
it is very diYcult to appoint staV in all sectors of selection than in the rest of the country. As
perhaps in the way that we would wish to do. What Members of Parliament, and some who do not have
it does do for us, and what we have certainly done selection, we are all looking for talented teachers
at Beechwood, is it leads us into training on our of the highest level, why would that be a bar on
own and certainly at Beechwood we really have, I someone’s promotion to have experience in a non-
have to say, a top quality continual professional selective school?
development programme with very powerful expert Revd Hurst: A lack of sixth form teaching, a lack
and experienced teachers to go back and reflect on of teaching across the range. Assuming they have
their practice and share that with others, but it is the ability to look for other jobs at their interview
an extra burden on the school, it is an extra work the interviewer will ask, “what experience do you
stream, we are training people as well as the fact have with A-level teaching?” I can quote particular
that schools need to improve rapidly and an people who have been deputy heads or heads of
enormous amount. Anybody in Slough will tell you departments in schools where I have been governor
that recruitment and retention is an issue because who have said, “it is now in my interest to move
of the cost of living, because of our proximity to on”.
London, because we have been missed out on the Ms Shepard: Without wishing to be rude I think
London Challenge. We are in the M4 corridor, we the world has moved on. I think the pecking order
are a town that is rich and exciting but with a lot in education has changed very significantly and to
of challenge. We need to be able to pay people an be quite honest with you if you can make the grade
appropriate amount to work in our area. I believe in a school that has challenges your school career
schools like Beechwood need to be able to pay well is set up. I have teaching support staV in my school
to attract and retain the best. and the work they are doing, the pace at which they

change, the developments they are involved in they
are highly appointable, they are building theirQ869 Mr Pollard: Does selection on academic
careers, their careers are made. The pecking orderability encourage or discourage social integration?
has changed now. People are looking at schools inMiss Clarke: In my school I see a lot of social
challenging circumstances to be really cutting-edge,integration as a result of the mixed pupil
good practice, strong professional developmentpopulation I have there, again I would like people
programmes and they are the people that can doto come and look at what is happening with the
the biz, it has changed.pupil population, it is not what most people expect,
Revd Hurst: We disagree on that. On the questionit is multi-ethnic, multi-national, multi-faith, it is
of social integration, you have been informedslightly more boys than girls, we have families from
frequently of the movement in and out of theall kinds of backgrounds there as well, yes it does
borough, which is largely caused by a selectiveencourage social integration in the area that I am
system, it is not good for social integration if pupilsworking in in Slough, yes it does, quite clearly.
are educated elsewhere.Ms Shepard: I do not think it encourages social

integration at all frankly. This is a personal view,
I think it is divisive and I think it moves against Q871 Mr Pollard: Competition between schools, it
the heart of the community. We have young people is competitive within schools?
who are bussing and travelling all round Slough Ms Shepard: Recently I was reading some research
and I think it does detract from a community feel, a that was saying that the diVerences are greater
community contribution. Having said that we have within a school compared classroom to classroom
said already in Slough we work very positively and than they are amongst schools. I think going back

quite some time there was an element of looking atvery well across all sectors and we all engage in
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your neighbour to see how well your neighbour was provide to every child that passes our threshold and
that should be equally stimulating and challengingdoing and looking at some of the practices they

were using. Things did sharpen up in a number of to those children whatever type of school it is and
if we fall below that we should be taken to accountthings. I am somebody who believes that some

things did need to be sharpened up. Some of the for that.
level of competition we have seen nationally has
been detrimental and has taken the focus away Q873 Chairman: Would value-added be a better
from the learners, the young people, and has measure?
perhaps engaged us in activities that have drawn Miss Clarke: It is one of the measures but it should
away from that. not be exclusive. We would both say there should

be multiple measures and we need parents to
appreciate that. One of the frenetic elementsQ872 Chairman: If I can pursue you on that, we
around that is that they look at the league tableshave seen across the board over the last couple of
and they will say, “that is a good school, that isyears some policies that seem to have resulted in
not a good school”. That is far, far too simplisticstandards rising, standards rising in literacy and
a judgment that is going on. We need to get anumeracy, surely you are feeling the benefit of that
sophisticated picture over that and we are notwhether it is forced up by a testing regime or not?
helped by the profiling that goes on at the moment.Are the benefits there or is all this money being
Revd Hurst: The only place where schools shouldwasted?
actually compete against each other is on the sportsMs Shepard: No. Perhaps I have not put that
field. I do not see competition between schools asacross strongly enough, there has been a rise in
institutions, they are arranged in parents’ minds instandards. I do not think the rise in standards has
a pecking order, as Hilda said earlier. Going backbeen because of competition from one school to
to the sports field, all of these extra-curricularanother, I think the raise in standards has been
activities are all ways of integration and whataround some national strategies that have had
happens in the classroom is not seen but parentsgood elements to them. I think it has helped us to
do stand on the touchline and watch the school inreview and monitor and make judgments internally
action on the rugby field and they see youngand it has been helpful to compare ourselves not
Johnny who is going to be a goal kicker in yearsagainst our neighbouring schools but against
to come and they probably go to the school concertschools that have similar characteristics so that we
or drama production and these are very prestigiousknow what range there is in terms of performance.
and they help to form the image in the parents’I think there have been some huge benefits but
minds of the school.what does worry me is when I sit down with one

of my Year 11 students and I am mentoring them
(all of them have mentors to help them toward their Q874 Jonathan Shaw: Jeremy, you said that
GCSEs) what that young man is reflecting to me is politicians should stop using the term “choice”.
he is tested-out and I find it very hard to get him The Government do not publish league tables, do
really highly motivated about his Year 11 exam, he they, the Government publish information about
is not really very nervous about them because he schools’ results which are available to the public.
has been hyped up so many times for so many tests Hilda Clarke said that you should be held
in his education lifetime that actually he is not very accountable to that, perhaps it would be interesting
daunted by the GCSEs, the significance of them has to hear your comment. For many years there was
not come across to him, he is sick to death of being a group of people within the community who knew
tested. We run the risk in this system of measuring how the schools performed, that was the middle-
what we can measure and what we think is worth class, they knew which schools were performing
measuring of performance but we are actually well. The fact that we now have the publication of
losing our overall perspective about a young person results it has focused the thoughts, attention and
as they come through the school system. interests of far more parents. I think that is
Miss Clarke: In terms of the competition element something that teachers and head teachers are
I think this is a problem for parents because these guilty of moaning about too much quite frankly,
are measures that are seemingly about league and I say that as somebody who comes from a
tables. We could teach within schools and work teaching and social work background. Coming
within schools and our heads within schools would back to what politicians do, that is a reasonable
say, “our school is much more than that”. We are point but it goes back the other way too. I find
always forced to make that comparison and of scores of parents say things to me about the league
course it is an artificial comparison because it sets tables and they say things like Jeremy Hurst, about
schools inappropriately against each other and that the achievements of schools, which are far more
is what it should not do. I have a high ability range positive things than moaning on about the league
and I should be held to account for that in the same tables. I put that to you, ladies and gentleman.
way that I should not be matched when the Ms Shepard: Some of those schools that—to use
Government publish league tables, where some your term—the middle-classes thought were doing
schools will be vilified and some will be awarded in extremely well have been shown over the years to
completely the wrong context and the wrong way. be significantly under-performing and were
Competition has sharpened schools up but it travelling on their comfort zone and on their

reputation. Some of the schools that are judged,should be about the quality of education we all
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and cruelly judged, as being lower down the league more important than some of the other things you
have been talking about? That is not a view that Itables—and it is a fact they have had a greater

level of challenge than others schools—it is hold but I am saying it is an important part if we
are to change deprivation?inappropriate to compare them in a great big pot

along with everybody else. Where I think education Revd Hurst: It is not the information, it is the use
to which the information is put. If I went to ais finding it damaging is not round accountability—

I am okay with accountability, I am okay about doctor for an examination I would not want that
detail to be conveyed to my life insurance company,being monitored, I am okay about being heavily

monitored and I would like to think that everyday that information should be used for its own
particular purposes. When SATs were firstin my working life I am working towards helping

those youngsters to achieve in whichever way they introduced I remember it was said this would be for
diagnostic purposes and it was not used forpossibly can, and attainment and examination

results are a part of that—but do not compare me diagnostic purposes. It was never presented in the
first place for it to be used in the way that it is usedwith the school down the road that is selective, do

not compare with me with a school that is in a very now. The same is true for league tables. Perhaps it
is a bit naive that use would not be made of them.aZuent area, it is not the same, the level of

challenge is diVerent and we need to understand I think this explains the intense anger that most of
the teaching profession feel about that.that. Accountability, yes. Public accountability that

is ignorant, that is not moderated in any way, that
is crude, damages the youngsters and the staV and Q877 Mr Chaytor: Can I just come back to the
the community. It is not actually very good for a question of value-added and parental choice and
youngster who knows they are working their socks preference Has the local authority in Slough shared
oV to go into a school that is being bandied round with the schools the contextual value-added
in the media for being a school that does not do indicator? These indicators are the latest ones
very well. The fragile self-esteem of some of our available and suggest that four of the non-selected
learners is further damage, it is not helpful and I schools in Slough are in the top 25% nationally of
am very surprised it is something that has been value-added and that three of the selected schools
allowed to continue. DfeS may not publish them as in Slough appear in the bottom 25% of value-added
league tables, they do call them performance tables, indicators. Do you think that this information
and it is crude and frankly it tells us very little. should be available to parents?

Miss Clarke: I have heard about the non-selective
Q875 Chairman: That message will be going quite ones, I have not heard of the others. I would be
strongly in our report I suspect. interested to know where that data is available and
Miss Clarke: It also does undermine an enormous whether you have some data ahead of DfeS’ current
amount of work which we do in schools. Schools publication which we have not seen?
have become a lot more sophisticated about getting
themselves out into the community and telling Q878 Mr Chaytor: This is May 2003 data, the newparents what they are doing. Jeremy is quite right, one is due shortly.although perhaps it is not always on the sports field Miss Clarke: That is where they then look at thethat schools will show it, it is all of the other value-added at diVerent key stages. If I can makedimensions, it is the creative element, it is the a point there, in my grammar school I take aboutartistic element, there is a whole area that we are 30% of the ability range and that is compared without there showing what our pupils can do and schools that take between 5% and 12% ability, soachieve and also in an area like Slough we are I will always appear lower down in achievementdoing that together through the Creative matched against those. Slough does show all of thePartnership Scheme and the Business Arts data very extensively and has a very good dataCouncil.2 Our schools are all working together and performance unit that provides a wealth of datathere are fantastic displays of work and showing back to the schools. Meetings are held publiclythe performance of our pupils in many diVerent amongst the heads and we share that data betweenareas as well as sport. What I am trying to say is us. We are very much held to task, there is open,why we get so irritated about performance tables free use of that data, strong use of it in Slough andis because it is not really a picture, we work very we do use the tools and we are held accountablehard to have this broader picture of our schools, to it.whatever school we are, in all of the many
dimensions and then to see that undercut when they

Q879 Mr Chaytor: The question is, should it beproduce the performance tables. For us, that is
available to parents either in the league tables or inprofessionally very disheartening and what is it
the inspection reports or on the schools website orcontinually doing to our pupils as well in whatever
in the Slough Express or Slough Observer? Shouldcontext they are?
it be available to parents, and I am talking about
the value-added information specifically?Q876 Jonathan Shaw: If you get a decent GCSE
Miss Clarke: The question of value-added is beingyou stand to earn £80 or £90 extra a week. If we
able to understand it. If you do not understandare about changing the deprivation cycle is that not
how to read statistics it is useless. I have sat in
meetings where that data has been explained to2 Note by Witness: The name of the organisation is the

Education Business Partnership. teachers and it takes a lot of explaining, so to look
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at them cold like that is very, very diYcult. I know Q882 Chairman: That is a pretty good answer to
my question.last year was the first time they published value-

added and there were problems. We did talk about Ms Shepard: I would make community schools in
the broadest sense the heart of local areas. I amthat and parents came back to us, so we use value-

added to get the information we give out to thinking of some of the schemes that are coming to
the extended schools. I would have to say I wouldparents, but we do it in a way that we hope

contextualises. So long as you give them the correct divert funding to areas of significant disadvantage.
Frankly, if we do not there is a penalty that we willmeans of interpreting it it is okay, but like all data

it can be misused. all pay in the future if areas of disadvantage do not
have more money invested in them, in lots ofMs Shepard: I think this is one of those issues
diVerent ways in terms of opportunity, in terms ofwhere we cannot have it both ways. We should be
environment and in terms of challenge. I have tocelebrating the huge success of the non-selective
say that for staV who work in challengingschools but I would not want it to be in the same
circumstances I would wish to pay those more andsentence and comparing it to where other sector
I would wish to attract the best staV. I would evenschools were in those particular kind of tables. Can
go as far as saying that for people to be promotedI come back on the issue round GCSEs, it just
into senior positions in education they should haveseems incredibly narrow to me that we measure
to spend some time in challenging circumstances,somebody’s potential in adult life against such a
to recognise the full range of educational needs ofnarrow band of activity such as GCSEs. Certainly
the country. I would look at more ways ofthe tables are beginning to take much more note
empowering our young people through systems likeof vocational opportunities that we are introducing
schools councils and local councils and give themacross our schools. I think the vocational
some power over some decision-making, some ofcurriculum and the vocational opportunities will
the things that we are doing in the schools, but Igive a better picture of an individual’s achievement
may formulise a little bit more. The more thatand attainment. If you talk to employers and you
young people take responsibility for theirtalk to some of the skills and attributes they would
education, for their schools and for theirlike, I actually do not think they are fulfilled wholly
communities the more richness and improvementby the GCSE examination. The curriculum
we will see across society.development and the breadth of qualifications that

are becoming available to us are a way forward as
long as they can be encompassed in some way and Q883 Chairman: Would you like to able to go back
taken note of. If performance tables continue to use to a system like the Greenwich judgment which
GCSEs, I know they are not, we would not have created this ability to move so far and community
any choice, would we, we would have to plug away schools became very diYcult?
at this exam which may be inappropriate for some Ms Shepard: What I would not like to do is go back
youngsters. We actually have to be much more to where we were, we are not in a standstill
open and creative about what we consider success situation. I would like to keep the benefits that have
to be. emerged from our current system. We have spoken

about the partnership in Slough. It is the first time
I have worked in a selective system and there is

Q880 Chairman: As Chairman I have one privilege, learning to be had across the town from all parts
I get to ask the last question. It has been really of the selective system, I would not want to lose
interesting coming to Slough, it is a lovely place, that. For me a sense of community, belonging,
the weather has not been that good, but for many somewhere to contribute, somewhere to be
of us who are not representative of a selective nurtured, somewhere to be challenged and
system it is like coming into a bubble, here are you, somewhere you enjoy being is fundamentally part
you are a selective system—we more or less got the of life in this country and I think the way that we
feeling in the informal meeting that some people do have dismantled some of our community is
not like it very much, but you do not see the option detrimental. I think we do pay the cost in terms of
of changing it, you are going to live with it and people’s mental health and in terms of crime and
work within it as well as you can—if you were the disorder. I think we are paying that cost now in
Secretary of State or you had a magic wand what society.
changes would you make, if anything?
Revd Hurst: I do not know how helpful the Q884 Chairman: Thank you.
question is because we are not there, that tells you Miss Clarke: Last point, apart from saying Julia
more about the person who is answering the would make a very good Secretary of State for
question, I think, than anything else. Education—

Q881 Chairman: Pretend you are on Question Time. Q885 Chairman: I was having the same thought.
Revd Hurst: I think that as it is at the moment there Miss Clarke: —I would follow her lead and guide.
is a built-in inequality which the system contains I think selection has to be blamed for lots of the
and therefore I hope in the long-term the system ills that can be dealt with in other ways, it is one
will be changed and I hope it will be changed to the aspect of a devised education system that we have.
extent that the prestige of the present non-selective As education secretary I would like, whatever it is,

to talk with my other colleagues and say, “let usschools will match that of grammar schools.
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look at the investment in education”, it is not just that takes it beyond the schools and takes it to a
about schooling, I think it is about the community, life of learning agenda as well. Those are the
wider than just the people who live round that changes that I would make.
school. Although in our school we are firm
believers of that and we do have a community

Q886 Chairman: Could I thank all of you forprogramme and that is one that we want to adopt,
putting up with our questions and say we areit is about enriching the school community in their
delighted that you are here. Thank you very much.own right and to do that with resource and with

support teachers and the whole value of education Miss Clarke: Thank you for listening to us.
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Q887 Chairman: Can I welcome our duo of ministers me convincing. Secondly, the biggest driver of
David Miliband, the Minister of State for School parent and pupil satisfaction is how many good
Standards, and Stephen Twigg, Parliamentary schools—the quality of teaching and learning in
Under Secretary of State for Schools. This is your institutions—there are in the area. If the number of
second tour as a duo and we thank you very much good schools is rare it is very diYcult to get the sort
for coming. We specifically want to ask questions on of satisfaction levels that one would want. I cannot
this phase of our report enquiring into admissions over-emphasise—and I think this was brought out
policy. We realise it is quite thorny ground for the by a number of your witnesses—the importance of
Government; it is very controversial. The evidence the overall school improvement drive led at national
that we have taken has certainly indicated that if we and also at local level, targeting local need. Thirdly,
did not know it before we started. The admissions I was struck how many times you and your witnesses
policy seems to be in a bit of a mess from the referred to the PISA study. The important point that
evidence we have taken so far. Would you agree with they make is while we have a relatively high quality
that, Minister, that it is a bit of a mess? system we have a low equity system. Many of your
Mr Miliband: That would not be the phrase that I witnesses drew the link between the high quality, low
would choose, no. The Chief Inspector, David Bell, equity nature of our system and admissions.
when he came to the Committee said that he thought However, I think it is important to bear in mind that
this was an area in which there were no easy answers PISA found that within school variation in the UK
and all the evidence was contested. I think that is was four times greater than between school
true, but significant numbers of parents and pupils variation. I think that speaks very much to a place
up and down the country get into the school that one sees for admissions in a debate about low equity
they want and feel that the process works well for in our system. The within school variation that exists
them. I would not agree that saying it is a mess is a to a greater extent in the UK than in almost anysuYcient description of the current situation. I have other country partly reflects the comprehensivesome reflections on the evidence you have taken and

nature of intake, but it also reflects variation inI am happy to give those, but I do not know whether
teaching quality within schools. I think it isyou want to carry on with questioning?
important to bear in mind that importance of within
school variation in discussing the role of admissions

Q888 Chairman: Go ahead, please. in our system. Fourthly, just to put on the record, we
Mr Miliband: Having read the evidence which I are very clear that this is an area where the balance
thought was extremely interesting, I have four or five between local and national responsibility is
reflections that I would like to put to you and important. We have a constitutional settlementStephen may want to chip in with his particular which for a hundred years has devolvedresponsibilities in relation to London where some of

responsibility for school organisation to localthe issues are most acute. The first reflection is that
communities, notably through local educationthere is a temptation in this area either to argue that
authorities (although not only through that) andthe intake of a school determines the overall
also through the partnership between the state andattainment of the school; or to argue the opposite,
faith communities. I think it is important to say thatthat it has no impact at all. I do not think either of
the Government values that constitutionalthose positions is either true or tenable. Some pupils
settlement and wants to see it strengthened. My finalare harder to teach than others and it is important
point is that this is about process as well as outcomesthat their needs are recognised in the system. By the
and one of the striking things to come from thesystem I mean not only the admissions system,
parental surveys is that obviously parents want tobecause funding can also help to tackle the needs of
feel that their child has got into a school which isparticular diYcult pupils. What I think is also
right for them, but they also want to know that theimportant to emphasise in addition to the extra help
process by which school places are allocated orthat some pupils need is that whatever their intake,
achieved is fair and transparent. I think the movesschools of all kinds have proven that they can make
towards a more coordinated system are designed toa huge diVerence to the life chances of those children.
reflect and respect the fact that process as well asI think first of all you have to say that there are two

extremes to the argument, neither of which seems to outcomes matter in this and we have to make sure
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that eYciency and lack of bureaucracy marks the transportation and environmental cost of children in
this country being shipped round. When we went toadmissions process. I hope that the reforms that are

being brought in gradually will help to deliver them. Birmingham we discovered there was the largest
girls’ school in Europe. Half the population whoMr Twigg: When I first came before this Committee

just over a year ago after I was appointed, we talked wanted an all girls’ school were ferrying pupils
round the Birmingham road system to takeabout the emerging strategy for London schools. I

know from reading the evidence of the sessions on advantage of that. In Slough we found that a very
high percentage of pupils were coming fromthis part of your secondary inquiry there has been

quite a focus on London. I think that makes a lot of London. They were from London because Slough
has a selective system and has grammar schools.sense because one of the issues in London is about a

lack of coherence and coordination but also about a That does seem strange. You can measure content
and discontent in diVerent ways and you can see inlack of parental satisfaction, particularly around

transfer from primary into secondary school. I think London that a much higher percentage than in the
rest of the country send their children toit would be useful to share with you a piece of

research we published two weeks ago as part of the independent education, private education. That
mobility across boundaries from all around LondonLondon Challenge which shows some encouraging

signs about levels of parental satisfaction in London also gives London parents the chance to opt into a
grammar system, does it not?compared to other parts of the country, but also

highlights the need for us to focus on certain parts of Mr Twigg: It does, and I think the position in
London—which is what our strategy does—where London is complex. It partly reflects history with
the levels of parental dissatisfaction are considerably regard to the previous arrangements in the Inner
higher. As a final point, to concur with David’s final London Education Authority. I think you are right
point, I think the move to a coordinated system of to say that it partly reflects the situation in outer
admissions, while a positive move nationally, would London with respect to neighbouring authorities
be particularly important for parents and pupil and the availability of selective options that may not
experience of that transfer in London. exist within the actual London boroughs. I think on

the broader question of transport and the associated
financial and environmental factors aroundQ889 Chairman: Both of you finished on that
transport, it is perhaps less of an issue in Londonparticular note and in one sense does one not detect
than it might be in rural or semi-rural areas becausefrom the evidence we have taken so far that quite a
by and large there are transport links in London thatpercentage of parents are not so interested in fair and
do enable children and young people to get abouttransparent but whether they get a good deal out of
and travel that bit further to school. That issue doesit? There is a lot of evidence to suggest that if you are
demonstrate the importance of us taking a look ata more sophisticated player in the admissions game,
the arrangements for school transport as we set outif you have more knowledge of it—perhaps
in the Queen’s Speech. There have been a lot ofknowledge plus mobility—you regularly end up with
concerns raised by authorities and by all parties infour or five choices of school in London as opposed
local government about the current arrangementsto the parent who is less able to play the system who
which, as you know, go back nearly 60 years, forends up with only one or, in some cases, no choice.
support for school transport and the impact thatIs the method you are choosing going to alienate a
that has not just on the choices that are available atlarge number of what are known as the chattering
the local level but also some of those broaderclasses when they end up with only one choice and
economic and environmental factors that youare not allowed to play the game any more?
rightly refer to.Mr Twigg: I recognise that is a possibility. I think I

concur with the evidence that Ian Birnbaum from
Sutton gave when he appeared before the Q891 Paul Holmes: I was interested in some of the
Committee that that is unlikely. My own borough in opening speculation about what is most important
Enfield has operated a coordinated admissions in school pupil achievement: what the school does
scheme for some time and I do not think it has had and the teachers do and the background that the
that eVect in terms of the attitudes of parents within pupils come from. David Bell, the Chief Inspector,
the borough. There are significant numbers of said to the Committee quite recently that from his
children who do end up in a position where they do long study of the issue about 20% of the factors
not have any oVer of a place until quite late on in the aVecting pupils’ success came from within the
process and the big positive eVect of moving to schools’ control and about 80% came from external
coordinated admissions is that those children, influences. Would you agree with your Chief
whatever background they come from, will have that Inspector?
guarantee of an oVer of a place. I think the benefit of Mr Miliband: I have read his evidence but I do not
that will far outweigh any concerns that there might have to hand the context in which he said that. As I
be amongst some other parents that they cannot look at data which shows performance in schools in
hold on to three, four or even five places, which diVerent free school meal bands at Key Stage 2, Key
happens at the margins at the moment. Stage 3 and Key Stage 4 there are two things which

are striking. One is that there is a correlation
between how many pupils on free school meals are inQ890 Chairman: When the Committee visited
that school and their educational achievement. TheBirmingham, and last Monday when we visited

Slough, what we picked up was the enormous second thing that is striking is that for every school
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meal band there are significant numbers of the local education authorities cannot control the
number of schools who become specialist and haveschools—upwards of a quarter at every level

including the highest free school meal bands—who some control of admissions. They cannot control the
setting up of city academies. They cannot control theare performing not just above the national average

but in the top half of performance for the schools faith schools. They cannot control city technology
colleges. Where is the balance? With the localthat have fewest pupils on free school meals. Clearly

in those schools they are making more than 20% of education authorities or with these multiple
admissions authorities, many of which have been setdiVerence to the achievement of those pupils because

they are more bucking the national trends. I would up since 1997?
Mr Twigg: The figure of a thousand-plus admissionswant to see exactly what David Bell was saying. If he

was making a judgment on how successful we are as authorities, does that include the specialist schools?
a nation across all schools I do not think there is
anything inherent that says that schools are only Q895 Paul Holmes: It is the whole range, yes.
able to make 20% of diVerence. I would be surprised Mr Miliband: Specialist schools have the power to
if he was saying that. admit up to 10% of pupils who have an aptitude for

certain specialisms. However, 94% of the specialist
schools do not actually use that power so I think oneQ892 Paul Holmes: Given some of the facts that are
has to be slightly careful in the way that one uses thefairly controversial and the vast majority of schools
notion that every admissions authority acts with thethat are going to special measures do represent the
same degree of independence because clearly they dodeprived areas –whether it is inner cities or whether
not use some of the freedom that they have got. I doit is more rural areas like north Derbyshire or north
not think that anyone here believes that localNottingham coalfields—there are all sorts of
education authorities run schools. I think peopleexamples like that which do seem to back up what
believe that head teachers run schools. The nationalDavid Bell was saying. Obviously admissions to
Government sets up the curricula and inspectionschool is very important. What is the main purpose
and assessment framework and the localof schools admissions policy? Is it to reflect parental
government provides the support and otherchoice or is it to allow the school to select the pupils
infrastructural services, but the principal ofit wants? Or is to create a balanced intake of pupils
subsidiarity applies at each level of the schoolingto create a more random school?
system.Mr Miliband: DiVerent parts of the country make

diVerent choices about the relative priority they give
the diVerent factors in the organisation of schools Q896 Paul Holmes: You have not really answered
admissions. This was touched on in a couple of the the question there in that of the 1,211 admissions
supplementary questions that the Committee put to authorities 150 are local education authorities but
us after the first memorandum that we submitted. within their boundaries they have 510 foundation
DiVerent areas place a diVerent value on the schools, 551 voluntary aided schools. Government
eYciency of the process, on the primacy of parental policy is adding in things like city academies which
satisfaction and on the impact of standards overall. they will have no control over whatsoever. The
Our job is to set the Code of Practice in a way that expansion of new faith school is being encouraged.
promotes fair and transparent admissions Mr Miliband: The city academies have to conform to
procedures. That is what we seek to do, but it is the Code of Practice on admissions. They are
impossible to generalise as to how diVerent adhering to the Code and they are required to adhere
admissions authorities balance those factors. to the Code. I think that is the right way to balance

the respective rights and responsibilities of the
individual institution and the national interest for aQ893 Paul Holmes: Are you saying that the
fair and transparent process.Government do not take a view on what the purpose

of admissions policy should be as long as it is fair and
transparent? Q897 Chairman: What is the diVerence between
Mr Miliband: Our job is to set the framework as per adhering to a code and taking note of a code?
the Code and that is what we do. As we said to you Mr Miliband: If it is not being taken note of then it
in the supplementary answer, eYciency, parental is not being adhered to and it is open to challenge.
satisfaction and eVect on standards are three factors
that one could use to measure the eVectiveness of Q898 Paul Holmes: If the Government are taking a
diVerent systems. It is up to local admissions fairly stand-back approach and saying it is down to
authorities to do that. The Government is not an the local education authorities but the local
admissions authority and so obviously does not do education authorities are saying that they have all
that itself. these diVerent varieties of schools which they cannot

control, was the Code of Practice devised to create a
fair and transparent system, or was it devised toQ894 Paul Holmes: If the Government are taking a

fairly stand-back approach and saying that it is up allow parental choice or school choice or to create a
balanced intake?to the devolved power of local authorities, there are

now 1,211 diVerent admissions authorities—many Mr Miliband: I did not say it is now down to the local
education authorities; it is down to the diVerentof those are individual schools—quite a lot of those

admissions authorities have been created by this admissions authorities which include local
education authorities. The Code of Practice isGovernment since 1997. In quite a lot of those cases
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designed to promote a fair and transparent A* to C at GCSE is something like 8% and that is
admissions process in line with due diVerentiation scandalous. I think that by saying what we have said
between central government responsibility and local in the Code we have sent out a very powerful
responsibility. I think that the evidence so far is that message. Clearly we have to look to see how that is
the Code is having a useful eVect and I think it has developing as the Code is now in practice to see that
provided a degree of a benchmark for admissions schools are keeping to that.
authorities and that is a useful step forward.

Q903 Jonathan Shaw: I am encouraged to hear youQ899 Paul Holmes: Are you still sticking to the line say that. So that is something you will monitor to seethat there is no government view on what would be that that is actually happening. How will you knowdesirable from admissions policies in an area? whether it is happening if places are not challenged?Mr Miliband: It is imperative that the Government
Mr Twigg: I think we have an opportunity to takehas a view that the admissions policy should be fair
this forward, which is, of course, the legislationand transparent, but that is the limit of our
announced in the Queen’s Speech, the Children’sresponsibilities or powers in this area and it has been
Bill. The thinking in terms of the Children’s Bill is tofor the last century.
place a duty on local authorities in respect of the
educational achievements of looked after children. I

Q900 Paul Holmes: Why give the specialist schools think that does provide the opportunity to carry out
the power to select 10% on aptitude or ability? precisely the monitoring that you are rightly
Regardless of how many actually do, you gave them suggesting we should carry out.
the power to do that. Why give them that power if
you think the local education authorities and the
local admissions authorities should be the ones who Q904 Jonathan Shaw: In terms of that monitoring
have the choice? that will be given to OFSTED, David Bell said that
Mr Miliband: I think that the validity or usefulness he did not inspect admissions arrangements so how
of the specialist flexibility is that in subjects like will they know?
music and sport we think that the recognition of
aptitude in the small minority of admissions

Q905 Mr Twigg: I think, as part of the inspection, hisdecisions is a valuable flexibility for schools in
inspectors will be looking at a range of factors indeveloping centres of excellence in a particular area.
terms of the implementation of policies. I think that
while OFSTED clearly has a role to play, my pointQ901 Paul Holmes: Just music and sport? Not maths
was perhaps a slightly diVerent one which is that theor engineering?
present thinking in terms of the children’s legislationMr Miliband: You will know that there are five
proposed is to give a specific role to the localspecialisms where it is allowed. It is not allowed in
authority. It may well be that the local authority canthe humanities but it is in music and sport and the
work in conjunction with OFSTED, but I think it isareas where we think an aptitude test is unlikely to
a specific responsibility there for the local authorityblend into an ability test.
which, of course, has that wider responsibility for
children in its care.

Q902 Jonathan Shaw: The Chairman mentioned
adhering to or noting the Code. I just want to ask
you a bit about children in care. The Adjudicator, Q906 Jonathan Shaw: The local authority have
Dr Hunter, said that he was very clear that children children in care and they are not the admissions
in public care should be number one in terms of authorities for a particular high performing school
surplus places for schools that are over-subscribed. which is clearly saying that they do not want children
We have interviewed people in Slough, we have also in care in their school. The evidence is there. Who is
taken into account what witnesses have said to us going to take these schools to the Adjudicator?
here and what is clear is that having regard does not Mr Miliband: The local authority. It is the local
necessarily mean that children in public care will be authority that has that responsibility for children in
number one priority. As you point out, Minister, it its care.
can be challenged. Is that really a satisfactory state
of aVairs when 75% of children who leave school do

Q907 Jonathan Shaw: I suppose it all does requireso without educational qualifications? They have to
challenge rather than the admissions authoritieswait. That is always the thing about children in care,
or the schools actually making that decisionthe waiting. Children in care have to wait for schools
themselves. It is not very pro-active.to be challenged; it is not making them the priority.
Mr Twigg: We are moving in the right direction. WeMr Twigg: I think that what it absolutely vital is that
have started with the Code. The next stage with thewe have made a really significant change here by
changes being made to the provision of children’ssaying, through the Code, that looked after children
services at the local level is to then have the rightshould be right there at the top of our priorities. I do
lever for ensuring that the Code is eVective at theagree that we have a duty as ministers to make very
local level. I think there is good sense in saying thatclear what we mean by that and that that is an
placing that duty upon local government makesexpectation that we have of schools and
sense to enable the local authority to play that rolecommunities across the country. I understand the

percentage of looked after children who achieve five eVectively on behalf of the children in its care.
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Q908 Chairman: Minister, in your opening remarks the children’s legislation are to place a duty on the
local authorities to do that which does not exist atyou said “adhered to”. That means “stuck to” in my
the moment.translation. We took evidence, for example, from a

head who basically said that they do not interpret it
in that way. When we asked what happened, having Q912 Helen Jones: That seems an awfully long-
been taken to the Adjudicator on this, he said that winded way of going about it. If we are all agreed—
they did not ask about that. They were doing a as I think we are—that the education of looked after
number of things which we considered to be in children has been scandalously neglected for many
breach of the Code, but no-one is doing anything years, and we all accept that schools ought to be
about it. It is a sort of laissez faire. Who is out there doing more about it, why do we have to go down this
to make sure that all these admissions authorities long winded route of giving the power to local
take note of the Code? It is not strong enough, is it? authorities then expecting local authorities to refer
Mr Miliband: In relation to children in care I think matters to the Adjudicator if schools are not
Stephen has given you a very clear answer. The local complying with the Code? Would it not be simpler
authority is in pole position to do that. Is that the just to make those provisions in the Code
question you are asking? mandatory?

Mr Twigg: I would hope that the reference to the
Adjudicator would, in a sense, be a last resort and

Q909 Chairman: When we go out as a Committee the local authority would have relationships at the
into the local authority and a head of a school says local level that might well enable the position we all
that it does not apply and I am asking you what is want to bring about without it having to go to the
going wrong? Adjudicator. I can understand a sense of frustration
Mr Miliband: I either suggest that the local authority that we are not simply saying that we will legislate
is perfectly happy with the distribution or it is not and it will all be done from the centre, but I concur
providing the degree of challenge that is necessary. really with David’s answer that I think it makes
The Code is there to provide a benchmark to ensure more sense to say that these are matters best led at
that there is proper opportunity. The obvious the local level. What I suppose I was acknowledging
question is to ask the local education authority if is that at the moment the local level does not
they are satisfied with the arrangements for children necessarily have the duty that I would like to see it
in care or do they not realise what power they have. have and this legislation with the Children’s Bill

provides the opportunity to do that.

Q910 Chairman: The fact of the matter is that the
Q913 Helen Jones: It is possible, is it not, that a localevidence given to this Committee is that the Code is
authority could decide that it was discharging itsnot strong enough. It is not adhered to; it is not stuck
duty to looked after children even if a particularto; it is advisory. Up and down the country
school was not giving them priority in the over-admissions authorities, whether individual schools
subscription criteria? I think what we are trying toor not—are disregarding it.
tease out of you is why the educational opportunitiesMr Miliband: I would say that whilst it is tempting
of looked after children should vary depending onfor ministers to believe that for every problem that
which local authority they happen to find themselvesexists the answer is to take power to themselves,
in and how pro-active that local authority decidesactually a properly functional system depends on a
to be.balance of responsibility between central and local
Mr Twigg: If there were those circumstances Igovernment. If local government has power in this
suppose I would like to look at them as well asarea and is not using it, the answer is not to
anyone else to see what the reasoning was. I thinknationalise the power. The answer is to ask why they
that this is the sort of decision and approach that isare not using it.
best decided at the local level.

Q911 Chairman: I know you do not like sending out Q914 Helen Jones: Why?
circulars, but have you ever sent a circular out to Mr Twigg: Because I do not think that it is my job
local education authorities suggesting that they or David’s job or Charles Clarke’s job to make of all
could use this power? of these very detailed decisions from the centre. I
Mr Miliband: I am very happy to provide the think we are legitimately criticised in the past for
Committee with the voluminous correspondence having had an over-centralised approach to certain
that has been sent over the last three or four years on aspects of policy, and what we are seeking to say

through the arrangements in the Code of Practicerepeated occasions to local authorities. I have a
and through other legislation is that actually thefeeling this is an area in which we are often accused
local level is an important level for all sorts ofof being overly bureaucratic and overly zealous in
diVerent decisions, of which this is one.our dissemination of information about the powers

that exist.
Mr Twigg: Specifically in respect of looked after Q915 Helen Jones: This is not about that sort of
children, part of my answer was to acknowledge that detail, is it? It is about a very clear national policy
there is not suYcient power at the moment at the regarding looked after children. What we are trying
local authority level and therefore it is a matter of to tease out of you is why the implementation of that

policy should vary from authority to authority?local autonomy and the proposals as they stand for
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Mr Twigg: All authorities have the Code; the Code old. If you are not convinced, let us go away and
marshal our arguments in a way which is asis not something that applies to some and not to

others. It is not mandatory in any authority. The convincing as possible.
implementation of that is at the local level, but that
implementation has to be in the light of the Code; it Q918 Valerie Davey: Since local authorities are now
is not regardless of the Code. It may be that there back in favour should communities not feel more
would be particular circumstances that would confident that the admissions policies reflect the fact
dictate a particular approach in an area. What I that schools are based in their communities?
think is important is that we fill the gap that Mr Miliband: Obviously we want to have strong
undoubtedly exists at the moment under which there links between schools and communities. Of the four
is not an expectation that the local authority will priorities that the schools directorate sets up, one of
play that role on behalf of its looked after children. them is the link between schools and the wider
I would hope that local authorities would be doing community. However, we face a real dilemma here
that anyway, but if the evidence is that that is not which is that every child going to their local school
happening everywhere I think we close that loophole might produce the most segregated educational
with what we are saying through the children’s distribution of pupils that one can imagine. It rather
legislation. depends on what you mean by the question. If your
Mr Miliband: It is also correct to say that where the question is: should a school have strong roots and
Secretary of State believes that an authority is acting links with their local community then obviously the
in an unreasonable way he has the power to direct answer is yes. If you mean by that: do we believe that
them to act in a diVerent way. every child should go to the school closest to them,

the answer to that is no.

Q916 Helen Jones: That is true, but we could have
Q919 Valerie Davey: There is no debate in anya long discussion about the concept of
situation until you get over-subscription and this isunreasonableness in law which would take us down
where the dilemma falls such that the individuala lot of blind alleys perhaps. What we are asking you
schools who are their own admissions authoritiesis why it is not simpler simply to make that provision
apparently take priority over the local authoritymandatory. At the moment I am not convinced by
which was trying to hold the balance. I think this isyour answer. What was the reasoning that the
part of our diYculty in trying to understand whereDepartment went through—particularly in regard
the balance really lies. Does it lie in a case of over-to looked after children—in not making these
subscription with a school with all the criteria thatprovisions mandatory?
are found in the Code—which they may or may notMr Miliband: I think that the decision to go down
adhere to, or may or may not have cognisance of—the Code route—if I can put it like that—was made
or does it lie, ultimately with the local authoritywith respect and with a view of the overall needs of
because they have the good of the wider communitythe admissions system and it would be less at heart?bureaucratic and more tuned to local needs, better Mr Miliband: The balance of what?able to respond to a change in circumstances. If we

went down the route of having a Code and then tried
Q920 Valerie Davey: Of the admission of a child toto add a whole range of requirements that would fail
a certain school.to take into account individual needs. I hear what
Mr Miliband: In the new system that is being put in,you say about the concept of reasonableness, but I
it would depend on the ranking of the school by thethink that it is understood and can lead to rather
parent and also the admissions criteria of the school.rapid conclusions and I think most of us, if we see
We now know that the conditionality practice issomething unreasonable, we would be able to get
being removed from the system as it has been ruledpretty quick agreement on it. I do not think it is as
unfair by the Adjudicator so I think one can saytoothless as you suggest.
quite clearly that each school will have its own
criteria which will be applied in a fair and
transparent way. Every parent will apply to threeQ917 Chairman: I think you are getting the sense
schools of their choice in ranked order. The schoolfrom the Committee that we are not too happy
will not know which ranking they have been given.about some of your replies. If you look at the formal
You will then have a clear listing of the order inevidence we took last week in Slough and also if you
which pupils are admitted to diVerent schools, bevisited them, here we saw a pretty reasonable
that on the grounds of sibling, distance or faithauthority with good leadership which feels rather
(although faith without an interview).frustrated with the present system because they can

hardly do much with the selective system you have
left them with even if they wanted to change it. Q921 Valerie Davey: In Slough 20% of their
However, the message you are giving out here did youngsters go out of Slough and 20% or more from
not seem to be clear to them. Their schools are other authorities come in. Even then you are asking
saying that schools are not admitting this particular that local authority to be holding the rein and
vulnerable group of children. looking after the community.
Mr Miliband: It is worth pointing out that that is a Mr Miliband: But we are moving from a system
fairly new requirement; it came out in January so we where a school with pupils coming from a range of

authorities had hundreds of applications fromare talking about something which is less than a year
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individual parents. There will be a step reduction in Mr Twigg: I would not want to overstate this point,
but I think that the coordination of admissions inthe amount of bureaucracy that is attached to the

system because parental preference will be funnelled practice is giving more of a role to the local
education authority. I apologise for using thethrough other systems. There has been some piloting

done in two or three parts of the country where there example of my own borough again, but the LEA has
that role even alongside a grammar school and ahave been some quite complex admissions patterns,

but nonetheless the introduction of coordinated number of faith schools and a relationship with a
whole pattern of various schools in Hertfordshireadmissions has introduced a degree of eYciency to

the system. and Barnet and elsewhere. My own sense of it as a
local member of Parliament is that it has had oneMr Twigg: I think two of the London chief

education oYcers, Ian Birnbaum and Paul eVect which is to encourage a closer relationship
between secondary schools, even across some ofRobinson from Sutton and Wandsworth, set it out

very fully when they appeared before you. The those barriers between the one grammar school and
the comprehensives.potential benefits that are going to come to London

parents and London communities from the Pan- Mr Miliband: Could we bring up the Australian
context? There pupils but also, in brackets, teachers,London system when it comes in in 2005 will be

considerable. In fact, there are already benefits are allocated to schools in some states on the basis of
a computer programme. I think of all of thecoming from those authorities like Birmingham and

also some of the London boroughs, including my strengths of the Australian systems none of the
participants in it would say that it does anything toown borough of Enfield, where there is that process.

Even where you have a selective element—as we strengthen the community links that you are talking
about. It is de-humanised almost. It has the notionhave with one school in my borough and others

nearby in St Albans—there is that possibility of a that the central state knows best and it will tell you
where to go as a school child and where to go as aprocess which I think is a good deal fairer and more

transparent and, most importantly, it does not leave school teacher. I do not think that does much to
strengthen the community aspects which I know youa position where you have a minority—a significant

minority—of children and parents left with no believe in.
school place until the very last minute.

Q924 Helen Jones: We have heard quite a lot from
you already about the importance of coordinatingQ922 Valerie Davey: I agree with you entirely that

the new system is an improvement and certainly we admissions and I think we can certainly agree that
there has been a step forward on this recently.hope it will be more eYcient. It will allow parents to

have a clear understanding of the process but I do However, if that is so important can I ask you why
CTCs are not included and are not requirednot see that it helps in fostering communities and

schools with their communities while this wide range to participate in the coordinated admissions
arrangements, particularly when academies are andof communication and travel is going on and there is

no local authority able to have a direct influence, it they are both state funded schools?
Mr Twigg: I think the situation in respect of CTCswould appear, on that process. The criterion at the

top would appear to be eYciency. I accept that, it is is without doubt an anomaly and I do not think that
either of us would sit here and deny that. We areimportant. Then it is parental choice and then school

admissions policy and at the bottom somewhere is talking about a small number of schools and a
situation that we inherited from the previousthe need to hold that balance potentially for the

good of the community and standards throughout government. I think in the previous evidence given
by oYcials from the Department one of the waysthose schools.

Mr Miliband: Surely the two of us can agree that the forward to correct that was set out, which is to
encourage CTCs to become academies so that theydegree to which a school is engaged with its

community is about far more than simply then become part of that coordinated approach. One
of them has already done so and another is inadmissions. Whatever system you have in a school

that is over-subscribed there are diYcult decisions discussion with us about taking that matter forward.
being made, but the degree to which a school is
genuinely engaged with its community is what it Q925 Helen Jones: I agree that we are only talking
does all the way through the year: before school, about a small number of schools, but they can have
after school, weekends, summer holidays, the extent quite an impact in the area in which they operate and
to which it is open to the community for out of hours an impact on the other schools in the area. Is the
use, the extent to which it works with other schools, Department thinking of further ways that they can
teacher training which is done between schools. either encourage or compel CTCs to become
All those factors seem to me to have a academies and, if so, what changes would that
disproportionately large influence on the extent to require to their funding arrangements?
which a school is seen as something that is precious Mr Miliband: Quite substantial. The CTCs were set
and valued by the community compared to the up on the basis of a particular prospectus which
admissions issue. included the admissions arrangements to which you

refer and it is out of respect for the basis on which
they were set up that we have not compelled—to useQ923 Valerie Davey: I agree with you, but it does not

seem that the admissions policy helps that process. your phrase—them to change because I think that
would alter the terms of trade on which they were setIn fact, in many cases it is the opposite.
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up. What I think we can legitimately do is to Mr Miliband: It could lead to that kind of
encourage them to follow the route of academies discrimination. That is why, to take account of that
which have to have regard to the admissions code as sort of disadvantage, we have said that academies
we discussed earlier. If they are going to admit pupils should not operate on that basis. That is the simple
across the ability range they have to do it in relation answer to what you are saying. Academies are
to the proportion of pupils who have applied to the encouraged to be as open as possible—as other
school rather than according to national ability schools are—with as many parents as possible about
bands. I am encouraged that one has already decided the way in which the school works and what makes
to become an academy; another is interested in the school tick. That is not the same as interviewing
doing so. Of the two that have joined they are or having a structured discussion with each and
interested in federating with other schools and I every parent before they apply.
think all that is to the good. However, they were set
up on a particular basis and we think it is right to
respect the basis on which they were set up while Q929 Helen Jones: It could be that where CTCs are
encouraging the benefits of the academy operation. concerned some families do not even apply in the
It is worth saying that we have had three academies first place because they are put oV by that process.
going for over a year and we have had 12 academies Does the Department have any evidence on that?
going since September so we have a relatively new Mr Miliband: I do not have any evidence. What I
oVer to make to those CTCs and I think as they see know is that the CTCs have used a model of nine
the way in which the academy admissions process is ability rankings for applicants and they take pupils
working they will be encouraged to join them. from each of those nine ability ranges. Just so that

we are absolutely clear, I think that the accusation
that is made or the worry that you have is that withinQ926 Helen Jones: We have had some discussion
each of those nine ability rankings there is aabout the interview process for CTCs and our

understanding is that they are not actually allowed temptation or a tendency for particular groups of
to interview but they are allowed to have what people to be chosen within those ability ranks. I
is called a structured discussion. What is the think the CTCs would make a very strong argument
diVerence? Have you thought of at least bringing that they are very comprehensive in the ability range
their admission arrangements into line with other that they take. They take pupils from the bottom
schools and getting rid of that interviewing process, 10% of ability and the same proportion from the top
whatever you choose to call it? 10%. What you may be worried about is that they
Mr Miliband: If a structured discussion means that take particular groups from within those deciles. It
all parents who are interested in applying to a school is worth pointing out that they do take pupils from
are invited—invited, not compelled—to come to the every single one of those ability ranges. From our
school on their own or in groups to parents’ evenings point of view the reason the academies have been set
or to see the school at work during the day, that is a up in the way they have is that we think it is
good thing. If it is structured in the sense that the important that every child has an equal chance of
head teacher and other teachers explain the way the getting in them.
school works and they give the parents as much
information as possible, that is to be encouraged. It
fosters an understanding that we want to see across Q930 Helen Jones: Are you telling the Committee,
the system. If a structured discussion means an Minister, that you believe that the current structure
interview with each pupil, to either encourage them by which CTCs are able to interview is not an
or discourage them to apply, that is not something appropriate one?
that is allowed by the Code. That is the diVerence, Mr Miliband: What I would say is that it seems that
but the fact remains that CTCs were set up on a it is an anomaly that results from the unique way in
diVerent basis; they were not set up on the same basis which they were set up in the mid 1980s.
as academies and that is why they operate under a
diVerent set of rules.

Q931 Chairman: The memorandum that you have
Q927 Chairman: Can CTCs have interviews or only sent to us (SA42, City Technology Colleges, point
structured discussions? 4)1 says, “8 CTSs interview”. You have to make up
Mr Miliband: They can have structured discussions. your mind whether it is a structured discussion or an
I will write to you about whether there are any legal interview.
case laws as to what constitutes a structured Mr Miliband: Nobody is trying to hide behind what
discussion. CTCs are not required to operate under it is called. We have been absolutely clear that the
the Code. CTCs were set up on a particular basis which allows

them to have interviews even if they are called
structured discussions.Q928 Helen Jones: Do you accept then, whether you

call it an interview or a structured discussion—we
are not entirely clear what the diVerence is—that the
kind of arrangement that you just described actually Q932 Chairman: You explain that in terms of
disadvantages a number of children whose parents historic reasons.
are perhaps not so articulate at those discussions or
who do not turn up? 1 Note: See Ev 223.
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Mr Miliband: Exactly. historic. When we point to a very modern
innovation—City Academies—they share some of
those characteristics which are not new and you haveQ933 Chairman: If you do not like the admissions
actually included them. The appeal procedure is theprocedure, both CTCs and City Academies—and
same as the CTCs.City Academies are very much the progeny of this
Mr Miliband: I think we have both been labouringadministration—have a common appeal system to
under a misapprehension. Let me try to explain. Anthe Secretary of State. Why have you again allowed
individual parent gets an independent appeal toAcademies to have a diVerent system? This is not
an appeal panel just like in other maintainedbecause you inherited it?
schools. Schools that dislike others’ admissionsMr Miliband: We deliberately gave the Academies a
arrangements cannot go to the Adjudicator, but thatdiVerent admissions procedure.
is not the role of the individual parent. I hope that
clarifies the situation. Do you see the distinctionQ934 Chairman: But not a diVerent appeal
between the parental appeal against admission orprocedure. They both appeal to the Secretary of
lack thereof, and the appeal by another admissionsState not to the Adjudicator. Why is that?
authority—be it a school or an LEA—against theMr Miliband: Because the Secretary of State has a
way in which an Academy is operating itsfunding agreement with them. As the Academy is
admissions arrangements?organised it has a funding agreement with the

Secretary of State.

Q940 Chairman: We will think about this because
Q935 Chairman: What has a funding agreement got my information tells me that appeals on admissions
to do with the fact that if in a state school parents to CTCs and Academies go to the Secretary of State
believe their child has been unfairly refused not to the Adjudicator.
admission the appeal is not to the Adjudicator but to Mr Miliband: I think that must refer to generic
the Secretary of State? appeals by admissions authorities against the whole
Mr Miliband: Maybe the words funding agreement operation of the way in which the system works, not
are misleading. The funding agreement sets out all appeals by individual parents against the entry or
aspects of the way in which the school will work so otherwise of their child. I hope that clarifies the
it is the appropriate basis on which to judge the way situation and suggests that we were both consistent.
in which the school is working, whether it is adhering Chairman: We will come back to it. We are now
to the Code or whether it is adhering to other going to look at admissions to London schools.
aspects.

Q941 Jonathan Shaw: The Pan-London Project isQ936 Chairman: You are being a bit nimble on your
going to have responsibility for coordination whichfeet, Minister. On the one hand you explain that it is
is obviously complex within London, to say theall inherited and you could not help it, it was an old
least. It will be the political responsibility foradministration from years ago. Two minutes ago it
providing those places; providing a child a place willwas all something inherited from Kenneth Baker
be with the boroughs. Is that correct?and that was a long time ago and you do not want to
Mr Miliband: The political responsibility,disturb historic decisions.
absolutely, yes.Mr Miliband: Correct.

Q937 Chairman: Two minutes later, I pointed out to Q942 Jonathan Shaw: What about accountability? Isyou that the appeals procedure is very new because there going to be confusion? Are we going to seeit is in City Academies as well as CTCs.2 boroughs blaming the Pan-London Project and theMr Miliband: We had our opportunity to do Pan-London Project putting the blame back onsomething diVerent from the CTCs. In the case of certain boroughs?the adherence to the Code and the way in which the Mr Twigg: I think that question strikes at the heartadmissions work, we did. In relation to appeals, we of what we have called the London Challengedid not. What is inconsistent about that? because what we have done and what Estelle Morris
set out when she launched it almost 18 months ago

Q938 Chairman: We feel it is in inconsistent is to go for a voluntary approach where, rather than
following the reasoning of your argument in the re-organising London’s education authorities or
early part of this investigation. nationalising it or whatever, we are saying that we
Mr Miliband: I do not see why. will keep the 33—the 32 boroughs and the City of

London—and have a small team headed by Tim
Q939 Chairman: This is a scrutiny Committee of Brighouse based in the Department working with
your Department that you are talking to and what them. It is a voluntary approach. There is a danger
we are interested in is consistency. We feel that it is with it which is exactly the one you described, but so
an inconsistency if CTCs have a very diVerent far I have to report that it is very positive, that the
system which you have explained is because it is voluntary approach is working well and my sense is

that boroughs across London—inner and outer—
2 Note by Witness: Academics are required in their funding under the leadership of all three main politicalagreement to set up independent appeals panels appointed

parties are really signed up for trying to bring thisin accordance with the provisions of the School Admission
Appeals Code of Practice. about successfully.
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Q943 Jonathan Shaw: What have been the early not actually from London. Equally, some London
pupils go outside. However, I think it is fair to saydiYculties and challenges that you have managed to

resolve and what are the ones that are still both from that and from anecdotal evidence that the
percentage going to independent schools fromoutstanding?

Mr Twigg: One of the big challenges—I do not know families resident in London is above the national
average.whether I am going a little bit beyond the subject

today—is about new schools. That clearly has a
great relevance to the whole issue of admissions and Q946 Chairman: How much higher?
part of the reason that parents in London are often Mr Twigg: My own view would be it is a little bit less
dissatisfied with the transfer at 11 is quality but also than double because of the eVect that I have just
about supply of places. There are boroughs where described with pupils coming into London from
there are nowhere near enough places to educate outside.
every child who lives in or close to that borough. We
have seen that with a couple of high profile cases in

Q947 Jonathan Shaw: It works the other way roundthe Press. We are having some success in working
as well. Children from Hounslow go out to thewith our colleagues in London local government and
grammar school in Slough.in schools in London to identify not only the need
Mr Twigg: I am talking specifically about privatefor additional schools (which is not really argued
schools. If you are talking about selective schoolsabout) but where they should go in order to have the
then pupils are going in and out and there is a slightlymaximum impact on the quality of choice that is
higher percentage than elsewhere. I have always saidavailable at 11. I think we are making some progress
with respect to the London Challenge that I thinkon that. On the specific issue of coordinated
there are two strands to it. One is about a generaladmissions, there was a sense that we did not want
improvement in the quality of schools and theto overload the system and what we are doing in
system of schools in London, but the other is aboutLondon is introducing the secondary coordination a
the perception of schools in London. There isyear before the primary. That was a request that
actually a good case to be made, and Tim Brighousecame to us as ministers from London local
makes this very eloquently, that actually Londongovernment which we accepted, so there is a delay in
schools are a lot better than people think. Ithe primary coordinated admissions by a year.
mentioned at the beginning the survey that we have
just published. What is interesting about this survey

Q944 Jonathan Shaw: Dr Hunter approved of the is that it compares the attitude of parents in London
Pan-London Project but he was not wildly to parents in the rest of the country. Parents of
optimistic. He said that it would cost twice as much secondary age pupils in London have, in general, a
as you expect it to do and it would go wrong at some poorer opinion of what schools in London are like
point in the future because of a diVerent set of than parents of pupils out of London. However,
circumstances and you would have to change some when asked about the actual secondary school their
of the process. child goes to, 51% of London parents are very
Mr Twigg: I read his evidence with some concern as satisfied with the secondary school their child goes to
the minister responsible for this area. I was a little compared to 39% for parents nationally. Whilst I
reassured when I then moved on to read the evidence think we are right to focus on improvement,
from the two directors of education, particularly particularly in the boroughs where parental
from Ian Birnbaum from Sutton who has very much dissatisfaction is especially high, there is also an
led on this project. I think it is vitally important that element of saying that it is partly about perception
we move forward at a pace that minimises the and things are often better than people in general—
dangers of that sort of failure. That is part of the including parents—think they are.
reason why David and I agreed to the suggestion
from the London chief education oYcers to delay Q948 Jonathan Shaw: Do you think the fact that
the primary so that we could be certain to get right there is a higher number of children going to
the secondary admissions phase beginning in 2005. independent schools fuels that?

Mr Twigg: Without doubt it is part of the picture in
London. There are some very wealthy people inQ945 Jonathan Shaw: Is some of the failure in terms

of providing parents with suYcient places that they London who would probably send their children to
independent schools however good the state schoolsare satisfied with? Is that because we have such a

large number of selective independent schools in were, but we also know that there are significant
numbers of parents in London who are not that wellLondon so basically we are not getting the critical

mass of ability range, class, et cetera. There are oV who will scrimp and save in order to send their
children to private schools. That is part of the reasonschools with high levels of special needs where

parents do not want to send their children. The behind having the London Challenge, in particular
the focus that we are having on the five boroughsaverage is 6.9% and in London it is 13.6%.

Mr Twigg: I would tread with care with the statistics where the levels of parental dissatisfaction at
secondary transfer age are the greatest (threeand that is a statistic that we do quote as a

Department. Of course, the statistics are given with boroughs in the north of London: Hackney,
Islington and Haringey; and Lambeth andrespect to the location of the schools not the location

of the pupils and we do know that there will be pupils Southwark in the south of London). I was asked at
another event a month or so ago if I would see acoming into London independent schools who are
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decline in the percentage of parents going for Chairman: I suppose the cheery message is that we
do have a prime minister—I think the first one in theindependent schools as an indicator of success for

the London Challenge. Although I was a bit history of our country—to send his children to state
schools and in London.reluctant to give myself another performance

indicator, I think it would be if we started to see
fewer of those parents scrimping and saving because

Q954 Mr Chaytor: Just pursuing that point, twothey have the confidence that the local school—or
weeks ago the National Audit OYce produced itsanother school available to them—is a good one for
report identifying the impact of external socialtheir child. I think that would show that we are
factors on school league tables and, as a result ofsucceeding.
that, there were some remarkable changes in theMr Miliband: Further to the news last week that he
position of the league tables. Islington, for example,has given up his job with Rothschild, I think Stephen
was immediately transported from being the 133rdmust be referring to the shadow chancellor as the
local authority to being the 9th best. My questionsort of parent you have in mind.
was going to be, “What is your message to parents
in Islington?” but maybe you have answered that in

Q949 Chairman: Do you get depressed in your job, response to the chairman. My next question is, do
Minister, when a leading member of Parliament says you intend to publish this information so that
that he would rather beg on the streets than send his parents will not only have a league table of raw
child to a London comprehensive? results, a league table containing a value added
Mr Twigg: Absolutely and particularly when he measure and then a new league table that places local
made a specific reference to a particular school, authorities in order after adjustment for the social
which is a school I know very well. economic factors that apply to each local authority?

Mr Miliband: We publish data about schools,
Q950 Chairman: And which this Select Committee obviously. Last year we took the first steps towards
has visited. the introduction of a richer set of data by publishing
Mr Twigg: Yes, Lilian Baylis. two sets of value added data for secondary schools,

Key Stage 2 to 3 and Key Stage 3 to 4. I am pleased
Q951 Chairman: I understand he had never visited. that this year we are able to publish a Key Stage 2 to
Mr Twigg: Absolutely. I think he has an invitation 4 value added indicator. We have also managed to
from Gary Phillips, the Head teacher, to visit. make it very complicated so we still have some way

to go before we can give parents easily accessible
information that provides a genuinely roundedQ952 Chairman: It must be disappointing also when
picture of the performance of diVerent schools in anyou cannot persuade your own London
area. The sooner we can do that the better. My viewParliamentary colleagues to use the state system.
is that we can never go back to the days whenMr Twigg: I would make a slight diVerentiation in
professionals held information about thethe two circumstances. What Diane said was that she
performance of diVerent schools and the public weredid see improvement and that the new Academy that
not allowed to see it. What we have to do is makeis due to open in Hackney, the Mossborn Academy,
sure that the information the public sees is as richhad her son been a year younger she would have
and as balanced as possible. I think the reception lastbeen very happy to send him there. I think she did
week for the value added data in primary schoolsreflect a significant strand of opinion amongst
shows that if you give people a richer diet ofpeople in Hackney and other parts of inner London
information they will respond in a more sensibleand what I think she did not do—that Oliver Letwin
way.did do—was refer specifically to a school about

which he knew nothing. She was talking about a
general sense of dissatisfaction that we know does

Q955 Mr Chaytor: In terms of the National Auditexist among parents in Hackney.
OYce information on the social economic factors,
that means yes.

Q953 Chairman: Would you not say to all Mr Miliband: The National Audit OYce used
Parliamentary colleagues that the message should be various indicators of deprivation. They also used
that you can get—because we have been asking boys and girls, which is relevant. The idea of using
witnesses—high quality secondary education in more contextualised information is, I think, a useful
London. one. At the moment we are studying the right way to
Mr Twigg: Yes, absolutely. You can. The reality is do this. I do not want to mislead you by saying that
that if you look across free school meal bands the way in which the NAO did it is definitely the right
London secondary schools consistently out-perform way of doing it, but I think the principle of giving
secondary schools in other parts of the country. information that is as useful as possible and presents
However, we have to accept that the levels of general as rounded a picture as possible is a good one.
parental satisfaction with schools in London are
lower than the rest of the country and that is why we
need to address certain schools which are perhaps Q956 Chairman: I just want to take up two loose

ends. Jonathan, in his questioning to you, left oV thenot doing as well as they should do, but also
addressing the general reputation of London other part of the Adjudicator’s remarks. Dr Hunter

said, “If they rolled it out nationally it would be asecondary education and for me that is part of why
we have the London Challenge strategy. disaster”.
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Mr Miliband: He was talking about one national would like to see whether there are ways in which
other local authorities are managing the process toscheme. No-one is proposing that.
keep down the cost.

Q957 Chairman: Nobody is suggesting that there
should be a national scheme at all? Q963 Mr Pollard: When a school is full, should that
Mr Twigg: No. The situation with regard to London be the over-riding criteria? When a school is full
is for the reasons we have in part already covered. there should be no appeals, except for mal-

administration.
Mr Miliband: I think you are always going to haveQ958 Chairman: So there is no intention at all to
to have an appeal system, otherwise you are going tohave a national scheme?
end up in a situation which is contrary to naturalMr Twigg: You mean that South Shields admissions
justice.would be coordinated in the same scheme as

Plymouth?
Q964 Mr Pollard: Would that not become
dangerous, especially if we are thinking aboutQ959 Chairman: Yes. One witness did mention the

possibility. machinery being used in schools, for example?
Mr Miliband: No school, however many pupils itMr Twigg: Our reputation for innovative thinking

has clearly travelled far and wide. does or it does not admit, should be putting its pupils
into danger.

Q960 Chairman: The information that I have points
out that no appeals on individual children go to the Q965 Mr Pollard: The appeals panel are not
Adjudicator at any school. Appeals on admission necessarily going to know that that situation exists.
arrangements—that is over-subscription criteria— Mr Miliband: The school is able to make
go to the Adjudicator except in the case of CTCs and representations about why it cannot take any more
Academies. pupils if that is a particular issue. Of course, no-one
Mr Miliband: What I said was totally consistent knows which subjects pupils might take so it is quite
with that. I said that the individual parents get a long way down the road by the time you get into
independent appeal to an appeal panel, not the that, but there is obviously room for those sorts of
Adjudicator, just like in other maintained schools. representations to be made.
However, when there is a generic issue raised about
the admissions policy and the way it is being Q966 Jonathan Shaw: Robert Douglas, who is
operated that is not a matter for an individual responsible for Education Leeds (the company now
parent, that would be a matter for another running education in Leeds) told the Committee that
admissions authority to take up. they actively advised parents about the appeals

process and therefore they had a high number of
Q961 Mr Pollard: Would you agree that the appeal parents appealing. I asked if those appeals were
system described as complex, expensive and upheld very often and the answer was that they were
distressing by one witness in this inquiry in Slough is not upheld very often. He conceded that the same
in need of review? Yes or no? amount of information was not provided in terms of
Mr Miliband: The fact that one witness says that how many parents succeed. I wonder if there should
does not mean that we should have a review. So I be a role here for some sort of inspection. Where an
suppose that means the answer is no. If you mean are authority is giving all this information, there is a
we setting up a capital “R” review of the appeals huge number of appeals with very few getting
process, no. If the witness from Slough would like to placed, is that a satisfactory process? I cannot
provide details of the way in which it was distressing believe it can be, or are we just stuck with it?
and unhelpful, then we will look at it seriously. Mr Twigg: I think I concur with David that there

needs to be an appeal right, but looking at the
statistics for diVerent authorities there are clearlyQ962 Mr Pollard: In Slough we had the first

indication of any cost put on appeals. We asked the very diVerent things happening in diVerent
authorities and I think part of that is to do with theNational Audit OYce when they were here but they

did not have a clue and your ministerial colleagues availability of information for parents and how that
is couched. I think it is also to do with the rules thatdid not seem to have much idea either. Slough knew

exactly what the cost is: one oYcer, full-time and particular authorities adopt. I have the figures for
London and Enfield it has a massively highersome other associated costs as well. Is that

something you need to get a grip on? number of appeals than any other London borough.
That is because they allow multiple appeals throughMr Miliband: You have had some interesting

discussions as to whether there is any correlation the year. An appeal may fail and then another appeal
is made, which is the approach that the localbetween parental satisfaction and the number of

appeals, which I think is quite an interesting area. I authority adopted there. I do think there is a case to
look at the consistency between the diVerenthave seen that the number of appeals has gone up.

We need to see whether that is part of a long term authorities, but perhaps more importantly this refers
to what the witness from Leeds said on thetrend or whether it is a blip. Obviously if significant

numbers of people are worried about it or if it is availability of information to parents and how that
is couched. We would welcome the thoughts of thetaking up disproportionate costs, then we have to be

concerned. I would like to see if it is a trend and I Committee when you report on that. I would
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certainly welcome it with respect to London and 1960s with very narrow corridors and stairways and
all the rest of it. The school is just bursting at thethe impact that the Pan-London coordinated

admissions may or may not have on appeals, but seams.
Mr Miliband: I do not know the circumstances of thealso I think it would have a broader benefit

nationally. other schools in the area. I do not know if the other
schools are full. I do not know the reasoning behind
the appeal panels’ judgments in those cases.

Q967 Paul Holmes: I want to go into a little more Obviously it is a blessing—although sometimes in a
detail about the appeals panel and school capacity. very large disguise—to be a popular school. I do not
Hilda Clarke, who is Headteacher of Langley know the individual case so it is quite hard to
Grammar School in Slough, gave evidence to the comment on the rights or wrongs.
Committee that on this year’s admissions round for
coming in, in 2003, the appeals panel for her school

Q971 Paul Holmes: The general point, whether it isresulted in 30 more pupils being allocated to the
Slough or Chesterfield, is that you do have schoolsschool, more than the school’s indicated admission
that, for whatever reasons, are popular, and thenumber. A couple of weeks ago I gave an example to
appeals panels do not have to take notice of thethe DfES oYcials who were giving evidence about a
physical capacity of a school. They can keep sendingschool in my constituency, Brookfield School (which
pupils there beyond the capacity of the school toI know well because it was the first one I ever worked
take them.at). The governors had written to me with exactly the
Mr Miliband: They can, although I have not hadsame issue as the school in Slough. They are a
generally argued to me that they are biased too far inpopular school, massively over-subscribed and
favour of just admitting too many pupils to popularevery year the appeals panel puts in extra pupils into
schools. If anything, the case has been made thethe school over and above the planned admissions
other way sometimes: all the extra pupils—thelimits. Now, of course, they are over and above the
appeal pupils or the pupils that come during theassessed capacity limit. What is the point in having
year—get quote, unquote, dumped in the lessplanned admission limits and now the assessed
popular schools. There are obviously diVerentcapacity limits (that say that this is the maximum
practices in diVerent parts of the country. I will lookcapacity this school can physically take) if year after
to see if there is a trend that the appeals panels areyear after year the appeals panels ignore that
putting too many people through. Inevitably it is abecause they do not have to take notice of it and they
local decision and I think that is right. It is far betterjust keep putting extra pupils in all the time?
for them to be doing it locally than for me to beMr Miliband: The point of it is to try to provide for
trying to decide it.the right checks and balances in the system so the

appeals panels operate in a sensible way. How many
did they admit? Q972 Paul Holmes: I will ask the school to send you

all the details.
Mr Miliband: That would be a good idea. If theyQ968 Paul Holmes: She said that this year they were
send me the details I will make sure someone looksgiven 30 extra pupils over the school’s admission
at them.numbers by the appeals panel.

Mr Miliband: How many form entry is the school?
Q973 Mr Chaytor: Minister, you have argued very
strongly against the nationalisation of decision

Q969 Paul Holmes: Five form entry. making over school admission policies and criteria,
Mr Miliband: So they have 30 pupils on top of 150. so why do we not have local parental ballots for
The simple answer to your question what is the point aptitude selection?
in having the various bits of data and guidance that Mr Miliband: In the case of the up to 10% of intake
we put out is that it is there to create the right that specialist schools can select, I think that the
framework for appeals panels to make the right decision of a specialist school to take up to 10% of
decisions in individual cases. pupils has far less systemic impact than the decision

to have selection across a whole area or to have
selection in the case of an individual grammarQ970 Paul Holmes: The DfES oYcials when they
school.were answering this question said—a little bit like

you were saying earlier—that it is all down to the
local education authorities; they are obviously not Q974 Mr Chaytor: Does it not follow, therefore, that
sending people on to the appeals hearings and if selection by ability across a whole area or part of
putting the school’s case well enough. I was back in an area has a more systemic influence, it is more
Brookfield in my constituency 10 days ago talking to logical that that should be subject to primary
an A Level class and I had a meeting with the head legislation and not devolved to local decision
and told him this. He said that he or his deputy go to making?
all the appeal meetings and they put their own case. Mr Miliband: I think in both cases you have degrees
They have had some success, but still year after year of local flexibility. In the case of the up to 10%
they get the appeals panel saying they have to take aptitude selection that less than 6% of specialist
extra children even though they are physically schools use, you have the flexibility in the hands of

the school governing body. In the case of grammarbursting at the seams of a school that was built in the
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schools or grammar school systems, you have local Q979 Mr Chaytor: That is largely inevitable, I would
think, but my point is, can you defend the exclusionflexibility in the hands of local parents. Both of them
of parents of children in state primary schools whoseare forms of local flexibility.
schools happen not to have sent five pupils to the
grammar school in the previous year?

Q975 Mr Chaytor: You would accept surely that the Mr Miliband: I think it is dependent on the grounds
more peripheral form of selection—that is selection of balance. That is the way it was originally argued
by aptitude—has been decided by government in over.
primary legislation.
Mr Miliband: No, I would not accept that at all

Q980 Mr Chaytor: Do you feel the balance is nowbecause the local selection by aptitude is done by the
right or is it time to review this balance?individual school. I do not require any specialist
Mr Miliband: I do not like setting up reviews justschool to have 10% of places reserved for pupils with when systems are coming in. The new system hasa particular aptitude. In fact, in four of the nine been operating since 1998 when it received royal

specialisms we do not allow it, but in those where it assent so we are less than five years into the
is allowed it is entirely up to the school whether or operation of the new system. It needs time to run and
not they use the up to 10%. then we can decide whether it is working well or not.

Q976 Mr Chaytor: In terms of the parental ballots Q981 Mr Chaytor: University tuition fees received
we do have, the ballots of selection by ability, in royal assent in 1997 and we are reviewing those. It
about 50% of the selective areas feeder school ballots seems a useful precedent for primary school ballots.
will be necessary and in those feeder school ballots a Mr Miliband: Much as I want to maintain your stout
significant proportion of parents whose children are support for the Government on university tuition
educated privately at primary school level would be fees, and alarmed as I am at the prospect of losing
entitled to vote. Do you think it is fair and your support on that, I know that you are enough of
reasonable that the future shape of the state a man of principle to see the diVerence between the

two issues.secondary education system should be determined
by parents of primary aged children in private
schools? In many cases they would have a veto over Q982 Chairman: We all know why there has only
the future arrangements. been one case—in Ripon—because the Government
Mr Miliband: Everyone has one vote so I do not stacked the deck absolutely against anyone who
think anyone has a veto. The primary school pupil in wanted any change. After Ripon there has not been
a private school is a potential state school secondary one because it is impossible to get it and it is not
school pupil. When Parliament discussed this in worth the eVort. Are you really saying to this
1997–98 it came to a view as to how the balance Committee that it has not had time to bed in.
should be struck between a whole range of diVerent Everyone knows it is impossible to win on the
interests across a whole range of quite detailed issues present laws.
in relation to grammar schools. Clearly in this case Mr Miliband: I do not think that anyone who piloted
it was striking a balance of refusing to assume that through the 1998 Act would say that the deck was
for a pupil who was in a private primary school, it is stacked.
impossible to envisage circumstances in which they
would be a state school secondary pupil. Q983 Chairman: It was theoretical, but in practice it

is. Everyone knows it. Ripon proved it. If you
wanted to make it fairer you would have to changeQ977 Mr Chaytor: But by using the threshold of five
the laws. Five years after David Chaytor has everychildren who had previously gone to the grammar
right to say that it is about time you reviewed itschool, you are actually excluding a considerable
because you review other things much earlier thannumber of parents already in the state primary
five years.system. Would you accept there is some
Mr Miliband: One of them is about the organisationinconsistency?
of the system of schooling and one of the things thatMr Miliband: What I would say is that it is
David and others have said, rightly, is that stabilityParliament trying to strike a balance. I have not been
is important in school organisation matters. When itback to debates—either in Committee or on the floor
comes to getting more money into higher educationof the House—as to why five was chosen, but I think
I think that is a slightly diVerent kettle of fish.Parliament was seeking to strike a balance and that

is what it did with the figure of five.
Q984 Mr Chaytor: If we could look at another
aspect of the ballot, as things stand parents go into a

Q978 Mr Chaytor: If you are arguing that parents of ballot having to decide for or against the status quo.
primary aged children in private schools should have They have no concept of an alternative to the status
the votes, does it not equally follow that parents— quo. There is no positive proposal of another form
Mr Miliband: They are subject to the same five of organising secondary schools in their area put
person hurdle. Let me understand what you are before them. Do you think that is a limitation on the
saying. A large number of pupils from private ballot process? When people go into most ballots or

elections or referenda they are voting positively forschools are ending up at the grammar schools.
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an alternative programme or model or system, So what is the argument in favour of using selection
by general academic ability as an admissionsrather than simply passing comment on the status

quo. criterion for secondary schools?
Mr Miliband: I do not think that any of us areMr Miliband: That is interesting. I had not thought

of it in those terms. I rather assumed that in the case arguing for admission on the grounds of academic
ability at age 11. As you know, the Governmentof a grammar school ballot it was pretty clear that

you were voting either to maintain a system where a legislated to prevent the extension of admission on
the grounds of academic ability and certainly Iquarter or a third of pupils were selected at age 11

and two thirds or three quarters were not and would be very surprised if you can find anything that
I have said to suggest that I think that is the righttherefore you were voting for a system—grammar

schools and secondary modern schools—or you way to organise admissions.
were voting for a comprehensivised admissions
system. I hear what you are saying about the fact

Q987 Mr Chaytor: The answer is that there is notthat you are not voting between two systems, you are
one.voting for or against one system, but it is pretty clear
Mr Miliband: Some people make the argument.what the impact on the 11-plus is, is it not?
There are plenty of people out there who make the
argument, some of whom have come to your
Committee. It is completely legitimate for them toQ985 Mr Chaytor: It is, but in those previous cases
make that argument, but it is not an argument thatof re-organisation where the local authorities had
the Government has been advocating. If we hadthe power to draw up plans there were considerable
been advocating it we would have said that therestructural adjustments, either the closing of schools,
should be more admissions on the grounds ofmerging of schools, changing 11 to 18 schools so that
academic ability.there were 11 to 16 schools and sixth form colleges.

This is now excluded from the ballot debate and
would it not be the case that there would be many of

Q988 Mr Chaytor: The Secretary of State has saidthe current selective areas where a re-organisation
repeatedly that any debate about the future ofalong the 11 to 16 schools and sixth form college
selective admissions policies in secondary schoolslines could well receive significant public support?
must be informed by the question of standards. InBut this cannot be part of the debate on the ballot.
the submission that your Department has made toMr Miliband: In my experience people are pretty the Committee looking at the evidence on the

clear on whether they support the 11-plus or whether relationship between admissions policies and
they do not. I do not think that is the most standards, every single piece of evidence quoted
persuasive argument. I think the areas where this is (SA41, paragraph 11)3—unless I have misread it—
a live debate are pretty well rehearsed. People have indicates that although it is diYcult to make these
pretty strong head and heart views on this so I am judgments overall at Key Stage 4 pupils in
not convinced that that is actually a clinching comprehensive schools and systems perform
argument. marginally better than those in grammar schools
Mr Twigg: I suppose to an extent the circumstances and systems.
would depend on the particular pattern locally and Mr Miliband: That is true.
the situation in Kent might be diVerent to the
situation in a London borough that might have one
grammar school or two or three. Nevertheless my Q989 Mr Chaytor: This is the evidence that your
own sense of it would be that people would feel that oYcials have given to us, so how does that impinge
the alternatives were either the status quo or to move on the Secretary of State’s determination to make
to a fully comprehensive system. I take David’s standards the key factor in shaping the future of
point that within the fully comprehensive system admissions policies?
there is a range of possibilities about how things are Mr Miliband: I think it hinges on local people’s
organised 11 to 16 and post-16, but my guess would discussion and debate on the benefits or otherwise
be in those circumstances that that would form part of a selective system. As I indicated at the
of the currency of the debate and those who are beginning of this session, this is much contested
campaigning for a change would broadly set out the terrain. It is contested around Key Stage 3; it is
kind of system they were proposing to change to. I contested diVerently around Key Stage 4; it is
think the view ultimately would be determined by contested around Key Stage 2 to 4; it is contested
people’s view about whether it was appropriate to even round destinations beyond Key Stage 4. I
have an 11-plus system. think it impinges on the Secretary of State’s

suggestion that standards should be relevant to the
extent that local people want to take this evidence

Q986 Mr Chaytor: The key point surely is that those into account in their deliberations.
proposing the change do not have the power to
determine the future shape because it would require
the LEA to take responsibility for that. In the School Q990 Chairman: The eVect of selection on overall
Admissions Code of Practice it says, in respect of standards has never been contested in the labour
primary schools, absolutely unequivocally that party as I recall.
selection by general academic ability should not be
used as a criteria for admission to primary schools. 3 Note: See Ev 221.
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Mr Miliband: Indeed, and some people might think about their priorities, should it be giving all the local
parents the choice not just the ones who have alreadywe have a very advanced conversation in these

matters and have come to a settled and clear view chosen to get their children into the selective
systems?and look forward to the day when everyone else has

the benefit of such a full and frank conversation Mr Miliband: It is not just the ones who have already
chosen. The details of the arrangements before theabout it.
ballots were debated at great length four years ago
and a balance was struck between how wide the areaQ991 Paul Holmes: In question 11 of your
should be drawn, which feeder schools should bememorandum you quote evidence from OFSTED
included and how can you get as fair as possiblelooking at Kent, from the Department of
representation of all views, and Parliament took theEducation in Northern Ireland looking at primary
view that it did. I think if you are saying that you doschools in Northern Ireland, from the DfES, from
not agree with the balance that was struck then, thatProfessor David Jesson of York University, from
is perfectly legitimate and within your rights, butthe NFER and they all, in diVerent ways, say the
that is not to say that it is not a balance that hascomprehensive systems produce better results for
been struck.children than a selective grammar school systems.

Given that, in question six you are asked the
question, “Is a representative distribution of pupil Q993 Mr Chaytor: It is a balance that excludes the

majority of people who lose from a selective systemability across a number of schools a desirable
outcome of an eVective admissions process?” Your and includes the majority of people who gain from

the selective system.answer is, “Local people are required to make
judgments about their priorities. For some schools, Mr Miliband: I am not clear it does do that. I do not

see why that is the case.the distribution of pupils according to ability is
considered a desirable outcome. Elsewhere, other
factors have higher priority.” Does that answer— Q994 Chairman: We have had a whole range of
given all the evidence that you have produced that academics sitting where you are sitting now who told
selective systems are actually worse for pupils than this Committee when asked if they believed a
comprehensive ones—make it more important, if selective system is better or worse for the overall
you are going to have a grammar school ballot, cohort of pupils. They all said a selective system was
that every parent of every child in the authority worse for the generality of people. The PISA study
area should be allowed to vote? If you only allow seems to suggest the same. It seems strange that the
the grammar school pupils to vote and the feeder Minister for Schools is doing a delicate bit of
schools who send more than five per year to them, footwork again round this issue. The truth is that
you are excluding all the children in the secondary many people would have expected an incoming
moderns, all the children in the primary schools labour government to address this situation. A
who do not send their children to grammar schools, significant proportion of students in this country are
and yet your evidence shows that they are losing not getting the benefits of the education they deserve
out because of the grammar school. because the selective system has remained in place.
Mr Miliband: It is important to say that there is Mr Miliband: 4.5% of secondary students attend
quite a big distinction between what David said— grammar schools, 164 schools. Of course, the whole
which is absolutely true—that at Key Stage 4 the point is that it is not only those who are aVected
evidence points towards the small but not because there are other schools in the area, so it is
insignificant benefit that the average pupil in a not an insignificant number who are aVected by this.
comprehensive school derives from being at that It is important to have the numbers clear; it is not
school. However much you or I might like the just 164 schools out of 3,000. There are 164 grammar
evidence to be clearer cut for each and every stage schools and there is a significant number of
of secondary education it is not that clear cut. I schools—200—schools which are aVected by those
look forward to the increasingly successful decisions. Of course one should not dismiss that at
performance of comprehensive schools as we all. If you are concerned about school standards you
focus—as we should have done a long time ago— have to be cognisant of that. Equally, many of the
on what goes on in the classroom as well as who same people would say that we should be
comes in the school gate, and can show that schools strengthening local democracy and that there should
who take a wide range of ability can deliver very be limits on the amount of national power; that
high standards of teaching and learning. We are national government is not in the right position to
not able yet to demonstrate that with the sort of make detailed discussions about school organisation
one way traYc that you or I might like. at local level. That is a view not just of this labour

government but which has existed certainly since the
1944 Education Act. I think that those of us who areQ992 Mr Chaytor: That still does not answer the

question that if all the evidence you produce in this passionate for comprehensive education also
recognise that there is a division of responsibilitiesmemorandum says that there is an advantage at Key

Stage 4 for children in non-selective systems, that between central and local government. This
Government has respected that division ofmust therefore mean that there is a disadvantage for

many of the children in the selective system who do responsibilities. You have two clashing values, if you
like, and that is what politics is made of and how younot go to the grammar. If you believe, as in question

six, that local people should be given the choice resolve it. The Government has decided not to
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nationalise the process of school organisation in this could reflect local concerns. We can carry on having
a debate about this, but to return to where Davidcountry. If we are to take that step, that step needs

to be taken in the name of nationalising the system started I do think, with respect to the Chairman, that
we are still relatively early on in what is a new set up.with all eyes open as to what it involves. I think the

primary school point is a complete red herring in this
regard because it involves none of the issues and Q997 Valerie Davey: Coming back specifically to the
history that the grammar school debate involves. national local division of responsibility, we have just

said quite clearly that there are diVerent situations in
diVerent local areas. Why could they not be left toQ995 Paul Holmes: I think that misses the whole
organise their own ballot?point of the question, which is when you are having
Mr Miliband: There are national rules to try toa ballot for a grammar school you are excluding the
reflect diVerent local circumstances and that seemsmajority of the schools and pupils who lose out from
to me to be a reasonable way of doing it.having grammar schools. You are only including

mostly the schools, parents and pupils who benefit
from a grammar school system. You are saying you Q998 Chairman: That is a bit lame, Minister. If local

democracy rules okay, surely the point is a verydo not want to have a national centre dictating what
local practices should be, but if you are going to strong one: leave it up to local communities to set

their own rules.have—as in question six of the memorandum—local
people making local judgments, let all of the local Mr Twigg: I think to some extent my answer relates

to that because that might make some sense in a citypeople aVected vote and not just the ones who
benefit from the selective system. where there is very little movement in and out but it

would be very diYcult to apply in circumstancesMr Miliband: The question that Parliament
addressed in 1998 was who is “all” because “all” where you have a mixture of schools and perhaps in

particular where the grammar schools are very closein your question is diVerent in diVerent areas.
Parliament decided there was a significant diVerence to boundaries between boroughs (as in the case of

London), or in the case of boundaries of big citiesbetween a wholly selective system—a wholly
selective borough, for example—and an area where like Birmingham and London with surrounding

counties. Which local authority would we be sayingthere was a single grammar school, and diVerent
arrangements should apply because “all” was would make that decision or take the lead on

carrying out that consultation? It is not necessarilydiVerent in those two cases.
as straightforward in those sorts of circumstances as
it might be in a county where you had an 11-plusQ996 Paul Holmes: A single grammar school or 10
system throughout the county, which is clearly partgrammar schools are all aVecting the schools within
of the concern and I understand that, but it is onlythe travel to school area because they are creaming
one aspect of the concern because there are grammaroV all the best pupils.
schools and selective systems taking a number ofMr Miliband: Most people say there is quite a big
diVerent forms, which is why the legislation was setdiVerence between a single grammar school and a
up in the way that it was.grammar school system.

Mr Twigg: I think that is right and I think it is clearly
Q999 Chairman: My attention has been drawn toa very diYcult area to decide what those parameters
Sutton. Sutton has a grammar school and a largeare and what the boundaries are. I think it is
number of people come across the border intoreasonable to raise it in those terms, but certainly
Sutton and send their children to that grammarthinking about schools in London would you just
school. The children in the feeder schools in Suttoninclude parents who are resident in that borough
do not get into the Sutton grammar school in largewhen in fact there would be a history—not even a
numbers. Why could there not be a ballot of thoserecent history—of children coming from across
people in the feeder schools in Sutton to decide onborough boundaries? There is the issue that we
whether they are going to have a grammar schooldiscussed earlier on of pupils who would be leaving
system or not? I can see you as ministers switchingLondon or coming into London. I can think of
between where it aVects the local community whereexamples in Hertfordshire where there are young
it is convenient, but very often the local communitiespeople coming across from boroughs like mine and
are totally isolated in this because what is the localother outer London boroughs. I think that definition
grammar school is attended by very few local people.of what “all” constitutes is actually a much more
This localism argument is really shot out of thediYcult issue than it might at first place look. When
water, is it not?we went through this in Parliament it was reflected
Mr Miliband: I do not think it is shot out of thein that and as I recall it many of the grammar schools
water, no.and grammar school campaigners were not at all

happy with some of the definitions and would have
preferred only to have involved those who go to the Q1000 Chairman: It is severely holed beneath the

water line.grammar school or those very closely associated
with a grammar school, so it was not as though it Mr Miliband: I think when Parliament discussed this

it tried to recognise that there was a diVerencewas a debate between a settlement that we came up
with that had support from the grammar schools between the Sutton situation—assuming it is as you

describe it—and the Kent/TraVord situation whichand something else that did not. It was, I suppose, a
balance being struck to bring about a system that are selective systems rather than an individual
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grammar school and Parliament tried to set diVerent that the children selected turn out at the age of 14,
15 or 16 to be completely useless at the subject theyrules to recognise that diVerent reality. I do not think
were selected for at 11?it is shot out of the water in that sense.
Mr Miliband: It depends on what you mean by
content.Q1001 Mr Chaytor: How can you separate aptitude

and ability in respect of information technology? Q1007 Mr Chaytor: Is that not the logical extension
Mr Miliband: I would prefer to talk about music. As of the policy we have now got?
it happens I asked for a note on diVerent aptitude Mr Miliband: No, that is the opposite of the logical
tests where they have worked. extension of the policy that we have. The logical

extension of the policy that we have is that we have
Q1002 Mr Chaytor: Has it come yet? more people in music and sport and the other three
Mr Miliband: It has not, no. To be fair I only asked subjects who are getting provision that develops
for it on Friday. I had a premonition that this their gift.
might come up. The Chairman asked me in oral

Q1008 Mr Chaytor: Have we done some researchquestions two months ago about aptitude versus
to monitor the performance of the people selectedability in the context of the Adjudicator’s further
by aptitude?pronouncements on this area. As you know, we are
Mr Miliband: Not as far as I know, no, but I amtrying to distinguish between gift and practice and
very happy to write to you about it.that is the way in which the aptitude measure is

applied. It is restricted to five of the nine
Q1009 Mr Chaytor: How can you make thespecialisms to try to recognise that in some areas
statement you have made?we cannot make a distinction between aptitude and
Mr Miliband: You asked about the logic of theability. In these five we believe we can and there
policy and I explained about the logic of the policy.are, as the Adjudicator himself has said, aptitude

tests in these areas to try to recognise that.
Q1010 Mr Chaytor: There seems to be no
monitoring of what has taken place. There is no

Q1003 Mr Chaytor: The Adjudicator said they research done in advance of deciding on the policy.
were useless. Mr Miliband: How can you say there is no
Mr Miliband: He said that in certain cases they monitoring taking place when we can tell you that
were not distinguishing suYciently between 5.5% of schools are using the freedom that they
aptitude and ability, but in another case he upheld have been given.
the aptitude tests as being perfectly legitimate.

Q1011 Mr Chaytor: I think your memorandum to
the Committee says there is no monitoring of theQ1004 Mr Chaytor: He also said they were no
performance of pupils. Was there some researchpredictors of future attainment. done in advance?Mr Miliband: That is a diVerent point. The fact Mr Miliband: You will have to ask someone who

that someone is gifted in music or sport at the age was here at the time. I was not so I am afraid I
of 11 and wants to try to make a career of it, the cannot help you on that.
fact that they do not end up being Yo-yo Ma or
Jonny Wilkinson does not mean that it is Q1012 Chairman: In principle do you think it might
illegitimate for them to try to be so. be worthwhile to monitor whether the 10% of

children allowed to go into schools on aptitude do
better, worse or the same as the others?Q1005 Mr Chaytor: Surely the whole purpose is
Mr Miliband: We know that less than 6% of pupilsthat they are going to make some progress in their
are admitted on that basis and we know that a verychosen field and the Adjudicator’s judgment is that
small proportion of specialist schools use thethe aptitude tests that currently exist do not
freedom they are given in this respect. Those thatdistinguish between aptitude and ability and are
do largely do not use it for 10% of pupils.not predictors of future attainment. It does not

mean that they only predict that those people can
Q1013 Chairman: Could the Department, withoutbe superstars.
any other legislation, instruct all the specialistMr Miliband: Or even professionals. However, in
schools to take 10% on aptitude?relation to some aptitude tests he found that they Mr Miliband: I do not believe so, no, because thewere perfectly good and he was perfectly happy for admissions policy is a local matter, not a

them to be used. national one.
Chairman: Minister it has been a very good session.

Q1006 Mr Chaytor: Are you content therefore for Thank you very much, both of you, for your
schools to select, with an appropriate aptitude test, attendance and we look forward to the next

engagement.on the grounds of aptitude and then to discover
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Minister of State for School Standards (SA 49)

I promised to write to you with the answers to outstanding questions raised by the Committee when
Stephen Twigg and I appeared before you on 8 December.

CTCs

The Committee asked if CTCs can interview pupils or only hold structured discussions and I said I would
let you know of any case law on what constitutes a structured discussion. I can confirm that CTCs can hold
structured discussions only. These discussions must give the same opportunity to all students and be capable
of faithful replication. In practice this means that a CTC will identify beforehand a set of questions to be
asked at the structured discussion, and all applicants will be given the same set of issues and questions.

Our lawyers are not aware of any case law relating to structured discussions.

Trends in Admission Appeals

The Committee asked whether trends in appeals show that too many appeals are allowed by panels
without regard to the capacity of individual schools. There is no way of telling this from the statistical returns
made to my Department. Someone would have to sit in on every appeal and make a subjective judgement.
All we can say is that this should not happen, if panels are operating according to the law and the Codes
of Practice.

As the Committee knows, most admission appeals (except for infant class sizes, see below) are two-stage.
Usually the admission authority convinces the panel in the first stage that it followed its admission
arrangements correctly, recruiting up to its published admission number and beyond. But the second stage
gives parents the chance to say why their child should be admitted, even though by definition that means
exceeding published capacity. The panel then balances the advantage to the child, against the disadvantages
to everybody else. In this second stage I wouldn’t say that the school’s capacity is being disregarded—just
re-evaluated by an independent panel, on the basis of the evidence presented. But panels are obliged to “have
regard to . . . any reasons put forward . . . as to why the child’s admission would be inappropriate”; and to
assess in every case whether admission of an additional child would cause prejudice to the eYcient provision
of education or use of resources at the school. If Committee Members believe they know of cases where
appeal panels patently failed to do this, my oYcials would be happy to check them out, given the details. It
may be that the panel members concerned, or the presenting oYcers, have a training need. On the other
hand, the panel may have judged—reasonably, on the evidence before it—that the school could safely and
eYciently cope with more pupils than the published admission number.

There were particular concerns about appeals in Slough, which the Committee visited. I believe that in
Slough, as in some other selective areas, parents may have a “grammar school appeal”—where they can
argue that their child should be regarded as having met the selective standard—as well as the statutory
appeal for a place at a particular school. It would be interesting to know whether this contributed to the
burden of appeals, as reported to the Committee.

When the Government introduced a limit of 30 on infant classes, in the School Standards and Framework
Act 1998, we thought it necessary to guard against successful appeals causing widespread breaches; so we
restricted the grounds on which appeal panels could admit additional pupils to infant classes already at the
limit. In these cases, the appeal only succeeds if the panel is satisfied either that the decision to refuse a place
was not one which a reasonable authority would make, or that the published admission arrangements
weren’t properly applied, and the child would have been admitted if they had been. Since these restrictions
were introduced, the number of successful primary appeals has fallen dramatically. Those who believe that
too many appeals succeed, might favour introducing similar restrictions for secondary admissions.
However, research conducted by SheYeld Hallam University in 2002 revealed that many parents and appeal
panel members were highly critical of the infant class size appeal system. They felt that appeals were futile
where the appeal panel members were not allowed to exercise their discretion, and balance advantage to the
applicant against disadvantage to others. Knowing what store parents set on getting a place for their child
at their preferred secondary school if at all possible, I do not believe that such restrictions would be well-
received.

Performance of Children Selected by Aptitude

The Committee asked if my Department had carried out any research on the performance of children
selected by aptitude. I confirm that we have not carried out any such research, although of course others
have.
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Academies

It was suggested that Academies were not giving parents the same deal on appeals as maintained schools,
because Academies could not be referred to the Adjudicator. In case there is any lingering confusion, may
I try again to explain why I do not believe this to be the case. Adjudicators get involved in admissions only
when there is an objection to the admission arrangements a school or LEA wishes to have for pupil intake
in a future year. These objections must be distinguished from parental appeals, which happen when parents
are not given a place for their child at a school they have applied for.

Academies, like maintained schools, have independent appeal panels to hear parental appeals. Their
admission arrangements, which will have been agreed by the Secretary of State following local annual
consultation very like that undertaken for maintained schools, cannot be the subject of objections to the
Adjudicator—but we do not accept that that disadvantages individual parents trying to get a school place
for their child. Most objections about admission arrangements come from LEAs or schools. There are only
two circumstances in which groups of parents can make objections to the Adjudicator about maintained
schools’ proposed admission arrangements. The first is if the admission arrangements include types of
selection that cannot now lawfully be introduced, such as partial selection by ability, or selection by aptitude
over 10%. Academies are not allowed to have these arrangements anyway. The second is if the admission
number set for the school is below its capacity, according to the Department’s capacity measurement
formula. This formula does not apply to Academies, whose funding agreements ensure that their capacity
is fully used (except where they are new schools building up). So the Committee can be assured that parents
do not lose out by being unable to refer an objection to the Adjudicator—who has no powers over whether
a pupil should be admitted to a particular school.

David Miliband

12 January 2004

Supplementary memorandum submitted by David Miliband MP,
Minister of State for School Standards (SA 50)

You asked for references to the external research on the performance of children selected by aptitude,
which David Miliband had in mind when he wrote to Barry Sheerman on 12 January.

The letter was referring to a 1996 study the Department commissioned from NFER’s Martin CoVey and
Chris Whetton, entitled “Aptitude Tests and Technology—an investigation of aptitude and its relationship
with GCSE scores”. On re-reading it, however, it does not fully address David Chaytor’s enquiry for two
reasons. First, the researchers were unable for practical reasons to compare aptitude test scores at 11 with
pupils’ GCSE outcomes five years later, so based their conclusions on “fit” between GCSE outcomes and
scores from tests administered to Year 11 pupils. Secondly, the non-verbal reasoning tests the study used as
aptitude tests would not meet the conditions for aptitude tests in present admissions law.

I apologise for any confusion caused.

David Miliband’s OYce

19 January 2004

Letter from the Chairman of the Education and Skills Committee to David Miliband MP,
Minister of State for School Standards

Thank you for your helpful letter dated 12 January 2004. I was particularly interested in your comments
about the structured discussions which form part of admission arrangements in CTCs. In particular, the
committee would value further clarification on the following points:

1. You have provided a clear description of the characteristics of structured discussions. How do these
compare to the characteristics of good interviewing practice?

2. Having established the characteristics of structured discussions, we should like to understand what is
the purpose of these interactions. In particular, we are keen to understand what is gained by the use of
structured discussions that cannot be established through a paper-based application process?

3. Finally, we understand from your evidence that structured discussions, because they are not
interviews, are permitted under the Code of Practice on School Admissions. If this is indeed the case, is there
any barrier to prevent all schools from incorporating structured discussions into their admissions process?
Would you support wider use of this admissions device?

Chairman, Education and Skills Committee

28 January 2004
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Supplementary memorandum from David Miliband MP,
Minister of State for School Standards (SA 51)

Thank you for your letter of 28 January, seeking further clarification on a number of points relating to
structured discussions at CTCs.

We would expect the characteristics of good interviewing practice to be very similar to those of structured
discussions. However, there are important diVerences between the law relating to admissions to CTCs—
which are independent schools and as such free to set their own arrangements—and the guidance relating
to maintained schools and Academies, which restricts the use of interviews except in very limited
circumstances.

The admission authorities of all maintained schools must have regard to the School Admissions Code of
Practice, and Academies are similarly required to do so by their funding agreement. The Code clearly states
that, from September 2005 intakes, no parents or children should be interviewed as any part of the
application or admission process in any school. The exceptions to this are that boarding schools may
conduct interviews—but only insofar as they are necessary to assess suitability for a boarding place—and
sixth forms may hold subject discussions with prospective pupils. Therefore for maintained schools, the
position on interviewing is clear.

In the case of CTCs admissions it was previously perceived that the interviews were subjective in nature,
and that the process could not be suYciently clear or demonstrably fair. In 1999 the CTCs agreed that where
interviews were used they would move to the use of structured discussions with criteria being set for the
discussion which were capable of objective assessment and could be fairly replicated.

The purpose of the structured discussions is to enable CTCs to comply with their Funding.

Agreement requirements to ensure that from among the applicants of diVerent abilities students are
selected who, in the professional judgement of the Principal, are most likely to benefit from what the college
has to oVer, have the strongest motivation to succeed and intend to continue in full time education or
training up to the age of 18.

It is for the Governors and senior management of a CTC to determine the detail of how they select the
students but any such assessment should be carried out in accordance with the following principles:

— criteria for assessment should be set for the selection process which are clear and can be fairly
replicated;

— what is being looked for/assessed in the student should be clearly set out in suYcient detail to
enable those operating the process to be clear about their responsibilities. It will also help the
process to be as objective as possible;

— on carrying out assessments under this part of the admissions process the method of the assessment
and its relationship to the information sought should be clearly set out;

— any selection method should provide the same opportunity to all students and to be capable of
faithful replication;

— no factors outside those set out to be assessed should have a bearing on decisions;

— it will be necessary for the Principal of a college to use his or her professional judgement. This will
be done on the basis of clearly set out and detailed grounds and from a clear evidence base.

The reason given by CTCs who use structured discussion in preference to other methods of assessment
is that it benefits the less academically able.

David Miliband

9 February 2004

Letter from the Chairman of the Education and Skills Committee to David Miliband MP,
Minister of State for School Standards

Thank you for your letter dated 9 February 2004. Your reply to the first two points raised in my letter of
28 January is clear. However, I am not satisfied that you have addressed the third point regarding the wider
use of structured discussions. For your convenience, our remaining question is repeated below.

Finally, we understand from your evidence that structured discussions, because they are not
interviews, are permitted under the Code of Practice on School Admissions. If this is indeed the
case, is there any barrier to prevent all schools from incorporating structured discussions into their
admissions process? Would you support wider use of this admissions device?

Should you not support the wider use of structured discussions in publicly funded schools other than
CTCs, and in order to ensure that we receive the fullest possible reply, I should be grateful if you would
explain exactly what means are available to you to prevent their use more widely.

Chairman, Education and Skills Committee

27 February 2004
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Thank you for your letter of 27 February, continuing our dialogue on interviewing and structured
discussions.

The School Admissions Code of Practice does not mention structured discussions. However, we are
clear—and say in the Code—that no maintained school should interview children or their parents as any
part of the admissions process, except in the case of boarding schools interviewing to assess suitability for a
boarding place. The Code goes on to add that any meetings which take place before admission to maintained
schools—for example at an open-evening—should not form part of the admissions process, and that schools
should make this clear. Therefore, the Code makes clear that we would not support any kind of pre-
admission discussions at maintained schools, which would include the wider use of structured discussions.
As I have explained in my previous letters, the position with CTCs is diVerent. They are independent schools
not legally required to have regard to the Code of Practice.

All maintained schools are required to have regard to the statutory Code of Practice when determining
their admission arrangements, and all admission arrangements are of course subject to local consultation.
Where local education authorities or other admission authorities (or in the case of admission arrangements
at voluntary aided or foundations schools, all other schools in the area) are satisfied that a school’s published
admission arrangements do not meet the requirements of the Code, they can refer an objection to the
Schools Adjudicator. The Code encourages LEAs to object on behalf of parents if they consider admission
arrangements are not in the best interests of local parents and children. It further points out that LEAs that
do not object to admission arrangements that are stated in the Code to be bad practice can be held
accountable by the Local Government Ombudsman. Also, my oYcials will raise with the relevant admission
authority any admission policies they are made aware of which are not consistent with the Code.

David Miliband

9 March 2004
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Members present

Mr Barry Sheerman, in the Chair

Mr David Chaytor Mr Kerry Pollard
JeV Ennis Jonathan Shaw
Mr Nick Gibb Mr Andrew Turner
Paul Holmes

Witnesses: Mr Simon Flowers, Head Teacher, The Cathedral High School, Mr Graham Myers, Parent,
Mr Stuart Wilson, Head Teacher, Featherstone High School, Mr Terry Hall, Chair, Wakefield Governors’
Forum and Mr Jim Winter, Assistant Chief Education OYcer, Inclusion & Lifelong Learning, examined.

Q1014 Chairman: Can I welcome our witnesses this Mr Flowers: I think it can be, I think that is possible.
I think the parent preference agenda stands in theafternoon to this formal meeting, it is very good to

have Stewart Wilson, Simon Flowers, Jim Winter, way of that. It will take an awful long time and a lot
of children will suVer in the time scale between thatGraham Myers and Terry Hall with us. Thank you

for your time. We have had a very good informal being the case—and I believe we will get there—and
where we are now. I think it can be solved a lotsession, this is a session for the record. No one can

remember a select committee taking oYcial evidence quicker if we can change the way that parents
preference schools.on record in Wakefield before so it is a first. Can we

get you started by pointing out that in the informal
session the only worrying thing about it was that it Q1017 Jonathan Shaw: It would be quite Stalinist to
all seemed too good to be true, everyone seemed say, “that is your area, you have to come to this
happy about it. Is that the case? Are there any school” and there will be no choice about it. You will
improvements that you would like to see from where come to this school, you will have one choice, that is
you are coming as two heads and as a parent of a it, that will eVectively be what you are advocating.
pupil working in the system here? Mr Flowers: What I am advocating is a community
Mr Flowers: The main concern I have is the whole school. What I am advocating is a school and a
concept of parental preference and the way that that community identifying with each other and then a
is understood by parents and the way that it aVects project in that community to regenerate that
my school’s ability to be full and therefore to be able community. The communities I serve, where my
to manage the school eVectively. I feel the parental children come from, are some of the most deprived
preference issue is key, I know it is set down and I communities in the area and they need help. The best
know it is accepted but it is the main concern for me. source of help can come through the education that

children receive locally. Too many of my students,
potentially my students, leave to go to schools elseQ1015 Chairman: I would like to send you some where, it dilutes the issue, creates the ghetto and weevidence that was given to this Committee from are trying to get away from that ghetto idea and say,Archbishop Tenison’s School and the head said “this is a community school we are going to do thisexactly that. He turned round a school in London together”.only when he was given the ability to choose a

diVerent ability balance, he was in charge of the
Q1018 Jonathan Shaw: Surely what you are saying isability balance. We will send you what he said,
that it will take too long in order for the communityhowever you can no longer do what he benefited
to get to that position in a voluntary way rather thanfrom. Instead of parental preference, Simon, are you
a forced way, the way that you are subscribing it is asaying in a sense that that is what you would like?
very diYcult thing to implement.Would you like the sort of control where you could
Mr Flowers: We were there before with catchments.say I want 30% from the higher band and 30% from
The idea is that you have consistency over athe lower band, do you want to be able to do that?
significant length of time, you do not have this trendMr Flowers: No, that is not what I am interested in.
idea of people looking at league tables and not reallyWhat I am interested in is local children coming to
understanding what they are saying and parentsmy school, the community I serve filling the school I
making parental preference on limited information.work in.
There is a predictability about it, there is an
expectation and accountability and the community
and the school are working together to provide that.Q1016 Jonathan Shaw: The local community will

come to your school if it has confidence that their Chairman: It is interesting that my colleague is
describing a Stalinist approach, we have just comechildren are going to get a good education? I can

think of examples in my constituency where parents from a Schwarzenegger—
Jonathan Shaw: Governator!did not send their children and things have now

changed, they have turned the reputation round and Chairman: Indeed you have to go to school in your
local district. That is a very interesting contrast. Postnow they are queuing up at the door, why can that

not be the same for your school? the Greenwich decision you can move across the
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boundaries in counties. We have had evidence to the Q1023 Mr Gibb: If we conceal the results of the
school we would not ever be in a position to examineCommittee that it is almost impossible to run a

community school because hardly any of the what you are doing and improve the school, that is
the alternative. You are suggesting hide the resultschildren come from the local community, so we

understand your position. and do not allow parents to choose their school, that
is the alternative. Is that not a worse alternative
where poor performing schools continue to performQ1019 Mr Gibb: I know you have only been the head
below par and no one knows about it?for two years, you are the new head, so this is not an
Mr Flowers: What do you mean below par?attack on you, to be brutally frank the Cathedral

School has 960 pupils, 16% of them manage to
Q1024 Mr Gibb: 94% value-added is below par.achieve five or more GCSEs, 11% get no GCSEs at
Mr Flowers: Value-added is a score, I do not think itall. If you talk about the intake, let us look at the
is the score, it is a score. I do not think it tells thevalue-added, you get 94.3, which is in the bottom of
whole story. We have a 20% turn-over of students,the bottom quartile. Frankly these are hideous
between Year 7 and Year 11, we lose 20% of ourexcuses, why would anybody want to send their
students.children to your school with those kind of statistics?

This is not a false picture, this is a brutally—
Q1025 Mr Gibb: I am not surprised.Mr Flowers: That is a false picture, this is the point.
Mr Flowers: We lose them because they go to local
schools and we get a back-fill of students who are not

Q1020 Mr Gibb: Is it? fitting in to local schools so to use a value-added
Mr Flowers: Yes. This year we are going to get nearly score raw like that does not make sense, it does not
30%, the following year we are going to get over 30% tell the true story. Children at Key Stage 2 do not
and then the following year over 40%. come through to Key Stage 4.

Q1021 Mr Gibb: Then what is your problem? Q1026 Chairman: What help do you get from the
Mr Flowers: The problem is that the parents do not LEA?
believe that. We cannot convince them until we can Mr Flowers: We get a lot of help. I think their hands
say our school is full, we can deal with the budget, are tied. The problem is not with the LEA, the
deal with the staYng, I can appoint people and keep problem is with the overall policy.
them, I can retain and recruit and I can set a
curriculum that is appropriate without having to Q1027 Chairman: It seems to me some of the
look over my shoulder at my budget. At the moment problems you have in Wakefield are that you are not
we have too many surplus places and the parents bad enough, were you to get special measures or
view is that that kind of bad year—which was a extra help or extra resources that would have to be
blip—will happen again. They will always think drawn down from diVerent pots of money, is that
that. This school is 10 years old, formed out of a your problem?
failing school before, we need a clear run at having Mr Flowers: I cannot speak for Wakefield. I know if
a chance to prove what we can do. We are doing it, we were to be deemed a school requiring special
but against the odds. We have not been able to get measures—which is a risk for us—that would knock
specialist status because we cannot get there because parent confidence even further.
we are too busy doing other agendas. We need some
breathing space and it is round the admissions Q1028 Chairman: Of course it would.
agenda we could do with it. Mr Flowers: That is not a good thing.

Q1029 Chairman: Can we share with the rest of theQ1022 Mr Gibb: Given value-added and taking into
account the quality of the intake you are saying that panel what they feel about this dilemma?

Mr Wilson: I would like to say that the key issue inin two or three years’ time people will send their
children to your school when your results do not terms of admissions and how it aVects the school’s

ability to move forward for Featherstone is mid-yearshow a value-added of 94%, you will find parents
flocking to your school? admissions. Taking last year as an example, we had

60 children coming into the school mid-year, 40 ofMr Flowers: I really hope so but I do not think so. I
think what will happen is between then and now we which stayed. If you are asking a school to plan for

improvement, improvement does not happen, youare going to have to go through Ofsted and we are at
risk, I will lose staV, and the ability to deliver what I have to take hard decisions based on your finances

and your staYng to support pupil learning. Youknow we can deliver, which is the 30% and 40%
potential, will not be realised. I have six teachers in have this unstabilising eVect on every class as these

children keep coming in and out. I would argue thatcore missing, which is English and maths, because I
cannot actually recruit. That is the reality. What I when a school is facing challenges, and many of us

see that over a period of time lots of schools will faceneed is a chance to build success. What I am saying
is that if we had the chance to do it we could do it but challenges, they should not hide behind any

statistics, they should not have a magic wall putwhilst ever the perception is, be it from the school,
the parents or the potential teachers coming to us we round to protect them. What I think they should be

given is a targeted amount of support. Your firstare going to struggle to attain what we are capable
of. comment about everything seems happy, you were
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given very positive comments earlier and the reason try and facilitate local youngsters going to local
schools, it does take time and in terms of Cathedral,I am positive about mid-year admissions is because

I went to the local authority and said “this is a the LEA and Cathedral are work closely together
and in terms of Cathedral trying to raise its profile inproblem, would you look at it?” They looked at that

problem and they invited a number of head teachers, the community. It is about what steps you take to
turn that round, some is about money, some is aboutfive of us involved from early on, to say, “what do

you think? What is your way of working this?” Now reputation, some is about culture within the school.
We try to address all of those issues with the school.we have put something in place that we are going to

try for two years that will minimise the eVect on
those schools with places. I think that is what I Q1031 Jonathan Shaw: What are you doing to help
would call intelligent accountability because when Mr Wilson and Mr Flowers raise £50,000?
you are fighting against the odds in many ways what Mr Winter: We are working with the school to
you are looking at is you are not only trying to identify sponsors where we can the bring money in.
improve the quality of teaching and learning in the There are not many sponsors round in the local area
classroom but when you are looking over your of Featherstone and other schools are competing for
shoulder at other schools, the specialist status they money. You will see in Wakefield that 11 out of 18
get, the education action zone they get, the schools have—
leadership incentive grant they get we have the
capacity in these schools to apply for those add-ons. Q1032 Jonathan Shaw: You have done
However, that is the diYculty because each time exceptionally well.
myself or one of my staV goes for any additional Mr Winter: In some areas it was harder than others,
funding it is diverting me from the classroom and for example in Featherstone.
teaching and learning. I think that is the danger, if
you want a school to improve then help them over Q1033 Jonathan Shaw: You are probably top of the
that diYcult time. Ironically we have to succeed league tables in that respect.
against the odds to get the better money in where the
task is slightly less challenging at that particular

Mr Winter: We would like to think that as well.point.

Q1034 Chairman: That may be depressing for Simon
Q1030 Jonathan Shaw: I totally take your point Flowers. Simon, with a name like “Cathedral
about the time it requires to raise this £50,000. I School” and a bishop who arrives for his
know from the schools in my constituency the ones enthronement on an Arriva bus I am sure he has the
who seem to get the money much more quickly are energy to lead your school to raise £50,000?
the ones with fewer problems in the way that you Mr Flowers: No, he has not, no. We have gone to the
have told us about your school, I know that to be the church and the diocese for their support but there is
case. Do the local authority help, Mr Winter? You no money in that sense to support the school. What
know that it is diYcult for Mr Flowers’ and Mr we are committed to doing is to make every eVort we
Wilson’s schools spending that time raising money, can without having to tax the parents, which is
what are you doing in Wakefield to assist? What are illogical and unfair.
the schools doing to collaborate? Is it going to take
one person to go out and do that, an entrepreneur, Q1035 Mr Chaytor: Can I pursue the question of the
and raise that money? What are you doing? excessive consequence of parental preference, can I
Mr Winter: For us it is about collaboration, about address this question to Mr Winter, if there were
working together and sharing and learning from amendments to the LEA’s admissions policy and it
each other, part of that additional money is coming. prevented mid-year transfer, other than those
I can give you lots of examples through Pathfinder- occurring from the consequences of parents moving
type work that is bringing additional money into into a new catchment area, would this not help to
schools. Unfortunately it does not aVect all schools even out the distribution of children across schools
equally, there is not a perfect process. We know that in the area?
some of our schools in Wakefield which are less than Mr Winter: We are not allowed by law to stop mid-
a mile away from schools in Leeds would be year transfers. What we can do, and I can talk to you
£300,000 better oV if they were funded under the about the procedure, is we can swing parents
Leeds formula rather than the Wakefield formula. strongly against it. It is almost always not in a child’s
We accept that that is a fact of life, although we do interest to transfer mid-year unless there is a house
continue to press for better funding. We deliberately move. We have youngsters who want to transfer in
felt it would be helpful to hear from schools that Year 10 and Year 11 when the GCSE courses have
struggle with the system so you see that not started so we give them things like boarding cards
everything is perfect in Wakefield, it is really to for buses so they can continue to attend their existing
demonstrate to you about how the admissions school. Our education welfare oYcers counsel very,
process can help or hinder. It is not a short-term very strongly against youngsters moving. We require
issue. When you look at simple figures about them to go back to the school they are leaving, to see
attainment, and I am not decrying them at all, what the head teacher of the leaving school and to talk
we are trying to do is look at local schools in terms about things like bullying, we also ask them to see
of local children, which is really, really important to the head teacher of the receiving school. We operate

what we call a managed moves procedure wherebyus. In our view the admissions system is designed to
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the youngster is registered for eight weeks between and therefore their children will not have it. Until we
get the parents accountable to their children to say,the two schools and if the move works out then the

transfer can take eVect if it does not work out the “you are going to that school and you will learn”, I
think we are still going to be struggling for the nextyoungster goes back, and that has had some success.
generation at least. That is echoed by many of my
colleagues on the Wakefield Association ofQ1036 Mr Chaytor: Do you think it would be useful
Governors.to change the national legislation to rule out these

mid-year transfers—
Mr Winter: It is not possible, no. Q1041 Paul Holmes: There are two points arising

out of that, first of all, Stuart, you were saying that
Q1037 Mr Chaytor:—other than moving house? you have 60 mid-year transfers a year, in general are
Mr Winter: There are circumstances where a fresh they parents moving in and out of the area or
start is helpful. We have seen incidents where children who are being persuaded to leave for the
youngsters have had significant concerns about the more popular schools round you?
way they do or do not get on with class mates, each Mr Wilson: The vast majority of children come with
case is looked at on its own merits. We can help in some form of complex diYculty, it may be they have
some circumstances, it is about how you manage the moved home, in some cases part of their family is not
whole process, and that is why what we try to do is aware where they have moved to for safety reasons,
counsel parents against mid-year transfers we have children with special educational needs and
whenever possible. we have some children who have genuinely moved

house to the Wakefield area joining the school. With
Q1038 Mr Chaytor: Within an LEA where you have the admissions consent what tends to happen then is
two neighbouring schools and for whatever that a family may have moved into the catchment
historical reason they have diverged in their levels of area of a local school, the catchment area is full and
attractiveness to parents is the simple solution to therefore they are given Featherstone as a second
merge the school into one? choice because there happens to be a place at
Mr Winter: It depends how you feel about schools Featherstone. My argument previously was in terms
and their community. We have consistently, and I of planning. We are pleased to work with all children
think rightly, taken the view that schools serve local at Featherstone High School. In terms of planning
communities. and the best provision of it you clearly need some

sort of handle on that. I am hoping that situation is
Q1039 Mr Chaytor: It is not a question of closing improving. Early indications of a policy we are
one site and shifting all of the kids, it is that you have trialling this year are positive but we will review that
one institution, say with one management and two in a couple of years.
campuses.
Mr Winter: That would take the view that the

Q1042 Paul Holmes: Out of the 60 how many are themanagement of the existing school is defective.
children of parents who have moved into your
catchment and how many are re-located from elseQ1040 Mr Chaytor: Not necessarily. It does not where?mean that the management of the school that is more Mr Wilson: I would say less than a quarter would beattractive would become the management of the new people who would be coming naturally due to theircombined school. Is this not a structural, position.organisational way of mitigating the worst eVects of

parental preference? You are calling the bluV of the
parental preference policy. Q1043 Paul Holmes: 45 out of 60 are being dumped
Mr Winter: I think it is a sledgehammer approach. on you.
You heard earlier on about the history of some Mr Wilson: Or they have not been able to get into
mergers and changes that have been made over time their local school and this is their nearest school.
and the way that people perceive schools. Thornes
Park, which was the school that was there before

Q1044 Paul Holmes: How true is that of your school,Cathedral, was not popular at the time, a whole new
Mr Flowers?campus was developed and a whole new building
Mr Flowers: A very similar story. I will give you anwas developed. I do not think changing the name
example of another type of problem, a student fromover the door of the senior management is
our catchment who preferenced else where had gonenecessarily the right way to go. I accept in some
to another school and the student is havingcircumstances that might be the best solution for the
diYculties but because the student lives in ourschool but I do not think we are in that position in
catchment but attends a diVerent school the parentsWakefield.
preferenced us so we have to receive this student whoMr Hall: I would like to support what Mr Winter
is struggling at the other school because they live inhas said. I would also like to draw your attention to
our catchment. That is illogical, that means that I amwhat was said at the pre-meeting by JeV Ennis, MP
picking up a child who is on the verge of permanentthat parent accountability is needed in this area in
exclusion from another school because they cannotthat ten years ago the parents of the children of
handle that child. Because they are living in mytoday went to either one of those schools under

question. They did not like it, they did not want it catchment they should have come to me in the first
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place or they should stay at the school they are in. approach, I think it is still there, it is just under
another terminology. We were saying that we have aThe system does not allow for that. That is just one
choice when in actual fact we have not.example. We have a similar story, about 60 children.

Q1048 Jonathan Shaw: You were not able to cross
Q1045 Paul Holmes: Out of the four schools that the borough boundary before the Greenwich ruling.
serve the most deprived areas how many have Mr Myers: You cannot necessarily now.
specialist status?
Mr Winter: What do you mean by specialist status? Q1049 Jonathan Shaw: You can.
You have Cathedral and Featherstone who do not
have specialist status, you have Airdale which does

Mr Myers: We have preference to.have specialist status and we have City High that is
a beacon school that does not have specialist status.

Q1050 Jonathan Shaw: If there is an available placePaul Holmes: 11 out of 18 have specialist status but
in Timbuktu you can go there.only one out of four of the most deprived, which
Mr Myers: At the moment there are no spacesreinforces the point we were making.
available in schools. The push I see as a parent is to
close a lot of the smaller schools down and have
limited pupils within community schools to ensureQ1046 Chairman: Can we bring our parent in on
that places currently available in other schools arethis. Graham, how do you view the dilemma the two
used up. We have been driven away from theheads have expressed to the Committee, they are
community approach and moved into biggerworried about the ability of parents to have choice
schools, if you will, to ensure there is cost savingsor schools to choose their pupils, whichever way you
and all that goes with that. I am not sure that islook at it it runs against what they would like at a
necessarily good from an educational point of viewcommunity school, where all of the talents in that
but it does save money. It still means there are lesscommunity came to the local school and they build
places in those other popular schools at the end ofsomething in the heart of the community, do you
the day.have any sympathy there?

Mr Myers: I certainly have. There are three things I
Q1051 Mr Pollard: It is a dichotomy.have noted down while people have about speaking
Mr Myers: I am not sure there is an easy answer toround the table, if I can go through them. I will go
that.through the preference or choice bit, from your

point of view, if I may ask, was it the intention to give
Q1052 Mr Pollard: Simon, you suggested that tenparents preference or choice? Which way round was
years ago the school you now lead was a failingthat? We all have preferences, I can preference
school and was closed down, lessons were learnedwhichever schools I wish and I could do whatever I
from that experience and transposed to make surewant but that does not mean to say I have a choice
you did not go down the same route again, Nick’sat the end of the day. What was the intention behind
analysis was that results were not as good as theythe policies that were put forward?
might be, can you take us through that? I got the
feeling that student aspiration was the diYculty, it is

Q1047 Chairman: As you know, Graham, our job is surely down to teachers to inspire so that students
to check the Government, the executive, we are not aspire and succeed?
the executive, there have been a number of Mr Flowers: On the second point I think parents
administrations in this country who have talked the have a key role there. As a single teacher we see a
language of parental choice, part of what we are child a very small amount of time.
trying to uncover is is this genuine parental choice or
do schools choose pupils. I have to say that the Q1053 Mr Pollard: We have all had teachers that
evidence that we have received is, to say the very really inspired us.
least—and not pre-judging today’s session—very Mr Flowers: That is why we do the job but the reality
interesting. is that parental support makes that vital bit of
Mr Myers: I appreciate that. Yes, I can preference as diVerence. As for the history of the school, I was not
many as I wish but I have not seriously got a choice there but my understanding of the situation is that
at the end of the day, it is down to the admissions the school is performing better.
policy of the school or the authorities that send my
child to a particular location. I do not seriously have Q1054 Mr Pollard: I was not pointing a finger, I am
that choice at this moment in time. I am not sure genuinely interested.
what I can do about it if I am honest, because it is Mr Flowers: There is a story to tell, which we will not
very diYcult if a school becomes mightily popular, go into, to do with the school over the last ten years
either through reading league tables or word of and to do with leadership and a lack of consistency.
mouth or whatever it may be. It would be very There is also a story to tell about where we are now
diYcult to put everyone into that particular school, compared to where the school was 10 or 11 years
save expanding the school at the expense of another ago, we are on the threshold of something very
school within a particular authority. I do not believe strong. Your second point is key to it all, it is about
as parents we have any more choice than we have having the right number of quality staV in front of

children on a consistent basis, in the end that is whatalways had. You were talking about this Stalinist
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makes the diVerence in the school, and that is what expertise. I suggest if you are talking about
aspiration you need to look broader than what goeswe do not have because we are under so much
on in schools.pressure with recruitment and retention of staV,

which is again related to all of the other issues.
Q1055 Jonathan Shaw: Do you have an educationalMr Wilson: Regarding the parental role, one of the
maintenance allowance?things I would like to share with the Committee is
Mr Winter: We pilot it at £30 a week. It is not justwhen I was interviewing at my school I would ask
about money, it is about those aspirations andeveryone I met, the pupils, the staV and the
valuing that. We still have very low stay-on rates butgovernors the same question, and it had two parts:
at the same time our GCSE scores have gone up“Tell me something you would like to improve about
significantly over the last six or seven years but therethe school?” I got the usual you find in almost every
has been no significant shift in the number ofparental questionnaire, the litter, the smoking, the
youngsters staying on beyond 16. You ask yourselfbullying, not enough homework and too much
why that is the case. As I say that is why in terms ofhomework—it is rare not to find both of those in the
14 to 19 provision we are looking at the learningsame school. I expected that from a wide group of
community again. There is a history in Wakefieldpeople. What shocked me is when I asked everybody
that people tend not to travel outside of theirto tell me something they were proud of about the
community, or significantly travel. Wakefield is inschool, and I actually had a tally, I wrote it down on
the corner of a district and someway away froma piece of paper as I was going round and out of 22 people who live down in Hemsworth and they willpeople that I asked only four respondents could tell not look elsewhere and move out of their

me something positive about the school. In terms of community, it is about travel and things like that.
parental information that is why we started what I
have brought with me today, a newsletter, to tell Q1056 Jonathan Shaw: We understand that the
them how well their children do and to make sure we evidence is that EMAs have given 5% to 6% for
get into the community and they can see their recruitment and retention to education.
children succeeding. I think that is one of the things Mr Winter: We would struggle to meet that. I would
that has allowed parents to come into the school say it is 3% to 4%.
more, an increasing number of parents come into the
school, and as they walk in they can see photographs Q1057 Mr Pollard: You suggested earlier on that on
of their children succeeding. I agree, we have to raise your application form there was a written bit for
the children’s aspirations. One of the factors I find parents to fill in, many authorities have done away
very diYcult is that we only have one in 40 of our with the written bit believing that it aids the better
local families—and we do get most of our local educated, more middle-class families, some would
children, which is why the normal admission period argue it is an aid to the middle classes having a better
does not cause us the problems, it is mid-year that is choice than others, have you thought about that?
our challenge—who have had experience of further Mr Winter: It is not, if you like, so that people can
education. We are still struggling to say, “I know state their case in an academic or learning sense, it is

to demonstrate to us—1you did not stay on at school, things have changed,
this is the proportion of children wanting to go there,

Q1058 Mr Pollard: Like my child only has one leg.there are other things than working at the local shop,
Mr Winter: It is a simple form. If the child hashave a look”. We took some of our pupils to
particular medical or special needs that means thatCambridge University and arranged for them to go
the child may need to go to another school. I wouldon a trip and we nearly lost one pupil because the
like to think that is not about intellect or ability toparents were not willing to fund the bus fare for three
present yourself it is about demonstrating particularmiles down the road. One of my colleague drove
reasons why you should go to that school ratherthem there. That is what we have to break,
than another school.generation after generation saying “this type of

education is not for us”. It does take time and I think
Q1059 Chairman: When we went to Birminghamwe need to go at that issue as powerfully and quickly
and when we went to Slough we touched on aas we can.
problem that you do not have, there was a very largeMr Winter: Just to add to that, it is as much about
single sex girls school in Birmingham, one of thefamily and community aspirations as it is about
largest, a little larger than your largest high school,good teaching. Children will be inspired if they want
that put the whole intake out of balance for all of theto be inspired, if they are able to be inspired. If they
other schools. If you wanted to send your son to acome from a history where there is no value-added school that was 50/50 you could not do it, in

attached to education and training, possibly because Birmingham you had an enormous girls’ school,
of historical situations—and I can give you an Slough was similar. Is it not slightly hypocritical of
example of the mining industry, where men went us all when we look at the same situation in terms of
down the mines and the mine looked after them. the more talented and less talented child, is there not
There was no need for education and training—it is an ability, as in the school I mentioned in London,
diYcult to break into that cycle. It is not just about to have a sort of banding so you can get a fair
teaching and learning, it is about families and
learning family skills, intervention, working with 1 Note by Witness: Whether there are any specific medical

reasons why the child should be admitted to that school.families to develop community confidence and
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balance of the diVerent kinds of talent and then if preference over schools? Is it the league tables? Is it
word of mouth? Is it Ofsted reports or is it someyou get a system that delivers the most over-

generous supply of the most talented youngsters in vague perception that is impossible to describe?
Mr Wilson: Mine is very simple, it is to come anda few schools and the less talented children in other

schools this system is always going to be unfair look round. What we say to parents is—
unless you have some kind of system that gives
everyone a fair shot. On the one hand it could be Q1062 Mr Chaytor: I am not saying what parents
through community schools, as Simon Flowers should do, what is your judgment of how most
wants, on the other hand you could equally say you parents do form that opinion?
have to have a mixed ability intake. Mr Wilson: What tends to happen with us is by the
Mr Winter: I would say that communities are time that children are in Year 6 they have made their
diVerent. If you look at what schools are about, mind up as a family which secondary school they are
which is developing well-rounded individuals, going to. Then there are issues about admissions
capable of working in teams, speaking for where they are not sure whether they want to come
themselves and making rational choices I am not to a particular school. We simply say, “choose a day,
sure that is much of an issue, it is where you come and have a look at us”. We find that is very
degenerate into a simple discussion about academic powerful because you are then taking away from the
attainment, which is important, that is when I think text, from the data, because the data is valuable and
the diVerence between schools and parental can be interpreted in diVerent ways, “come and look
preference sharpens the work that Cathedral and for yourself and see how your child would fit in with
Featherstone and other schools in disadvantaged the expertise here”. The most powerful message is we
areas do in terms of developing well-grounded invite the children to take them round on the trip
individuals, it is not recognised in any of the schools. because children will tell parents what it is really like.
Very often, as we were saying earlier on, when We find that is very powerful with parents.
parents look to see what school they want they place
as much emphasis on how other youngsters behave Q1063 Mr Chaytor: Are you saying that that is what
within the school, about whether or not there is a the overwhelming majority of your parents do, they
view about bullying, those are things that parents form their opinion on the basis of a personal visit to
feel are important, and so do we. Just to take a the school?
narrow view that all schools ought to be equal in Mr Wilson: The overwhelming majority is by local
terms of attainment I think is to miss the point in a reputation.
sense because it is about developing well-rounded,
rational and capable young people.

Q1064 Mr Chaytor: Where has this come from, is it
based on league tables statistics, is it based on word

Q1060 Chairman: I take that point. Simon wants to of mouth and gossip amongst neighbours, is it based
deliver a community school, he says a lot of the on an Ofsted Report? Ofsted, as far as we were told,
talented children leave his community, leave his seriously believe that a huge amount of parents log
catchment area and go elsewhere with the necessary on to the Ofsted website and read the report before
problems for his school. If you as an LEA were able they make a judgment.
to say there has to be a balance here—as we said it Mr Wilson: In our case it tends to be based on what
worked in the past in other communities—would is talked about outside the primary school gates,
that be helpful rather than less helpful because you many of their children’s brothers or sisters are at the
have a whole range of schools with a fairer chance of school, it is that type of reputation, and that
delivering what you said to more pupils? certainly works well for us in most cases. If they are
Mr Winter: I think it would. What you are arguing not sure then it is “come and have a look”. It is the
for is a move towards a Stalinist system, whereby general impression locally.
youngsters are designated to go a local school and
they have to go there. I think the way forward for a Q1065 Mr Chaytor: Do league tables form any part
school like Cathedral is very much along the lines of of that?
its reputation within the community, its relevance Mr Wilson: I am sure it will nationally. In the case
within the community, letting the community see of Featherstone High School we asked our parents
what goes on in Cathedral not just during the school when they came to see us and they were working on
day but in the evenings, at weekends, it is a focal what they had heard about the school from their
point of the community so they are happy to send friends, Auntie Nellie or Uncle John, whoever it
youngsters there. I think the alternative, which is to happened to be.
say that all children must go to Cathedral in all Mr Flowers: It is not the same for us. It is the same
circumstances, is probably not the right way but it is a diVerent proportion. When I have talked
forward, although I can see its attractions in a simple to parents en masse and taken questions and answers
academic sense. and from having individual conversations with

parents the league tables feature much higher in the
discussion. The press has an influence, luckily weQ1061 Mr Chaytor: Pursuing the question of the

reasons for parental preference, on the basis of have had some very good press for the last two years,
before we had a lot of negative press. The school isparental preference and the information that parents

have what do you think is the most powerful still regarded as a new school. The point made earlier
is absolutely right, the parents are the children whoinformation available to parents in exercising their
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went to the previous school, and also conversations Mr Myers: No, I said there were two ways of looking
at things, one with my selfish head on and oneround the primary school gates. For us the

impression I get from parents is that with their without my selfish head. If I am being purely selfish,
driven for my child then great I will go and try toamount of understanding they study the league

tables and Ofsted Report to some degree. A lot of pick what I believe to be the best school. I may be
wrong in that as schools can change over a smallour parents do not have access to the internet so they

do not get the Ofsted Report that way. amount of time in some cases. If it is based on an
aptitude test then fine I will let my child do the
appititude test with the best of children and have aQ1066 Mr Chaytor: As a parent how familiar or how
really good idea that he has a good shot of gettingmuch time have you spent considering league tables?
into a particular school. If I come away from thatMr Myers: Quite a lot of time has been spent on all
and think from a community point of view I do notof the areas that you have discussed so far. With
necessarily think that it is fair. If you or anybodyregard to league tables, I have visited four schools in
pushed me into that, fine, I will go with thatmy particular youngster’s case. There is a growing
challenge. Myself and my wife work very hard withnumber, whilst it might be a minority, who are
our children at home to try and get them to autilising all the available information to try and give
particular standard and not everyone necessarily hasthem a chance to make a better preference.
the opportunity to do that. We do put a lot of hours
in with them not just with school work but with their

Q1067 Mr Chaytor: What weight do you give or do other activities. We have taken the decision to do
you think parents, friends or neighbours of yours that and we have decided to promote that from our
give to the statistics and league tables? point of view. Yes, if people want to make it
Mr Myers: It is an indicator. My biggest weight is challenging we will do that; I will happily go along
actually given to visiting the school and looking at with that. I do not have to agree with that but if that
the teachers, the classrooms and the children as they is going to get the best answer for my child I will go
are walking round that school. I like to see how they that way. I do not think that it is the best thing to do.
behave in that school and what their discipline is
like, or lack of discipline is as the case may be; that

Q1072 Mr Turner: I accept that. Of those twois my biggest drive. To get me to those particular
approaches, the selfish and the unselfish, how wouldschools in the first instance it has to be the league
you describe the decision you have taken to apply fortables or Ofsted Report that I will look at as a guide.
your child to go Catholic school which is not open
to every child?

Q1068 Mr Chaytor: Do you think in the existing Mr Myers: We happen to be a Catholic family so
format of the league tables the information that is why we are choosing to go to a Catholic
contained is appropriate or are there improvements school. He is already in a Catholic primary school
that could be made or should there be more and I want to continue in that ethos.
indicators included or should it be less detailed?
Mr Flowers: Personally I think the eVect of the Q1073 Mr Turner: Is that a selfish decision or is that
league tables is enormously damaging. unselfish?

Mr Myers: That is a Catholic decision, it is keeping
Q1069 Mr Gibb: You would conceal all of the the same religion, continuing on that basis.
information.
Mr Flowers: I think the information should be there Q1074 Mr Turner: There are three options, there is
but we need to shake it up and start again. selfish, there is unselfish and there is Catholic.

Mr Myers: In that particular instance.
Q1070 Mr Chaytor: What single change could be
made that would improve it from your prospectus? Q1075 Mr Turner: Why can there not be a fourth
Mr Flowers: I think you have to get away from the option like academic excellence?
raw scores because it does not tell the context of the Mr Myers: I believe that St Thomas a Becket is
school at all. Value-added is a move in the right already established on that particular basis. That
direction, it has to tell a story of what we are dealing particular aspect does not need to sway me because
with, we are not comparing like with like in the I am already swayed by the fact I believe it is.
league tables. It puts enormous pressure on Key However, that may well be a critical factor in some
Stage 2 and the results agenda and all of the damage people’s opinion.
that does to primary school kids in Year Five and
Year Six and it puts enormous pressure on Key Q1076 Mr Turner: If you lived in the catchment area
Stage 3 because of the hot-housing of Key Stage 2. of Mr Flowers’ school would you go to Mr Flowers
In my opinion it is ever so, ever so damaging. school or apply to a diVerent school?

Mr Myers: I think the answer is no if I am totally
honest. I have a lot of sympathy because I believe allQ1071 Mr Turner: Mr Myers, correct me if I am

wrong but in the earlier session you suggested that it of the evidence is stacked against the two heads
represented at the moment. I cannot understand thatwould be selfish if your child was able to be selected

because of his good performance, why is that more if we are agreed on one side, as Mr Gibb pointed out,
with the low scores and all that goes with it that theinappropriate than your child being selected because

of his Catholic upbringing? school that Simon represents has to be under special
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measures to get additional assistance, I do not follow Mr Myers: That was the point I was trying to make,
it does influence you. I was asked a straight question.that. If we are accepting that looking at the league

tables it suggests that there is a potential problem
why not accept there has to be help given to those Chairman: You were being even-handed.
particular schools rather than them having to justify
it. The other point is that I cannot quite follow the Q1081 JeV Ennis: It is really a supplementary
£50,000 limit, some schools are brilliant at raising question along the lines of the diversity agenda in
money, they walk out the door, they send a leaflet terms of the secondary education model and the
out, “can we raise £50,000” and the next day it is schools model and the fact that Wakefield has taken
there. Other schools have no chance of raising that advantage of that in that nearly 11 schools out of 18
over a good period of time. Why impose a limit that are specialist schools, we have a situation in
is impossible for the ones who probably need to Wakefield where we have Catholic schools open to
raise it? people such as yourself, Graham, of Catholic

persuasion but when it comes to primary schools a
lot of the areas have Church of England schools andQ1077 Mr Turner: Thankfully I do not have to
Catholic schools and yet when we get to thedefend the Government’s policy on that. Can I move
secondary sector we still have a predominance ofon to Mr Winter, first of all can I ask you to put on
Catholic schools, we have very few Church ofthe record the answer you gave me earlier about why
England aided secondary schools and my question isyou moved from a system where a first preference
directed towards you, Graham, do you think it ishad a higher value than a second preference, and so
better from a diversity point of view if authoritieson, to a system where each preference has equal
like Wakefield ought to look at establishing avalue?
Church of England or ecumenical secondary schoolMr Winter: For two reasons, one is that we believe
to balance up that level of diverse division?that local children should as far as possible go to
Mr Myers: A straightforward answer would be, yes,local schools, we think an equal preference system is
to equalise the situation. However, I though the idealikely to achieve that. Secondly, under our previous
was to integrate people irrespective of colour, creedarrangements a youngster could opt for a voluntary
or faith. The more we keep establishing diVerentaided Catholic school and the local authority
religious schools, the worse the situation willcommunity school and be given two bites of the
become.cherry, whereas we are concerned if we were to

perpetuate a system of preferencing and priority
based on preferencing the young person who could Q1082 JeV Ennis: You would prefer the Catholic
not get into the voluntary aided Catholic school may schools to become ecumenical?
not get into his or her local school if that was their Mr Myers: Very probably. Again it is back to
second choice and the equal preference system gets confidence and a perception of how those schools
round that problem. may perform if it goes that way, that is the worry

from my point of view. What I see in Catholic
schools at the moment is that there is very goodQ1078 Mr Turner: Thank you very much. Finally,
discipline, and I do not dispute there may be in otheragain during to the earlier session it was suggested
schools as well, but I have seen others schools thatthat there were pupils who were having to travel a
do not have that discipline. I do not know if that islong way to primary schools because of the class size
tied to religion or not. Certainly the Catholic schoolsrule, how many exceptions to the class size rule have
that I have visited have been very good on thatyou sought?
aspect.Mr Winter: I do not have that information, we can

provide that information separately if that would
Q1083 JeV Ennis: I do not know if you want tobe helpful.
comment on my strategy for Wakefield.
Mr Winter: It is an interesting point to make. I

Q1079 Mr Turner: You are not unwilling to do so. would say that Catholicity or adherence to the
Mr Flowers: I just want to make the point with Church of England is not so much about aided
respect to what Graham is saying, if I use this cohort status or community status, I think the ethos as far
that is going through Year 11 now, according to the as we can is about maintenance of discipline. We
external data, not the school data, we are on track have a Church of England controlled school that
with our current Year 11 to get what they are delivers if you like a Church of England ethos, so I
capable of. If Graham’s son came to our school with am not sure it is about aided or community status.
the ability to get seven A-Cs we could deliver that. We recognise that all schools have a diVerent flavour

and have diVerent things to oVer. I said earlier on
they reflect their community and I think that is asQ1080 Mr Gibb: What about nine?

Mr Flowers: If he has the ability for seven, if he has true of church schools as it is of specialist technology
colleges. It is important to remember we do notthe ability for nine, if he has the ability for 13, some

of our children do 13, we can deliver with the select by aptitude in Wakefield, that was a deliberate
decision. In that sense our schools are stillchildren that have the ability, we just do not have

very many of them. We are perceived in the league community schools and the only admissions criteria
are the ones that you see in your handbook that youtables as being under-performing because we do not

have many children who are very bright. have. We are not moving children in to those areas
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of specialism, what we are doing is trying to ensure that at the moment our school Featherstone has a
that the schools do deliver distinctive flavours that journey to make and I see that, the statistics are
can then be made available to the wider community, available to identify that journey. The first thing that
art college expertise would be made available right you do when you become a new head teacher is
across the piece, there is evidence of us doing that recognise that and then address it. I would not want
within Wakefield. to hide behind that challenge, I think it is a challenge

that we are ready and able to face and one that we
will succeed with over time. The issue is that howeverQ1084 Chairman: This Committee looked at
you present the data—and I would agree that thediversity and the Government’s plan for diversity
move to a value-added data is positive, that makesand enthusiasm for diverse academies, foundation
the situation better—that again does not tell theschools and specialist schools and all of that—that is
whole story, as was mentioned earlier.a separate inquiry—do you not think that people
Chairman: What I am getting at is here we have twolike Simon and his colleague deserve a level playing
recent reports from Ofsted that urban schools arefield? On the one hand they do not have a level
not doing well, they are finding it tough to liftplaying field because of the whole system of
themselves, that is what the data shows. In one senseadmissions you cannot have a community school

and on the other hand all the time you have 11 out we are here and we are hearing evidence that there
of 18 schools with £50,000, however it is raised, it is are some very good reasons, in terms of admissions,
not only not a level playing field, it is getting less level that that might be the case. It is what I described as
by the minute. When we had your briefing paper you an uphill struggle on an uneven playing field. One of
had nine specialist schools now you have 11, my the startling things we saw was—it was a school that
heart goes out to Simon and Stuart, it is getting more was in special measures—the George Dickson
tilted all of the time. School in Birmingham, that had been rock-bottom
Mr Winter: If that is an argument for fairer funding and a charismatic head with a lot of assistance and
I would certainly agree. I see no reason why a school Excellence in Cities money and he just turned that
cannot deliver a distinct ethos, I see no problem with round—he got a knighthood for his eVorts. There is
that at all. The issue for all of us is about having a hope for both of you—arise, arise! He had the
fairer funding regime. If you are saying that you do Excellence in Cities capability as well as a great deal
not believe that the funding regime in the UK for of backing from Tim Brighouse, the LEA and also
secondly schools is fair then I would find that Tim Brighouse’s cross-matching of schools and
diYcult to disagree with. collegiate system. We also—we will send both of you

both lots of evidence—interviewed a head teacher in
Q1085 Chairman: What I am saying is that these two Slough who took over a school I think which in a
guys and their schools are the ones that seem to me very short time had four heads in two years and she
to need the extra help, support and resources for had arrived and again I think made a magnificent
staV and equipment and everything else yet they job of turning the school round. Both of them had
seem because they are not special category to miss the resources behind them whereas I think you are
out on everything and at the same time down the just in the category which does not.
road, across the authorities others are getting
much more.

Q1087 Paul Holmes: One of the big items ofMr Winter: In one sense I would agree with that
education spending in some LEASs can be schoolbecause that is true. In another sense in terms of
transport. When we were taking evidence in Londonother streams of funding and support that schools
the Norfolk LEAs talked about a big chunk of theirare receiving there are other factors that you need to
budget being used, Wakefield covers a fairly bigtake into account, it is not simply a matter of saying
geographical area how much money is spent onthis is a specialist school or not. There is other
transport funding?funding coming into the authority for other types of
Mr Winter: The cost of transport funding iswork, some of which will benefit Simon and Stewart
significant, we spend just getting on for £2.5 millionand others will not. The funding system is complex
on transport. What we found over the last couple ofand it does not treat all schools fairly.
years is the cost of individual transport contracts
have gone up significantly, and I think that has beenQ1086 Chairman: We have done a report on school
reflected nationally. There are some issues round afunding and we noticed how complex it is and I think
shortage of specialist transport and the cost of that.the Secretary of State is about to find out how
I think also the move towards inclusion incomplex it is.
mainstream schools has meant that there have beenMr Wilson: I would just like to make two points, if
more journeys to get youngsters into mainstreamI may, when we look at averages in terms of the data
schools rather than to take them to a special school.it can sometimes hide how well individuals and
The issue round mainstream schools in terms ofgroups of pupils perform within that school. I have
accessibility is one that we are involved with at thebeen quite stunned by the quality of work, academic
moment because it is not just about transport, it isand otherwise, national awards have been won
about how you get to school, it is about localagainst very strong competition, national
transport plans, it is about travel to school andtechnology awards and in other areas. In many
walking to school plans. We are involved in someschools there is a lot of success. What I want to

emphasise and one thing I want to acknowledge is review of our transport policy and we are trying
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to encourage more young people to travel they are atheist, would you pay to transport their
child 10 miles down the road to a school that has aindependently and also to walk to school wherever

possible. much less religious ethos, would you fund that?
Mr Winter: The way I read it is that community
schools are there for local children and local childrenQ1088 Paul Holmes: Two particular things come out
are expected to attend their local schools because allof transport in relation to admissions and in relation
schools are ecumenical, they educate all childrento preference and choice, one is to do with faith
equally. I would expect children to go to the localschools, one third of LEAs have stopped funding
school.transport on the grounds of faith, what do you do

here?
Mr Winter: We still provide transport and we have Q1094 Chairman: What about Muslim girls, would
no immediate plans to stop it. you provide their transport?

Mr Winter: No, we would not.
Q1089 Paul Holmes: If a parent wants to choose a
school on the grounds of faith 15 miles away they

Q1095 Chairman: Why not?have to pay transport and that skews the admissions
Mr Winter: First of all the Muslim girls school is notto the parents who can aVord it. If you have
within the state sector and therefore diVerent rulesspecialist school policy, and you have for 11 out of
apply. As things stand at the moment we would not18, and if a parent said “I want to send my kid 10
provide transport in that circumstance.miles away but I cannot aVord the transport” would
Mr Chaytor: Can I clarify this, I understand there isyou pay for that?
a voluntary aided Catholic school within Wakefield,Mr Winter: No.
on the borders of Wakefield, if I wish to send myPaul Holmes: That works against specialist schools
child to a voluntary aided Anglican school twoand against parental preference unless you can
minutes away in Barnsley—aVord it.
JeV Ennis: There are not any, that is the point I was
making earlier.Q1090 Mr Turner: Why did you make that decision

not to provide the transport that Paul referred to?
Mr Winter: A question of cost, the costs would be Q1096 Mr Chaytor: The issue is that if there were -
enormous and we also believe that schools that are Mr Winter: We cannot answer hypotheticalals
specialist schools and also comprehensive schools
provide local provision for local youngsters.

Q1097 Mr Chaytor:—you would not provide travelRemember our schools do not select by aptitude, we
costs to go to a faith school outside of the LEA?believe for youngsters the local school will provide
Mr Winter: It has not arisen to my knowledge in thethat well-rounded education. The way which we
recent past.address specialist issues is to share that speciality

and there are schools and colleges which will share
their expertise with other schools within the area Q1098 Mr Chaytor: It could arise.
without the need for youngsters to travel. What is Mr Winter: We will consider our policy if it does
happening in terms of the 14 to 19 year olds is that arise.
teachers will travel to where the youngsters are.
Where you talk about a collegiate approach in the

Q1099 Chairman: It is very interesting about theNorth East of Wakefield I think staV will
Church of England, there is Simon sitting there withincreasingly travel to provide that specialist teaching
all of the problems he has, with a name like that,to youngsters rather than expecting youngsters to all
right next door to where the Bishop lives. Simon, theget on a bus or coach and travel to the provision.
money that you are looking for could it not come
from that sort of focus?Q1091 Mr Turner: None of that answer applies to
Mr Flowers: I have thought about it.the Catholic schools?

Mr Winter: As far as Catholic schools are concerned
we continue to provide transport, we always have Q1100 Mr Chaytor: On the diversity issue is there
done. We believe that youngsters’ parents ought to any evidence that the growth of a more diverse range
be able to select on the basis of religious belief of specialist schools has increased the number of
without being prejudiced. parents choosing on the basis of the specialism or

does it have no eVect whatsoever? What I am trying
Q1092 Chairman: What about the Church of to say is there is evidence parents choose on the basis
England schools? of diversity rather than on the basis of perceived
Mr Winter: We do not have any VA Church of quality.
England schools. Mr Winter: From my perspective it is very diYcult

to say because it is not one of our criteria, we do not
ask parents to give reasons why they choose, otherQ1093 Paul Holmes: On the grounds of equity and

parental preference you will pay for a child to go ten than special needs. Our policy would not allow
parents to travel huge distances to a special schoolmiles to a Catholic school on the grounds of faith,

what if you have a parent in some area where their because of the distance criteria. We do not have
evidence one way or the other.local school has a pretty strong religious ethos and
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Q1101 Mr Chaytor: For parents who are mobile it Chairman: The Church of England nationally in a
recent report suggested it wanted to expand thewould not be an issue if they travelled 10 or 15 miles

and trooped their children oV. number of secondary schools that were in its remit, it
has less than it wants, if nationally it looks for moreMr Winter: If they could get into the school, they

would not be able to get in because of the distance schools I merely suggested it could be a marriage
made in heaven between Simon and the bishop! Hecriteria.
could be a conduit. I am meeting him next week,
some of my colleagues have been invited to come toMr Chaytor: There is no evidence that it has really
my room and meet him.made a diVerence.

Q1107 JeV Ennis: For the sake of the record I wasQ1102 Mr Gibb: Can I go to Graham Myers’ point
going to ask our witnesses who should set theabout choice versus preference, the theory used was
admissions policy, Central Government, the LEAsthere should be choice and the theory was good
or should it be up to individual schools to determineschools would expand and less popular schools
their own individual admissions policy? Wewould contract and ultimately close or become good
discussed this in the earlier session of course.schools. I just want to know from Jim Winter, if the
Mr Winter: I believe it should be the LEA, not justCatholic school has hugely expanded itself, they
because I work for the LEA, but I believe there needshave expanded to cope with that demand, what are
to be consistency in a defined geographical area. Iyou doing to help the popular schools on your list of
think local education authorities are best placed to18 schools to expand are or you not letting them
know the local needs and provisions in the area andbecause you have surplus places?
are therefore best placed to set the admissionsMr Winter: We do not have much in the way of
policy.surplus places. We have allowed St Wilfrid’s to

expand, we have supported their request because we
are short of places in that area so therefore has been Q1108 JeV Ennis: I would like to hear from the other
some expansion. Remember, of course, the Catholic witnesses as well.
schools can take non-Catholic children even though Mr Wilson: I would agree that the LEA should set
75% or 80% must be Catholic children. St Wilfrid’s the admissions policy because I think the principle of
will soak up some of the demand in that area. If you getting as close to a decision as possible is a sound
look at the schools in the area you will see that pretty starting principle. There are dangers of a school
well all of them are full. setting its own admissions policy across the area.

The LEA seems to be as close as is manageable, and
I appreciate others views on that.Q1103 Mr Gibb: What about Ossett?
Mr Flowers: I agree. Personally I think theMr Winter: There has been some expansion but it is
Government need to have a look at what their roleon a very tight site and there is not a lot scope to
is in this and give the LEA more freedom to adapt toexpand that school.
the local conditions.

Q1104 Mr Gibb: If there was a request from a school
that had the physical capacity to expand would you Q1109 Chairman: Do you have a local parish council
allow it to expand even though there are surplus in your patch?
places in Featherstone and Cathedral? Mr Flowers: No.
Mr Winter: It depends very much on circumstances Mr Winter: No.
but as a general answer I would say no because it is
about school place planning. We are not in the

Q1110 Chairman: There are no grass-roots in thatbusiness of sucking children out of schools to go to
way.more popular schools. We want local schools to
Mr Myers: It is very diYcult. I am back to theserve local children well and to meet their needs well.
previous place I was at before. It depends whatWe are not generally in the business of expanding
benefits there are going to be attached to thatpopular schools to meet demand.
particular school if they have their own admissions
policy, can run it themselves and whether by cherry-

Q1105 Mr Gibb: Does that not undermine the whole picking the best candidates they are going to get
ethos behind the 1988 Education Act? additional funding from central government to
Mr Winter: I do not think so. promote their own ideals. Back to the unselfish bit,

that would be very unfair on everybody else if that
was the case and would lead to an “us” and “them”Q1106 Chairman: Terry, you have been waiting
situation.patiently to get in.
Mr Hall: My relationship with the LEA asMr Hall: I would like to go back to your suggestion
Chairman of the governors, representing thethat we saw the Bishop of Wakefield, being a strong
governors of Wakefield is very good. Providing thatChurch of England member I know that Wakefield
we meet with Mr McLeod on a regular basis I havesuVers through the church exactly like we do
no fear about leaving it to the LEA because he wouldthrough the schools, we have no money. The parish
tell the governors what he was doing and that is ofshare is absolutely nil, so I think the idea of going to

the Bishop and asking him for a gift will not be met. paramount importance.
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Chairman: A very sound point. see is the fact that my children went to a Church of
England school, they received the education I
wanted them to receive and it stood them in excellentQ1111 Paul Holmes: Returning to the final part of
stead, as two of them have gone to Cambridge andmy question, I am not picking on Wakefield, the
one decided to join the police.point I want to make is about what I see as

institutional bias in terms of parental preference, it
Q1113 Chairman: I agree there is one successfulwould be interesting to have a comment from Terry
person there!from a Church of England point of view and from
Mr Hall: Probably.Graham from a Catholic point of view. If a parents
Mr Winter: Is the school a voluntary aided school orsaid “because of my religious belief I do not want my
a community school?child to go to my local junior school”, in this case a

Church of England school in SheYeld, but to go a
few miles down the road in the Peak District, you Q1114 Paul Holmes: I am not sure in either case.

Mr Winter: Catholic secondary schools do not havehave to go some miles down the road and that means
transport and there is no LEA. On the grounds of geographical catchment areas so in that sense there

is always a community school close by, a definedyour belief you do not want your child to go to a
strong religious school yet they pay for transport community school. It may well be the same in your

case, the problem is where you have a single schoolcosts to go to a Catholic school, to go to a Church
of England school, to go to a Muslim school or to go in an isolated village and there is little choice and it

is diYcult to go elsewhere. If it was a communityto a Jewish school yet it seems to me institutional
bias within our state system in favour of one group school the governors have a responsibility to ensure

that the school reflects the needs of the localof parents preference on faith grounds against
another group of parents on non-faith grounds. I community as far as they can. There will always be

schools that emphasise sport or art or religion more.would be interested in your comments.
Mr Myers: I think I can understand where you are In one sense you have to accept that you have to

accept the rough with the smooth. If it is a voluntarycoming from on that one. From my children’s point
of view they are happy with the day and how it works aided school that is a diVerent issue, there is an

argument to say there should be a geographicalwithin their current school, a Catholic school in
Barnsley. It is a good belief for them and a strong catchment area in the same way there is for

community schools.discipline for them to be brought up with. I think the
environment helps them with other subjects, the
discipline is there through the faith and that carries Q1115 Mr Turner: Jim, in answer to JeV you implied
them through other subjects accordingly. I do not it was necessary to have consistency across the
know what the outcome would be if I was told they authority as a reason why the LEA should be in
had to go to a school that was possibly not as charge, why is it necessary to have consistency?
religious—and I do not want to go down that track Mr Winter: I think you will find that most local
as such—without that strong desire for something authorities up down the country have relatively
that drives the school on. It is finding that strength consistent policies. With the code of practice what is
in other schools to ensure that children get behind happening is nationally it is driving local authorities
something. In a Catholic school it is pretty easy to towards greater consistency about certainty for
get behind the religious faith and go down that track, parent. I think it is about ensuring that people are
that seems to carry them through. It is finding that treated well. I would be concerned if one of our
strength in some other quarter in other schools that schools gave priority to the children of staV at the
do not have that strong belief which is hard. school, I know it happens in some local authorities,

over other children who live locally. Therefore I
think the policy we have, which is quiteQ1112 Paul Holmes: The taxpayer would fund your
indiscriminate, is the right way. I feel all our schoolstransport costs for your preference based on your
should have that otherwise, first of all, there is nofaith but for another parent who would not want
fairness and perceived bias in respect of the childrentheir child to be in a local faith junior school they
of staV of the school but just as importantly towould not get their transport costs funded.
ensure that local children can go to local schools.Mr Myers: It is not fair, it could not be fair in its own
That is why I would be concerned if there was anright. Then again, I suspect local authority hands are
inconsistency across the district. I will not talk abouttied in some areas, the amount of cash they have
selection, you are not asking about selection today.available to them and they will have a policy to
Selection means that some local children cannot gofollow. It is like the admissions policy, it has a strict,
to local schools. Some would argue that is a goodlaid down criteria that you follow, but if you have
thing, the converse to that is I have seen it happen tomore cash you can widen the criteria.
children who live two or three doors away from aMr Hall: My children went to a Church of England
high school, a grammar school and they are not ableschool, I moved house so that they could, but that
to go to their local school. I have real diYcultiessuited me as well as the children. That faith, as
with that.Graham said, that was given to them builds not only

their spiritual side but their cultural side as well and
I can see now that my children’s children, my Q1116 Mr Pollard: I wanted to come out of the

closet and admit I am Roman Catholic. We were ingrandchildren, have the same belief, they go to this
school. I do not see it as being fair or unfair. What I California recently and one of the universities had a
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5 February 2004 Mr Simon Flowers, Mr Graham Myers, Mr Stuart Wilson, Mr Terry Hall and Mr Jim Winter

specialist teacher training college that gave a two point that the teacher is key I would agree with
totally, the teacher and the pupil and theyear qualification to teachers teaching in diYcult

schools and diYcult areas, have you thought about relationship between them.
Mr Pollard: The view in this system was that youdoing anything like that? If you get the best teachers

you stand a better chance of raising standards could not just send one teacher, you had to send half
a dozen and therefore you felt they were abecause you will inspire that?

Mr Flowers: That is a good point. We do a lot of community themselves and they bring their expertise
and raise standards.work with ITT and GTP students in school, a lot

more than any school I have ever seen, apart from Chairman: That is a very good point, we did find
that. We also found mentoring afterwards was soone up the road. We find that the calibre of students

through GTP is particularly strong and through ITT important. That gave commitment and mentoring
later and they had 82% rate of retention that yearwhen they come into an inner-city agenda they find

it very, very tough. Maybe we have had a bad run compared to 60% normally.
recently but we have had several give up the

Q1118 Jonathan Shaw: Jim, you said to me earlierprofession because the workload and the pressures
informally that you read our session at Slough andof job were so tough. If there was a diVerent way of
the issue that we have pursued about children intraining them so they can be brought into it more—
public care and you said that is a top priority for
Wakefield, as it is for Barnsley, as it is for Thomas a

Q1117 Mr Pollard: Recognise it is a career Becket, I do not see that in the list of others?
progression. Mr Winter: We do for all of our Catholic LEA
Mr Flowers: There is a fast track teaching system. schools but not explicitly this year. There is a time
What I am saying is if the teacher training was to b lag in terms of amending the policy. We have met
invested in in a slightly diVerent way we could secure with them very recently and I have spoken to the
these teachers and that would make all of the diocese just a couple of days ago in preparation for
diVerence to our type of schools. it and they are absolutely clear children in public
Mr Wilson: I would like to argue to support working care will be the top priority.
with not only teachers when they join the profession
but also with student teachers. Again, like Simon, we Jonathan Shaw: Thank you.
see that as a big part of our role. I think we
sometimes underestimate the gift of the teachers that Q1119 Chairman: That was the last question. It
are in all of our schools, what we tend to find is that leaves me to say what a good session it has been,
people are diVerentiated in their giftedness, in a both the informal and formal, we really got to the
sense, some teachers work extremely well in one heart of the matter. We were delighted by the
context, some in another. I have certainly got reception, we were delighted the West Yorkshire
experience of diVerent authorities where a number Police were kind enough to make sure we were
of identified gifted teachers were moved into a secure and safe, I hope the lady sitting at the back
diVerent school that was having a diYcult time and has learned a great deal from our deliberations.
they all left within a month. It is not a simple Thank very much to Jenny Price and Kevin Swift
situation, it is not the individual it is the interaction and the five people who have given us their time.
between the individuals, be those teachers, Mr Winter: On behalf of the LEA thank you very

much for coming, you are very welcome any time.managers, leaders, pupils and parents, et cetera. The
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Written evidence

Submitted to the Education and Skills Committee

Memorandum submitted by Chrissie Garrett, Acting Assistant Director, Inclusion Support
Birmingham Admissions Forum (SA 04)

Thank you for your letter of 18 July 2003 inviting written submissions to the Education and Skills
Committee’s inquiry into school admissions.

I am responding on behalf of Tony Howell, Chief Education OYcer, as Acting Assistant Director with
responsibility for Admissions and Appeals arrangements in Birmingham LEA.

Co-ordinated secondary transfer arrangements required under the statutory School Admissions Code of
Practice were recently considered by Birmingham Schools Admissions Forum. The Forum expressed
concern about the duty on LEAs to exchange information with other LEAs on applications and potential
oVers of places without fixed specified dates.

To agree dates for exchange of information with neighbouring LEAs requires each LEA to agree the same
dates with their neighbours. This is impossible for individual LEAs to co-ordinate. Could a national
timetable which all LEAs are required to adhere to, be considered?

The Forum also expressed concern about the lack of facilities in some LEAs to exchange information
electronically. This needs to be carried out in a format acceptable to all LEAs.

Birmingham Admissions Forum’s view was that the 2005 inter-LEA secondary co-ordinated
arrangements should be delayed whilst these matters are resolved.

19 August 2003

Memorandum submitted by Professor Keith Barnham, Physics Department, Imperial College (SA 6)

Ever since I myself took the 11-plus examination I have been convinced that selection at secondary level
is morally, educationally and socially wrong. This opinion has been strengthened by my experiences as a
parent living in selective and non-selective LEAs and throughout a lifetime in education including the last
several years as a Professor of Physics. The main reasons for this conviction are:

— selection results in inferior education for pupils at the selective schools and in the other secondary
schools in selective areas.

— the continuation of the grammar and other selective secondary schools and of the ethos
surrounding them is a main contribution to the still lamentable staying-on rate at 16 in the UK
compared to our competitor countries.

1. The present government’s approach to selection is muddled and resembles that of previous Tory
governments for the following reasons:

— They talk about “parental choice” conveniently forgetting that where selection is concerned one
parents “choice” inevitably means many more parents face a loss of choice. The only true “choice”
is when all schools in an area can teach all abilities and all the children can go to all the schools.

— They appear to agree, in private, that selection at 11 is wrong, but have made the ballot system so
diYcult there is no way that parents can end the grammar system.

2. Specialist schools are re-introducing a form of selection by leading to a “two tier” system in many
areas. When I raised this with a minister I was told that this was a problem but before long all schools would
be specialist. This is crazy as:

— I am convinced that for the great majority of children at 11 they and their parents have no idea
what will turn out to be an appropriate Specialisation

— in many areas geographic considerations will mean many parents are left with very restricted or
inappropriate options

— what is the “choice” for parents who, like me, would like their children to be open to the widest
possible range of options ie they prefer their children to go to a good comprehensive school?

— There is no doubt that too early specialisation in the UK is one of the problems why we have lagged
behind industrial competitors.

3. In order to improve secondary education in the UK the government should return to its first manifesto
and its commitment then to end all selection in secondary schools.

August 2003
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Memorandum submitted by Alan and Chris Woodhead (SA 7)

We are writing to provide evidence that:

— the operation of a selective system for secondary education in part of North Yorkshire has been
ineVective, unfair and there is no valid standard for selection.

— the process for parental ballots to remove a selective system is unfair.

1. We have three children. All went to the same primary school in Ripon. Our first child, a boy, did not
have to take a selection test but was entered into Ripon Grammar School on only the assessment of the head
teacher. Our second child, a boy, had to take tests, and was selected for entry to the grammar school. In the
years between our second and third child taking the selection tests the proportion of the local cohort deemed
eligible for entry to the grammar school was reduced. Our third child, a girl, took the tests and was placed
in a borderzone, the scores on her verbal and non-verbal reasoning test having been averaged out. Despite
having exactly the same average score as one other child in her class at school this child was allowed entry
to the grammar school on appeal. Our daughter was not.

This demonstrates that there has been unfairness, inconsistency and a lack of valid standards in the
application of selection. It also demonstrates social segregation in that two of our children were educated
in a diVerent school from our other child, the schools being about 13 miles apart.

2. There was a marked diVerence between the verbal and non verbal reasoning scores, of the order of 104
for verbal reasoning compared with 136 for non verbal reasoning for our daughter. With this diVerence it
is evident that at least in part aspects of her educational potential were very high, which we pointed out to
the appeal panel. But even then she was denied entry to grammar school.

This demonstrates a lack of valid standards in the application of selection. It also demonstrates that the
selective process may not be value free in that verbal reasoning scores for tests in the English language are
more likely to be adversely influenced if a persons first language was not English compared to non verbal
reasoning tests. This latter point indicates that the method of selection is at risk of social segregation.

3. Our first child gained 10 GCSEs and four A Levels . He was selected for entry to Nottingham
University and a year ago gained a 2:1 degree in Chemistry with Management. Our second child gained 10
GCSEs and four A levels and is an undergraduate at Loughborough University on a degree for Chemistry
with Forensic Science. Our daughter, who went to a local comprehensive school, having not been selected
for entry to Ripon Grammar School gained 10 GCSEs and, this month, gained four A Levels (a “B” in
Biology, a “B” in Religious Studies, a “C” in Chemistry and a “D” in General Studies). She has accepted a
place on a degree programme at Lancaster University.

This demonstrates a lack of valid standards in the application of selection in North Yorkshire both in the
selection tests and the operation of the appeals panel.

4. The ballot procedure to stop selection at Ripon Grammar School involves a vote of parents whose
children are at feeder schools. The definition of a feeder school is one from where a small number of children,
from memory five, have been admitted in the latest three years. The number bears no relation to the
proportion from the school roll. As a direct consequence of this definition, parents of children at fee-paying
schools have a disproportionate vote in any such ballot. In the ballot which was held parents at one such
fee-paying feeder school had a vote even though not one child had entered the grammar school in the two
previous years.

This demonstrates that the process for parental ballots to remove a selective system is unfair.

5. Entry to Ripon Grammar School can occur after the first year. If this occurs then other selection
criteria apply. There has been a small, but noticeable diVerence in the number of children entering Ripon
Grammar at age 13, just before main choices are made for GCSE study. One local fee paying school takes
children up to age 13. There has been a small but noticeable diVerence in the proportion of children from
fee-paying schools entering Ripon Grammar School at aged 13 compared to other years.

This demonstrates unfairness in the local operation of selection in favour of children from fee-paying
schools who can more easily have “two bites of the cherry”.

6. We have a nephew and a niece who moved to this area from North Wales. Our nephew tried to gain
entry to Ripon Grammar School when he was about 13 years old. He was required to take a test in French.
At his secondary school in North Wales, where most lessons were taught in English he studied both Welsh
and French as additional languages. Consequently his abilities in French were not as competent as they may
otherwise have been. He did not gain entry to the grammar school. For information he is now studying for
a degree in Engineering at SheYeld Hallam University.

This demonstrates segregation in the local operation of selection making it more diYcult for children who
gain entry after being taught in schools in Wales.

7. There has been a significant diVerence between the proportion of children at Ripon Grammar School
who are in receipt of free school meals. It is significantly less than the proportion of children at other
secondary schools
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This demonstrates that the operation of selection results in social segregation. It also demonstrates that
the operation of the selection process is highly likely to be unfair to children from less aZuent families eg
those from single parent families.

25 August 2003

Memorandum submitted by Mr Martin Frey, STEP (SA 8)

Introduction

STEP has campaigned since 1997 to Stop the Eleven Plus, grammar school selection in Kent.

Government policy on selection and admissions aVects us directly through the Grammar School Ballot
Regulations and indirectly through government toleration of the adverse eVects of selection on children and
the communities of Kent.

Summary Para (Note)

— Selective admission to grammar schools dominates education in Kent, from 1–3
primary school to post-school. (G, F)

— Selection sets schools into rigid hierarchies that serve children and the 4
communities of Kent very ill. (A)

— Government grants to help weaker schools in selective LEAs subsidise 5
selection. (B)

— Selection will continue to dominate Kent education as long as the government 7–12
remains wedded to the Grammar School Ballot Regulations: they are (C-E)
unworkable. Reliance on vulnerable parents to decide the future of the 11! is
a neglect of duty, not an extension of democracy.

— Government focus on “performance, not structures” concentrates on a narrow 13–18
spectrum of performance and serves to distract attention from other (A, F-I)
fundamental issues surrounding selective admissions.

— The Education Act 2002 seemed to place welcome restrictions on selective 19-end
LEAs but, as I write, is being used to try to extend selection in Kent, a
(potentially) retrograde outcome we would look to any government to prevent.

STEP Contacts:

Ms Rebecca Matthews Martin Frey
Chairman of STEP 47 The Street
123 Tonbridge Road Appledore
Maidstone Ashford
Kent ME16 8JS Kent TN26 2BU
Tel (pm) 01622 664490 Tel (am & pm) 01233 758222

07885 780357 07931 598664Mobile Mobile
rlematthewswhotmail.com martinfreywclara.co.uk

Submission

1. Of Kent’s 102 secondary schools, 33 are grammar schools taking around 27% of all pupils transferring
to secondary school each year.

2. Issues surrounding selection absorb thousands of man-hours each year:

— Primary schools counsel parents, coach children, attend marking and appeals panels. KS2 results
are poor. Parental pressure on primary staV has led to cheating in SATS and the 11!.

— Ongoing disputes have delayed settlement of admissions procedures since 2001, involving
secondary governors, headteachers, LEA members and oYcers in bitter conflicts.

3. Ofsted confirm that Kent has well above average levels of serious weakness and the research of
Professor Jesson indicates that many of our grammar schools are under performing.

4. Admissions determine school performance and can all but overwhelm the influence and eVort of
individual schools. The government and Kent LEA both stress choice and diversity. Kent has the greatest
diversity of school performance in England. The diVerence in pass rates (five or more A*"C GCSE passes,
2002) between the lowest and highest performing schools is over 95%. (Note A)
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5. We do not imply that top scorers are good schools, or that the weaker are bad, but selection creates a
fog through which no one can see clearly. Would you send your child to a school where only 1 in 5 pupils
get good GCSEs? Or how about just 1 in 25? In this fog, parental preference is all too often an expression
of avoidance, not choice. Real choice comes when acceptable alternatives are on oVer: a greengrocer does
not widen choice by stocking rotten apples.

6. The government pays substantial grants to LEAs with weaker schools (schools with pass rates less than
half the national average for five good GCSEs). As weaker schools are a side eVect of selection, a high
proportion of these grants go to selective LEAs. By concentrating on performance and ignoring structure,
the government is subsidising the self-inflicted wounds of selective LEAs. (Note B)

7. We had looked to the government in 1997 to complete the job so forcefully carried out by Mrs Thatcher
in the 70’s, but left unfinished. What we got were the Grammar School Ballot Regulations. These are
unworkable. (Note C)

8. We do not believe there was ever any intention that the regulations could produce change. The
National Grammar School Association say they were told in 1998–99 that the regulations were designed to
maintain the status quo. (Note D) Minor tinkering in 2000 made the regulations even worse—and we are
promised more tinkering soon but have absolutely no expectations of a workable system emerging.

9. The Electoral Reform Society has not been able to prepare the key document, the electoral register, in
time for it to be of any use in either of the last two years. Without the register no petition can be verified and
no ballot can be held. These regulations guide us through the looking glass into a wonderland of absurdity.

10. The Government condemns the 11! as harmful to the development of a significant proportion of
young people, yet places the entire responsibility for the future of grammar school selection onto the
shoulders of campaigners, largely drawn from busy parents with young children. Ending the 11! is
government business.

11. While the Government hides behind absurd regulations, the consequences for campaigners have, all
too often, been intimidation and threat. These tend to fall on people when work and family commitments
give them little spare time and when they may be particularly vulnerable to retaliation. (Note E)

12. Deep cynicism has been the main result. Government slogans like “bog standard comprehensives”
or the “end of the comprehensive era” always seem to come at critical moments in our campaign. It has been
hard, at times impossible, to avoid concluding that this government is actually rather fond of selection.

13. Beyond the Ballot Regulations, government policy has been focussed on the single criterion of school
performance and confined to data from the performance tables and to Performance and Assessment data
from Ofsted PANDA. The eVects on post school performance, community schooling, school transport,
social inequity, etc, have all been ignored.

14. No attention has been paid to diversity of performance. (Note A) No attention has been paid to the
consequences of high concentrations of children entitled to free meals or with special needs in the secondary
moderns. In Kent’s grammar schools 1 child in every 450 on roll has a statement, in the secondary moderns
1 in 24 (data from performance tables, 2002). In Kent’s grammar schools 1 child in 40 is entitled to a free
school meal, in our secondary moderns, 1 in 4 (data from Performance Tables, 2000 and Note F). We do
not believe these disparities arise solely from lack of ability among those with statements or entitled to free
meals. There is something seriously wrong with an admission process that causes almost half our secondary
moderns to have more than 1/3rd of their roll registered or statemented with special needs. These are not
“mainstream schools” in any normal use of the term. (Data from Performance Tables, 2002)

15. No attention has been given to the growing body of data that indicates post school performance from
“hot house” schooling, in both grammar and independent schools, does not live up to it’s promise. (Note G)

16. The Learning and Skills Council has surveyed levels of qualification among the workforce. Kent &
Medway have by far the lowest proportion of graduates in the South East region, startling in a system
designed for high fliers. (Note H)

17. In “The Voice of the Learner” the LSC surveyed the experience and attitudes of learners, the
recipients of selective education. They found evidence of discouragement and disillusion with education
consequent on 11! results and also of racial discrimination inherent in the selective process. (Note I)

Both these LSC papers have met with a resounding silence from Kent LEA and the DfES.

18. We welcome that the last Education Act 2002 ensured that parents must express their preferences
before the results of selection procedures are known, confirming the decisions of the Adjudicator for Schools
has made in Kent and elsewhere.

19. With some significant reservations, Kent schools have welcomed co-ordinated admissions:

— Kent is the largest LEA and, with a large number of Foundation and Aided schools and the 11!,
one of the most complex and divisive, so it is strange that the LEA has rushed into the process
early and made us the guinea pig.
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— Despite strenuous eVorts schools have been unable to anticipate how a co-ordinated scheme would
be arrived at so much eVort has been spent and much wasted. As we write we do not know the
actual scheme that will be imposed.

— Despite Kent’s complexity, parents have in the past known which school their child had been
allocated before Christmas. A co-ordinated scheme will not allow parents to know their child’s
school until 1 March. This delay will also delay the start of the appeal season and may increase
the number of cases that are still unsettled by September. Primary to secondary transition
preparation will be severely hampered.

— The LEA will be handling all communication with parents. Most Foundation and Aided schools,
accustomed to handling this part of the process themselves, regard it as a vital part of establishing
a good relationship with parents at the earliest opportunity. They do not trust the LEA to handle
this with suYcient sensitivity and have doubts that the LEA can handle such a mass of data with
suYcient accuracy.

— The LEA is attempting to use co-ordinated admissions to overturn past decisions made by the
Adjudicator for Schools, and the outcome of this attempt is not known at the time of writing. In
particular the LEA wishes to overturn an admissions criterion known as “conditionality” and used
by many Foundation and Aided schools.

20. While Kent is a fully selective system, it also has a number of very successful comprehensives. It is
impossible to maintain comprehensives alongside selectives without some degree of separation. If parents
were able to decide whether they preferred the selective system or the comprehensive system after their
children had passed or failed the 11!, the separation would break down and Kent’s comprehensives would
become secondary moderns. (see paragraph 18, above)

21. With some separation the grammar/secondary modern system can work in parallel with the
comprehensives. Without separation we will have a three-tier system: grammars and two tiers of secondary
moderns, a retrograde step for the comprehensives and a disaster for the lowest tier.

22. Conditionality is the separation mechanism that works best. It is a criterion that gives admission
priority to families that have not entered their child into the 11! procedures. Conditionality means families
must choose between the two systems. If they opt for the 11!, the test will do what it is intended to do,
decide whether a child goes to grammar or secondary modern.

23. With conditionality, those that fail the tests are unlikely to get comprehensive places. Without
conditionality, those that fail will have an undiminished chance of a comprehensive place, often at the
expense of those whose unconditional first preference was for that comprehensive place. Without
conditionality comprehensives would become secondary moderns in all but name.

24. Kent LEA has objected to the Adjudicator for Schools in each of the last three years. This year’s
adjudication process has an added complication as the Secretary of State has not yet imposed a co-ordinated
admission scheme and the linkage between this imposition and the adjudication processes has not been
understood by schools or the LEA and, very probably, not by the DfES either. Schools have known what
is going to happen when it happens and not before. The outcome is, as yet, unknown.

25. If the adjudicator upholds the LEA’s objections to conditionality, there will be a significant increase
in the number of secondary modern schools and this government will have presided over a very significant
increase in selection.

26. The environmental impact of school transport is a new issue in Kent. Responding to the Secretary of
State’s draft co-ordinated admission scheme, the LEA complains that, under the draft scheme, governors
of Foundation and Voluntary Aided non-selective schools may give insuYcient attention to environmental
issues associated with home to school transport. They lay no such stricture on grammar schools. In 2000
Kent’s Director of Education estimated that selection increased the cost of home to school transport by 45%
(KCC Education Committee papers, 10 February 2000). This extra cost impacts directly on pollution and
congestion. We live in hope that the Government will take note of such issues and register that there is more
at stake with selective education than examination data.

27. We believe that choice and diversity in secondary schooling is desirable—but that a great danger
results when the main product of choice is a rigid hierarchy of schools. Rigid hierarchies are the inevitable
outcome of selective admissions. The main losers in hierarchical systems are precisely that group of 25% or
so who gain too little from school, a group that shows up very clearly in the PISA studies of the OECD. It
is children in this group that have fared badly in this year’s GCSEs. While we have much to celebrate in
English education, this group highlight our major problem: it is what stands between us and a world-class
education system, second to none.

28. Admissions are at the heart of Kent’s problems. Co-ordinated admissions are a long stride in the right
direction, selection a great leap backwards.
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Note A

THE 20 LEAs WITH THE LARGEST AVERAGE PASS RATE DIFFERENCES
(Pass rates from Performance Tables, 5 or more A*"C passes, GCSE 2002)

Schools Pass Rate Pass Rate DiVerence
LEA Grammar All Lowest Highest (Highest–Lowest)

1 Kent 33 102 4.7% 100.0% 95.3%
2 Slough 4 11 5.1% 99.8% 94.8%
3 Calderdale 2 15 7.0% 99.7% 92.7%
4 Northants — 39 6.7% 98.0% 91.3%
5 Birmingham 8 76 12.0% 100.0% 88.0%
6 Essex 4 78 13.0% 100.0% 87.0%
7 Medway 6 19 13.0% 100.0% 87.0%
8 Wolverhampton 1 18 14.0% 99.9% 86.0%
9 Lancs 4 88 14.9% 100.0% 85.1%

10 Lincs 15 63 15.0% 100.0% 85.0%
11 Plymouth 3 17 15.0% 100.0% 85.0%
12 Walsall 2 20 14.0% 99.0% 85.0%
13 Liverpool 1 32 14.0% 98.8% 84.8%
14 Reading 2 7 15.9% 100.0% 84.1%
15 Southend 4 12 17.0% 100.0% 83.0%
16 Havering — 18 16.7% 99.0% 82.3%
17 Herts — 77 17.0% 98.0% 81.0%
18 Bucks 13 34 20.0% 100.0% 80.0%
19 Bradford — 27 14.3% 94.0% 79.7%
20 Wirral 6 22 20.0% 99.7% 79.7%

Total, Average 164 3,171 21.1% 80.1% 59.5%
all LEAs

— These 20 LEAS have 66% of England’s grammar schools, but only 24% of all schools. Many are
areas of high prosperity/low deprivation yet all bar two manage to maintain schools with results
worse than any school in Hackney.

— Does a school where all children get good GCSEs make up for the fact that many families are
compelled to send their children to a school where only 1 in 5 (or even 1 in 25) do so?

— If the average pass rate for two school is 50%, is it better to have one on 95%, the other on 5%, or
is it better when one is on say 55%, the other 45%? We prefer the latter. Parents have choice
between clearly acceptable alternatives. Overall, staV morale improves and both schools have
headroom for improvement.

— Herts (the Government’s preferred “model” for admissions, an LEA with even more adjudications
than Kent) has no grammars, but a lot of partial selection.

Note B

Derived from DfEE table of totals allocated to weaker schools Jan 2001.

— “Weaker”%less than half national average pass rate for 5 A*-C GCSEs.

— Total £s/total secondry roll (11–15) gives average £s/pupil for each LEA, used to derive LEA rank
order. (Money actually goes to the weaker schools only.)

LEAs—All Selective —Partially Selective —All

COMPREHENSIVE

5A* "C
Rank £s per Pass rate, Also in
£/pupil LEA Total £s pupil 2002 Note A?

1 Thurrock 375,000 47.08 47.6
2 Reading 240,000 37.72 45.2 Y
3 Lincolnshire 1,620,000 37.72 55.3 Y
4 Southwark 340,000 31.42 37.0
5 Nottingham City 425,000 29.34 32.2
6 Medway Towns 560,000 28.79 49.7 Y
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5A* "C
Rank £s per Pass rate, Also in
£/pupil LEA Total £s pupil 2002 Note A?

7 Southampton 330,000 27.56 44.0
8 Walsall 560,000 26.54 43.0 Y
9 Slough 180,000 23.46 51.6 Y

10 Swindon 260,000 23.13 48.2
11 Derby 345,000 22.44 53.6
12 Telford & Wrekin 235,000 20.92 51.0
13 Hackney 160,000 20.51 32.5
14 Tower Hamlets 280,000 20.18 44.4
15 Kent 1,740,000 19.37 55.1 Y

67 Bucks 350,000 10.68 65.9 Y

133 Surrey 145,000 2.66 60.0
134 Cornwall 75,000 2.39 54.3
135 West Berkshire 25,000 2.18 58.3
136 Bath & NE Somerset 25,000 2.08 60.0
137 North Somerset 25,000 2.07 54.0
138 Redcar and Cleveland 20,000 1.93 49.2
139 Hounslow 20,000 1.24 50.6
140 Bromley 25,000 1.22 61.0
141 Redbridge 20,000 1.07 64.4
142 Kensington & Chelsea 0 0.00 56.6
143 North Tyneside 0 0.00 49.0
144 Isles of Scilly 0 0.00 63.0
145 Rutland 0 0.00 61.0
146 Bracknell Forest 0 0.00 45.9
147 Wokingham 0 0.00 63.8
148 Shropshire 0 0.00 58.9

TOTAL/AVG 33,075,000 11.03 50.5

Note: Bucks, fully selective, far more prosperous than Cornwall and top of the league tables, yet
receiving more than four times Cornwall’s average per pupil. There are four fully selective LEAs,
three with above average performance, in the “top” 15.
The Government is subsidising the downside of selection, weaker schools, the self-inflicted wounds of
the 11!.

Full table available if required.

Note C

29. The regulations require a petition “signed” by 20% of eligible parents. To be eligible parents must
have a child under 16. They must be resident in the LEA, or have a child at school in the LEA. Why is
selective education of interest only to parents of children under 16? Why exclude parents who have
experienced the system in its entirety, yet include some with no experience at all? Employers, young adults,
grandparents—all are excluded. In partially selective areas those who have recent experience of secondary
education may be entirely excluded (eligibility is confined to primary schools). Do we need passports or a
10-euro note in our pocket to be eligible for a Euro election? Come to that, do we need a petition before a
Euro election can be held? And if such a petition had a threshold of 20% of eligible voters, would we ever
have another Euro election?

30. In Kent the 20% target of validated signatures needed in 2002–03 for a petition to succeed was 48,616
parents (an increase of 2,656—5.8% since 1999–2000). We found this out on 25 July (all school terms had
ended by 23 July). It has taken the Electoral Reform Society nine months to compile the register and
announce the target figure. If we succeeded in gathering a valid petition by the end of June, preparation for
the ballot and holding the ballot itself could not be completed by 31 July. The petition it would have to be
re-validated by a brand new register complied from September, reflecting changes to school rolls.

31. Under a new register the valid petition would probably be declared invalid. The target number is
increasing as Kent’s population rises. About 4,000 signatures may no longer be valid because their children
had passed 16. Another 4,000 may be invalid because their children may have changed school at 11. We
would be given the opportunity to “top up” the petition in the autumn term—and can only hope that this
process can be completed well before the end of that term or . . . yet another new register will be required . . .
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32. This process is flawed at its foundation and unworkable in Kent.

33. The petition itself requires not just a signature but also the name and full address of each petitioner,
the name of their child and the child’s school. Common sense prevents many potential signatories from
handing such potentially dangerous information to strangers.

34. Parents with children under 16 but not at school must register with the Electoral Reform Society by
sending a birth certificate and a utilities bill if they wish to sign a petition or vote . . .

35. If a form is filled in by just one person it is automatically invalid—there must be details of at least
two people on each petition form . . .

36. These procedures are fundamentally flawed, the details ridiculous. The thought that the Grammar School
Ballot Regulations were designed to preserve the status quo is inescapable. (Note D)

Note D

37. Extracted from a Memo To All employees & Governors of Highsted Grammar School, from: JEHL,
date: 10.9.99, subject: The campaign against Grammar Schools.

38. I have today received a letter from the Electoral Reform Ballot Service informing us that they have
received an indication that a petition is to he sought for a ballot regarding the future of Grammar Schools
in Kent.

39. We are therefore required to submit a full list of all eligible parents with current addresses including
postal codes. I have written to ERBS to say that our records for this year will not be fully up to date until
about 25 September leaving us insuYcient time to submit all the details they require by 29 September. This
is quite genuine!

40. As you will be aware only parents of school age children are permitted to vote, therefore none of our
Senior School parents will be eligible.

41. However, there is no need to panic as yet, since Kent Grammar Schools are to be “petitioned and
voted about” as a block. This will require the signatures of about 80,000 petitioners though we cannot
guarantee that all inclusions will be genuine, it is nevertheless a vast undertaking and will not be lightly
achieved. The Grammar Schools’ Association has been given to understand that the procedure has been made
as diYcult as possible in order to try to maintain the status quo.

(memo continues—entire text available if needed).

Note E

42. The consequences of campaigning can be severe. For example:

a. Under a long standing agreement a secondary modern school used the games field of an adjacent
grammar school for sports day. That agreement was unilaterally broken two days before sports
day in July 2003 when the management of the grammar school discovered that a prominent
member of the STEP campaign had once been a governor of the secondary modern.

b. The direct victims of this retaliation were schoolchildren—but this is not an easy load for any
campaigner to bear, least of all a parent with children in local schools, children who may
themselves be singled out for similar vindictive retaliations.

43. Much is made of inter-school co-operation and Kent’s Director of Education is at the forefront of
such initiatives. Incidents like this make a mockery of any idea of community and co-operation within a
selective system.

Note F

Parliamentary Written Answer, Estelle Morris to David Chaytor, 1/11/2000, no 135541

Selective Schools Non-Selective Schools
LEA % SEN % ethnic % SEN % ethnic

statemented % on FSM minorities statemented % on FSM minorities

Kent 0.1 2.4 4.5 3.6 14.3 3.2
Buckinghamshire 0.1 1.4 13.8 3.0 11.9 25.8
Lincs 0.2 1.9 3.0 3.9 11.3 1.0
Birmingham 0.2 5.1 36.7 1.8 36.1 42.5
TraVord 0.0 4.9 9.6 2.3 29.0 12.5
Wirral 0.1 5.4 2.1 3.0 34.4 1.1
Medway 0.2 3.7 9.9 4.1 13.8 4.7
Gloucestershire 0.2 2.1 6.3 2.6 8.8 2.8
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Selective Schools Non-Selective Schools
LEA % SEN % ethnic % SEN % ethnic

statemented % on FSM minorities statemented % on FSM minorities

Sutton 0.1 1.2 23.7 2.6 11.9 7.8
Bexley 0.1 3.8 10.0 2.5 16.0 11.1
Lancashire 0.2 3.0 5.8 3.9 16.4 7.0
Southend 0.1 2.8 7.3 1.5 19.7 3.7
Slough 0.2 5.1 51.8 4.6 25.5 53.1
Warwickshire 0.1 1.2 5.0 2.6 8.6 5.4
Essex 0.0 0.7 9.2 1.6 10.8 2.2
Torbay 0.1 4.7 1.6 2.8 19.7 1.1
Plymouth 0.2 3.8 2.8 2.1 17.2 1.4
Barnet 0.0 1.4 34.1 2.7 18.0 37.8
Bournemouth 0.0 2.3 3.2 2.9 14.0 2.1
North Yorkshire 0.0 1.5 2.9 2.4 7.2 1.0
Calderdale 0.3 1.9 5.6 2.9 18.7 11.8
Kingston 0.0 1.0 35.7 2.3 12.1 17.6
Poole 0.1 2.4 2.4 1.9 9.9 1.0
Bromley 0.1 1.2 16.5 3.0 13.1 10.0
Redbridge 0.1 2.9 48.0 1.4 17.6 48.2
Wiltshire 0.1 0.5 1.2 2.1 7.0 1.4
Reading 0.1 0.4 13.7 3.3 15.9 17.0
Walsall 0.0 2.7 27.0 2.8 18.7 17.5
Enfield 0.1 2.5 26.8 2.0 23.6 32.5
Kirklees 0.0 2.3 8.1 4.3 19.1 20.2
Telford & Wrekin 0.0 0.9 5.6 5.2 21.5 6.2
Liverpool 0.0 7.5 8.5 1.8 38.2 5.4
Cumbria 0.1 1.7 0.0 3.1 13.3 0.9
Devon 0.3 2.1 1.2 3.3 9.7 0.9
Wolverhampton 0.0 2.6 19.4 2.4 22.5 32.6
Stoke-on-Trent 0.0 1.1 5.1 3.2 25.7 7.6

From our direct experience, we estimate that a minimum of 10%, perhaps 20%, of children with statemented
needs are of high ability. Grammar schools seem unwilling to make the adjustments necessary to cope with
able children with special needs.
(Ethnicity—see also Note I below).

Note G

44. From the Daily Mail, 26 October 1998 (also reported in other papers)

45. State students who overtake the privileged by Tony Halpin, Education Correspondent.

46. Students from comprehensive schools are far more likely to succeed at university than those from fee-
paying independents, according to a study. They are 20% more likely to get a first class degree and are less
likely to drop out of university. Academics who carried out the research said yesterday that they had been
startled by the findings.

47. They said that universities should consider discriminating in favour of students from
comprehensives—admitting them even if their A-level results were worse than those from independent
schools.

48. Dr Bob McNabb, who led the study by CardiV University’s business school, said: “Kids who go to
independent schools are more likely to get better A-level grades because of the resources that their schools
are able to put into their education. But once they get into university, students with the same A-level grades
who come from the comprehensives are likely to be more able than those from independent schools, possibly
because of innate ability or because they are harder working or more motivated.”

49. Dr McNabb said they had had a bigger struggle to get to university and appeared more determined
to do well when they got there. “If everything else is constant, a comprehensive school student is 20% more
likely to get a first class degree than the equivalent student from an independent school,” he said. “They are
also more likely to get a better class of degree generally.”

50. The study looked at the results of all graduates of universities in England and Wales between 1973
and 1992. About 55% had been to comprehensives; a quarter to fee-paying schools and the rest came from
grammar schools, sixth form colleges and by other routes. The students from comprehensives did better on
average than those from all the other types of school.
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51. Pupils from independent schools claim about half the places at Oxford and Cambridge each year,
though they comprise only 20% of all sixth formers. The Government has been pressing the two universities
to attract state school students. The study suggested that bright comprehensive students, particularly in
inner city areas, were losing out because similar pupils from fee-paying schools were more likely to do well
in A-level exams.

52. It urged universities, when oVering places on the basis of A-level results, to consider asking for lower
grades from sixth-formers in comprehensives to compensate for the disadvantages they faced at school. The
study said: “The better degree performance obtained by those students who had been to comprehensive
schools, compared with those who attended other types of school, for given A-level scores, supports a policy
of positive discrimination in favour of the former in awarding university places.”

End of Daily Mail report. The research paper is available if needed.

53. STEP Comment: We welcome new University admissions policies that reflect the results of this
research and other but regret that it has had no eVect on government policy on grammar school selection.

Note H

54. From Kent & Medway LSC, April 2002—Strategic Context

55. In 2000 there was clear room for improvement in Kent and Medway’s participation in structured
learning post-16 (82%). Level 2 attainment by age 19 was just below the average for the South East but by
this age, over 11% more had achieved Level 3 than in Kent and Medway. For adults locally the picture was
similar: in 2000, 47% of adults in the South East had achieved Level 3 or higher, compared with 37% in Kent
and Medway. In addition, as many as 20% of people aged 16–65 in Kent and Medway had basic skills needs.
(Extract ends. Entire text available if needed.)

56. From Kent & Medway LSC, April 2002—Economic Context

57. Although in recent years Kent and Medway’s economic performance has been relatively good in
historical and national terms, it still lags significantly behind the rest of the South East. Our workforce is
the least qualified and skilled in the region. A major issue is that the greatest growth in employment in the
South East is forecast to require skills at Levels 4 and 5—the Levels where Kent and Medway is
especially weak.

58. There are serious implications for people in or entering the local workforce, with lower levels of
employability than elsewhere in the South East.

(Extract ends. Entire text available if needed.)

59. STEP Comment: Combined with the evidence for lowered university performance.

(Note G), this report is a long term indictment of Kent’s selective system. It goes to the heart of the
underlying ethos of grammar schooling and we are amazed that the Government position remains narrowly
focussed on crude exam data.

Note I

60. Extract from LSC & Kent and Medway Learning Partnership joint paper, “The Voice of the
Learner.” The entire text available if needed. (NB the word “Comprehensive” is here used to mean any non-
grammar school. The LSC regret the confusion in an LEA where most non-grammar schools are not
comprehensive but secondary modern. It is a confusion shared by a many, probably most, parents.
Untangling this confusion is one of our campaign’s greatest challenges.)

61. From section 6.4.3.2 Selection at age 11

62. A clear message came through from several groups that the system of school selection at age 11 in
Kent & Medway had a profound eVect on young people. Those who did not manage to get into the grammar
schools felt they had been classed as stupid and believed they were not given the same quality of teaching
or level of support that the pupils at grammar schools were. On the other hand, some young people who
had attended grammar schools were unimpressed, but instances of this were far fewer. Parents were very
concerned if their children did not get into grammar school. They were very clear that young people who
went to the grammar schools ended up aiming higher than those that went to the comprehensives. Those
that go to the comprehensive, particularly if they had expected to go to a grammar school, have trouble
settling and are de-motivated.

(Extract ends)

63. From section 7.6 EVect of Selection at Age 11

64. Despite the view of some stakeholders that failing to get into a grammar school at age 11 did not aVect
the aspirations of young people, the research with young people, their carers and with representatives of
BME (Black, Minority Ethnic) groups suggested strongly that young people who do not get into grammar
schools develop lower aspirations than those who do and can become severely de-motivated and disaVected
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as a result. There is a stigma attached to the comprehensive schools and the expectation is that young people
who go to them will achieve less. This is evidenced by the desperation of the parents of young people who
only just fail to achieve a place to get the decision overturned.

65. Some BME communities perceive prejudice in the grammar school selection process. This highlights
the need for the selection process to be transparent and for liaison with BME groups to address this
perception.

66. Young people at both grammar and comprehensive schools told us that grammar schools provided
more, and better quality, careers advice than did comprehensives and that the quality of teaching at
comprehensives was lower than at grammars. Action should be taken to ensure that young people at both
types of school have access to the same level and quality of advice and to ensure that they are aware that
this is the case.

(Extract ends)

67. STEP welcomes that Kent grammar schools admit 4.5% from ethnic minorities (Note F), but our
ethnic minority population is very small by national and south east regional standards and is predominantly
Indian, with Chinese the second largest group. The prejudice perceived by BME groups may nonetheless be
real and may be particularly felt by ethnic groups than Indian and Chinese, two groups with a strong
tradition of academic success.

Martin Frey
Step

September 2003

Memorandum submitted by Dr Ian Scoones, Secretary, Buckinghamshire Parents
for Comprehensive Education (BPCE) (SA 9)

Summary

— BPCE believe that to admit children to diVerent types of secondary schools on the basis of a widely
discredited test is unfair to individual children, denies all children access to a broad based
curriculum, has severe cost implications, and has a negative impact on social inclusion—eVectively
discriminating against pupils from ethnic minorities, pupils from lower socio-economic
backgrounds, and pupils with disabilities or special educational needs.

— Selection also breaks up friendship groups, fragments communities, distorts provision within the
primary sector, and contributes to increased traYc congestion during the school run—
compounding problems of road safety and pollution.

— This memorandum summarises the evidence to demonstrate that selection in Bucks is unfair (1-
30), that it produces a structurally distorted secondary system (31-40), and is expensive (41-52).

— The memorandum goes on to show that proposed changes by the LEA for 2005 tacitly accept that
selection is flawed (53-65). Finally, the memorandum makes recommendations that the
Government should follow in order to end selection and bring Buckinghamshire into line with 90%
of the rest of LEAs throughout the country (66-74).

Introduction

1. Buckinghamshire Parents for Comprehensive Education is a non-party political campaign group
seeking to replace Buckinghamshire’s selective secondary education system with a fair and equitable
comprehensive system. The group has links back to the campaign to end selection in the 1970s. At that time,
despite significant levels of support for the introduction of a comprehensive system throughout the county
generally, and within the Chiltern District Council area in particular (where a referendum showed a majority
of 60% in favour of comprehensive education), the County Council decided to retain selection.1

2. More recently BPCE has worked to collect suYcient signatures to trigger a ballot on the retention of
selection as laid out in the legislation introduced by the present Government. Although, in the year in which
we submitted completed petition forms to the Electoral Reform Ballot Service, we were able to collect nearly
a thousand validated signatures, our eVorts fell a long way short of the 18,000 signatures required to trigger
a ballot. BPCE believe that our inability to raise suYcient signatures to trigger a ballot does not reflect any

1 T, McLellan, Acting Chairman, Buckinghamshire County Council Education Committee, Report of the Schools Sub-
Committee, 28 January 1975.
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apathy on the part of the people of Buckinghamshire towards the issues at hand, nor does it indicate the
outcome of any ballot. It is, rather, a function of the process itself which, it seems to us, has the unintended
consequence of hampering the democratic process rather than facilitating it.2

Selection in Bucks

3. Buckinghamshire LEA operates a 100% selective secondary education system. Admission to
secondary schools in Bucks is governed by procedures set out in the “Guide for Parents” sent to parents
in the autumn before their children transfer to secondary schools. This is a complex document that makes
considerable demands upon parents, who are required to make preferences between schools on the basis of
information contained in the guide. The order of parental preferences can aVect decisions as to which
schools their children will be allocated.3

4. The LEA’s “Secondary Allocation Procedure” [11!] uses verbal reasoning tests [VRTs] to ensure that
children are placed in the sort of secondary school which, the LEA argues, can best meet their needs. These
tests are independently produced by the National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER). The tests
are not directly linked to National Curriculum subjects, but have been specially designed as a way of
assessing a child’s potential and to show whether they can think a problem through. The skills measured in
the test are intended to ensure that those pupils most suitable to grammar school are placed appropriately.4

5. Familiarisation—takes five sessions to complete. Schools undertake it at the beginning of the
autumn term.5

6. Practice—two practice tests are taken once familiarisation is complete. They are exactly the same
format as the actual tests.6

7. BPCE believe that the LEA’s claim that the VRT can measure suitability for grammar school is flawed.
Although the VRT is independently produced by NFER, all the evidence suggests that it is impossible to
assess a child’s potential and suitability for diVerent types of school at age 11. As Professor Richard Pring
has pointed out to your committee, “The decision to move to a comprehensive system by most local
authorities after 1965 was based on the very clear evidence from Vernon and others that ‘intelligence’ is not
a fixed and innate factor which can be accurately measured at the age of 11”.7 Chris Woodhead, the former
Chief Inspector of Schools, was quoted recently as saying, “There is no test for potential, you can’t [test for
it] in any scientific way—it’s a wing and a prayer”.8

8. Each year considerable numbers of upper school pupils transfer into grammar school sixth forms to
pursue AS and A level courses, demonstrating the failure of the 11! to assess a child’s potential. This
migration of pupils also illustrates the educational bankruptcy of a policy designed to separate the
“academic” from the “non-academic” in an era where participation in education beyond the age of 16 is the
norm rather than the exception.

9. The LEA claim that the familiarisation and practice process provided for all students ensures that no
pupil is disadvantaged at the time of taking the test.9

10. We believe that this claim is extremely disingenuous. It is well known that there is a thriving and
lucrative cottage industry in Bucks specialising in the private tuition of children in preparation for the 11!.
The LEA is perfectly aware of this situation, and yet does nothing about it. Private tuition, for those who
can aVord it, clearly places some children at an unfair advantage.

11. The LEA does not recommend further practice than that provided by its familiarisation and practice
packs.10 We are concerned that, while many LEA schools follow this advice, some don’t, again putting some
children at an unfair advantage over others. Furthermore, the preparatory school sector in Bucks makes no
bones that one of its aims is to prepare its fee paying children for entry to state grammar schools.

12. The Special Needs and Disability Act of 2001 places a duty on admission authorities not to
discriminate against children who are disabled or who have special needs in their access to education. The
LEA, however, takes a very curious view of this responsibility, asking parents of a child with special needs
to consider whether it is appropriate for their child to take the 11! and whether the child would be
appropriately placed in a grammar school.11

2 A BPCE delegation under the auspices of the Campaign for State Education, along with other delegations from campaign
groups around the country, met with the Secretary of State in March 2003 to discuss the shortcomings of the petition and
ballot procedures.

3 Admissions to Buckinghamshire Primary and Secondary Schools, Guide for Parents, September 2002–August 2003 Entry.
4 Guide for Parents, p25.
5 Guide for Parents, p25.
6 Guide for Parents, p25.
7 Professor Richard Pring, Memorandum, House of Commons Education and Skills Committee, Secondary Education:

Diversity of Provision, Fourth Report of Session 2002–03, Ev 3.
8 Chris Woodhead, speaking on BBC Radio 4’s Straw Poll, 1 August 2003.
9 Guide for Parents, p25.
10 Guide for Parents, p25.
11 Guide for Parents, p26.
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13. BPCE believe that it behoves the LEA to extend access to all aspects of its educational provision to
those with disabilities or special needs. The LEA, by contrast, seems to want to discourage parents from
seeking a grammar school place for their disabled or special needs child, pointing out that it is not possible
to either oVer extra time or oVer extra points to compensate for any special needs.12

14. The LEA provides a complex review and appeal procedure intended to consider “exceptional and
extenuating circumstances” where the LEA have oVered an upper school place and parents feel that their
child would be more suited to a grammar school education.13

15. BPCE believe that this account of the review and appeal procedure is very misleading. Far from the
procedure being in place to consider “exceptional and extenuating circumstances”, it is integral to the
allocation process.

16. The LEA point out that for 2000 entry, children were required to achieve VRTs of 121 for automatic
qualification. Approximately 27% of children achieved the qualifying score and, after the review and appeal
process, approximately one-third of all children were placed in a grammar school.14

17. These figures suggest that around one in five of grammar school pupils will have gained their place
on appeal, a situation which could hardly be described as catering for “exceptional and extenuating
circumstances”.

18. The high number of children taking up places at grammar schools on appeal exposes the fact that
there is nothing mysterious about the automatic qualification mark of 121 points. Children who achieve this
score or marginally above it are not fundamentally diVerent from their peers who score marginally below
it. Rather, 121 points represents a pragmatic score at which the LEA can be confident that fewer children
will qualify for grammar schools than it has grammar school places to oVer.

19. Given this fact, and despite its suggestion that the review and appeal procedure should only be
embarked upon in exceptional cases, the LEA is perfectly aware that significant numbers of pupils will get
to grammar schools via review and appeal.

20. BPCE believe that this situation benefits predominantly middle-class families who have the cultural
capital to successfully negotiate the labyrinthine review and appeal procedures. Furthermore, some schools
(predominantly those with higher than average intakes of children from middle-class backgrounds) submit
their children to an additional round of tests (the Richmond Test) which are taken in order to provide review
and appeal panels with evidence of suitability for grammar schools.

21. The review and appeal panels have recently been the subject of a heated correspondence in the local
press, with suspicion being cast on the ability of panels to make decisions as to the appropriate school for
a particular child.15

The Consequences of Selection

(i) Facts

22. The facts of selection, according to Cllr Marion Clayton (Con)—cabinet member with responsibility
for schools—are that: “In September 2002, 8243 pupils transferred to secondary schools. About 30%
qualified for grammar school places, the 30% comprising 23% from Bucks LEA schools, 3.5% from schools
in neighbouring counties, and 3.5% from what are known as “partner schools”—either independent schools
in Bucks, or out-of-county close to the Bucks County boundary”.16

23. This means that while only around one in five Bucks children transferred to grammar schools, about
one in four of their classmates at grammar schools are from the independent sector or from out of county.

24. The actual situation is even worse than this. While 23% of Bucks year six pupils transfer to grammar
schools, the evidence suggests that the majority of these pupils come from the most aZuent areas of the
county. For instance, it has been reported in the local press that in relatively deprived urban areas of the
county as few as 7% of pupils transfer to grammar schools.17 In relatively aZuent areas of the county it is
not unknown for up to 50% of a primary school’s children to transfer to grammar schools.18

25. This bias towards the aZuent is compounded by the fact that one in five of grammar school pupils
will have gained their place on appeal, a system that favours middle-class parents who are best placed to
negotiate the review and appeals procedure.

26. BPCE are particularly concerned about the number of pupils gaining places at grammar school on
appeal because of the findings of research conducted by Dr Ian Schagen and Dr Sandie Schagen for NFER.

12 Guide for Parents, p26.
13 Guide for Parents, p26.
14 Guide for Parents, p26.
15 Bucks Herald, May and June 2003.
16 Peter Gasson, Policy, Performance and Information OYcer, Bucks County Council, email to Ian Scoones, for Marion

Clayton, 17 January 2003.
17 Bucks Herald, 29 January 2003.
18 See Butlers Court School Governors’ Annual Report to Parents, 2002–03.
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27. In oral evidence taken before your committee Dr Sandie Schagen has stated that,

“What we found was that the grammar schools seemed to work not by enhancing the performance
of the most able which is sometimes suggested but by greatly enhancing the performance of what
we call borderline children—those who just managed to scrape into grammar schools. There are
two theories about borderline children: within a selective system there is a view that they do better
in secondary modern schools where they can be top of the pile rather than struggling at the bottom
of grammar schools, but there is also the view that they may get pulled up within a grammar
school, and certainly our evidence showed very strongly the latter. We were quite amazed when
we saw the diVerence in performance of children with the same starting point, the same Key Stage
2 results, and what they would get by Key Stage 3 in a grammar school compared with another
[secondary modern] school”.19

28. If, as Dr Schagen suggests, the educational benefit of grammar schools is greatest for those children
at the borderline, BPCE believe that it is scandalous that the beneficiaries of selection should be children
who scrape in because their parents are more able to negotiate the system than the parents of their peers
who are no less able and who are consequently at risk of under achieving in secondary modern schools.

29. Cllr Clayton argues that the 11! is meant to be a mechanism whereby children in Bucks are selected
for a programme of accelerated learning that best suits their abilities.

30. Instead, it provides a means for the relatively aZuent both inside and outside the county to secure an
exclusive education for their children without having to pay expensive school fees. That this is so is attested
to by indices of social inclusion. 11% of upper school pupils are eligible for free school meals compared to
1% of grammar school pupils. 30% of upper school pupils are from minority ethnic backgrounds compared
to 18% of grammar school pupils.20

(ii) Structure

31. There are 13 grammar schools and 21 upper (secondary modern) schools. Eight of the grammar
schools have achieved specialist school status. Four of the upper schools have specialist status.21

32. Many parents of children who have qualified for grammar schools can expect within their catchment
area to have the choice of single sex schools, a mixed school, and a choice of specialisms. As long as a within-
catchment school is chosen, the LEA will meet transport costs for journeys over three miles.

33. Parents of children destined for upper schools will usually have no choice of schools within their
catchment area. There are no single sex upper schools.

34. Because the LEA will meet the travel costs of children travelling over three miles to their catchment
area school, only parents of upper school children who can aVord to pay for transport will have the choice
of a school other than that within catchment.

35. 16,953 years 7-11 pupils (61%) attend upper schools.
10,645 years 7-11 pupils (39%) attend grammar schools.
2,035 years 12-14 pupils [sixth form] (34%) attend upper schools.
3,992 years 12-14 pupils [sixth form] (66%) attend grammar schools.22

36. These attendance figures have important implications for the two sectors. The larger sixth forms at
grammar schools entail funding benefits which although targeted at years 12–14 cascade down through the
lower school.

37. The smaller sixth forms at upper schools mean that the range of AS and A levels on oVer will be
restricted. This fact compounds the problem by encouraging the most able upper school pupils to transfer
to grammar school sixth forms, depleting upper schools of talent, role models, and funding.

38. The 61% of children at upper schools in years 7–11 have a greater diversity of need than those selected
for grammar schools.

39. 21% of upper school pupils have special educational needs (SEN) but no statements of SEN,
compared to 4% of pupils in grammar schools.23

40. The rate of pupil exclusions is higher for upper schools than for grammar schools.24

19 Dr Sandie Schagen, Oral Evidence Taken Before the House of Commons Education and Skills Committee, Secondary
Education: Diversity of Provision, Fourth Report of Session 2002–03, Ev 66.

20 Buckinghamshire Upper Schools Forum, The Penalty Costs of Upper School Funding: Towards Greater Fairness in the
Secondary Sector, by Professor Rosalind Levacic et al, 2002, p4.

21 Gasson.
22 January 2002 Annual Schools Census Form 7 Returns, in Levacic, p1.
23 Levacic, p5.
24 Levacic, p5.
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(iii) Costs

41. According to Marion Clayton in an open letter to Secretary of State Charles Clarke, “the majority
of [Bucks] schools find themselves in the position of having to set deficit budgets.” She goes on to argue that,
“the only explanation for this is the additional pressure imposed by central government on schools”.25

42. While BPCE accept that this has been a diYcult year for school funding nationally, we believe that
the LEA is wrong to blame central government entirely for the diYculties currently being experienced by
Bucks schools.

43. This view is supported by the Buckinghamshire Upper Schools Forum, for whom Dr Katy Simmons
(Chair of Governors at Cressex Community School, High Wycombe) has pointed out that, “The national
problems provide a smoke screen for local problems which are the result of long term inequalities [ . . . ]
Deficit budgets have been a fact of life in Bucks for a long time. They are new in the rest of the country.
The reasons we have them is the fault of the [selective] system because the money is not being distributed
properly”.26

44. Furthermore, Professor Rosalind Levacic has pointed out that, “it is upper schools rather than the
grammar schools which have been experiencing deficits in a much higher proportion than one would expect
if Buckinghamshire schools were like schools in other LEAs”.27

45. Most alarmingly, Dr Simmons has suggested a link between the financial diYculties experienced by
upper schools and concentrations of ethnic minority pupils. It is the upper schools with significant numbers
of ethnic minority pupils which endure the largest deficits, “The data shows that the ethnic composition of
a school is a strong determinant of deficit budgets [ . . . ] Not surprisingly, the few areas in Buckinghamshire
serving areas of deprivation and with significant numbers of ethnic minority pupils are suVering most”.28

46. It is our view that the costs associated with selection have contributed greatly to the current financial
plight of Bucks schools.

47. The costs of the admission procedures associated with selection have been estimated at £2 million
per year.29

48. Last year the LEA spent £13.2 million on transport, of which £6.7 million was spent on home-to-
secondary school transport. Half of this cost (£3.35 million) could be directly attributed to the selective
system.30

49. This year the LEA is budgeting to spend £15.5 million on transport. The cost this year of bussing
pupils to grammar schools is £4.6 million—up £1.25 million on last year.31

50. The LEA has therefore spent at least £6.6 million this year on the costs of selection.

51. To put this into perspective, the County Council found an extra £2.8 million this year, to bring the
current total annual education budget for Buckinghamshire to £194.6 million.32 We welcome the fact that
the greater proportion of this extra money has been targeted at upper schools with their historical legacy of
deficit budgets.

52. Unfortunately, the result has been that the county’s 190 primary schools have been left with only
£860,000 as their share of the extra money to be divided between them. Consequently many of them have
had to set deficit budgets for the first time, while upper schools continue to experience deficits. Schools in
the Chiltern area have reported a combined deficit for the year of £1.42 million.33

Selection from 2005

53. The LEA has announced a consultation about proposed changes to school admissions and secondary
school catchment areas to take eVect from September 2005.34

54. It is doing so because the Education Act of 2002 and the School Admissions Code of Practice 2003
require all education authorities to review their admission procedures.

25 Marion Clayton, Bucks Examiner, 5 June 2003.
26 Dr Katy Simmons quoted in the Bucks Free Press, 6 June 2003. See Levacic, pp27–28 for the figures that support this claim.
27 Levacic, p28.
28 Dr Katy Simmons, “The underachievement of ethnic minority pupils in Buckinghamshire LEA”, Submission to the House

of Commons Select Committee on Education and Skills, February 2003, paragraphs 27–28.
29 Buckinghamshire Upper Schools Forum website, www.missingbucks.org/releases.asp, 9 December 2002.
30 Letter from Cllr Marion Clayton and Cllr Rodney Royston (transportation), Bucks Examiner, 15 May 2003.
31 County Cllr Clare Martens (Lab), verbal report to BPCE Committee, June 2003.
32 Bucks Examiner, 10 April 2003.
33 Bucks Examiner, 17 July 2003.
34 Getting a School Place From September 2005: Consultation about Proposed Changes to School Admissions and Secondary

School Catchment Areas, June 2003.
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55. The LEA hopes that its proposed changes will maximise the opportunity for more children to attend
a preferred school, set schools at the heart of their communities with local schools being available for local
children, and to reduce journey times for children to enable them to have more time for other activities.35

56. BPCE believe that the LEA is also undertaking its review of secondary (predominantly grammar)
school catchment areas in order to attempt to curb its spiralling transport bill.

57. We support the LEA’s proposal to set schools at the heart of their communities, and agree that it
must reduce its transport bill. Unfortunately, we see no evidence that the proposed changes will bring this
about. Transport costs will not be cut substantially because grammar school catchment areas remain too
large. Schools will not be at the heart of their communities so long as communities are split by selection.

58. The consultation exercise, however, has brought to light a surprising and significant admission on
behalf of the LEA.

59. In its attempt to reduce the distance grammar school pupils have to travel to school, the LEA
proposes to end the practice of using 11! scores as the final over subscription criterion for grammar
schools.36

60. The LEA tells parents it is doing this because, “The VRT (11!) score a child achieves can be aVected
by a number of events such as a family bereavement, sickness or disability. Many girls start menstruation
during the time of the testing”.37

61. However, in its briefing document sent to schools and governors (but not to parents), the LEA is more
candid, stating that, “Circumstances sometimes mean that many children do less well in the [11!] than their
ability would predict”.38

62. Conceding this point, the LEA goes on to argue that any appeals panel convened to assess a child’s
true ability would have to leave the actual score achieved by a child unchanged because, “there is no way
of measuring a number of marks that would be fair to that child and all of the other children”. Therefore,
to admit children to an oversubscribed grammar school on score order would disadvantage children who
had under performed in the 11! but whose score could not be changed because there is no fair way of
altering it relative to the scores of their peers.39

63. Regrettably, the LEA only proposes to adopt this admirable logic for children who score the 121
marks needed to pass the 11!. And yet it must be the case that if the 11! cannot accurately reflect ability
above the pass mark it certainly cannot reflect ability at the pass boundary or below it.

64. Furthermore, if appeals panels are unable to assign accurate and fair scores above the pass mark,
there is no reason to suppose that they can fairly and accurately state that a child who has under performed
in the 11! should actually be deemed to have or have not qualified for grammar school.

65. BPCE believe that, having finally acknowledged that the 11! does not give an accurate reflection of
the ability or potential of pupils, the LEA should have the good grace to follow the example of 90% of the
rest of the country and discard selection by ability as the primary criterion for transfer to secondary school.

Recommendations

66. The LEA would no doubt ask the committee to disregard the evidence submitted by BPCE and
consider instead the results achieved by the selective system.

67. Undoubtedly the results are impressive. Last year 64.4% of pupils achieved five or more GCSEs at
A*-C, significantly better than the national average of 51.5%.40 But league tables do not tell the whole story.

68. The LEA is rightly proud of the GCSE results achieved by teachers and pupils within the Bucks
system. BPCE share that pride in the hard work of teachers and pupils, but we recognise that higher than
average scores would be expected from a county with the above average socio-economic circumstances of
Buckinghamshire.

69. However, Bucks is one of the 20 LEAs with the largest performance diVerences between their highest
and lowest achieving schools.41 Furthermore, there is a 37% gap between white pupils and pupils of
Pakistani heritage achieving five or more A*-C GCSEs.42

35 Getting a School Place, p3.
36 Getting a School Place, p7.
37 Getting a School Place, p7.
38 Getting a School Place (Schools and Governors), p11.
39 Getting a School Place (Schools and Governors), p12.
40 Bucks Examiner, 30 January 2003.
41 See STEP Submission to Education and Skills Committee, Inquiry into Secondary Education: Admissions, Appendix A,

August 2003.
42 Dr Simmons, Submission, paragraph 20.
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70. Research suggests that comprehensive systems match or better the performance of selective systems.
Dr Sandie Schagen reports that her work shows that, “at GCSE level, comprehensive LEAs get slightly
better results than those where a large proportion of children are in grammar schools”.43 Even the National
Grammar Schools Association has to grudgingly admit that, on the benchmark of five or more A*-C
GCSEs, the top 25% of pupils in comprehensives achieve better results than children in grammar schools.44

We see no reason why a comprehensive system in Bucks should not at least match current performance, if
not improve upon it, without the disastrous consequences of selection detailed above.

71. We believe the Government should act to end the many injustices of selection and introduce a fair
and equitable comprehensive system to bring Bucks into line with 90% of the rest of the country.

72. Failing this, the Government should abandon the unworkable petition and ballot procedure it has
put in place. It should instead undertake independent reviews of the impact of selection in all the areas where
it persists. It should also fund all aVected LEAs to produce detailed and costed plans for a transition to
comprehensive systems.

73. The reviews and plans should then be put to local parents to decide whether to retain selection or
switch to comprehensive systems.

74. BPCE believe that parents, aware of all the facts and reassured that any change will be properly
managed and funded, will overwhelmingly support the introduction of comprehensive education.

Dr Ian Scoones

August 2003

Memorandum submitted by the National Union of Teachers (SA 11)

1. The National Union of Teachers welcomes the opportunity to make a contribution to the Education
and Skills Committee’s Inquiry into School Admissions.

2. The Government’s attempt to rationalise and make admission procedures more consistent across all
schools and authorities is to be welcomed. However, the increasing diversity and complexity of admission
procedures over recent years has not been of benefit to the education service and, in the long term, is not in
the best interests of the majority of pupils and parents.

3. The NUT believes that admissions based on partial selection should simply be ended. With the
exception of the application of fair banding procedures, all places in all schools should be available to all
applicants.

4. The School Admissions Code of Practice, introduced in April 1999, went a long way to encourage local
admission authorities to consider having co-ordinated admissions arrangements, including standard
application forms and common timetables. The guidance, however, was not enough in all cases to enable
them “to agree co-ordinated admissions schemes with other admission authorities in an area as they wished”
(paragraph 10).

5. The NUT, therefore, welcomed the proposal in the consultation that LEAs would be required to
co-ordinate the admissions process for all schools in their area, including foundation and voluntary aided
schools. This would enable parents who applied for school places in an area to receive responses on the
same day.

6. The NUT has maintained consistently that prominent amongst the information provided for parents,
must be the date on which the decision is made about when applicants will be admitted to a particular school.
This date should be the same for all schools sharing an admissions authority and/or between neighbouring
admission authorities.

7. Where voluntary agreement on co-ordinating mechanisms cannot be reached locally, the Secretary of
State has the power to impose the schemes he considers appropriate, after local consultation, bearing in
mind the interests of children and parents in that LEA. The NUT believes it is important that the eVect of
partial selection procedures, including selection on the basis of aptitude in a local area, should be considered
carefully. Clear guidance on the elimination of partial selection, which has an undesirable eVect in a local
area, is particularly useful in the Schools Admissions Code of Practice.

43 Dr Sandie Schagen, letter to Bucks Examiner, 7 December 2001.
44 Nick Seaton, “Evidence of Performance in Selective Systems”, National Grammar Schools Association Meeting with the

Secretary of State for Education, 12 February 2003.
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Parental Preference

8. The NUT maintains that when it is in a framework providing genuine equality of opportunity, the
principle of parental preference should be fulfilled to the greatest extent possible. The issue, however, of how
to treat parents’ ranking of preference has always been diYcult since, in extreme cases, ranking of schools
in terms of preference has resulted in some schools considering only those applicants in which their school
was the first preference.

9. Whichever system is adopted, the fact that a particular school has been ranked more highly by one
parent than by another should not give the child of the first parent a stronger claim to a place. A fairer
system, already being operated by a minority of LEAs, is to adopt a staged approach system, in which only
first preferences are sought and processed before moving onto the next stage of place allocation.

Admission Forums

10. The NUT welcomed the setting up of Admissions Forums, as recommended in the School Admissions
Code of Practice. Making Admissions Forums mandatory in every area will help to develop a more equitable
admissions system. These functions would include:

— considering existing and proposed admission arrangements in the context of how well they serve
the interests of local children and parents;

— brokering arrangements to ensure that SEN pupils and “challenging children” are distributed
fairly between schools;

— monitoring schools admission numbers; and

— considering and approving local co-ordinated agreements.

11. The NUT believes that admission authorities should have regard to the agreed and published advice
of Admission Forums. However, this will not fully protect some under-subscribed schools from taking large
numbers of vulnerable or “challenging” children.

12. The work of Admission Forums and School Organisation Committees has been made more diYcult
by the Government starting a damaging debate about faith schools. The 1944 settlement, in relation to
Church of England, Roman Catholic and non-conformist schools, was both pragmatic and fragile. There
has been a continuing debate, at local level, about the relationship between denominational and maintained
schools. While there have sometimes between specific and contentious local debates about admission
policies, local authorities and diocesan bodies have sought to resolve them.

13. The NUT believes that further clarification needs to be made, advising schools that they do not have
to have waiting lists. The issue of “waiting lists” must be debated further so that advice issued discourages
schools from using them, since this could result in inequitable practice.

14. The NUT has welcomed, however, the strengthening of the guidance in the Code of Practice on
School Admissions (2001), which will reduce unfair practices, such as parents being able to use waiting lists
in primary schools, and will also make it clear that “Fresh Start” and other struggling schools will not be
required to take excessive numbers of “challenging” pupils.

15. The NUT has asked for further clarification from government about information on admissions and
the immigrant status of children living in this country”. As a principle, it is right that each applicant should
be judged on his/her merits, in accordance with the published admissions procedures. Admission authorities
should not be required to make judgements about immigration status when considering applications for
school places.

Community Cohesion/Faith Schools

16. Currently, schools designated by the DfES as having a religious character may interview pupils and/
or families, but only in order to assess commitment to their own faith or denomination, in the context of
such interviews being an over-subscription criteria. Since most church schools do not interview, however,
but rely on reference from the Priest or Ministers to establish any required religious or denominational
commitment, the guidance on interviewing has not always been relevant. In addition, the NUT believes that
references from the Priest or Minister should not be used as part of an application or admissions process.

17. The NUT welcomes the intent from the main churches that there will be no interviews taking place
from 2005 other than for boarding places; before then, any church schools may interview to assess religious
commitment and boarding schools to assess suitability for boarding. It is essential that faith schools are as
inclusive as possible and that the current practices which they employ to restrict submission should be
removed.
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Grammar Schools/Partially Selective Schools

18. The eVect of partial selection procedures should be considered carefully. The NUT has made its
opposition clear to selection by aptitude as well as ability. The distinction between the two descriptions is
semantic. The NUT believes it is not possible for a system to claim to be comprehensive if selection is in
place. There should be the abolition of selection by ability and aptitude. The system at the moment is
partially comprehensive. A broad and balanced intake should not be hindered by any pre-assessed ability
or aptitude requirement. If the Government is committed to a more diverse education system, then it must
remove completely the selective system that is still in place. In reality, there are 164 grammar schools in
England, each likely to be creaming from the intake of three times that number of de facto secondary
moderns. Approximately, 20% of schools in England and the children in them are, therefore, faced with the
eVects of selection. Inclusive admission policies are admirable in theory but this cannot be the case in
England where there is selection both in grammar schools and in schools with partially selective
admission policies.

19. The NUT has maintained consistently that there is a far better and fairer way to develop individual
strengths and aptitudes than the setting up of specialist schools. Alternatively, each LEA could have been
required to establish centres which diVerent children could have attended at diVerent times to have their
special talents developed.

20. All secondary schools may select up to 10% of their intake on the grounds of “aptitude”. However,
no definition of, or procedure for, selection by aptitude distinguishes it reliably from selection by ability. In
fact, MPs only recently, on the all-party Education and Skills Committee45, concluded that:

“We are not satisfied that any meaningful distinction between aptitude and ability has been made
and we have found no justification for any reliance on the distinction between them.”

The specialist school programme of itself does not lead to more children taking selective entry tests, but
the ability to select 10% by aptitude could.

21. The NUT would like to endorse the research undertaken at Leeds University46 on School Admissions
which said that:

“Specialist school status in itself does not lead to a change in the intake of a school relatively to
other schools in the area. The use of the option to select does. Our view is that it is probably the
case that there is a principled and political objection to an increase (or even continuation) of
selection by general ability on the part of this government but that the 10% option for selection by
aptitude will have similar eVects.”

22. The NUT would support also the statement made in the Leeds University research (September
2001),47 which says that:

“Some schools are presently using selection by aptitude as one way of managing their intake so as
to increase the proportion of pupils from higher status socio-economic groups and there is little
accountability or regulation of the way specialist schools select by aptitude. Expansion of the
specialist school programme oVers more opportunity, therefore, to others who have a similar
motivation. Even if there is principled resistance to selection in many specialist schools, an
expansion of the number will create legal pressures for specialist schools to introduce selection by
aptitude. In some areas where pressures for polarisation are already present, the situation is likely
to get worse leading to perceptions of superiority and inferiority in the eyes of parents, contributing
to a downwards spiral. For some schools that will be diYcult to prevent with all the unfortunate
consequences of such polarisation”.

23. The NUT supports a number in the recommendations of this research. They are that there should be:

— a tighter regulation of admission arrangements, particularly on the testing arrangements for
aptitude;

— a review of the potential for litigation from parents denied access to specialist places because of
where they live; and

— a review of the means by which schools manage their intakes and ways in which this may be better
regulated—eg, encouragement, through the spreading of good practice and/or regulation, for all
schools to share responsibility for admitting “diYcult” children.

24. The Government appears to envisage a three-tier rather than a two-tier system of education. The
introduction and moving towards specialist status, combined with specialist and advanced specialist status
compounds the detrimental aVects of a tiered system.

25. The advantages available to specialist schools could be such that they can attract large numbers of
parental preferences, simply because of their status, irrespective of the quality of education oVered by other
secondary schools.

45 Secondary Education: Diversity of Provision, House of Commons Education and Skills Committee (May 2003).
46 Admission Policies and Practices of Selective and Partially Selective Schools in England (Leeds University—September 2001).
47 “Admission Policies and Practices for Selective and Partially Selective Schools in England” (Leeds University—September

2001).
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26. Internationally also, the evidence is stacked against the tiered approach to secondary education urged
by the Government. OECD’s Programme for International Student Assessment (2000) found that, “the
more diVerentiated and selective an education system is, the larger are the typical performance diVerences
between students for more and less advantaged backgrounds”.48 In other words, applied to England, this
finding means that the intention of tiered system—that of achieving equality of access to high quality
education—achieves precisely the opposite of that which is intended. Tiered systems lead to inequality of
access.

27. The NUT would endorse also the research undertaken by Tony Edwards and Sally Tomlinson,
“Selection Isn’t Working” (October 2002),49 which concluded that:

“Where schools, whether specialised by faith or by curriculum, are over-chosen, then in some way
or other it is they who do the choosing. In so far as diversity tends towards more selection and
more social segregation, then the greater the diversity, the greater the selectiveness.”

28. The research concludes that as aptitude for a particular form of curriculum cannot be reliably
identified at the age of 11, then there is no logic even in a 10% selection on that basis. Entry to specialist
schools should be entirely by “interest”.

Conclusion

29. The NUT believes that admissions to schools should not be subject to selection, by tests, by parental
interview or by other means unless it is an agreed element of achieving and maintaining a reasonable balance
of pupils in each and every school in terms of ability and gender where the school is mixed. The NUT believes
that parental preference should be fulfilled to the greatest extent possible and that there should be a place
at a local successful school for every child. Parents must be able to see fairness and transparency in terms
of any admission scheme that is in operation.

September 2003

Memorandum submitted by Stephen Gorard, CardiV University School of Social Sciences (SA 12)

SCHOOL CHOICE POLICIES AND SOCIAL INTEGRATION: THE EXPERIENCE OF
ENGLAND AND WALES

Summary

Families in the United Kingdom are able to express a preference for any state-funded school, as well as
to decide to pay for a private education for their children. All schools are therefore choice schools. The range
of types of schools is growing within the publicly-funded sector. This chapter considers the impacts that 15
years of choice and diversity have had on school compositions, standards, cohesion and justice. It presents
a summary of the findings of what has so far been the largest study of a system of school choice and
concludes with suggested lessons for the future and for other governments such as the United States.

The emphasis of the paper is on social cohesion and on changes in the distribution of students between
schools (termed “segregation” here). These changes are illustrated in terms of student poverty, ethnicity/
race, first language, and special educational needs. The levels of, and changes in, student segregation
between schools are largely determined by geographical factors, and to some extent by the nature of local
schools, rather than by the method of allocating students to schools. Nevertheless, since the introduction
of extended choice in the UK in 1988, the overall level of segregation in the school system has declined. One
reason for this is that the process of parental choice can override the segregation that routinely takes place
when students are simply placed in neighborhood schools. The evidence also suggests that choice and
diversity are not clearly linked to each other. Choice appears to drive schools towards uniformity (pressure
from below), while such diversity as there is has been largely imposed (from above). Choice is, in general,
linked to declining segregation while diversity is, locally, associated with increasing segregation. The mix of
students within schools also has possible implications for their standards of achievement.

This chapter first introduces the nature of choice in the UK, and the range of schools that can be chosen
from, before considering the arguments that have been presented in elsewhere both for and against the role
of choice in education. It briefly discusses how families choose schools in practice and then describes the
impact of 15 years of a national school choice system on social and economic segregation among schools.
It describes in some detail the two most important determinants of school segregation—the nature of local
housing, and the diversity of local schools—and then ends with some suggestions for ways in which the
benefits of choice could be preserved while minimizing its potentially segregating eVects.

48 Improving both Quality and Equality (Insights from PISA 2000—OECD 2002).
49 Selection Isn’t Working: Tony Edwards and Sally Tomlinson (A Catalyst Working Paper—October 2002).
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The National Policy Background

The work reported here is an investigation of the long-term impact of market forces in education
provision for students aged five to 18 (or in grades K-12, although the chief focus of the study reported here
is on secondary students, aged 11 to 18, with a less detailed analysis of primary-age students). The UK has
become something of a “social laboratory” by virtue of the extent to which policies promoting
“competition” and “choice” have been developed. The study provides evidence for the first time concerning
the long-term impact of markets in education, of the type that some commentators have rightly complained
did not exist (Archbald 1996, Jeynes 2000). This is because, elsewhere, school choice “has rarely been put
into practice in any but the most restricted form, so little has accrued about its consequences” (Weiss 1996,
p.vii). Therefore, “research comparing the distribution of students by social class in a system of choice to
the social class distribution that would have existed based solely on neighbourhood school assignment is
clearly needed” (Goldring and Hausman 1999, p 497). Social class is not the sole criterion of interest relating
to segregation in UK schools, but it is the one of most concern to commentators there (whereas segregation
by race/ethnicity has been the major concern in the US). It is also important to note that, whereas oYcial
data about the family income of students pre-dates the introduction of choice policies, figures on ethnicity/
race have been collected for less than a decade.

The focus here is on changes over time in order to compare the choice system with the status ante. This is
necessary because the UK, unlike other countries experimenting with choice, conducted their “experiment”
across the whole national school system, leaving no control or comparison group. The emphasis is on public-
public choice more than public-private choice (but see Gorard 1997). The mix of students in a school
matters, but primarily for social cohesion rather than school improvement (Gorard et al 2003). In one sense,
it does not really matter what the curriculum states about citizenship compared to the importance for
students of experiencing mixed ethnic, gender and religious groups in non-racist and non-sexist settings. The
school mix is also closely related to academic results (note, for example, that all schools deemed “failing”
in the UK have high levels of student poverty); however, the emphasis of this chapter is on the mix itself,
rather than academic outcomes. In summary, raw-score examination results have improved in the era of
choice; state schools have progressed faster than private schools; and the achievement gap between social
groups (as defined by sex, income, or race, for example) has declined overall.

Problems in allocating the available school places are not new. The 1944 Education Act underlined a
general principle that children were to be educated in accordance with the wishes of their parents and
allowed parents to appeal against the decisions of their Local Education Authority if they wished (Stillman
1990). The process of allocating places at school had two components. First, an examination at the end of
primary schooling (taken around the age of 11 and known as the “11!”) was used to determine a “suitable”
type of school within a tripartite system of grammar, secondary-modern and technical schools. This
selection was made largely on the basis of ability. Second, a specific school was selected within that type
where “allocation here is achieved largely through consultation between parents and primary school and
secondary school, under the guidance of general principles laid down by Local Education Authorities”
(NFER 1969, p 1). The regular use of choice procedures among more privileged families coupled with
selection by ability is believed to have limited the role of education in promoting social mobility at that time
(Pohlmann 1956).

By 1969, the selective tripartite system and the notion of selection at 11! were disappearing. Most Local
Education Authorities moved towards a system of comprehensive secondary schools (although these
retained considerable diversity in terms of age-range, sex composition, and religious aYliation), catering to
students across the ability range. In areas with no other system of allocation, an automatic system of
neighbourhood schools operated. Dore and Flowerdew (1981) reported from 1968 to 1977 an increasing use
of catchment area systems for secondary schools, replacing the use of examination results and other
methods. This was supposed to be fairer and to reduce the existing disparities between the standard of
education obtained by diVerent families. In practice, evidence arose that such a procedure was
unintentionally racially discriminatory because of the racially segregated nature of local housing
(CRE 1983).

The Education Act of 1980 formally legislated, at a national level, the parental right to a voice in the
allocation of school places. It also created the Assisted Places Scheme, which allowed able children from
poor families to attend fee-paying schools at public expense (Edwards et al. 1989). This legislative trend
towards explicit parental preference continued with the 1988 Education Reform Act (and subsequent case
law), the 1991 Parents’ Charter and the 1992 White Paper. All of these steps represented a shift away from
the period before the 1980s when the practices were set by individual Local Education Authorities, and
parental preference was, at least according to national legislation, only relevant to selective or single-sex
schools, voluntary-aided schools, or opting out to the fee-paying sector.

Consequently, all publicly funded schools in England and Wales are now “choice” schools, and all
published raw-score outcome figures termed “performance” tables from 1990–2001 (although these have
not generally formed the basis for parental decisions in practice, see below). The 1988 Education Reform
Act gave all families the right to express a preference for any school (even one outside their Local Education
Authority) and denied schools the right to refuse anyone entry until a standard or planned admission
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number (PAN) was reached.50 Most of the funding to schools then followed students per capita. After 1988
the number of families selecting schools other than the local catchment (neighbourhood) school increased
substantially. Where families are denied access to their selected schools (due to over-subscription for
example), they have the right to appeal against their assigned schools. The number of parents exercising this
right to appeal has also risen greatly. All of this aimed toward a situation in which good schools thrived
and poor schools either changed or perished. An intrinsically monopolistic state provision was supposedly
replaced by choice and diversity, although this market is a limited one since, among other things, schools
do not operate to maximize their profit, and money does not change hands between client and provider
(Le Grand and Bartlett 1993).

Considerable powers for self-management were passed to schools, which could, after a ballot of parents,
also opt out of Local Education Authority control completely to become Grant-maintained institutions
(now termed Foundation schools). These were able to apply their own selection procedures for a significant
proportion of their intake. City Technology Colleges operated with explicit criteria for the allocation of their
limited places, but, in practice, researchers found considerable variation between colleges in how these
criteria were applied (Murphy et al 1990). Voluntary-Aided Schools had a majority of their governors
appointed by a religious foundation and, since it was the governing body of these schools that determined
admissions, the diVerences between them in terms of admissions policy were substantial.

Despite the existence of a supposedly national framework of parental choice within an essentially
comprehensive system, diversity in the admission arrangements also continued for all other secondary
schools (Jowett 1995). Some Local Education Authorities still used the 11! examination; others
encouraged individual applications to schools (especially in areas with high proportions of Grant-
maintained schools or cross-border transfers). Some Local Education Authorities asked parents to state a
preference, but most authorities merely published their intended allocation of schools and waited for
objections, with a null response treated as approval. In the case of over-subscription in any school, a variety
of discriminatory criteria were used (including medical and social reasons). The picture of school allocation
remained a complex one.

The 1988 Education Reform Act also introduced a compulsory National Curriculum, which specified a
number of “core” and eligible subjects (such as science and history) to be taken by all students and specified
the amount of curriculum time to be devoted to each subject. This had the eVect of equalizing the
opportunities of most children, as well as leaving little time within the normal school day for subjects deemed
by some within the Government as undesirable (such as sociology or media studies). Therefore, the publicly-
funded schools that parents were now able to “choose” became more similar in terms of provision at the
same time. The same Act introduced compulsory testing at four key stages within the common National
Curriculum, and the publication of league tables of raw-score performance figures. (For more on the policy
enactments, see the chapter by Neville Harris.) The curriculum now contains provision for the teaching of
“citizenship,” still a relatively minor part of schooling, which includes modules on the following themes:

— Civil society.

— Communities, cultures and identities.

— Personal and social skills.

— Sex and relationships.

— Sustainable development.

— Life, events and people.

— Health and safety.

— Careers.

The 1998 School Standards and Frameworks Act changed the situation again, perhaps most notably by
addressing inequities in school admissions policies, arising in the main from the actions of the former Grant-
maintained and voluntary schools (West and Ingram 2001). Otherwise the most notable policy of the current
U.K. administration has been the state-sponsored encouragement of diversity. The Minister for Schools is
considering the use of vouchers, subsidies for parent-run private schools, and incentives such as payment by
results (Canovan 2002). Private, non-profit-making companies are taking over the running of some schools,
especially those that have received poor inspections (Shaw 2002). “City Academies” have recently been
introduced to solve specific problems in London (Kelly 2002). A recent Green Paper on education created
a portfolio of diverse schools in England which include 33 new City Academies, 300 advanced schools, and
2,000 specialist schools. According to the Minister for Education, “The model of comprehensive schooling
that grew up in the 1960s and 1970s is simply inadequate for today’s needs . . . The keys are diversity not
uniformity” (Department for Education and Skills 2002, p 6).

50 In practice, popular schools generally seek to admit students above their PAN where allowed to do so, presumably because
it increases their funding. It is more often the local education authorities who wish to restrict entry, in order to balance numbers
between schools in the area (irrespective of parents’ wishes).
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What types of schools are there?

A key diVerence between choice in the UK and in the USA and elsewhere is that it largely ignores the
private sector. Only around 7% of students in England attend fee-paying schools (Benn and Chitty 1996),
and this figure drops to 2% in Wales and 1% in Scotland (Gorard 1996). Many more families than this report
that they would consider a private school if they could aVord it, so in times of prosperity numbers tend to
grow (Abrams 2001). Figure 1 shows the trend in these figures from 1964 (when the tripartite state system
was changing to a comprehensive one) to 2002. The highest recorded proportion of fee-paying students was
in 1964 (7.9%), and this dropped during the comprehensive era to a low of 5.7% in 1978. The causes of this
drop are likely to include both economic factors and increasing satisfaction with the state sector. By the time
of the 1988 Education Reform Act, the figure had risen to 7.3% again, and in the following few years the
figure rose again to a mini-peak of 7.5% in 1991. The determinants of this blip probably include the
continuation of a trend clearly discernible from 1978 onwards (perhaps economic in nature) and temporary
suspicion among some middle-class parents about the National Curriculum and associated testing regime
(see above). By 1995, when all compulsory-age students at state-funded schools had entered during the era
of choice, the proportion at private schools had stabilised at an even 7%, and it remained at 7% in 2002 (the
latest figures available at time of writing).

Figure 1

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS IN PRIVATE SCHOOLS 1964–2002
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Private schools were not bound by the terms of the 1988 Education Reform Act and therefore did not
have to introduce the National Curriculum or take part in the associated testing regime. However, the
curriculum was itself largely based on that already used in top private schools anyway, and private schools
were more than happy to take part in the tests. This was partly to ensure ease of transfer between sectors,
and partly because their results (in raw-score terms) placed them at the top of all relevant tables. Only a
“super class” defined by wealth and status, plus some professionals, use private schools and thus opt out of
the state system altogether (according to Adonis and Pollard 1998). The remainder of the more privileged
classes have access to the most desirable schools because of the link between school reputation and the cost
of local housing, and because their children gain access to selective education in disproportionate numbers.

The policy changes described above included the 1980 Assisted Places Scheme, whereby some of the
students at private schools had their fees paid for by the state. But this involved a tiny fraction of fee-paying
students in a minority of otherwise very exclusive schools, within a very small private sector. The scheme
was means-tested but did not focus on the very poor or on ethnic minorities, and never captured the public
imagination. None of the Assisted Places Scheme schools in one study actually filled their eligible places
(Gorard 1997). Otherwise, the private sector was largely unaVected by the choice policies described above.
These amounted to what is eVectively a national voucher scheme involving all state-funded schools of
whatever type.

In addition to this range of traditional and less-orthodox private schools, there are state-funded but
independent City Technology Colleges and City Academies (much less than 1% of schools). These are public
and private joint-funded independent schools within the state sector, designed to tackle underachievement
in urban areas. There are also a somewhat larger number of state-funded schools funded directly by central
government, rather than via their Local Education Authorities (originally termed Grant-maintained, now
Foundation, schools—perhaps 8% in number).
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The recent Education Act of 2002 further blurs this distinction between state and private provision by
encouraging state schools to form companies, and companies to take over failing schools, authorities and
assessment. Private schools can now sponsor City Academies (partly because take up of sponsorship by
traditional industry has been so low), and authorities are being encouraged to pay for children in challenging
circumstances to attend private schools. These moves towards greater collaboration between state and
private will lead to the more rigorous monitoring and registration of private involvement in education.
However, these changes are very recent and are not reflected in the longitudinal research evidence presented
in this paper.

Another key diVerence between the UK and the USA (and elsewhere) lies in the relationship between
religion and the state. In the UK, all schools are required by law to provide a daily communal act of worship
and to provide religious education (which is a compulsory part of the National Curriculum). Parents are
permitted to withdraw their children from this provision but the onus is on them to do so, and withdrawal
requires formal arrangement. There is also a smaller but stable number of state-funded schools with a
denominational status, most commonly Anglican, but also Catholic, Jewish, Moslem or other religious basis
(termed Voluntary-aided or Voluntary-controlled schools making approximately one quarter of all
secondary-age schools). Therefore, there is less pressure to attend private schools for religious reasons, and
this is probably part of the reason for the relatively small size of the private sector.

Most schools are now coeducational, but a few are still single-sex (particularly girls-only). Most schools
are now, at least, nominally comprehensive in the ability of their intake, but around 4% of students attend
selective grammar schools, and another 4% attend secondary-modern schools (in areas with a selective
system these take students not eligible to attend grammar schools) A growing proportion of schools
specialize in one curriculum subject (specialist schools are at time of writing over one quarter of secondary-
age schools), while some teach in a language other than English (around 10% of schools in Wales, for
instance, are designated Welsh-language). There are a very few non-traditional schools (Steiner and
Summerhill, for example), and a declining number of schools (now less than 5% of all schools) exclusively
for children with special educational needs whose students have been progressively included in mainstream
schools. It should be noted that apart from private schools, the school types in the UK are not mutually
exclusive, meaning that the percentages for each sector total considerably more than 100. A Foundation
school could be selective, single-sex, specialist and denominational, for example.

The Merits of Choice?

School choice is purported to have three main advantages over a system of strict areal assignment to
school (in Witte 1990), and the loose alliance of politicians who pushed through the mixture of measures in
the 1988 Education Reform Act probably represent each of these constituencies (Gorard 2000). First, there
is the libertarian notion of choice for its own sake (Erickson 1989). School choice programs are popular, as
evidenced by opinion polls, and the increasing participation of many sections of society after such policies
have been introduced (as evidenced by class, ethnicity and language). It is now probably politically
unacceptable to take away the right of parents to choose, and it is not clear that opposition to the notion
of choice can be sustained logically (Brighouse 2000).

The second argument, which is perhaps the most important for choice advocates, is that market forces
will drive up educational standards (Chubb and Moe 1990). Successful schools will be popular. Weaker
schools will be unpopular, progressively losing their per-capita funding until they either improve or close.
Over time, therefore, the general standard of schools will be higher. Evidence about this claim is presented
elsewhere (Gorard et al 2003), but the present paper is more concerned with equity and therefore only
considers school outcomes in terms of patterns of polarization. Insofar as it is possible to ascertain, school
examination results have risen since 1989 both in absolute terms, and in relation to the fee-paying sector.
This has had the side eVect of reducing diVerential attainment in terms of social groups, such as those defined
by geography, poverty and ethnicity.

Finally, there is the argument for equity (Cookson 1994). Choice of school extends a privilege to all that
was previously available only to those able to aVord houses in desirable suburban catchment areas or to
send their child to a fee-paying school. Markets, by reducing bureaucratic rules and procedures (such as
catchment areas) enable poor and ethnic minority families to make choices previously not open to them,
including seeking a better quality of service elsewhere. Markets can be seen as extending a privilege that some
members of society already have (Coons and Sugarman 1978) and therefore as an antidote to social
stratification (Spring 1982). In the UK, because the majority of schools are already religious (in name, at
least), choice is not much based on arguments about respecting religious pluralism.

Choice might be especially popular with the disadvantaged sections in many communities, such as
immigrant, minority, and one-parent families, who have been deserting some large inner-city schools (Levin
1992). Witte (1998) reported that a Milwaukee voucher scheme attracted very low-income families, with
considerably below-average incomes for local publicly-funded schools, and mainly Black or Hispanic in
origin. This suggests that choice might therefore lead to successful desegregation by income and ethnicity
over time (see also Cobb et al 2000). Other well-founded studies also suggest that choice can lead to greater
integration in the US (Greene 2000). Perhaps changing the basis for allocating school places from one based
on fixed attendance zones to one based on choice will simply alter the basis for segregation, rather than
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increase it (Coleman 1992). “Stratification by merit” is the basis of USA colleges, for example, and it is
unlikely that this would be improved by fixed local attendance zones (and, of course, no one has suggested
it for this reason). A “consequence of the absence of choice in education is that there is extensive
stratification of schools” (p 260) by income and race. Choice could instead lead to a school system stratified
by performance and behavior (and therefore to improvement).

In the UK, the Performance and Innovation Unit, a temporary non-governmental think-tank, cites public
school catchment areas (the assignment of students to schools on the basis of residence) as the greatest
barrier to social mobility (2001). Instead, it proposes “reducing the weight given to geographical catchment
area as a determinant of access to the best State schools” (p 39). This would counteract the scope for middle-
class parents to “buy” a good education for their children by moving to areas adjacent to desirable schools.

On the other hand, market policies could be said to undermine welfare states. Welfare policies came into
existence in the UK on the premise that state action was necessary in order to achieve social justice within
capitalist economies. This was to be achieved through the redistribution of wealth, and the provision of
health, education and social welfare services which were free at the point of delivery. The policies ensured
that those who could not aVord to pay could still benefit from them. Market forces could dismantle the
machinery through which equity was intended to be achieved, increasing the rewards for the already
privileged strata of society and reducing them for everyone else. Perhaps school choice will lead to increased
selection by ability and social class (Glennerster 1991), and “those endowed with material and cultural
capital will simply add to their existing advantages through choice policies” (Waslander and Thrupp 1995,
p 21). Markets in education apparently lead to a waste of eVort in marketing rather than teaching and
learning, and an increase of selection, and their beneficiaries are the middle classes rather than the poor
(Finkelstein and Grubb 2000). Successful schools are limited by the size of their classrooms and therefore do
not generally grow to accommodate the demand as a business would. Instead, they become more selective, as
data from other countries indicate. Fisk and Ladd, for example, reported that “the most obvious negative
consequence of the Tomorrow’s Schools reforms is that enrolment in New Zealand . . . became increasingly
stratified” (2000, p 10). See Gorard (1999) for elaboration of this theme.

In the UK, it has been reported that choice leads to “the polarisation of schools, with those in more
working-class areas sucked into a spiral of decline . . . This polarisation has happened on a massive scale in
England, especially in London” (Macleod 2001, p 7). In summary, after 14 years of relatively unrestricted
choice policies, many commentators would agree with the TES (2002) in concluding that “as every
international comparison has shown, English schools are more socially diVerentiated than any others in
Europe. Some hardly warrant the description “comprehensive” at all, thanks to the parental choice policies
pursued by successive governments. They may be even more socially stratified than the old grammar and
secondary moderns they replaced” (p 20). We now have the data to enable us to decide which of the two
views outlined above is actually correct.

Has Segregation Increased?

The evidence from studies on the process of choice is quite clear (eg Gorard 1999). Public choice theory
does not provide a good description of the process of choice according to the reports of those involved. The
most commonly reported source of information about schools is word-of-mouth; schools have a widely-held
local reputation, which explicit marketing is slow to change. Families consider very few alternatives on
average (fewer than two schools). Parents and children do not generally emphasize academic and school
performance factors when selecting a school; rather they are primarily concerned with safety and happiness.
Parents of a four-year-old are generally thinking about the security of their child, and the convenience of
the school. Parents of a 10-year-old (the oldest cohort in primary schools, commonly 100–300 students in
size) looking for a secondary school (where their child will be in the youngest cohort in a school which is
1,000–3,000 students in size) will naturally be concerned with issues such as bullying, rather than academic
outcomes in six- or seven-years’ time. The children themselves generally want to go to school with their
friends. Many families therefore select their nearest school anyway, and most of the rest obtain their
expressed preference. Just about everyone who does not get their preference then appeals as a matter of
course (Gorard et al 2003). One would not, under these circumstances, expect the introduction of choice to
have made a marked and sustained diVerence in patterns of school use. Indeed, this is what the study
described below found.

There is insuYcient space here to describe the methods used in this study of the impact of choice in
England and Wales. It started with analysis of the annual school census returns for all secondary schools
from 1989 to 2001 (supplemented with figures from PISA). From these, around 70 Local Education
Authorities were selected for further consideration of their published and reported admissions policies.
From these, nine Local Education Authorities were selected in three contiguous areas, and then schools
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within these. Representatives of all these bodies took part in taped interviews. The datasets were analysed
using spatial models, and a segregation index, based on family poverty, ethnicity, first language, and special
educational needs.51

Figure 2 shows the level of between-school segregation in all state-funded secondary schools in England
from 1989 (the last year before open enrolment) and 2001. The first thing to note is that schools in England
were, and remain, socially segregated. In any year, around one third of students would have had to change
schools in order for there to be an even spread of “poor” children between schools. The period before open
enrolment was not, therefore, some golden age of equity. Some commentators have commenced their
analysis as though the education system was somehow less stratified before 1988 in England and Wales
(in Gorard and Fitz 1998a). What this research confirms is that, prior to the introduction of market-driven
policies, secondary schools in England were already socially stratified. It appears, though, that whatever
the stratifying eVects of market forces may be, the eVects of pre-existing catchment areas and “selection by
mortgage” may have been worse. In fact, the segregation index for 1989–90 is the highest for the years for
which school census data still exists.

Figure 2

CHANGE IN SEGREGATION BY POVERTY OVER TIME IN ENGLAND
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Note: the points in this graph show the proportion of children from families in poverty who would have to
exchange schools for there to be a precisely even spread of poverty between schools.

From 1990 to 1994, segregation in England broadly declined from a high of above 35% to around 30%.
The national change in figures for all primary schools is almost identical to those for secondary schools.
Segregation between all schools in terms of families in poverty decreased after 1989–90. Where other
indicators are available, segregation by ethnic group, first language, and additional educational need has
also declined since 1989. These changes over time represent important and long-term shifts in the socio-
economic composition of schools. There is no evidence, on the figures presented here, to link education
markets with increasing segregation. These polices are not necessarily associated with increasing
concentrations of disadvantaged children in some schools and their absence in others, rather the reverse. In
1995, 1996 and 1997, segregation in England stayed at around 30%. This suggests that the imposition of
school choice on a system with the level of segregation found in 1989 led to progressively less segregated
schools (in general) as successive cohorts moved from primary to secondary school. Once all of the students
in secondary schools had entered since 1989, this trend ceased and the position stabilised. In essence, the

51 The figures were obtained from the annual school census. The level of segregation for any area of analysis is defined as the
proportion of disadvantaged students who would have to exchange schools for there to be an proportionate spread of
disadvantage. More precisely, where Ai and Ci represent the number of pupils in the minority group and total number of pupils
in each school respectively, X and Z are the total number of pupils in the minority group and the total number of all pupils
sampled in each country.
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impact of choice policies—if that is what it is—was limited and relatively short-lived. Subsequently, from
1998 to 2001, segregation in England increased every year to around 33%, after a change of government in
the UK in 1997, and the introduction of the 1998 School Standards and Framework Act.

According to the PISA study, by 2001 the UK still had lower-than-average segregation among schools
on all relevant indicators of social disadvantage and attainment (Table 1). It was, with Luxembourg, the
only country to be in that position (but it should be noted that this dataset cannot compare in completeness
to the one used above). Unlike Luxembourg, however, the UK also had less-than-average polarization of
results (by family wealth for example). This polarization, or segregation by outcome, is strongly associated
with the degree of selection in any national school system. After 12 years of public choice, the UK still has
one of the fairest school systems in the European Union.

Table 1

SEGREGATION INDEX (S) FOR LOWEST 10% SCORE ON PARENTAL OCCUPATION
SCALE, LOWEST 10% SCORE ON PISA INDEX OF FAMILY WEALTH, AND STUDENTS

BORN OUTSIDE COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE

Country Parental occupation Family wealth Country of origin Reading score

All EU 33 28 48 49
Austria 36 (!.04) 24 (".08) 49 (!.01) 62 (!.12)
Belgium 36 (!.04) 26 (".04) 45 (".03) 66 (!.15)
Denmark 33 28 42 (".07) 39 (".11)
Finland 36 (!.04) 21 (".14) 55 (!.07) 27 (".29)
France 31 (".03) 31 (!.05) 47 (".01) 56 (!.07)
Germany 36 (!.04) 33 (!.08) 41 (".08) 61 (!.11)
Greece 43 (!.13) 26 (".04) 48 58 (!.08)
Ireland 29 (".06) 30 (!.03) 45 (".03) 39 (".11)
Italy 30 (".05) 27 (".02) 55 (!.07) 58 (!.08)
Luxembourg 24 (".16) 23 (".10) 24 (".33) 41 (".09)
Netherlands 30 (".05) 23 (".10) 41 (".08) 66 (!.15)
Portugal 40 (!.10) 36 (!.13) 35 (".16) 48 (".01)
Spain 32 (".02) 28 57 (!.09) 40 (".10)
Sweden 27 (".10) 29 (!.02) 40 (".07) 29 (".26)
UK 31 (".03) 26 (".04) 46 (".02) 43 (".07)

Note: The values in each cell are for S calculated for the lowest 10% of the sample as measured by family
wealth, parental occupation or reading score, or for those born outside the test country. The figures in
brackets are the proportionate deviation between S for that country and for the EU as a whole, ie (country
score—EU score)/(country score ! EU score).

The overall pattern of reduced segregation between schools from 1989–95 also appears in every economic
region in England (and Wales). Schools in Wales were more mixed in socioeconomic terms than their
counterparts in England (Gorard and Fitz 1998b), and segregation there continued to decline to 2001.
Similar trends have emerged from Scotland (Paterson 2001). The greatest proportionate decreases were in
the South East and Outer London. These diVerences between the home nations and the variation of trends
over time within England would suggest that there are several factors aVecting between-school segregation.
In accounting for the patterns observed in school segregation over time, both demographic and
socioeconomic changes have to factored into the analysis alongside changes in policy (see below). One
should not naively attribute any and all changes in segregation to the introduction of choice and competition
in the state-funded education system, as other researchers have done (eg Gewirtz et al 1995).

The findings also suggest no strong connection between markets and the changing rates of school closures,
nor schools going into “spirals of decline.” The number of children per secondary school in England has
generally been increasing since 1947 (the earliest figures available). This is partly due to population growth
and urbanisation, partly due to successive raising of the school-leaving age, and more recently due to school
closures. In the period of our investigation (1989–2001), the number of students per school dropped slightly
in the first year after the 1988 reforms, but has grown steadily since. This would lead us to expect that schools
in “spirals of decline” would be rare, since even “unsuccessful” schools might be expected to grow in
numbers (or at least maintain their size). In addition, the closure of schools leads to mixing students from
previously distinct catchments, and could lead directly to less socioeconomic segregation. Economic growth
(in this case of numbers of schools) would tend to lead to segregation, while declining numbers leads to
desegregation (Kacapyr 1996).
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Over the period from 1990 to 1995, therefore, when segregation between schools was declining, the
number of state schools was also falling, and so the school population was divided into fewer units. At the
same time, fewer students from higher-income families attended fee-paying schools and fewer students with
special needs attended separate schools (see above). Between these factors, all of which may or may not be
related to market forces, we may be able to explain much of the drop in segregation.

The Geography of School Placement

Segregation declined in most Local Education Authorities (and the same is true at the district and school
level). Areas with a sizeable proportion of residents living in poverty are more likely to be evenly distributed
than in areas where only a small proportion of the population are living in poverty. As overall levels of
poverty rise, the population in poverty are likely to be more evenly distributed. Conversely, as overall levels
of poverty fall the population left in poverty are likely to be more concentrated in space, at least in the short
term. There is extreme bifurcation of income in some Local Education Authorities which lose a large
proportion of its population to fee-paying schools. One Local Education Authority had 44% of students
leave the borough to attend faith-based and Foundation schools elsewhere. Thus, the Local Education
Authority has a very large proportion of free-school-meal students in its schools, and very little Local
Education Authority-level segregation—“equality of poverty.” Where the population is not bifurcated,
segregation can still be lower because of the uniformity of the population. Segregation is generally lower in
the North East and Wales, where the population is less variable in terms of class structure, income and other
socioeconomic indicators. The suggestion here is that segregation depends on the local variability of
potential school users as much as their allocation to schools.

However, some Local Education Authorities showed little or no change in segregation between 1989 and
1995. In some cases the lack of change is due to a lack of alternative schools (the Scilly Isles has only one
school) or low population density (Dyfed has an average of 0.2 persons per hectare). A partial explanation
also lies in the Local Education Authority procedures for allocating contested secondary school places since
1989. In CardiV, for example, secondary schools used matched primary schools whose leavers were
guaranteed a place. As these primary schools themselves ran a catchment area system so, eVectively, did the
secondary schools. Another example involves the rule that siblings of those already in a particular school
take priority. This would lead to a slight inhibition in the year-on-year socio-economic variation within a
school. Similar considerations apply to Local Education Authorities who are only prepared to fund free
travel to the closest school from a child’s home. In eVect, these Local Education Authorities are saying to
poor families: “The Government claims you can choose any school you like, but if you choose a non-
adjacent one you must pay for the travel yourself.” In summary, these stable Local Education Authorities
are those in which a market for schools in incapable of operating—for structural, geographical or
political reasons.

A minority of Local Education Authorities showed an increase in segregation between 1989 and 1995,
but only one showed a regular year-on-year increase. Some of these Local Education Authorities, such as
Bromley and Buckinghamshire, run an overtly selective system of grammar schools, while others, such as
Haringey, are deeply aVected by the policy of Grant-maintained (Foundation) schools. These schools
control their own admissions policies and therefore draw their intake from wide areas that often extend
beyond the boundaries of Local Education Authorities. If these schools are drawing in a more privileged
intake than surrounding neighbourhood schools, then this would show up as increasing segregation.
Overall, these diVerences between Local Education Authorities highlight the danger of attempting to
generalise from a small-scale study in a few areas.

In general, the decline in segregation is greatest in densely populated regions (with housing for rich and
poor close together), with large numbers of secondary schools and with transport links that make the idea
of choosing from a range of schools a feasible proposition for parents from across the socio-economic
spectrum. They are, therefore, perhaps the most likely to show change in a market-like situation. It would
be expected that oVering choice of schools, or any other change in the policy of allocating school places,
would have less impact on patterns of enrolment in rural areas with fewer candidate schools within a
reasonable travelling distance for most families. The largest single factor determining the level of segregation
in schools is therefore the pattern of local housing, since even in a system of choice most children attend a
school near their home. And the irony of this, as one commentator notes, is that “in Britain, the dominant
view . . . is still that selection of students by ability . . . is an insidious route back to elitism . . ., yet selection
by residence is acceptable even if it is leading to the concentration of privilege among better-oV families
living close to more-desired schools” (Hirsch 1997, p 163)

British cities represent a distinct ecological structure, largely as a result of the large public housing sector
(Herbert and Thomas 1990). They are typically characterised by distinct neighbourhoods, each with their
own socio-spatial dialectic, and diVerent social groups live in distinct areas of the city (Reynolds 1986). This
can influence more than variations in housing since “the social geography of the city is itself likely to generate
or reinforce diVerences in values from one neighbourhood to another, for the socio-demographic
composition of diVerent neighbourhoods creates distinctive local reference groups which contribute
significantly to people’s attitudes to life” (Knox 1995, p 62). The role of schools and education in urban, and
even rural, life plays its own part in generating and reinforcing these diVerent values between
neighbourhoods. Indeed, many schools have been part of creating neighbourhoods, as they provide
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significant points of community contact (Davies and Herbert 1993). As Robson (1969) discovered in a study
in Sunderland, parental attitudes toward education were strongly aVected by the character of their
residential neighbourhood. “The de facto segregation brought about by concentration of social classes in
cities result in schools with unequal moral climates which likewise aVect the motivation of the child, not
necessarily by inculcating a sense of inferiority, but rather by providing a diVerent ethos in which to perceive
values” (Wilson 1959, p 845).

In England and Wales, diVerent social classes have long been substantially segregated from each other by
residence, which has made any attempt to create a good social mix in local comprehensive schools very
diYcult, and the situation does not seem to be improving. In fact, residential segregation may itself be
reinforced by the rising cost of property in desirable catchment areas, leading to selection by postcode and
the continuance of educational “ghettoisation” (Association of Teachers and Lecturers 2000). Leech and
Campos (2000) reported that in Coventry there is an estimated premium of 15% to 19% for neighbourhoods
surrounding popular schools. This is more significant given that Coventry Local Education Authority
operated a “designated” area policy for oversubscribed schools. Advocates of increased school choice have
suggested choice as a partial antidote to this self-sustaining cycle of residential segregation, and there is
some, albeit limited, evidence that this is possible. There has been a progressive rise in the use of schools
further away from home since 1980 (Stillman 1990), and out-of-catchment schools have been chosen by
more children from “struggling” neighbourhoods than “prosperous” ones, and this is likely to reflect a
greater dissatisfaction with their local school among those living in poorer areas (Parsons et al 2000).

Benn and Chitty (1996) report that at the peak of the comprehensive process (sometime around 1968),
62% of comprehensive schools drew children mainly from council housing estates or areas of mixed housing
with a substandard element. By 1994 this had fallen to 31% of comprehensive schools. So, if the geographical
link between home and school was weakened, even slightly, during the 1990s by a program of school choice,
then perhaps has residential segregation also declined over time by creating a circle of integrating forces?
This is what Taeuber et al (1981) described as the “Belfast” model, when they found some evidence that
residential segregation by ethnicity declined in Kentucky following the increasing integration of schools.
UK policies to produce mixed housing schemes providing enough aVordable houses in each area are popular
with those, such as Demos and IPPR, who wish to extend choice to the socially excluded (SutcliVe 2000).
A similar phenomenon was hypothesised by Goldhaber (2000) who suggested that, paradoxically, by
increasing choice in urban areas one can actually reduce white flight and associated residential segregation,
since parents no longer need to move away from city centers in order to use suburban schools. It is certainly
the case for a variety of reasons (the nature of travel, for instance) that geographical location is the key to
understanding the impact of choice on the school system (Taylor and Gorard 2001).

Diversity of Schooling

Choice does not lead, naturally, to diversity of provision in the UK All schools are constrained not only
by the National Curriculum and its testing and inspection regime, but also the more general equal
opportunity, racial equality, and human rights legislation in force. The pressure to diversify school
provision, and move away from what one minister unfortunately referred to as the “bog-standard”
comprehensive model (ie undiVerentiated all-ability schools), comes from policymakers and their advocate-
advisers rather than popular demand. The large private schools that were part of the Assisted Places Scheme
are very similar in nature.52 City Technology Colleges are few in number. Many Foundation (previously
Grant-maintained) schools changed to their current status simply to avoid the threat of closure by their local
authority, or to retain selection. They were not, generally, motivated by a diVerent mission (such as religion),
and for the majority of schools opting out of Local Education Authority control may have seemed to risky,
and was anyway only possible where there was considerable local parental support. Specialist, faith-based,
and Welsh-speaking schools are not generally being driven to expand in number by parental choice based
on their sui generis nature (but based on their somewhat specious claims to be more eVective than standard
schools, see for example Gorard 2001). The heads of schools that seek to become specialist are motivated
by the additional £150k that they receive initially, plus a further £123 per pupil per annum recurrent funding.
Diversification in the UK is almost entirely top-down in nature.

Local levels of segregation of disadvantaged students are largely determined by non-educational factors,
such as the geography of each area. Once these wider factors are accounted for, areas in which there is little
diversity in the nature of local schooling (where all schools are Local Education Authority-controlled
comprehensives, for example) have generally lower levels of segregation, and have until recently tended to
reduce those levels further. Areas with considerable diversity, on the other hand (where school allocation
by selection, faith, fees, or specialism appears), have higher levels of segregation and have tended to maintain
these levels over time. Where diversity increases, so too does segregation. This remains the case in the
analysis of our national dataset whatever the publicised criteria of allocation to schools are (Gorard and
Fitz 2000).

52 There are some very small private schools, arising largely from home schooling arrangements, usually with a minority religious
basis. These are very cheap and volatile in nature, usually providing their own curricula, and leading to their own tests and
so not appearing in league tables of results.
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The implications of this for the current expansion of specialist and faith-based schools should be
immediately apparent. Whatever merits these schemes have (and the evidence for these merits is far from
conclusive), they also present a real danger of creating greater socioeconomic division in the education
system. However, the same argument applies to areas with relatively high proportions of Foundation (opted
out) schools (and to Welsh-medium schools in Wales), even where these schools are not specialist, faith-
based or selective. What all of these minority school types have in common is the ability to act as their own
admission authorities, and perhaps it is this, rather than their marketing identities, that is the chief
determinant of increased segregation in their local areas. The presence of fee-paying schools is also related
to increasingly segregated Local Education Authorities. This may be related to their admission
arrangements, such as the use of selection and the ability of some parents to express their commitment to
a particular religion. Diversity drives segregation by giving people a reason other than perceived quality,
rightly or wrongly, to use a school other than their nearest. That is, diversification of schooling can override
fairness in the distribution of school places.

If a policy of increased diversity is deemed desirable in the UK, and that is present government policy
(Smithers 2001), then our analysis argues that it should be organised fairly. If advocates of diversity and
specialisation are convinced that this is best route to raising standards then in all fairness, to test whether
their policy options are the right ones, specialist and the anachronistic faith-based schools should not receive
preferential funding. Nor should they be allowed to select, or to use a diVerent admissions process to the
schools with which they are in competition. Then we will be able to see the strength of their advocates’
arguments. Two Local Education Authorities in our sub-sample have specialist schools that are based on
catchment areas just like the remaining schools in the Local Education Authority (Gorard and Taylor 2001).
These specialist schools take approximately their fair share of disadvantaged students, and they do not have
superior public examination results.

Promoting Equity and Social Inclusion

What this evidence shows is that there are various determinants of school segregation. The most
important ones are geographical, including population density, the nature of local housing, the diversity of
the local population, and local levels of residential segregation (see also Willms and Paterson 1995). Once
geographical and economic determinants are accounted for, there is little variance left in the model, and
most that remains is accounted for by school organisation factors, such as the nature and number of local
schools. There is almost nothing left for marketisation to explain, and it is accordingly very diYcult to
attribute school-level changes to policy changes over time. The local variation in the implementation of
national policy, and the lack of diversity or even alternative schools in some regions, show a simple and
universal model of market outcomes to be invalid (it depends on the status ante, for example, see also
Narodowski and Nores 2002). What choice policies may do is change the rules by which segregation takes
place, but without markedly increasing or eliminating levels of segregation that are largely shaped by
structural factors.

Given that the genie is out of the bottle, it is very likely that some measure of parental choice of school
will remain part of any future policy. The choice process can be reformed by coordinating the admissions
process across and within Local Education Authorities (SutcliVe, 2001). Using a single application form,
and handling all responses on the same day nationally would help prevent multiple place allocation and
wasted spaces, and it would reduce bureaucracy. Given the limitation of residential segregation, and its
interaction with school segregation, incentives, such as council-tax exemption, could be provided for high-
attaining primary pupils to attend designated secondary schools in poorer areas (Schoon, 2001).
Alternatively, schools in diYcult areas could receive higher levels of preferential funding. Authorities should
be encouraged to fund surplus places, allowing popular schools to grow past their planned admissions
numbers, rather than an increasing number of appeals, and rationalise their school provision through
closures where necessary, rather than having a larger number of schools tied to rigidly defined residential
areas. The arrangements for free travel should be the same across Local Education Authorities and between
diVerent school types. A return to all-school banding by ability in urban areas, whereby children are tested
before entry to secondary school and each school is then constrained to admit students proportionately
across the ability range, would help to further decrease socioeconomic segregation.

Until recently, there has been relatively little diversity within the UK school system where the National
Curriculum and associated orders (including those for religious and personal and social education) have
constrained diVerences. Therefore, a considerable increase in choice (ability to express a preference) has not
led to balkanisation of the school system. The biggest diVerences between types of schools have been in the
methods of recruiting and allocating students, and it is diYcult to untangle these from their claims to
diVerent ethos and eVectiveness. The implication of this for those wishing to see greater equity is that all
schools should be allowed to recruit across larger areas (and appropriate free travel should then be provided
for the poorest sections of society). Most crucially, diversity of provision should stem from demand, and
should take place in a clear culture of diVerent but equal for all school types—with equal funding, and
identical procedures for application, allocation and appeals. Only then will we be able to see whether it is
the specialisation that makes specialist schools special, and whether it is the religious ethos that leads
voluntary-aided and voluntary-controlled schools to better examination results, for example. My own
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suspicion is that neither proposition holds and that schools are, quite rationally, using the rules of school
choice to improve the nature of their annual student intake as well as attempting to improve the nature of
their outcomes.

23 July 2003

Memorandum submitted by the Campaign for State Education (SA 13)

Summary of Main Points

— The committee will want to examine some issues in relation to the new Code of Practice on school
admissions and the extent to which its overall aim will be met ie that “school admission
arrangements should work for the benefits of all parents and children in an area”

— The Code allows LEAs to adopt diVerent means of working out parental preferences, eg treating
them as equal or treating them as ranked. All would be equally acceptable to the DfES. This could
lead to problems in some areas.

— The Code does little to alter the situation that schools which are their own admission authorities
are more able to choose pupils as they set their own admission criteria.

— It is as yet unclear how actively admission forums will interpret their role to “assess how well
existing and proposed admission arrangements “serve the interests of local parents and children”.

— Government policy seems to be if there is no local objection then a particular admissions system
can continue. This passive stance seems to be an abdication of responsibility.

— Many schools which are admission authorities have an over subscription criterion which requires
parents to express a first preference for the school and the school gives priority to those
applications. The committee should examine this practice and its implications.

— By creating CTCs and Academies Governments have complicated further an already too complex
admissions system.

— Faith schools are publicly funded presumably on the basis that they have something to oVer the
community. If that is so it is contradictory to allow them to select only pupils from their particular
religious group.

— London is a special case. The committee might wish to investigate this further.

— It is only when parents start to choose schools for their children that they realise that for many the
reality is that schools choose pupils. Parents and their children have more choice of schools if all
local schools admit children of all abilities.

— Parent groups have to be highly organised if they wish to object using the limited opportunities
they are given to object, not least because they would have to be aware of the potential diYculties
a year ahead.

— The Government’s approach to giving parents rights to object to local admission policies including
selection is hugely inconsistent.

— Both schools and the Government should ask themselves why many English children should
continue to face selection at 11, as clearly many schools are able to demonstrate that excellence
can be achieved without selective admissions.

— It is clear that the petitioning and balloting system put in place by the School Standards and
Framework Act will not result in an end to selection.

— CASE believes selection by aptitude should be removed, it creates complications and unfairnesses
and there is no evidence of its contribution to raising standards.

— In the absence of Government action changes in covert selection will only come about if local
agencies ie LEAs, school governing bodies and Admission Forums take action.

— If parents want their child to have access to particular facilities, sport facilities for example, the law
allows them to express a preference for the school, this gives the “choice” to the parent, selection on
aptitude gives the choice to the school.

— Clearly an education system can play a part in encouraging social cohesion. Selection results in
schools which are socially divided.

— In discussions of admissions and selection the eVect on children is often ignored.

— The existence of selection adds to costs, diverting money which could be better spent on pupils”
education. This applies also to the costs of administering the selection process.

— There is evidence to indicate that retaining selection lowers standards in the areas where it remains.
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— In conclusion—1. If selection on ability and aptitude were removed admission processes would
become simpler and fairer for pupils, parents and schools. 2. If the Code of Practice is to ensure
“school admission arrangements should work for the benefits of all parents and children in an
area” there will need to be more changes. 3. The Government should grasp the nettle of ending
selection otherwise its harmful eVect on children and their education will continue.

Implementation and Coordination of School Admission Policies

The School Admissions Code of Practice 2003

1. The admission criteria for entry to schools when they are over subscribed are decided by the admission
authority following consultation and in line with current government circulars. In voluntary aided and
foundation (ex grant maintained schools) schools the admission authority is the governing body, in county
and voluntary controlled schools it is the LEA.

2. There has been an increase in the number of schools able to act as their own admission authority,
setting the criteria for admission when the school is over subscribed. This resulted in part from the Education
Reform Act 1988 which allowed for the setting up of grant maintained schools. Over 30% of secondary
schools are admission authorities.

3. A new Code of Practice (February 2003) has introduced several changes notably the requirement that
LEAs are to co-ordinate admission arrangements. There is much to welcome in the Code which should
encourage more fairness in admissions. The overall aim of the Code is to ensure that “school admission
arrangements should work for the benefits of all parents and children in an area”. Parental and pupil
interviews are to be ended for all schools to which the Code applies.

4. Most provisions of the Code apply to intakes from September 2004 but some will only be introduced
for intakes in September 2005. As a result it is too early to provide evidence of the eVects of the new Code.
Secondary school appeals have increased, the latest figures for secondary schools show 69,200 appeals were
lodged by parents against non-admission of their children for 2001–02, an increase of 9% from 2000–01.

5. However it would be useful for the committee to examine some issues in relation to the Code and the
extent to which its overall aim will be met ie that “school admission arrangements should work for the
benefits of all parents and children in an area”.

6. The Code indicates that LEAs can adopt diVerent means of working out parental preferences, eg
treating them as equal or treating them as ranked. All would be equally acceptable to the DfES.

7. Two possible complications suggest themselves:

(a) The Code requires selective LEAs to ensure parental preferences have to be expressed before
selection tests for the grammar schools so as not to disadvantage parents living further from the
school wishing to have all ability education for their children. However if all preferences are treated
equally this will mean parents who live nearer the all ability school but who enter their child for
the entrance test will still be enabled to have two “first choices” one for the grammar school and
one for the nearer all ability school.

(b) When eventually inter LEA arrangements are to be drawn up neighbouring LEAs might adopt
diVerent approaches to preference. This could mean parents applying on their LEA form for
neighbouring LEA would have their preferences treated diVerently.

8. The Code does little to alter the situation that schools which are their own admission authorities are
more able to choose pupils as they set their own admission criteria. Evidence already submitted to the
committee (Secondary school admissions in England: Exploring the extent of overt and covert selection.
West and Hind. RISE www.risetrust.org.uk April 2003 ) shows that schools which are admission authorities
are far more likely to introduce selection.

9. Clearly the admission forums are crucially important to bring about fairness in the system. However
this is as yet untried in all LEAs. It is as yet unclear how actively these forums will interpret their role to
“assess how well existing and proposed admission arrangements “serve the interests of local parents and
children”. It is not clear how much advice in addition to the Code will be provided to Admission Forums.
It is possible that consultation with all schools and parents from the forum will be patchy and that admission
forums could be unrepresentative.

10. Although the Code is clear that admission criteria should be clear fair and objective there will be no
change unless objections are made, even presumably over admission criteria which do not seem to meet the
requirements of the Code. This illustrates what seems to be the overriding Government policy ie if there is
no local objection then the situation can continue. This passive stance seems to be an abdication of
responsibility.

11. Many schools which are admission authorities have an over subscription criterion which requires
parents to express a first preference for the school and the school gives priority to those applications. The
committee should examine this practice and the implications of it. It seems to advantage schools which are
admission authorities. It means where parents live equidistantly from two schools they are forced to put the
one which has this criterion first and thereby might lose their second ranked preference. It seems to conflict
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with schemes which allow all preferences to be treated equally. However since faith schools are allowed to
give priority to parents who want faith education it seems reasonable that all ability schools in selective areas
should be allowed to give priority to parents who want comprehensive education. This is an issue in Kent
which no doubt the committee will want to investigate.

CTCs and Academies

12. As the Code (6.4) points out Academies and CTCs are independent schools although publicly funded.
By creating these independent schools Governments have complicated further an already too complex
admissions system. CTCs have to be invited rather than required to participate. This seems incredible for
what are publicly funded schools.

13. Academies and CTCs must be brought into all local arrangements including Admission Forums,
requirements to consult locally and publications. The common application form should include academies
and CTCs. Their admission policies must be monitored and made public.

Faith schools

14. If faith schools are to remain we wish to see them required to open places to pupils living in the local
area, regardless of their faith or none. Faith schools are publicly funded presumably on the basis that they
have something to oVer the community. If that is so it is contradictory to allow them to select only pupils
from their particular religious group.

15. It is likely that there are primary schools which are designated as having a religious character but have
all their places as open places. There might be many village schools which fit this category. There should be
more secondary schools with the same policy.

London

16. Coldron found that “competition for places in London schools appears to be more intense than
elsewhere. London parents were the least likely to be oVered places for their child in the school they would
most like—nearly 70% compared with 85% nationally. (Coldron Research Report 2001 DfES)

17. It is surprising therefore that the DFES study from the London Challenge—“Transforming London
Secondary Schools” published earlier in the year although drawing attention to the large numbers of pupils
moving across London had nothing to say about the eVect of admissions. The committee might wish to
investigate this further.

Parents and admissions

18. Since the 1980s much has been made by successive Governments of the concept of parental choice.
It is only when parents start to choose schools for their children that they realise that for many the reality
is that schools choose pupils. Rather than a choice of local schools many parents are faced with a pecking
order of schools. Parents and their children have more choice of schools if all local schools admit children
of all abilities.

19. Although admission authorities are required to consult on admission arrangements it is only when
the admission process starts that parents realise that some admission criteria exclude their children. By then
of course it is too late for parents to object either to the LEA or the admission forum, or even if they were
entitled, to the Adjudicator.

20. If local schools propose to introduce selection by aptitude parents cannot object. They can only make
their views know indirectly by pressing admission authorities ie to object to their local LEA or the governing
bodies of voluntary or foundation schools, or contacting the Admission Forum, in particular the Parent
Governor Representatives. Parent groups have to be highly organised if they wish to object using the limited
opportunities they are given to object, not least because they would have to be aware of the potential
diYculties a year ahead. Nonetheless the Government has seen fit to restrict their rights to object.

21. The Government’s approach to giving parents rights to object to local admission policies including
selection is hugely inconsistent (paras 22–27).

22. In the specific case of existing partial selection on ability parents can object to the Adjudicator when
a school publishes its proposed admission criteria. Objections have to be made within six weeks of the notice
of admission arrangements in the newspaper. Objections have to be made by 10 or more primary parents
living in the relevant area.

23. The previous Code of Practice indicated that parents should make sure that in their complaint they
oVer evidence of the eVect partial selection is having. It said their evidence should show that:

— local pupils who could otherwise expect to be admitted to the school, are in eVect being denied
admission;
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— other schools in the area are suVering adverse changes in their pupil profile as a result of the school
creaming oV high ability pupils;

— there are diYculties for pupils placement across the whole area;

— many children are having to travel unreasonable distances to school;

— it is diYcult for the LEA to ensure that there are suYcient school places;

— an already limited choice of school in isolated rural areas is being limited; and

— children are being adversely aVected by having to sit a number of tests to gain a place at a local
school.

24. It is not clear why this advice to those objecting to existing partial selection does not appear in the
current Code. Contacts CASE has had with parents wishing to object in the past indicates that it is diYcult
for them to assemble evidence for the Adjudicator.

25. If a local school wishes to start banding its intake, as this change requires a statutory consultation,
parents can object, in the same way as any other local people. The School Organisation Committee has to
consider the objection. The Adjudicator may be called upon to make a ruling if the SOC disagrees in its
response to the proposal.

26. In relation to grammar schools (except for the unlikely possibility that governing bodies will make a
change) only parents can vote for change to end selection.

27. Parents may object if local schools propose to fix an admission number which is lower than its
capacity assessment. So while parents may not object if every local school starts to select 10% on aptitude
thereby potentially reducing available places to their child they can object if the schools wish to reduce
admissions by 10% or less, which may have a similar eVect on the availability of places.

Selection

28. In brief current Government policy seems to be—“no-more selection (except banding, in sixth forms
and by aptitude)” and “existing selection can stay unless some local people want it to change”. Clearly the
Government wishes to promote inclusion and high standards. The Code states that admission arrangements
should work for the benefit of all. That said it is diYcult to see why the Government maintains a policy on
selection which is clearly at odds with these aims.

29. In a recent article the Chief Schools Adjudicator said schools proposing to select should ask
themselves why they need to select pupils. He said “There should be a clearly thought through statement of
what the school hopes to achieve by selection and why it is prepared to devote resources and energy to a process
that has proved to be both time consuming and expensive”. Times Educational Supplement 11.7.2003

30. All primary schools are comprehensive in their admission policies. Both secondary schools and the
Government should ask themselves why should many English children continue to face selection at 11, as
clearly many schools are able to demonstrate that excellence can be achieved without selective admissions.

Selection in the English Education System

Grammar Schools

31. There are 164 grammar schools in England, each likely to be creaming from the intake of three times
that number of de facto secondary moderns. So we have a situation in England where roughly 20% of
secondary schools, and the children in them are faced with the eVects of selection.

32. Of the 150 LEAs in England—15 LEAs (Bexley, Bournemouth, Buckinghamshire, Kent, Kingston,
Lincolnshire, Medway, Poole, Reading, Slough, Southend, Sutton, Torbay, TraVord and Wirral) can be
considered fully selective. About one in five of their secondary pupils are in grammar schools.

33. Another 21 LEAs have grammar schools (Barnet, Birmingham, Bromley, Calderdale, Cumbria,
Devon, Enfield, Essex, Gloucestershire, Kirklees, Lancashire, Liverpool, North Yorkshire, Plymouth,
Redbridge, Stoke on Trent, Telford and Wrekin, Walsall, Warwickshire, Wiltshire and Wolverhampton).

34. The School Standards and Framework Act stopped the few LEAs which are the admission authority
for their grammar schools from publishing proposals to change their status to comprehensive. Only the
governing bodies of the grammar schools concerned are allowed to do that under the regulations now in
force.

35. It is clear that the petitioning and balloting system put in place by the School Standards and
Framework Act will not result in an end to selection. Not only are there the complex requirements for huge
petitions; unfairnesses in the eligibility to vote and virtual silencing of education professionals and the
Government, but, crucially there are no plans for a comprehensive system for which local campaigners can
campaign. So “better the devil” you know” arguments hold sway. Meanwhile the cost of gathering
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information to provide parental lists in order for petitions to be gathered has so far resulted in public
spending of £1,102,945 since 1999 (Written Parliamentary Answer David Miliband 8 April 2003). (Appendix
1 details some of the complexities of the system).

36. Much of this research quoted in this submission has been examined in a pamphlet by education
Professors Edwards and Tomlinson which has been submitted to the Committee. (Selection isn’t working.
Diversity, standards and inequality in secondary education. Tony Edwards and Sally Tomlinson. Catalyst.
October 2002). They concluded that the retention of grammar schools is a matter of public interest on which
Government policy should be much clearer than it is.

37. Edwards and Tomlinson quoted research by Bradley and Taylor which showed an increase in
selection in that grammar school places have increased by nearly 20% between 1992 to 2000. The
Government has recently announced that school expansion will be made easier. If grammar schools take
this opportunity to expand selection will increase.

Overt and covert selection

38. Apart from overt selection research by West and Hind found covert selection by unfair admission
criteria in a significant minority of secondary schools which are their own admission authorities. Change in
these will only come about if local agencies ie LEAs and Admission Forums take action.

Partial selection

39. When the school next door selects it puts pressure on neighbouring schools to do it, in order to keep
their places in the pecking order.

Partial selection on ability

40. In 1997 rather than ending the partial selection on ability which had been introduced in some areas
as a result of schools opting out the Labour Government stopped any further selection and introduced a
means of change, should there be local objections, in the School Standards and Framework Act. Section
100 of the SSFA allows schools which were selecting pupils on the basis of ability or aptitude at the beginning
of the 1997–98 school year to continue provided that it has continued to admit on this basis continuously
since that time and that there is no increase in the proportion of pupils selected and no change in the basis
of selection. An amendment allowing parents to object to existing partial selection was introduced as the
SSFA went through Parliament when it was pointed out that although the Government had criticised the
eVect of partial selection it had provided no opportunity for local parents to make a change.

41. Although it is impossible yet to have a clear national picture it seems despite past opportunities to
select most schools have not taken up the opportunity. In some partial selection hotspots such as
Wandsworth and Hertfordshire Adjudicator’s decisions have reduced some selection by ability.

Partial selection on aptitude

42. All schools which have a specialism may select 10% of their intake on “aptitude” for specified subjects.
No definition of, or procedure for, selection by aptitude distinguishes its reliably from selection by ability.
The previous report from the committee was right to raise concerns about this provision to select. CASE
has been in correspondence with the DfES over this for many years (see Appendix 2). It seems Government
pronouncements in order to justify it become more and more tortuous. CASE believes selection by aptitude
should be removed, it creates complications and unfairnesses with no evidence of its contribution to raising
standards. There are many reasons for this (paras 43–49).

43. The committee’s previous report quoted work by West and Hind, which found some schools selecting
on aptitude were, in reality, selecting on ability or attainment.

44. Researchers at SheYeld Hallam University (Admission policies and practices of selective and
partially selective in England, Coldron et al BERA 2001)) who have worked on school admissions, have
concluded “Specialist school status in itself does not lead to a change in the intake of a school relative to other
schools in the area. The use of the option to select does. Our view is that it is probably the case that there is a
principled and political objection to an increase (or even continuation) of selection by general ability on the
part of the Government but that the 10% option for selection by aptitude will have similar eVects”.

45. Even if only 10% of places are reserved for pupils with a particular aptitude, many more children will
be put through the test, if schools start to select. Parents living locally will be concerned that their children
might not get in and might be tempted to put them in for the test “just in case”. This adds to the burden of
tests on our children.

46. Inevitably the introduction of 10% selection on aptitude reduces parental choice for all local parents
whose children do not have the “aptitude” who might otherwise have got a place.
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47. When challenged the usual Government response is that most schools do not use their right to select,
so the retention of this policy is justified by saying it is rarely used.

48. Currently few schools have taken up the 10% selection on aptitude option. However it is easier for
schools which are admission authorities to introduce selection. Of the 25 specialist schools listed in a recent
parliamentary answer as selecting part of their intake only one is a community school. (PQ 23 January 2002.
House of Commons). Any community school that wishes, with local agreement, can transfer from
community to foundation status. A school becoming a foundation school becomes an admission authority.
There has been an increase in secondary schools becoming admission authorities. If more schools were
admission authorities it would be easier for 10% selection to spread in a domino eVect as neighbouring
schools react to one school introducing selection. So there is the potential for a huge increase in selection.

49. Access to particular facilities has been cited in support of aptitude selection. However if parents want
their child to have access to particular facilities, sport facilities for example they can express a preference for
the school, this gives the “choice” to the parents rather than the schools. Government should be aiming to
ensure all children have access to the specialist facilities they might need—regardless of which schools
they attend.

Social segregation and selective admissions

50. If we are to encourage a socially cohesive society, children need to learn how to live and work
together. Clearly an education system can play a part in encouraging social cohesion. Selection results in
schools which are socially divided. The Government is committed to promoting community cohesion
through schools (Schools Organisation Committee Guidance consultation document Spring 2003) An
important factor in achieving strong, bonded communities with a common sense of place, is to allow them
to grow together. As a IPPR report said ..the quality of local social relations aVect the quality of life of
individuals and families . . . At the aggregate level, there is evidence to show that areas with a predominance of
certain types of social relations or social capital, wil be healthier, more prosperous or less crime ridden than
others. (Reclaiming community Nash IPPR 2002) What better starting place for this than in schools?

51. The comparison between the proportion of children known to be eligible for free school meals in
selective and non selective secondary schools (2.7% compared to 17.1%) illustrates the stark social division
as a result of selection (Written Parliamentary Answer 1.11.2000).

52. In Buckinghamshire, a fully selective LEA, for example, there is clear evidence that selection
discriminates against children on the basis of class, race and special needs. The non selective schools in Bucks
have 11% of their pupils eligible for free school meals, compared to 1% in the grammar schools; there are
30% ethnic minority pupils compared to 18% in the grammar schools; and 21% with special educational
needs compared to 4% in grammar schools (The Penalty Costs of Upper School Funding. Levacic, March
and Newson IoE. October 2002).

53. The Institute of Public Policy Research (IPPR) recently reported (Schooling in London An overview.
Martin Johnson. IPPR February 2003) on schooling in London. Drawing attention to the social segregation
of London schools and its eVect on performance, the report recommended that Admission by selection
according to ability or aptitude must be ended.

54. An End Child Poverty report published recently (Child Poverty and Education Briefing Paper End
Child Poverty and National Children’s Bureau 2003) looked at the class gap in attainment. It drew attention
to the fact that the rate at which the performance of children from diVerent social classes diverges during
secondary schools is faster in areas where the 11 plus is retained. It called for the removal of all types of
selection within the maintained system, and the establishment of admission policies geared towards maximising
the social mix in any school.

55. Some researchers have concluded that there is little diVerence in overall outcomes between selective
and comprehensive systems. In view of the eVect of selection on social inclusion and children, this is an
argument for change. (Using National Value-Added Datasets to Explore the eVects of school diversity. Ian
and Sandie Schagen. British Educational Research Association. September 2002; Comprehensive secondary
education—building on success. 2002 published by the Campaign for State Education: The Grammar
School Question. Crook, Power and Whitty. Institute of Education. 1999)

56. House prices can rise in areas of popular schools so only those able to pay these inflated prices can
get there children into these schools (Is comprehensive education really free? D Leech and E Campos.
J R Statistical Society 2003). This has led some to argue that the 11plus would be fairer than this “selection
by mortgage”. However in these situations children do not feel failures if their parents fail to buy a house
in the right street; ability to pay plays a strong role in selective areas as parents pay for coaching to pass the
exam and in any case, house prices are subject to many other influences.
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Children and selective admissions

57. In discussions of admissions and selection the eVect on children is often ignored.

58. All children now face tests at KS2. In areas where selection exists children face further testing.
Selection can be criticised as unfair now just as it was when, for the majority of children, it was abolished.
The eVect of selection on children is also just the same now. The majority of children enter secondary school
with a sense of failure. Schools taking children who fail the selection tests know that their first task has to
be to rebuild their self-esteem.

59. The London OYce for a Children’s Commissioner (Changing Schools. the impact of the school
admission process on children. Hood and Templeton. OYce of the Childrens’ Rights Commissioner for
London 2002) conducted research into the views of children on school admissions in four London primary
schools. They found the bad eVect on children when local secondary schools selected in various ways– The
pupils experience of this is entirely negative—more selection processes, more rejections, more anxiety and
a divisive force within the classroom

60. Save the Children investigated the eVect of taking the entry tests for secondary education on children
in Northern Ireland. The report (Children’s Voices in Education. Save the Children. November 2001)
concluded The views and experiences of the children spoken to in the course of our research suggests that testing
has a far more detrimental eVect on children than Government is often willing to admit. The level of fear and
anxiety that children admitted to was frightening.

61. In selective Northern Ireland the recent Burns report (Education for the 21st century Report by the
Post Primary Review Body. NI. October 2001) examined all aspects of selection and concluded it should
end. It said We were particularly impressed by the views of young people and their experiences of the tests and
their eVects on themselves and others. We have been left in no doubt that the tests are socially divisive, damage
self esteem, place unreasonable pressures on pupils, primary teachers and parents, disrupt teaching and learning
at an important stage in the primary curriculum and reinforce inequality of opportunity.

Admission and school transport costs

62. School transport costs are an important factor in all areas, particularly rural ones. The existence of
selection adds to these costs, diverting money which could be better spent on pupils’ education. This applies
also to the costs of administering the selection process.

63. A report on Buckinghamshire by researchers from the Institute of Education (The Penalty Costs of
Upper School Funding, Levacic et cal I of E 2002) said “The relatively high costs of home to school transport
in a rural authority make the delegation target more diYcult to achieve. There is evidence that much of these
higher costs derive from the selective system and that the costs have been rising more rapidly than the rate of
inflation. Buckinghamshire spends £3.5 million more on secondary home to school transport than the Statistical
Neighbour average”.

64. A report to Kent Education Committee (Paper from CEO Kent to Kent CC education committee
10.2.2000) estimated that about £102,000 a year could be saved on administration costs if selection ended.
An additional £2.5 million could be saved on transport.

65. Data from the recently published London Challenge report (The London Challenge. Transforming
London Secondary Schools. DfES 2003), shows large numbers of children moving across London for
secondary education. The fact that seven of the 33 London boroughs have grammar schools contributes to
this pressure on children (and roads).

Admissions and school and pupil performance

66. In its last report the Committee drew attention to the PISA report and its finding that selective
practices can have the eVect of depressing pupil attainment. The PISA study found that the more
diVerentiated and selective an education system is the larger the typical performance diVerences between
students for more and less advantaged family backgrounds. When looked at overall in comparison to
Germany for example our system is considered comprehensive, but there are many parts of England where
the system is very divided, just as it was before comprehensive education was introduced.

67. There is evidence to indicate that retaining selection lowers standards in the areas where it remains.

68. Jesson’s research (Selective systems of education—blueprint for lower standards? Education Review
15(1) 2001) indicates that in the 15 LEAs which he considers to be wholly selective the proportion of schools
in special measures is higher than in comparable LEAs; the proportion of schools facing challenging
circumstances is almost double that in non selective LEAs. This is despite the fact that many of the selective
LEAs serve relatively advantaged communities. He concludes that selective education depresses the
performance of whole communities, and this at a time when the emphasis is on doing everything possible to
enhance a nation’s educational performance.
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69. The recent OFSTED report into selective Kent is an illustration of this overall lowering of standards.
When OFSTED compared Kent with its statistical neighbours taking account of free school meals it found
that schools in the county were “substantially” more likely to require special measures or have serious
weaknesses. (Kent Local Education Authority. Paper by OFSTED. January 2003)

70. Research by both Jesson and Schagen and Schagen has shown that contrary to previous findings more
able pupils do better at GCSE in comprehensives. (Schagen and Schagen, Using National Value- Added
Datasets to Explore the eVects of school diversity BERA 2002)

71. Conclusion

72. If selection on ability and aptitude were removed admission processes would become simpler and
fairer for pupils, parents and schools.

73. There will need to be more changes if the Code of Practice is to ensure “school admission
arrangements should work for the benefits of all parents and children in an area”.

74. Unless the Government grasps the nettle of ending selection its harmful eVect on children and their
education will continue.

Appendix 1

Why a Petitioning and Balloting Process Will Not Bring About an End to Selection in Grammar
School Admissions

1. As a result of Government policy as many, or possibly more, children face selection tests for entry into
secondary education now as when the Government first took oYce.

Before eligible parents can be balloted on whether or not local grammar schools should admit children
of all abilities there must be a petition signed by 20% of eligible parents calling for a ballot. This petition
must be completed in the petition period. The Electoral Reform Society must check it having first got the
names of all parents from the local schools. For roughly half the grammar schools only parents who send
their children to feeder schools can sign and vote, for the other selective LEAs (Bexley, Buckinghamshire,
Kent, Lincolnshire,Medway, Slough, Southend, Sutton, Torbay and TraVord) all parents living in the area
are eligible.

2. Forty-eight parental ballots would be needed (10 area and 38 feeder ballots) to decide changes to the
admission policies of the 164 English grammar schools. This will not happen.

3. Crucially the eVect of the legislation is that parents do not have a plan for a local comprehensive system
to decide about. All other school reorganisations would be decided following local consultations on specific
proposals. Even before signing a petition parents want to know what a local comprehensive system would
look like; a question campaigners cannot answer. This is a fundamental drawback. Parents cannot know
what the implications of their decision would be or that any changes would be properly funded. So pro-
selectionists get away with defending the status quo. The talk is of abolition and “better the devil you know”.
Children and their rights and the eVects of selection on children and their educational opportunities do not
get the consideration they deserve.

4. There are many other practical diYculties. In general

— All campaigns need people willing to devote a great deal of their time. This is diYcult in any
circumstances but campaigners to end selection have found they need the hide of a rhinoceros to
cope with vilification and misinformation of local and national press.

— Campaigns are long drawn out and complicated. Campaigns have to focus on getting signatures
on the petitions although the real issue is selection. As a result there is no real debate with oYcial
information about the eVects of selection. Once a ballot has been triggered, the DfES would allow
a two sided A4 leaflet to be sent out via schools providing its content is agreed with the DfES. This
was a later concession, following the Ripon ballot. It entirely misses the point that it is as soon as
signatures are sought that unfair practices emerge and misinformation begins.

1. Barriers to an informed local debate

— The system seems designed to ensure there is no proper debate. Several campaigns became heavily
immersed in correspondence with the DfES about the interpretation of Section 107 of the SSFA
and the Ballot Information Code. Discouraged by the Ballot Information Code, teachers and
LEAs do not make their views clear. So, a “neutral stance” from the professionals means in
practice support for the status quo. This line seems to have the support of the DfES. This means
parents are not informed by professionals and there is no real local debate.
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— In the campaigns which have been carried out LEAs have not brought forward any plans for
consultation on proposals on what change to the admission policies of grammar schools might
mean. This might be because they interpret such an action as likely to “influence the outcome of
a petition or ballot” ie unlawful under Section 107 of the SSFA.

— Headteachers and teachers are discouraged from speaking out in favour of change or about issues
surrounding the testing for fear of oVending Section 107 or the Ballot Information Code. A
“neutral stance” from the professionals means in practice support for the status quo. This line
seems to have the support of the DfES.

— This means parents are not informed by professionals and there is no real local debate. Teachers
in Ripon, although they were advised by the LEA that then DfEE said they could “give an opinion
based on fact” (whatever that means) they were also advised that they should err on the side of
caution. Only two headteachers in Ripon gave an opinion—the head of the secondary modern and
the head of the grammar school, both in favour of the status quo. Parents in Ripon assumed that
silence from primary teachers meant support for selection. Primary head teachers may not want
to make their views public in case local parents think they will not help their child pass the 11plus.
It is not unusual for teachers in selective areas to be asked “is my child grammar school material”
when the five year old starts school!

Extract From the Ballot Information Code, From Schedule 4 to the Education (Grammar School
Ballots) Regulations 1998

1. The principles specified in paragraph 2 shall apply to providing materials for parents relating
to a petition or a ballot.

2. Material provided:

(a) should provide information which is as factual and accurate as possible, with a view to
helping parents reach a soundly-based decision about whether grammar schools should or
should not retain selective admission arrangements;

(b) insofar as it oVers opinions, predictions or view, it should do so on the basis of fact or a
reasonable interpretation of fact; and should clearly distinguish between what is a fact and
what is opinion or prediction;

(c) should be objective or explanatory, seeking to clarify the issues without omitting important
facts or arguments, and without selecting facts or arguments in such a way as to distort
or mislead;

(d) should not be likely to cause alarm, concern or oVence

(e) should not in content, tone or presentation be party political

(f) should not attack the view of individuals or of groups taking a diVerent view of the future
of selective arrangements at grammar schools

Extract From Section 107 of the School Standards and Framework Act

1. An authority to which this section applies shall not occur any expenditure for the purpose of:

(a) publishing any material which, in whole or in part, appears designed to influence—

(i) eligible parents in deciding whether to request a ballot under section 105, or

(ii) the outcome of such a ballot

(b) assisting any person to publish any such material; or

(c) influencing, or assisting any person to influence, by any other means—

(i) eligible parents in deciding whether or not to request such a ballot, or

(ii) the outcome of such a ballot

2. This section applies to—

(a) any local education authority, and

(b) the governing body of any school maintained by a local education authority

— There is a lack of clarity in the process about the issue of whether or not a governing body, PTAs,
school staV for example can make clear that it would support or would not support an end to
selection, as this would inform local parents. For example in a letter to CASE in November 1999
the DfES said “a school may incur expense in presenting factual information , and may state their
position as long as it is clear that it is their opinion.” Anyone who issues information using a schools”
resources . . . is acting on behalf of the school”.

— The DfES will claim that since the rules were changed parents will be informed as schools are
allowed to send out material, cleared by the DfES, once a ballot has been triggered. This illustrates
a complete misunderstanding of the eVect of its own legislation. Discussion, claim and counter
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claim begins once any attempt is made to gather signatures on a petition. Also the Ripon ballot
showed that there is no opportunity for a proper debate once the ballot is triggered, as ballot forms
can be returned immediately and the time for informed debate had gone.

2. Petitions

— Campaigns need to know how many signatures they need to gather and, in the case of feeder school
ballots, the identity of these schools, as only parents with children in those schools can sign the
petition and vote. The process of collecting the information to calculate the threshold number for
any ballot and the identity of feeder schools is very lengthy. This information is collected by the
Electoral Reform Services. Last year the Kent Stop the Eleven Plus campaign registered for several
petitions. The ERS was not able to collect the threshold information needed before the petition
period expired. The work needed to be done by the ERS to collect parental lists once the letter is
received is expensive. Over a million pounds of public money has been spent so far.

— Amazingly, although one in five of the electorate have to sign a petition before a ballot can be held,
only 10 signatures are needed to trigger the requirement that the Electoral Reform Services start
to contact the schools to collect the information. So a great deal of public money is required (over
a million pounds has been spent so far) just to assemble the information for the petition. This
public money would be better spent on encouraging an informed debate as in Northern Ireland.

— As one in five of the electorate have to ask for a ballot, signatures from thousands of people have
to be obtained before parents can even be asked about change to a comprehensive system. For
example in Buckinghamshire over 18,000 signatures would be needed. Arrangements for
petitioning to trigger a referendum about introducing a directly elected mayor require only 5% of
the electorate.

— Campaigners find it diYcult to get the parental lists as only parents from the particular school can
ask for them. Many parents are frightened of putting their head above the parapet in this way.

— Collecting signatures door to door takes a great deal of time. The petition takes ages to fill in. This
has to be done in school playgrounds (assuming the head has allowed that to happen) or during
evening after evening on doorstep. It is complicated, many parents misunderstand how to fill it in.
TraVord campaigners find that they could only get a few signatures each night, it takes about 10
minutes and sometimes more to discuss and fill in the petition on the doorstep. Large numbers of
people willing to go door to door are needed.

— The DfES has interpreted Section 107 that petitions cannot be gathered in schools and cannot be
sent out via schools, indicating its view presumably that mere distribution indicates support.

— The number of parental signatures campaigners are required to collect in order to trigger a ballot
to change grammar schools to admit children of all abilities varies considerably. In Ripon—587
were needed for one grammar school; in Kent it is over a thousand per school.

— It seems that in order to be a legal petition, a form has to be signed by more than one person. We
understand the ERS will validate forms stapled together.

— The child’s name, although required on the petition form, is not sent to the ERS on the parental
lists and so cannot be verified. Some parents are reluctant to fill in the child’s name.

— Petition signatures cannot be carried over from one petition period to another despite that fact
that only one cohort of parents becomes ineligible each year and a new one eligible. In other words
the legislation assumes parents will change their minds about wanting a ballot from one year to
the next. The ERS could invalidate any which have become invalid as the child has left school.

— There have been complications about when signatures are validated, as the ERS is checking
petition signatures against lists in the term in which the signatures are received, and therefore
having to obtain updated lists term by term. This does not happen automatically. It is up to the
ERS whether they consider they should ask schools for an update, if only a few signatures arrive
in one term the ERS will not ask schools for updated lists for that term. This will mean that some
parents might sign the petition, being eligible at that time, but might leave the school before the
list is compiled and therefore not be a “relevant eligible parent” and their signatures will therefore
be invalid.

— It would be possible to send a petition with enough signatures to trigger a ballot in to the ERS, at
the end of a petition period, but because the ERS had not obtained the lists for that summer term
it would therefore have to calculate a new threshold from the Autumn lists. As a result, a petition
which would have been valid had the summer term lists been obtained, could be invalid because
a new, and potentially larger, threshold would have been calculated from the new academic
year’s lists.
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— Regulation 7(4) says clearly that a petition must be received during the petition period. However
Regulation 9(10b) allows for a petition to be received in the summer holidays, and says that the
signatures will have to be collected during a petition period and will be checked on the next term
list once obtained, unless the summer term list has been obtained. The regulations therefore seem
contradictory.

3. Defining the electorate as parents of children attending “feeder schools”

— The decision to make a distinction between areas where 25% of secondary places are selective
(which would have area ballots) and other areas where change can only come through ballots of
parents at feeder schools, has led to other complications. Roughly half the grammar schools in the
country would be subject to feeder school ballots.

— As the Ripon campaigners demonstrated, the definition of what should constitute a feeder school
seems to have been arbitrary. As we know from a previous meeting with civil servants there was
no modelling of the impact of the regulations.

— In feeder school areas local parents are often disenfranchised, although if their local grammar
schools were comprehensive these schools would be their local schools.

— This is contrary to what Government promised ie that local parents will decide. It is also contrary
to Government policy of encouraging local community involvement in schools.

— The DfES justifies the feeder school regulations by saying “parents of children at feeder schools have
the strongest interest because their children might be expected to become pupils at grammar schools”.
This completely ignores the fact that selection aVects all children at school, including the many
who apply and are rejected. Primary schools which get no selective places are aVected by the
selective system. Parents whose children attend the primary schools which do not send enough
children to the grammar schools and who may want comprehensive education cannot petition or
vote. Their interest is just as strong.

— Private school parents are inevitably over-represented in the feeder school electorate as prep
schools are more likely to qualify, so in eVect money buys influence in the ballot. In Ripon a
quarter of the electorate were private school parents whereas in the LEA only 4.6% of children
attend private primary schools. Campaigners to end selection in Ripon were unable to get the
parental lists for these parents and therefore could not reach them with any information.

— Infant school parents are disenfranchised, however if they had sent their children to an all through
primary school they would be eligible.

— Parents in small schools are disenfranchised because the schools are too small to have sent the
qualifying number of children to the school.

— Parents who send their children to nursery units attached to primary schools are enfranchised,
whereas those who send them to stand alone nursery schools are not.

— There is inconsistency in that there is a diVerence in entitlement for parents living outside the area,
depending on whether it would be an area or feeder ballot. In an area ballot only parents actually
sending their child to a state school in the area concerned are eligible parents. In feeder school
ballot all parents living outside the area are enfranchised if their child goes to a feeder school, so
these parents get a vote even if they have no intention of sending their child to the grammar
school(s) in question. The numbers of these parents are included in the total of which 20%
signatures have to be obtained. Whereas in an area ballot only parents who actually send their
children to maintained schools in the area concerned are eligible.

— Similarly these feeder school parents are part of the electorate of which 20% of signatures have to
be obtained. In an area ballot only the parents actually sending their child to a school in the area
would be included.

— Similarly in area ballot areas nursery parents sending their children to stand alone nursery schools
would be entitled to register but not in feeder school areas.

— The decision to fix a limit of a number of pupils entering the grammar schools as a trigger for the
eligibility to vote results in other anomalies again in comparison with area ballots. Naturally some
feeder schools which send five children have far more parents than others which also qualify. As
a result if one more child passes the test to go to the grammar school in a particular year so that
the trigger number is reached this has a disproportionate eVect on the electorate, aVecting the size
and composition of the electorate, and perhaps thereby the outcome of a ballot. For example in
Ripon the school with the second largest parent body was a private school 10 miles away.

— In some areas where a couple of grammar schools draw from a huge area the parental electorate
in a feeder school ballot would involve large numbers of parents who are probably uninterested
and certainly diYcult to reach—however their number adds to the total needed. For example in
Kingston which has two grammar schools and would be a feeder ballot, the three large primary
schools in neighbouring Merton would be feeder schools—60% of pupils at the boys” grammar
school come from out of the borough.
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— It is possible to argue that there might be racial discrimination as a result of the feeder school
process in some areas. In Birmingham is it possible that Afro Caribbean and Pakistani parents are
more likely to be among those unable to vote as their children do not attend feeder schools. This
should be investigated as an unintended outcome of the regulations.

— Much of the delay in getting information from the ERS is because of the feeder school process.
Despite regulations requiring information to be provided about feeder schools from grammar
schools within 10 days and then parental lists from the feeder schools within 15 days, there has
been a delay in schools providing information, so takes a very long time after the start of the
petition period for the ERBS to produce threshold figures and lists of feeder schools. For example
for the six Birmingham grammar schools following notification by the petition organiser on the
1 September 2000 it was not until the 4 February 2001 that the information was given to the
petition organiser. There have been similar delays over Latymer school in Enfield.

— There is no way in which petition organisers can check if the feeder school lists are accurate. There
have been inaccuracies, in the Barnet lists for example.

Appendix 2

DEFINING APTITUDE AND ABILITY

Extract from a letter to CASE from the then Department for Education 26 January 1993

You ask in your letter for the Department’s definition of the words ability and aptitude. I assume you are
referring to their use in both section 16(2) of the Education Act 1980 and section 104(1)(d) of the Education
Reform Act 1988, which both refer to an example of a change in character resulting from the making or
alteration of arrrangements for the admission of pupils by reference to “ability or aptitude”. These words
are not statutorily defined. Ability can be defined as possessing enough strength, power or means to perform
in a particular area. Aptitude can be defined as a potential or suitability for acquiring an actual ability in a
particular area. These definitions should not be treated as definitive interpretations of the two terms, as the
terms have some degree of overlap in meaning, and it is diYcult to define one term without also mentioning
the other. That may be why both terms are used in the legislation, to make clear that selection by reference
to either ability or aptitude would constitute a change of character.

September 2003

Memorandum submitted by Professor David Jesson, Centre for Performance Evaluation and Resource
Management, Department of Economics, University of York (SA 14)

Introduction: Information Guiding Parents on Seeking Admission to a School

The single most powerful evidence in the public domain concerning the “quality” of secondary schooling
is provided by the annual publication of Performance Tables. These give schools credit for, amongst other
things, the percentage of pupils achieving five or more “good” grades (A* to C) at GCSE. This percentage
is the single most quoted indicator of school performance, and whilst the Performance Tables do convey
other useful information there is little doubt that it is this indicator which is widely understood and used for
comparing schools.53 One of the intentions of the original decision to publish such information was to
provide parents with “relevant information” concerning the schools which they might wish to choose for
their children to attend.

The public perception of the results of selective education is largely conditioned by the publication of these
Performance Tables which (in eVect) rank schools by their performance on this specific measure. Schools
achieving high levels of performance are assumed to be “doing well” while those with more modest results
appear to be “doing less well”.

This indicator therefore has a potentially powerful impact on the choices which parents make for their
children—and, in particular, on the perception that grammar schools provide the “best” education for all
children.

Grammar schools, by selecting a high ability intake at age 11, generally achieve high levels of outcome at
16. This is not to be ignored, but its significance is usually mis-represented as showing the superiority of the
education provided by these schools.

53 Much of the emphasis of the government’s School Improvement programme is directed towards encouraging schools to
maximise their performance on this specific measure.
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Concerns

This note is to suggest that grammar schools need to be held to account more carefully than at present—
and that this can be achieved by using indicators that reflect more appropriately the levels of performance
they achieve. By doing so it is likely that parents will be more adequately informed of the relative merits of
schools in their area.

At present the most common indicator for comparing secondary school performance is, as described
above, the percentage of pupils achieving five or more A* to C passes. This is generally appropriate for
schools taking in a wide range of pupils by ability, but does not represent a sensible indicator for
grammar schools.

Most grammar schools achieve around 100% success on this indicator and there is very little
diVerentiation between them.54

Proposal

A new indicator should be developed specifically for comparing the performance of selective schools—
thereby oVering parents a greater degree of information about the relative merits of the education provided
within these schools.

This indicator should measure the percentage of pupils achieving five or more A* or A passes at GCSE.
Some grammar schools (in 2002) achieved only 10% on this measure whilst others achieved almost 90%.55, 56

Clearly this is important evidence about the relative quality of the education provided by these schools,
and would provide useful additional evidence for parents in choosing schools for their children.

There are sound reasons for providing parents with all relevant information to guide the choices they
make for their children. It is important that the information provided does not mis-inform them about the
relative quality of schooling in their area.

This is a modest proposal to ensure greater transparency in the provision of such information.

Memorandum submitted by the National Association of Schoolmasters
Union of Women Teachers (NASUWT) (SA 15)

Summary

The submission by NASUWT highlights a number of key concerns relating to the issue of school
admissions in the secondary education sector. In particular, the Association’s submission highlights the need
for the following:

— the establishment of a national framework to achieve consistency in the arrangements for school
admissions;

— the policy on the establishment and expansion of specialist schools to be abolished;

— an end to the culture of competition between schools;

— the abolition of the school performance tables;

— a review of the policy to expand the number of selective schools;

— an end to selection within the state schools sector on the basis of aptitude or ability;

— the abolition of school admission forums;

— a review of the implications of the 14-19 agenda for the future of school admissions system.

54 It is of interest to note that pupils of similar “ability” educated in comprehensive schools also achieve similarly high levels of
performance. This is, however, less obvious to the general public since these particular pupils may only form a small minority
within the schools in which they are educated. The average performance of all pupils in these schools (which is what is
published in the Performance Tables) will clearly be rather lower simply due to the lower starting attainments of many pupils
at the age of 11.

55 Interestingly the 15 City Technology Colleges (which recruit a representatively comprehensive sample of pupils in their
locality) achieved an average of 15% on this measure. This suggests the measure may have additional value in developing high
quality educational performance in a much wider range of schools.

56 The author of this note has developed such an indicator and has presented this at a series of seminars organised by the Specialist
Schools Trust. Members of the Select Committee may wish to request further information on this matter.
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Main Submission

1. NASUWT is pleased to be invited to contribute to the work of the Work and Pensions Select
Committee. NASUWT represents the interests of over 211,000 teachers in schools and colleges throughout
the United Kingdom.

2. NASUWT believes that the Inquiry raises a number of highly important issues relating to meeting the
needs of young people and their families and for teaching and learning. In particular, the Inquiry has a
number of wider implications in terms of addressing issues of social inequality and social justice arising from
equality of access to and distribution of school places.

3. The Association recognises that previous international research has demonstrated the importance of
socially inclusive education systems for the standards achieved by young people.

4. The existing body of research indicates that low achievement can be tackled eVectively by the ending
of hierarchical arrangements between schools, which is linked to diVerential funding arrangements and
diVerences in the mechanisms by which schools select their pupil intake.

Selection

5. The Government has made clear the need for Britain to compete on the global stage. New and higher
order knowledge and skills are needed within the workforce. Schools have a vital role to play in terms of
the nation’s economic future.

6. NASUWT asserts that systems of school organisation and admission must provide equal access to the
highest quality learning opportunities for all young people whilst contributing to high expectations for all.
There should be no return to the days of the tripartite system that ensured a privileged education for the few
whilst limiting opportunities for the many.

7. It was in the 1960s that the then Labour Government recognised how selection in education, and the
operation of the 11-plus system, was constraining the country’s development. It was a deeply damaging
system which aVected adversely the lives of many young people branded as “failures” from an early age.

8. The comprehensive model was an attempt to end the elitism of the previous arrangements by
guaranteeing the highest quality learning opportunities for all young people. Despite this worthy aspiration,
progress towards the comprehensive ideal has been hampered by the continued existence of grammar and
other selective schools, including grant maintained schools, city technology colleges and academies.

9. The available evidence demonstrates that, rather than helping to raise educational standards, the
system of selection undermines educational performance which is so central to economic performance.

10. The Organisation for Economic Development (OECD) Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA) provides a major comparative analysis of data on skills levels amongst young people at
the end of their compulsory schooling. Based on an analysis of student achievement in 32 countries, the
report suggested that high educational standards were threatened within those education systems where
access to educational opportunity for young people is based on selection on grounds of ability or social,
cultural or economic characteristic.

11. Indeed, a major conclusion of the OECD was that high educational achievement for all young people
could be improved substantially by educating children from all social and economic backgrounds together.

12. This raises important questions about the purpose, validity and consequences of selection in
education systems, and raises further questions about the merits of parental choice and diVerential funding
arrangements for specialist schools.

13. One of the arguments made in favour of the Government’s plans to expand the number of specialist
schools is that such schools would remain in the state sector. However, it should be borne in mind that
specialist schools receive premium funding levels per pupil compared to their non-specialist counterparts
and may not be bound by the same regulatory controls that apply to maintained schools, for example in
relation to the admission and exclusion of pupils. Rather than promoting social inclusion and excellence
for all, the specialist schools developments have exacerbated the problems of social segregation within our
education system.

14. But the problems do not end there. It is also the case that the new breed of specialist schools are able
to exercise the right to select up to 10% of their pupil intake on the basis of aptitude. 10% is a significant
number in its own right and one which could be increased in the future. At the present time, research
evidence has identified that the freedoms available to some schools has resulted in an amplified problem of
covert selection and exclusion. In short, the creation of “sink schools” is likely under the current
arrangements.
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15. The potential for comprehensive education to deliver high standards and to tackle the achievement
gap between students is undermined by the “depressing” eVect of continued selective education
arrangements.

To be clear, research evidence demonstrates that pupils, educated in LEAs that have selective provisions,
appear less proportionately in the two highest categories of GCSE performance whilst in greater
proportions amongst those students in the average and below average achievement categories.

16. Selection, therefore, suppresses educational performance between schools, LEAs and between nation
states. The Association is concerned that despite the fact that the Government has recognised these
problems it nevertheless plans to increase the number of specialist schools. NASUWT believes that this is
likely to exacerbate the problems of selection and undermine the goal of creating a world class knowledge
economy.

Parental Preference

17. The converse of the practice of schools selecting pupils, it has been suggested, is the policy of parental
preference, which was intended to provide the opportunity for parents to select schools which they would
want their children to attend. In fact, the policy has been a fallacy.

18. It remains the case that many parents find the admissions process confusing. Often, parents
mistakenly believe that a place will be available for their child at their first preference school. Successive
governments have fostered a misguided belief amongst parents in the myth of parental choice, exacerbated
by the publication of school performance data in the form of the league tables. In turn, this has encouraged
a socially and educationally divisive belief in the existence of “good schools” and “bad schools”, which has,
in turn, undermined educational standards by depressing pupil and parental expectations and motivation
at those schools deemed to be less desirable. The Association recommends strongly that the divisive policy
to publish school performance tables be rescinded, whilst taking appropriate steps to improve the
transparency and equity of the admissions system.

Co-ordinating Admissions

19. LEAs play a key role in the co-ordination of admissions. However, the eVectiveness of local co-
ordination is also dependent upon the manner in which foundation and voluntary aided schools operate.

Successive governments have established arrangements which have encouraged a free market system in
relation to school admissions. Regulations which enable certain schools to apply their own admission
practices have caused considerable distress and confusion to many pupils and their parents. The Association
does not believe that equality of educational opportunity and high expectations can be fostered within an
environment for school admissions in which there are winners and losers. At the heart of the Association’s
concerns is the impact of selection.

20. The Association believes that national consistency is required to aVord improved transparency and
confidence in the admissions system as a whole. This would also benefit young people and their parents who
need to make applications for a school place in a neighbouring local authority area.

Admissions Forums

21. NASUWT has long questioned the merits of the admissions forums. The Association believes that
LEAs are perfectly able to organise consultative mechanisms to address the diYculties which may arise from
the admission process and to arrive at outcomes which consider local issues in the context of the overall
provision of the authority. The Association is further concerned that issues of representation, transparency
and democratic accountability have been inadequately addressed in the establishment of the forums. For
these reasons, NASUWT recommends that the admissions forums be abolished.

Number of School Places

22. The Association asserts that the formula for determining the number of school places should have a
high level of transparency. It should take account of health and safety requirements not only on overall
capacity but also for specialist curriculum provision. Governing bodies and heads should not be allowed
to admit more and more pupils into unsuitable accommodation. NASUWT casework demonstrates that
accidents are occurring in schools when vast numbers of pupils are moving round the school, particularly
at change of lessons in corridors that were never built to accommodate them. Overcrowding also contributes
to pupil indiscipline.

23. At the same time, it should be recognised that deregulation has intensified competition between
schools with deleterious eVects. Schools continue to compete to attract a limited number of pupils by seeking
to develop a “market” advantage over neighbouring schools. Competition between schools has failed to
deliver improved educational outcomes and has deflected schools from their principal purpose: to ensure
high educational standards for all. This policy of competition continues to be encouraged, as successive
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governments have extended the operational freedoms of certain schools and sought to expand the number
of selective provisions. The Association believes that these measures have not contributed to an open and
fair admissions system, and it might reasonably be assumed that the current system has produced
discriminatory outcomes. The practices of the new cadre of schools such as the academies must be carefully
monitored and scrutinised to avoid any unintended adverse outcomes.

24. The Association is also minded to note the new arrangements which are being established in a number
of LEAs for the provision of 14-19 education. Notwithstanding the outcome of the Tomlinson review of the
14–19 phase, it is nevertheless the case that the Learning and Skills Act 2000 and the Education Act 2002
have encouraged schools to secure collaborative arrangements with other local schools and colleges, not
only to ensure the delivery of a diverse curriculum but also to assure their future financial viability. The
present deliberations on the future arrangements for school admissions, must take account of these
developments, where pupils might need to be enrolled at more than one institution to receive access to their
curriculum entitlement.

Equality Impact

25. The absence of comprehensive, rigorous and systematic ethnic monitoring and other equal
opportunities data has served as a major blockage to progressing equality of pupil achievement, a point
which has been made by a range of bodies, including OFSTED and the Commission for Racial Equality.
It is essential that data are available to track the transition of students (for example, those from black and
minority ethnic groups) from primary to secondary education, not only in terms of their overall progress
and achievement, but also in relation to the type and “quality” of secondary schools to which they gain
admission.

26. In this submission, the Association has made the case that initiatives such as the establishment of
specialist schools may have operated counter to equal opportunities considerations. The Government
should report on the equality impact of the specialist schools programme and other measures taken which
have altered local arrangements for comprehensive school admissions. The Association also recommends
that the potential equality impact of all proposed Government programmes should be the subject of report
prior to their introduction.

5 September 2003

Memorandum submitted by Ms Natalie Seeve-McKenna (SA 20)

I am a parent governor of my LEA’s local comprehensive school, Calderstones School in south Liverpool
and write in a private capacity.

The school is a relatively successful 11–18 school, but surrounded geographically by five competing
voluntary aided secondaries which all select Year 7 applicants by interview and/or ability tests. The five
schools are variously, Church of England Boys, Church of England Girls (2), Jewish and a grammar school.

Inevitably, the selective schools continue to recruit more and more of the children who would compose
the A and even B stream of the comprehensive school.

The selective schools would all appear to have increased the numbers they are able to recruit into Year 7,
with consequent negative impact on the comprehensive school. What were three and four form entry schools
appear over the last five years to have grown to five, in the cases of the Church of England Schools.

This academic year’s intake (September 2003) for the comprehensive school contained boys to girls at a
ratio of 3:2—the result of the grammar school’s move to co-educational status. The school, its governors
and parents are especially worried at this imbalance, believing it undermines the principle of co education,
and creates undesired classroom environments.

There are now three selective schools competing for girls from those primary schools which feed the
comprehensive school, as well as the two grammar schools.

Forced to compete with the selective schools, the comprehensive school’s results at GCSE A–C have fallen
slightly in recent years.

A culture of competition for selection, and perception of comprehensive education for “those that do not
make it”, has begun to appear in the middle class primary schools in this area.
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There are severe problems for inclusivity, with both parents and children actively excluded from local
schools which they pay for and maintain, and the creation of a two tier system that eVectively fences oV a
large number of white middle class children.

16 September 2003

Memorandum submitted by Stephanie White (SA 24)

“I am envious of all the children that I see setting oV to school. I am physically and emotionally wounded,
because I feel myself to be forgotten among the children of this country.”

Public concern about school admissions generally concentrates on whether children are able to access the
school of their choice. This submission focuses on a less publicised issue. There are children, probably
thousands of children, without any access to mainstream schooling, and sometimes without access to any
education at all. These are generally the most disadvantaged children in society, children in care in
particular. My personal experience is of asylum-seeker children in London. But this is a problem which goes
wider than this group, and may be a problem in other cities as well as London. No-one knows how many
children are going without a school place, or for how long; and there are no clear lines of responsibility for
ensuring that children are educated. This is a hidden scandal, which needs urgently to be addressed.

Summary

Eligibility

My evidence is based on personal experience of working with refugees for over five years. It relates to
problems in the London area.

Evidence

1. Children seeking to find a secondary school place mid-year experience diYculties.

2. Children who need to enter GCSE years (Year 10 or 11) are being left without any education.

3. Foster parents are not used to a situation where you have to fight for school places: unacceptable delays
are occurring in even registering children for education and going to appeal on their behalf.

4. Social workers are unable to find school places for children in their care.

5. Alternative education for children not able to get a school place takes months to come on stream, is
not full-time , does not lead to public exams and is not broad enough in scope.

6. There is evidence of bureaucratic ineYciency and lack of appropriate training for admissions staV in
some boroughs.

7. Parents need far more support than they are getting to navigate the admissions process under
conditions of scarcity.

8. Families in temporary accommodation are told that they cannot apply to schools.

9. Many children who are in fact under 16 are age disputed . This means they cannot look for a school
place or a college place. They are in limbo.

Issues which need investigating

It is in the interests of the educational establishment to discourage appeals, but duplication of applications
means that waiting lists are unacceptably long. We need to know what the “real” figures are. Everybody
agrees that there is a shortfall of places in London. How large is it?

We also need to address the fact that as more schools gain special status there is an ever-shrinking pool
of schools which can be directed to take pupils.

We need to have accurate estimates of how many children are out of school because they have not been
oVered a school place. How long have they been out of school? Are children in care, black children57 or
refugees over-represented in this category in relation to their number in the population?

What happens to children who don’t get a school place? Are they disappearing from education altogether
which will ultimately make them more diYcult to employ? Are they being oVered a narrower curriculum
which does not lead to public exams, and a shorter school day?

57 Anecdotal evidence suggests that parents in South London are angry: “It’s the black kids who don’t get school places”.
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Eligibility

I worked as a primary school teacher for 13 years in the London Borough of Hounslow. I also have a
CELTA qualification. For the past five years I have been working as unpaid co-ordinator of a team of
volunteers who deliver English lessons to refugees and asylum-seekers attending the Refugee Council’s Day
Centre in Brixton. During that period I have encountered many refugee families and many unaccompanied
minors who have asked me for help in getting into school. I have made representations on their behalf to a
wide range of London councils and taken out formal complaints procedures on occasion. I have
corresponded in a private capacity with my MP and the London Commissioner for Schools. More recently,
I have sought advice from the Children’s Rights Section of the National Care Standards Commission and
the Who Cares Trust, both of whom advised me to continue to try to raise the profile of children not being
admitted to any school.

I am submitting evidence in my private capacity, not as a representative of the Refugee Council. By the
nature of my job, my perspective is limited. My evidence relates to London which is a special case because
there is a shortage of places at secondary school.

I have made the Refugee Council aware of your willingness to accept late evidence so that they can
respond in their own right.

Evidence

1. Children seeking to find a secondary school place mid-year experience diYculties. These mobile children
are frequently from poorer families in temporary accommodation and children in care. The drop-in English
classeswe ranforadultshave receivedanever-increasing influxof teenagerswhoareoutof school.Weaverage
eight to nine a day now. Not all of these could expect to be in school, but, for example, R A and M C—both
unaccompaniedminors—havebeenwaitingoverfivemonths foraschoolplace.Duringthat timenoprovision
has been made for their education. The position for accompanied children of refugees is no better. M R has
beenwaiting forfivemonths too,but hehasno buspass so hecan’t even come to thedrop-in classes inBrixton.

2. Children who need to enter GCSE years (Year 10 or 11) are being left without any education whatsoever.
They are often told they must wait till they are 16-plus to go to college. Apart from the waste of educational
opportunity this represents, childrenwhohavebeenthroughtraumadesperatelyneed thecompanionshipand
structure to their lives which school provides. Good schools can achieve excellent results. B only joined a
school in Hammersmith in December 2002 but in the following summer she achieved five GCSEs with A-C
grades. Only today I was told that a fifteen-year-old waiting for a Year 11 place was not allowed to appeal.
When I challenged this, I was told that Year 11 is full and the admissions department is too short staVed to
schedule an appeal hearing before the New Year. By then it will be too late for the child to join any class. MC
has been out of school since she arrived in May, she works hard in our drop-in classes and is desperate to go to
school. Her education authority say that all Year11 children will be told “in the next few weeks” what is to
happen to them.

3. Foster parents are not used to a situation where you have to fight for school places and they are often not
told of their right to appeal. They are worn down by the presence of bored, disappointed youngsters twenty-
four hours a day. They lose faith in democracy when their letters to councillors, Directors of Education,
Mayors and MPs go unanswered and they are powerless to secure an education for the children in their care.
One fostermother with twochildren out of school forover a year said she mighthave to ask for one of the boys
to be removed from her care because the other had at last got a place at school. The friction and jealousy in her
household had reached intolerable levels. Either the division of responsibility between carers and social
workers for getting children into school is not being made clear or social workers are failing in their duty.
Crucial months are allowed to elapse between a child being put into care and being registered with the
Education Authority.

4. Social workers are unable to find school places for children in their care. Quote from an email received in
Feb 2003:

“I managed to enrol three Albanian boys at the Albanian Youth Action Group. I took the decision to do
somethingas I and the education departmentoYcer tried toputpressure to get theseboys into school.Despite
continuous pressure from myself and this oYcer it appears that Southwark does not have any places for this
year. Apparently, there are about 500 children (district—ie British and resident) without a school place. I am
quite astonished but not surprised as there seems to be a shortage of places in other London boroughs. I am
asking for your help to assist with contact to find school places for the following five children . . .”

5. This extract raises another important issue of concern to me. Something may be better than nothing
while you wait for a school place, but is alternative education appropriate? Our classes are clearly not, and yet
children have been told they cannot access LEA emergency provision because they are coming to us
(Southwark).Otherchildrenhavebeentold togoonawaiting list foranaccess toeducationcourse (Lambeth).
While they waited for that, they were not allowed to go on a school’s waiting list. I don’t dispute that some of
these courses are very good, but they are not full-time or broad in scope. This system also “massages” the
statistics on the under-provision of school places. I have made representation to the National Care Standards
Commission about the fact that their guidelines on education talk about appropriate provision, which could
be used to soft-pedal the right to mainstream education for children in care.
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6. Admissions staV are under pressure: there aren’t enough places to go round. But I have also found plenty
of evidence of bureaucratic ineYciency: children not put onto the computer data base; Heads avoiding taking
childrenbyonly lookingat thepileof formseveryhalf term; registrationorappealspostponed for three to four
weeks while social workers are on holiday; inadequate staYng in admissions departments leading to long
delays ingettingappointmentsorprocessingapplications.Youneed tobevigilantandhaveaccess toa faxand
answer-phone to get a child into school. Some boroughs don’t publicise the Right to Appeal. The process of
appealing would be extremely diYcult for a new arrival/non-English speaker to understand, but in my
experience it does speed up admission. When I have registered a formal complaint it has got me nowhere.
Southwark Social Services took two and a half months to decide that they could not be held responsible for
leaving a child without education for nearly a year. During that time no move was made to get a school place
for the child. My complaint was forwarded to Education. Their complaints OYcer could not deal with it
because it related to admissions! These children need their own ombudsman.

7. Parents need far more support than they are getting, especially new arrivals who are unfamiliar with our
system. N is a sick woman with a bright 10 year-old daughter F who has scoliosis and cannot dress or toilet
herself. With my help, she spent sixteen months fighting three diVerent education authorities to provide an
education for her daughter.58 (See attachment 3). In May the Red Cross traced her son and arranged for him
to be sent to Britain. The fight has started all over again. There is no place for him at any of the three schools
where he applied and no one has told her she had a right to appeal.

“Nobody listen to me . . . Anyone don’t give me any letter about this. Five months, no classes for him. I do
notknowwhenmytroubleswill cease.Always Iused toworryaboutmydaughter,nowIworryaboutmyson.”

8. Families in temporary accommodation are told that they cannot apply to schools. The majority of able-
bodiedasylum-seeking families aredispersed, so that thosewhoremainare eithervery sickorunder the careof
theMedicalFoundationforVictimsofTorture.Children likeSare translatorsandcarers for their traumatised
parents. They have a right to education which is being denied.

9. Children under 16 are fostered, as far as possible by adults of the same race. Children over sixteen can be
placed in children’s houses, not fostered, and sent to college not school. Both measures reduce the pressure on
over-stretched social servicedepartments.Manychildrenwhoare in factunder16areagedisputed—ietold they
areover sixteen.While theprocessofverification isgoingon theyarenotable toaccess either collegeor school.
They are often very distressed and unable to cope. It took so long to get U’s documents sent from Afghanistan
that he missed a whole school year. He is now in an FE college. E also missed two terms. He is now in school.

Recommendations

1. Funding should be made available to create new places immediately in boroughs where there is a serious
mismatch between the number of children in the borough and the number of school places available.

2. We need to keep a central register of available places, so that children waiting for a place in one borough
can be oVered the opportunity to travel to another. Bus passes, though cheap, may not be the best solution
where long distances are involved

3. If alternative education has to be made available in the short term, it must include the right to register for
public exams. It must also include access to arts, science and sport.

4. Places for14 to16yearoldsatFECollegesarenot coming through fast enough.Toooftenprovision isonly
for16-plusand isverypart-time.Refugeechildrenneedmore full-time, fast-trackprogrammeswhichwillhelp
them to get at least some GCSEs. We also need specialist courses for bright children who have never had the
chance to learn to read and write—either because their lives were disrupted by war or because they were sold
into slavery.

5. Local authorities should be required tokeep up-to-date recordsof children living in their boroughs andwhat
educational provision has been made for them.

6. Children’s right to education should be enshrined in law, not in guidelines, with appropriate time limits set
for finding a school place and penalties imposed for failure to comply.

7. Access to schooling should be a priority consideration when families in temporary accommodation are re-
housed. Moving children from borough to borough means that they are always at the bottom of the list for
school places.

8. We need to shift the responsibility for finding a school away from the social workers and back onto the
education authority.

20 October 2003

58 Every time the child got near to getting a place the family was moved to temporary accommodation in another borough.
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Memorandum submitted by the Parental Alliance for Choice in Education (PACE) (SA 29)

ADMISSIONS TO STATE SCHOOLS

Admissions to state schools involve two factors: the wishes and preferences of parents; and the policies
of those legally responsible for providing the school places. As far as the wishes and preferences of parents
are concerned a clear distinction must be made between preferences which relate to their human rights under
the European Convention (reinforced by their incorporation into the 1998 Human Rights Act) and those
which relate to less substantial themes, such as the temporary popularity of schools and their teachers,
examination successes and convenience of access etc.

Most of the present day appeals by parents over admissions are based on individual preferences of the
minor kind. The procedures of the local authorities, drawn up to deal with them, contain a set of rules to
ensure that the parents who are finally unsuccessful in gaining admission of their children into schools of
their choice are treated as fairly as possible. Proximity to the school, the presence of older siblings in the
school and other prescribed conditions form the basis of this procedure. Legal decisions, such as the South
Glamorgan judgment, have also played a part in the process.

A much more important issue is the need to fulfil the Human Rights of parents. This is best tackled “before
the event” rather than “after the event”. Article 2 of Protocol No 1 of the European Convention on Human
Rights guarantees parents the right to have their children educated “in conformity with their own religious
and philosophical convictions”. Of the 30 or so members of the Council of Europe the UK is the only nation
to attach a reservation to this right. The right is supported “only so far it is compatible with the provision
of eYcient instruction and training, and the avoidance of unreasonable public expenditure.”

For the Government to fulfil its legal requirements in relation to this parental right it is necessary for it
to plan the provision of school places to match the religious and philosophical convictions of parents as
closely as possible. This requirement has been largely ignored by governments over the last few decades,
and the omission is largely responsible for the problems surrounding school admissions today. The recent
incorporation of the parental right into UK legislation makes the task of the Government more urgent.

The most important philosophical distinction between school types occurs in the secondary sector—
between the comprehensive and the diVerentiated or “selective” sector. The political notion that schools
must engage in compulsory social mixing (matching the social mix of the population at large) is anathema
to a large section of the nation’s parents. It is forcing parents to change their places of residence or to send
their children to independent schools. It is also beginning to play havoc in admission procedures to Church
of England Voluntary Aided schools. Many that are oversubscribed give first priority to the children of
practising Anglicans and other Christians, but some are deliberately turning away children of committed
Christian families in the interests of compulsory mixing by social class. This is a clear denial of parents’ rights
under the Human Rights Act, although recent statements by its bishops show a failure on the part of the
Church to recognise it.

Under the present system it sometimes happens that aggrieved parents group together to challenge the
deliberate refusal of local education authorities to provide education for their children, which conforms with
their human rights. The best example of this was provided by the Dewsbury case. Kirklees Metropolitan
Council in 1987 refused children admission to the schools of their parents’ choice, allocating them instead
to a school where the pupil population was overwhelmingly Asian. The 26 sets of parents kept their children
out of school for a whole year, educating them in a room above a pub with the aid of volunteers. Although
the Kirklees policy of “countering a Eurocentric syllabus” (on the grounds that it was racist) applied to all
schools, it was clear that the schools that had formed the parents’ first choice did not follow that policy. In
particular they did not adopt a common form of worship. The parents won their case in court. It was shown
that the schools, which had excluded the children, had places available. They were forced to allow the
children to take them up. The parents’ Counsel summed it up as follows: “They have, and continue to have
a natural desire that their children should be educated in a traditional English and Christian environment.
They believe that parents from other cultural backgrounds and with other faiths should have similar rights
and have been much heartened by the very full support that they have at all times been given by the leading
members of the Muslim community, many of whom have children at Headfield School.”

This demonstrates how the Human Rights Act should apply in a multicultural society and how it should
control admission procedures. There are three recognised options in multicultural education. The Cultural
Diversity Option recognises the rights of those from diVerent faiths or cultures. The Assimilation Option is
aimed against those from ethnic minorities, whilst the Equality Option is aimed at using the schools to merge
all the cultures into something new, against the religious and philosophical convictions of the majority of
the population.

Fred Naylor, MA, MSc (Cantab)
Hon Secretary, The Parental Alliance for Choice in Education (PACE)

5 November 2003
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Memorandum submitted by Mr Graeme Hitchen (SA 36)

ADMISSIONS IN SKIPTON

Introduction

1. The Skipton area of North Yorkshire has two academically selective schools (one boys VA school, one
girls VC school) operating alongside two “modern” schools termed secondary modern locally. Nearby is
also the largest all ability (comprehensive) school administered by North Yorkshire. This all ability school
takes a significant proportion of its planned intake from the satellite towns of Keighley which is within the
City of Bradford administrative area. North Yorkshire also operates selection in Ripon where there are a
single selective school and a single modern school. The proportion selected is 28% following two NFER
reasoning tests in both towns. Skipton’s education service is administered by North Yorkshire County
Council Education Service (NYLEA).

Specific Characteristics

2. Skipton provision of secondary education is selective and access is skewed by the use of professional
coaches in order to gain an advantage in the 11! test. This has the eVect of making a place at a grammar
school largely out of reach of the poorer families in the area. This is indicated by the low take up of places
at the school serving the council estate in Skipton.

3. The ballot regulations for the continuance of selective education, and social exclusion are intrinsically
linked. An indicator is whether a school’s parents would qualify for a vote in any such ballot. To qualify a
school should have sent five children to the grammar schools in the last three years. The local council estate
school with 220 children would not be able to vote in any ballot as they have not provided enough pupils
to the grammar school in the those three years. This school serves as an example of social exclusion as it
clearly exists in, and takes its pupils from, the poorest area of Skipton.

4. The proportion of take up from this school has been as follows:

2000 1
2001 0
2002 2
2003 2 (1)

5. This demonstrates two points—the absurdity of the ballot regulations that firstly it eVectively takes
away any say about selection from such a school and secondly, the level of social exclusion that exists. Some
children have in the past passed the 11! but the children went to the secondary modern indicating peer
pressure not to attend the grammar school within such communities.

6. A letter from the local tutor company is attached and although they advertise assistance with KS 2&3
SATs, GCSE and AS/A2 the most prominent claim in this letter is the pass rate at 11!. December is the time
the 11! results appear. It is interesting to note the charges here of £27 for a full lesson (1 hour) compared to
the charges noted in the recent Northern Ireland report on selection (£12–15). In the Northern Ireland report
this level of charge was considered “inconceivable and beyond their means” by “working classes parents”.(2)

7. Skipton schools’ post 16 provision is entirely through the grammar schools unlike Ripon, where the
secondary modern (Ripon College) has post 16 provision. There are opportunities for students to study to
post 16 in Skipton at the local FE College but the numbers do not make up for any shortfall in the cohort
that would be expected when compared to the rest of the county. Coupled with the marked diVerence in
passes between boys and girls this reinforces the social exclusion and lack of opportunity for boys from the
lower socioeconomic groups.

8. For reference the proportion of boys passing has been as low as 34% boys to 66% girls of the 11!
passes in 1997 to as high as 46% boys and 54% girls in 1999. From the town of Skipton itself (the grammar
schools’ catchment also includes the local rural community) there were only six boy passes in 2000 for a year
group of 87.(3)

9. What is of concern is the mismatch of provision to ability by other measurements. Head teacher
recommendations were only recently removed from the procedure in North Yorkshire. Yet these
recommendations were consistently greater than there were grammar school places; a point often used by
NYLEA in appeal to show head teacher recommendations were unreliable. The performance of primaries
in the Skipton area is extremely high and the head teacher assessments may well be accurate. It would
therefore mean that there are more children suitable for a grammar school education than places are
available and would show a stark shortfall in suitable provision. It is very diYcult to argue that children are
being educated to their maximum potential if there is such a mismatch.

10. The impact on results and aspirations amongst 11 years old has never been looked at by NYLEA
particularly when considering those recommended by their head for a grammar school place, but who did
not pass the 11!.
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11. The Skipton area has strong indications of low aspirations and low achievement than would be
expected in a similar town elsewhere in the county or indeed the country. The take up of post 16 amongst
the cohort that took the 11! five years earlier is estimated to be about 35% and is far worse when
considering boys. The two grammar schools only educate 26% at post 16 of the initial cohort that took the
11! seven years earlier(4). The county average is estimated to be 45% for post 16 study to A level. No oYcial
figures exist and only North Yorkshire LEA can find accurate figures through pupil tracking.

12. These figures are estimates but are suYcient to be the basis of a hypothesis that low aspiration and
achievement is endemic particularly amongst the less wealthy. Any major change in selection should not be
allowed to ignore such points. As will be shown later however, a major change has been allowed to happen
without considering these points. This seriously questions the attention given to the DFES desire for LEAs
to look self critically at standards in their selective areas.

13. As indicated the better oV families pay for coaching so it is the less well oV families that have to appeal
in greater numbers. They are less able to prepare and present a case to an appeal panel than parents from
a more educated background. As will be seen admissions in North Yorkshire can be highly complex.

Skipton Compared to Ripon

14. It is useful to compare Ripon with Skipton both being market towns under the same LEA
administration and both being selective.

15. One of the other major indicators of a distorted result is the diVerence between the two towns 11!
pass scores. Ripon and Skipton cohorts take the same test. Ripon and Skipton have broadly the same size
cohort with Skipton’s being slightly larger (Average cohort 1997–99 Ripon 262, Skipton 322)(3). The
explanation for the consistent diVerence between the pass scores from NYLEA defies statistical reason “ it
is because the numbers taking the test in Ripon and Skipton are diVerent that you get diVerent cut oV marks
for the. . . (28%)”(5) Clearly if you are seeking the 28 percentile the marks should be similar. The raw data
for analysis is available to NYLEA.

16. The pass mark has been consistently higher in Skipton than in Ripon for a number of years. There
is no other explanation than coaching is altering Skipton’s score. Paradoxically Skipton parents are being
told that their child “is not deemed suitable for a grammar school education” yet in if they lived in Ripon
their child would be deemed suitable. This explains the higher appeal rate in Skipton reflecting greater
dissatisfaction with selective scheme decisions.

17. The rate of appeal in Skipton compared to Ripon also indicates dissatisfaction with the results of the
selective tests. Average number of appeals between 1997 and 2000 was Ripon 21 and Skipton 66(3).

18. What follows is the chronology of admissions in the Skipton area of North Yorkshire over the past
three years. Whilst the following issues may seem at first parochial they are indicative of the problems that
surround admissions in or near to selective areas. These issues stem directly from the operation of a selective
admissions scheme. Any attempt to administer a fair system requires extra resource (accurate selection tests
for example). Skipton’s experience demonstrates by not applying significant extra resources, added to
parental push to do the perceived best for their children (ie coaching), NYLEA operates in the outer reaches
of legal acceptability.

Admissions 2000

19. An Ombudsman complaint was upheld after 10 parents considered their treatment in the appeals
panel was unfair. The parents made the point that their child was not coached so the test result should be
considered unreliable as coaching distorted the test results. NYLEA unexpectedly produced “research” to
say coaching had little eVect. The evidence was an extract from “Bias in Mental Testing” by Arthur Jensen.
Jensen’s work is controversial and certainly is not widely accepted. This extract was not disclosed to parents
even though some had made the point about coaching in their written submissions. This was completely
against the Code of Practice that “there should be no grounds for the admission authority to produce
substantial new information at the appeal”(6) This had the eVect of disorientating a number of parents who
were not used to such panel procedures and the sense of grievance was acute. The Ombudsman complaint
was upheld and resulted in all appeals being reheard in July 2000 (approximately 45 sets of parents took up
the reappeal). This resulted in over allocation at both grammar schools. The Ombudsman in her report
found that “ the Panel was fair but consistently unfair” and they had clearly used the criminal burden of
proof (beyond all reasonable doubt) rather than civil (balance of probabilities).(7)

20. The Ombudsman decided to ignore the disclosure of evidence point in the final report for reasons that
have never been made clear. She wrote to NYCC Chief Executive however, after her report was published—
“I would recommend. . . provides in advance and research sources”(8). NYCC ignored this advice and the
Ombudsman had to return to this issue the following year.

21. As an anecdote from 2000 NYLEA opposing the reappeal after the Ombudsman complaint from a
pupil that had gained over 80% in her KS2 SATs. As reappeals took place in the July, KS2 results were
available. Fortunately that appeal was upheld but the parents who were from the local council estate were
grateful for assistance in the second appeal. They contemplated not going through with the second appeal
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due to their experiences from the initial grammar school appeal where they felt very intimidated. The sudden
production of Jensen’s extract was what upset them most. That pupil has since achieved maximum KS3
SATs scores (Maths Eight, English Seven, Science Seven) at the grammar school.

Admissions 2001

22. A complaint was made in 2001 again regarding the non disclosure of evidence although the
Ombudman decided that this had not aVected the outcome of the appeal. The Ombudsman went on in her
report “Mrs H should have either been provided with specific information in advance of her appeal . . . or
told where she could easily get hold of the material. This amounts to maladministration”(9). Clearly NYCC
and NYLEA has ignored their experiences from 2000 and the follow up letter from the Ombudsman.

23. It became apparent that during the year from 2000 to 2001 NYCC had introduced a new concept of
“Selection Appeal Panels” which it stated to the Ombudsman were not statutory appeals. The change was
not explained to parents and was not consulted about locally. Only NYCC can explain why it introduced
this new concept of appeals and not tell anyone about it. It drew criticism from the Ombudsman “What I
do criticise is the Councils’ failure to ensure that parents are made fully aware of their statutory appeal
rights”. Parents thought that the new Selection Appeal Panel was their only appeal.(9)

24. Also in this year parents were turned away from the all ability school in the area (South Craven
School) administered by North Yorkshire but whose catchment area adjoined the grammars. This was due
to large cohort within the all ability school’s catchment area and the school had reached its Maximum
Admissions Limit. The parents complained to the Director of Education and the Ombudsman that they had
made a deliberate choice of an all ability school and had withdrawn from the selective test yet did not gain
a place.

25. The cause of the problem was NYLEA was operating an apparently elevated second preference
scheme where priority as given to pupils from the all ability area but who had taken the 11!. Those
applicants to the grammars had either failed to gain a place through numbers or had failed to pass the 11!.
The NYLEA scheme was in existence after the two Wirral High Court judgements which followed
Adjudicator’s decisions. The Adjudicator had decided that elevated second preference was unfair. An oYcer
of NYLEA was later to dismiss Wirral’s relevance to North Yorkshire by stating in an Admissions Forum
that those judgements only applied to wholly selective areas. This missed the point that preference before
selective test, the centre piece of second Wirral case, was incorporated into the 2003 Admissions Code of
Practice.

Admissions 2002

26. The main controversy was connected again with the operation of the elevated second preference to
the local all ability school. Two parents took counsel’s advice and that opinion was that the admissions
criteria was unlawful in that NYLEA gave places at the all ability school whose parents had placed it second
or third ahead of out of catchment area children that had the school as first choice. This was whilst the old
Code of Practice was in force and the law only allowed for a single choice. It became apparent that NYLEA
was not operating elevated second preference but blatantly giving places to 2nd or 3rd choices without
elevation. These 2nd or 3rd choices had failed to gain a place at the grammar schools or other schools. The
NYLEA procedure was a clear support mechanism for grammar school applicants giving them a protected
place at the all ability school. This place was at the expense of parents who wanted an all ability education
from the outset. This places more gives more virtue to selective applications than all ability applications.
The all ability school has asked for proper recognition to be given to first choice applications but these
requests have been ignored.

27. The legal advice was used in the admission appeals and placed the panel in an impossible position.
After a High Court judgement following an admissions case in SheYeld(10) if an appeal panel knows that the
admissions process is illegal it has to allow the appeal. There was no rebuttal legal evidence from NYLEA.
All of the appeals were allowed at the end of the second day of an 8 day cycle ie the majority of parents did
not have to attend an appeal. This made the all ability school 10% over subscribed.

28. The Governors of the all ability were concerned this could happen again and asked why NYLEA
believed its admissions procedure was legal. This point has never been answered. NYLEA has claimed
verbally that their admissions process was legal in contradiction to the parental counsel’s advice but no
supporting legal document has ever been seen. It must be concluded, in the absence of any explanation that
the NYLEA was running an illegal admissions procedure. It may go some way to explaining why NYLEA
agreed, in some haste, to an increase in the grammar school numbers in 2003 completely outside the terms
of the Code of Practice. An increase meant that legal problems were alleviated for 2003.
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Adjudicators Referral 2003

29. NYLEA consulted about increasing capacity at both the grammars (from 87 to 91 at each) and at the
all ability school (from 275 to 300) for admissions in 2004. This was routine followed net capacity
assessments. As late as 8 Jan 2003 the numbers above were being published by NYLEA as part of the
consultation process(11). In late January the boys VA grammar school governors decided to increase its
numbers from 87 to 112 from September 2003. That was completely outside the Code of Practice and the
DfES wrote to both admission authorities in this regard.

30. It should be borne in mind that consultation for 2004, according to the Code of Practice had to have
been completed by 1 March 2003 for admissions 2004(12) and there was little time for that. NYLEA have not
explained why it did not inform the boys grammar that it could not increase for September 2003. Rather it
went along with the legally dubious route and decided to increase the girls VC school by the same amount.
It cited equal opportunities but as the attached letter from the DfES ambiguously states this may not have
been necessary.59

31. South Craven school and City of Bradford in the face of such a disregard of the Code of Practice went
to the Adjudicator. The two main objections were firstly lack of consultation obviously for 2003 but for 2004
as well. City of Bradford was never informed about any of these new increases for 2003 or 2004 and as an
adjoining authority they would be expected to be so. This was reported to the community schools in Skipton
on 27–28 January 2000.

32. The second point of objection was the impact such a large number of higher ability children going to
the grammar school would have on the ability mix of Bradford schools in Keighley, and the North Yorkshire
all ability school. A consultation about a contentious increase in selective places deserved the fullest and
most complete discussion, if you accept that social exclusion and lower standards could exist. To allow such
increase without any discussion about them is to ignore them.

33. The Adjudicator decided that consultation could be disregarded and placed more importance on
increases in places at perceived popular schools and he allowed the increase form 87 to 112 at both grammar
schools(13). He was highly critical of NYLEA’s consultation process with regard to the City of Bradford but
not in the way it dealt with its own community schools. This decision by the Adjudicator has created some
far reaching precedents when considering social exclusion, standards, consultation and school planning:

(a) No consultation meant that there was no discussion about social exclusion and raising standards
before increases in grammar school numbers were allowed.

(b) Schools Organisation Plans can be ignored as these increases did not appear and were not
mentioned in the Adjudicators decision.

(c) Ignore Section 89 (5) b. of the 1998 Act which states no major changes to consulted admissions.
The Adjudicator did not consider this in his report.

(d) Use applicants to take the 11! rather than actually take up of places as justification for allowing
increases (with the new intake of 112 at the boys grammar only 98 places were actually taken up).

(e) He ignored in his report the Sex Education Act which was the reason given by NYLEA for
increasing the girls grammars numbers.

(f) He based his decision on the applicants for schools not places taken. Although allowing the boys
admission number to go up to 112 on the basis of boys sitting the 11! only 98 took up places.

(g) He ignored the Admissions Forum minutes.

34. As it stands there is nothing to stop NYLEA or any other LEA forcing through an increase in
admissions in such a manner in future years. This Adjudicator decision will give them encouragement that
they can be successful.

General

35. It is clear that in almost every selective area other admissions must support the selective test or run
into administrative problems and this is the basis of the long running disagreements in Kent for example.
This is because parents whose child does not pass the 11! in general do not want them to go to a secondary
modern school. This was at the centre of the two Wirral judgements, other Adjudicator decisions (Torbay)
and features strongly in North Yorkshire.

36. The theory behind academic selection is two stepped. First you can successfully select by academic
ability at the age of 11. Secondly a pupil will benefit most from attendance at the type of school indicated
by that 11! test. Yet parents do not like the choice on oVer if their child does not pass the 11!. They either
travel to all ability schools elsewhere or they expensively coach their children to ensure a pass, as in Skipton.
The system intrinsically favours the better oV. A solution is to make choice of school for 11! not by a
particular school but by a choice of entry for the test. This will mean a pass gets a grammar school place
and a fail a secondary modern place, automatically becoming their first choice. It will remove at a stroke all
problems with elevated second preference that the new Admissions Code of Practice now allows.

59 Note: Not printed.
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37. A great deal is spoken about choice with regard to schools. Choice can only follow opportunity. If a
parent is denied an opportunity to attend a particular type of school they have no choice. In Skipton the
recent 29% increase in selective places will only benefit out of catchment children leaving the level of selection
where it was (28%). After what will be an multi million pound spend to increase places, it will oVer grammar
school places to pupils outside of Skipton that can get post 16 at their local all ability school. It will also
keep the lack of opportunity for the people of more modest means, so denying them a choice. It may also
significantly aVect nearby school’s ability to improve standards.

Graeme Hitchen

10 November 2003

Sources
(1) Source—parents at the school.
(2) Research on Selection in Northern Ireland Section 7.1 Coaching for the Transfer Test.
(3) Source—various letters from NYLEA to parents before appeal 2000–03.
(4) Estimates from League table results and NY Schools Organisation Plan.
(5) Letter from the Director of Education to the Editor of the Craven Herald dated 29 February 2000.
(6) Code of Pratice School Admission Appeals 1999 paragraph 4.35.
(7) Ombudsman complaint 99/C/5295 et al against North Yorkshire County Council.
(8) Letter from Ombdudsman to NYCC Chief Executive dated 9 October 2000.
(9) Ombudsman Report 00/C/17287 et al dated 30 May 2002.
(10) R and SheYeld City Council ex parte Phillipa Hague; Jennifer Bell and Meron Tesfayohannes [1999]

(19 March, 1999).
(11) North Yorkshire LEA—Admissions Policy for 2004–05—Minor Changes dated 8 January 2003.
(12) Admissions Code of Practice 2003 Annex A—section A10.
(13) Adjudicators decisions ADA/000447 et al dated 29 September 2003 and ADA/000315 dated

29 September 2003.

Memorandum submitted by the National Grammar Schools Association (SA 37)

1. Article 2 Protocol No 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights gives parents the right to
choose an education for their children “in conformity with their own religious and philosophical
convictions”. Although this is now part of our law (Human Rights Act, 1998), it is honoured more in the
breach than the observance. The main thrust of recent government policies has been to force children to
attend their local school, regardless of the religious, philosophical or academic ethos of that school. This
suits the bureaucratic and political mindset, but it directly conflicts with the rights of parents.

2. We should emphasise that the requirement by adjudicators that parents whose children are entered for
the 11-plus exam must state their preferred choice of school BEFORE they know whether or not their child
has qualified for a place at a grammar school are vindictive and anti-choice. This requirement clearly
militates against parents who believe in “equality of opportunity” as against “equality of result”. It also
complicates the admissions system unnecessarily: without this requirement, pupils who achieve a place at a
grammar school could immediately be removed from the LEAs’ admissions process to reduce the numbers
in the system.

3. A fundamental point arises out of the evidence presented by Professors Coldron, Fitz and West on 10
September. In answer to a question (Q35) from Andrew Turner MP, all three professors admitted they
believed that: “Selection in any shape or form is damaging to the education of pupils, and, therefore, if [they]
had [their] way, [they] would abolish selection in any shape or form in totality.”

This is a very disturbing admission from three influential academics, who might be expected to present an
unbiased view based on objective evidence, rather than their ideological beliefs. It is contrary to all objective
evidence, which shows that taking the performance of grammar and secondary modern pupils together, a
selective system produces results, on average, (around 10% or more) better than a totally comprehensive
system—see, for example, The Betrayed Generations: Standards in British Schools 1950–2000 by Dr John
Marks, CPS 2000; Grammar Schools in the Twenty-first Century, NGSA 2001; and information on the
National Grammar Schools Association website, www.ngsa.org.uk.

Against all the unmanipulated (ie not adjusted for value-added measures, or estimated levels of free school
meals) your expert advisers are suggesting that selective schools show only “very tiny” advantages in exam
results over the comprehensive system. They base this observation on the work of Schagen and Schagen.
Value-added places too much emphasis on intermediate results, rather than final results. Hence, value-added
results often conflict with the results that come out of the system.
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Amongst a great deal of other evidence showing the superiority of selective schools, Dr Marks quotes the
following GCSE results:

Data for GCSE for 2002 (Statistical First Release 26/2002. 17 October 2002)

School Type % 5!A*C Pts/Pupil (8 best) Pts/Pupil (All)

Grammar 97.3 52.4 63.5
Secondary Modern 38.6 30.6 34.1
Comprehensive 48.4 33.9 39.0
Selective System 58.2 37.9 43.9

(Presumably “8 best” and “All” refer to subjects.)

Dr Marks has also noted that secondary modern school pupils in England achieve GCSE results which
are only slightly below those for comprehensive school pupils. Also that the secondary modern schools’
results are particularly good for English and Mathematics, where they are, on average, better than those for
about 900 comprehensive schools, a third of the total. On the measure of five or more A*∼C GCSEs (or
equivalent), secondary modern schools’ results are, on average, better than those for 700 comprehensive
schools, a quarter of the total. Moreover, Fred Naylor has noted that since 1967, secondary modern schools
have improved their percentage of pupils gaining five or more A*– GCSEs (or equivalent) at six times the
rate of comprehensive schools.

It seems remarkable that neither the Select Committee, nor its expert advisers, seem to have taken any
account of such evidence in their deliberations. We should also point out that information from
Comprehensive Future and the Campaign for the Advancement of State Education invariably ignores
evidence on standards that does not favour their ideology.

When around 50% of pupils are now achieving five or more A*–C GCSEs, this measure is obviously
unsuitable for the top 20 to 30% of pupils. To measure their performance, it is necessary to look at five or
more A*–A grade GCSEs or five or more A*∼B grade GCSEs. For example, on 20 May 2003, Graham
Brady MP received a written answer to a Parliamentary Question about the percentages of pupils gaining
five or more A*–A grade GCSEs and five or more grade A*∼B grade GCSEs in wholly selective areas, wholly
comprehensive areas, and nationally, for the year 2002. The answer from David Miliband, the schools
standards minister, was as follows:

Wholly Wholly National
Selective Comprehensive Averages
LEAS LEAS

5 or more A*∼A grade CGSEs 15.1% 8.6% 9.7%

5 or more A*∼B grade GCSEs 32.1% 23.1% 24.6%

4. We should also emphasise that some grammar schools get 10 or more applicants to take the voluntary
11-plus exam for each available place. This clearly shows that parents and their children are prepared to face
extremely fierce odds in the hope of achieving an education in accordance with their philosophical
convictions and human rights. It also shows that parents would like the choice of more, not fewer,
academically selective schools. (Of course, parents may choose to have their child educated in accordance
with the comprehensive ideal, but this should be understood as a philosophical/political choice, rather than
an educational choice which is based on evidence about which system produces the better academic results.)

5. All of the above is, of course, relevant to school admissions. Parents in all parts of the country want
a choice of selective schools. Politicians, however, have control of taxpayers’ money. So they have a duty
to supply that choice wherever possible. They also have a duty to ensure fair, acceptable and objective
admissions criteria to cater for that choice.

National Grammar Schools Association

15 October 2003

Memorandum submitted by Ann Doubleday (SA 45)

11! ADMISSIONS POLICY FOR CITY TECHNOLOGY COLLEGE

I wish to make the Select Committee aware of one of the possibly unforeseen eVects of the independence
of CTCs on admissions of children in their area.
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The Harris CTC in Upper Norwood has an entrance examination for children of 11!. My grandson
whose application is strongly supported by his headmaster at Beulah Primary School, was due to take the
examination. Unfortunately, the previous week he was diagnosed with impetigo and my daughter informed
the Harris School. Harris said he could not take the examination on the specified day and neither were there
any means of his taking it at a later date. This totally excludes him from any possibility of attending the
school nearest to his home.

He was given a course of antibiotics and on the day before the examination a doctor pronounced the
infection had cleared suYciently for him to go to school and issued a certificate to that eVect. The certificate
was faxed to Harris who maintained their position that he could not sit the examination. So, on the day of
the examination he was in his primary school, exposing the other children there to any contagion (impetigo
is spread only by physical contact) while not permitted to sit for one and a half hours in a separate desk in
the Harris School where he would be in physical contact with his own pencil.

Croydon LEA quoted the advice given to all schools in their area, issued by Croydon Health Authority
in August 2001:

“Impetigo

Direct contact may help to spread infection, especially on the hands. Antibiotics are indicated.

Exclusion: Children should remain oV school until the lesions are crusted or healed. This may be reduced
by covering the lesions. The disease is not reportable and time away from school will be between four and
10 days. If the lesions can reliably be kept covered, exclusions may be shortened.”

Croydon LEA said that he could have been allowed to sit the examination in one of their schools but that
the CTC is outside their remit and totally independent.

We made a number of suggestions to the school:

— that any remaining visible lesions should be covered—even though not infectious;

— that he could be put in a separate room and we would willingly pay for an invigilator of their
choosing;

— the headmaster at Beulah would have been happy that he should sit the examination in his primary
school, again with an independent invigilator;

— that children who are ill on the day should take a diVerent examination at a later date;

— this is done in a number of (financially) independent schools.

The school was unwilling even to discuss any of these suggestions. Both the local LEA and the DfES, who
contacted the school on our behalf said the school is independent of their authority and eVectively a law
unto itself. We don’t dispute their legal right, only question whether they are using this right in an
appropriate way. Apart from the obvious disappointment of my grandson and the family, there are wider
issues:

1. General unfairness. One would expect the school to aim to provide education for all those children
who can benefit from it, regardless of their health on a particular day.

2. Practical repercussions. Parents who are aware of this ruling will be tempted to lie about children’s
health and send them with more serious infections if they know the children will otherwise be excluded.

3. The school is maintained largely by public funds-it cannot be right that it should be able to make its
own rules, however—capricious, and there be no public responsibility, local or national, for their eVects.

Ann Doubleday

18 December 2003

Submission from the Headteacher of Burnham Upper School following the Committee’s visit
to Slough on 1 December (SA 47)

— Burnham Upper School is a Bucks secondary modern school sitting astride the Buck/Slough
border.

— We are oversubscribed—400 applications for 130 places this year.

— We are overfull, with a capacity of 699 and a population of 740, before September 2003 .

— There is an Assessment Method for Secondary Schools [ DfES/0739/2001 ] which sets out the Net
Capacity of a school.

— Admittedly this is, like all such Methods in Education, guidance.

— Nevertheless, by this Method, our capacity is 130 in any one year.

— We had reluctantly agreed to 140 in light of our budget deficit problems.

— We had constructed a timetable and hired staV on that basis.
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— In July 2003, an Independent Admissions Appeals Panel for Stage One proceedings decided,
perversely, that we were not full, and allocated an extra 35 pupils into Year 7 for September,
eVectively a 30% increase.

— It was too late to recruit staV, which we did not have the money for anyway as the current funding
arrangements operate in arrears.

— As a consequence of this action, Year 7 attending in September were placed on a part-time day.

Whilst I acknowledge that Independent Appeals Panels have a vital role to play in respect to Stage Two
appeals, it cannot make sense that such a Panel can overrule or have no regard to an Assessment method
of Capacity based on measurement and due process.

The eVects of such an action have been substantial on this school. I would like to think that this example
could prompt a re-evaluation of the process of arriving at a sensible method of establishing a manageable
intake of a school.

Should you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

L J Smales
Headteacher

Memorandum submitted by Mrs Patricia Fairburn, Council on Tribunals (SA 48)

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO A REPORT FROM THE COUNCIL ON TRIBUNALS ON
SCHOOL ADMISSIONS AND EXCLUSION APPEAL PANELS

On 28 May you sent a copy of the Council’s Special Report on School Admission and Exclusion Panels
to Sheila Scales and Caroline Macready. Sheila has temporarily taken up a new position, and Alex Sevier
has taken over her duties in Improving Behaviour and Attendance Division.

Your report has helpfully focussed on some important issues. Over the summer we have sought the
opinions of our key partners—including local education authorities, teacher unions, admission authority
schools and admission and exclusion appeal panel members and clerks—on your recommendations. They
agree with us that many of those recommendations are useful and practical and should enhance the
operation of admission and exclusion appeal panels. But they disagree with other recommendations, as
do we.

Annex A to this letter responds to the 15 recommendations concerning Admission Appeal Panels only.

Annex B responds to the six recommendations concerning Exclusion Appeal Panels only.

Annex C responds to the three recommendations concerning training issues for both Admission and
Exclusion Appeal Panels.

We hope that you and your colleagues will find our response helpful. As you will see, at a number of places
in Annex A we envisage addressing recommendations through the new admission and exclusion appeals
website we have set up jointly. You can access it on http://www.dfes.gov.uk/schooladmissions/discussion/
We would be happy to have your comments, and work with the Council on future developments.

16 October 2003

Annex A

Recommendation 1—To Increase Their Independence and Improve the Quality and Consistency of
Services to Parents, Admission Appeal Panels Should be Organised and Managed on a Regional
Basis

We do not accept this recommendation. Legislative change would be necessary to make LEAs responsible
for administration of all appeals in their areas, and we have no plans to amend admission or appeals
legislation at present. 90% of external partner respondents supported our view that such panels would be
expensive to set up and run and would be more inconvenient for parents to attend because of the distance
and cost of travelling etc. Most LEAs are large enough to run a professional service on their own and smaller
LEAs already collaborate with each other. Furthermore, there is likely to be a loss of local knowledge which
could disadvantage appellants.
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Recommendation 2—The Disqualification Criteria Should be Extended to Exclude from
Membership of the Panels All Teachers from within the Particular LEA Area of the School which
is Subject of the Appeal(s) in Question

We understand that there are very few teachers who actually serve on appeal panels and that many LEAs
do not invite them to serve. Where they do, they must abide by the provisions in the Appeals Code which
require them to withdraw from a case where they have or may be perceived to have a conflict of interest.
Like some respondents, we believe that teachers can make a useful contribution to appeals with their direct
experience of education; and we would not wish to aggravate local shortages of panel members.

Recommendations 3 and 6—Admission Appeal Panels Should have Either a Legally Qualified Chair
or Separate Panel of Lay Chairs, with Special Training in Chairing Skills; Panel Clerks Should
be Legally Qualified and Specially Trained if the Chair is not Legally Qualified

We do not think that it is essential to have a legally qualified chair or clerk for panels to operate eYciently.
We do, however, strongly support the view that chairs and clerks should be committed, undertake
appropriate training and have access to legal advice when necessary.

As you know, being legally qualified is not a pre-requisite to applying the principles of natural justice
eYciently, and legally qualified chairs or clerks might tend to make the appeal discussions more formal,
which could put some appellants oV. These recommendations would also add to costs.

Recommendations 4 and 5—The Code of Practice Needs to Include Guidance on the Selection of
Panel Chairs in Advance of the Hearing; the Code Should Include Advice on the Need for Good
Preparation by Panel Members, and the Benefits of Identifying in Advance the Key Issues for
Clarification at the Hearing

Like most of our respondents, we agree that these recommendations would contribute to eVective
consideration of cases; and we understand that they are already applied as practice by as many panels across
the country. We shall incorporate them next time we have occasion to revise the Appeals Code.

Recommendation 7—The Establishment of a Specialist Cadre of Admission Appeal Clerks

We support this recommendation, but not in the context of a regionally or nationally-organised
appeals system.

Like by the majority of our partners, we feel that a cadre of clerks could serve as a pool which would
particularly be helpful to schools that run their own appeals and have diYculty in finding suYcient numbers
of panel members. There is no reason why such a pool of competent clerks could not be established on an
LEA or inter-LEA basis, and this is already the case in some areas.

Recommendations 8, 9 and 10—Promote the Sharing of Good Practice and the Work of EASI;
Information on the Availability of Advice and Access to Services for Parents Locally; and Panel
Members to be Given a Copy of the Code of Practice as Part of Their Induction

The vast majority of respondents supported our view that these proposals will help to make the operation
of appeal panels more eVective both for appellants and for panel members. We note that these
recommendations are already applied by many admission authorities. The Department’s Admission
Appeals and Exclusion Panels Discussion Forum has recently gone live, and we intend to use this as a means
of dispensing advice, sharing good practice and keeping members informed of relevant court rulings and
changes in guidance.

Recommendation 11—Group Method for Hearing Multiple Admission Appeals

Although we agree that this proposal has merit, particularly as it oVers better value compared to single
appeals, some respondents felt that some parents would be less willing to discuss the details of their appeals
at group rather than at single appeals. On balance, we take the view that it would be sensible to leave the
choice to admission authorities to decide locally, taking account of their particular circumstances.

Recommendations 12 and 14—Parents Should Receive Better Information about the Special Case
of Infant Class Size Appeals; and the Code of Practice Should Include Model Decision Letters to
Be Used by Clerks

We agree with these recommendations in principle. The large majority of respondents supported our view
that, on the issue of class size appeals, parents as well as other parties could benefit from even more simple
and straightforward guidance than is currently oVered. When we last consulted on having model letters in
the Code, respondents’ views were mixed. But this time, the great majority of respondents agreed they would
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be helpful. So we will develop simpler class size guidance model letters, and display them on our internet
Discussion Forum. We will also consider incorporation into the Appeals Code when we next have the
opportunity to update it.

Recommendation 13—The New Admission Arrangements Should Include a Common Cut-off Date
for Acceptance of All Offers of School Places by Parents

We agree in principle that a common cut-oV date would be of benefit to admission authorities, and for
those applicants who apply during the normal admissions round. Most of our respondents also agreed,
though a significant minority did not. Co-ordinated admissions schemes will, however, address the issue that
concerned you, in another way. The co-ordinated admission’ schemes we have seen solar do include a date
by which oVers of places in an area’s schools should have been accepted.

Recommendation 15—Admission Appeals, Including for VA and Foundation Schools, Should be
Managed and Run by LEAs Regionally

This recommendation closely relates to recommendation 1. Neither we nor the majority of our
respondents agreed to it. I-lad the recommendation been for VA and foundation school appeal to be handled
by LEAs at LEA level, it would have found majority support from these particular respondents. But there
is still significant opposition from those schools and their representatives so, even this move would require
controversial legislation, for which we have no plans.

Annex B

Recommendation 1: Exclusion Appeal Panels Should Always Have a Legally Qualified Chair

Recommendation 3: In the Absence of a Legally Qualified Chair Exclusion Panels Should Have the
Services of a Legally Qualified Clerk

We do not accept these recommendations. The majority of the respondents that commented on them
supported our view. Being legally qualified is not a pre-requisite for applying the principles of natural justice.
Making legal qualifications a requirement for chairs or clerks would tend to make proceedings more formal,
which could alienate or intimidate some parents. The change would require legislation and there would be
no guarantee of an adequate supply of legally-qualified volunteers.

We agree that chairs and clerks need good-quality training. We are therefore commissioning on-line tutor-
led training materials for chairs and clerks. These should be available in April 2004.

Recommendation 2: Exclusion Appeals Should Be Heard by the Special Educational Needs and
Disability Tribunal (SENDIST)

We do not accept this recommendation. A majority of the respondents that commented on it agreed with
our view. The great majority of excluded pupils do not have statements of SEN. Local panels are intended
to provide parents with an accessible and rapid mechanism for appealing against the exclusion of their child.
SENDISTs are organised on a regional basis and their average disposal time for cases is over four months.
Transferring exclusion appeals to SENDISTs would therefore mean longer journeys and higher travel costs
for parents and longer delays in determining the outcome of appeals. It could also transmit the misleading
message that all bad behaviour was the result of some condition beyond the child’s control.

Recommendation 4: The Secretary of State’s Guidance to Exclusion Panels Needs to Include More
Comprehensive Guidance on the Role of the Clerk

We accept this recommendation, as did the majority of respondents. We are reviewing our current
guidance with the intention of producing revised guidance next year.

Recommendation 5: The Guidance to Exclusion Appeal Panels Should Emphasise the Benefits of
Holding a Pre-meeting Before the Hearing to Clarify the Issues under Appeal and Agree the
Panel’s Strategy for the Hearing

We accept this recommendation, as did the majority of respondents. Our revised guidance will cover
this issue.
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Recommendation 6: The Guidance to Exclusion Panels Needs to Include Better and More Detailed
Advice about Accommodation for Appeal Hearings

We do not accept this recommendation. The law prescribes a short time scale within which independent
appeal panels must be convened. We do not believe it would be right to make this more diYcult by banning
the use of council premises which, for some hearings, may be the only accommodation available at short
notice. We will remind local authorities that, when they communicate with parents, they should make clear
that appeal panels are independent of the authority. We will emphasise this in our revised guidance.

Annex C

TRAINING

Recommendation 1: There is Need for a Specific Requirement in the Secretary of State’s Respective
Guidance to Admission and Exclusion Appeal Panels to the Effect that it is Mandatory for All
Panel Members to Receive Full Induction Training before Being Allowed to Hear Appeals

We believe that making training mandatory may increase burdens and may result in less willingness for
volunteers to work in this capacity. However, it is our intention to recommend that LEAs should provide
induction training to new exclusion appeal panel members in our proposed guidance.

As for admission appeals, the School Admission Appeals Code recommends admission authorities to
ensure that all panel members receive appropriate training before hearing appeals. We understand that in
almost all cases members have been on induction training before sitting on a panel. We will of course
continue to promote the need for new members to receive induction training as soon as practicable.

Recommendation 2: There is a Need to Remedy the Lack of Training in Chairing Skills for the
Chairs of admission and Exclusion Appeal Panels, Having Regard in Particular to the JSB’s
Framework of Competence for tribunal Chairs and Members

We accept that there is a need to address the lack of suitable training in chairing skills for chairs of
admission and exclusion appeal panels. For admission appeal panels, a new training package has recently
been developed by the Information for School and College Governors which includes specific components
on chairing skills. The package will be available before the end of the year. As for exclusion appeals, we
intend to address this through the on-line tutor-led training material which is being commissioned.

Recommendation 3: The Training Function for Admission and Exclusion Panels Should be
Organised Regionally, and Proper Systems Put in Place Within LEAs and Admission Authorities
for Estimating and Earmarking Resources for Future Training Needs

We are concerned that this would slow down the system and render some volunteers unable to fulfil their
duties as appeal panel members. This recommendation may also extend the time it takes appeal panels to
organise and deliver training compared to local training events.

For both admission and exclusion appeal panels we believe that the way training is organised should be
for local decision according to local circumstances and resources. That said, we are aware that some LEAs
already work closely together and co-operate on a regional basis to provide training.

16 October 2003

Memorandum submitted by Campaign for Local Education (SA 56)

We are a group of parents who live in the borough of Wandsworth, where a number of secondary schools
are partially selective.

We have in the past week sent to the schools adjudicator an objection to the admission arrangements of
two partially selective schools in the borough. We are asking the adjudicator to end selection at these schools
because we believe that selective admission arrangements do not serve the best interest of local parents and
children in the area.

We are aware that the Education and Skills Committee was taking evidence about secondary school
admissions earlier this year and that we are probably too late to submit evidence formally to the Committee.
However, we would be pleased if you would consider the enclosed papers in connection with the forthcoming
publication of your report on secondary school admissions.

We are parents of children of compulsory school age receiving primary education who live in the Tooting
area of Wandsworth. We wish to object to the admission arrangements proposed by Graveney and
Burntwood Schools for entry in 2005, under paragraph 90 (2) of the Schools Standards and Framework Act,
1998. This statement, and the accompanying completed forms, constitute a joint objection under the terms
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of the Statutory Instrument 1999/125 (Education (Objections to Admission Arrangements) Regulations
1999) paragraph 6(2). The objection refers to selection by ability and thus falls within the provisions of SI
1999/125 paragraph 5(2).

The admission arrangements proposed by Graveney and Burntwood Schools, which were published in
the Wandsworth Guardian on 22 April 2004. As you will see, the notice provided by Wandsworth Town Hall
contains an incorrect address for the OYce of the Schools Adjudicator. We notified Wandsworth Council
of this error on 23 April 2004 and asked for a correction to be published in the local press. A copy of this
letter was sent to the OYce of the Schools Adjudicator. Wandsworth Council has not, however, considered
it necessary to publish a correction. We have therefore notified potential objectors through a letter published
in the Wandsworth Guardian on 27 May 2004.

Summary of Objection

We object to the admissions arrangements published by Graveney and Burntwood Schools on the
grounds that the schools propose to continue to select a high proportion of their pupils by general ability
and we believe that these arrangements do not serve the best interests of too many local parents and children
in the area.

We believe that these arrangements still prevent, unnecessarily, too many local children from attending
their closest secondary school and, instead, force them to make unwanted longer journeys by public
transport to alternative schools, at their families’ own expense.

We believe that these arrangements particularly discriminate against local children from less privileged
backgrounds, against local children with Special Educational Needs, and against local children from certain
Black and Ethnic Minority groups.

We believe that these arrangements, by preventing many local children from attending their closest
secondary school, force parents to make multiple applications to alternative schools, many of which require
tests other than the Wandsworth Year 6 Test. We believe that the children are therefore unduly aVected by
having to sit too many diVerent tests.

We believe that the social and medical grounds category for admission at Graveney and Burntwood
Schools is vague, and that the published admission arrangements should clearly explain what evidence of
social and medical grounds for admission is required, to avoid possible misinterpretations and/or abuse.

We believe that the published admission arrangements of Graveney and Burntwood schools should also
include a definition of the sibling rule that clearly identifies the cut-oV date when a sibling who has left or
is leaving the school ceases to confer sibling priority to an applicant, to avoid possible misinterpretations
and/or abuse.

We reject the notion that Graveney and Burntwood Schools need to continue to select on ability in order
to achieve a balanced intake.

The pages that follow contain evidence to support our objection to the admission arrangements of the
two schools.

Background

Graveney School and Burntwood School each propose to continue to select 25% of their intake by general
ability. Selection was introduced at Graveney, a co-educational comprehensive school, and at Burntwood,
a girls’ comprehensive school, in the 1995–96 school year. Previous objections to selection by parents have
led to decisions by the schools adjudicator to reduce the proportion of the intake that is selected at both
schools. We believe, however, that the admission arrangements still do not serve the best interests of too
many local parents and children in the area.

Last year, selection was reduced further at both schools by the schools adjudicator. The grounds on which
parents objected to the adjudicator last year, however, raised substantially diVerent issues from the grounds
on which we are now objecting.

In 2003, parents in the Battersea area of Wandsworth objected on the grounds of the damaging
cumulative eVects of three partially selective schools, including Graveney and Burntwood, upon the intake
of other local secondary schools, in particular Battersea Technology College. They particularly claimed
unfairness to children and parents living in the North Battersea area.

The current objection is made by parents who live in the Tooting area of Wandsworth on the grounds of
the unfairness of the admission arrangements to children and parents living in the Tooting area. Our main
grounds for objecting to the admission arrangements at Graveney and Burntwood Schools are that we
believe that these arrangements still prevent, unnecessarily, too many local children from attending their
closest secondary school, and instead force them to make unwanted longer journeys by public transport to
alternative secondary schools, at their families’ own expense. These grounds raise similar issues as the
objections which were made by parents in the Tooting area in 2002, and which the adjudicator last year
considered to be dissimilar from the objections of the parents in Battersea in 2003.
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Below we present evidence to support each of the grounds of our objection to selection at Graveney and
Burntwood Schools.

We believe that the admission arrangements still prevent, unnecessarily, too many local children from
attending their closest secondary school.

Graveney School

The parents who are objecting to partial selection by ability have children who go to primary schools that
are within one kilometre (just over half a mile) of Graveney School (see Map 1). They are the primary schools
that are nearest to Graveney, as defined by the OFSTED website The majority of children live within easy
walking distance of the school. In the past these primary schools have been described by Graveney School
as its “feeder schools”.60 For the overwhelming majority of parents who send their children to these primary
schools, Graveney School is their closest secondary school. Before selection was introduced, Graveney was
a popular local school for the children of the Tooting area. Prior to selection, it is believed that the eVective
catchment area of Graveney School was of about one mile (1.6 kilometres) radius.61

Since partial selection was introduced at Graveney School, however, our experience has been that there
have been too few places available to local children, other than siblings (discussed further below) and those
who gain entry through the selective test (Category 1 places). At present, 25% of Graveney’s intake of 250
pupils is by general ability and, in 2003 (the last year for which complete figures were available) over 40%
were admitted as siblings, leaving less than a third of places to be allocated to children by virtue of their
proximity to the school.

As a result, at present, only a minority of children from the nearest local primary schools transfer to
Graveney School Wandsworth Council has provided us with figures for the secondary school destinations
of children from the seven primary schools that are nearest to Graveney School (Table 1 and Attachments
C and E). These show that, out of 404 children transferring to secondary schools in 2003, fewer than one in
three (116) went to Graveney School. We also collected more detailed information directly from six of the
seven primary schools, providing us with data on the children’s secondary school destinations not just in
Wandsworth but in other boroughs (Table 2). These data show that, of the children who did not attend
Graveney school, at least 80 went to co-educational, non-denominational comprehensive schools that were
considerably further away. These schools were Southfields Community College (33), Chestnut Grove
School (24), Dunraven School (8), Mitcham Vale High School (6), Battersea Technology College (4),
Bishopsford Community School (3), ADT City Technology College (2), Tamworth Manor (2), Archbishop
Lanfranc (2) and Elliot School (1).62 Children from primary schools in the Tooting area are therefore
attending ten other co-educational, non-denominational schools. We would argue that, without selection
by ability, these children would almost certainly be attending Graveney School. We would therefore argue
that local pupils are being denied admission to their nearest school.

Burntwood School

We also believe that the selective admission arrangements at Burntwood School prevent many local girls
from attending their closest girls’ secondary school. For most girls living in the Tooting area, the nearest
girls’ secondary school is Burntwood School. At present, 25% of Burntwood’s intake of 283 pupils is by
general ability and, in 2003 over 28% were admitted as siblings, leaving less than half of the places to be
allocated to children by virtue of their proximity to the school. In 2003, girls were oVered places on distance
up to 1.34 miles away from the school, a distance that excludes much of the area of Tooting where local
children, covered by this objection, live (see Map 2).

As a result, a sizeable minority of girls from the local area are unable to attend Burntwood School. In
our survey of local primary schools (Table 2), approximately one in five of the girls who transferred to non-
denominational single sex (girls’) schools in 2003 did not go to Burntwood School. These girls went to a
number of single sex schools further afield, including Ricards Lodge (7), Norwood School (3) and Norbury

60 There is one other school, Links Primary School, that is also within one kilometre of Graveney School, according to the
OFSTED website. However, because this school is in Merton, most parents live in Merton and are not eligible to object to
Graveney’s admission arrangements. This school has, therefore, not been included in the case presented here.

61 Our definition of the “Tooting area” in this objection covers the combined catchment areas of the Wandsworth primary
schools located within one kilometre of Graveney School (as defined on the OFSTED website), excluding the catchment area
of St Boniface RC School, which has a broader parish catchment area. A “local” child in this objection is a child who lives
in the Tooting area.

62 There are minor discrepancies between the data provided by Wandsworth Council (Table 1) and by the primary schools (Table
2). These discrepancies probably arise from late changes due to appeals, which are not necessarily recorded by the primary
schools. Thus, Wandsworth Council’s figures show two more children transferring to Graveney School, compared to the
primary school data, and three fewer children transferring to other co-educational non-denominational schools in
Wandsworth.

63 Wandsworth Council’s figures (Table 1) show four more children transferring to Burntwood School than the data collected
from the local primary schools (Table 2). It is not possible to tell whether or not this means that four fewer girls therefore
went to other girls’ schools further afield. The discrepancy is not large enough to alter the argument put forward here.
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Manor High School (2).63 The problem is particularly acute for some schools, like Franciscan School, where
for cultural reasons, a high proportion of parents wish their daughters to go to single sex schools. We would,
therefore, also argue that local girls are being denied admission to their nearest girls’ school.

We believe that, because local pupils are denied admission to their nearest secondary school, they are forced
to make unwanted longer journeys by public transport to alternative schools, at their families’ own expense.

Local children, denied admission to Graveney School, are travelling to alternative schools that are
considerably further away. In 2003, the 80 local children who went to co-educational non-denominational
schools, other than Graveney, travelled to ten diVerent schools. Of these, five are in more distant parts of
the borough, including Balham, Wandsworth, Battersea and Putney. The remaining schools are in other
boroughs: Lambeth, Merton and Croydon. Local girls, unable to attend Burntwood School, are travelling
to girls’ schools that are also considerably further away. None of the alternative girls’ schools is in
Wandsworth. One is in Merton, one in Lambeth and one in Croydon.

Travel to all these alternative schools involves long, complicated and potentially dangerous journeys. The
largest number of children from the local area, who are going to co-educational schools elsewhere, are
travelling to Southfields Community College in Wandsworth, a journey for which there is no direct bus route
and one requiring a particularly early start, since the school day begins at 8.20am. Travel to the nearest
alternative co-educational secondary school, Chestnut Grove School in Balham, also requires two buses for
most local children.

We regard the distances that children are travelling as unreasonable. These are 11-year old children. It
would (rightfully) be illegal to allow them to stay at home on their own, yet they are expected to travel long
and complicated journeys by public transport in an inner city area, often very early in the morning or after
dark in the winter evenings. Parents with younger children are often unable to accompany the children on
these journeys and so they are forced to travel alone. The journeys that the children are expected to travel
are at their parents’ expense. As is explained below, these are often vulnerable children with special
educational needs (for example, children for whom English is a second language) or children who are
economically disadvantaged, whose parents are least able to pay for journeys to school.

The fact that local children are unable to go their nearest school means that, each year, there are great
diYculties in finding secondary school places for the children. In 2003, at one local primary school,
Sellincourt, children transferred to 23 diVerent secondary schools, while those from Franciscan School
transferred to 20 diVerent schools and from Eardley School to 19 diVerent schools. It is common for local
children to be the only child from their primary school to be attending their secondary school, with the
accompanying disruption of social and community ties making secondary transfer particularly stressful for
these children.

The diYculty of finding secondary school places for the children means that many remain unplaced, at a
time when the future of their peers has been settled. Many children are unplaced even at the end of the
summer term before they are meant to transfer to secondary school. At Franciscan School, there were still 10
children who were unplaced in July 2003. These children miss out on the preparations made by the secondary
schools to ease the transfer of the children from primary schools, further disadvantaging them.

The information presented here so far has mainly related to secondary transfer during 2003. Since then,
selection has been reduced at both Graveney and Burntwood Schools. However, we would argue that this
reduction, which was made in response to the problems posed by selection for children elsewhere in the
borough, has been insuYcient to make much impact on the problems posed for children in the Tooting area.
The evidence for this is, first, that the numbers of children who are unplaced remains high. When we
conducted our survey of primary schools during March–April 2004, over 1 in 10 children in five of the seven
primary schools nearest to Graveney were still unplaced (Table. 3) (not printed). This is in spite of the
centralised admissions procedure introduced this year in Wandsworth, as part of which oVers were sent out
to children on 1 March 2004. Even at the end of May 2004, Wandsworth Council was still unable to provide
data on the 2004 secondary school destinations of children in the borough. Second, although the high
number of unplaced children means that patterns for 2004 admissions are not yet completely clear, our
survey of local primary schools indicated that emergent patterns are similar to those for 2003. In particular,
only a minority of children from the Tooting area will be transferring to their nearest secondary school,
Graveney, in 2004. Out of 247 children who have been placed from five local schools, only around 1 in 3
(94) will be going to Graveney School in 2004.

Indeed, the impact of selection on children in the Tooting area is likely to increase further in 2005 because
the number of school aged children in the area is increasing. This is particularly likely to aVect children at
the two schools that, up till now, have benefited most from reductions in selection at Graveney, Furzedown
and Penwortham Schools. In 2004–5, for example, the Penwortham School Year 6 form will have three
classes, not two as at present, and instead of 48 children, there will be 75 children to place from Penwortham
School Year 6 next year. Furzedown School has also now increased its entry to a two-form entry, compared
to the present one-and-a-half form Year 6 class.

63 Wandsworth Council’s figures (Table 1) show four more children transferring to Burntwood School than the data collected
from the local primary schools (Table 2). It is not possible to tell whether or not this means that four fewer girls therefore
went to other girls’ schools further afield. The discrepancy is not large enough to alter the argument put forward here.
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It has in the past been suggested by Graveney School that the fact that local children attend so many
diVerent secondary schools is an aspect of parental choice. We believe, however, that the present
arrangements are a denial of choice for many local parents and children. Wandsworth Council now collects
systematic information on the secondary school preferences of parents. Some of this information was
supplied by Wandsworth Council to the Member of Parliament for Tooting, Tom Cox, on his request
(Attachment F) (not printed). This information suggests that, at three primary schools in Furzedown Ward,
the proportion of pupils oVered their first choice of secondary school varies directly with the proportion
oVered their nearest secondary school, Graveney. At Eardley School, for example, the proportion of
children oVered their first choice of secondary school is considerably lower than at either of the other two
Furzedown Schools, and the proportion obtaining a place at Graveney School is also considerably lower
than at the other two schools. Eardley children will be transferring to at least 18 diVerent secondary schools
in 2004, a higher number than children from either of the other two primary schools.64

We believe that the admission arrangements at Graveney and Burntwood Schools particularly discriminate
against local children from less privileged backgrounds, against local children with Special Educational Needs,
and against local children from certain Black and Ethnic Minority groups.

The attached tables (not printed) summarise our evidence that the admission arrangements at Graveney
and Burntwood Schools particularly discriminate against local children from less privileged backgrounds,
against local children with Special Educational Needs, and against local children from certain Black and
Ethnic Minority groups. The tables compare the profiles of the seven Wandsworth primary schools nearest
to Graveney School with the profiles of Graveney and Burntwood Schools. The data have been obtained
from the most recent OFSTED reports for each school. All the reports were carried out within the last
three years.

Graveney School, in particular, has in the past maintained that its pupil profile is representative of this
area of south London. We would argue that this is not the case and that the diVerences between both
Graveney and Burntwood Schools and the surrounding area can be linked to the selective admission
arrangements.

Local children from less privileged backgrounds

Children from less privileged backgrounds are defined here as those who are eligible for free school meals.
Eligibility for free school meals is a standard measure of social deprivation.

Graveney and Burntwood Schools have a much lower proportion of children eligible for free school meals
than do local primary schools in the Tooting area. The proportion of children eligible for free school meals
in the two selective secondary schools, taken together, is 17% compared to an average of 31 % in local
primary schools. Graveney School in particular discriminates against children from less privileged
backgrounds: only 11 % of children are eligible for free school meals at Graveney, compared to an average
of 31% in local primary schools.

We believe that the discrimination against children from less privileged backgrounds is associated with
the schools’ admission arrangements. First, selection by ability means that relatively few places are oVered
on distance and that therefore the proximity places are based on a very small area. For example, proximity
places at Graveney were based on a distance of only 0.32 miles in 2003. This excludes key areas of social
housing in the area, such as the high rise social housing north-east of Thrale Road and the streets on either
side of Franciscan Road. Second, selection by ability is dependent on the use of the Year 6 test (a point
addressed in more detail below). Parents from wealthier backgrounds can aVord tutors for their children,
who are therefore more likely to perform well in the tests. Third, the social and medical grounds for
admission at Graveney allow parents employed at the school automatic admission for their children after
two years’ employment, and this discriminates against children whose parents are unemployed (see below).

Local children with special educational needs

Graveney and Burntwood Schools have a much lower proportion of non-statemented children with
special educational needs (SEN) than local primary schools in the Tooting area (Table 6). The proportion
of children on SEN Registers at Graveney and Burntwood Schools is 13%, compared to an average of 26%
in local primary schools. Taken together, the two selective secondary schools therefore have around half the
proportion of children on SEN Registers found in local primary schools. The proportion of children on SEN
Registers is lower at each of the selective secondary schools than at any of the local primary schools. Local
children, who are already educationally in special need, are being further disadvantaged by having to travel
to secondary schools further away than is necessary.

64 We asked Wandsworth Education Department for information about the first choice secondary school preferences of children
from all the primary schools covered by this objection. The letter (Attachment E) was sent to the Director of Education (Paul
Robinson) on 23rd April 2004, and was copied to the schools adjudicator. However, although Wandsworth Council has
supplied us with some of the information on secondary school destinations that we requested (Attachment C), it has not
supplied us with any of the information that we requested on secondary school preferences. Parents were asked about their
secondary school preferences on the application form for admission to Wandsworth secondary schools, which had to be
returned by 24 October 2003, and the information should therefore be available to Wandsworth Council.
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We believe that the partial exclusion of children with special education needs from Graveney and
Burntwood Schools arises directly from selection by ability, since many of these children have educational
needs which mean that they are unlikely to do well in selective tests.

Local children from certain Black and Ethnic Minority groups

Graveney and Burntwood Schools have a lower proportion of children from Black (Caribbean heritage,
African heritage and other Black) backgrounds than local primary schools in the Tooting area. Taken
together, less than a quarter of the children at the two selective secondary schools are from Black
backgrounds, compared to nearly a third at local primary schools. Graveney School has a particularly low
proportion of pupils from Black backgrounds: only 19% are from Black backgrounds at Graveney,
compared to an average of over 30% at local primary schools. There is therefore evidence of discrimination
against children from certain ethnic backgrounds, particularly Black backgrounds, at the selective schools,
especially at Graveney School.

We believe that the partial exclusion of Black children from Graveney School can be linked to its
admission arrangements. Selection by ability means that places oVered on distance are based on a very small
area, and this excludes much of the catchment areas of three schools which are close to Graveney (within 1
kilometre) and which have high proportions of children from Black backgrounds (Eardley, Franciscan and
Sellincourt).

We believe that these arrangements, by preventing many local children from attending their closest
secondary school, force parents to make multiple applications to alternative schools, many of which require
tests other than the Wandsworth Year 6 Test. We believe that the children are therefore unduly aVected by
having to sit too many diVerent tests.

Because there is a low likelihood that local children will gain a place at their nearest secondary school,
parents have to make applications to a large number of alternative schools. However, although there is a
Wandsworth Year 6 Test covering entrance to secondary schools in the borough, many schools, even in
Wandsworth, have additional tests. There are additional aptitude tests at, for example, Chestnut Grove
School, Southfields Community College and Saint Cecilia’s Wandsworth School. In addition, ADT College
has a separate application procedure and test. Moreover, children applying for schools outside the borough,
for example, Dunraven School in neighbouring Lambeth, are also subject to separate tests.

We believe that sitting a large number of tests has a deleterious eVect on the children and hinders their
educational progress in Year 6. Many of the tests are abstract verbal and non-verbal reasoning tests that
have little educational value. The Wandsworth Year 6 Test is particularly stressful for local children because
the results determine the child’s educational future. There is therefore tremendous pressure on the children
to perform well. As noted above, we also believe that the Wandsworth Year 6 is not objective and favours
children from wealthy backgrounds whose parents are able to aVord private tutors to coach their children
for the test. We therefore believe that the children are unduly aVected by having to sit too many tests.

We believe that the social and medical grounds category for admission at Graveney and Burntwood
Schools is vague, and that the published admission arrangements should clearly explain what evidence of
social and medical grounds for admission is required, to avoid possible misinterpretations and/or abuse.

The wording-of the social and medical grounds category for admission at both Graveney and Burntwood
Schools (Category (ii)) is practically identical. The category gives priority to “children with known special
medical or social needs, including Looked After children, which, in the opinion of the Governing Body,
would be suitably provided for in the School”. This wording can be compared, for example, to that of Ernest
Bevin College, which is much more precise. The latter’s social and medical grounds category includes
“applicants with professionally supported evidence of an acute personal or medical need for a place at the
College”.

We believe that the vague wording of the social and medical grounds category at Graveney and
Burntwood Schools needs to be amended to avoid possible misinterpretations and/or abuse. In particular,
we are concerned that the category is used at Graveney School to include “siteworkers’ places”. We
understand that parents who have been employed at Graveney School for at least two years are granted a
place for their child(ren) at the school. Although we understand that the numbers of places allocated on this
basis are not large, we take this issue very seriously. We believe that the granting of siteworkers’ places could
amount to a contravention of equal opportunities regulations. The School Admissions Code of Practice
states that discrimination on the basis of parental employment could have the eVect of disadvantaging
certain social groups in the community (3.12). We believe that siteworkers’ places are one of the mechanisms
by which children from less privileged backgrounds (especially children whose parents are unemployed) are
disadvantaged in admissions to the school.

We believe that the medical and social grounds category, as used by Graveney School, operates as a form
of indirect selection, in that, with regard to siteworkers’ places, the school has already first selected the
parent. The social and medical grounds category in eVect operates as a device to further minimise the
number of proximity places available to local children. We believe that the category may therefore be a
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means of circumventing the decisions regarding selective places made by the independent adjudicators in
the past. That is why we believe the adjudicator needs to consider this issue as part of our objection to the
selective arrangements at the schools.

We believe that the published admission arrangements of Graveney and Burntwood Schools should also
include a definition of the sibling rule that clearly identifies the cut-oV date when a sibling who has left or
is leaving the school ceases to confer sibling priority to an applicant, to avoid possible misinterpretations
and/or abuse.

The sibling rule at both Graveney and Burntwood Schools is essentially the same. Both schools give
priority, under Category 2(i), to “any applicant who has a sibling currently attending the school and who is
not admitted under Category 1 (ie by general ability)”.

The definition of the sibling rule used by Graveney and Burntwood Schools is unlike that employed by
other Wandsworth secondary schools. Ernest Bevin College, for example, gives priority to “applicants who
have a sibling attending the College on the date of admission and who are not admitted under Category 1”.
The rule adopted at Ernest Bevin, and elsewhere in Wandsworth, clearly identifies the cut-oV date when a
sibling who has left or is leaving the school ceases to confer sibling priority to an applicant. That date is the
date of admission of the applicant. We believe that a similar rule should be used at Graveney and
Burntwood Schools.

The current definition of the sibling rule at Graveney and Burntwood Schools allows for a more generous
interpretation of sibling priority than that adopted at, for example, Ernest Bevin College. Graveney oVered
41% of its places under the sibling rule in 2003 and Burntwood oVered 28% of its places, compared to 9%
of places oVered under the sibling rule at Ernest Bevin College. The high proportion of siblings admitted at
Graveney is contrary to promises made in Graveney’s Consultative Document of November 1993 that
siblings would not exceed 35% of intake (ie 88 children).

We believe that the sibling rule is being utilised at Graveney and Burntwood Schools as a means of
extending selection by giving priority to the siblings of previously selected children. We therefore believe
that the sibling rule may be another means of circumventing the decisions regarding selective places made
by the independent adjudicators in the past. That is why we believe the adjudicator needs to consider this
issue as part of our objection to the selective arrangements at the school.

We reject the notion that Graveney and Burntwood Schools need to continue to select on ability in order
to achieve a balanced intake.

It has been argued in the past that selection by ability is needed in order to achieve a balanced intake.

We do not, however, believe that the schools need to continue to select on ability in order to achieve a
balanced intake. We do not regard the current intakes to the schools as balanced. Rather, the intakes to the
schools are clearly skewed towards more able, or advantaged, pupils.

Indeed, we regard the intakes to the schools as socially unbalanced, with evidence of the partial exclusion
of economically and socially disadvantaged children and of children from certain Black and Ethnic
Minority groups.

Further, we believe that selection by ability, over the past 10 years, has undermined the balance between
primary and secondary schools in the area. With increasing numbers of primary school age children in the
area, there is increasing demand for secondary school places, yet the admission arrangements of Graveney
and Burntwood Schools are restricting access to secondary schools for local children. Indeed, we believe
that selection has disrupted pre-existing flows between schools and taken away vital elements in the balance
between primary and secondary education in this area.

In conclusion, we believe that there is no evidence that partial selection is in the interests of local children.
In the absence of such evidence, we ask the Adjudicator to rule against selection.

June 2004
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